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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of foundations

17..S. (CoN rir:NcE or MAYORP-,
1'a1,hinqton, D.C., September 10, 1969.

lion. llussfLnt.B. lox,
chairmann , ,qcnate Finance Copnmiltc,J. ",.,Seac
1I'ashln gton, D.a'.

ID)AH 31R. ("AIRIM t.N T1h1e Ulilt tales ('onferei<c( of Mayolr, aplqrete*0' ,
hils opportunity to stiniit- a statelleuat 10 the 9ellate l-irrce ('o11,,lit4 fin
II.1. 13270 as it relates to revisions in the law governing private . founidat ions.

There is milch In the prolpssed legislation regarding foundations whif.h k highly
beneficial. Abuse of the privileges accorded foundations under present law cer-
tainly cannot be condoned. And the authors of this bill are to le Colnmnended for
the Inclusion of provisions which would eliminate these abuse.
-B-Nt it appears to us that, In its present form, the bill contains a certain amount
of overkill. The greater burden of the restrictions now written Into the iunwaure
would fall not ol the folindatlons themselves, lit oii tlie r .ldiietts cf fotinidalin
funds. While our studies Indicated that the functions of tie Natlonal leagu,,
of Cities and the United States Conference of Mayor as recipient of foundation
fund will not be substantially affected, many other recllents will.

We think that the potential Impact of the bill in its present form on the tylies
of grants foundations would or vilght lie precluded from making ought to be If
subject of close study by this Committee. As the Committee knows, tihe III would
broadly prohibit foundation funds from being used in any manner whih might
intience legislation, either through contact wtih a legislative body or through
public opinion.

Unless these provisions are modified by the Senate, it Is highly possible that
tis measure would persuade foundations to end their support of dozens of highly-
regarded and highly successful projects which touch on areas of national, state.
or local publlc policy. These projects would die because they depend almost
entirely on foundation funds. A vital resource for experimentation and !nnovatlon
would then, we believe, be lost to the American society.

The present language In the bill, In short. carries the potential of putting a chill
on foundation willingness to undertake a wide variety of exix-rimnental progr, to
which have been of considerable benefit to various groups In this country--cities
among them.

For example, look at the health field. Foundation grants in areas which would
be prohibited or highly questionable might Include:

Grants for studies in family planning and population control. Nowhere is tile
problem of family planning and control more necessary than in the titles (if
America today. We need answers, and the answers can only come from such
experimentation.

Sponsorship of professional conferences, attended by public officials, focused
on the financial plight of the country's medical schools and the emerging crisis
in the nation's system of medical services and medical education. It must be
recognized that in terms of urban problems, the cost of services provided by the
medical community Is one of the highest priority. There is no one on whom the
burden falls more heavily for the rising cost of medical Hervices than the residents
of the inner city.

In the field of education. the present language of the bill would Pither prohilit
or put in the highly questionable category such programs as grants to public
television stations or networks for discussion programs on topics which are, or
may soon become, the subject of legislation.

These are random examples. But the fact is that these are actl ltIes whose
legitimacy the foundations themselves view as jeopardlzed by the llone bill. 'lh0-4
view gives some Indication of the chill that can settle over the willingness of
foundations to fund programs of social significance.

(618.5)
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Turning to some other areas of pressing concern to public officials at the local
level, the pending legislation might prohibit or seriously curtail such programs as:

Activities of the Conservation Foundation to encourage restoration of clean
rivers, reduction of air pollution, and support for regional planning and
conservation.

The program of the National Audubon Society, whose monthly magazine has
recently focused extensively on environmental problems raised by the use of DDT
and other pesticides.

Support of a program on "law and the social order" sponsored by the American
liar Association, and the American Aseembly.

Grants to bar associationsto strengthen procedures in Juvenile courts or to
promote organized legal services for the poor.

Support for the activities of Urban America, Inc., which assist in developing
public policies and stimulate action to Improve the quality of life in the cities,
particularly in the area of housing.

'l'hse, wve helevc tile Committee would agr-e, have Ween beneficial programs.
Yet, as mentioned earlier, each of these would either be prohibited by the bill,
or would be put in the highly questionable category.

On top of this, the 7.5 percent tax on foundations which Is provided for in the
bill wolihi remove millions of dollars annually from the total available for private
philanthropy. To the extent that these fvnds flow into cities and into programs
designed to help cities cope with urban problems, this would put increased pres-
sure on already-skimpy city budgets for the funds to deal with these problems.

In addition, the bill in Its present form would jeopardize existence of a great
many non-profit corporations which depend on foundation funds. Ic Is our belief
that this impact would come in two ways: one, through the tax, which would
make less foundation money available and, secondly, through a general chill that
the bill would cast over all foundations in terms of what programs or organiza-
tions they would be willing to fund. Instead of being willing to finance activities
of an innovative and experimental character, it seems to us that the effect of
the bill will be to make foundations extremely cautious In their funding opera-
tions. The effect of this will be felt by people, programs and Institutions across
the land. Indeed, this chilling effect on foundations from the restrictions now in
the bill may be far more extensive than the proposed 7.5 percent tax.

The net Impact, we believe, will force a greater reliance than ever before on
tile ability aild wvllingnelss of the lFIlerJl Government to finance programs for
social progress. Either that, or these programs will never be undertaken. In either
case, the real loser will be the American taxpayer; either he will bear the burden
of increased taxes to pay for social programs now financed by foundations, or
he will eventually pay a price for the loss of social program through an increase
in the very problems these programs now seek to cure or alleviate.

We resPlectfully call to the Committee's attention the views of lip). Bolnud of
Massachusetts in his floor remarks in the House on August 6 as a comprehensive
analysis of some of the potential dangers raised by the provisions of this bill as
they relate to restrictions on foundations.

We would urge the Committee, if it decides that some levy on foundations is
required, that it follow the suggestion of Reps. Bush and Morton of the House
Ways and Means Committee for a ?ee or charge to foundations to pay the addi-
tional costs that will be incurred by the Internal Revenue Service audits of
returns of tax exempt organizations to verify their compliance with the rules.
It seemq to uq that this makes sense, and that what the present bill seeks to accom-
plish by placing added restrictions on foundations could be as well accomplished
by more vigorous enforcement of present rules by the IRS.

The 1I.S. Conference of Mayors thanks the Committee for this opportunity to
present its views.

Sincerely,
JAox D. MALTu.mS,

President.

8rATEhM[fNT BY NMORRIS B. ARRAM, PRPSItDENTr, FIELD FOUNIATIONS, Ic.

SUM MARY

1. The proposed tax on foundation income is an unwarranted Invasion of the
resources of private charitable initiative.

2. The provisions requiring a foundation to make minimum distributions annu-
ally are sound in principle and indeed might be strengthened. However, the
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provisions which define the type of distribution which will qualify require
revision. The definitions of operating foundations should be expanded, and grants
to foreign operating foundations should be treated as qualifying distributions.

3. The provisions which tax expenditures to influence legislation or the out-
come of an election are not responsive to any important problem that cannot be
adequately handled under existing law, and have the substantial negative result
of discouraging the study of Important problems.

4. The restrictions on voter registration programs do not draw a proper distinc-
tion between legitimate and Illegitimate voter registration activities, and should
be either deleted or substantially modified.

STATEMENT

This statement will discuss the provisions of the Tax Reform 1111 of 1969,
H.H. 13270, that curtail the activities of private foundations. My statement will
not be concerned with those provisions of the Bill that are designed to preclude
financial manipulation and abuse such as the sections relating to self-dealing,
"Clay Brown" type transactions, anti the like, since I am in agreement with the
general objective of those sections, and am confident that whatever technical
problems remain in those provisions will be satisfactorily disposed of. What I
wish to discuss in this statement are the provisions of the 11111 which, In my
Judgment, will adversely affect the ability of an important part of the private
sector to conduct programs of important value.

1. Tam on foundation income.-The proposal to levy a tax upon the investment
income of foundations Is, In my Judgment, an unwise invasion of the capacity
of private charitable initiative to do needed work. The effect of the tax Is to take
approximately 1/13th of the foundation income available for projects selected
by private charitable enterprise and initiative, and to Instead have those funds
administered by government. While foundation trustees and government admizi-
Istrators alike can make errors of Judgment, it is my belief that the decisions
made by private charitable initiative with respect to the application of founda-
tion income will result In wiser and more efficient use of such income than If the
income Is, by taxation, transferred to government for disposition by legislators
and bureaucrats.

As experiences with foreign aid, defense procurement, government-run poverZy
programs, and almost any other substantial government program Nhow, govern-
ment is simply not an efficient mechanism for putting money to good use, and
should be resorted to only when there is no other available mnms of putting the
desired funds to the desired use. In the present case, the private Sector has,
to the extent of the income generated by Its resources, the capacity to put that
Income to good use, and will do so better, in my opinion, than government.

In concluding that the foundation tax is an unwise transfer of funds from
private charitable initiative to government, I have considered the argument that
the tax bill will pay for the policing of foundations by the Internal Revenue
Service. I do not believe that this was regarded as a strong argument in suplprt
of the tax, In light of the fact that it Is, as I understand it, far more than the
cost of contemplated audits. Apart from the question of the magnitude of the tax,
however, it seems to me that a tax on the funds that honest and responsible
foundations would otherwise devote to scholarships, medical research, and the
like, Is not a very sensible soute of funds for policing violations of law by o'her
foundations, any more than it would be a sensible no irce of funds for coml ting
organized crime or policing any other problem area. /

2. Distribution of income.-The provisions of the House Bill requiringquali-
fying charitable distribution of a foundation's entire income and, in any event, of
an amount equal to a minimum return on the value of Its assets, are integrally
related to the question of whether a tax should be Imposed upon foundation
incomes. To the extent that foundations do not actively use their income for
active philanthropic purposes, they would not be justifying their exemption from
Income tax or the tax benefits conferred upon their donors, and should be sub-
Jected to far more than the 7/% tax proposed for foundations generally.
Thus, I am strongly In accord with the general principle that foundations should
be required to devote their income to active charitable endeavors'lromptly, and
that the amount devoted to charity must, in any event, represent a spe, cifled
rate of return upon the value of the foundation's investment assets. Moreover,
I would favor Increasing the rennired rate of distribution from 5% of such
value to perhaps as much as 1V, , of value. The resulting invasion of corpus
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Is not objectlonalie In Ily view because I o not believe ihat foundations should
exist In IerIK41tity. On tlie other hand, where foundations comly with alpli-
cale dilstribuilon requirements, and expend all their income for active philan-
Ilroile liirlises, no justification for inmosing a tax on tie foundation's Income
renia I s.

While I agree with the general principle underlying the foregoing distribu-
lion requlreiemnt, I Il-ieve that the types of dlistrilitions which qualify toward

erotling tIit requirement are too narrowly described. The decision of the House
15111 not. to treat grants to foreign operating foundations as qualifying distribu-
tions is it plece of xenoiphobla unworthy of a great nation. 'The definition of
"operating foundation", grants to which are qualifying (list ributions, also needs
re(on silera t Ion.
The definition of operating foundation requires that the organization, In addli-

fito to spending substanihally all of its Income, either devote substantially more
than half of is assets directly to charitable activities or functionally related
atilvilles, or derive sustanially all of its support, other than gross investment
income, from live or more unrelated exempt organizations or from the general
publie, and not more than 25% of stipport from any one such organization. The
"'support" portion of tils definition is In my judgme:;t unrealistically restrictive,
and unless revised would fail to accord opera!lng foundation status to many
valuable programs. The "assets" portion of the definition is not unduly restrictive
If, as I assume is the case, contributions received by the foundation and kept
in hank accounts or Invested in Treasury hills and the like pending use in the
near future are treated as assets devoted directly to charitable activities. If this
construction of file definition were not adopted, however, the number of unen-
dowed foundations with valuable expertise and programs that could qualify
as "operating foundations" would be extraordinarily restricted. In light of the
iml)orfance of this point of construct ion, It seems to me that the language of
the Bill should be clarified.

3. Influencing legislation or clcetions.-The House Bill imposes a tax on
foundations aid thpir knowing managers upon amounts spent "to carry out
propaganda, or otherwise attempt to Influence legislation," or "to influence the
outcome of any public election," other than through "making available the results
of nonpartisan analysis or research." This provision of the Bill is directed at
all unimportant problem, and is of trivial benefit lit its affirmative impact. How-
ever, because of the Imprecision of its language, It has the substantial negative
Impact of deterring foundations and their trustees from undertaking important
work in areas of social concern.

The number of serious current prohleis studied lit foundation-financed
research and whose solution may be a matter of legislative or electoral concern
Is vast. The advocacy of a particular position or viewpoint is almost inevitable
lit such research, an1d such advoea(.. Is permitted under existing regulations
so long as a suliciently full and fair exposition of the pertinent facts is provided
to ermilt an individual or the public to forn an Independent ol)inion or conclu-
sion. (Reg. § 1.501 (c) (3)-1(d) (3) (1)). The language of the House Bill, In con-
trast. leaves tw foundation and its trustees exposed to the risk that such
research or analysis, in expressing such a point of view, will be deemed "parti-
sal." In light of the heavy penalties imposed on the foundation and its trustees
for such violations, the House Bill provisions inevitably would discourage cre-
ative work ott subjects which are of importance but which are controversial. Tile
result will be a diniution it, the extent of efforts devoted to solving some of
our most difficult problems at a time when we can Ill afford it.

For the reasons stated, the provisions referred to above (1o substantial harm.
On ihe other hand, I do not believe that there Is any basis for concluding that
vigorous enforcement of existing law will be Inadequate to prevent any serious
almse in this area. While existing law permits a de nilimis Involvinent in influ-
er.cng legislation, I (1o not believe the leeway thus permitted has resulted In
ahuses requiring a remedy which would have effects as adverse as the proposed
House 11111 provisions on the subject.

4. Voter rcgistralion.--The louse Committee Report states that the Commit-
tee "has sought to steer an appropriate course between lie need for wider regis-
tration and the dangers of nonersponsible dispensing of tax deductible and tax
exeiipt funds for thes, activities." However, the Bill in fact gives short shrift
to the need for wider registration. In order to avoid the Bill's general prohibition
against foundation.flnanced voter registration programs, a progam must meet,
among others, two highly restrictive tests set forth in proposed Code section
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4945(d) : It must be conducted by an organization "the iorincipal activity of
which is nonpartisan political activity in 5 or more States," and substantially
all of the organization's support must normally b'e received fromn five or niore
unrelated exempt organizations, with not more than 25c of such support from
any one such organization, or fromt the general puiblle.

The registration of citizens in order that they may vote is a vital part of our
democratic system, and the proposal of ttit, House, Bill to curtail drastically
foundation-financed voter registration activity is therefore seriously object ion-
able. Enforcement of the requirement of existing law that voter registration
programs be nonpartisan would, In my opinion, be siljicient to prevent abivse in
connection with voter registration activities. At a time whu: Iwrsons with deeply
felt grievances are raising questions as to whether they should continue to work
within our political system or should seek change by other men i!s, the Introduc-
tion of a new legislative restriction on tie ability to work within the established
democratic process cannot Ili 111y opinion be Justified.

Moreover, even if further legislation were deeind necessary to prohlbit parti-
san voter registration efforts, the House Bill jirohibilton goes far Iseyond that
limited objective. Tie exception to the prohibition set forlh in li ropl,.(i Code
section 4945(d) aipears Intended to distinguislh Ibtween ad hoc voter registra-
tion progranis which may be specifically related to a irticular electoral situa-
tion, and nonpartisan I)rograins which are regularly conducted In numerous
communities throughout several states without regard to ioarticular candidacies
or elections, but rather on the basis of the presence of tin unduly low portion of
registration among citizens. If this Is the intent, however, the provisions of
sect ion 4915(d) are unduly restrictive.

Thus, the requirement that the organization be engaged pIrinv'iilily in "lj.itt-
cal" activity is highly restrictive and serves no useful ipUriposet at all. isehe1.
the fact that the organization Is l)rimarily engaged in other bona jimh cnharital il
and educational activities Is llrobably as good, if not a better, IirotIction against
partisanship than the requirement of the present Bill that the priicilpl activity
be "political." To fairly distinguish between respnsibly conwliclel, ntonloarti-
san voter registration programs, having a broad geographic scopP, and an ad hoc
program undertaken for particular ipartisan ends, It would be sufllolhnt, in our
opinion, to require simply that the organization maintain a pirogranm for Ihe
regular conduct of nonpartisan voter registration activities in fiv, fir nim'r,
States.

In addition to an unnece.sary requirement that the organization b lorinel.ilnly
political, section 4945(d) contains unnecessarily bu rdens4n source of sulilport
limitations. As a practical matter, the requirement that no inorv thalml 2f of
support come from a single organization Is likely to curtail seriously th avail-
ability of foundation financing for broad-based, legitimnate nonliartisan voter
registration activities. The requirement of participation by as least five foujani-
tions Is less onerous but may nevertheless present a serious prohah-mn for ifew
efforts which are Just being organized. So long as the requirements relating to
regular, broad-based activity and nonpartisanship are, wet, I do not hIihvt- that
any useful purpose Is served by such rigorous source of sulNti rt imilationi. it
would seem sufficient to protect the integrity of section 1915(d) that the org:ani-
zation not be organized by or controlled by any private foundation not nmetting
the requirements of section 4945(d).

A NI MAle RESCUE fEAIUVi OF BIOsToN,Boston, Mfass., ,8c ptcinbcr .30, 1969.
le II.R. 13270--Tax Reform Bill of 1969.
lIo.. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, (7omnt ittec on Finanvc,
U.S. senatc,
Wasfhington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Lo.No: The Animal Rescue Ieague of Boston is seriously con-
cerned over the possible effe-t on Its operations In the event of eiactment of
those sections of the above Bill relating to "Private Foundations."

As one of the older (incorporated1 In 1899) and well-establishmed Societies for
the protection of animals and normally receiving more than one-third of it4
income from "gross Investment income," the League might, under the 11111 ais
presently worded, be classed as a "Private Foundation" andll subJect to a tax
on net Investment income, Including capital gains.
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Since its founding, the League has been recognized as a society operating in
the interest of public welfare and safety. As an example, it has for years served
as Dog OMcer and Pound for the City of Boston as well as serving as the
City's Quarantine Agent for the control of rabies. In this dual capacity it is
conservatively estimated that the City has been saved an amount In excess of
five million dollars ($5,000,000.) In addition, the League maintains a livestock
conservation department, operates a small-animal clinic and conducts a humane
education program in the Greater Boston public and parochial schools.

The Hill, If enacted as written, might subject the League (and societies of
a similar nature In the United States which have accumulated substantial
endowments from separate gifts over the years) to restrictive requirements
designed for the correction of alleged abuse by an entirely different type of
organization.

We respectfully recommend that in new Section 509 there be added an addl-
tional exempt classitication as follows: "(5) A society for the prevention of
cruelty to animals or children."

Since this phrase has been In the Internal Revenue Code without change since
the Revenue Act of 1018, It, clearly Indicates Congress' determination that such
societies do have a public purpose and that there Is no need to create a separate
test for humane organizations.

Respectfully yours,
JAMEs B. AMEs,

Chairman of the Board.

JOINT STATEMENT* OF THE ASSOCIATED COLLEGES OF TIlE 'IDWEST AND THE
GREAT TAKES CoL.EOEs AssocIA7iON

We recognize the reasons that prompted the authors of HR 13270 to recom-
mend a 711e% tax on the Investment Income of private foundations: unhappily,
there have been instances when foundations did not use their resources to
accomplish the purposes for which they were created. As recipients of founda-
tion funds, we are keenly concerned that foundation resources are properly
allocated.

Nevertheless, we submit that the proposed 7A% tax would significantly con-
strict the support the recipients of foundation funds now receive. We submit
also that foundation activities could be appropriately supervised by the imposition
of a lower tax rate, the Institution of a licensing system, or other means.

The two associations responsible for this paper represent twenty-four private
Institutions whose chief concern Is with undergraduate education. During the
last ten fiscal years, these twenty-four institutions received $113,827,000 from
private foundations. This amount Is 33.2% of aUl gifts from private sources
(luring that ten-year period. (All private gifts amounted to $342,727,000.) Foun-
(otion support Is therefore a most Important component of our private gift
income.

Further, we call attention to the fact that our member Institutions-and many
others like them-have contributed a disproportionately large amount of in-
dividuals to national leadership In the sciences, the arts and humanities, the
social sciences, commerce, Industry, and politics. The sound, well-rooted, private
undergraduate sector of American higher education has clearly demonstrated
Its capacity to produce such leadership. (And we shall be happy to present
statistics to support this statement.)

Nevertheless, private undergraduate institutions are now under intense eco-
nomic pressure. Deservedly, our faculty salary scales are high; our plants and
equipment are modern; our scholarship programs are generous. Yet tuition In-
come supports only some 50% of our disbursements. The rest most come from
other sources, the chief of which is private. Any reduction of the capacity of
private foundations to help us would unquestionably lessen our ability to do
the educational job we have been doing. And such a lessening could reduce the
numbers and quality of our graduates who help direct and advance the affairs
of this nation.

We turn now from the deep concern we feel for our member institutions to
the equally deep concern we feel for the total community of American higher

*The Assodated Colleges of the Midweet (Beloit. Carleton, Coe, Colorado, Cornell,
Orinnell. Knox. Lawrence. Maealester. Monmouth, Ripon. St. Olaf).

The 0.reat lakes College. Aeeocktion (Albion, Antioch. Denison, DePauw. Earlbam.
Hope. Kalamazoo, Kenyo, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Wabash, and Wooster).
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education. What a system-or series of systems-It is! It offers tie most creative
and lively collection of educational progranis ever devi.,w-d by mankind. A con-
stant fountain of new educational patterns, it is in a state of unparalleled
fermnt. In other countries, it is progressively being imltate-I in place of the
older, tradition-bound, and stereotyped European systems.

One of tile Important reasons for this unusual creatively of our system lies In
the diversity that we not only allow-we encourage: huge tax supported ini-
versities; huge private universities; hundreds of snall, medium, and large
colleges, progressively binding themselves into a,,oclalid groups: arts and
technical colleges and universities: two, four, and six year institutions; those
concentrating on the undrgraduate. those oni the graduate, and those ediucaliug
both.

This educational system is one of the reasons our Aiierihan cilture his been,
and continues to be, a vast creative force iln science and technology, iII the
arts and humanities, and in the social sciences.

Over the past ten years, private foundations have provided several billions of
dollars for American higher education, at an ever increasing rate. Not (only have
these foundation dollars been put to work in ordinary educational tasks, but
they have even more imnllortaitty stimulated soine of tile most potent educational
thinking, planning, program development, reforms. and advanlct( ever seen In
education anywhere. S' ole mistakes have ben inade, to be sure, but tile overall
effect of these grants on American education has been profound.

Since the end of World War II almost every educational advance of any Im-
portance in America has been carefully mrtured-joarticularly during its begin-
ning stages-by a thoughtfully planned and( executed prograhi supported at
least in part and at least during Its early stages of formulation, by a Foundatlob
Grant-sometimes by a series of grants.

At a time when an1 educational innovator is afire with an Idea which eventually
could make a difference in the lives of men, lie most often would have nowhere
to turn if It were not for Foundations. In many instances these Foundations are
his only sources of early encouragement. The funds they can allocate at exactly
the right time often bring results far in excess of tile amount of funds themselves.

Someday the world will look at this period of American history and will recog-
nize that we are truly in a stage of renaisslance and that private foundations
have been important facilitators of tils renaissance.

I-ad we attempted to make up this loss in revenue from the private foundation
by charging added tuition to our students or by asking for public funds, we
might have been unsuccessful in our quest. Had we been unsuccessful, our
country would be weaker in top level manpower than It now Is.

Foundation support Is, In a most real way, an assurance that higher education
In America will continue to advance. To the extent that this support Is lessened,
our progress will be slowed.

Respectfully submitted.
hEIr.,ay AcREs,
Presiden t,
The Oreat Lakes Colleges Assoclation.
SUMINER IAYWARD,
Presiden t,
The Associated Colleges of the 'Iidicest.

AMERICANc LIBRARY AsSOCIATION,
Chicago, Ill., September 8, 1909.

Senator RuSsELL B. Loo,
Chairman, Committee on Fitnance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR M. CnAIRMA.: I am Executive Director of the American Library
Association, a not-for-profit corporation organized In 1869, chartered under the
laws of the Commonwealth of Massaehusetts in 1879, and having Its principal
office at 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois. A general description of the
Association and its activities is appended hereto as Exhibit A.

On August 12. 1969, you announced that the Committee on Finance would
begin hearings on H. R. 1.3270. the Tax Reform Act of 1960. on September 4.
In tx connection, you indicated that the Committee would receive written
statements in lieu of testimony on issues of concern.
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'This teller i.s Intendied ito (oilftitie tile Statemient of thle American Library
Asswlatiou ii re-sli-'ct of tMove pirovi~sions of lte Tiax Rteformn Act of 19%9 relating
lip Tax E~xempta Organiziationis, and1( more, seilicahly, Sections 101 ainl 201 of
minti Avt rd-lil og to) PI~itvte FomIIit ions an ud (2larltailpe C'oll t rbutfils.

At I lie outset, It shiolild lbe i1li1lerstoool thatt the Association Mtrogly stipports
Owli obcih vv Is of the Act to tile extent those obijectives Involve the elimination
of sel f(ieainsig bly tIIx-xeniIIt orgaii.tio(111 aund tilhe requirement of full dis-
c10511 e. 'i'll(, primia ry conscernis of tme Assowitt lon relatte to thioseA provisions
which

First, ],fll(-i a "PI rvate Foiiilion''
Seeolid, IlilJo-(o a tax ('(till to seven mid~ oue-hiiilf per cenit (7/%)of the

nuet iii vestmnt jiwnome of every P ri vaite F'oindt fon;
Tihiird, Ilm~it thie right of Private iFoliiiltiouss to (oliulliliate With liilill-

bers i d v'illpihiiyes. (f it egIsla t Ivt liody or others part lvii lug ii tile
foriiilimwii, of hegislatiiii ; wia

4oilI. 4II1iugt' Ow tie iv~la tielit of cotiitriliiti bs of appreciated property.

P.Iwfoi in rv'.l 0c-1)c of proIoo~ceI def/inition, of "prifrulc fouindation"
'Vi'll AssoviiI5lou 11 Sronigly ,.iiplooriis th leixchuisioii of those uueinhersli J organiza-

Iijons, like i tseir, vajrryiiig onl ext euisive edtiesit iosiah, scholarly, scienitific and
eli rtalii'ac Ivi I'sfrouis t( efE'initionii(of ii "i 'riva tv Fiudat ion'' where suchl

niules ('lit rihiite sigii I flea t ly to tilie slll oOf stl(id :suet ji e8. qThe Aierienii
ILirary A ssoci a Ii wvoild utot lie defied its it P rivate Poiidut ion under 11.11.
13270. Wi-Ilwi Axs'oveitiou Is aun organilio floescribe1 fin Section 450(c) (3)
of tilie I uteuniu i teveuime ('dit nlormlily reovives more thlan oise-tiird of Its
stopsort fit vehto xal'le year frim uiihlited gifts. grants, contrihut ions or incu-
lIIIu.sigip fees. a uid les-'4 I luai one- bird of Its siupjsort lit veach taxable year from
groiss lIvestinuii'l Inicomue.

Tiliiro Is. Ini mir view, uio rat lomil bassis for list ingulshing between a 1501 (e) (3)
orga niz.atIion rei'eiviiig Its suj iINWI fromt direct or 111(11rct pitilic couitrilbutlons
described ii Section 170(b) (1I) (A) (vi) of Ow lie I i utina Ieveisiie C ode Assiu anl
oirganizaitioin, sitch as thle As~iciaIloii. rfeceivlig its sulojNwrt from Its iusemsbers,
pa iiicilarny whleit thle lnilli Is eligible for miemblershiip. lit otir opinion, the
pillilit itert-St is 111111e0(tPta iii to be serveol;d p11jrotectedi If It not merely pays
Ow' lil s for a i5fll0 )() organuizat ion but affirma tively 051(1 democrat ically

Iiai tlId pa tis ii Its ima ageunent and activities.
IL. Iositioll fit respet of ltie~ finposilion of a 1, pceent tax on priratc

foundiiionis
W~hiiletil Ow scl I iou vuld not lhe dlleile its a "Private Foninda tion'' under

the iprovisioins of l1.lt. 13270 siuid hence wtiilildu~ liot' sihiet to thec Iproixmsed 7%f/4
tax on P'riva te Poilidat bls, lte Associat ion 111d its edieationsil and~ scholarly
itet ivit les wvouuld lbe directly musid adlvensply affected were such tax to lbe elasctedi.

'li'Ansiericani Libirasry Ass,,Khloi t nhias for msany years conul~lcteol programs
oft gipal t 11iauiuial a nd Inuteri ioiiii skutgi cilrlict' to eiduie t and11( schiolarly re-
sea mcli. many13 (or tilie uusost signililciit oif I hiese jIwo.-.1rins have bevin stipportedl by
(irgait ui;atI ois.s stivh as t lie C council oIn Librasry lite'soiirves. (t he ('a ruegie Corpora-
Iioii, flite h liii i1 yonail tiutlid.Ml.(e i~hkefeher Foilod1t 14111ol, a ud the Ford Fouuida-

tionl, to nauei hut at re. which MRli. 13270 wvould tiolk-a r to classify its "Priv'ate
Foiuii11dat ions.'',

Ob)lvioiusly. the fiuuutXsit ou of tlit, Irilxsised ta\ (oil Private Fonsdailoll's Would
redicu' Ilw reI iii rces a vilii lii to slilo~l'~t thle t'diicit iona I programs of thle
A'sslwiat 11)11.

f iowevter. lilt- tippoit)' ion orf ilie Assuliat filln to tilie proposed tax Is not pretli-
v( eu pirimiarily it so pa rixhulal1 at basis ats tile (eflect (11 its owni fiusaiclia r-
soliries. '['fit, real volic-ruii (If thle Assoviattion Is wit h thle change, fin Congressionsal
lWooi('y \01i4- Ihli proposeda~ taix rejire,-:viits. Obviously. the pbrimiary Objective of thle
Ii x i; nit to produce ivet'ie, sluice the -0 to 75 million dllhars~ it wouldd produce
Is of uiegllgitelp sigifiteauuce to federal fiscal policy. Similarly, the objective of
the(- tax cannot lie to defray tlie costs to the government of auditing and super-
i'isiiig thle folindst loils alli dtlinilstemig thle laws aipplIctable to them, since the
rate of the tax uiil its basis wasrs wholly unirellitedl to such -costs.

L'ouselneu t i lie tax umiust recpresenlt it ma11rked (lepeirtisre frous thle long-
netedtii ('ouugressiouial policy (of encouraiginig private eleeimosyna ry endeavors.
Thte Assoril on affirmis Its stipN)F[ of tihs lxii icy and1( striiniouisly (opposxm any
dvliittuliv front It.

I Exitbit It is a rep'resentative list of sj'ecil programs funded by eleemosynary orga-
irations.
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In tils connction, we would iraw tile atentmi of tie ('ounnittet t) tile fil-
lowing facts:

First, that real imlpact of the tax is not on Ithe Private Fomiirdations which
pay it but on tie schools, religions organiiatioi.C. Obartt 1 a11 other nlon-
foundation exempt orgalntAttions which are (hie benef 'iarie-s of foundation
distributi ons;

Second, that, by its own terms. the tax provides l,,. favorable t ratment
for charitable activities than ftor non-charitaable activities:

Third, that, notwithstanding various eenipr'hensl ye invest igat ions of foun-
dation activities, tie Treasury I)epa rtnient has n('rtc(r recv, mvmtnfledi a geterl
tax on foundations; and

Fourth, that the tax in no reslpet reaches the abues which, in e-arlier
Congressional hearings, provoked ('4)ngressioInIl c'riticlsni.

It is no Justtication to assert that the tax will etourag-v gretlr ro.lauet' Ulmn
the public than uplon the one-time leeihenvcte f ont. ilialdviduai or fanuily. Ihdecd.
it wyouAd be an odd policy which would dl*courage lie harilalp(' P pi t rlutiouis of
the wealthy in order to encourage contributions from (he lUW.

We submit that, in lieu of the proliso,,d tax. the committeeee ( consider the III-
position of an audit fec to (cover I he cost (o tile govern inmet fir adiniliistering
Private Foundations.
II. loRltilm in respect of the propoxcfa limitotion on right of priirate fov ndlitivnx

to communicate wtith n('lubet and cinpltilc'cs of a i gislatirr bfidy or
others participating in thefornoration of lclislation

The American Library Association concurs with the philosophy of i1 I1. 13270
Insofar as it would prohibit foundations from (a) engagitig lit gr:mss-rt,1 jihiIii-
cal eam)aigning or grass-roots efforts in favor of or oliositioli to 11lrticuilar
legislation, (b) lobbying Individual legislators, or (c) ('helc'ioneeriig oil behalf,
directly or indirectly, of Individual candidates. Tihe %sstoeiat(oi is cllverna'fl.
however, that Subsection (c) of Section 445 as arop)osd in S 4-tion 101 (! ) of
the Act is broader than the Congressional Iwicuuy and liltro4lucts unlcerta iauth
which would (lis ourage foundations froni .SUiliorlting zunny legitimiiate and
worthwhile activities. In our opinion, iie intent of ('aingre ", as we milIerl tnl .i,
would be more clearly expressed if Sub.<e't ion (e) of Sect.lan -I 15 aaf Se .tioll
101 (b) of the Act was amnended to read as follows:
"CEWAIN AC-TrIFITIES EXPRESSLY INCLUDED WITHIN sUISE71ON (b) (1).--"or

purposes of subsection (b) (1), the terin 'taxable expmnditures' mieans--
(1) any attempt to influence, legislation through tin attenipt ((? urge or

encourage the general public, or any segment tlh(-reof, to cantact meaeaials.r,
or employees of a legislative body for the purpose of proposing, sUplaorting
or opposing such legislation, and

(2) any attempt to influence legislation through private 'ouuiilviatiOan
with any member or employee of a legislative body, ex(cept in response to a
request by such member or employee,

other than through making available the results of noii-pairtisan aiualysis, study
or research, or providing non-lmirtisan technical assistance. This subsection shall
not apply to any amount paid or incurred it connection with an apl,,arane
before, or communication to, any legislative body with respect to a soss.ibhl
decision of such body which might affect the existence of the private founflation,.
its powers and duties, Its tax-exempt status, or the deduction of contributions to
such foundation."

IV. Position In respect of provisions relating to charitable contributions of appre-
elated property

Since the American Library Association represents the libraries of schools,
colleges, and public libraries, it is of course deeply concerned with the provilioris
of Section 201(c) and (d) of the Bill governing the tax treatment of charitable
contributions of appreciated property, particularly gifts of art works, paper
collections and other tangible personal property.

The present tax treatment afforded contributions of appreciated property has
greatly encouraged owners of Irreplaceable books, documents, pictures and other
personal property to contribute such treasures to exempt Institutions. In turn,
these institutions have made these treasures available to the public and have
provided for their preservation. The result has been a vast accretion of the art
and literature available to the public and future generations.

We do not deny that significant tax benefits are realized from contributions
of appreciated property. However, in the experience of our members, there mnust
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b, an extraordinary incentive to motivate owners of treasured art or literature
to forego exclusive control of rare and unique works and collections. On balance,
the Assoclatlon believes the social and cultural benefits generated by the present
tax treatment of personal property vastly outweigh the revenue benefits realiz-
able by the federal government through the elimination of such treatment.

In opposing a change In the tax treatment afforded charitable contributions
of appreciated girt, literature and other tangible personal property of similar
character, the Association does not ignore the abuses which have occurred
involvitig Inflated and specious appraisals However, the Association believes
that these abuses are better cured by Internal Revenue Service review of
apprni.als rather than by a change in tax treatment. In this connection, the
Asoclatlon has offered to work closely with the Internal Revenue Service to
develop meaningful criteria for the appraisal of literary property. By this effort
we hope to aid Iin the elimination of the principal abuses under the present tax
law arising from Improper appraisal.

We would be most pleased ani privileged to meet with you, your Committee,
or your staff to discuss the foregoing positions further and to provide such addl-
tional Information as you may require.

Yours very truly,
DAvID H. CLIwr,

EBxecutlvc D irce tor.

EIxiiieIr A- ENERAL I)5CHIPTION OF AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

The Association was created over ninety years ago "to promote library service
and librarlanship." [Article II, Constitution of American Library Association)Tho terms "library service" and "librarianship" as used In the Constitution
encompass all activities which serve to preserve the world's accumulated knowl-
edge and wisdom and to improve man's access to It.

Since the acquisition and dissemination of knowledge and wisdom is the very
essence of education, the Association has achieved and maintained for many
years a preeminent position of authority and respect among educators and those
concerned with the advancement of education. The Association is internationally
recognized as the primary educational resource for the solution of problems
involving library service and librarianship.

Utilizing the collective knowledge, experience and talents of its members,
which today number in excess of 40,000, the Association is actively engaged in
an almost infinite variety of programs in direct support of education, scholar-
ship, charity and science. Thus, the task of preserving the world's accumulated
knowledge and wisdom Involves the Association in such activities as (a) pro-
grains to improve the size and quality of library collections and access to rare
books and documents; (b) programs for the interchange of catalog Information
between libraries; (c) library development and training programs throughout
the United States; and (d) programs for the restoration of collections which
are damaged or destroyed by natural disaster or war.

Similarly, the task of improving access to the world's knowledge and wisdom
Involves the Association in such activities as (a) programs to improve library
service and facilities at every educational level, college, Junior college, high
school and elementary school; (b) programs to encourage people to read more
(National Library Week is Association-sponsored In cooperation with the
National Book Committee) ; (c) programs to develop reading aids for the visu-
ally landicapped and reading guides for adult illiterates; and (d) programs to
develop uniform cataloging procedures.

The activities of the Association, of which the foregoing are merely repre-
sentative examples, involve extensive work with all governmental agencies,
local, state, regional and national, concerned with libraries and library service.
Such work involves not only work with boards of education and of public
libraries but Joint programs with the Office of Economic Opportunity, the
departmentt of Health, Fducation and Welfare, the National Science Fkcundation,

the lDepartment of State, the United States Agency for International Develop-
ment, the National Agricultural Library, the Civil Service Commission, the
Departsnent of Defense, and the Library of Congress.'

I Appended hereto Is a representative list of stecifle programs conducted under the
auspices of agencies and departments of the Fed eral government.
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REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF SPECIFIC PROGRAMS CONDUCTED UNDER TIE AUSPICES OF
OR IN COOPERATION WITH DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES OF THE FEDERAL OV.
ERN M ENT

1. Bibliotherapy Project
U.S. Department of Health, Education dc Wclfarc.-Conduct of an inter-

disciplinary workshop on bibliotherapy-the use of books as an adjunctive to
mental health therapy-involving sociologists, psychiatrists, therapists, institu-
tional administrators, and other concerned with mental health and rehabilitation.

2. Acquisition Study
National Science Foundation.-Analysis of current decision-making activities

relative to the acquisition of science library materials in college and university
libraries, with particular emphasis on smaller facilities.
3. Multiarca Group Libraries

U.S. Department of State.-PrograIn under which librarians from other
countries visit the U.S. to become better acquainted with American libraries
and librarianship through 3-week seminar, 5-week internship, and several weeks
of professional travel and visits.
4. National Conference on Library Statistics

U.S. Department of Health, Rducation and Wclfare.-To support a confereiwe,
held In cooperation with the National Center for Education Statistics and the
Division of Abrary Services and Educational Facilities, U.S. Office of Edlucation,
to consider the best means of implementing the statistics handbook; to discuss
the national plan for the collection and dissemination of library statistics;
and to explore the relationships between the DLSIF, ALA, and state libraries
in the gathering and dissemination of library statistics.
5. National Union Catalog

Library of Cosgres.-To provide for the publication, In book form, of the
National Union Catalog of publications with imprints of 1955 and earlier (now
only a file of more than 16 million cards at the Library of Congress) showing
the combined library holdings of more than 2,000 libraries in the United States
and Canada. The editorial cost of preparing the catalog for the press will be
paid In full by the publisher, and the work will be carried out by the Abrary
of Congress. The work, when completed, will be the largest single publication
in the history of printing.

EXHIBIT B-REPBESENTATIVE LIST oF SPECIFIC PROGRAMS SUPPORTED UI
WHOLE OR IN PART BY FOUNDATION GRANTS

1. American Library Laws
CouncUl on Library Resources, In.-A compilation of all current state, federal

and territorial laws concerning libraries. Supplements to The third edition,
1964, the second of which was published in 1967, are Issued biennially, and
contain laws added, amended or repealed since the previous supplement.
2. ACRL Foundation Grants Project

Various donors.-To improve the library collections of privately endowed irsti-
tutions whose curriculum constitutes or incorporates a four-year program of
undergraduate instruction.
3. Haile Selassi I University of Ethiopia

Ford Foundation.--To purchase books, periodicals, and other library materials
for the development of the general library.
4. Library/USA

Various donor&.-To establish the demonstration library In the U.S. Pavilion
at the New York World's Fair of 1965 and 1960.
5. Study of Systems of Public Libraries

Council on Library Resources, Ino.-To test the validity of the concept that
cooperative library systems can provide service comparable to that supplied
by city libraries.
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6. Unlucrsitp of DcthI Projcct
I,,ekcfcilcr ),oun dation.-To provide for Improvement of tile prograin of

library clucation at the University of )elhl, through the recruitment of Amer-
can visiting professors and consultants, selection of Indian librarians to study
In the 11.S., provision of observation tours of the U.S. for the Director of the
Institute of Library Service, Welhi, acquisition of Sul)plies and materials, and
contiining advice and consultation.

7. Compilation of List of Non-(Jorernmcnt Printing Oltec Federal Government
Pu blica ltIon

Council on Jibrary Rcsourccs, Inc.-Program to Identify and compile Federal
Government Publihatons not printed i)y Government Printing Ofh'e to provide
Ilbraries vilh blilgraphlc Information permiltlng greater access to such Illdiel-
s111 fuelieations.

8. Adult Illiteracy Study
Jo M!orris Jone8-World Book Encyclopediu-Ala Goals Atward Sludy.--Study

of library services to adult Illiterates in a limited number of localities to deter-
mine what adult education agencies offer literacy programs; the personnel, meth-
od, and Instructional and supi)lenmentary materals used; the relationships
between Ihesoe agencies and the local libraries; and the library services and
supplemental reading mr.terials available and/or needed.

9. UnWi'crsity of Brasilfa Project
Ford Ioundatio.--']o support and develop the library system of the University

of Brasilla, including the purchase of books and other materials, the recruit-
init of consultants, and the selection of Brazilian librarian candidates for
specially arranged training programs In the United States.

STATE OF NORTI[ CMO.MITNA,
DEPARTMENT OF TIl STATE AUDITOR,

ialcigh, 8cptcm bcr 23, 1969.
Subject: 1.!{. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969.
lioN. IIUSSJlI. I. IO.NO,
chairman , Committcc on Finance,U.S . ,Scnuto, Wlashin~gton, D.C.

l) :x SENATOR LONO: IPlease accept this written statement in lieu of my alp-
ixarance before your ('ommittee iII opp)sition to the Tax Reform Act of 1969
as It affel.ts founda Ilolls.

I ai1 Presilent or the North Carolina Ma.mnic Foundation, Inc. Tile assets of
the Corporallon were built up out of surplus operating funds of the Grand lodge
of North Carolimt and trall.ferred iuto the Foundation. At the present tine the
entIre income from file Foundation is divided equally between the North ('arolim
Masonhl mid Eastern Star Home in (reens oro, N.C., and the Oxford Orphanlage
In Oxford, N.C.

Both of these organizations are supi)orted entirely by tle Grand Lodge of North
Carolina of Ancilent Free and Accepted Masons, and this income amounts to
$64,068.73 for the year ending December 31, M9(S. As of that (late, the total
assets of the Corporation is $1,530,850.28 at market value. The proposed tax
would mean a reduction of the money available to support these two organizations.

May I urge your committee e to give serious consideration of exempting this
type of Foundation from the tax provision of the bill.

Sincerely yours,
IlNtIIY I. BRIDGES,

Plrc.idcnt, Tmc N.C. Masonic Founda lion, Inc.

N.ATIONAl, PFEnr1. TioN or
8VrTn.FIVNTS AND NEIHomRoOD CENTERS,

New York, N.IP., July 10, 1969.
lies. IRu'srmi.Loxo,
Chu irman, Finance Comm ittcc,
Ir.,. Senate, Wash ington, D.C.

l)ru Mt. Jlo.o: The Senate Finance Committee Is rendering an Important
public service in designing measures for tax reform, including the correction of
any abuses in foundation practices.
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We are most alarmed. however, about the iorolmsal that wouli nstrit a
foundation from engaging directly or indiretn4ly in any activities "iltedltled Ito
influence the decision of any governmental body (whether or not -vuch activity
is substanUal." If an Informed citizenry is essential to a demo.ravy, this pro-
vilion would strike at the very heart of the concept.

Voluntary organizations are unique expressions of a free wipty, and their
importance has been recognized through measures which foster contributions to
their support. Partisan political activity is clearly prohilpited and control inas-
sures are adequate.

It would be foolish, however, to cut off support for e4ucatlonal efforts which
encourage citizens to exercise their franchise, and which provide them with
Information which makes them more capable of making soundl clI. iII a
complex society.

One of the major threats to our nation is the frustration of (Iti7z4,ns who ffml
overwhelmed, unable to make their voice hetird. We itced desperately to in.
crease their sense of belonging, and to see that govorneli-ut canl h, nsln.i~v,.
to their needs. The proposed restriction Is vonilleteely contrary to this goal.

Voluntary agencies siuh as ours have freedlom and lexihllity wihivhh is iet4d|ed
as we struggle to find creative solutions to urban probletiv. Fotid:t lon g ts a re'
of great importance In this effort. We urge that no limitation ,I" placed on voter
registration or providing information on legislative issues.

We also are against any )roposals whieh will reduce chiaritaleh giving, siute
such contributions are not loopholes, but are contructive and unim.ilshi acts
by citizens. We feel that such giving should be encouraged rather than limited.

Sincerely yours,
MAJL*iAlliT I~nII-,

E(rceullrc Dircclor.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF M sic ('LN'-SI ,
Oaston a, N.C., July 3, 1969.

HoN. RUSSELL B. LONG,
chairman , U.S.. SeCnate FinadCc Cornitnitcc,
Washington, D.C.
DFAR SENATOR LoNe: The six hundred thousand mmlers of the Naitiamal

Federation of Music Clubs urges that the U.S. House Ways and Mens ('orn.
mittee and the U.S. Senate Ficnmee Committee consider the following as they
formulate the actual tax rforim legislation that will he submitted to 011 lI lt-4.
of Representatives and the Senate reslctively.

1. Thru clarification of the definition in the legislation, remnvi t14 thbr,:l
that nonprofit, tax exempt music organizations, their supporting ,n lowime!
funds and auxiliaries might be deetirsl "private foundlatlouts", but rather give"
them the same favored treatment that is- proliosed for chulrches amid .oIlege.

2. Make no changes in existing rules regarding tax deductibility of alpiriil-
ate(l property when contributed to nonlirotlt, tax exempt J~inivIt orgailzatloi.
3. Eliinate the proposed tax on l)rivale foundation income sinc'lie slll lax

would necessarily lead to reduction of foundation sUplprt of nonprofit, tax
exempt musie organizations.

4. Protect the right of private foundations to make direwt grants for sltidy,
training and research to creative and lierformIng artists (comnpo-ers. singers.
condutctors. Instrumentalists, etc.), mu.ieal hola rs a nil ad illt n;si ra Ii ', ! ra i j4.

As Chairman of the Legislative Action Comnittee of the National e.leratlin
of Music Clubs, I am writing to thank you for all the consideration givei to our
requests for your support of the proposed tax reform legislation.

Most sincerely,
Mas. JAMFEs W. Bor.ioG, Jr.,

Chairman, Legislalive Action Comin(the.

STATEMENT BY BERNARD BERF:LSON, I'RESIDF.NT OF TIlM POPULATION ('0a'NCum.

Anyone who gives even cursory attention to public affairs these days "iuinlot
fall to know that the population problem is high on the world's agendai, In
recent years, there has been a remarkable Increase of awareness that uidus'
population growth is threatening the quality of human life throughout Ih.
world, and particularly in the developing countrie:i that are struggling to emerge

33-865-70-pt. 7 of 7----6
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Into tile modern era. In the last few years, this awareness has been signaled by
tie levele loljnent of population efforts In tie United Nations, tile exlrnsion of
USAIi) programs into this field, the Issuance of the World Leaders' Statements
signed by thitty heads of state from all parts of tile world, anid, most recelly.
tihe first Presidential message on population ever submitted to tile United Yttes
C(Xngress. in short, the problem Is great and consequential, and efforts are now
being made to 410 something about it.

That Is where the Population Council comes In. The Plopulation Council was
establlshed in November 1062 "to stimulate, encourage, promote, conduct, and
support significant activities In the broad field of population." We seek to advance
a33 apply knowledge In this field by fostering research, training, and technical
assistance In the social and blo-medical sciences. The Council enjoys a highly
res1eted and central position for Its professional work on this problem around
tile world. We are a leading clearinghouse of scientific information; we have
advisory technical personnel resident In 15 developing countries; we have admiln-
Istered a major fellowship program In this field over the years, with over 600
recilpilenits; our 111-Medical Division conducts a basic scientific program to
advance contraceptives technology, the major effort in the public sector and
perhaps otherwise; we have on our staff what Is probably the broadest range of
scientific and professional expertise devoted to population matters in a single
organization, across the whole range of relevant disciplines from demography
and economics through public health administration and health education, all
the way to reproductive physiology and obstetrics/gynecology.

The Council exists through the support of Interested donors-foundations,
Individual contributors, and the Federal government Itself. We consider it a
double tribute, to the problem and to our own work, that this organization sus-
tains an annual budget recently increased to the $11-12 million level, almost
completely from such outside support.

In view of the seriousness of the problem and the growing recognition that
actions must and can be taken to alleviate its consequences, I sincerely believe
that If the Population Council did not exist it would have to be Invented. Hence
tile imillcations of the Bill for this organization are serious Indeed.

If 11.11. 13270 were enacted Into law In its present form it would have a dis-
astrous effect upon the Population Council-an effect that we believe Is entirely
Inadvertent. The reason Is that under the Bill's prtwnt language the Council
(foes not qualify as a "private operating foundation". We do receive significant
support from five or more independent exempt organizations but not "substan-
tially all" our support since we also receive substantial contributions from two
other sources-Individual contributors and the Federal government, chiefly AID.
If these latter two sources are not subsumed under the term "the general public",
as appears to be the case, then the Council is not a "private operating founda-
tion" and hence is excluded from receiving "qualifying distributions" from the
major foundations which have generously supported up In thp "aist.

It is hard to understand what useful social purpose Is served by this arbitrary
exclusion, or Indeed to believe it was Intended particularly In view of the clear
recognition In the House Committee Report of the value of "Special-purpose
foundations, such as learned societies, association of libraries, and organizations
which har; developed an exp crise in certain substantive areas and which provide
for the independent granting of funds and direction of research in those special-
Ized substantive areas." (page 42). There is no question of "hoarding", since we
promptly expend our funds for our exempt purposes and have even run a deficit
last year and this year.

Accordingly, we seek release from this danger to the viability of our organi-
zation. I respectfully append two suggestions for such release. One would allow
us to include governmental funds and large individual contributions in the
"supliort test" of the definition of "private operating foundation." The other
suggestion is to have the term "qualifying distribution" Include any amount paid
to a private foundation which expends contributions received by it within one
year.

We cannot believe that, In view of the expressed policy of this government with
respect to the great problems of population growth, it Is sound public policy to
penalize a scientific, technical, and professional organization such as the Popu-
lation Council-an organization more needed now than ever to work on this
problem--by arbitrarily removing it from sources of funds that have enabled
It to make major contributions In the field of population.
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H.R. "3270 IN THE SENATE OF TIE UNITEII 87ANES, SEPTEM;$BER, 19

Ordered to lie on the table an'l to be printed

AMEN DM UNTS

Intended to be proposed by ir .-------------- to llt. 13270, an Act to reform
the Income tax laws, viz:

On Page 34, strike out the words on lines 8 through 16 and insert
"(it) Substantially all of the support (,other than gross Itivestineitt inconlie

as defined in section 560(b) (2) of which is normally received from a govern-
mental unit referred to In section 170(c) (1), or 5 or more persons except exempt
organizations described in section 494((a) (1) (i) with reseQ to each other or
the recipient foundation, and not more than 25 percent of the support of which
Is normally received from any one such person."

[Suggestion No. 21

II.R. 13270 IN THE SENATE OF TIlE IJNITED STATIs, SEPTEMBER, 190

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS

Intended to be proposed by Mr. ------------- to HI.R. 13270, an Act to reform
the income tax laws viz:

On page 30, on line 15 strike out the word "or", and on line 19 strike out the
period and insert:

", or

(C) Any amount paid out to a private foundation or an organizatim which
would be a private foundation If It were a domestic organization, If such private
foundation or organization pays out such amount to accomplish *he or more
purposes described in section 170(c) (2) (B) within one year of Th1 receipt of
such amount."

SOCIETY OF ARCIIITECTURAL II1STORMANS,
l'hIladclphia, Pa., October 3, 1969.

HoN. RussLL B. LoNo.
Chairman, Senate Finance Commit tee,
WasMngton, D.C.

DAR SzNAoTxa LONO: The Society of Architectural Historians, at a Slpecial
meeting on 27 September 190, voted strong support of the testimony prepared for
the Senate Finance Committee by President Frederick Burkhardt, of the Amerl-
can Council of Learned Societies. Specifically, the Society feels HR13270 should
be rewritten, as follows:

(1) Scholarly organizations should be excluded from the foundations category,
not by formulas as to sources of support, but by explicit definitions as to func-
tions performed; and

(2) Private foundations able to demonstrate their service to the public good
shovild be exempt from taxation.

It clearly is not the intent of the legislation to penalize private foundations
that aid scholarly activity but rather to curb improper abuses of the foundation
status. The provisions of HR13270 would however have a detrimental effect on
scholarly foundations and institutions. The Society urges, therefore, that a
wording be devised that would both encourage scholarly institutions and founda-
tions and terminate the abuses that have caused some of the clauses of House
of Representatives' Bill 13270.

Sincerely, HUziry A. Mn, wO,, PredcaI.
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suo('1 Ii 4ili'iii on ir, as I hope, It juldget; that flit' pkoints o II SI11 lat' O'e pria-
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For tlie present I niost earnestly urge (he( (oomilitee to ta ke nate (of tflit- ir..4dlria
I rahai(, whcState'4 Simlply a1311lIdly, Is Ithat ii'. It Ito%% aid thi' At41~'ii
sieriou~sly liniiiper [and4 possibly daiiaige I he work of aI tiuti.'r (f ('xe4'Il('lt Kcholirl)'
orgailzatin 101at id att hiest Il('t rest ri(i')1 1115111 t heir Inhitiat ive an rd jlogrn-s-
restrictli that are c arly lao i artiiial anld miiiesirale. Th'lese oritiituatioiio
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fuill 3)311)1k accounting of their act ivitie's. They tire e.-sertiai coil) lIomell s of tile
educti('l onalt jro(-ess a rid progress or th~is ('ountr 3y. "I'ltey sttiai li thelii'rtoiri IKM alf
clearly exelit, from file proiion'ls of this legislationu.

"1'lie above coirients have lK'en rt'srketed to speific asoPectot of thep loropo)-'il4
Act anm! their consequences for certa in scholarly organl'/4itiori It enneflt-d li 11 ier
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I should now like to conclude with1 two coinment8 regatrding more geneiratl
aspects of the Act.

My first observation concerns the principle of taxatitorn of private pilartlirople
foundations. This 8eems to tile to be In clear contradiction of a lon'g'stuanding (rmiS-

14)13 IIiI it(. United states tliat exellatioli from toaxaiIon fo)r jlilnt hrajale giving is4
a social good andi in the Interest ot the national welfare. Lce(ti psjreserve that
tradition 013( that prIIiniple, wich Is one in which this country can take great
pride1, for It has shown the way to the whole world In this area of 1('gisilitloif.

I believe that the objective of eliminating abuses without lnterferirig with thle
smo('ally dira~ible activities of ft (- repltal jihilatit 1roitic foidntlorsii (*(ij lx
accomplished by enforceitelt of thel, Initernal lver''ae Code arid by insistence onl
the filling of tirtely and( contphete Information returns. The cost of aiirtlstraiioa.
to insure that foundations promptly and paroperly use their fund~ts for charitable
p)urposes, can be covered by registration fees to be p)014 by thle foundatlin.

-Skcorid, there seeluIIS to be all ur'iarranted tisirnition i the( proposed4 li'gkl-181
tiort that It I.s undlesirable or bad per se flint an orgaiiition's suiloisirt c#011111114
from a single source or a fewv sources. Surely, whether they coie from ore (or
itany sources, the funds can be used for good or III, and what i4 important Is

how they are used for the public benefit.
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('onstituent members of the council Datel ol
founding

American Academy of Arts and Sciences ........................ 1780
Atmerlcan Ant hropologleal Apsociation - 1902
American Antiquairinn Moclety. 1812
Anerian )lialect Society --------------------------------------------- 188)
American Economic Association --- 1
American F'olklore Soclety - 188Q
American illtorlcal Association 1884
American ,\leMsologleal Society--- 1934
A merican Numnism I Society ------------------------------------------ 1858
American Oriental Mociety -.................................... 1842
American Philological Association 1869
American l,'Jiomophlcai Association - - -- - 1901
American Philosophical Society. 1743
Amerien Political Science Association--_ 1903
Apnercan Society for Aesthetics ------------------------------------ 1942
American Sociological A.ciation ------------------------------------ 1905
Amerlcan Studies Association ------------------------------------- 19A)
Archaeological Institute of America ..-------------------------------- 1879
Association for Asian Studies ------------------------------------- 1911
Assoatnflon of American (eographers ------------------------------- 1004
Association of Amer',can Law Schools ------------------------------- 100
Bibliographical Socihty of America ---------------------------------- 104
college e Art Asoclatlon of America --------------------------------- 1912
Neonomile Illstory Association ------------------------------------- 1940
illstory of Science Society -4-----------------------------------------1

lliulMo c Society of America_ ------------------------------------- 24
Medieval Academy of America ------------------------------------- 1925
Metaphysical Society of America ----------------------------------- 950
Modern Language Association of America ---------------------------- 13
Renaissance Society of America ------------------------------------- 1954
Society for Ethnomuitcology -------------------------------------- 1955
Society of Architectural Historians --------------------------------- 1940
Society of Biblical Literature -------------------------------------- 1880

VIRoINIA VOM.MONWEALTI[ UNIVERSITY.

Richmond, 'a., Scptember 30. 1960.
Senate Connnittce on Finance,
U.,S. 'SmCtC, lrash(ngton, D.C.

i).:AR SIR: It has come to my attention through the Council on Foumdla-
tlons, ite., tat you would be interested In comments from Grantees with regard
to the Tax Reform Bill, IJ.R. IS270.

Virginia Commonwealth University is a state-supported university offering
a wide range of programs for almost 14,000 students. We have a flargze School
of 'Medicine, the only School of Dentistry in Virginia, the only School of Pharm-
acy In Virginia, a large program in Nursing, and a large program In various
allied health professions. We offer the doctorate in several areas of the lolog-
leal and physical sciences, particularly those related to medicine. This past year
the University received a total of almost $7 million In gifts and grants. Our
effort; in the money-ralsing area have not been commensurate with the size of
our programs, and we would hope that the future will find us sharing in the
gift dollar more significantly than we have In the past.

As a state-sunpported Institution. we can only agree wholeheartedly with the
desire to correct some of the abuses of tax privileges which hare occurred in the
name of various foundations. In a number of situations, it is merely another
name for an operating business.

However, a number of foundations, and particularly a few very large ones,
play a very significant role in the support of research and educational progress
In the field of higher education. To seriously inhibit the beneficial progress
which has been made possible through these foundations would seem to be a
short-sighted approach to revenue collection. The overall progress of the country
might be seriously impeded over a period of years.



The percentage level of the tax Is aoviousluy a difiult qie.,t ion anlld qult,
unreltd to the control of abuses. The 71,j Iprcvnt level i'ould sevi'n to toe higher
than it might be if tile foundaitions were private vqrivra(Itxns.

The recluiremeuit to iay out annually tIe greater tf cither the alJeiistel it
Income or 5 percent of tei invovie-producing a-,'sst I tjtt. in lt-'lf anI unde.ir-
able restriction. 1However, the failure to rtx.ogizte IIle e(ot of the extei.-ve irallt
program activities of some foutilatlons as lbart of this allotitieit would !-(,ll
to be a punitive restriction on certain foundations.

in ny experience at this aid other Instittionhs. I have cnu. 1,) rtegard! the
support of Itesearch Corporation for various type-s of jrogram-4 Ir th .. ie4,,
as highly beneficial. I have also taken advantage of the serve they provide in
evaluating and processing patents for faculty. From a selfkh Nltau1,ijfll. we
could only hope that this type of activity, when lovv in a jehilant r-,,oic Jainmer
such as has Leen pioneered by tile Research ('Crporation, would I, ncourascd
and recognized In the Bill through the appropriate (effiti of ",,l.jratiig'" i l
"qualifying distributions" terilns. It may 11ot ap1 Kar desirable In a Jiii %%hIl'h It
seeking to close loopholes to provide for soiine sort (f rcvvivw uf tauf,,ru ,ev'n
situations it which the Bill restricts some phillii thropoi ' fauntdi-tt .1a In an
unreasonable manner.

In various situations the disqualilcatilon of foundation director, I..mw' of
their association with a university could cau, serious Iitnitive Yff,.is fmt p.
tieular institutions. If on? of Virginia C ',u ,.,nuwealn tia Val ver.ity'.% toll ,..;a -t
were invited to serve o,, such a Boar(l, I would feel that It v-ou!, l,, Ipe uz't
desirable for achieving the bst jhlilnnthrople utilization of the ftmzls anl %wil
not like to feel that it wc* xd exclude us froi considerat ioa.

We greatly appreciate your interest fi creating an affix-tive egilalle Ei,'u-
went. We are pleased to have the opportunity to offer our ('otnetn,. on the. gfmol
and bad features of the Bill under consideration.

Sincerely, WARKE;N IV.lt.,,'r r'i,,

STATEMENT OF TIlE AMERICAN BAPTIST HOME MISSION SOCIETIEtt. AN A.ENC- 01
TIlE AMERICAN BAPTIST CONvENTION, SU3MIrED BY AIlia J. BAUmi', I)rp':IY
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

We of the American Baptist lome Mission Societies are in accord withl the
Intent and with many of the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 199, li.1. 13270,
passed by the House of Representatives and now under consideration by the
Senate Finance Committee. We approve the section of the bill which would correct
tax evasion by penalizing contributions of property or funds to spurious "tax
haven" foundations.

However, as an orga-iization deeply interested in the maintentice and/or
restoration of our urban areas, we take exception to some of the provl,,iow'
which deal with private foundations. We feel that Kotne of these would almost
certainly lead to unfortvnate results not anticipated by the writers of this il.
These we hope the Senate will see fit to correct.

One such provision Is the denial of tax exemption on contributions for non
partisan voter registration. We have read the bill's limitation of this uietii1-
tion-for Instance, that a contribution may be made for a nonpartisan voter
registration campaign It It covers at least five states. Nevertheless, we feel
that the requirement is so stringent that it would almost certainly cripple
foundations in their attempt to back small but worthy organih.ation-, working
In limited areas for wider citizen participation in tie electoral process. on a
nonpartisan basis.

Many such organizations concentrate their efforts in areas where tile er-
centage of registered voters has been low and where the need Is greatest. Such
concentration serves a deal purpose: it attempts to solve the problem where
It is most acute, and it conserves funds. The requirement that a five-state area
be covered could easily make such an attempt impossible.

Regarding the structures on the activities of foundations which might Infl-
ence leglelation, It is harC! to imagine any forward-looking program which might
not be so interpreted. Private foundations, In studying the projects to which they
will contribute, analyze axial Ismues. These studies are essential to their work.
yet It would be diffkult to conceive of any statement or analysis of a sociJai
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iortdolemi (or -.ltivnit[lon whirl,, it thv kiii.4'riwiso-l, iiolt not tiave soom S IiiiI lelve -

loo-rJji', Iilloril -3 foil leisljittlon,
'1,11411i01 1114 11111 NV41-tiii rlirii luiaiijrlsahi miii~ly~s and resvt'rceu" evej foiiii.

iti t %vit l'n~'s it- a re."l omiillv for svelnrg i lint Its ri-suit. wowJil mot at rr.vt ii'gis
hr .Since. lit it uld zix'icra , t his vaiot bfe gun ralitecti, I li( efrred w111ul1i hie

to 1111 u lt fiiuaitlolls Ito "Slife'', nionconutroversial. iioiliaovat ive iroijetIs. wl]tl
re'ol'i i loss4P~ % t (he' Cot~i ry.

1 'ri vte rouiiutiotis ti i l'eii liere'u liigly iii ol viiI In piddle w ~elfa~re lri-
gin i,. fit man h1'isl at es Ilivy lave bwe' able. Ithrougli (t lir !ililwi of jiloiit'tr-
Itijg ipr'i("4ts. to discover to 'iiiji5ilfl ili have 11(4-11i of gi'tal I ailm.i to1 101)11
goveruiieiti I a ritl luri '.te agelicles Ill pjuliliig ipermlielt propgn-ains. If private
fouiitintilon" i are riot ab tle to ('ligai.O fi such ('xjerili(iitaliu, tit(- gtivtriiiiitlI elf
%vl~ h ol ejrl vet of' a in Iildf social labeorattory.

'i'tie- I Iftist' loill1 propo~ses to regiilatt' I lit, oix-ralon 10r1 44 oiundatioms by provii
thimI I lwy' in ust re(i e sub~statil ly till Ilir support from live or more hi x-
wt'vlJf oruta iiizut iol's uid fro,,i Ihte general public, an ld t hat not moitre than 2.""
inniy coi'tji from anyu one' smuc tax-exempujt olrgan ization. Thiiis would maike it
Itiilmiissi otile for ui wea II Iy dlimitr to cii rry thle lourdtel of 1111 o114 aictivity. Wt-
litI'liivt It Is Iwbe r to) encourage dionors toii Otrllnte to alit% socianllyN usifuli
progra li t lint Is oftiC 'Oittrh to tlhm.

We ri's icv fully stiggetst , t vuret'ore, I1 (it( S len~ate amiiendi tiis bill ito i hese
i'tiils :

1. to illiko It juossiblt for Jprl vatf omndattios to supj)rt noiijwurt !sail vot er
rot'ndlrat Ion offori s lii lmted areas mI id wvithot it.(, iiiiltIi-organi,'nt iinil baIse
tnow writ 1tji lido MRt. 1:1270.

2. to iimt It Imissilhi roi' pirivate rolIlitlI lls to study an ui fhal3ze, sovifi
ijueii's 11 withlmiit r'ega rd to I lie loolsible ('fi4. of i lie fiidiii1gs til le'glit biji.l

:1. No, 1nimue ii jf'sSI hle. roi- foundatilous to ('lt outite to plolie(rling and(1 liovf-
l it' tirtlji's wit bonut fca r of Iniadlverteiit Iy' violet lng ON~ law.

.1. to marike It lossiloie for folilda tibus to accept conit riutions from iiiterestctl
himioi's. ivli'ther jx'rsouus or orga ii zat buis, without crljpplinug rest rti louis.

A lii'dillieuts ii'iili iioiuhul accomprlli these., obJe('tves would help provide"
so&'i1il11ist'fill uigeiit'ics. bolls4 pivaite andit go)verinmentlt i. wiithI iise'fiil st utlie id4
11IK-Jxriuuut')lIs, would hi eremuse the numbiiler of .sociniivy uis('fu programsui carriedh on
1b3 ediicuit jovial and soclil welfare hi lst itut lous, andut vii'11 st rengthevn otir 53S-
W'in oif over iment by keeping open "filie 11111rk't-jrlaee of' Idea s," iit tile behalf
flit .Auierican ('it lwis, %vhom ve, already' tiu'ust %vith lthe ballot, can (discern wha~t
Is lit ti'( hit.; Inlterest of thir country lilt( will act accordinigly'.

SrM M.ri:v ('OScrUxRxo TilE IMPAer OF I)STuIBUTION' IF:QUIRMErNTS OP
4Y (-TioN .1912 ON THlE COOPRi~ FOUNDATIONS, WVAco, Tirx.

The C'ooper Foinidation was created ii 19-13 with anl Initial grant of $W,500
fromt Its founder, M. A. Coope-r, .Jr. This wais suujilelenited ait his death by' tile
1bequ1est of till of hisb estate, approximantely $2,500O,000. The piirIxse, of the Founda-
lioti a,; set out Ili the trust, indenture is "to make Waco, Texas a better and
mnore desirable place lit wiuleli to live." For over twenty-five years the(- TIruistees
ir ithe, Fonuatlon, none of %lioni can ever bie selected from tile Coopcer family
Uitil iiftc'r thle year 2000. hiave fulfilled that Imirpose by muakig 15A) different
gin Ills four thle education, p~lannling, recreation, civice promotions., cultural sup-
jIx't, el li t I leat 14i1, lieilh m id mnedical care for t(lie tlterment of Waco. Income
of m le Fommdnimon since its Incept ion totals $1,113,000, of wich nll hais bein
exiwiidetd for grants except $tiS,617, being the balance of iuucoune available for
gramll a s of I he last audit date. Ma rehi 31, 1969. The Found~ation for tile last
twveIlve years has pulbished andh tistriluuted animal audited reports of Its
oettiviI les settllng forth lit detil] Its assets, income, expenses, and grants.

A zigixfficant portion of the assets of the Foundation Is li real estate, con-
sisting of marginal dlownitowni property', farms and ranches. All leases are "arms
length" transactIon.s for the highest. av-ailable return to tenants. none of wvhomn
tire couniecled with either the 'iruustees or the cooper family. The Foundation
own-, Ito controlling interests lin the stock of any corporations. Despite- good
inn grelut, the( re-turn from real estate (representing approximately one third
Of the Fouvudation's assets) Is less than 25% of fair market value and the return
from its securities ixortfolio (Wf5% common stocks and 35% bonds) averages



3! i(/c of innrket viti- 'I'li The ruist es atir iroobi tit vii tide!.r t he' trst it iden ire
from ever svelliig any reail n'statv ande frrom in lm ierpt tea ia~ke Kralts.
Thuils It Is mi isiossilice Ce er the 'Itrustevis t( o113' em;eh itIijs ~riteoi lie el rvil-ii remnt s
of Setiou 4il912 closed mi1 it five Im-r (viit iiijinum Juve.'-ttivi ruturn. without
1-ioI t Iing (t(,m terms or I lie go veruuning lust rueia ita mil hlit, mitvci (l ii opf flit, I rust icr
ve~ erssed it Iji rier of it vent iry io agf for t iei Ix-rimwta vrn c cte ru fo i Is iinliiv

As originally dra 1 fwn. 'S'Ilo bi111121 liroviei Ci r all ecvisi, or if i e -o fe miil
tloims whoseq, geevvrnhiig ist riiwt didi aluo ;'rinit iievii of ctirpoi%. This jereei-
sioll i s (It-ted it few days lRfoe'til orS~II e ltom11 1*) the itikiisI. i, Is
submItiit ted thlat (Illis exciisiem en b restored %v ithli e n eprojote' *ictim top I a fi'giianil
against unwvise uist- of corpus. A sugLe'sl ed restn teiimnit (of tha t jereel klein Is as
follows

uiESTAT1;i N 1' OFl A PORIO(N 01' 51.('IION 12

Sr. 12.--ln the case of organiat ions torgaiimeiv lpt-fore M[ay *17 !$il
Sect ion .iO912 Ahil--

( A) for t axabele years heglii lg Nefore .Jairnnry 1, 19,72. itio ly wit a lit rega nI
to the m11iiint Inlvest ii('it r-ti ur plrovisiotn (asi deincd ii I iee,1,o 1121eio ns
iititlC4i by (is act(1

(11) nt ajpily to tint orgaiza ItiIion w~hichi Is eredeliited he) Its ge cierts is imjjstrnij-
ineiit from Inivadl lgiorj es to the ex tent tiit, rules of svet .iii PT1 itre' Dtlii-i %1vb
w%-ill such prohi bition;ir Jl'Didcd fill of lhc bscoiEDct #of xiiel; khamceli~~ iell be
djs'-diluIu 4 onual1li (mnd Ihcc voriaus of Suc/h fomiolivmtn .01#111i #te/l 1/t fir 1v 1 A/uts

to the matisfacliom of 11w N('icrc,'JI of tho- 'I'l hiht'J di i lo Ific l, top huut" hol (
i 1st('I1 eicordin'1 to lice "re(inmiillf jriidItit imm~" ridc or ,iilesr stlaur'I lip;

shall1 be i'Cquiiid /iJI lic Se'Crcltury of lid ueivh inl ('irrylisicj (mt I/ce ir intl UEAiPUli
responsibility.

It Is sumit ted thiat ft(-- ablove' undierliined sanIistleis shotild tiditittel) ,are-
guard the jiident. investiiueit of corlmus, insure, thle imii x111imii di t ri bern (eeof
Iicoei, and still pe'rmit ca rryiiig out flt-i phiit hroio~ el*itent imiN lof t rivt1trs (of
exist lig foil idt tons.

SrTr;%1VNT Stm' 1lY~i i F;,:iuX *J. 'm 'ci111, Victlii$ii I
ON 14t11.'ci OF 01" JNUMPt '-*,AWS Ti~tST ('O'ciANV OF' Nt;''c Y(IKt

SECTION 101 M): OF THEi HLlL HFI ATN(I TO) EXCESS luiSKINEMM 1101rtINGaM

1. TIhere Is nthiniig evc'il, j14-r se, Jai a priivate fomiidat icn's owtviershij oft stoc-k
of a closely held coiteafhy--whether ft be 10%.c or IVA~ .IThe (,vil, If imi' ttri:;es
wchieun thle private foundation eiigmgs Ili acts of self deiiui,. fails to distrikiu
Income or invests iii(ll a~ 0 it 1lilter is to Jeopanrli',.iflite elirryb wiir~ t ofri ny oif
It$ t AX exeilii)t 1MI)nrIiSs and uHot by immrely owningw X'.f (of tIliv' sf(wk of is ('oJmtpo It.

.Such abuses canl amid should 1147 count rolled hby 1)o0P-r jxillebiig 511(11 tm ft-e ('olin 5,

the( Sta te At toriuy (Geiiermii, aund by the annual reports filed w%-ill thle I.Mi. S.
2. viiis ('oinittce shoud iiot ileo 'onicerined wfit it t axpayvr'm stilcjivtI'e mtiveI c

Ii contributing to a private founidat ion 1isrtleilari3' wccheii flit' cont ribuitioti i
made by3 wcill. Iii order to obitain sit) (stilto tal X (lef(loul It Shoueld !w4 Sifllenet
that the charity net tinily receives at least the amini ln of tit( cliaii Itable deduet ion
and the conilhany) does not unfairly coinpete with other imlsili(':ss whose owimers
must pay taxes Oil tile Ificonlie thint they derive fromt the bumslnc'ss. "INs ihouldl
ho esp-cially true It the private foiudlat ion in('roly (listrnibutes Jitm I comm t0
churcheshoptlcoosoote ibie(irte.

3. Tol iluit thle amount of stock a private foundation owitms chisriminat(P
agaiust tile taxpayers whose- wealth happens to be i fits Own ('omlpaiy whereas
another taxpayer of equal11 wealth wchos;e asset., may13 comist of it ii'ersifled
portfolio hans no suich restrictions. The purpose of our tax lawm Niioiih loo to
encoiliage all taxpayers; to cotntribute to charity rallier than to discourage Nomie
taxpayers (liecauise of tile nature of their assets) from Patisfying t heir charitable
Imiu's.

There should be. a way for the owner of a small businm.c (or him falimly) to
bestow substantial benefits to charity a11d still retain coiitrof oif ik conipiiy o~r
at least preventt control of il, coinjsuny from getting Iitl thre btands of hi.4 mmn-
petitors, "Corporate Rtabders" or Into the hands of persons who nrc iuitterest-1 Ii
turning a quiek profit rather than having tile lonig anmge litrerestit of their ema-
ploy'ees or the coujniniaty in which thle 1ii 4ti~ located.
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IV it 1i4 fiel tir! I lie if' oror mnmliers (f his family sholuld Inave mio ivmitrio
(or ? liimilll ijtot exi'rv.s', -ilolh flliti|l li ltfiiwe o-ter tlit (I a'rltii of tl(, folillitieii.

lieul i all 111114-1M;' ' uI-t Itilun'in ry Mull uc I its rlt 1rate trlstsee should 1e, INM'rlliitt(4l
to g eourn hIt. fomunld Ii',s al lhvi tiles.

ileu ,orlotorntl filcl(lire., are miller lte stixrvislon of bank exalnlirs. the
-ourts, 1IiId Male, xlu,'vi o ltgencle,, miech iin' the Atlorney (e-nerll. tny aItise

mhild and w, il h , be (letected and corrected In short order.
J. If fhie (VozniItv f,,-Is It is Iieessalry to adopt a limit (oi the ownership

f stck by a liun-al, foundillout atid members of the family, we reconmnend that
lhe lmolnt (of slook helol In lruslt IN, excluded in determining sucl I lmit if such
fouidallin I it mere layee. If lhe terms of the t rist tire such that lt fouidatlon
recelves all aluntlly for it crmi of years or for lite lifte of a natural lwrno, li te
founnal Iin In 111 no sells(. all owner of the assls. The founidation would have no
control over lte ret iollOl or dlis,'ioIton of te sets held lit (lie trust, ald
owiirrslllpi by the Irisltee should not lte tltribtllable to tlie foundation. Addl-
lloltally. IIe t foinda io's interest In the trust dimitnlses with the Impige of
lime '. Therefore. It Is conceivable tlt at IncepiIon the business holdings would
IN' in exc(s, of lh(, permitted limits whereas several years later the holdings
could lie below allowable limits.

For thes, reasons we oppose (lie emacneut of Stectioi 101(!)) of the proposed
Ill aIndt lhe propo.wd iew section 4943 of tle code.

S.rumvxI:NT iIY JAMESS STACY ('Or.rS, RF;RJDENT, RESFARCil CORPORATION,
A FOUNDATION FOR TIM ADVANCEMENrT OF SCI-NCE

lesarhi C'<rlmralohn. a foundatlIon for the advancemient of science ineor-
porated in New 'York State almost 158 years ago, before the Income tax was
lislltuled, agrees that Ithere should lie legislation to control any ablses of tax
privileges. By (lie crrrctmon of such abuses, foundations could be even greater
c'ntrilmlors to tie t.atltnal welfare than they have been In the past. 11.11. 13270
(tn latls tnaumiay Irovis!ons, however, t hat tio not accompl ishi these objectives, nti
which would detract frot the value and effectiveness of present foundat lon
pIrog rain is.

In tlhe brief debitte Ipon this Ill n th(, IouHwse, a nutmber of Replresentative.
seNIinud to lie of this olinilon. As reporlil in lite Congre.slonial Record of August 7.
l9'). a imiuJrrily of those , hto addressed themselves to the foundation tsrtlon of
the bill took exception to certain measures which appear punitive. 'Thiere was
also it rather gelierally expressed hiine that the Seinate in Its consideration of
Ilie hill would correct lhese untihieined Inlttve effects. We join in (hbt hol.

Certain provlslons of 11.1t. 13270 would specifically and adversely affect
Research Coriorailon, an organization which has a long history of supporting
Iho physical, IIological-niedical and nutrition sciences., and which has for many
years brought science unto pulic usefuluiess through its patent assistance
program.
I. Background of Reecaroh Corporation

ltesarch Corporation is a nonprofit organization established in February 1912,
operathig under the provisions of section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
('ode. Its Certificate of Incorporation provihes two principal Iprposes: (a) to
render Inventions andi patents more available and effective in the useful arts
mid manufactures and for siclentific purposes; an(i (b) to provide for the
advancement and extension of technical and scientific Investigation, research
and exxrinentation by contributing Its net earnings to scientific and educa-
tional Institutions and societies to enable them to conduct Investigations, research
anti experimentation.

In accordance with these Imrposes, Research Corporation was supporting
fundamental scientific research somie thirty years before the conception of the
National Science Potrdation and the devc lopnmient of other massive Government
suul)port of sietce. For example, In 1023 research Corporation made a grant of
$5.000 to The Smitthsonlan Institution to support the experlmtents of the then
nkniown sclenlist. Robert IT. Goddard, on rockets. From Goddard's pioneering

work. we now lave men In space and oit the Moon. In 190, a grant later de-
scrlied as "eritically Important" was made to the University of California to
support the devehopment of the cyclotron by Professor Ernest 0. Lawrence.
Today advanced medical research makes se of radiosatlve Isotope tracers,
caicer patients benefit front radiation therapy with radioactive cobalt, and
ri-mote areas have electricity generated from nuclear power.
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Ininiediately after World wa r I I H&sea rr.h ( "rloora ion evel,,ItlN I he irweyram
of Project Grants to support sciLl tilc research in oligt s aid t nlvrsitie.
This was a prectirsor for the sitifflar Notionll Scieice FoPuindattipin program of
research grants Inaugurated in the lM)SOs. In the early ltoSw we developed it
program of )epartmental Grants to help strengthen thw .itt.c.s lrofidly in
the liberal arts colleges and smaller uiniversitiee. Manty conev.les (.f this program
are now found in the COSIP Program of the National .c'ien,'e l.'Uundatton. III
our recent and current work, our Regional Grants Irectors, themselves trained
scientists, spend much time on college and university camloAses in developing
with faculties anld administrations the niost effective forin of support for scieive
by Hleiearch Corporation tliat might apply in a pa ilcular situation. This Is an
operating program activity which provides a firm a:d well informed basis for
the program of grants.

An equally Important program of Research Corporation Is the rendering of
patent assistance to colleges, universities and other nonprofit Institutions. It
was conceived, as directed by our Certificate of Incorporation, so as to bring
inventions from the laboratory into wide use for the benefit of the public. Out-
standing examples of successful endeavors are represented by vitamin Bi, used
widely for the combat of beriberi and in diet enrichment, and such pharmaceutical
compounds as cortisone, reserpine and nystatin, .,bich have done so much to
relieve human suffering. (In other countries where no orgalzation like Research
Corporation has exited, governments have established quasi-public corporations
at government expense to perform the function of bringing Inventions froin uni-
versity and government laboratories into public use, e.g., the National Research
I)evelopment Corporation of Great Britain, and the Research Development Cor-
poration of Japan.)

Research Corporation is unique among foundations in three ways: (1) its
special purpose is the support of scientific research; (2) It has highly develold
skills and capabilities In its patent assistance program which It provides to col-
leges and universities without charge; and (3) this foundation was not the
creation of a man of wealth, nor created from nor existing on surplus wealth.

Dr. Frederick Gardner Cottrell, a professor of chemistry from the University
of California who founded Research Corporation in 1912, gave as the foundation's
only endowment his concept of a need and a useful purpose to be served, and
undeveloped patent rights on electrostatic precipitation leviess for the control of
air pollution. Ills Ideal later effectively implemented, was thiat this orgajidzntlo,
would develop for the public benefit these patent rights as well as those of other
Inventions which might come Into Its possession. Any net earnings were to be
turned back to support further scientific research, rather than have them used
for personal profit to him or to other persons who similarly donated their
Inventions.

Cottrell's own words are pertinent: ". . . there are a great inny men who
would not feel that It was worthwhile to work out an invention merely to dedicate
it to the public in the loose, general way now provided for ii, our patent law 1imI
who have not the time or do not care to work out the full practical applicallons,
but who would still be glad to donate their ideas and cooperate to a certain oint
with a public bureau whose business it was to develop just such problems."

This summary states very succinctly the unusual nature of Research Corpora-
tion-partly an operating foundation and partly a grant-making foundation,
which has proved Its unique value and usefulness in our society again and again.
2. Specific comment on HR 1S270 with respect to research corporation

Research Corporation recognizes in the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 As passed by
the House the desirable goal of curbing certain abuses with respect to foundations.
However, the bill In its present form has introduced features which would clearly
reduce foundation activity In many significant areas and severely limit foundation
effectiveness. Explicit restriction, the ambiguity of language of some parts of
the bill, and the bill's failure to recognize foundation programs (especially those
of the highly technical or specialized foundations) which are In port operating
and in part grant-making, would effectlvely destroy important and worthy
organizations which by their past performance have proved extremely valuable
to our nation.

(a) The Committee will undoubtedly have before It much testimony on the
effect of a tax on foundation Inco:me. This 7%T% tax seems to bear little relation
to the Intended correction of abuses committed by a minority of so-called founds.
tionn. Furthermore, what was ,riginally recommended at a 5% level, and then
suddenly proposed In HR 13270 at a 7% level, might well be set at 10%, 20%
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or -Al' 'r ti, so.mei lInter dfte, if the pritielle of iixilng fomidntitd tn is to be a(c( lifte(.
ittIwover, tiny tax oil iet Inv(st lieiit ltioite of t he foundations which unke

gra1its I " 1'- really a fix un tlih ir grili Ifv-z. the 'ilI I( .) (31 orP:iranJI fiiov %%hi, b ire
spelitloly exemlfi.d from Ihe projlsed tax, sitce they tire the direct beneficlarles
tif f,,irmidtion grimiti.. 'JTe fund. then available to them from such Income would
Ie reduved by sit last the amount of the tax.

Research ('or'ornt ion is h"ow reeelving a constantly increasing number of grant
]ihijilillon fromi yoting scientists whose research cannot he fuitued by the

Na until 8cience Foimhldation or other Ctovernmett granting agencies biecause of
r ' lced goveruinteiititl budgets. It is irontie tiat, at a time when the private fou-
doli,, ire being asked to help fill the grip resulting from decreased Federal
gInriuitA, this bill would cut back on tle funds available to these scientists from
ihl; frimnafion. It Is also Ironvl tba( Ilip Federal (overmnent might then have

to %fell ill with l m own nI(,w or eXlimh led programs, direclly at Iinxpyer oXlwivise.
to sulistitite for privnte foundation program i us restricted. ],yen with Increasel
(0overiimlnt-t support for activities now s8tl)portel by foundltions-and that cer-
falily is no0t the aN.ertet intenztion of tlhls legislntion-it Is doubtfud that any
(slvernilej(t tigeney ('oulh pIrovilo tie neces.,mry diversity, tie neW all( imnglnn-
Ilve vonceits, and tile Hiiiall-seale and selective exlerlientation lit aipproaehes

It new klowvledge which Is posilblo under our present system of widespread prl-
vale foittidallon support.

0) 'I'hie stated ohjv.+.ve of the bill's addiltlonal requirement for dlistri)ution of
Ilitlie i4 one1 , wilh wheit we agree. OIbviously it is Intended to Insure that the
foundit tlouis act solely for the pltilanthroile tmrsoses upon which their exe'mtpt
slat us Im Ibs.d. Further, a foutltlon which does mot invest its funds so that
Ilhey protllce mnximtum Income consonant with prudent practice, as well as to
devout or commit to Its exempt purposes all or substantially all of Its Income,
Is iml i,,ily it pIllo tlirolde orgauiznlou. While recognizing the objectives of
Ilie lieoimi dlisrilulltion ritilrement, we imist point out Ihe serlotis Impilica tionts
of illI-i 1Il with rpelet to the tcontInued exIstetice of otur fouldltion.

As the loll 1- ipresently drawn, the necessary a indinistrative expenses. of a
fruoilat ion (other than those relating to the production of gross Investment
ileolli,) must lie takeit out of the corpm of the foundation's enlowninent. Section

-I9 12 defines mid(11. tribited Income as the dlstrilltable amount minus the quallfy.-
lIg distributions. an(l taxes such undistributed Income first at 15% and ultimately
at 10<P%. Section 4%12(g), In defining qualifying distributions, makes no pro-
vl,,lot, for the general ndmlinistrntlve and grant-making expense of the foln(lo-
tion, unless one could Interpret such administrative expense to he an amount paild
ot to aceomiilsh one or more purposes described In Section 170(c) (2) (B).
Itather than to rely on such interpretation, the bill should explicitly state thnt
such expense Is recognized as a proper charge against Income.

Ftitrther. It would aplolvr tlint lie proposed lax of 7 1Y/% on nef livestieut
I it.(u,4 ( Setloll 501l) wold not lie considered In determining tie dlst rilulable

mlitolunt ( St ilon -1912(e) ) it dis os where the itiimtm IJlvettent reltirl (Ste-
Io t19-12(0e) ) i1 Involved. Acordingly. I his tax wotld also have to he palh olut

of ftle OrtpU Of llt(ome producing assets. Tils ik ii tax o prinllcilal.
(e) . tlll further. qualiftybig distrilitons are so delined as to exclhi(le g rants

Io oirgl izatllt w wtich Would employ tlite fmud. for approved Imrl . .. hit
while mll oght not, selves qualify either as (c()(3) orzanizatlom, or a
olseriting fo u l lins as defined Ili th, bill. For exile, the great ; to the
N:atiotal Research ('otill for t lie work of lip Food aiid Nitlrion Board ilmlie
regtlar., by Ites erel corporation n s ite- 1,415 might notl he rega rded as a qualify-
Ing dist rihut ion uider Ihli. bll. Yet this qu.i-goverlental Iey 1,; tlip authori-
tativo voli'o on uititters of vital tiiltlonn mcncernt to the Unilted States. Under
tie bill 04 i1ow wordell grants aidle to the National ]tespareb Collncil aIndi 511-
lir orgatlzatlons could well havo to le paid out of 'oris.

If sueh defects reltilrt in flhe lIll, a foultiott would ]have to pay ouit annually
tie greater of either Its adjusted net Income or 5% of It,; Income-prodieilti asset.t
as quallfying (list ributions, and eav.h year would in addition hive to reduce it?,
asets by an amount (eqlt to the sum of eosts of dmilnistrat ion and .tafl loro-
grant activities. plis grfints to) isil11 W 10on ot detilled as (lqalifled. phlus tlhe
71 j tax oil on-t Irlveitunelt Inollle where mlnimntt ii vestnmrot rettlrn Is it-
volved. It is obvioulls tit this vvould rapidly shrink foundation assets to the
point of il'ele.e.s: !n the eause of Rtesearcht Corluration this night take
plice within fifteen years. Perhaps_ this Is tlhe intent of the bill. If .o, it should
I,. so stated ; If not, lie bIll Is punitive and confiscatory.
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El) Theii Itilhltimi Elf fill tie erma sl~wraiiiiig floisiili 3i5m ill f1I 1201 1.?I I ''ii
fiisliiig its It relia los to a) "I ori %-it t v fo oid~a t1 s i-." pI Paticii la r3 %% i t I1 i-.jv sE o1 6. ois
(Iiti I I is wh Ilch i re' I ii Ipa rt Eiolwra I log i ItI i act I i- uIr, ogritri-' i adm inl I u it sgrt i I-
ioa113lg.

Re'sea rch ('orfooratI oi o;l'rai Is acI-v ' ojrogrzim Iti i lie lort snil lim id schIsit lle
rvesealrch through H!,i Ilegitsuog 4;i v- hs irvNlErs whia v I it 411111 %vtork ciiisst-1y
wvithi svci'lle deiarlmiits onl college id 111m1i'rity awltJlI4.. til Iirmii ItIs
pirogrami of paltift ul$.islia11 ()41 IPiiiervIls to volijges scl " Jtl lIii .1litii

tiol 1111 iii soilite (;overtilii' lagem4s''llr(- Te i m-tisvs 4sm ~ili ariv# 1' e l erathIiiz' ,
prolgrams13 acc('omlittl fo~r aIbout mi vcIiliale E Ef 'Iir I !N;i expeIm-liit iiri-s, Imt %iild115
Hiot (011lit its ' 1lif311rl ))" (Ilist ri hut imis' (ec 84-101 19121o g i ). Neithelar vim t nlms-airi-h
('orjworatim Ion(101ily its 1313 ioltlK~Ihig fssIiiilion"511 I Sect 1,im 12 1?Ji 4 (3 ),Ili Its4
Im-s'eiii, form t it( bill does 13111 ri-ugize iwr provide ffur I th s,4' fiillimi ls~IIkv
Itesearch Corjm-rati101 which hiii ii' tilstautil *1frte-t li-4-iili-niiry -e)I-rallirg''
plrograml ac(tivi ty Ili aili thJm toI I 1i'r grit ii t -111kIi io'mratti ois.

If this bil1l in Its present form iN'rc tie law. lieseiirvli (lrm 'raltililiwll W014 bis'
to rest riet or modify drat Ially ItIs iirui' idii valmunisole jpa I utii ass~aju IiiE'' wvE
gramh to somie 200 volleges, 1 'nversit ivs mid31 fo111r limijorts11t 4irvaiz at 1.411. llrE s-
vidi'd without chaige to~ ti) ('ll oil aili iEitti11lost ttuiIll.Ihis Jiri grllu as5-
siles thle majlor expii1se andii the p~robllems of i-valutiti g, loaktI-itIhig. iml c I -i- 4 t
(sf thiir ivietit itis to biritng t hem 111(1 list. for ow lie lia- Eofr nit. imi 1. (Mr i ', iii
I-roidid g these services is; a-oit ifimt li to collegesiY4 midI311 u vvr-'lI II' i 111111 il
Iisaicts as5 iiihlabtit them Iiit s thie gritmls wve ma11kep to siipsjH rit Idiel r rESE'tlrchl.

"'(4 1111414.t tile provlsloiis of till s 1bi11 i1s toow% writtill tlie e rajsri iofrs kgri II
f xJt~Il Itines %voiili not Ite 4*(um1311 yiiig i stili m sis," tier %vssitheI iy toe' a I 014.PtE

P111( iijios Ill the collitlI11Iloii of aeljiistedi titI hico(esi. 'Ihe( il rei'4Irs 1sf 1(eseairi-l
o ('rim orat fil, If t ie(- pr('spiit 1hill hsmei's iiti, would lie' fo~rfced l ciEl'ti 1 -11%14-1
liiistenlung tilie dezitise oif I he folvida tioti: 11' roi'(I ig Its capital ammaft~illly tit joreoite
IWS i1'Ser-VICeS t0 ('4111(11110111 V'til svietiIlie lied it i mis, rv tit (-tit 11:1k (sr to-runt-
litil ills 1itii(le co41111 ilio to)31111 tli(-st' I ist it i is. Ili the ii evenOt. If Ith'e vx
oeiitice of Great BrItabIi or .U pailis 133'm exalt ie, (t(i G('-rtllIei It wlr m uigtt

hiave to create all(l fmid it new Fed4eral aglgei&y or coorpoiratIimi to isrmor Is'b iis

3. B1ress bmsibicm hlodirfs
With respect to excess ilit~i( s,; holdings, R(eseiarchi CorporaiiIon fill,, Ii recilit

years, divested its .elf of Its stock owne~rship~ Ili lesearcli-(ottrn-l. 1114'. (the for-
mierly wholly-owned CoiitIll3 based onl (lie original (Cottrelli air potlut i (-oltrol
paltetst) first to a 65%/ level midl mo1re recently to at 35,o Uniy0i Oir intetitoia huas
been that our ownership shalt, be less than 20% titt at ime when this calhA
p~ract ically arratiged without Illirtl to ltesellrcI-t'ottreli, file., or (linjiitioil of the(
foil lda ill'ss total aIsSets.

Rtesearcht Corporat ion Is thills iotly 11'li igre(eult with thle ('(neept of ellin-
illation of excess btllss holdings, [)uut Neveral years ago recognized (lie des-.q

.131111(3' of this elilitliatfoi, 111d fltitlcip-'t(Ilie proisious of tis bull. Hfowev-er,
Section .1(-13(c) (41) of tis bill Is mtiuleessarly restrIctlIvt Ili causing foul)dia-
tiluis "to dispose or' present excss luoldtigs Iii order to (lillite their fownership.
There are other ways3' by which a foundation's holdings a iud cotil rol of a eor-Jio-
rat ion con tie reduced. For example, (hlltltioui of its hioleligg by the. Iss11e of 1341(11-
tional shares of stock won)ld redulce thle frac-tion thle foundation's hoiligm ro'jort'*
.senit without Its u11spostng of 11113' stock. It is4 suiggested. that thle !ttiglintge of
4913(c) (41) should perll. ally legitimate mem~lis of reducing at fouisitloii's excess
holdings.

4.(jorcrninq inistrunicnt*
Sect ion 508(g) -Govi'rting Inst rutuents-seems art1 limeclssaryF redundancy.

This section would lpr('st itifably require that a foundation siuuIji ig lResearch (?or-
poratlon (whose Certificate of InIcorporhation was isstied In 1912, atid vitlified by
action of the New York State Leglslature In 19.32) obtain actIoji by (lhe New
York State Legislature merely to have its Certificate p1rovid~e explicitly for tile
following :(I) that Its income for each taxable year' must be distributed so as
to not sutbject thle foundation to tax und~er Secilon .1-12 ; (2) that It eseiewi anly
act of self-dealing; (3) that It not retain any1 exess business huldlngs ; (4) iih
It not uuake any.% slieculative Investments; arid (5) that it niot make all), taixablie
expe'nditures. Without any tetlon by3 the fointdatloit, all of these would bv re-
quirements of the law resulting fromt this bill, with appropriate penalties for
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violation. To require the amendmient of Certificates of Incorporation simply to
explicitly state these requirements and prohibitions seems unreasonable as well
as redundant.
5. "Diisqualiied" persons

&ctlon 4941 contains a provision which would have harsh effects on Research
Corporation. Since tie directors of the foundation are "disqualified" persons,
either (1) the foundation could make no further grants to organizations con-
trolled directly or directly by them, or (2) Research Corporation would not be
able to have as directors men who exert any measure of control over any or-
ganization which might receive grants from the foundation.

Had this legislation been in effect in the past, Research Corporation could
not have made grants at various times to some of the most prestigious American
Institutions, Including The Smithsonian Institution, the National Academy of
Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, because their chief executive officers were directors of the found.
ion. It could thus have prevented Research Corporation from granting funds to

The Smithsonlan Institution for the pioneering work on rockets by Robert II.
(odda rd.

From another point of view, this stipulation could prevent Research Corpora.
ilon from having on its Board of Directors men such as Frederick Seitz, S. Dillon
Ripley, Leonard Carmichael, James R. Killian. Karl T. Compton and Vannevar
Bum,, who have been chief executive officers of the institutions mentioned above
while serving as directors of Research CoriPoration. In fact, it would in effect
forbid to the foundation the advice sind experience of the very scientific and
aeadmnle leaders It needs as directors to insure the wise and effectual carrying
ot of Its chartered purposes.

If the stipulation of section 4941 Is read to Include not only foundation directors
who are officers of other organilzation.4, but also those who are directors or
trustees of those organizations, the number of forbidden organizations for Re.
search Corporatlon grants would be multiplied several times, or conversely the

mniber of officers or directors of such organizations which Research Corporation
might elect as Its own directors would similarly decrease.
6. Conclusion

Correctlon of the defects of the Tax Reform Bill as passed by the House of
Representatives will be required If it is not to be a confusing and ambiguous
and a seemingly punitive law, applied to a segment of American philanthropy
which has most certainly contributed to the development of the American enter-
prise and governmental systems, as well as to human welfare throughout the
world.

SUMMARY

I. Research Corporation is a foundation established In 1912 (1) to render In-
ventions and patents more available and effective In the useful arts and manu-
factures and for scientific purposes; and (2) to provide for the advancement and
extension of technical and scientific Investigation, research and experimentation
by contributing Its net earnings to scientific and educational Institutions.

Partly an operating foundation and partly a grant-making foundation, Re-
search Corporation has amply demonstrated Its uniqve value and usefulness in
our society.

2. With respect to foundations, while directed at tMhe desirable goal of curbing
abu-4-s, 11.11. 13270 wmld, In Its present form, attenuate or even eliminate desir-
able nand worthy programs of Research Corporation at a time when Government
Suplrt for the sciences via the National Science Foundation, National Institutes
of health, etc., has been ct back, and the Government Is seeking to encourage
ani Increase the private sector's contributions to national problems. Four specific
instances are:

(a) By taking as taxes funds that would otherwise support 501 () (3) organi-
zations such as colleges, universities and scientific institutions.

(b) By requiring that general and administrative exepnses (arparently In-
cliding expense of evaluating of grant requests, etc.) and also monies for the
proposed 7&%% tax on income both be taken from corpus under certain circum-
stances, which would diminish and. eventually extinguish the source of funds for
grants.

(c) By excluding from "qualifying distributions" all grants to organizations
which while employing the funds for approved purposes do not themselves qualify
as 501 () (3) organiztions nor as operating foundations, and
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(d) By differential treatment of "private" and "rperatlng" foumlatlons.
which create' an anomalous and almost Impossible set of circumstances for
organizations such as Research Corporation. which are both operating entities
with active programs and also grant-making.

3. Research Corporation has anticipated and already acted on provislonn of
the bill calling for disposition of excess business holdings but respectfully sug-
gests that tie purpose of eliminating foundations' control over proflt-making
enterprise can be accomplished not only by disposing of such holdings,. but by
reduction in the percentage of total shares held by any one of several other
means.

4. The section relating to governing Instruments of foundations appears to
be redundant since all of the stipulations required by it would already be require-
ments of other sections of this bill, with appropriate penalties for violation.

5. The section dealing with grants to organizations controlled dir.-tly or in-
directly by such "disqualified person" as foundation directors or trustees would
Impose special hardships on Research Corporation by Iproltltig grants to
nationally respected scientific and academic organizations who.io officials or
trustees are directors of Research Corporation, or denying to Research Corpora-
tion the services of such officials or trustees whose counsel anid experience are
vital to the conduct of the foundation's exempt purpos(es

STATEMENT SUIMrrI| E FOR TIME AMON (. (ART:R FOUNIAFIO.N. ForT %V4)xri, Trx.

Anion G. Carter Foundation, a non-profit Texas corporation organized and
operated for charitable, religious, literary, and educational purposes, sometimes
hereinafter styled "Foundation," hereby respectfully requests Jiodiication of
certain provisions of II.R. 13270 dealing with tl,, taxation and regulation of
"private foundations," as defined in said IIR. 13270. 11.11. 13270 will sometimes
hereinafter be referred to as "the Bill" or "the House 11111."

The provisions of the Bill as to which such modification is urged are:
Those limiting the percentage of the total voting stock in a business corporation

which may be owned by a private foundation, requiring the disposition of W)
much of said stock as is in excess of the specified limit, and Imposing p naltles
and sanctions for failure to comply with these requirements, whether or not it
Is legally impossible for the private foundation to dispose of the stock.

FATS

Anion 0. Carter Foundation was incorporated as a non-profit Texas corpora.
tion in 145. It has no capital stock. It was organized to support charitable, relig-
ious. literary, and educational undertakings. Shortly after its organization, it
was classified as an organization exempt from Federal income taxes under what
is now Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and It has con-
tinuously maintained that exempt status and Its right so to do has never ben
questioned.

At its organization, Foundation received substantial gifts from Anion 0. Carter,
Sr., and his former wife, Mrs. Nenetta Burton Carter, from whom he was th(n
divorced. Foundation functioned primarily under the direction of Anion 0. Cartr
until his death In 1955.

By his will, which was duly admitted to probate In 1955 and whih has never
been in any respect contested or modit'd, Amon 0. Carter bequeatlhedl and devised
to the Foundation all of the stock which he owned at his death in Carter Publi-
cations, Inc., under provisions which prohibited the Foundation from In any man-
ner disposing of the stock so devised except under specified circumstances for
the length of time shown in excerpt from the will hereinafter set forth. The
pertinent provisions of the will are as follows:

"2. The Foundation shall not sell, exchange, mortgage, or pledge, or In any man-
ner dispose of, encumber or hypothecate my stock In Carter Publications, Inc. for
the length of time hereinafter set forth, except with the unanimous consent of all
who are then directors of Foundation.

(a) Foundation may, at any time, join all other stockholders In (,rter Pub-
licains, Inc. in a stle of all of its capital stock: or

(b) Foundation may join with the number of other stockholders then required
by law in completely liquidating Carter Publications, Inc., if it has sold subwtr-
tially ill of the assets directly employed by it in its business. J?4rtm ut only if. m
stock In Carter Publications, Inc. Is disposed of by Fov&A&tUW1rh accordance with
either of these exceptions, then the purchase rights granted in the sub.sequent
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ljarigraiis ,,f tis Art 1(' %)hail Iw' 'Ojilpetely extliguished withlotit any right to
,mi'lmIiiallln froiI or Halm l oo f|tihe l)rot'(e41S o)f Mu110i (11jSI)sItiOll in ultring to anly
oif tihse it) whoiti silch ltirc'ii riglits are hereliiafter givei.

1:3. Tlil, rtesIrltiols set forth Iin tile lrecedhlig paragraph 2 shall continue Ili
full forv nid .fftet until -Julle 23, 1W, or until twenty k20) years after the death
,of th, lIAt mirvlv,,r (if s:lh of the following named as are living at my death:
A111 (. Carter, 1Jr. (inly son), Ruth Carter Johnson (lily daughter), Jamea M.
Norli. .Jr.. It. N. lionea, alid Ilarold V. 1lotigh (ill (of Fort Worth. Texas,. and now
slkhifilhdirs in ('arter Publications, Inc.), and any child of any of these five (5)
wh nay lhe ivling at any death, which ever Jperiod is shorter, and for six (6)
nmiilihs I iratiftier, Iblt no longer ; which six months' period Is hereinafter referred
to Ii fill- Art('le a t t( 'olitln Im'rlod'."'

Tiii' slot'k In ('arter 'uilicn., lilt. st rvelved under flip Am11on1 (. Carter
will. with st0(k dlivielids suib.,teqtlenlly received, amonmis to 26.257 shares, which
I,- fier , Mon.1 201/c of tile atthorized, Issmied anid otitstaiding cailtal .stock of
(Oirler l'tiblihat ions, Itic. of 120,(M shares. The restrihtiobis oil disposition vani-
11(1 13x, eX'looiced to expire prior to) I9)I

('arter i'lilvi iIon4, Ilie. is tlie owilier al1(! ilisher of the Fort Worth Star-
T'legrtmi, omit of tite Imixortar it newspaiHwrm ini tle State of '1'exas, and also owins
1i1 ,,ol('rai i('t h- le-vislon n4 r11lo stiotlon1. It wits developed front a very siall

I"lili11mig Iilto it sii'4'cesfill itiid viiaiaple orgillzation u1der the direct ion anti
v'44llft rl tif ,\iiioii (;. ('irte'r, with tle O lSsistilli('e ,if Ii 8 imill groll) of inlii'idtIls
w]II, wert, iitllvt'ly ('oli,,4l With ils oK'lrlition ll id who were mInorlty stock-
h, lhers Ili carter r I '1illihatlols.l inc. lor ananay years prior to l death, Anmon
(;. ('lrter 11d14 niiil)e-rs of lis raiily. including his former Wif,-, 'Mrs. Nen',ttia
IBurton carterr , lad complete stock oumitrol of Cartr Ptiblicatoms, Ine. All of
lll4454, ilssm-1i1t'i41 III the deveiopllneit of tlie enter)rise, except It. N. liolnea, hiave
(11441 11111 tlid r s.lock ho4hl igs have Ien(a isitq red by carter r ]1ihlh'allons, i tic.
1i1d41 retired.

'li' lIrestit .a! p1lial stock of carter r l'tibll(alit(on, 1ie. colists of 120,0M shares
Elf it 1:11' 'illile of $100 41('1. '21),951 of these shares are owied by Founildation;
49,0)13 Iy itiinlwrs of the ('arter family, which term Includes Mrs. Nenetta
Itirtoi Carter, aind Amoiner 0. Carter, Jr. and Ruth Carter Johnson (lie children
(f Amoi (1. ('arter and Nenetta Burton Carter), and the children of Amoi (.
('arter, .Jr. mid Mrs. Ittili ('arter Johnsoi. It. N. Htjaaea and members of his
familly owin 21,201 shares of the stock: the attorney for ('arter Publications, Inc(.
owns 1.18 shares: intld another enll)Ioyee and14! director owns 12 shares. All of
the Sliare.4 owncd Ioy l"olindittlon were acquired tlutler fi11w will of Anion (.
('arter except 2,()4 shares which Foundation acquiredl prior to the death of
Aimon I. Carter framt tie estate of a deceased daugliter. Eliindnating tills 2,000
shares and the ail(reases therein by stoek dividends, the remainder of the Carter
Publications, liw. stock held by otdllit-lon, which was acquired under and was
suhejtt to the provislos of the Anion 0. Carter will, exceeds 20% of the out-
stauiing elital stock of Carter Puiblieations, Inc.

Since shortly after the death of Amion 0. Carter, Sr., Foundation has been
iiiingcd antl controlled by it self-perpetuating board of three directors, con-

si Ig of Amn 0. Carter, Jr., Mrs Ruth Carter Johnson, and Mrs. Katrine
)eakins. who, during Ile lifetime of Aolll (. Carter, Sr., was Ilis confident ill

and executive secretary and who is more familiar with his plans and wishes
than any living Io'rson.

No menloer of the Carter family has ever received any compennlstilon or other
1luanuVImIl bVnelit of any kind or character from Founliation. Among G. Carter, Jr.
1id Mrs. Iuth Carter .Johison serve without compensation and devote a consid-

erahle x)rt1lon of their tine to Its affairs.
The oo0k vllue of the assets of Foundation at the end of the first period after

it received te resiiie of the Amon G. Carter Estate was approxitiattly $25,000,-
(01O. ''lie book value of Its is sets oil July 31, 1969, was over $33,600,000, and the
market value of these a.mts at that time was between $45,000,(0 and $50,000,-
(0). Since its organization, the Foundation has made gifts and grants of approxl-
1iately $16,50,00("), and In addition, has about $5,000,000 in. assets In Ailili 0.
Carter M |'lcuia of Wo'estern Arts and its contents. The establlishii'nt of this
inueum wasrequired by the provisions of the will of Anion O. (,arte,.. It Is oper-
alt'd for uill is t11e and wIthout any admission elanrge amid will ultimately go to
tilt t'City of Fort Worth. The reciplents of the gifts made by Foundation are
churethes, educational IlnstItutions, hospitals, and similar organizations such as
tho Carter Blood Center in Fort Worth, Texas, and numerous other qualified and



worthwhile recipients, rhe nFiindatitn's act ivitles. toth financial ard charitable,
hav, )en conducted with a inlinnmin of exioit... The Foundation has con-
sisttitly disbursed. for charitable and relate ed Ipur;-,s, al! or more of its ItilcriC
tihan present laws direct it to disburse. It has nko arcumulation of such earnings.

The Carter lPublicatioi-s, 1ne. stock bItiuealthed tO Fotina tlo.n was valt'iml for
estate tax pUriost at $1,125,000. Tlie company has regularly Imd cash dividends
for many years. Its pre..?int divi(lend rate Is $S.37 1wr sham. lurig the porioA of
adminisratlon on the Anion 0. Carter Estate, it received $501.214 in cash divi-
dends oil the stock owned by the decedent at d death, vud the total cash dividends
received by Fouidation on Carter l'ubllcatiO1tLt stwk frvin IXG, through 19
amounted to $2.39,103. This stock was valued at $i.0ti t ier share at AMon G.
Carter's death, so the oreswent cash dividend rte is more than twenty per cent
(2(Y/) per year on the value of tie stock at C(arer's death.

Foundation's holdings of the stock in Carter Pulblcations, Ine. acqtilr(d from
the Amon G. Carter Estate cannot, as shown I,;r he excerpt from the Amen 0.
Carter will quoted above, be disposed of for a great many years except under
the limited circumstances specified in the will. which, hi effect, would require
tile disposition bY all stockholders in Carter Piblicat ons. ltiv,. of all of their
stock in that company or the .sale by Carter Publiatlions. Inc. of a! of ItA asets
and its complete liquidation. The properties of Carter Publiatlons. )ne. are very
valuable with necessarily a very limited number of possill j'urchas,.rs, nt:d
even If its stock or Its prolwertles could be sold, the protlxctlve j.urchasers wotlhi
prol)aly be limited to one of the several newvspaljar chuai:rs whilh In tile past have
acquired iieWspaper properties in v arlous sections of the comitry. To lmalee the
ownership of the k'ort Worth Star-Telegramn and the television and radio) station
associated with it In the hands of any such purchaser would deprive North Texas
and West Texas of an enterprise which has for almost half a century been de-
voted primarily to the development of those areas, and promote further and
un(lesirable concentration of the ownership of news media throughout the United
States. Further, any such disposition would require the COOl-ratlion of all of the
stockholders In Carter Publications, Inc. and It is entirely be-yond tMe power of
the Foundation to secure such cooperation.

Foundation lis been a(ivised amivi believes that It weald be Imp.,wlble to
secure a Judicial determination whtkh would renomoe the restrIetios .contaeld
In the Amon 0. Carter will upn:: the di.;position of Carter Publications, Inc,
stock which was bequeathed by sal will to Foundation. Such a Judicial determi-
nation would, In effect, be a rewriting of a plain and iiunamibigous will which
was admitted to probate approximately flfteen years ago and the jIrovilions of
which have never been contested or In any nspect modified. F'or tw Fame rea-
sons, it appears impossible for Foundation to dispose of any portion of the stock
In Carter Publications, Inc. received under the Carter will within the two-year
and five-year periods specified in Section 1913(c) (4) (B) and (C) of tile 11111.
Thus, the Bill, as presently drafted, would not only Impose very severe sanctlori,
and penalties on all concerned, but would destroy this very worthwhile
organization.

SUGoEST.ED )ODIVICATION

It is believed that If there Is added to Section 4943(c) (4) (D) the following
provision:

"No holdings of a private foundation shall he classified as 'excess bininess
holdings' for so long as, by the terms of the applicable Instrument (In effect on
January 1, 1969) by which the private foundation acquired such holdlng3, It is
prohibited from disposing In any manner of such holdings without the consent of
a person or person who are not 'disqualified persons,' as defined in Section
4940(a), if, in a proper Judicial proceeding to which the highest law officer of
the State having Jurisdiction Is a party, It is determine( that such prohibition
cannot be modified so as to permit such disposition without such con.ient,'
it will remedy the existing situation which, as aforesaid, would accomplish very
inequitable results not Intended by the authors of the Bill.

The provision above quoted is submitted without prihe of authorship, and
any other provision which would accomplish the Intended result would he, satis-
factory to the Foundation and to any other foundations sinilarly situated.

The relief suggested Is substantially similar to the relief presently afforded by
the Bill In those provisions of the Bill dealing wtlh accumulated Inf'ome and
affording relief in those cases where the governing Instrument provides for the
accumulation of a part of the foundation's Income over an extended period. e
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In connection with this relief provision the statement of lion. Edwin S. Cohen,
Assistant Secretary of tie Treasury for Tax Policy, found on Page 32 of the
government publIcation entitled "Statement of the lion. David M. Kennedy, Secre-
tary of the Treasury," where Assistant Secretary Cohen said :

"There Is, however, a permanent exemption from the income lay-out rules of
those organizations which tire required by their governing instruments to ac-
cumulate Income anid which find It impossible to effect a change. It appears that
the provision pertaining to disposition of business holdings Is too stringent and
should be changed to conform to the Income pay-out rule."

Respectfully submitted,
AMON 0. CARTER FOUNDATION,

By AstoN 0. CART R, PrC8idCnt.
HARRY C. WFEKS
FRANK B. APPLIEMAN

Attorney8 for Amon a. Carter Foundation, Fort Worth, Tc.

STATEMENT OF An7jiiR 11. DEAN, COCIAIRMAN, LAWYERS' ComirrrE FOR Civil

IIOTS UNDER LAW

[Inaugural Address of President Richard M. Nixon, Jan. 20, 1969]

"The American dream does not come to those who fall asleep. We are approach-
ing the limits of what government alone can do.

"Our greatest need now Is to reach beyond government, to enlist the legions
of the concerned and the committed.

"What has to be done, has to be done by government and people together or
it will not be done at all. The lesson of past agony is that without the people we
'n:a do nothing-with tie people we can do everything.

"To match the magnitude of our tasks, we need the energies of our people-
enlisted not only in grand enterprises, but more importantly in those small,
splendid efforts that make headlines in the neighborhood newspaper instead of the
national Journal.

"With these, we can build a great cathedral of the spirit--each of us raising
it one stone at a time, as he reaches out to his neighbor, helping, caring, doing."

My name Is Arthur 11. Dean. On and off for 46 years I have been practicing
law with the firm of Sullivan and Cromwell. During this time I have had the
privilege of serving my country in various capacities. Over my many years of
public and private service, I have come to understand the difficulties you have in
putting together the laws of this land. I hope I may be of assistance to you In
your consideration of the present bill.

I appreciate the opportunity to present my views on a portion of this momen-
tous piece of legislation called the Tax Reform Act of 1969, produced by the
House Ways and Means Committee. The comments I shall make reflect in part
my exp.erlence as one of the Co-Chairmen of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law-an organization which is tax exempt under 501(c) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. More fundamentally, however, as an attorney, I am
impelled to communicate to this Committee my apprehension that the Congress,
through Inadvertence, may deprive this nation of a valuable resource--at a
crucial time in its history; and In that process add new burdens to the Federal
government, already heavily overburdened.

H.R. 13270 represents a comprehensive overhaul of our national tax legisla-
tion. On the subject of tax exempt organizations it is obvious that safeguards
are needed to assure that some organizations do not abuse the privilege of ex-
emptions from the federal taxation, especially in the areas of self-dealing,
excessive involvement In commercial enterprises, and, In some few cases, in
partisan political activity. The drafters of the tax reform legislation had to,
and did, deal with these subjects. My essential question to you, gentlemen, is
whether the House has not engaged in legislative "over-kill".

The Lawyers' Committee for which I speak was formed at a meeting of ap-
proxlinately 250 attorneys convened at the White House on June 21, 1963 by
President John F. Kennedy. The President, then, noted that the future stability
and progress of this nation would be dependent in large measure upon the main-
tenance of a rule of law which guarantees the equality or rights of all citizens.
One response of those lawyers present was the formation of the Lawyers' Com-
mittee-an organization dedicated to involving members of the legal profession
actively in not only protecting but giving positive effect to the civil and human
rights of all citizens.
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President Kennedy asked the late Harrison Tweed of New York and Bernard
G. Segal of Philadelphia, now President of the American liar .. sociation, to act
as Co-Chairman In organizing the Committee, fixing Its objectives, anid working
toward achievement. Both men served until September l965. At that time Presi-
dent Johnson asked Whitney North Seymour and Burke Marshall to serve as
Co-Chairmen. In September of 1967 the current Co-Chairnen, I and louis F.
Oberdorfer responded to President Johnson's request that we su( -eed to the lead
ership of the Committee.

During the six years of its existence the Lawyers' Committee has grown to
a position of recognized leadership within the legal profession. Its activities in
support of civil rights are nationwide and the scope of its program has broadened
commensurate with the Committee's increasing assumption of responsibility.

throughout the years the membership of the Lawyers' Committee ha.s In-
cluded many outstanding representatives of the organized liar and the legal
profession. Among the membership are included three past Attorneys General,
the current President and nine past Presidents of the American Bar Aso-la-
tion, the President and two former Presidents of tihe National liar Asoc-lation,
the Deans of many of our leadig law schools, the Presidents or former PIresl-
dents of more than half of the state bar associations, and the President and
past Presidents of practically every national profesommal organization of ltw-
yers. Currently, members of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees
of the Lawyers' Committee are:
Morris B. Abram, President, Brandeis University.
Richard Babcock, Ross, liardies, O'Keefe, Babcock, McI)ugald & Parsons, ('Ii-

cago, Illinois.
Frederick A. Ballard, Ballard & Beasley, Washington, D.C.
G. d'Andelot Belin, Choate, Hall & Stewart, Boston, Massachusett4.
Berl I. Bernhard, Verner, Lilpfert, Bernhard & Mclherson, Washington, I).C.
Bruce Bromley, Cravath, Swaine & Moore, New York City.
Cecil Burney, Fisher, Wood, Burney & Nesbitt, Corpus Christ[, Texas.
Warren Christopher, O'Melveny & Myers, Los Angeles. California.
William T. Colvman, Jr., Dilworth, Paxson, Kalish, Kohn & Ievy, l'hilladeilphila

Pennsylvania.
Lloyd N. Cutler, Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, l).O.
James T. Danaher, Danaher, Fletcher, Gunn & Ware, Palo Alto, California.
Arthur H. Dean, Sullivan & Cromwell, New York City.
John Doar, Bedford-Stuyvesant Development & Services Corp., New York City.
John W. Douglas, Covington & Burling, Washington, D.C.
Prof. C. Clyde Ferguson, Jr., Rutgers State University Law School.
Cody Fowler, Fowler, White, Gillen, Ihunkey & Trenham, Tampa, Florida.
Lloyd Garrison, Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, RIfkind, Wharton & Garrison, New York

City.
Arthur J. Goldberg, Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, Riflind, Wharton & Garrison, New

York City.
Dr. Rita Hauser, Moldover, Hauser & Strauss, New York City.
Nicholas de B. Katzenbach, Vice President & General Counsel, International

Business Machines Corp., Armonk, New York.
George N. Lindsay, Debevolse, Plimpton, Lyons & Gates, New York City.
Orison S. Marden, White & Case, New York City.
Dean Robert B. McKay, New York University School of Law.
Harry 0. McPherson, Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard & McPherson, Washington,

D.C.
David Nelson, Crane, Inker & Oterl, Boston, Massachusetts.
Louis F. Oberdorfer, Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D.C.
William H. Orrick, Jr., Orrick, Ierrington, Rowley & Sutcliffe, San Franciso,

California.
Robert P. Patterson, Jr., Patterson, Belknap & Webb, New York City.
William Pincus, Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility,

Inc., New York City.
John H. Sehafer, Covington & Burling, Washington, D.C.
Whitney North Seymour, Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett, Nevr York City.
Bernard G. Segal, Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania.
Jerome J. Shestack, Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, I'biladephla, Penn-

sylvania.
Asa Sokolow, Rosenman, Colin, Kaye, Petscheck & Freund, New York City.
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'l'ltolore C. Sorensen, Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, Iifkind, Wharton & Garrisoti,
New York City.

William 13. Spain, Jr., Alston, Miller & Gaines, Atlanta, Georgia.
! lonorable I David Stahl, Circuit Judge, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
('yrls Vance, Slmpson, Thacher & lartlett, New York City.
Prof. John W. Wade, Vanderbilt University School of TAiw.
iethuel Webster, Webster, Shefflehl, Flelchinann, hlitchcock &. Chrystle, New
York City.
In the broad sense, the Committee's charter Is that: to bring the skill, and the

commitment of tile gal profession to action to ameliorate tensions and lit pro-
viling remedies under law for the problems of people who have been denied
their legal rights by prejudice or poverty all across our naton-i-north and
sout-lit the urban ghettos and their rural tributaries. And if we are faithful
to mur professlontil responsibility, If we are to obey our duty never to reject
tile cau.e of the defenseless or the oppressed, then our committee can have no
tiarrower goal.

Tle Lt awyers' Committee Is presently engaged in two major programs--the
Mississilppi Project and the Urban Areas Project. The Committee operates an
oftleo in Jackson, Mississippi, handliig cases, oil behalf of the disadvantaged
throughout it, State or Mississippi. Since Its establishment in June of 1965,
the Mississippi office has handled more than 2000 cases. The cases have In-
'olvtd defense of criiiiinal prosecutions, damage actions, suilts involving desegre-

gation of pul)lic institutions anld public accommodations, discrimination in em-
ployyciint, violations of election laws, unlawful actions of law enforcement offl-
cers, unconstitutional legislation, misuse of Federal fun(Ls, and violation of a
wide range of cost It itt lonal rights.

The Lawyers' Committee staff in Mississippi now consists of six full-time staff
attorneys Iicludlng a graduate of the University of Missqissippi Law School, as
wll as investigators al(] clerical personnel. The regular staff Is augmented by
voittter private attorneys from law firins throughout the country who serve In
.Mississippi without pay. Over 170 such attorneys have volunteered their time
and service to the lawyers' 'ommittee office in Mlisslsli.

In (uir efforts we have been encouraged to note that some members of the
Mississippi bar have begun to take cases which in the past they would have
shillitmed. We have had discussions with the members of the organized Mississippl
bar which we believe will lead to active partclphtion by members of the
Mississippi bar in the progress of the Committee.

Gratilled by the tremendous response of the private bar to the committee's s
request for voluntteers lit tie South and encouraged by the urgiig of lPresident
Lyndon B. Joll.-msn, tile Lawyer's ('omiittee in July of 19Gq broadened Its con-
cern to Include the racial tension and injustice outside the S6utli. At that time
the Commit tee comimienced its IUrpmn Areas ProJect. This undertaking repre-
sentcd ani unprecedented effort to mobilize the legal profession to respond to tlhe
sunlullSons to actim Issued by the Kermier Commission. The project is desigitedl to
make available tile skills of volunteer lawyers, in many cities across the cotn try,
to Individuals and community groups seeking to overcome the related problem of
poverty and discriminat ion. It is based on the iprenis that the private bar has
something unique and important to contribute to improving. the quality of life
of the imner-city pK)or; that lawyers would reeognie and discharge their respon-
.ibillty'--as attorneys and citizens--to provide this assistance; and that victims
of social and economic disenfranchisvimment would eek and accept their pro-
fes,4io1! al elp.

, .c)tilcally, tie Lavyers' Committee lis formed local lawyers' committees in
I.I cites: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston. Chicago. ('levelainil. itdianailis. Kansas
City, Los Akigehs, New York, Oakland, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle. and
NVasiIbngton, ).C.

In .aich city we employ one full-time staff attorney 'vith necessary clerical
assistance. Ile Is supported anid guided by a panel of private volunteer lawyers
known as the local committee.

All fourteen committees are broadly representative of the bars of their respe-
tive cities. lach includes in its membership minority lawyers* senior partners
from major firms; and younger lawyers with experience in civil rights, poverty
law or urban law. This diversity has enabled the coinnittees; to draw upon a
variety of talents, perspectives and relationships In formulating its policies and
executing its projects.
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Another factor facilitating tile sllce.--' of the ilotil coinllitt,'es is the stature
of the average clilrinai. lIe is usually one of li Itlrl( more priiUimlrlzn l.',,rs

of the lowal lar. ,'or emlllle, the o('liairnen (of tohw (licago ('Jlinlitlt'o :ire :
Rtichard F. llalpeck of ]loss, iliaies, O'heefe, lmealic k.Mc.1iigail & liar:-,.-n
altl Willlian N. Hladdad of Bell, loyd, Lloyd, laddad & iiri's; ('hairman of tlie
Indianapolis ('om[lilt tee is Merle If. Miller of Ice. Mller. )on:Iaidl & flynii : Chair-
iia- Jof tile 'lliladellphla ('oiilittkte Is Robert l)ecliert of l ) kiaerl .lrice & Ilhais;
anll the Co-Chalrmen of iie San Francisco ('oiinittee ar Itcliharil '. c.)inki'l
of l)inkelsplei, Steefel. Ievitt, Weiss & )onovaii. and Ro,bert 11. Fabian. Vice
President of the Bank of Aerica.

The project ivolve~s a full range of legal services, from litigation and other
forms of representation, ro the provislon of general counsel services to iml ority
bnsielsse. andi coilllnit y action groups. The issues and grievances ad(ldrc,!ol by
volunteer attorneys front major law firms reflect te breadth of the problleni-i
of the urban core: poor housing; deficient education the breakdow ill the
administration of justice; dliscrllillitlon in employment; inadequaite he ,1t h
anid welfare services; police-coiniiunity relations; and other major (iusv, s of
frustration, bitterness and unrest.

In May of 1969, after the Urban Areas Project had been in operation for
almost a full year, President Nixon advised( the Conmittee that I: ".ff,'ort- ini
protecting citizen.s who might otherwise suffer the lossu of tlhir cost ititioial'i
rights and in (leveloping new inethods to solve the iirban prolblemn wli'l, faro
our nation, have nily continuing support and admitiration." lite added that "I h,,l,;
the ltawyers' ('omittee wvill continued and expand Its effort.,; to gai the support
of the private sector In the struggle for human rights." This, the Lawyers' Com-
Illittee fully intends to (10.

IWe and numerous organizations like us work dally to engage the taleuit. and
expertise of the "private sector" in the task of itiiintaining the rule of law in
tils nation and protecting and giving effect to the rights of cltizenH under law.
Since the product we offer has no saleable value we depend for our existence
on the generosity of grat-iaking foundations and indivihhal donors. The ac-
thinm. oif this Congress,, that affect the flow of such funds, therefore, are of vital
hitere.-t to 11.

Part of our support comes front the privatee liar and private business orgatni-
zations, part comes from grants from relatively .unall foundations, but over 80%
of our funds cones front a single foundation-Ford Foundation. Therefore, we
are particularly concerned about those provisions of I1.11. 13270 which define
the terms "operating foundations" and "taxable expendit ures".

As we understand the bill before you, all organizations exempt under Sct Ion
501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, with certain excelptions not aplicable
to organizations like our own, are to be considered "private foundations". For
those "private foundations" which do not generate funds of their own It Is essen-
till that they be also operatingg foundations" If they are to receive funds front
grnt-nmaking foundations. This Is because the grant-[ilakinig foundations are
subject to sanctions If they make grants to organizations like ours which cannot
fit into that category. Such grants in the language of the Act would not be
"qualifying (istributions".

To qualify as an operating foundation an organization must meet two of three
requirements set forth In Section 4942(J) (3), i.e., (a) substantially all (approxi-
mately 825 percent) of its Income must be used directly in tile conduct fit active.
ties constituting Its exempt purposes and (b) either (1) substantially more than
half (approximately 65 per cent) of its assets must be used directly for s uc.
activities, or (2) It receives substantially all (approximately 8.5 JKr cent) of Its
support from five or more oganizatlons with not more than 25 per cent coming
from any one such organization.

As I have indicated, the Lawyers' Committee receives approximately 80% of
its support from one foundation. All of Its Income anll all of its assets (tenants
leasehold Interest In office space we rent, office eqllpment, motor velilcles and
cash) are used to carry on its program. Tihe Committee, then would qualify as
an "operating foundation" under the first two criteria of the statute.

We are disturbed, however, by the uncertainty expressed by some as to the
meaning of the report of the House and Means Committee pertailnling to this
section. In this connection I understand that the American Association for the
International Commission of Jurists, Inc.. whose chairman Is my distingillshed
friend, Whitney Debevolse, may be jeopardized by a failure to clarify the "assets
alternative." At page 42 of Part 1 of that report the Committee states that the
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"fniets alternative Is intended to apply particularly to organizations such as
irieunis" and certainn named organizations which are engaged primarily in

maintaining recreational and historical facilities.
If this report should stand as an indication that the "assets alternative" Is

to be limited to organizations referred to by the Ways and Means Committee,
the Congress may well have effefctlvely pronounced a death sentence on many
effective organizations, Including the Aiwyers' Committee. I respectfully request
that tile Senate clarify this matter by stating for the record what I believe to
be the true Intent of Congress, i.e., to facilitate the funding organizations which
actively engage In constructive' programs by making it clear that an organiza-
tion which has no portfolio anId literally spends the donations it receives pur-
suant to an approved plan and, fully commits the few physical assets needed to
1perforin its functlone io an "operating foundation."

Even as an "operating foundation" t.e Committee might face funding prob-
lemm under the provisons of Se.tion 49,5 of the Bill which deals with "taxable
expenditures." Thin Section iniposes a 100 percent tax on grant making founda-
tions if their funds are used to finance certain precriled activities. If tie
foundation funds a tax exempt organization it must stand "fully responsible"
for tie expendituree of those funds by its grantee and, in turn, make "full and
detailed" reports to the Internal Revenue Service on the uses of the grant.

As this Section would affect the Lawyers' Committee, and lilce organizations,
the substantive provisions are largely a restatement of current law with the
exception of the removal of tile substantiality test from the prohibition on legis.-
lative and political activities. If tills were tile full extent of this legislation the
Lawyers' Committee and most others, could continue to exist with no appre-
clable change In its situation. The basic problem raised by Seotion 4945 is the
potentially chilling effect it will have on foundation giving.

Of special concern Is the prohibition on attempting to Influence legislation
"through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public, or any segment
thereof". This language may be sufficiently broad to cover i multiplicity of
actions which until now would not be considered as being inappropriate activ-
ities for tax exempt organizations. Our fear is that foundations, being uncertain,
of the consequences of their exem(liture of funds will refuse to fund organiza-
tions which might possibly subject them to sanctions. In the ease of our orga-
nization and other groups providing legal services for the disadvantaged, we are
very likely to become involved in novel litigation which raises issues of con-
cern to the general public. WVoull the prosecution of such cases be prohibited?
In our Urban Areas Project one of tile major activities of our local offices Is
giving counsel to the local community organizations. To give these groups a
proper perspective of their situations, it may be necessary for lawyers te counsel
theim as to the restrictions on their actions and time alternative solutions to their
probleins, be it negotiation, litigation or seeking a statutory change. Would
such counselling be Improper inder the Bill?

A similar ambiguity is found in a second paragraph of the Bill which purports
to amplify the prohibition on attempts to Influence legislation. Subparagraph
(e) (2) of Section 41945 prohibits attempts to influence legislation through private
communication with "any member or employee of a legislative body, or with any
other person who may participate In the formulation of the legislation." This
language is broad enough to cover the client being counselled regarding the p1os-
sible solutions to his problem. Would it also prevent consultation with the
American Bar Association on matters of legislative concern? Would this lan-
guage prevent the Iawyers' Comittee from sharing its experience in the urban
areas with the executive branch even If advice on specific matters were
requested?

The questions we raise are the types of questions grant-making foundations
must raise when reviewing grant applications. If there is doubt as to the answers
it will not be the foundation that will suffer, it may be organizations such as
ours and the citizens that we serve.

I ask that you give a long hard look at the provisions of Section 4945 and
the related Sections to insure those provisions designed to increase true char-
Itable spending do not in fact inhibit such expenditures.

STATEMENT Or U. J. DomN . oN" BmTALF OF SAND SPRINGS HOU, SAND SPRINGS,
OKLA.

CHAIRMAN Russv.T. B. LoNO AND MEMBERS OF TIlE SENATE FrNANCE COMMIT-
rIM: I am submitting this statement on behalf of the Sand Springs Home of
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Sand Springs, Oklahoma, a charitable foundation, and of which it has been
my privilege to have been a Trustee since October 9, 1947.

This communique relates to the sections of the above mentioned legislation
dealing with the taxation of charitable foundations.

BAND SPRINO8 HOME AND WILOWS' OMLONY

Founded.-Concelved and founded by the late Charles Page on June 2, 190,
one year after Oklahoma Statehood.

Incorporatcd.-It was incorporated on August 9, 1912, under the 1Aws of the
State of Oklahoma. No capital stock. Charles Page sahl "the kids are ItN capital
stock." Charles Page, until the day li died, was constantly trying to improve
the corporate foundation to ensure its perpetuity.

En4ownicnt.-Perpetual and private. Neither solicits nor accepts outside aid.
Financed from Its beginning by Charles Page and endowed under his last Will
and Testament with his private fortune, earned as an independent oil producer
and industrialist.

Purpo8ce.-Care and rearing of orphaned and needy children to tile age of
majority, or until they are self-supportIng, under a Illan that is as nearly like a
normal family life as ix)ssible, and the care of widows and their families of
children. Cottages are furnished for these families along with all utilities and
nursery for their children, and all the necessities of life where the mother Is
unemployed.

A"onscctaran.-Children are reared "in the faith of their fathers" and attend
their respective churches regularly. Presently, we have 3 Lutherans, 52 Baptists,
7 Church of God, 11 Asisembly of God, 1 Episcopalian, 7 Prresbyterians and 4
Methodists.

Education.-Public Schools through high school, after which, if wish higher
education and training, the colleges or vocational training schools of their own
selection. The h1ome and Colony have produced lawyers, doctors, preachers,
chemists, nurses, policemen, farmers, musicians, veterinarlans.--there is no field.
we can truthfully say In which a former Hlome child has not lived and Nvorked.
At present there are 3 students at Oklahoma Technical College and 1 at Okla-
home University and others taking vocational training In professions and trade.

Medical care and Hospitalization.-Both preventative an( curative, by repu-
table dentists, )hysicians and surgeons, which also includ,:s Irtqer hospitalir.ation.

(Only 3 deaths have occurred among children in the Hlorme during its 61 years'
existence.)
Number cared for by Hiiome and Its Widows' Colony In 61 years:

Children In home -------------------------------------------- 53
Widows and their children ------------------------------------ 1, 847

Total --------------------------------------------------- 2,500
Admission to Hon.-Children admitted to the Home are comnlted to it by

State District Court Order, and are the responsibility of the Home for care,
maintenance and education.

Admissfon to Colo ny.--Widows and their children are admitted to the Colony
under rules and regulations authored by Sand Springs lorae, but the children
remain under the jurisdiction of their mothers. The Widow's Colony Is a separate
department of the Home and Is located on its own grounds, with separate resi-
dences for each family. A nursery is provided for working mothers.

Family Life ,ostcrcd.-Family life, for both the Hlome and the Colony, Is
preserved, nurtured and encouraged as much as possible, to have children grow
up as brothers and sisters and mothers and children, in their respective abodes.

No Adoptions Pernited.-Children are kept together in the secure knowledge
that they will not be separated by adoptions from the Sand Springs Home.

Institutional Atmospherc.-This is eliminated wherever possible. Children
dress as Individuals, according to their own tastes and desires (within reasonable
limits), grow up as families, have their own family at Individual tables In the
big dining room, and the family ties are maintained to an astonishing degree.
The Home simulates for its children home life, rather than the usual Institutional
care.

Aid s Offcred.-First to those in Oklahoma and then to outside the State and,
If there Is room, to anyone in any State. We now have 75 children from Okla-
homa, 3 from California, 2 from 'Missourl, 1 from Arkanas, 2 from daho and
3 from Tennessee, a total of 86 children In the Home. From my limited research
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of the 1 ilom's re(ords, we have had at least 66 children (and in all probability
more) it the Si4 and Sprigs floae from at least 12 States other than Oklahoma, as
follows: Alatiamai, .1; Arkaansas, 8; Arizona, ! ; California, 8; Florida, 4; Geor-
gia, 2; Idiaho, 5; Kansas, 3; Kentueky, 1 ; Missouri, 20; Tennessee, 5 ; Te xas, 5.
(Widows' Colony ntot included it tbis list.) (There are, however, 20 widowed
mothers and 67 (hllhlrvn now in the Colony.)
11op(cominJ Tim.-lin(Is former Hlorme children fromt nearly every State

it the Uuilon iresvnt, from Maine to California and from Washington State
to Florida, and even one or two in Hlawali and Alaska. Those In foreign countries
(in service) can't attend. Recently lie one now on Tiawan was here.

Military ,S'rrire.-Sand Springs Hiome had boys in the first World War, and
in the secolI World War. 05 hoyt: served in World War II. Only 4 were lost,
one on Iwo Jima, onel at Sea, oile on Bhatan and one (paratrooper) on Nor-
mandy. Since those wars there hns been a continuous list of boys in military
service, some of whom have eeui killed in action, all of whom are in different
branches, air, sea, Infantry, special services. We number our (lead with sorrow
and pride, as families the world over are now doing, with hope and with prayer.

Personal assets of children are held in trust under guard(anships established
under the Probate Dirision of the DJstrfct Court of Tulsa County, Oklahoma.-In-
divldual bonded guardians are appointed by the Court, and all personal assets,
Includlng Social Security, Veteran's benefit, etc., are Imapounded in the duly es-
tablished guardianships which are administered under the watchful eye of the
above mentioned Court until its approval of the final distribution by the guard-
Ian of assets, and all Increment accuring thereto, to said child on reaching
his or ir majority. No personal funds of any child are ever accepted into, or
coiIningled with the account of San Springs Iome. Sand Springs Home's Legal
)epartment protects each child in effecting settlement of claims for death. in-

suran(e, Social Security and Veteran's benefits from which such guardianship
assets customarily accrue.

Aid to Public Schools and Churchcs.-The Iome makes available, to the Pub-
lie School System of Sand Springs and to the various churches of Sand Springs
and Iimmediate area, lands belonging to It as long as such lands are occupied and
used for educational or religious purposes as the case may be.

Charitable and 11hilanthropfo Expcnditurs.-It s conservatively estimated
that, the Home since its humble founding In June, 1908. has expended funds. in
excess of 20 Million Dollars for charitable and philanthropic purpo.s. For the
year 1969 the Iome wvill expend for charitable purposes an estimated $650,000.00,
a greater port ion of which has already been disbursed.

Modifications of Tax Reform Act of 1069-H.R. 13270.-Tn view of the fact. that
all income of the Sand Springs Home Is used for the purpose of furnishing a
home, clothing, food, education and related items for widows and children, we
recommend that:

(1) All of proposed Section 500 as to the tax of Seven and One-H1alf Percent
(714%) on net investment Income he eliminated from the Act.

(2) All of proposed Section 507 as to the tax at up to One Hundred Percent
(100%) on termination of private foundation status be eliminated from the Act.

(3) The return on investment under proposedd Section 4942 should be modified
from a flxed Five Percent (5%) to "a reasonable return under all the facts and
circumstances of the particular case."
(4) All of proposed Section 4943 concerning confiscation tax rates on excess

buslnes,, holdings should be eliminated.
(5) All of proposed Section 4944 concerning confiscation tax rates on the bad

investments should be eliminated. This proposed section would apparently let a
revenue agent use "hindsight" to determine whether a given purchase was a "bad
investment." See also, Appendix "A" attached.

CON CLU SIONS

Exempt foundations should be forbidden,
(a) To use any of its funds for political purposes;
(b) Propagandizing controversial, high tensioned public or legislative kisses:
(N) Trustees or "Managers" of the foundation be forbidden from and penalized

for Inter-dealings with the foundation;
(d) Foundations should be required to expend at least Seventy-five Percent

(75%) annually of their current net Income for charitable, educational or other
exempt purposes of the foundation. (The suggested figure of Ninety-five Percent
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.95%) is unrealistically high, and would force many foind ,latimis to va;t heavily
of their principal assets.)

le) The abuses atid evils practiced Ioy some foun4atiio' should Ie corrected,
but in correcting such evils, the good and the worthlwltilh foundations should not
lie p ,nalized or destroyed.
(f) As was aptly observed by Congressman AMine J. Forand, lRhode Island. to

Secretary of Treasury Snyder in the hearings before the Hloluse Committee on
Ways ail(I Means pertaining to Revenue Revision of 11950:

"I hope that when we get into the exemption of charitatile trusts, as such, that
we can find a line of demarcation where the legitimate trust will lie given carte
blanche and permission to operate, but that those fellows who are trying to
evade the taxes and avold the law, would toe brought to task."

To paraphrase Mr. Forands observation on a current colloquial level, it Is my
belief that valid, sound and Just legislation can be enacted, which would separate
the "boys who wear the white hats" from "those who wear the black hats."

Man's achievements are both mental and physical aeccomplishments. sustained
by Hope, Faith, and Charity, and it has been wisely said for generations, "that
the greatest of these is Charity."

Respectfully submitted,
U'. J. lDoy R%*. F.

APPENDIX "A"

In order to selprate the private foundations organized and in continuous exist-
ence prior to the time there was an Income tax law, which organizations should
not be grouped with the thousands of private foundations organized annually In
recent times, it is respectfully urged that the Senate Finance ('ounnittee amend
M1R. 13270 (91st Congress, First Session) at Section 4913(c) (2) (A) (1) by insert-
ing therein the following on page 36, line 5:

"(I) Up to 100% of the stock If such stock holdings were acquired prior to
March 1, 1913."

This would necessitate restating the present page 30, line 5 "(I)" to "(11)" and
the present page 30, line 7 "(Hi)" to "(ill)."

NORTH EAST LOUISIANA STATE (ort...o,
Monroe, La., Scptcnbcr 25. 1969.

Re testimony submitted by the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
to the Finance Committee of the U.S. Senate in its hearings oil the Tax
Reform Act of 1969.

Senator RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Con i ittce on Finance,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

Sum: It has Just been called to my attention by Hans Ilosenhaupt, residentt
of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, that the wording of
certain provisions of II.R. 13270 would pose a threat to the con ilnua t[on of the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.

As a Woodrow Wilson Fellow (1963) with first-hand knowledge of the Founda-
tion's commendable service both to human understanding an(d to the national
welfare, I cannot believe that it is the aim of 11.t. 13270 to make the Founda-
tion's continued operation Impo.sible. I am asking you to (1o everythlIg in your
power to insure that the effective operation of this distinguished organization in
no way be imlaired unintentionally by legislative act.

Please advise me at once concerning the intentions of II.R. J3270 and its ps-
silble Implications for the continuance of the Woodrow Wilson Natloni ! Fellow-
ship Foundation.

Yours very truly,
JIM W. Evmens,

Assistant Profcssor, Dcpartment of Enpliih.

STATEMENT OF SHELDON 1I. Ea.SEN. CHAIRMAN, CoMMErrrE ON FEFRAJ, LFAISLA-
TION. ASsocr.TiTIoN OF TIlM BAR OF THrE CITY OF NEW YORK

On behalf of the A<oclation of the liar of the City of New York we want
to brlng to your attention certain problems which we see in those provisions of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13270) which relate to private foundations.
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We believe that the b)li is too vague and so restrictive of private foundations
as to effectively hobble the foundation's social utility. It is the Association's
view that, conceding past abuses of foundations by some, these are capable of
legislative remedy, while leaving essentially intact the foundation's ability to
function In a constructive manner. Those provisions in the bill which relate to
foundation programs should not be enacted Into law.

We believe that private foundations have made an enormous and salutary
contribution to many phases of American life. The bill appears to be directed
at abuses by those using the private foundation as a manipulative or tax
avoidance device, Including self dealing. We do not direct our remarks to those
aspects of the bill, however, or to such relatively technical questions as those
Involved In the income distribution requirements. Nor is the Association so
well qualified as some other organihzatIons to discuss with you the Impact which
the 7 % tax on investment income would have on proper and desirable chari-
table activities, through limitations of the funds available for grants. What
does seem clear, however, Is that many valuable social, sclentifie and cul-
tural activities will be severely impaired by the, proposed restrictions on foun-
dation programs, and it Is against these restrictions that we wish to speak.

Section 1915 provides penalties against private foundations which uake
grants "(1) to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt. to Influence legis-
lation," §4915(b)(1). The bill further deflnes the prohibited activities to
include:

"(1) any attempt to Influence legislation through an attempt to affect the
opinion of tie general public or any segment thereof, and

"(2) any attempt to influence legislation through private communication with
any member or employee of a legislative body. or with any other person who
may participate in the formation of the legislation,

"Other than through making available the results of nonpartisan analysis
or research", §4945(c). A private foundation which makes such payments Is
taxed 100% of the amount so paid, and foundation manager.; who knowingly
agree to such expenditures are personally liable for 50% of such amounts,
jointly and severally.

It the bill's ahn Is against lobbying, it uses a steamroller to crush an alt.
What Is most serious Is that an enormous number of valuable social projects
are likely to be crushed at the same time. Almost any project which Is alert
to the needs of the (lay can be said to be attempting to affect public opinion,
with the possibility that legislation may eventually be Influenced. What Is par-
tisan or nonpartisan cannot be readily determined; nor is it desirable that re-
formers or others with a point of view should be deprived of foundation supporL
The term propaganda, moreover, can be applied to any use of facts or opinions
to Influence Institutional change. The very vagueness of the bill's language,
coupled with the in terrorem effect of severe penalties, both n-'nnist the founda-
tions and Individuals running them, is likely to dry up foundation support for
Innovative activity. Nor is there any reason for creating a double standard for
the lobbying activities of private foundations and other tax exempt organizations.
We believe that tihe nation vill be much the poorer If this provision Is enacted.

The bill also provides similar penalties for funds paid "(3) as a grant to an
Individual for travel, study, or other similar purposes by such Individual, unless
such grant satisfies the requirements of subsection (e)," §4945(b)(3). Sub-
section A945(e) provides:

"(e) Individual grants.-Subsevtion (b) (3) shall not apply to an Individual
grant awarded on an objective and nondiscriminatory basis pursuant to a pro-
cedure approved In advance by the Secretary or his delegate, If It Is demon-
strated to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that it constitutes
a scholarship or fellowship grant at an educational institution described In
section 170(b) (1) (B) (i) or that the purpose of the grant Is to achieve a specific
objective, produce a report or other similar product, or improve or enhance a
literary, artistic, musical, -elentitle, or other similar capacity, kill, or talent."

It Is not clear whether this provision is Intended to require that general pro-
cedures be approved in advance by the Internal Revenue Service or each In-
dividual grant. If the former, the provision may be workable but Its meaning
should be defined with greater clarity. If this provision means that Individual
grants must be cleared In advance, one questions the wisdom of such an advance
approval procedure, with Its added cost and delays, which may seriously Impede
desirable foundation activity. Nor would Internal Revenue agents appear to be
persons who would be appropriately vested vith any discretion in deciding on
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individual grants. It would seem that bad faith awards can be policed under
existing law. Nor Is it clear what the word "nondiscriminatory" menrs in this
context.

Proposed new section 4942 would tax private foundations failing to make
so-called qualifying distributions of income. Qualifying distributions are defined
In section 4942(g) and include distinctions to "public" charities, direct ex-
penditures for charitable activities, and amounts sent to acquire assets to be
used for charitable purposes. The term "qualifying distribution" also Includes
a distribution to an "operating foundation" deflued in section 4942(j) (3).

The tax on the failure to distribute Income ostensibly Is a substitute for the
existing rules relating to unreasonable accumulations, but perhaps what Is really
intended is to curtail the growth in the size of foundations. Provision Is made
in the bill for "certain set asides" but whether this will prove administratively
workable is subject to question. Program planning and flexibility will un-
doubtedly be adversely affected by the approach taken In section 4942.

The definition of operating foundation found in section 4,42(j) (3) is Intended
to cover organizations that carry out specialized programs and which spend
substantially all their income each year. The Committee report Indicates that
certain museums, horticultural and recreational areas are provided for through
the "asset test" set forth in section ,192(J) (3) (11) (I). However, It Is not clear
what is meant by "assets". Perhaps the terin includes current contributions, but
there is a definite ambiguity it this regard.

The definition of operating foundation Is also Intended to include so-called
special purpose foundations, including "learned societies, associations of libraries
and organizations which have developed an expertise In certain substantive
areas." (See Committee Report, page .12.) It Is clear, however, that the dleflnl.
tion, as drafted, will exclude a number of highly worthwhile organizations which
might be considered a,; meeting tihe description set forth in tile Committee
Report. For example, the support test found In section 4942(J) (3) (11) (i) re-
quires that substantially all (85%) of the organization's support (other than
investment income) must normally be received from 5 or more Independent
exempt organizations, or from the general public, and not more than 25% of
the support may lie received from any one such exempt organization. 'nder this
test, am organization which receives more than 15% ad less than 331A% of
its support from a governmental unit could not qualify as an operating founda-
tion, unless the term "general public" were expanded to include governmental
units. Under existing law, the terms "governmental unit" and "general pIblic"
are separately defined.

Some organizations that might properly be considered as operating founda-
tions are supported by grants from large individual contributors who could not
be considered members of the general public. The receipt of sub.santial con-
tributions from individuals prevents such organizations from meeting tile sup-
port test an(], of course, if the support test is not met, such organizations cannot
expect to receive contributions from large private foundations such as The Ford
Foundation or The Rockefeller Foundation because such contributions would
not be considered qualifying distributions. In short, the effect of defining oper-
ating foundation in terms of support sources goes far beyond what was intended
and undoubtedly will ex,?Iude a number of very worthwhile organizations from
the definition. This, in turn, will reduce very substantially the support suh
organizations receive from private foundations and wijll bring about a curtail.
mert of valuable programs.

Section 4945(b) (4) i effect prohibits a grant from one private foundation
to another private foundation unless the granting foundation exercises "exliend-
Iture responsibility". This term is defined as follows:

"(f) Expenditure Responsibility.-The expenditure responsibility referred to
In subsection () (4) means that the private foundation is fully responsible-

"(1) to see that the grant Is spent solely for the purpose for which made,
"(2) to obtain full and complete reports from the grantee on how the

funds are spent, and to verify the accuracy of such reports, and
"(3) to make full and detailed reports with respect to such expenditures

to the Secreta ry or his delegate."
These requirements clearly are unduly onerous. In particular, the requirement
that the granting foundation verify the accuracy of the grantee's reports per-
haps required the grantor to audit in detail every single expenditure made by he
grantee.
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These pelnalties apply, finally, against amounts pail: "(2) to influence the
outcome of any public election (including voter registration drives carried
on by or for such foundation)," §4915(b)(2). There are exemptions for ani
organization:

"(1) which is exempt from taxation under section 501 (c) (3),
"(2) the principal activity of which is nonpartisan political activity in 5

or more States,
"(3) substantially all of the income of which Is expended directly for the

active conduct of the activities constituting the purpose or function for which
it is organized and ope-, rated,

"(4) substantially all of the support (other than gross investment income as
defined In section 506(b) (2)) of which Is normally received from 5 or more
exempt organizations which are not described in section 1940(a) (1) (11) with
respect to each other or the recipient foundation, or from the general public,
and riot more than 25 percent of the support of which is normally received from
any one such exempt organization, and

"(5) contributions to which for voter registration drives are not subject
to conditions that they may be used only in specified States, possessions of the
United States, or political subdivisions or other areas of any of the foregoing,
or the Dist rit of Columbia."

lie believe that voter registration normally should be encouraged ; registration
is necessary to identify voters and prevent frauds, but It should operate as little
as possible to deny a vote to otherwise qualified citizens. Thus programs which
aid registration encourage participation in our system of representative govern-
men{, and thus jerform an Important public and charitable function.

Ne'(- recognize, the possibility of abuse if foundations funds are used for the
primary purpose of registering individuals who are deemed more likely to vote
for particlar candidates or issues. It is not clear how much partisan activity of
this sort there has been, but in striking a balance we believe that legislation
should resolve doubts In favor of encouraging registration, even at the risk of
permitting some partisan activity, if need be. We believe that legislation could be
narrowly drafted so as to strike at partisan abuse without endangering other
registration activity, but until such more narrowly drafted restrictions are
prepared we would favor the elimination of all restrictions in the voter registra-
tion area.

Insofar as the present bill does attempt to draw distinctions between partisan
and nonpartisan voter registration activity, it still requires substantial reworking.

For example, § 4915(d) provides that penalties shall not be applied where a
foundation-financed voter registration program Is conducted by an organization
"tie principal activity of which is nonpartisan political activity in 5 or more
States". This provision seems to be an attempt to ensure that the program be of
the broad-based, nonpartisan type. However, this basic limitation is accompanied
by the seemingly unnecessary requirement that nonpartisan polftcil activity
must lie the principal activity of the organization. It would seem that the fact
that the organization is primarily engaged in other bona fide charitable and
educational activities is probably as good, If niot a better, protection against
partisanship than the requirement of the present bill that the principal activity
be "political". The 5 States requirement, moreover, would seem to be starting
at the wrong end; we would favor a restriction which would be triggered on
a finding that tie expenditures were primarily designed to favor a particular
ca ndidate or party.

Another provision of proposed §4145(d) which seems unduly to curtail
legitimate voter registration activities is the requirement of subsection (d) (4)
Oiat substantially all of the organization's support must normally be received
from tive or more unrelated exempt organizations, and that not more than 25%
or such support normally be received from any one such organization. As a
practical matter, the requirement that no more than 25% of support come from a
single organization is likely to curtail seriously the availability of foundation
financing for broad-based, legitimate nonpartisan voter registration activities.

These are examples of problems In the present draft. As we have said we
prefer that the problem of partisan activity be approached on a much narrower
scale, so as to make sure that legitimate voter registration support Is in no way
endangered.

In conclusion then we believe that the entire set of limitations on program
activities by private foundations should be deleted from the present bill. We
are not opposed to careftully worked out and narrowly drawn legislation which
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may clarify any (eliclencies in existing law to restrict clearly shown abuses,
without endangering the much important and socially valuable work which
private foudl(lations have supported in tlie past. The present bill is not so
drawn, however, and Its effect is likely to be sc, iamiagiiig to Inn,vative and
useful programs that we favor rejection of § 41015 (oi taxable exl'xlndltures and
the modification of § ,lms2 to obviate the problems dsls issCed above in connection
with operating foundations. We (1o not take a posit ion at this time on other sec-
tions of the bill.

STATEMENT BY Ai.VIN C. EURicii, PRF-RI)ENT, ACADEMY FOR EDUCATIONAL

)EVELOI'MENT, INC.

SUM MARY

The section of the Bill imposing a tax on exi ,nditures to "attempt to influence
legislation" would create unduly restrictive program limitations on the active.
ties of private foundations in a variety of areas of social Importance. Indeed,
this punitive tax would force muany private foundations to curtail or even ellinl-
ite some of the most socially signifleant projects being conducted In the private

sector. It would, further, foreclose from federal and local governments and thick
agencies much of the expertise now relied upon in formulating legislative ani
administrative approaches to matters of current concern. The problem which
concerned the House, expenditures by private foundations in comnnetin wl.h
grass roots campaigning, can lie solved without resorting to the excessive re.
strictions imposed by tho Bill.

STATI:MEN

This statement is submitted for the purpose of presenting to the Commit 'c
my serious reservations about certain aspects of the Tax Reforin Bill of 1tI9,
II.R. 13270, relating to private foundations. I am, Ilke the vast majority of
foundation officials, hi complete agreement with tle objectives of niny prov'i.
slons of the Bill. I believe, for example, that our federal tax laws should col-
tain strip gent prohibitions against self-dealing and jilinncial manIllulatons,
should limit a foundation's permissible ownership of business Interests, and
should provide for adequate disclosure of a foundation's operations. There are
other aspects of the bill, however, with which I am it strong disagreement-
specilleally the 71 percent tax on Investment Income, and the tax on expenditures
to Influence legislation. I will limit my remarks to the provision which Is of
greatest concern to the Academy for E:ducational Development, namely, the
severe restrictions imposed by the -Bill on the programs and activities that can
be conducted by a private foundation.

Taxes on expenditures to carry out propagala, or otherwise attempt to n.
fluenec lcgislation.--The Bill imposes taxes, of a initive nature, on foundations
and foundation nmnagers for the making of what are called "taxable exljndl-
tures". This term is defined to Include, among other things, any amount.; paid
or incurred by a private foundation to influence legislation through anl attemipt
to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment of the general public,
and any attempt to influence legislation through private communication with
any member or eniployee of a legislative body, or with any otlher i',rson who may
participate In the formulation of legislation. The only exception to this ex-
tremely broad language is for making available the results of nonpartisan
analysis or research.

In my judgment, this provision of the Bill, above all others, poses the greatest
threat to the (ontlnuance of the vital work conducted by private foundations
In areas of current social significance. Foundation active in the fields of air
and water pollution and other environmental problems, education, judicial and
governmental Improvement, and poverty could continue niany of their activities
only under the threat of being subjected to the taxes inposecd by the Bill. Since
the end product of much of the work of foundations In these areas consists of
reports and recommendation, and since some of the problems studied will al-
most certainly be the subject of legislation at some point, foundation managers
would have to decide whether such activities were prohibited attempts to In.
fluence legislation. To guess wrong, of course, could result In horrendous finan-
cial penalties. In the face of such circtunstances, only the most hardy, or the
most reckless, of foundation executives would embark on an untried or contro-
versial project. Needless to say, the health and vigor of the private sector can-
not be maintained in such a climate.



I would like to illustrate my concern by reference to the activities of the
foundation which I represent, the Academy for Educational Development. The
Academy Is a section 5il(c) (3) educational organization that serves schools,
'olleges, universities and local, State and Federal Government agencies and
other organizations by examining their operations in the field of education and
helping them develop plans for the future. The Academy has a staff of 34 regular
Inembers, 12 regular consultants and advisors, and hundreds of educational
(onsitanits who provide services for periods ranging from one (lay to several
months. Our staff has used Its wide experience to analyze complex problems and
develop plans for local school systems, State hoards of regents, United States
Government agencies, and legislative bodies and committees. For example, over
lie last 12 months the Academy has completed projects for advisory groups
dealing with higher education in Washington, D.C. and the states of California,
)elIawre and Michigan. It has evaluated the operations and developed future
Ians for the school systems of Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Sacramento, Cali-
fornia. It has provided studies for the New York State commissioner of educa-
ionl and has acted as consultant on educational matters to the university sys-

teim of (eorgia and to the University of South Alabama. It has, since April
list8, been preparing a report for the U.S. Commission on Instructional Tech-
uuology, which wits established by the Secretary of llealth, Education and Wel-
fare through the United States Office of Education to study every aspect of In-
struictilonal technology and every problem which may arise in its development.
Th|e ('ommnision on Instrictional Technology, in turn, selected the Academy to
undertake the necessary staff work and it has since been engaged In that project.

In the light of this brief review of the type of work In which the Academy Is
involved, I think you wvill understand the concern which I and other Academy
officers feel over the program limitation provisions of the Bill. Given Its far
reaching and uncertain language, we would le fool-hardy to accept a project
froin any federal, state or local agency without first consulting our attorneys
as to the permissibility of the proposed activities. Whether our attorneys would,
in the future, approve the activitle.s we have conducted in the past is open to
question. Certainly the results of some of our work may inlnence legislation. In-
deed, we have in the past been selected by various agencies for the specific pur-
lx)se of making recommendations that may provide legislative solutions to
problems In the field of education. That this is the case is not surprising. We
have an expert staff well trained and widely experienced in a variety of educa-
tional problems. Our advice Is sought because we are experts, and as experts we
are accustomed to making recommendations.

I believe our work for the Commission on Instructional Technology is especially
relevant. The Congress in the near future may well be called upon to enact legis-
lation in the areas of educational radio and television and other aspects of In-
structional technology. Responsible agencies of the federal government have
sought the aid of a private foundation with expertise that can be of value to the
agencies and to the Congress. I find It Inconceivable that the House Intended to
jrohlibit foundations from rendering such ass' sincee . Under the far reaching
provisions of the Bill, however, I feel that such miay be the case.

The House seems to have been priuarily concerned with the expenditure of
foundation funds in connection with grass roots campaigns, or lobbying activities.
This, of course, Is an understandable concern. The House cure for this problem,
however, Is restrictive in tle extreme and would seriously hamper the important
work done by private foundations In areas of current social Importance.
OCTOBER 2, 1969.

ALVIN C. EURICII.

STATEMENT OF 11. D. M. ORIER OF THE FRICK COLLECTIroN

SUMMARY

The principal points contained in the attached statement of I. D. M. Grier
are:

1. The current distribution requirement as presently drafted would seriously
Impair tHie ability of the Frick Collection to continue to operate Its art museum
for the benefit of the public.

2. Clarification is needed to permit 'rt museums such as the Frick Collection
to meet the definition of "operating foundations" which are exempt from the
current distribution requirement.
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The Frick Co'lection, created under the will of Henry C. Frick, olwrates an
art museunt located in New York City. The muzurn, rvnowr.cd throughout tile
world for its collection of Iaintings, sculpture and the arts, emphasiznes Western
European painting and contains celebrated works by Iteznbrandt, Vermeer. Velaz-
quez, Bellini, llolbein, Turner, loucher, Fragonari and others. The museum is
open to the general public; admission is free. Sineiw Its opening in 1N-V, the
Imuseun has bten visited by approximately five million iwolple. Currently., annual
attendance is In the neighborhood of 250,000. lit addition to li, exhibition of Its
art work, the museum presents lectures on tle fine a rts dally wi(out ('harge.
Publications and reproductions are sold without lprolit.

Expenses of the nuseuml are met oit of income front an lldowlnent fund
which Is Invested in portfolio securities. AddltlonF to tlhe art collhetlon are made
from time to time as Income permiits sand -_t,,litlle works of art lKoiie
available.
The primary goal ,,f the Collection Is to continued to imaintaIii th(, 1u1,eum ,'or

(he lenefIt of the general pul)lic, without (trge, (olmi a lrmal mt basis. Attuin-
nieit of this goal will of coarse lie possible only So long as tIhe elf(lowiZlelt fund
Is preserved so is to lrovide a sufficient level of intcoino, to (-over the eXpensts
of operating the museum. The secondary goal of expanding the art collection,
while highly desirable, must lie subordinated to the lriniary objective.

To date, income from the endowment has proved sullilent to (over operating
eXpenses, and to provide a surplus for acquisitlois. The margin, however, is
decreasing. Over the past five years expenses of o15rating the muiscuan have
increased by approximately :5c/o, while investment incom, has increased by only
8%. In 196S, operating expenses consunied approximately 1,4)1- of income (ex.
eluding capital gains). The value of the investment port folio also Ias Increased,
but the rate of increase has been miuch less than (flat of operating expenses.

The proposed tax on investment Income woutll of course 1ut into this liargin
further. Indeed, at the proposed 7"1,4% rate, in 11014 the Itx witll have- redlwleil
the margin of income over operating expenses to only 5.,

'There Is cause for concern that the current dist ribution rqItireinatt 'n-
taibed in II.R. 13270 would unduly hamper tha attainment of the (',,lht ion's
primary goal. It would in effect require the mIlseulli to spend all ileiomle fiot
needed for current operating expenses for additions to the colleli ul on a c.ur-
rent basis, without regard to whether this would imalmir the itioility of the
museum to operate In the future, or whether suitable acquisitions were available
in the limited market in which the museum operates. More disturbing, the ire-
scribed minimum Investment return would tend to compel (listrlbtilon4 of prin-
cillh of the endowment fund, or at least the placing of undue emphasis oil cur-
rent investment yield at the expense of the protection against inflation necesary
to Insure that income In future years will continue to be sufficient to provide for
expenses. The prescribed minimum Investment return of 5% exceeded the 1908
total of the Frick Collection's income and appreciation in portfolio values. lad
the museum been subject to the minimum distribution requirement In 1908, it Is
estimated that required distributions of principal would have resulted In a net
redm'otton in the value of the portfolio of some 120% during the year. I)urlng a
ymziod of mounting inflation, the import of such a result for the future Is
c-inous.

It Is our belief that the exception from the current distribution requirement
provided for "operating foundations" was intended to apply to museums such as
the Frick Collection.' We are concerned, however, that the definition of "operat-
Ing foundation" contained in the bill might be Interpreted In such a manner as to
deny eligibility to the Frick Collection and other museums having substantial
endowments.

The principal problem lies in the uncertainty as to the meaning of the term
"income", substantially all (85%) of which must be expended for tli active
conduct of the activities for which the foundation Is organized. Since this portion

IThe Administration proposals submitted to the Congress on April 21, 10, Indicated
that "a private foundation which has, as Its only substantial asset a public museum,
and which uses any Income for the operation of the museum wold be an operating
foundation". While the Illustration given does not Indicate what. If any, limit was In-
tended as to the amount of income wi ch could be received by such a foundation, presum-
ably the requirement that substantially more than halt the assets tie devotef directly
to charitable activities represents a Judgment that the Income fund should be kept com.
mensurate In size with the charitable activity which It supports.
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of the definition parallels the current distribution requirement, presumably it is
intended that capital gains would not be considered "income" for this purpose,
but the present language of the bill is susceptible of a contrary interpretation. As
the definition of "adjusted net income" In proposed I 4912(f) recognizes, distribu-
tion of capital gains is inimical to the continued existence of a charitable fouii-
dation, av'd inclusion of capital gains in the "income" required to be expended in
order to qualify as an operatingg foundation" would tend to deprive this exemp-
tion of utility in the case of museums such as ours.

A related area of uncertainty concerns the ierlod over which the 85% expendi-
turo test must be met. Presumably, the income expenditure criterion was In-
teudi) to refer to the normal, or average, operating practice of the foundation.
rather than to impose a rigid requirement that the 85% test be met each and
every year, but again the language of the provision seems susceptible to contrary
Interpretation. In our case, total expend tires over the post five years have been
approximately 105% of income (excluding capital gains), but expenditures in
indIvidual years have ranged from a low of 80,/ to a high of 159%. Because
of fluctuations in the relative levels of income tnul expense, and the Inherently
sloradlc nature of acquisitions, such variations are extremely difficult, If not
In visiblele, to control. It would seem appropriate ia this case to nmke the deter-
nination on some average basis over a limited perlod, such as live years, rather

than to disqualify the museum, permanently or temporarily, If It falls to meet
the 85% test In a single year.
Wo would hope that these points might be clarified before final enactment of

the proposed bill, so that the Frick Collection and other museums similarly sit-
uated may continue to serve the public interest as they have in the past.

I. I). M. GRiER, Director.

STATENMENT OF RESOURcES FOR TIE PUTURF, INO., WASHINGTON, D.C., SUBNMIrTFED BY
JOSEPH L. FIitIER, PlRES!IIENT

Certain provisions of Title I relating to tax exempt organizations of the, Tax
Reform Act (f 19!) (11.11. 13270) now ,';elng considered by the Senate Finance
Comimlttee could pose serious diflkcult(.s to Resources for the Future, Inc., to
the point of requiring this organization to change drastically its whole method
of financing and operation, or even to go out of business entirely. This possi-
bility results froin provisions ot tile bill which coulh disqualify Resources for
the Future (IIFF) from receiving new grants from our primary source of finai-
cial support, and thus jeopardize our capacity to continue the Important work
of research and education to help solve the nation's pressing natural resource

mnl environmental problems.
Resources for the Future, Inc. Is a tax exempt organization, incorporated in

the state of New York in 1952, and subsequently has been financed almost
entirely by the Ford Foundation through a series of five-year grants. These
grants have been used totally and exclusively for the general purpose of RFF,
which Is to advance research and education relating to the conservation and
development of natural resources and the natural environment, and to related
subjects. The piiles of RIFP are established by a distinguished Board of Di-
rectors, none of whom Is a trustee, officer, or employee of the Ford Foundation.
Part of the HIFF program involves direct research undertaken by its permanent
staff of highly qualitied scholars. This staff research is supplemented by studies
of other socholare. which RUF finances by grants made directly to their universi-
ties. Grants male by IFF to universities are approved by the Board of Directors
and administered by the officers. The grants now amount to about 30 per cent
of RFF's total annual expenditures. During the year ending September 30, 196s,
our total expenditures were approximately $1,6S0,000.

Since our creation in 1952, we have acquired the staff and developed the ex-
pertise for carrying out a carefully conceived, objective program In the increas-
Ingly important field of resource developn'ut and environmental conservation.
The results of our resear'a typicaly are puhllished in scholarly books and articles.
The graduate fellowshlil and other educational activities, which are financed
through ItF's grants to universities, contribute to the training of future leaders
In this important field. Many of the leading universities of the country have re-
ceived i1FF' grants which have fielded high quality research. Our publicrtions,
most of which are of book length, are available to the general public. These now
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number around 100, not comilting research results ipul,-hed by grantees (,tisuallY
by their own university presses).

Members of Congress frequently request copies of ouir :okt aid are generally
aware of our work. For exitniple, a fv'w years ago in ihtaring,-s biftort, tlie Joint
Economic Committee's Sulb'ommittee oil Automation and Energy lIC-o-tmr: es. ('1n-
gressman Wright Patman said, "Tlirough the activities of its central staff and
grants to other nonprofit institutions, tesonirves for tihie lntur,, ha estallishet
itself as an objective, thorough, and high-level study gri''l.." ()i inermls ,'Va-
sions, UIPP staff members have furnished exlert testittilony oil rev:ource and *en-
vironmental matters at tihe Invitation of ('ongressiomil ciimimitt,,'es.
RIFF has responded to requests by the United States (;ov,,rinmeiat for objetive

studies, some of which have been done without cost to tile voveriiiiemt anil others
of which have been ihld for by the government in whole or it ixirt.

Among these have been studies of: future water supply and requirements pre-
pared several years ago at the request of the Senate Selewt ('oliitti, 4i Na-
tional Water Resources (Committee Print No. 32. August 10W) ; 1"ood insurance
undertaken at the request of the Department of lHousing mri Urban I'velfolpiutit
(Committee Prhit of the House Public Works Committee and ,of the Semte 'oln.
nittee on Banking and Currency, September 1966) ; research neIds on energy
resources done at the request of the President's Science Advisor 1 1.' ltiblia-
ion, United States Energy Poltrics: An Agcnda for lh-3wimrrqh, 19t').

In addition to studies requested by tile government, ItFF'," staff have partiel-
pated in joint research ventures with federal, state and local agmcles mlm environ-
mental problems. Such joint research arrangements have Inclutided : a study of
ground and surface water management with the 11.8. Geological Survey; paIrtlici-
pation with the Texas Water Comti-aission in preparing part of the Texas Water
Plan; and a study of waste management problems in the New York tietrq),iili-
tan area with the Regional Plan Association.

In these studies as in all of its studies, IFF's aim has been to assist iII pro-
vidin K the factual basis and analysis for understanding problems more clearly,
and not to Influence legislation.

Various materials Pre attached to this statement relating to the program alid
accomli)lshments of RFF. A list of directors and principl staff mnetibers is
Included. Our annual reports contain a rather complete account of our research
and educational programs as well as a full report on our financial operations ; it
copy of the latest Report Is also Included. And, of course, we shall lie happy to
provide such additional information as the Committee and Its staff would like
to have.

Turning again to tile difficulties posed by 11.11. 13270 in its Title I, we feel 'juite
sure the House did not Intend to terminate, or ('veil to alter drastically, activities
such as those RFF carries out. Our work, we believe, will stand whatever seruitny
the Congress or the Internal Revenue Service wishes to give It and in fact we
welcome continuing scrutiny of all phases of our operation.
RFF has no endowment funds, nor does it own any real property. Tile funds

we have received have always been used promptly in pursuit of our research and
educational objectives. This is true of both our assets which are maily the In-
coming grants from the Ford- Foundation, now received in equal quarterly in.
stallments, and of tihe small amount of interest we receive from government notes
in which we Invest that portion of our funds not needed hnmediately for program
expenditures.

TWO ALTERNATIVE RUGOESTION8

1. An unambiguous solution to our problem with 1.11. 13270, preferable In the
long run, would Involve an amendment to make clear that an organization like
RFF which Is clearly a research and educational one, operating openly In the
public Interest and using its funds fully and promptly for Its tax-exempt purposes,
is classified In a way similar to a university, and therefore not Included within tho:
scope of Title I. In a real sense RFF is a part of the higher educational system of
the country In its major characteristics such as qualifications of its directors and
permanent staff, objectivity of Its research, indelendence of Its program from
Special Interests, closen-s of Its relations with universities, etc. Only with respect
to concentration of the source of Its funds does It depart from a typical univer.
sity and this in no way Is accompanied by control. On the more Important mattt.r
of how it uses its funds, we believe RFF Is completely beyond reproach of any
kind and certainly Is outside the intent of Congress In this 1lll as we understand
It. To meet our particular problem any amendment which would classify 11FF-like

33-865--70--pt. 7 of 7-8
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Institutions with universities would have to omit any provision limiting the
percentage of contributions received from one donor.

2. A mar pinpointed solution to our dlifleltIty, and one which does not require
elimination of tho "percentage of single source support" provision, woull be to
aened Sc ,tion 41112(g) (1) of the Bill in which qualifying dlistrilitions are de-
flned wo that contributions from donors would be qualifying distributions, pro-
vided that the recipient (for example. IFF) spent these funds for Its tax-exempt
lilrioses. Penalties are provided in action 41%12 of the Bill for failure to dis-
tribute luicomin currently. lnder this section (listrilbutions by the Ford Foundation
to 11Fp night not lie qualifiedd" (list ributions and therefore might he subject
to the Ipeialty tax. In this ease, RFF's main source of financial support might
iII effect b (1iinhiateled, thus bringing a worthwhile program to ant end.

'lits reo ilt could he avoided, without weakening what we believe to be the
intent of ('ogress, by anienling that part of the Bill in -whfich qualifying dis-
trlblitions are defined. The following propose(] Anenient lo Section -1912(g) (1)
would insure that a research and education organization like IFF be allowed to
cmtintue Its work even though it receives most of its funds from one source, as
long as It slends these contributions fully and promptly.

Po'oosr:I AMENDMENT TO SECTION 4912(o) (1) oN PAO:* 30 OF II.R. 13270

[Changes and additions undorscorea]

"(g) Qualifying Distributions Defined.
"(1) In Genral.-For purposes of this section, the term 'qualifying dlistrlbu-

HO' men -
"(A) any amount paid out to accomplish one or i.ore purposes described

In section 170(c) (2) (B), other than aity contribution !o
(I) ant orgaitizntion controlled (directly or liireetly) by one or more

disqualifled persons (as defined In section 49L.-G) with respect to the
foundat ion,

(11) a private foundation which is neither sn operating foundation
(a defined in subsection (J) (3)), nor an organization described in par-
agraph (C), or

(1II) an organization which would be a priv'tte foundation If it were
a (loinstic organization.

"(B) any amount paid out to acquire an asset used (or held for use)
directly In carrying out one or more purposes described In section 170(c)
(2) (B), or

"(0) any, contribution to another exempt organtztaion, other than an or-
ganization described in subparagraphs (I), (i) or (Mii) of paragraph (A),
if the recipient organization capcnds an amount equtivalent to such contribu.
tion for one or ^noro purposes described in section 170 (o) (2) (B) not later
than the close of the recipient organizat ion's first iear after its taxable yeaf
in whieh such contribution is received.

MAINE STATE SOCITr FOR THE PBOiEOTION OF ANIMALS,
Portland, Mane, September 25,1969.

Hon. MAROARET CnLsAE SMITIT,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

My DEAR SrrAIoR: The Maine State Society for the Protection of Animals
wshies to solicit your support In reference to H.R. 13270, Section 509, before
the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, to the effect that the new Section 509 be
redrafted to clearly restrict It to "real" private foundation, or that at the end
thereof there be added an additional classification as follows: "(5) A society
for the prevention of cruelty to animals or children." The latter phrase has
been in the Internal Revenue Code without change since the Revenue Act of
1018. This specific reference to such organization clearly Indicates Congress'
determination that such organizations have a public purpose. Therefore, there
Is no need to create a separate test for lumane Organizations to re-establish
their public nature.

I am sure I need not elaborate on the role the Humane Societies have played
in our state over the past hundred years. This roll has been supported con-
tinuously thru donations of pennies to dollars and maintained only through in-
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come with wise and prudent investment at no cost to the tax payer. In todays
competion for public donation our roll Is becoming Increasingly more difficult.
The passage of such a measure as now contemplated would all but bring our work
to an end, placing the burden directly on the tax Imyer.

We count on you to support our request it behalf of the Humane effort in
Maine and the United States.

Sincerely yours,
1)r. OW END0oXN E. FLAN AOAN.

President.

MACCOY, EvANS & LEWIS,
'h (adclph ia, Auqt*-t 28, 1969.

1li. IIunit D. SCOTT,
Senate Office Biliding,
Washington, D.C.

I)EAR SENATOR ScoTT: This letter is directed to you on behalf of The Scholler
Foundation and with the the purpose of making certain comments on the Tax
Reform Bill of 1969 which has passed the House of Representatives and will
shortly go before the Senate. My information is that hearings on the bill will
commence in the Senate on September 9.

The Scholler Foundation is located in Philadelphia with its office at 2010 Two
Penn Center Plaza. The Foundation vnqsestablished by a )eed of Trust dated
June 22, 1939 and, following a period of operation and intensive review by In-
ternal Revenue Service, was accorded tax exemption by letter of the Treasury
Departnnt dated February 19, 19M7 and signed by Joseph B. Neman, Jr. as the
Commissioner.

The writer has general acquaintance with the objectives of the Tax Reform
Bill of 1969 as they relate to private foundations and a general knowledge of
the abuses that it is designed to eliminate. The Scholler Foundation, with which
I have been associated for many years, has Ain excellent record and I say with.
out reservation that the Foundation has not been guilty of any of the practices
that have been criticized by Representative Patnan or in hearings on the present
bill. The Foundation has independent auditors and has secured an Independent
audit by a Certified Public Accountant each year. All forms required by the
Treasury Department have been filed and Form 990A as filed by The Scholler
Foundation each year contains a full disclosure of its assets and the grants
that It has made.

Furthermore, as a result of certain litigation connected with the Foundation,
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has reviewed the Deed of Trust favorably
and a full accounting was filed some time ago In the Orphans' Court of Phila.
delphia County. Subsequent to that accounting our assets have been periodically
examined by an official examiner appointed by the Orphans' Court.

The current program of the Foundation places a major emphasis on assist.
ance to small community hospitals. This program decision was arrived at by
the trustees with the purpose of providing maximum benefit by expenditure of
the relatively limited amount of income available. It was the feeling of the
trustees that the small community hospital Is one that could be helped effectively
by grants ranging from $1,000 to $5,000 since these institutions have been
generally ignored by the larger and better-known foundations.

The provisions of the bill referred to above that would most seriously affect
the Foundation are contained In proposed Section 4943 of the Code and Section
101(b) of the bill. These provisions limit to 20% of the combined ownership
of a corporation's voting stock which may be held by a foundation and all
disqualified 1 *rsons. Among the assets of The Scholler Foundation is the 100%
ownership of Scholler Brothers, Inc., a company that manufactures textile
soaps, softeners, finishes and other chemicals for the textile industry. This
company was founded by Frederick C. Seholler, the settler under the deed of
trust that established the Foundation, and the latter acquired the stock both
by gift inter vivos and under the will of Mr. Scholler who died in October of
1957.

The reasons advanced by the Committee for forcing divestiture were that
some foundations were used to maintain control of a business for purposes other
than producing income for charitable purposes; that some foundations were
tempted to direct their Interest primarily to improvement of the bustne,.A
enterprise to the neglect of their responsibilities to charity; and that such a
conrolled business enterprise could operate unfairly to competitors who mast
pay taxes.
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These reasons do not apply to Tie Scholler Foundation. No member of the
settlor's faintly is connected with the Foundation or with Scholler Brothers,
In., find the Foundation has no purpose to exercise control other than to
Irotect its Investinent and to see that the Foundation secures a proper return
on Its investment. So far asl being unfair to competitors is concerned, Scholler
Brothers, Inc. is in no better position tax-wise than its competitors. It is
dUscharging its tax obligations, and the mere fact that a charitable foundation
owns all Its stock does not give it any tax advantage over any other comparable
legal entity.

The Trustees (f the Foundation be'ieve that Scholler Brothers, Inc. is a
compliany that is being operated 0fliclzntly and we feel quite secure in our
Investment in its stock. We have much more opportunity to protect our invest-
nient here than we womild with almost any other corporate stock available to
us on the open market. The conipany constitutes a large proportion of our
assets, being valued at $1,000,000 in our statement for the year ending I)ecember
31, 1968, at which time the total principal of the Foundation was valued at
$2.64,,957.76. Out of the Foundation's average total annual income of ap-
proxinately $125,000 the dividends received from Scholler Brothers, Inc.
amounted to $50,000 ill 1066, $50,000 in 1967, $80,000 in 1968 and $40,000 has
been )aid thus far in 1MA4). These figures would seem to rebut any inference
that tie Foundation's 100% ownership of this company has in any way
detracted from the charitable purposes of the Foundation.

It the provisions above referred to were finally enacted into law the Founda-
tion would be required to divest itself of all but a 20% interest in Scholler
Brothers, Inc. This comiany has always been a closely held corporation and Its
stock has never been available to the public. It would be impossible, in my
opinion at least, for tOw Foundatlo to dispose of this stock on a plece-mleal
basis, and accordingly we cannot take advantage of the ten year period allowed
for disl)oslng of the excess holdings. Realistically, In any arnlslength transac-
tion we would have to offer the entire comll)any for sale. To require the Founda-
tion to do this would result In extreme and unnecessary hardship to it. This
would anlount to a forced sale and accordingly we could not expect to secure
fair value for the company. Furthermore, the threat of a forced sale will be
a deinoralizing factor on our key miei and will seriously Interfere with the
company's relationships with its customers. It is likely that we would have
serious problems inI both these areas at such thne as the general public became
aware that we would be forced to sell the company within a two year period,
which Is what the present bill would in effect require in our particular case.

It is simintti-d that the practices that this particular section of the bill Is
designed to eliminate could be achieved without the hardship which would
result to foundations such as this one. It is our request that every effort be
made to anlend the bill so that foundations owning a majority interest in
cltmely held non-public corporations which are discharging their Income tax
liability, and which are not used in any way to avoid the payment of taxes or
to unfairly compete in the market place, not be required to dispose of such an
asset on a forced sale.

Any assistance that you can afford the writer In presenting the Foundation's
position to the Senate will be greatly appreciated.

An Identical letter Is being sent to the Honorable Richard S. Schwelker, with
a copy to Tom Vail, Clief Counsel, Senate Finance Committee.

Sincerely yours,
FREDERICK L. FUGES,

Secretary,
The Scholler Foundation.

STATEMENT OF TYRONE GILLESPIR ON BEHALF OF THE HARRY A. ANrD
MAHOARL-r D. TOW$LRY FOUNDATION

SUMMARY

Any diunitlon or change of pattern In foundation giving will have serious
repercussions in private colleges and universities and in specialized departments
of major universities.
The 7.,% tax on foundations (See. 506) is discriminatory and class legisla-

tion and Is not rational unless applied to labor unions, churches and colleges
and non-profit corporations also.
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The "self dealing" provisions (See. 4911) will have unexi .cted. negative
results not contemplated by the authors of II.R. 13270 and the present law is
ale(pIlate. If additional proscription is ieeed it should be do1 by erlminal
law thus giving Constitutional protection to the accused.

The provision (See. 4912) covering mintinuin investment return is not realistic
and turns the attention of the foundations froin its exemicnt jlurpos , sugges-
tion that amendment of Sections 170 or 205 to tax unproductive property given
to foundations would be more fair and acceptable.

Tile experience of the witness is that the foundations with which lie has
been concerned have hewed to high ethical and moral standards and that
the rationale for the legislation is either unproven or unimpres sive and urges
the Committee to balance the social good of the legislation against the evil it
will do and to devise legislation which will correct the alleged abuses without
destroying the effectiveness of complying foundations.

STATEMENT

I am Tyrone Gillespie, a partner In the law firm of Gillespie anid Ilierker of
Midland, Michigan.

Today I represent the Harry A. and Margaret 1). Towsley Foundation of Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

For a number of years I have associated myself with tile finaelal concerns of
several small colleges and universities and am presently serving a trustee and
Vice-Chairman of one of them and have served as National klumnua limanvce
Chairman of another. I am also President of a small foundation. Out of these
experiences I have had oppIrtunity to observe the interrelation of foundations
an(l education.

It seems to me that in two areas In particular any blow dealt to foundations
will strike at the very heart of higher education.

The first area is that of private colleges and universities. There is attack from
some quarters on this segment of our educational system, but most objeTctive
people recognize that these institutions have served our country well. A quivk
review of 1I'ho's Who in Amcrica will demonstrate lhat tile ratio of n1a,,1111s
deemed worthy by accomplishment for inclusion in that Volume will prejon-
derate In favor of the small college. My experience has been that from 2, to 50%
of the financial support for these colleges Is derived from private foundations.

Many of these colleges are on subsistence financing, with lnadeNjuate endow-
ment, and the slightest deterrent to current giving patterns could easily wean
collapse. Thia Committee has a great responsibility ii that if II.I1. 13270 is
passed in Its present form there can be no question but that the pattern of foun-
dation giving will be restricted and altered.

To put it another way we would ask if our country will be better served
to close tax loopholes or to enact legislation that will close colleges? In Michigan
we have one private college for sale-to the frustration of live hundred studevits
and their families. This is a tragedy that we must avoid.

The other area of education where foundation help Is critical and indlispen-
sable is in the specialized and professional colleges or departments of our large
universities. In the management of a large university there lu.st be a rough
equality of spread in its budget between its several departments and (liciplinPs.
It is a system of broad compromise. But there are departnwnts that cannot
compromise. One such is a medical college. If such a college is not operating
in the light of the best of current knowledge and researching for the future It
becomes a menace rather than an asset to society.

The gifts of the Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley Foundation have been di-
reeted to fill these critical areas I have just described.

We have a disquieting feeling that the Bill as written is more concerned with
the hole than th, doughnut and that while It is comprehensive it lacks sufficient
background and study and its passage under the pressure that was and is behind
it would be a disservice to our society.

To take the first instance the 732% tax on private foundations which in the
words of the sponsors "to make a small contribution, a tax of 7 % of their in-
vestment income, toward the cost of government" is nrt rational. It can only be
rationalized if all charitable and non-profit associations such as labor unions,
churches and colleges are included likewise. If this Is not done It is class legisla-
tion which has been abhorred by our system of law. The tax has the effect of
shifting to the government to the extent of 7 % of foundation income the right
to determine social good. There are many who would prefer the determination of
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social good he dispersed and diversified anti not centralized in any institution,
including'government. Most objective people upon careful reflection and the
weighing of the good andi evil of this provision would conclude that this provision
should lie scrapped by this Committee.

One of the lorovisions which particularly concerns the Foundation which I
represent i the "self dealing" provision and I can quickly tell you why.
On(, of the donors of the Towsley Foundation is Dr. Harry Towsley, who Is a

dlistingiliflhed physician. lie was in the enviable position of having an independ-
ent Incoe and therefore could choose a life work with minimal worry of the
economic Conseque nces. lie chose to devote his life to medicine and particularly
tie care and cure of children. lie became a Professor of Pediatrics at the Medical
College of tile University of Michigan. Three years ago lie was elected President
of the Anmrican Academy of Pediatrics. Today he is Chairman of the Department
of Pot Graduate Medlicine of the UniverAty. Ills whole life has been centered in
public service. The samn; is true of his wife, Mrs. Margaret Towsley who has
been often honored for her services, personal and financial, to causes of social
service, education and government.

Dr. and Mrs. Towsley are clearly "di.qualified persons" under the definition
of 1i. 13270. Section .1911 defines "self dealing" as any direct or ind(rcet sale or
leasing of property, lending of money, furnishing of goods or services, payment of
conipnsation, reimbursenent of expenses or use or transfer of any assets or
income.

We interpret the word "inillrect" to mean that a disqualified person may not
have any business relationship, no matter how fair or under arms length circum-
stances, vith the Foundation or any beneficiary of the Foundation.

Our law firm is prepared to advise Dr. and Mrs. Towsley that in the event this
Bill is enacted Into law it will 1w Inadvisable for the Towsley Foundation to make
any further gift. to the University of Michigan so long as Dr. Towsley Is on the
faculty.

Is this what the Commit tee is seeking to accoml)hish? We think not but we dare
not take a chance to advise our clients to go ahead and make gifts to the uni-
versity and then have them accused of "self dealing" and charged with a penalty
tax.

If this Bill pa.ses. a hospital drive which is planned in our town will fail as
a contractor who will want to bid on the work is being looked to through his
Foundation to be a substantial giver. Perhaps paragraph (d) of the special
rules under Sec. 4911 would save him, but I doubt if he will take-the chance.

I bel eve that the solution to curbing "self dealing" lies In concientious enforce-
ment of Section 503 of the Code and that the rules against "self dealing" In that
Section are adequate without bringing Into our enforcement system the offensive,
punitive measures of Section 101(b) of the Bill. If we must force foundation
trustees, other disqualified parties and "managers" to pay for their misdeeds,
then I submit they should be indicted under a criminal cod,.

Long ago in Schick v. United States, 195 U.S., 6,5, our Supreme Court defined
a crime as an act committed or omitted In violation of public law commanding
or forbidding It and imposing a penalty.

This is exactly what the "self dealing" provisions (1o. They have all the ele-
ments of a criminal law without saying so. There are charges that some founlda-
tlons have abused the purposes for which they were formed. If the Committee
finds that these abuses are true and corrections are needed why should It not
specify the prohibited acts with particularity anti declare then to be crimes.

It would seem that this course would be preferable to trustees and foundation
managers for if they were accused of "self dealing" they would then be pre-
sulned innocent until proven guilty. The law would be strictly interpreted. They
would have the cloak of protection of the Constitution and the laws. They
would have a right of counsel and the unbiased Judgment of a grand jury, a
ietit jury and a Judge before the penalties were exacted. Under the system sug-
gested by 1IR 13270 the person accused has the burden of proof to demonstrate
Innocence, the law may be subject to multiple hazy interpretations, the Revenue
Service is prosecutor, Judge and Jury and the penalties are harsh to an extreme.

As a number of witnesses have ,inige¢'ed ovi.v the -tupl, or 0-, hra,- will
agren to serve a foundation with the I)anoclean sword con..tantly hanging over-
head.

Our recommendation is that the qelf dealing provisions be redrafted with
more precision to apply only to those who are cheatilg by use of foundations and
then enact criminal sanctions against such acts.
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Our third area of concern is that provision which deals with minimum invest-
ment rtbturn.

Tile rationale, we assume, Is to prevent accumulations of Tonomic power not
reached by taxation.

We do not quarrel with a requirement that all income of a foundation .,
used for charitable purposes, but we fall to see a comilIling reason to require
a foundation to earn a certain level of income or to contribute an equivalent
sum from principal.

I have seen In my own experience an endowment fund of a college turned to
professional trust management of highest repute for iive-stment. Tile rturn
was in the range of 4.2%. I have seen a trust under a Will managed by com-
petent professional managers with a return of 2.8%. 1 have felt I ohild do
better but I di( not feel that I should interfere. To set an arbitrary ttanird
that a foundation must earn or slowly emasculate itself Is not fair or rational.

The result. may be investment in Cigarette and Tobacco stocks which have
high returns and little growth.

The answer perhaps lies in not giving credit to a donor who gives non-produc-
tive property to a foundation in order to reap tax benefit undr Section 170 or
2035. This will prevent the gift of non-productive items to foundations in trado
for tax credit.

Foundation managers should not be required to be stock speculators to avohd
gradual forced liquidation of the foundation for which they are responsillih.

For several years as background for this legislation there have been horror
sto'les circulated and printed of flagrant misuse of foundations for self dealing
an,, tax dodging. We have had experience with perhaps tell or fifteen founda-
tions and we have never observIed the slightest departure from high moral and
ethical standards in their operations anl management. Further, we hear tiw
stories, but ie have observed that all of the stories describe situations amiera,le
to present law and we have never heard what was done under irt. ent law to
correct the situations portrayed so vividly.

To use an anology, If I had a corral full of flue ho-ses and a few escalped. I
would catch the runaways and hobble them. I would not hobble all of the horses
In the corral.

W~e agree that the government should have an Interest in foundations beIcaii,.
It has foregone taxes which might have been collected to allow them to exist
for laudable purposes. However, is the ratio of those misusing foumations great ?
The figure 1:1 154 individuals, which is .00000077 per cent of our i)lJilation
escaping some tax due to use of foundations and other gifts does not m.en to
Justify this rigorous legislation.

We are hopeful that this Committee will avoid this radical reform until It
has weighed the evil that it will do against the good it will accomplish. We feel
certain that corrections can be made which will not kill the goose that laid the
golden egg.

Timl MOODY FOUNDATION,
Galveston4, TeX~., dull/11, 196f).

Hon. RussELi. B. LoNo,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Senate Olcc Building, Wahington,

D.C.
DEAR SENATrOR LOoxa: In connection with your review of the proposed legisla-

tion regarding foundations that is presently being considered by the House Ways
and Means Committee, we are enclosing a summary of the probleins this legis-
lation causes The Moody Foundation.

We would le pleased to present additional Information or appear personally
in the event you would consider an additional presentation desirable.

Also enclosed1 is a copy of the most recent Moody Foundation Annual Report."
We hope you will agree with us that the granting history of this Foundatlon has
been a furtherance of the constructive purposes of foundations.

Very truly yours,
PAUL R. IfAAS, Chairman, Board of Trustces.

OUR COMMENTS AND REcOMMENDATIO1sq9 OF TiE MOODY FOUNDATION

(NoTrE.-With reference to Press Release dated May 27, 1960, announcing tenta-
tive decisions by the Committee on Ways and Means of the United states House

' This report was made a part of the ofeiial files of the committee.
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of ItRplresentatives relating to tax treatment of private foundations. Numbers
r1lgtte to sinilarly numbered provisiolis of press release.)
I. Proh ibttionv on .1 clf-Dcalibj

Since there are occasions when benefits would accrue to foundations from cer-
tain trawsactlon.s whieh would be construed as "Self-dealing" under the language
of (lie 'mggested statute, relief from tils prohibition should be made available
where approval for a covered transaction is obtained from the Attorney General
(if the State in which the foundation operates an( permission is granted by a
court of general JursAllction of that state. For Instance, there are properties
which, because of sentimental attachments, will bring a higher price from a
donor or trustee, and no useful Iurpose is served by prohibiting such a trans-
act ion, If safeguard8 for its review are utilized.
2. Distibutilons of Incomc

These provisions would create a severe hardship to The Moody Foundation
slinee the principal assets of The Moody Foundation consist of Insurance coni-
pany common stock and ranch land, neither of which provides ili2onic equal to
live (5) percent of the fair market value of those investments.

Alternatives are suggested as follows:
(a) That all Income, Irrespective of the percentage of such Income, be dis-

tributed hy the end of the year following the year in which the income is
earned with no requirement to earn a specified percentage: or,

(b) A period of five years be allowed in which to make accumulated dis-
tributions of income if such income is fixed at a rc-quired percentage. This
would afford the foundation the time to dispose of' assets In a business-like
manner in order to create the availability of the srecifled percentage in cash
or its equivalent. The requirement to sell assets within a one-year period in
order to meet the required percentage would frequently cause the sale of
assets at a highly discounted value. Or,

(c) Provide for the specified percentage on a gradually increasing basis;
for Instance, the first year require a one (1) percent distribution with a
gradual Increase to the final required percentage. This would afford the
Foundation time to rearrange or sell portions of its assets to obtain the
required percentage of income.

S. Stock Owinership 1, inftation
The Moody Foundation feels that thre are substantial advantages in being in

a control position of a company or unincorporated business interest whether such
control position is availed of by an individual, a partnership, a trust, a founda-
tion or any entity, because such controlling entity can frequently more effectively
and effielently direct the activities of a company or unincorporated business
Interest.

However, if legislation requiring disposition of control (as defined in proposed
statute) is finally felt nueesary, we would point out that it would be difficult and
perhaps impossible to arrive at the twenty (20) percent level of ownership of
the principal asst of The Moody Foundation within a five-year period. This Is
because the one asset Involved representing eighty (80) percent or more of the
value of the Foundation has a potential market value of such a large amount
(several hundred million dollars) that it would take a great deal of time to nego-
tiate the &i-le of this single substantial asset. This asset consists of common stock
in American National Insurance Company, an unlisted stock. In addition, there
1s a restriction ntider an existing will which implies that portions of this stock
can never be sold. Litigation Is in process in an attempt to remove this restriction
but therii Is opposition to such removal by interested parties. The thie Involved
in settling this litigation and In handling the negotiations relevant to sale of the
stock owned and controlled by this Foundation down to a level of twenty (20)
percent would require a minimum of ten years to conclude the entire transaction.

The requirement. to reduce control to less than fifty (5t0) percent within five
years would be detrimental to the over-all transaction because the ability to sell
a control position is precisely the advantage that woulh help to create the highest
possible value for this aset. Eliminating fifty (150) percent control within a five-
year period would tend to cause a serious reduction 'n the price the Foundation
could obtain for its most important asset.
4. Hdmitatlon on Use of A sects

The intent of this limitation on use of assets of a private foundation requires
further detail statutory definition since it is not clear what is meant by the pres-
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ent wording which shnl)ly states that ns,ts cantiot 1w "ivcsted iII at wtatnnor
which jeo)-ardizes the earryhig on of its exempt Ilurise."

5. Ta, Ot In estlicnt Income
A tax o21 tie net investment Ilntome of a fouidnition is it reality a tax on the

eventual reciilent of that Income, and 'le M dy Fonuadation can st, io rea(ison
to thereby reduce the axnount of dollars available to the grailtces of this
Foundation.

6. Other Limitations
It would be highly desirable to allow private foundation to) cllittirue to na ke

grants directly to individuals subject to reviewing aid1 det-rx ining that such
grants are in accord with the inirlx)ses of the ounidattion. (oiistructive and
highly desirable activities, such as )remsently existing scholrhiirlllo program,
would be seriously impaired by this restriction.

7. Disclosure and Publicity l1cquircmcnts
The Moody Foundation presently prelmres an annual N-tirn and attempts to

give it widl distribution.

l"AIIRI2GY, '1 I'ART FO'NIIA ,ION,
Los .4ngelc(%, ('ttif., , , s( Pnibr 8, 1969.

Re: Tax Reform Act of 1909 (II.R. 13270) .Tax on Excss IBusinr.ss Ilohlings;
and Tax on Failure to Distribute Income.

CommttcC on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: This statement is filed by the Elbridge Stuart Foundation onI
its own behalf and on behalf of three other charitable foundations, described
below, hereinafter collectively referred to as "Stuart Foundiations". Facts -m-
cerning these Foundations are as follows:

Carnation Company, since its founding in 1899, has been controlled ty It
founder, . A. Stuart. who did lit 1914. and by Its desendeins. AiqhrxIma t.ly
6.8% of the value of all Carnation Company common stoek is now held b0y the,
Stuart Foundations established by members of the Stuart family. The C arna-
tion Company stock ownership is held by the Foundations through ownersils of
shares of a family holding comlmny. The four Stuart Foundahtions are identilhd
as follows:

Carnation Co.
comma

stock qut
Name Established Trustee (Aaros)

Elbridge Stuart Foundation ........................... Nov. 30,1937 Crocker-Citizens National Bank. 217, 560
Elbridge and Mary Stuart Foundation .............. Nov. 13,1941 ..... do ..................... 174,055
Mar) Homer Stuart Foundation .................. Sept. 4,1941 Seattle-First National Bank.. 10. 2.7
Elbridge and Evelyn Stuart Foundation ............ ... Nov. 28, 1961 Security Pacifc Nationat Ban4.. 3?, 026

The Stuart Foundations are distributing or pledging all of their incoen to
recognized charities, such as colleges, secondary schools, hoslitals, religious
organizations, and organizations for Improving human conditions, such as Boys
Town, Big Brothers of America, National Urban League, Godlwill Industries,
etc.

We believe that the great majority of foundations are Oixrated within both
the spirit and the letter of the law and do not question the propriety of portions
of the Act which would eliminate any departure from the broad charitable pnur-
poses of the exemption provisions and would curb abuses by any foundation.
Prohibitions upon self-dealing, requirements that all net Iicote Ix, (istributed
currently, disclomre and publicity requirements, payment of rasonable fees or
taxes by foundations sufficient to reimburse the Treasury Delmrtment for the
expense of policing and auditing all foundations, and other similar provisions,
would certainly be appropriate. They would receive our support. and, we believe,
the support of other foundations which sincerely wish t) use their fund'!, arl
the funds of future donors, exclusively for charitable iuirposes.
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We, would, however, seriously question the i)roi)rlety of two provisions of the
Act ; namtly the requirements that--

L, If a private foundation, the donor, and the members of his family, to-
gether, own ioore than 20% of the voting stock of an Incorporated business
e.nterprise, the founda(ltion must (ivest Its stockholdlIngs to the extent of the
v(,x(V., ratably over a len-year period ; and that

2. A private foundation must annually distribute to charity an amount
(-pizal to a s'iiffled percentage of the market value of its assets, regardless
of It., hiconie, the percenltage being fixed at 5% for 1970, and subject to deter-
uitation by the Treasury klpartment in later years.

For Ihe reasons set fo rtlI below, we believe that-
I. It is of overruling Importance that the se provisions be completely

eliminated from tie Act.
I. If such elimination cannot be effected, exceptions should be made in

the divesttlltre provislon4 which would be applicable to the Stuart Founda-
tions: or in Ilie alternative
III. Exceptions now contained In the Act for a few foundations, Including,
we un erstandl, the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, should be broadened to do
justice by in.ludhing a wider group of the many equally deserving founda-
tlonls, inc(luling the Stuart Foundations.

1. l,1tininatlon of /the provisions in question
A. Dirstetir rcquirctnent.-- The divest it tire requirement seems to arise from

a groundless assuniption or nebulous fear that family control of a business is
undesirable per At. It is law-making of a far reaching social and economic nature
and is not apropriate in tax legislation:

(I) The divcsttlttre rcquirecnist i8 nt icccssary for correction of the alleged
erils.--One of the purported evils Is that the family members will use he foun-
dation's stockholdings to a-sert business control and ignore the production of
inconie for Ihe foundation. This assumnl)tion Ignores the fact that in most cases
other ilndividuals, Incluillig the donor and other disqualified personas, will also
hold stock personally and will be as interested in the financial success of the
(4rporation as is the foundation.

Another abuse which has been mentioned Is that family members will devote
too much time to tim business to lhe detriment of the foundation. Where, as In
the case of the Stuart Foundations, a bank acts as corporate trustee and income
is donated only to operating, tax exempt charities, the demands upon family
members are limited and it is not likely that either management of the business
or the Irolper functioning of the foundations will suffer. Other possible abuses
sm-h as s-elf-dealing are remedied in other sections of the Act.

In the case of co11)sa1es such as Carnation Company, where substantial
amounts of stock are held by the lmblic, the public owners can exercise their
strong minority rights in the event of abuse. by controlling interests. Thus. tb,
arbitrary divestiture nile is unnecessary.

(2) Rctroactivity.-The Act Is wholly retroactive in that It affects established
planning for family businesses which have been built up over many years. These
businesses include some of the most successful and progressive in the United
States and should not lie disturbed except for far more compelling reasons than
have been disclosed in tli testimony before the Ways and 'Means Committee and
In the Treasury Report. If abuses persist in Individual cases, these can be cor-
rected individually.

Tie Act seems to include, as family members, descendants of any donor who
was a significant contributor to a particular foundation. Such a provision can
take us back many generations in our search for ancestors who were contributors
and whose descendents must now be treated as disqualified persons. An exhaustive
retroactive search will be required Into all branches of a family to determine
who has held stock, how it was disposed of and who now holds it. We are not
aware of any prior legislation in any field of law which has so drastically dis.
turlbed, and on a retroactive basis, Important family and business arrangements
made In good faith and within the spirit and letter of the law existing at the
tine of establishment.

If divestiture provisions such as these must be included In the final legislation,
they should at the most ie made applicable only to gifts of voting stock made
after the enactment of the law.

(3) The Donor's Motlvation.-Indeed, In the case of the Stuart Foundations,
and, no doubt, in the case of other foundations, the establishment was not only
in accordance with the law, but was prompted by the best of motives; namely,
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the desire to benefit educational, religious and other charitable activities. Cer-
tainly, some tax benefit was obtained by the donors, but this bereft ill no event
could equal the full amount of the gift, tax brackets it every case being less than
100% ; further, lit the case of most of the Stuart Foundations the major gifts were
made at a time %lren tax rates were considerably lower and tax savings corre-
spondingly le.s than those resulting from comparable gifts at toiay's rates.

(4) Impact Upon Charitablk (living and Inercas('d Tax linrdcn.--inevitailly,
the prolposed legislation will reduce the amount of giving to charity antd corre-
spondingly increase the burden on the federal government and the general tax-
paying public. In many cases, the primary asset. which a donor will have for
contribution to charity will be the stock in his corporation. If lit- cannot Imake
the gift lit a manner to give some assurance of a degret, of continuity of enterl'rIs,
hie imny well sell the stock or dispose of it by a tax-freti exchange for stock of a
larger publicly held company. Without the satisfaction of preserving an interest
in a going business for himself and his family. while sulistinilally benefitting
charity, the incentives to give will be much more limited. Even at tolay's maxi-
mum 70% tax rates, not Including the surtax, the donor gets 3WP; more for vach
.dollar by keeping it compared with giving it away h hence, n additional incentive
is somewhat conducive'to the making of larger charitable gifts.

The Tax Reform Act is intended to ease the tax burden onl the average tax-
payer. In reality, It may increase the burden by shifting a substantial pairt of
cdueational and welfare costs now borne by charities to the federal government
anti thence to taxpayers generally. In seeking to cure abuses which we have Ito
reason to believe are availed of by other than a very small minority of the thou-
sands of foundation;; existing today, the Act is jeopardizing colit riliutlons of
millions of dollars which would otherwise go to worthwhile charities. Would not
tih(- average taxpayer prefer that these costs come from the pxckets of willing
donors than from his own pocket through increased taxes?

(5) Inve'stment Considcration.-The divestiture provisions, mis well as the
income distribution provisions discussed hereafter, unreasonably interfere with
the Investment powers of the foundation trustees. Since the Act fixes the presvint
distribution rate at 5%, a ninamont substantially In excess of the yi'lhd on quality
stocks, whicl is now probably less than 21/2% on tit average basis, it apparently
is.the Intention of the Act that a very substantial portion of foundation ass ts
lie invested in debt securities which now yield over 5%. Thus restricting the
Investment powers of the trustees will, In the long run, jeopardize the fitnianial
abilities of foundations through depletion of assets by forced capital cont riltions
to maintain the 5% rate or hy forced investment in debt securities whose principal
values appear subject to erosion by inflation. For example, as to Inflation, the
cost of living Increase In June 1969 was at an annual rate of 7.2%.

The advantage of appropriate stock investments over debt or other fixed in-
come securities Is demonstrated by the chart attached hereto as E xhibit I. It
shows that if In 1937, when the first Stuart Foundation was established, it was
required to invest, say $3500.00 In bonds, as the Act now seeks to require, the
cumulative Income received from 1937 to date would have been only $3700.00;
had the same amount been invested In a cross section of Dow-Jonex Industrial
stock approximately $9700.00 of dividends would have been received; by In-
vesting the same amount In Carnation Company common stock the dividend
Income would have been approximately $18,000.00, although the annual dividend
rarely if ever approached 5% of market value of the stock. It is thus seen that
application of the principles of the "5% rule" through the years to the Stuart
Foundation, combined with the forces of Inflation, would have resulted In heavy
losses to the worthy charities which have benefited from Stuart foundation
contributions. Thus almost five times as much Income would have been available
for distribution to charity from the Carnation store Investment, and almost
three times under an Investment in a broad group of Dow Jones Iridw trial Aver.
age Stocks, than from the bond Investment. This is also trite in the case of stocks
held by many other foundations. The record of Kellogg Company, for example, is
set forth In the record of proceedings before the Ways and Means Committee.

Exhibit II sets forth the appreciation in market value of the Carnation Com-
pany common stock compared with the appreciation of the stocks comprising
the Dow Jones Industrial Averages from 1937 to 1968. The l)ow Jones Invest.
ment would have appreciated 5.07 times based on a 1937 Index of 1, whereas the
Carnation stock would have appreciated 37.34 times based on the same Index.
Also on Exhibit II Is charted the Inflationary increase in the cost of living iidx
over the same period, Indicating that both Carnation Company common stock
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a [id the Dom, ' Jone.s composite stock Investment to a lesser extent fully pre-,4,rved
"I'd. III filct, enhanced tile capital values over the years. In 1908 the .3,5.) blnd
referred to In lExhliblt 1 still reprec.ntell $3,500 but was worth only $14111.00 in the
terms of 11140 (oinpared with 1937 dollars, In wilch case substantial loss of real
principal would have taken Ilace.

Thus the Act In attempting to cure Isolated abuses Is endangering the future
charitable functioning of many foundations and is making adequate ihedge
against Inflation virtually inlmsssiblh,.

(6) Anti-Trust Consiedration.,.---In forcing private foundations to divest Ililer
the 20% ai:d 5% rules of the Act may well compound problems confront lg other
Committees of Congress. We refer to the acquisition of relatively smaller comi-
panies by larger companies, IncludiJng coiglonierateg, under circumstanceA whilh
1my violate (he anti-trust laws. This can result even though the stock to Ie,
divested by the foumIdatlon Is less than n controlling Interest ; often an additional
floating supply of aF little as 20% or even 10% of a stock will make the dlfferetice
between sutxevs.4s or failure in an aequl4it ion or take-over move.

(7) Harmful 'ftfcct oil Smiallcr Conifnnitics.-Many of tile foundation"comit rolled" Il hi'resses are centered III one or more sllaller coniiuitles in whltll
tile foundations and1( the compales have played an Important and valuable
role in community life. As such foundations are forced to divest their holdings.
leaving soine corporations far more vulnerable to take-over, tile community will
generally Ie seriously disadvantaged. A recent study indicated that when a
smaller local company was acquired by a larger company having a centralizcl
headquarters at another location, the local community was More often harmed
thnn helped. rocal services such as banks, suppliers, contractors, etc. were often
bypassed for services regularly used by the acquiring company. Local employ-
nient suffered becallse staff and executive personnel were terminated or nioved
to the parent's headquarters. This Is but another example of tie possible social
and econonlic dislocation which can flow from the Act which has been passed! tIIl-
der the gulse of mere tax legislation.

B. Income Distributon Requirement.-We urge that this requirement also
le eliminated from the Act. By requiring distribution of an arbitrary pert 'meiiag
of the val in of a foundation's assets, this provision dictates to inl4'4'tmlit
fiduciaries throughout the country, (and In many cases to the detrimnit of
charitable organ izt il0ns) how foundation assets should Ie invested.

(1) Rclatoship of the 5% distribution requirement to the 20% dirrsltitre
rulc.-Mueh of what has been said regarding the divestiture rule is applicable to
the Sc% distribution rule. Indeed, in practically all cases the distribution rule
will operate as a partial divestiture, unless a heavy ratio of investments are In
recently acquired debt securities, since few, if any, foundations will. approach
a Or% return upon stock of either a family corporation or a diversified groups of
companies; i.e. many of these family corporations are conservative, growth
oriented companies which In the interest of sound business management would
not pay out In dividends an amount. equal to as much as 5% of the current market
value of their stock. In fact, the more successful the corporation has beln the
more the foundation shareholder is penalized, because the public will usually pay
a much higher multiplier for stock of a successful corporation. If a stock is
selling at a price-earnings ratio of 20 a payout of 100% of earnings would be
necessary to produce a 5% return. In many Instances multipliers approach 30
and 40 times earnings and in these cases a dividend payout of 5c% of value is
ol',viously Impossible; at a 40 thnes multiplier a 21A% payout on value would
require all earnings. The Irevitable result will be -Ale of all or part of the voting
stock held by many foundations to provide cash for contributions front capital
or for Investment in bo;kds of current high yield, thus in either event accom-
plishing a gradual divestiture.

Indeed, we submit that if the 5% distribution rule is to rentain in the Act,
the dircstiture rulc becoines cren more tnnecessary and ninrca.vonablc and 8hwihld
be clitmina ted.

(2) Unrcasonable government control over independmit flduciaries.--The distri-
bution rule virtually dictates to fiduciarles the type of investment which must be
made. These fiduciaries Include many of the most respected and competent bank
trust departments throughout the country. The effect of the rule Is to require
such fiduciaries, Irrespective of their own opinions in the matter and regardless
of the resulting serious erosion of capital through Inflation, to invest funLs for
current high yield with the almost assured prospects of future loss of prirpclpal
Thus the future benefits to charities are being mortgaged in the interest of current
excess distributions.
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Exhibit I demonstrates how much better charity would have fared since 1937

with the distributions from an investineiit iII Carnation tCompany conumon
stock, or would have fared albeit to a lesser extent, iII a cross s-etion of I)ow
Jones indastrial stocks, than would have been the ease with a bond investment.

Income from Carnation Company common stock has permitted many charitable
recipients to continue and even to expand their activities despite today's In-
flated prices through the vehicle of the Stuart foundation. The income from other
investments such as bonds, or even the."Iblue chill" Dow Jones Iidustrial stocks,
would not have accomplished this result.

13) The Futtirc of Public Charities Jcopardi-cd.-We cann,,ot ezln'hlasize too
strongly that time arbitrary distribution rule will provide e \vss distributions
to charities for a very few years now with the jInemlty of a trin.adou., cost in the
future. Ile removing funds that would otherwise be available for future charit-
able purpose.,, the Congressional purpose of encouraging ciaritabhi organiza-
tions will be frustrated. Less Income will be available for charities tomorrow,
thus requiring increasingly large distributions of liritcipal, with the end result
being tie virtual liquidation of existing assets or private foundations. Such
foundations have contributed too much to our civilization arid way of life to
allow this to occur. Further, tihe end result of these irov'islons will be the
necessity for the government to make ip from general ta-. funds much of the
cost of activities today borne by private charities.
I. I Congress s not willing to laminate the dies.titurc ,rw'itmon.3 entirely .the

special Cxcniptioni proridcd iW the ,iet should bc xpA lh d to ermptl the
Stuart 1'ouindatiof., along with 1Me other neritorious ti.-l, lions

The exceptions are so restricted as to ibe maeaningless In most c.as(,s and excltlde
from their benefits many foundations which areas worthy (if eximlition as thrse
included within tile exception. One such provision exempts from the (live.stiture
requirements stock owned by aI founlation, if, generally spaking, tle foundation
(l) was created by anl inter-vivos trust which was Irrevocable on Deceimnbcr 31,
1939; (2) owned on July 28, 1941t, together with all (lilualiid 1jrersns. riot more
than 55,% of the stock of a corporation, the, common stock of whi(,h was trailed
on a iuliblic exchange after l1410; (3) received at least 80(,% of its iet Iitcone iII
each of the last 1 taxable years ending on or Ibefore l)eembeir 31, 11)69, from the
stock in question, (4) had no donor or member of hLi family as a foundation
manager, and no such Individual was a ineminber of the board of directors of the
corporation on July 28, 1969; and (5) does not acquire amy additional stock ill
the business enterprise after July 28, 1969.

While It is difficult, if not Impossible, to reconcile all (of tie dtalied and aplpar-
ently arbitrary requirements as to dates and other circunistammnv which a toun-
dation must i4atisfy to fall within the terms of tihe exemption, certain of the
requirements are germane to thw conditions which the divestiture provision imr-
port.s to remedy. We refer to the provision limiting sto,k owned by the fountda-
tion and all-diqualifded persons to 55% of the total outstanding and rciulrlng
that the common stock be traded on a public .xchnnge after 1960. Under tile l5.5%
limitation it follows that at least 45% of tMe stock must be ]In tle hands of per-
sons other than the foundAtion anid disqualified l'0(4sons.

We submit that if the common stock of a corpioratiomi Is I rad(d ol a public
exchange, and a minority Itersi wls large as 415% exists, tile strong minority
public interest will provide an eff &tive deterrent to any abuses which rnAght
tothierwise arise. Thus, If a slKi ixemptilon N rmade on these terms the other
arbitrary requirements becop.e tln'(ces Fary and 'the exempt on dKs justice to a
broader group of foundations.'

With respect to the requirement that tio donor or memnls'r oif his family can be
a foundation nimanager or director of tile corporalln, If uch a condition must
remain, It sbquld be phraed .to permit such Indiviluai to be it director of the
corf oration provi(led he Is ibot a fouldatioit manager. It Is anm Injustice to (Icily a
.corporation the services of a person with long experience In the business arid
special capablljties merely bee-use he, or a mienmjl'r of hip family, may have becn
-a donor to the founmdotion; this provision takes no cognlzqne of.g(gsd business
practice.. If he is not a foundation manager time fact of his, or a iaenmber of his
family, having been adono" should not be relevant. We wishI to note that, under
certain circumstances, tie provisions of tht Act as it now statids do not remove
time- (xemption from a lirofvsional wmlragem,,nt team which controls a corpora-
"tioi ib3 their 1)sitiong its directors of a foundation which owns a majority of
stock. Wily should a fanilly management (ear nbe treated otherwise Just because
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they may have li1d a Conmmon ancestor several generations ago who was donor
to a fouindilon?

if cotiIitionH of an texemption are to be fulfilled upon specific dates, the dates
should Im, fixed at a tinie in the future to provide a reasomble period for founda-
tiolos to collply.

1. Jf (1/ongress is not willing to eliminate the direstiture and income distribu-
tion rcqufrcments entirely, it should provide a broad exemption from the
dfrestiturc requirencnt and a more moderate income distribution
rcquircin:,pnt

A. IR.,'xmption from the diestfturc rcqiitrcmct.-Where, as in the case of the
Sltmirt Foundations, the entire net income is used for contributions to recognized
publice" charities and not for any purpose related to the company whose voting
slock Is held, or for Individual grants, or for purposes requiring supervision by
any State or Governmental authority, no reason exists for requiring divestiture.
Accordingly, the Act should provide that foundations operated hi the manner of
tie Stuart Foundations are exempted from the divetiture requirements. That is.
if the entire net (inome of thMe foundation will be distributed annually or pledged
/or payment within a reasonable time to organizations of the type described in

action 170(b) (1) (B) of the Internai Rcveraue Code, as amended by this Act, it
should be exempt from the divestiture requirements.

If considered absolutely necessary, restrictions could be included to prevent
family members from serving in the capacity of both corporate directors and
foundation managers, but they should be permitted to serve in one capacity or
the other.

R. Modification of the income distribution rcquiremctt.-We firmly believe
that the. "5% rule" should be completely eliminated. It will be difficult for the
Internal Revenue Service to administer and will create uncertainties in tht
management of private foundations, basing, as it does, the distribution require-
ment on a percentage of a market value of the assets held by the foundation. A
complicated annual vaiUaton problem will exist where foundation assets eonsist
of property other than securities which are regularly traded on an exchange, or
over-the-counter, in sufficient volume to Indicate true value Even where a meas-
tre of the value of a stock Is provided through regular purchases and sales
thereof, the valuation of a large block held by a foundation will be complicated
by questions of "blockage" and the valuation of any "control" feature. Founda-
tion managers will act at their peril in fixing such values, and, in the event of
disugreements with the Internal Revenue Service, extended litigation is likely.

Furthermore, In the case of common stocks, the value at any one time may be
serlously inflated by investor fads which drive stocks for relatively short periods
of time to unrealistically high values, requiring increased Inroads Into capital
to make up the required contributions to charity. As previously noted, dlstribu-
tion of the entire earnings of a corporation whose stock Is selling at a price-
earnings multiple In excess of 20 would not provide a 5% return.

Accordingly, we urge that a different standard be adopted.
In establishing such a standard, the private foundation investments to be

taken into account will presumably consist of one or more of the following
classes of property :

(1) Ordinary Income producing property, such as improved rental prop.
ertles, bonds, and stocks of publicly held corporations not connected with
the donor or other disqualified person.

(2) Dividend paying stocks of one or more corporations, shares in which
are also held by the donor or other disqualified persons.

(3) Non-income producing property, such as vacant land, art objects, etc.
As to property In the first category, a requirement that aUl net income there-

from be used annually for charitable purposes should be adequate.
As to stocks in the second category, one of the abuses said to exist is the

failure of such corporations to pay dividends large enough to provide adequate
current benefits to charity. A solution as to such stocks would be to provide
relief from the "5% rule" if the corporation elected to distribute a designated
percentage of its net earnings, or a "reasonable" percentage, as dividends, and
it the foundation In turn contributed'aliof its net income to charity.

As to property in the third category a prohibition upon the holding of non-
Income producing property by private foundations can be included, or a require-
ment that in the relatively few instances in which such property Is held, a fixed
perntage of value must be paid annually to charity. Thus, the circumstances
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In which determination of value is necessary will Ibe limited to a relatively fmv
cases.

It is our understanding that the jpurlx-n' of the inoime di.stribution reqtilir -
night Is to Insure that current lKeietits are bestowed tua chiarity ciminvtiisurate
with the grant of the current tax exemption. Surely thim jiiirjm-4 . '-aMt islhd
It the Investments are producing a reasonable incoie to the foundation flit4 ijr
all of the income less reasonable expenses Is contributed to charity, In fact, where
the capital of the foundation has been contributed in prior ytlrs, the only benefit
accruing currently to the foundation Is the exemption of its income, and upon
the distribution to charity the benefit of the, exemption would appear to be,
fully discharged.

In the event proposals other than the foregoing are adopted for exemption
from these provisions of the Act, we submit that they should be broad enough
to cover a wide range of foundations, Including the Stuart Foundations.

In conclusion, we wish to make note of published reports of personnel changes
made in some corporate directorships and some foundation management., since
the publication of the Act, In last minute efforts to at least partially fall within
one or another of the "special Interest" divestiture exemptions of the Act.

Each of the four Stuart Foundations has an Independent batik trustee; be-
cause, however, of the broad definition of the terin "Foundation Manager" In
the Act, one or more of the Stuart family would fall within this definition as
to each foundation. Any effort to comply with the arbitrary exemption require-
ments of the Act by personnel resignations or adjustments on an antleiimtory
basis, has been deemed ill advised and not in the best Interest of the foundations.

We accordingly respectfully request that, If the Act as enacted into law,
does contain divestiture requirements with exemption provisions, there be no
terms precluding corporate or foundation personnel changes after enactment
of the law, If such changes are required to comply with exemption provisions
or otherwise cause a foundation to be without the scope of the divestiture
requirement&

Respectfully submited.
8. A. HAIMo1I.N.

Member, Board of Adviscrs.

STATEMENT OF WALLACE HOWLAND, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CALIFORNIA,
ON BEHALF OF TlE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAl.

1. Authority to Make Statement.
2. Resolution of Nat'l. Assn. of Attorneys General.
3. Analysis of H.R. 13270 as It Affects Resolution.
4. Amendments Requested.

STATE OF NEw JERSEY,
September 9, 1969.

Hon. WALLAcE HOWLAND,
Assistant Attorney Gcneral of California,
Washington, D.0

DrAz M. HOWLAND: As the Assistant Attorney General of California In
charge of the Atorney General's supervislori of charitable trusts and charitable
corporations In California, you arb aware of the background and the purposes
of the National Association of Attorneys General that are expressed In the
formal Resolution of the Association adopted June 24, 19M, seeking the enact-
ment of H.R. 12135.

I have before me your letter of August 22, 1069, and the Analysis of the Tax
Reform Bill, H.R. 13270, as It affects H.R. 12135 and the Resolution e)f our
Association. I concur with the views you have expre&ed and find that your
recommendations, If adopted, would effectively Implement the purposes and
wishes of the National Association of Attorneys General as expressed In the
said Resolution.

I am advised that you will be In Washington seeking to obtain congressional
action along these lines. It will be most helpful to the National Association
of Attorneys General If you would act as the spokesman of the Association In
seeking Implementation of Its Resolution, and this letter will be your authority
to do so.

Sincerely, ARTnuR J. Sn.xs,' Attorney Ocneral.

'Attorney General 811s In President of the National Association of Attorneys General.
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IREOLUT0N ADOPTED BY NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Or AToiRNEYs GErAjL

Resolution concerning the coordination of State and Federal activities in the
enforcement of charitable trusts

Whereas, in recent years an increasing number of states, acting through their
res1ective Attorneys General, have been and are actively supervising the admin-
istration of charitable trusts and the affairs of charitable corporations; and

Whereas, state Attorneys General have traditionally been authorized to act as
the legal representative of the benefclaries of property dedicated to charitable
purposes, and the substantive laws of the several states generally provide effec-
tive and flexible provisions to certify illegal and improper practices that may
occur in the administration of such charitable assets; and

Whereas, the federal government uses its taxing power to deter certain specl-
fled types of illegal or Improper conduct in the administration of property dedli-
cated to charitable purposes; and

Wlwreas, the denial or revocation of federal tax exemption and the imposition
of taxes upon assets dedicated to charitable purposes diminishes the funds other-
wise available for charitable and, hence, pmblic uses in the several states without
thereby directly punishing or detering the individuals responsible for the mal-
administration of charitable as.ets; and

Whereas. there has been an increasing number of instances In which federal
taxing authorities and a state attorney general have both taken action with
respect to specific illegal or Improper actions by a charitable organization, with
the result that federal taxes have been imposed upon charitable assets that have
been recovered from misuse or otherwise freed from the effects of the unlawful
or improl.r nets complained of as the result of corrective action taken by the
state attorney general under substantive state law ; and

Whereas, present federal tax law makes no provision for the coordination of the
respective efforts of federal and state authorities to insure the proper admin-
istration of property dedicated to charitable purposes and fails to recognize that
corrective action taken with respect to a charitable organization by a state attor-
ney general under substantive state law serves the same public interest, policy
and purpose as that embodied in the above-mentioned provisions of applicable
federal tax laws; and

Whereas, by message to the Congress of April 21, 1969, the President of the
United States made Tax Reform Proposals that contained, among other things,
certain provisions to holster the efforts of state Attorneys General In their en-
forcement of the administration of charitable trusts; and

Whereas, H.R. 12135 has been introduced in the 91st Congress, at the request
of the Attorney General of California, that would give effective assistance to a
state Attorney General by notifying him of all instances in which federal tax
exemption is revoked or suspended and of the facts giving rise to such action,
and by further providing for the abatement of federal taxation of charitable
assets that have been preserved for or restored to their intended purpose by
corrective action taken by a state Attorney General pursuant to state law;

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the 1969 Annual Conveutioij of the National
Association of Attorneys General that the Association endorse and support the
purpose, the p)rovisioins and the effect of 11.11. 12135 of the 91st Congress; and

lie It further resolved that this Association seek the active support of the
Governors and of time Senators and Members of the 1ouse of Representatives of
their respective states in obtaining the promlpt enactment of such legislation.

Adopted June 25, 1969.

ANALYss or TAX REFORM Aer oF 1969 AS IT AFFECTS I1R. 12135 AND TIlE
RESOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATTONEYS GENERAL1

SUMMARY ANALYSIS

11.11. 13270, entitled "Tax Reform Act of 1969" (herein "the Bill"), was, for
all present purposes, passed by the House of Representatives in the form in which
it was reported by the Conmmittee on Ways and Means.'

In one impotrant respect the Bill ignores, and in other ways some of its pro-
visions contravene the resolution the National Associatton of Attorneys Gen-

t Prepared by Wallace I[owland, AssIstant Attorney Oeneral of California.
a The Report of the Committee on Ways and 4em.rtis (herein "the Report"),House Report

No. 01-413 (Part 1), dated August 2, 1969.
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eral adopted June 25, 1969, and the Corman Bill, H.R. 12135. These latter meas-
ures deal with the coordination of state and federal activities in the enforcement
of charitable trusts. They are directed to the problem of federal taxes being Im-
posed upon charitable assets that have been recovered from misuse or otherwise
freed front the effects of unlawful or Improper conduct by a State attorney General
acting under state law. The I)roblem is not a minor one. For example, in 198, in
two states alone, it three instances state actions were pending to restore or pre-
serve charitable assets on which over $1.5 million in federal taxes had been as-
sessed following rvocation of exempt status for the very conduct upon which the
state actions were based.

The tax reform Bill simply ignores this problem to the extent that its perti-
nent provisions apply only to those organizations that the Bill defines as "private
foundations." '

However, the Jurisdiction and responsibility of State attorneys general are not
so limited. On the contrary, they are concerned with the entire range of chari-
table organizations. These include, but are not limited to, all such organizations
granted federal tax exemption under section 501(a). For example, In 0allfornia
the Attorney General is charged with examining and taking corrective action
with respect to all non-profit corporations. (Calif. Corp. Code I 950P5) Federal
tax exempt status is granted to numerous types of non-profit organizations other
than private foundations. As to these, the Bill makes no change in present law
with which we are here concerned. Present law gives the Secretary of the Treas-
ury no discretion or authority whatsoever to abate or ameliorate the necessity of
imposing retroactive income taxes upon the assets of charitable and non-profit
organizations In cases of the types considered here. This is the situation that
gave rise in 1068 to the introduction of 11.1. 18464 in the 90th Congress and,
more recently to L.1. 12135 in the 91st Congress.

Even with respect to private foundations, the Bill aggravates the problem in
its most acute form by the provisions of sections 4944 and 4945(b) (5). (11111
pp. 42, 44). These provisions would mandate the immediate and unavoidable
taxing of the assets of a private foundation dedicated to charity that have been
either misappropriated or imprudently invested to the extent of 100 percent of the
assets involved in such transactions. No provision is made for the abatement or
return of such tax on charitable assets, even if a State attorney general expends
the public funds of his office either to recover them intact or to surcharge the
responsible trustees or officials for any loss resulting from their misconduct. Yet
these types of misconduct rank high in the priorities of a State attorney gen-
eral for the simple reason that the results of corrective action are so tangible,
immediate, and financially beneficial to the public Interests of the State.

It may be that such a result of the operation of sections 4944 and 4945(b) (5)
was not intended by Committee on Ways and Means, and that there was some mis-
understanding of the effect of the exact terms of these two sections. The Com-
mittee Report may express its real Intention In saying, with respect to the 100
percent tax imposed by section 4944 on foundation assets Imprudently Invested
so as to jeopardize the carrying out of Its exempt purposes (p. 31) :

"It is expected that the 100 percent tax in this case could be avoided where. a
State attorney general exercises his powers to preserve a foundation's assets for
charity...."

On the contrary, however, there is nothing In section 4944 that would permit the
100 percent tax to be avoided. No authority or discretion to abate or avoid the
mandatory tax required by this section is given to the Secretary or his delegate.

The tenor of the above quotation from the Committee Report was repeated
by the Chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means In answering a qusl.on
put to him on the floor of the liouse during debate on the Bill, viz:

"Mr. CoRmAN. If I may pose a question to the Chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee, it Is my understanding that II.R. 13270 is intended to
accomplish substantially in Title I, subsection A, the purposes of H.R. 12135.
Is that correct?

"Mr. MiLLs. Would the gentleman yield? Yes, this does accomplish sub-
stantially what was intended by I.R. 1213.5. It does not automatically pro-
vide for the waiving of the penalties where a State attorney general corrects
a situation by causing a distribution of the assets of a foundation to a public
charity, but It is provided that the Secretary, or his delegate, can delay the

Sc. 609(a), p. 16. 1 Herein reference will be made only to the sections of the I.R. Code
as amended or enacted by the Bill, and to pages of the Bill as printed under date of
August 2, 1969.1

33-865 O-70--pt. 7 of 7- 9
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imposition of the penalty, lie can do this where he ns reason to believe the
State attorney general's office will correct th( situation. After it is corrected
by tlie State attorney general, then, of course, there is no reason for Imposing
thie penalty. It, frlt, (eXiiiililes of this tylp' are includd in the Committee
Report." (Coong. Ite.. Aug. 7, 1069. 1). 70M4).

Actually, however, there is notig lit either sect ion 494-1 or 4915(b) (5) that
would permit (it' Secretary or his delegate to delay Olie Imposition of tle penalty,
Much less Is there any autiority for lim to decide tat, after correction of the
situation by a State attorney general, there is no reason for imposing the penalty.
The llll gives him no diseret ion, inn either case.

It is inn this respect (as will he shown in detail hereinafter) that sections 4944
(Imprudent Investment ) and 4915 (I) (5) ( niisapproprlation or unauthorized use
of funds) differ sharply from tie provisions of the 1HIl relating to foundation
misconduct in the form of self-dealing (§.1941), failure to distribute Income
(1 4912) itnd Iaving excess lInttiess hoahliigs (§ 4943). In these three cases, the
Bill lirovides for not oute but several levels of taxation or sanction, including
a "period of correction," nominally 90 days but extendable to, for example,
"... any other period which tlile Secretary or his delegate determines will be
conducive to bringing about correction of lie act of self-dealing." (§ 4941 (e) (4)
(I), 1ill, p. 25).

IJUndoubtedly the Chairman, who had many much more weighty things on his
mind, was thinking of tIlese periodss of correction" lit making the statement
quoted above and overlooked the fact that they are not provided for in sections
4944 and 4915(b) (5).

JIECOM MENIATION S

To fairly coordinat(- tile respective efforts of federal and state efforts to
insure the prolK'r aid effichnt administration of property dedicated to charitable
and other non-prollt piurposes, the Congress should act to accomplish the
following:

Witlh respect to private foundations and within the framework of II.R. 13270:
1. Amend sections 4914 and 49-15(b) (5) to provide multiple sanctions

compa rable to t hose now iiroviled for other types of forbidden conduct. Tlese
should Include a "lerlod of correctlon" that coult be extended as long as the
Secretary or his delegate "determines It will lie conducive to bringing about
correction of the [forbidden) act."

2. Amend each definition of "Correction" and "Period of Correction" in
tlie Hill to defliie lie word "correct lol" as follows:

"Tlie, teri 'correction' includes corrective action taken under appli-
cable state law at the- instigatioii of the appropriate State official."

This Is desirable to make it appear on the face of the statute that the
Secretary, ini exercising his discretion iii extending the correction periods
provided, is to consider the effect of State action. As the Bill tow stands, he
may regard liet, proceedings as Involving only tle T.R.S. and the taxpayer,
with lie State official relegated to the position of anything between a pure
volunteer and a dowiright interloper.

3. Amend tle Bill to effectuate tle statement of the Chairman of the
Committee o Ways and Means tliat-

"After it [the mis-use of the charitable assets] has been corrected,
there 1. iio reason to impose the penalty."

Thus, all of the sections of Chpter 42 of (lie Bill should be amended to
specifically au!t!oriAw tile ,Scretary or his delegate to abate or avoid the
tax in cases where lie Is satisfied tha! St-ite action has substantially cor-
rected tle alumses and taken steps to ,(flctively prevent their recurrence.
We (1o not think it sufficient that the -w. -tary may be authorized by the
pre.nt 1]lilt merely to extend the "lperioe of correction" Indefinitely so that
it penuanent suspension of tax collection becomes, lit effect, t substitute for
an actual order of abatement. If, as tlie Chairman indicated, Congress con-
siders that correction obviates tile need for a penalty tax, it should l-e
expressly so provided.

With respect to tax-exempt nonprofit organization other than prhiate
foundations:

Provision should be made to abate federal taxation in cases where revo-
cation of exempt status for cause and tle retroactive imposition of Income
taxes puts the federal taxing authorities and an involved State attorney
general on a collision course.
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Ive believe that all of the foregoing conflicts call best be resolved by
adding new provisionis to the ('ode thait would apply to all situations where
either tax exemption of it "noii-folndatloli" is revoked for caise or anl excise
tax is iliv.kl upon a private foundation as iprovied In the irnseit Bill. 'I'lie
result should lie that-:

1. Where State action results in the transfer of all of the assets of
the offending organization to one or niore ]mbl.ily-,tUpliorte(d charities,
the ,',cretary should be required to refund aniy tax coll&et'd or alnte
the liability for any uncollected tax to the sulces, or chalritie:. This is
the effect of the peIndlng Cormiani Bill, I .11. 12135.

2. Where State act ion result. in it correction short of actually divest-
Ilg the offending organization of all of its a.,Pets. tlhe Serctary or his
delegate should be authorized In his iscM tion to refund (fix ipld or
abate liability for unpaid tax inmtlosed for the -tmv, offense, if lie 19
satisfied with tie adequacy of the correction and the effectivetess of
the steps taken to prevent its recurrence. 'Tids would have been the effect
of tile Utt Bill, 11.1t. 18464 of the 90th Congress.

PRovisIoNs oF 11.11. 13270 THAT RELAT. TO STATE ACTiON To FINrORCE A Tq RUST OF
PROPERTY FOR CIIARITABIIE l'URPOS8F

(What follows is primarily for the benefit of those not familiar with the
detailed )rovisions of the Tax Reform Bill relating to private foundations:)

The Tax Reforul Bill makes an Ilportant change, almost a revolutionary
change, in the method by which the federal taxing power will be used to control
the activities of private foundations In certain re.,pects.

Under present law, all charitable organizations exempt from federal income
taxes under section 501(e) (3) must maintain certain standards of conduct In
order to maintain their exempt status. These are princlpally set forth In see-
tions 5W and r 41. Generally slaklng, with exceptions not material here, a
501(c)(3) organization will have its tax exemption denied for each and all
tax years during which it violated or failed to maintain tiny of the prescribel
standards. Subject to statutes of limitation, exemption will Ix, revoked retro-
actively to the time the first violation occurred. Such retroactive revocation or
denial of exemption is followed by imlpositlon of the income taxes that wouhl
have been payable iI each such year.

HR. 13270 (herein "the Bill") makes no change In this revocation of exempt
status and the imposition of income taxes for the period of revocation for vio-
lations by 501(c) (3) organizations other than private foiundlations. With reslect
to private foundations, however, tile Bill makes a drastic change.

For the first tine the Bill defines a private foundat ion. (Section 509.)
In order to prevent existing private foundations from es-caping tile regulatory

provisions of the Bill, it Is provided that existing foundations shall maintain
their status as such. To terminate Its states as a private foundation, an orga-
nizatIon must either become an operating charity or repay to the government
the aggregate tax benefits, with interest, that have resulted front its having
exempt status since 1913. If such aggregate tax benefits exceed the net value
of the foundation's assets the repayment may be limited to the latter amount.
Further, this termination tax may he albated if the foundation distribute. all
of its net assets directly to existing publicly supl)orted charities. (Section 507.)

With respect to any new organizations climing exenplltion under section
501(e) (3), the Bill requires such organization to notify tile IR1S of its existence
and the fact of its claim to -such exemption. Further, with some exceptions, new
organizations must also notify the IRS of any claim to exemption from the
restrictions applicable to private foundations. Failure to give tis latter notice
will result in a presumption that the organization is a private foundation.
(Section 50.)

Having thus cast all private foundations, as defined, into a definite, permanent
status, the Bill resorts to the use of excise taxes to compel them to adhere to
the standards of conduct that It establishes.

THE FIVE MAJOR TYPES OF TAXABLE MISCONDUCT BY PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

The Bill would amend the Internal Revenue Code relating to miscellaneous
excise taxes by adopting a new Chapter 42 (Bill, p. 17) dealing with five types
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of conduct on the part of private foundations that will result in tax liability.
''hese are-

Section 4941. Taxes on self-dealing.
Section 49-12. Taxes on failure to distribute income.
section ,1943. Taxes on excess business holdings.
Sec-tlon .49t4. Taxes on investments which Jeopardize charitable purposes.
Section 4945. Taxes on taxable expexnditures, especially -1945(b)(5) ex-.

pendliturem for any purpose other than for a purpose specified in section
501 (c) (3).

The last two sections provide a drastically different treatment of the penalty
Imposed than do the other sections listed above. The practical effect of this dif-
ference Is to discriminate against those states whose attorneys general engage
in a vigorous enforcement of substantive state laws governing the conduct of
charitable corporations and charitable trusts. This difference in treatment is
central to our objection to the Bill in its present form and, spclfcally, to sec-
tions 4914 and 4945(b) (5).

8ELF-DEAJANO

With respect to self-dealing, failure to distribute Income, and having excess
business holdings, the Bill adopts what the Committee Report refers to as several
"levels of sanction." This scheen is given full play In connection with self-deal-
Ing. The Bill (14911, p. 17) imposes upon the self-dealing donor or other dis-
qualified person who pirticipates In any act of self-dealing a "first level" tax of
5 percent of the amount Involved for each year of the taxable period. Likewise,
a tax equal to 2A percent of that amount but not exceeding $10,000, Is imposed
upon any foundation manager who knowingly participated in the act.

The Bill then provides for a "correction" of the act of self-dealing and a "cor-
rection period ."

"Correction" Is defined to mean the undoing of any act of self-dealing to the
extent possible, but in any case, putting the foundation in a financial position
not worse than that In which It would have been if the transaction had been
made under the highest fiduciary standards. (§4941(e)(3), p. 25).
Tie "correction period" Ibgins with the date on which the act of self-dealing

occurred and ends 90 days after the date of mailing notice of the first level tax
deficiency. It may, however, bc- extended to Include:

"(B) Any other period which the Secretary or his delegate determines
will Ie conducive to bringing about corrections of the act of self-dealing."
(l 4941 (e) (4), p. 25).

Elsewhere in the Bill the applicable statutes of limitation on the filing of a
petition In the tax court with respect to the taxes imposed (I 6213(p), j). 62)
and the statute of limitations on the making of assessments or the collection of
any tax impolsed by Chapter 412 is suspended for any period during which the
correction period is extended. (1 6213 (h), 1. 64).

This provision for a period of time within which to make the charitable assets
whole by approprIate corrective action is central to the whole scheme of the
Bill, as we understand It. It demonstrates that the acts and conduct forbidden by
the Bill are Intended to maximize the ass-ets that are, in fact, expended for
their intended charitable purposes, and that Its sanctions are designed to fur-
ther the design of the 1111l rather than to be merely punitive. As the Chairman
of the House Comnimtte on Ways and Means stated, during the debate on the Bill :

1... After It Is corrected by the State attorney general [sic), then, of
course, there Is n- reason for imposing the penalty. In fact, examples of this
typo are included in the Committee Report." (Cong. Ree., Aug. 7, 1969,
p. 7006.)

Concerning the correction period, the Committee Report makes this sIgnif-
cant comment (P. 23) :

"The 90-day period for the second level of tax . . . could be extended
If the Service believes that would be conducive to correcting the self-
dealing. F'or example, extensions would be granted if State officials took ap-
proplate equity or other action to correct the self-dealing and preserve the
asets for charity."

The ('ommittee Report further stmsses the intended role of State enforcement
In these words (p. 24) :

'"T limit opportunities for improper self-dealing, and to facilitate appro-
priate action by State officials to supervise private foundations, the Bill
requires, as a condition of tax exemption, that the foundation's governing
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instnment prohibit It from engaging in self-dealing." (I 508(g) (1) (11), p.
14).

Presumably for tile saiie purpose, i.e., to facilitate State action, the 11111 fur-
tier requires that foundation governing instruments also prohibit it from en-
gaging in tlw other acts forbidden by Chapter 42.

In the event that correction of the act of self-dealing Is iot iwade within the
correction period, then the Bill inliposs a "second level" (if tax. This s'eVid level
tax upon the ,wlf.dealer or other disqualified lersoln is 2 ( xrni-vnt of the amount
involved. Further, a second level tax equal to 50 lwrcent of thi- aniount involved,
with no inaxinmum litnit provided, is also ilixosed on any founitdation manager
refusing to agree to any part of a correction. (14911 ki). p. 1X).

A penalty doubling the amount of the first er second level of tax is imposed
in the casw of reiwated violations or a willful and flagrant violation. (I &MS4,
p. Wi).

A "third level" of tax is applied in cases of willful, repeated acts or a flagrant
and willful act. This third level of tax (and only tie third level tax) is applied
to the foundation's assets. In such case the foundation is literally taxed out of
existence by the imposition of the same tax that would lI, imposed ullder fec-
tion 507 In case of Its voluntary termination of Its status as a private founda-
tion, as set forth above. (I 508(e), p. 12).

FAILURE: TO DISTRIIUTE INCOME

Section 4942 proles that to avoid tax private foundations must distribute
all Income iln the year it which the money Is received or In the next year, un-
less specific set-asides are approved ili ndvance by 1I1S. It further provides that
lit any event the annual distribution must lie not less than 5 pe-rcent of the
fair market value Of the investment awets, L.e., exclusive of assets used directly
for the foundation's exempt purposes.

Failure to make the required (listribution will result in what the Commilttee
Relprt refers to as 'A graduation of sanctions, designed to produce current len-
efits to charity." (Relort, p. 25).

As In the case of kelf-dealing, failure to distribute Income will result Initially
In a first level tax. However, the tax iln this instance Is imposel upon the
foundation's assets and Is in the amount of 15 percent of what should have been
but was not paid out as a distribution.

As in the case of w-If-dealing, a correction period is provided prior to the Im-
position of the second level tax. Again, this correction 1.&Qrlod is nominally 90
days but is extendable by the Secretary to any period lie deenis reasonable
and necessary to permit a required distribution. (I 4512(j) (2), 1). 33). Here
again, the policy of the Bill muLt be taken to afford every reasonab e oppor-
tunity to actually put the charitable assets to their intended purposes before
Imposing taxes thitt are, practically slaking, confiscatory.

If the necessary distributions are not made within the correction period then
a second level tax of 100 percent of the amount required to be IMid out is ia.
powd. The third and terminal, level of taxation for repeated or flagrant vio-
lations Is also provided

EXCESS IJU8lNrSS HOLDINGS

Section 4943 would limit to 20 percent the combined ownership of the vot-
ing stock of any corporation that may be helh by a foundation and all dis-
qualified persons. Substantial periods of time are provided for tile disposition
of presently existing excess holdings. Similarly, disposal periods are provided for
exce,, holdings acquired Iin the future front gifts or bequests, but not from
a future purchav by the foundation.

Failure to meet the divestiture requirements results again in several levels
of sanction. The first level sanction is a tax of 5 percent each year on the value
of the greatest amount of excess holding at any time during the year. Again,
an exterdable 90-day correetion period follows. (1 4913(d) (3), p. 41) If excess
holdingi. are not disposed of during the correction period a second level tax
of 200 percent of the value of the excess holdings is imposed on the foundation.
The third and terminal level of sanctions Is the same as in the case of self-
dealing.
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The 11111 Provides for Mandatory an(d Ilneidiate 'l'axation of Misappropriated
or Imprudently Invested A, ,-ts of a Iouidation that Have Been Restored or
I'reserved by a State Attorney Oeneral.

For present pIirlwises. the most sgnifle-ant aspeefs of the provisions concerning
self-dealing, failure to distribute Income and excess business holdings are
(1) their consistent tstablishnment of t period for correction prior to the im-

iWtil0o1a of tile heavy FoCld level tax, and (2) the repeated references in the
('oinmittee lel(Irt to (ite role the States are exKcted to play in accomplishing
effective correction before it i iiecesgary to impose the ,,eond level tax. Such
provisions are voiispictuously absent front the sections of the Bill relating to
the misappropriatIon and lmlnpru(lent Investment of the charitable assets of
foundations. Instead, the Bill provides for a man(latory and Immediate tax
at confiscatory level of foundation assets involved in nisappropriatton or im-
i)rudlont Investment.

IMPRUDENT INVESTMENT

Section 4-1)4 (Bill, p. 42) provides:
"(a) Tax on the Prirate Foundation.-If a private foundation invests

aly amount in such a manner as to Jeopardize tile carrying out of any of
its exempt purposes, there is hereby Imposed on the making of such In-
vestnent a tax equal to 100 Iercent of the aniount %-o Invested. The tax Im-
pos(d by this subsection shall I* paid by the private foundation."

A tax would also he imtpoed on any foundation manager knowingly Jeopardizing
the foundation's exempt purposes, such tax being equal to 50 percent of tile
111ount SO Invested. (I 4944(b), 1). 42). With such a penalty upon the persons
who, knowing tie character of their acts, are responsible for the making of
Improper Invest iments, we have no quarrel.

It is to he nottd that, financially speaking, an Investment taxable tinder section
-19i14 Iecaans. It Jeolardizes the charitable purpose of the foundation, would
also violate the so-called "prudent man rule" that governs tile investment
practices of trustees under state laws (e.g., Calif. ('iv. Code 1 2261). Under such
laws, in tile event that a foundation suffers any financial loss in the liquida-
tion or recovery of any funds Imprudently invested, the trustees are liable to
be personally surcharge for such losses.

Action to correct Inproper investment of assets dedicated to charity ranks high
in the priorities that a State attorney Ceneral gives to necessary corrective action
because of tile innediate and direct financial consequences. In fact, a State at-
torney general can much more readily and effectively deal with trustees making
imprudent Investments than in some cases of "elf-deallng" with a foundation by
those whom the Bill defines as "disqualifted Iersons." Hence, there Is an even
minore compelling reason to provide for an expendable period of correction before
the, ipositlon of a heavy tax In cases of Imprudent Investment than in cases of
self-dealiang.

Neither the terns of the Bill nor time Committee Report give any clue for the
failure of the Bill to provide three hvels of sanction and a correction period prior
to 1ninxosittonm of the second level tax comparable to that. provided for the viola-
tions considered above. Indeed, the (ommittee Report contains a statement con-
cerning ssiflon 49-14 that cannot be reconciled with Its uncompronising terms and
which would .eem to conteniplate the existence of a correction period. The Report
states (p. 31) :

"It Is expected that the 100 percent tax in this eas9 could be avoided where
a State attorney generat exercises his powers to preserve a foundation's as-
sets for charity by appointing new trustees, by requiring tile distribution of
tile offending foundation's assets to it public charity, or by taking other ap-
propriate action."

On the contrary, there is no provision in section 494-$ that wouid pcrntt the
100 pec-cent lax to be avoided. No authority or discretion to avoil or abate the
mandatory tax required by section 4944, or even to delay its imposition or Co-
lection, Is given to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate.

MISAPPROPRIATION OF FUNDS

Under section 4945(b) (5), for present purposes, any foundation expenditure
Is taxable if It is niade-"for an purpose other thai for a purpose specified in
section 501 (c) Cl)." Such an expenditure would, by definition, also constitute an
unlawful misappropriation or diversion of the funds from authorized trust pur-
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poses that Is actionable tinder state law. In point of fact, actions to recover char-
itable funds that have been improlwrly si'eit or to forestall threatened improper
expenditure rank high on the enforcement docket of an attorney general in his
enforcement of charitable trusts.

Tie 11111 specifically requires a mandatory nnd finniediate tax on misappropri-
ated assets recovered by a Slate attorney general in the exact aniount of lils re-
covery. Section 4945 provides (11111, pp. 43-44) :

"Se. 4945. 'TAXES ON 'rAXAIILE EXPi:ND1TURES.
"(a) GKNKeAL IuL.-

"(1) TAX ON PRIVAT. FOuNDATIO.--Tiere i.4 hereby Inposed on
each taxable expenditure a tax equal to 100 percent of the amount
thereof. The tax imposed by this paragraph shall be xaild by the private
foundation.

"(b) TAXABLE EXPENDITURE.-For purposes of this section, the term 'tax-
able expenditure' means any amount paid or incurred by a private
foundation ...

"(5) For any purpose other than for a purpose specified in section
501(c) (3)."

Provision Is also made for the imposition of a tax equal to 50 percent of the
wrongful expenditure by any knowing foundation manager (I 4945( a) (2), p. 43).

It may be that the draftsman of the foregoing provision was unaware of the
In)lications to a State attorney general of the generalized reference to "any
purpose other than one specified in section 501(c) (3)" which Includes a "chanr-
table" purpose. Stubparagraph (5) is the last of a series of acts s1K'ciflially pro.
hibited by section 4915. Seemingly a "catch-all" provision, it follows speclflc pro.
hibitions against carrying out propaganda, attempting to Influe-nce legislation,
influencing the outcome of a public election, as by conducting voter registration
drives, and the making of direct grants to an Individual for specified puries.

In any event, as presenitly drafted, tiection 4915(b) (5) would have the neces.
sary and unescapable effect of confiscating to the federal government the entire
sum recovered by a State attorney general which had b tin wrongfully spent for
any purpose other than tile charitable purposes for which it was Intended and
held in trust. In this respect, It is subject to tile sane objections as have been
made to section 4944, relating to imprudent investments.

CONCLUSION

In sections 4944 and 4915(b)(i), the immediacy of tile 100 percent tax, Its
mandatory nature, the absence of any period within which corrective action can
be taken before Imposition of heavy, second level taxes, iid the failure to grant
any discretion to the Secretary in the event there Is a timely correction made,
are inconsistent with the tenor of the ('omnittee Report, the quoted statement of
the Chairman of time Committee on Ways and Means, and the terms of the other
provisions of Chapter 42 of the Bill.

One Is Ilmpelied to tile conclusion the treatment actually given sections 4944
and 4915t!) (5) Is inadvertent ; something that was overlooked in the press of
the consideration that had to be given to the many other major aspe-cts of tile Bill.

Amendments shoul be made in the Senate to these twections, so as to provide
uniformly an extendable period of correction within which Inprolperly used
charitable asets can be restored to their Intended purpose and, thus, obviate
any "reason for imposing the penalty" of heavy second level and terminal third
level taxes.

Finally, it must I'e emphasized that amendments that deal only with private
foundations will not do the job that r eeds to be done to obtain effective co-
ordination df federal mind state enforcement efforts. There is equal need for simi-
lar correction periods and abatement of Income taxes with respect to charitable
organizations, exempt under section r03(c) (3), other than private foundations.
The present situation of these "other" organizations Is not altered by the 11111.
This situation has been correctly characterized by the Committee Report In these
words (P. 25) : ". .. It frequently happens that the only available sanction (loss
of exempt status) either Is largely ineffectual or else Is unduly harsh."

Twice, within the past year, the National Association of Attorneys General by
formal resolution have endorsed and sought the enactment of bills that would
protect the interests of the States and, at the same time, effectuate the purpose



of the 1111 with respect to all types of cliarltalile organization. The presently pre-
ferred method of ac(OmplImIiIng this, In view of the provisions of tlie Bill, Is set
forth in tie recommnidations made herewitll.

'OSTSC(RIPT: I)ISCIOSURES TO STATE OFFICIALS

Most Importantly to State attorneys general, the Bill nmends section 6104 to
direct that iiotice of federal tax action be given and federal records joertaining
to such action be made available to State officials engaged in enforcing state law.
These provisionis are a direct tuid gratifying response to thu(' requests for such
notice and disclosure inade in tIne Resolutions of the National Association of
Attorneys General aind contained fit tie ('orinan an(d 'tt Mills referred to above.

These provisions (1111, pp. 00-61) are described In the Committee Report in
words that signify the Intent (Rteport, p. 37) :

"in order to fa('ilitate effective enforcement of State common law and
statutory requirement.s regarding exempt organizations, the bill directs the
Internal lRevenue Service to notify the appropriate State officer (attorney
general, tax officer, or other official charged ilth overseeing charitable
organizations) of: (1) any refusal by the Service to recognize the exempt
status of any organization that Is now exempt or that applies for exemption;
(2) any violation by such organization of the requirements of Its exemption;
ani (3) the mailing of a notice of deficiency regarding the tax described
below in "Change of Status" or any of the taxes described above relating to
self-dealing, income (list ribuitions, business holdings, Jeopardizing of char-
itable purposes, and improper expenditures. In addition, the Service will
be required to make available, under regulations, any Information about
the Items listed above that Is relevant to any determination under State law."

This amendment is not limited to private foundations. By Its Items the Bill
makes the foregoing applicable "In tihe case of any organization which Is exempt
from taxation under section 501(a). . . ." (10104(c) (1), p. 60).

ArhiNnMEMTM TO H.R. 13270 RE.LATINo TO TIME COORWINArON OF FEDERAL AND

STATE SUPF:RVISION OF TIE AFFAIRS OF CIIARITABLM ORGANIZATIONS

AMENDMENT NO. I

Section - of the bill Is amended to provide that part I of subchapter P of
chapter 1 of tIhe Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to exempt organizh-
tions) have added at the end thereof the following new section:

"So. 5M. COORDINATION WITH STATE SUPERVISION OF CHARITABLE
ORlGANIZATIONS WHERE EXEMPTION 1 DENIED OR Ex-
CISE TAX IMPOSED.

"(a) OROANIZATIONS TO WHICH SECTION AmPeai:s.-This section shall apply in
the case of any organization which has been exempt front taxation under section
501(a) for any taxable year pursuant to section 501(c) (3) and which subse-
quently elther-

"(1) has been denied exemption from ta:caton under section 501(a) by
reason of having been operated in a mannr which does not meet, or no
longer meets, the requirements of its exemption, or

"(2) has been sent a notice of deficiency o? tax imposed under section 507
or chapter 42.

"(b) REFUND OF ABATEMENT OF TAX WHERE CORRECTIVE STATE ACmIos Is
TrAKKIN.-If, followltig the notifcation prescribed In section 6104(c) to the appro-
priato State officer, such State officer-

"(1) Within one year notifies the Secretary or his delegate that corrective
action has been Initiated pursuant to State law to accomplish a transfer of
all of the assets of the organization to which this section applies to an orga-
nization or organizations described in section ,03(l) (1), (2), (3), (4), or
(5) for such charitable ;ur',se as may be ordered or approved by a court
of eomlptent Jurlsd!etlon, and up 'u completion of the corrective action, the
Secretary or hip delegate receives cerdfleation from the appropriate State
officer that su h action has resulted in the transfer of all such assets to
such organization or organizations, then-

I References are to page and nuvb4'red lines of 11.R. 13270 as printed under date of
August 2, 199.
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"(A) in the case of nn amendment of tax attributable to the deni l
of exemption or Imposed by section 507 or chapter -12 that ias b ,en paid
by the organization, such amount shall be lpI1d to (he appropriate State
officer or to his order to be dib-tributed in accordance with the State
corrective action, or

"(B) In Vie case of an amount of such tax or any liability in resrect
thereof not yet collected, the Secretary or his delegate shall abate stlch
tax and any liability in respect thereof.

"(2) Within any correction period provided by chapter .12 or nitnety days
after the notification prescribed in section 6101(c), whichever is longer,
notifies the Secretary or his delegate that corrective action is being Initiatetl
under State law to obtain appropriate relief fromt the (otdliet or operations
which gave rise to the denial of exemption or the imipo-ition of tax under
section 507 or chapter 42, then the Secretary or his delegate may, for any
period which lie determines will be conducive to bringing about such correc-
tion, defer action on the asses.nient or the collection by levy or a proceding
in court in respect of any tax attributable to the d(lenal of exemption or
Imposed by section 507 or chapter 42. If, as tie result of .orrective action
taken under State law other than the result referred to in jorugraph (I). ihe
Secretary or his delegate deterinines that adequate provision has been
made--

"(A) to correct, insofar am practicable. the effects of (lie act or con.
duct or operation which led to the denial of exemption or t 1w Inl)sition
of tax, and

"(B) to effectively prevent any recurrence of such act or conduct.
he may abate the unpaid portion of the assessment of any tax attributable to the
denial of exemption or impo-ed by chapter 42 against an organization to which
this section applies or any lia)ility iln respect thereof.

"(c) DrFINITIos.--For purixsem of this section--
"(1) TAX ArrintUTABL. TO DENIA. OF E.x.Me-rrio.--Thx attributable to

denial of exemption dos not Include tMe amount of tax which would have
been inposed under section 511 (relating to imposition of tax on unrelated
business income of charitable organizations) if an organization to which
this section applies had not been denied its exempltlon.

"(2) FINAL I)sPosiTio.-A "final dlsipsitlon" of assets results If after
such disposition is made nothing further remains to fix the rights and oblil-
gations of any party with respect to such as-,ets, and no further contro-
versy or litigation can arise thereon.

"(3) AssF.rs oE AN OROA IATION.-The assets of an organization to which
the section applies include the assets leld by or for the benefit of such or-
ganization and assets held by or for the benefit of a fiduciary or such organi-
zation for which by reason of his liability as a fiduciary under State law,
such fiduciary Is liable to pay to such organization."

AMENDMENT NO. 2 (CONFOSMINOt

Section 101 (g) of the bill, concerning the suspension of the period of lImita-
tions for the assessment and collection of tax, Is amended as follows:

Page 64, line 16, strike out the word "or".
Page 64, line 16. following 4943(d) (3) Insert: ", or . 50(b) (2)."

STAIMENT BY SAi l VL. P. HAYEm, PRESIDENT, Foiouu:ION Poicy ASSOCIATION

I am Samutel P1. Hayes, President of the Foreign Policy Assoclation. I applre-
elate this olp)ortunity to prevent my written views on 1.R. 13270 to this
committee.

The Fbreign Policy Association has been in exiWeitce since 1918, when It. was
formed by a group of distinguished Americans, among whom were C'harles A. and
Mary Beard, John R. Commons, Walter Dramrosch, John Dewey, Felix Frank-
furter, Judge Learned Hand, William M. Hocking, Ralph S. Rounds, Jacob I.
Schiff, E. R. A. Seligman and Ida M. Tarbell. Its basic purpose Is to present facts
on America's foreign policy problems to as large an audience of editors, writers,
educators and other interested persons as possible. It is devoted to making avail-
able to the American public the results of careful study of all sides of every
International question affecting the United States to the end that the American
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people might understand fully what our problems are and how they can be dealt
with iiost effectually.
The Asmociation is i non-proflt ineinbershill organization exempt under Section

501 (c) (3) of ithe Internal Revenue C(ode. Its income in tite last fiscal year eniling
June 30, 1f) 0 was 1.61 million dollars. Of thls amont. foundations provide the
grevatest portion (2S%), vorlorations contribute (18 ,). individuals (11/r) and
iUC"lle( fron As.ug'lIlioil scrvicts anlld niattrialsn. the rest. I believe that. tinder
tie trins of the Act. ti, Aqocialtlon will not be classic tied as a private founda-
tion under the exceptions provided in prolSosed Section 509. This Is, of course, a
variable detrmlination front) year to year, deli, nding upon our sources of
xuI pport.

Our concert stems from the fact that a sul)stantial amount of oiir support Is i
tihe form of grants from folndatlons, f)]any of whilh will undoubtexdly he clasi-
fled as privatee fouhlttlon" tider proposed Section 509. And under the proposed
Tfax Reform Act, grants by sueh fomldaliomlE to other foundations, private and
non-private alike, will we i)elieve be subject to ioroposed Section 4W5. the "tax-
abl expendilturvs" proviplin. Therefore, we are vitally concerned that the
amlbiguities iln that Sectlon-prlicularly those imrts deling with "political
aetlvtes"-be clarified. Winless this Is (loll(-, we are convinced that cautious
foundation managers will cense making grants to our Asmociation, and similar
organlyxitions, for thir' fear that our activities, even though not intended to be
covered by Soction .1915, would nevertheless subject them to the harsh stations
of tile Act.

Section .1 5 imposes taxes o01 "taxable expenditures" by a private foundation.
The foundation pays a tax equal to 100% of the anoulilt of the expellitures, and
any foundation manager vho knowingly agrees to the making ef such an expendi-
ture nulst pay a lax equal to .50,% of tile amount involved (with no maximum).
Under Section 4015(b) in relevant iort, ihe teiiu "taxable expenditure" includes
any amount "paid or incurred" by a private foundation (1) to carry out propa-
ganda or otherwise attempt to Inlueitce hegislatlion; (2) to Influence the out-
collie of any public election, including voter registration drives carried oil by or
for such foundation. This category is further defined under Section 4945(c) as
follows:

"For purposes of subsection (b) (1), the terin 'taxable expenditures'
includes (but is not liluited to)-

"(1 ) any attempt to Influence legislation through an attempt to affect
the oplniloi of the general public or any segment thereof, aul

"(2) any attempt to influence legislation through private conun-
cation with any inen ber or employee of a legislative body, or with any
other person who may lxirtieliate in the formulation of the legislation,

other than through making arailablc tlc results of nonpartleans anulyals or
rearch. . . ." [Emphasis added.]

Our activities have through the years been in the highest tradition of dis-
passionate examination of public issues. As such, they have clearly constituted
"educational" activities for tax purposes within the long-standing Interpreta-
tion of that terin as It is used in Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
For niany years, the Treasury has recognized, quite rightly, that the term "educa-
tional" Includes ". . . the instruction of the public on subjects useful to the
individual and beneficial to the community . . ." and that "an organization may
be educational even though it advocates a partillular position or view so long as it
presents a suffiiently full and fair exposition of the pentinent facts as to permit
anl individual or tile public to forti all independent opinion or conclusion." Regs.
11.501(c) (3)-i (d) (3). This definition applies even to an organization express-
Ing a partisan viewpoint as long as It presents a "full and fair exposition" of the
pertinent facts. Our Assocatolln has not only always sought to present such a "full
and fair exposition of the pertinent facts" but, in fact, does not attempt to ad-
vocate a particular position or viewpoint. We Intend to continue to follow this
guiding principle In the future.

It seems evident that the language of subsction (c) clearly evidences a Con-
gressional Intent to exclude activities such as those engaged in by our Associa-
tion pes activities "making available the results of non-partisan analysis or re.
search." However, since the meaning of this succint exclusion is not made clear
lin the House Committee Report, cautious foundation managers may cease making
grants available to our Association because of their fear that we are not covered
by the exclusion and hence, such grants would ibe "taxable expenditures."
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Therefore, we respectfully retuest that languag, 1. ins.erted In the Con-
mittee Report to make it clear that the statutory term "inking available tie
results of noil-partisat analysis or rsciirchl" Is itt least lintIded to be co)eXhnsive
with, and thus to include, the "4dueational" activities dlescriled in Ilegs. j 1.501
(c) (3)-1 (d) (3), previously referred to. Further, we lotk thai the ('ot niittee lIe-
port will also make clear that the educational activities of th(- Foreign Policy
Association are specifically what Congress had in iiind when it excluded from
the "taxable expenditures" provision activtl is whih make available the results
of non-partisan analysis or research.

STATEMENT SUBMIrTmi ON IWEIIALF 01 TIl' II,_CKSCIIEH FOUNDATION I'0.2 C1iiir.iD
OF NE\V YOHK, AND PUBLIC WVARI.I ro: F'OvNXI.k'IoN. INC.. o1r lif ii' l'ISlkl'rl oF
COLUMBIA, BY IYMSAN G. RIEINIDMAN, OF \'NNCIMi, SCHULIMAN & M.ANNINO,
WVASiHINOTON, D.C.

The proposed addition to the Internal Revenue Code of Sevtion .IiN3 (T'axes
oil Excess lBusintess holdings), as contained in section 101(b) of 11.11. 13270,
should be rejected by your Committee for at least three reasons. Firs-t al(d mo,t
signilcanltly, section 101(b) attacks charities which do not in fact commit Ill%
evils which the legislation, according to the committeeee report, was d,-igned! 'o
eliminate. Second, the ultimate impact of section 101 (th) would lbt to iumpair the
operations of bona fide charitable beneficiaries of those institutions which are
hit by the new rule although they have not used exempt status Imlirolt ly. And,
third, tie practical coisequeiice of section 101 (b) (.onlits wilh fhe repeatcd
call, often endorsed by the government, for the private sector of society to
Increase its participation in charitable matters.

Turning to these objections in sonewhat greater detail
First, the propo-ed section goes far beyond the reasons offered for Its enact-

iment in House Report No. 91-413, page 27. The major reasons advanced by the
House are that (1) in some cases foundations which have retained control of
businesses have been ". . . relatively unconcerned about producing income to be
used by the foundation for charitable lmrposes." and (2) in other cases, tile
business controlled by the foundation ". . .may be run In a way which unfairly
competes with other businesses whose owners iulst pay taxes on tie income
that they derive from the businesses."

Instead of attacking these abuses directly, the proposed legi-ilatio makes
control of a business evil by a foundation per se(, regardless of whether that
control Is in fact used to produce income whihlt Is used by tie fodllttion solely
for charitable purposes, and regardless of whether the lrusns Is in fact run
in it fairly competitive manner. Thus, under the lHouse bill, Instances of Improper
control of a business by a foundation, serve to contanilnate all other founda-
tions which have lit no way misused control. This blanket (conhemnition of
control aniouits to it case of overkill.' 'lie abusts M hilh can occur through
improler foundation conduct should, of course, be ellinliated to the greatest
extent IKssible. We would suggest that the bill as it stands itlterdicts tile
potential for misconduct in an overgeneral way, rather than interdicting sj '-ilic
misconduct if, as and when it actually occurs.

The second and third reasons the i)rolx)se(l law should be rejected are closely
interrelated. At the outset, Its ultimate cost must be borne by those wimp can
least afford It, that is by the beneliciaries of the charities which wIll be required
to relinquish their control of profitable businesses, losing thereby the Iincome
which would have been used for charitable purposes. Where a charity uses its
control of a business to produce reasonable Income, and In doing so competes
fairly with taxable businey'ses, It (toes so because its financial yield from that
business Is as great or greater than that which could be (A)tuinId by selling
control and reinvesting the proceeds. In many cases th controlled builne
yields a larger than normal return, but is not readily saleable. To compl, a sale
will in many Instanes result In a great sacrlcte of capital, and in other Instamies
may result in a disastrous liluidation. The requirement to dispose of a holding
in excess of 20% assumes, contrary to the fact, a holding frr which a market

'Also. It Is highly questionable whether It Is appropriate to ure the Internal Revenue
Code as the veh icle by which to Impose. In the guise of a revenue measure, regulations
on the activities of fiduciaries, Le., the officers anad directors of a charitable foundation,



vxl.ts. Act.li lly. the reverse is tIru,. llilrely does a charitable organization )hol](
as muclih or iiort, tlii "L ,( of Ji corpioratimion whi tse ,I o.k is I)il llvtiy traded. lnder

tJi 4.i , ia-tll stiu lli S, (i veilit ii rv of cont rol iay result In a diliUiinu of llconle
to liw, .hlrity, with it ('omoinit itt (iniiiuitin tof its (hliriltalle grantS. Those
Irlsons :lit(I orgatnizatlotim. w~hu ot herwvise willhl IK, ile recipients of those
gr! illts %%III be it lh( ones to stuffer from th li (1' litniit l oll of tile foidui tlfoil's illco ne,
which il t-ii 4 directly stnis fromiu its divest ttore of control.

'1'l, ounly wily for slch re(ltictlon Ili charitable grants to ie recoupd(, If It is to
Ie rc'ewied tit all, vollid e for the governlmitt, o sul)si(lize the grants. To sug-
g(,st hutit Ih goverlllltnet assume Inlt btur(den Is ,lireetly contrary to this and
irvioi.s ti(luiiuistrati(onl's reik'ated (all 111)1)1 the fp vate sector of our society
to tinrejise Its parllcllpation il inecessary roclal u;I chrltable It matters. One of
the, history means by which the private svetor ha.s been able to participate In
soc.iu l and .haritaibh, activities 14 through tax-ex,'mpnt foundations. If enacted, the
i)rojKwsed section would (liiinisl th( tinaclal ability of the p)rivate sector
through Iitu of sllCh founllt llons to carry oni ne(ed social and(i charitable
itet i'it is.

V'h lheihrefore reconuinjeid that this systeil be considered, and that the legis-
lation flitally (iiacte be that which Is directed towards prohibiting and punish-
Ing insit.Re of control, anId not tile cristcniac of ('onroIl. Tite law should not punish
on tile basis of it lotlnli for misconduct ; such all a)pproach is too sulerflclal
all analysis of tht, actual, workings of the foullndations affected b, thIs 'aw.
Indeed, it Is al)ppar(,iit front tile l)ro)Ose( legislation that the Ways & Means
('oniulltee recognized that ('oritrol, pcr se, is not an evil. In subsection (k)4 of
Stct-lton 4917 (if 11.1. 13270, two foundations ( reported by the press to be the
W. K. Kellogg Iounidatlmm and the Benwoo(d Founlttlon) were given specific
exelimliors froli t lt' l)roijosed legislation. Manifestly, if those two foundations
are to hIe exeplt Iecatuse tlie/ (to inOt mnisUse control, certainly all other founda-
lions whith to lnot 111lsuls, corttrol should ie granted similar relief front the re-
tilnicnents of i)rol)ose(l Seetiott 4913.

Trhis stoteiuntn is stiltlted oil belialf of two foundations which, we submit,
have used their control of fully taxable corl)oratton; to compete fairly with other
busie sses and to l)roduce substantial Income which has been used exclusively
for charitable pllrposes.

One foundation, The Ileckscher Foundation For Children of New York, is 48
ytars ol, and was created by a special act of Its state's legislature. By prudent
imanagenient of fully taxable corporations It has been able to pay out over
$3,00,000 for recognized charitable purposes-prineipally in the field of child
welfare. Its board, and those of the fully taxable corporations It controls con-
sist, almoSt exclusively, of persons unrelated to the foundation's donor.

i)uring tie period SePltember 30, 1942 to December 31, 198, Heckscher Founda-
tion had a gross divilend anti interest Income of $3,643,000. Its Income in 1942
was $29,000 and in 118, $300,000. I)uring the same period of time It has dis-
tributed to varlous charities, lkrilclI)ally those concerned with child welfare,
03,25'7,000. Adninlstrat lve expenses for tile 27 year period have been $415,000,
for an average of about 11%, but, whereas Income has Increased more than ten-
fold over the period, administrative cost.s4 have only doubled and are currently

6.4%,* of Income.
From 1921 to 1947, the iieckscher Foundation operated, In its own or rented

building, a dental clinic, employment agency for teenagers, thrift shop, Infant
foster caro services and a community center for children, which had a daily at.
tendance of 1,000 children, with facilities for sports, arts and crafts, musical
instructl ion, etc.

Since 1947, Its method of operation has been to contribute its Income directly
to children" charitable organrzations operated by others, such as community
centers, camps and hospitals.

The other foundation, Public Welfare Foundation, Inc. of the District of
Columbia, Is approxhuately 18 years old. Tbis foundation, hi order to satisfy
the Internal Rihvenue Service's requirement that it not engage in busin'-vs,
approximately three years ago transferred Its business assets to fully taxable
subsidiaries which, while competing fairly with others, over the years have pro-
vided the foundation .4th approximately $6,000,000 with which to make char-
itable grants. Those grants have been )rincipally in support of higher education.
child care Institutions and child development programs.

One of Public Welfare Foundation's primary objectives Is making higher
education possible for young people who would otherwise be. deprived of the



opl)ortunlty. Continuous support has been given to work-stiidy, liw titum s'loms
find colleges, s.cholarhil) Sitd loau1 fullds, Voatio il training Ipr.,graim Iu. t-tv. As
lin example, the filndat lol ha. e8aolll'g ed all( .,t1IIwrt4I the tIt-velopilmet of
Warren Wilson College it North Carolinami over a I hilrt en year irili, from
it small Junior coliuge for mountain youth to a fully accredited! four-year Insti-
tution which last summiner graduated its first clu.,s (of IG5 seniors with bacca-
laureate degrees. Other such Institutions sire SAlartn:lmurg Junior collegee lit
South Carolina; College of the Virgin Islands; Ohio State ti'nilersity; Piney
Woods Country Life School in Mississippi; hrea College: Navajo ('minunlity
College in Arizona ; Knox College in Jamaica ; Stillimai College, Alalbma, to
nai1e a few.

Improved child care institutions and child devIoliment programs also are
major concerns of Pullie Welfare Foundatlon. The National Capital Area Chill
Day Care Association hlas been helped to e.,tablish good neilghuorhuiv enters
to eare for the children of working mothers, many of whoin have bee) reiovel
from tihe welfare rolls anvl are now self-supl)porting. All areas of uhild welfare
and development have be-it aided, including training for the retarded and eruo-
tionally disturled, foster hoies, mtedclal facilities, tutorhIg lorograms. etc. A
number of programs initiated by the federal government lit Aplalachli havy,
been aided through the Council of the Southern Mountains.

For either foundation to divest itself of tie stock of the fully taxable corpora-
tions it controls, under threat of a deadline, would comix,! it to Macriflce its
valuable assets at less than their full value, and before their full potential has
been realized by the charities. Under the usual conce.tL of a fiducilary's obliga-
tions to beneficihries, such sale nightt well le considered improper. For theso
foundations to obtain sales prices sufficient to prode. the sane annual income
from relnvestments, they would have to obtain a mnaxinmin price for their present
assets. To do so under tle proposed statutory deadlinues inay prove Impossible.'
The first deadline Is two years away, and would require sale of at least 10% of
the holdings. Sales of a minority interest, lurtleiulerly lit it small comlpaty, gem-
eraily can be made only at a discount. This problem may also exist as to a sale
of 51% In order to satisfy the 5 year deadline. Thums, the practical choice Is for
the foundations either to sell part of their holdings at a discount, or to rush
to a sale of all of their holdings within the two year period. 1in either event, the
result could be a substantial loss to the beneficiaries of their charitable grants!

PovF.. BTurrE, Osmo., Octobcr 1, 1969.
lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Scnatc Conmittec on Finance, Scnatc Oficc Building, Wa.hingfon,

D.C.
Re: H.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969: Retain the 7/% oil Foundation in-

comes; and also retain the 100%, penalty taxes for violations, Sees. 4944 and
4945.

HONORABLE SIRS: This letter and supporting exhibits reveal the practice where.
by tax-free Foundations are abusing the tax-exempt privilege accorded to them
by the American people.

Tax-exempt Foundations are dispensing tax-exempt funds to certain organiza-
tions which are affiliated with the Public Administration Clearing House
(PACH).

The 83d Congress, 2d Session took note of PACII by these words: (p. 221, TAX-
EXEMPT FOUNDATIONS, House Report #2681, 12/16/64, Special Committee
to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations, lion. B. Carroll Reece, Tennessee,

9.The conditions Imposed by sectIon 101(b) would seem to anticipate that they would
apply to foundations holding stock In large corporations whose shares are publicly traded
and hence readily disposable without financial sacrifice. This would not be so in the case
of a wholly o: closely owned enterprise for which only a limited market exists.

' Because the relief from the two year deadline Intended by subsection 4943(d) (4)
(B) (i) may not contain sufilient yardsticks (as to what constitutes, and who decide if,

a severe depressive effect on the value . . ." is created) to assure Its being grsnted
administratively without the risks of protracted and eip.nalve litigation, fiduciaries, In
order to avoid such risks, may find an early sale at a discount the more prudent course.
To do so would, of course, reduce the principal and thus the income out of which to
make future grants. Thus, again, the beneficiaries of the charity, the people least able
to afford It, would be the ones tco pay the ultimate costs of thi legislatiou.
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Chairman): "There are some special foundations or similar organizations tQ
which we have been able to give insufficient attention in sonie cases and none in
others. These should all he studied, Among those which we have not heretofore
mentioned (or have mentioned only briefly) are these:

"TH1E PUlB ,IC AI)MINISTIATI ON CLEARING HOUSE (PACH headed
the list) etc."

The bulk of my private continuing research on PACIH, extending over the past
dozen years, has been published In books and national magazines, and i3 appearing
weekly in newspapers in several states.

Highlight of this brief r~suni6 Is the timely proof that tax-exempt funds cur.
rently are being used to II'IESS federal legislation. Please see photocopies at-
inci(ed ( i'xlilllts I), H, 1", 0)' regarding 11.1t. 20 regarding the 1970 Census
Implicated are Ford Foundation and the National Association of Counties. Both
Ford Foundation and NACo, are tax-exempt. NACo, through an interlocking
directorate and purpose, Is affiliated with PACI.

I respectfully request that this lettr and enclosures be made a part of the
record of the Hearings on the '"ax Reform Act of 1969."

Rtespet fully,
J. HINDMAN.

For these reasons, we again request that the statutory prohibitions be limited
to misuse of control and not to control , pcr sC.

Tnr. 01st CoNoRmss SWAYED rY TAX-EXEMPT FOUNDATIoN ACTIVITIES

CArnegle Corporation, Ford Foulidation, Rockefeller (Spelinan Fund) tax-
exempt foundations long have contributed heavily to a political syndicate that
spearheads attempts to influence legislation, legislators and legislatures in the
United States.

The subject example pertaln0v to 1111 20 introduced January 3, 1909, by lHon.
Jackson PiI. Betts, M. C. (Ohio), a bill to remove the jail sentence penalty oil all
decennial census questions and the $100 line on all but six subjects essential to
the population count.

Exhibits attached, A, B, C, list appropriations taken at random from various
annual reports of Carnegie, Ford and Rockefeller foundations.

Beneficiaries listed: Council of State Governm,.. Is, National Muntcl/il League
(Now York) are Influential affiliates of the Public Administration Clearing
House at 1313 H. 00th St., Chicago (Exhibit 11). Descriptions of appropriations
reveal the political nature of the activities supported.

Spring 1969, Council of State Governments moved its headquarters to Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, but maintains an office at "1313" in Chicago, at Its former quar-
ters at that address. (Exhibit I (Eye))

The entire PACH complex is linked by an Interlocking directorate plus a mu-
tual goal which was explained officially by the Reece Report (Tax-Exempt
Foundations). See Exhibit C.

Current Example in 91st Congress:
National U.S. legislation Is tampered with, also. The burial of the 1070 census-

correction bill, htR 20, demonstrates. (Exhibit J).
Tax-exempt money, expended by a tax-exempt foundation (Ford) to other

tax-exempt organizations (National Assn. of Counties and National Service to
Regional Councils) combined to work against the best Interests of U.S. citizens.
HR 2D and similar bills would limit the census questions to a basic six; It would
free Americans from penalties should they decline to answer a long census
questionnaire. (Exhibit G)

The NSRC, a PACH-1313 propaganda service that reaches newspaper editors,
government officials, etc., launched anl attack against ttR 20. As late as Sept. 22,
1969, the bill lies dormant. NSRC Is jointly sponsored by National Assn. of
Counties (NACo) and the National League of Cities, both PACII-1313 adjuncts.
(Exhibit F).

'Appendixes D, E, and F are made a part of the oMeial files of the committee.
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NACo went even further, urged its iiejinlsr' to contact legislator., naming
names. (Exhibit E) NACo is tax-exmnilpt. Ford louidation which has given at
least $485,000 to NACo in recent years., likwis is fa -tXtij'tl ( l':hibit )). Iloth
Ford Foundation and NACo, for similar violzti''zis. jlr%'bahly wohld draw 100%
penalties under the income tax reform bill, lilt 14271. if 4-jiwtt.

It is earnestly expected that thw Senate ('ozi itt(e on Finallete will retain
the 714% tax on Foundation incomes; and also rntailn tie l00 -c peiially taxes
for violations, Sees. 4944 & 41945.

LIST OF EXHIBITS

Exxhilbit A-Carnegie Corporation appropriation, via riots yei rs.
Exhibit B-Ford Foundation appropriations, various years.
Exhibit C-R1ockefeller Foandation.
Exhibit D--(photocopy) page from The Counly Omffcer, NA(4o libllation.
Exhibit I--(photocopy) "'Washington Report", jage from. April 11, lfs.1, by

NACo, 1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Wash., l).('. 20030
Exhibit F-(photocopy) overlays re: Congressman Itetts' hill, lilt 20 images from

NSRC (National Service to Regional Councils), sponsorel by National A8,4n.
of Counties (NACo) and National League of ('ities (NI'X, formerly American
Munciplal Assn.)

Exhibit G-(photocopy) letter of Congressman Jaekscn E Betts re: liR 20,
introduced Jan. 3, 1969, a bill to remove the jail senteae pet'nthty oni all decen-
nial census questions, etc.

Exhibit H-MetroChart by Jo Hindman, flow chart of PACIl-1313 complex.
Exhibit I--current newspaper release by Jo Hind man, brhef history of i'A(il-

1313's Council of State (overnments and tax-exempt support of. ddthi.c (ated
9/30/69.

Exhibit J-Newspaper tear sheet containing Jo lindian Iblished colimn re:
1970 census questionnaire, from The ledger, Montrose, ('aliforia, June 26,
1969. exposing IIACI-1313 interference, and suppression of federal legislation.
Caption, "Solons Argue, But Census Formns )one."

EXHIBIT A

CARNEGIE CORP.

Annual Apoi"reports, e~years Riciplents and purpose Pate atlocatiom

1965 ....... Citizens Conference on State Legislatures (X-3098) ................................ 6 $100.000
Note: CCSL is linked with PACH-1313's National Munkipal League.

Committee for Economic Development (X-2989) ................................ 69 39, 000
Government management. Note: CEO recommends abolishment of about i of
elective offices.

Council on Foregin Relations (8-3211) ........................................... 69 400.000
General support.

1967 ........ Council of State Governments (X-3215) .......................................... 83 52. 000
Note: PACH-1313 for Governors Conference.

National Municipal League-PACH -1313 (0-3301) ................................. 87 285,000
For research on State constitutional conventions.

Rutgers the University of New Jersey (B-3266) .................................. 9 90,000
For seminars for State legislators conducted by the Eagleton Institute of Politics(1313 linked).Wors Low Fund (X-31 ..................................................... 91 14000

Research on wol or er.
1968 ....... Citizens Conference on State Legisltures (1313-linked) (8-3342) ................... 81 300000

For research and education on State fegisaturos.
Council of State Governments (PACH-1313) (X -3243) .............................. 82 9, 700

For Governors conference.
Rutgers (8-3266 X-3260) ...................................................... 86 260,000

Eagleton institute for seminars for State legislatots.
Study of independence and accountability In the contact State (8-3355) ............ 89 60.000
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EXHIBIT B

FORD FUNDAliON

Year Annual reports information, statement of grants Pale Amount

LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

1957. American Society for Public Administration ....................................... 67 $215, 0
Expansion of Its activities, membership (PACH-1313 linked).

National Muncisla League (PACH-1313) .............................. 68 150, 000
For constitutional amendment and revision.

Rutgers (1313 linked) .......................................................... 68 15,000
Study of selected State constitutional problems.

Washington State Research Council, Inc ......................................... 6. 1 24, 397
Prelegislatve conference of members of Washington State Legislature.

West Virginia Unfversity ........................................................ 68 23,000
Prelegislatlve conference of numbers of West Virginia Legislature and public.

URBAN AND REGIONAL PROBLEMS

Institute of Publk Administration (1313 linked) ................................... 70 2,500
Conference on research on metropolitan government

National Municipal League PACH-1313 ........................................... 70 70,000
General prcgrsm.

S t Louis University .. ........................................... 70 12,500
St Louis referendum campaign.

Southern California University of ....................................... 70 25,000
PWa nnine on Interuniversty a.roach to urban problems in the California re..io..Washinglton University ..... .......................................... 70 12, 500
SL Louis referendum campaign.-

THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

.V. . American Political Science Association ........................................... 117 169,000
Program of Congressloial fellowships.

California, University o (Berkeley) ...................... 117 200,000
Iteruniversity program of legislative internships.

Columbia Universty ......................................................... 117 53,220
Research and publication on State constitutional amendment and revision.

URBAN AND REGIONAL PROBLEMS

National Association of County Offiels (NACO) .................................. 120 160,000
Local Government Education and Research, inc.-Program to Improve county

gvefrnmen, In cooperation with NACO 131 Inked.
Naion Municpal Leage (PACH-I 313) ......................................... 120 30,000

Program to Improve government on State and municipal levels.

URBAN AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS

1964 ....... National Association of Counties (NACO) (1313.1inked) ............................ 119 200,00
Research, advisory services.

National Municipal League (PACH-1313) ........................................ 1 119 50,000
Lagislative apportonment.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM (special reprint, p. Ii)

I96S ....... Ns;oaal Municipal LealUe I .................................................... I 918, 501
!ohn F. Kennedy Institute of Politics ............................................. 5 2, 000, O0,
Inte'nshlps In State lellslatures .......................................... 5 70,$12
Penjerdel (Pensylvanla-New Jersey-Doelaware mtopolitan project) ............. 5 185,000

ith a" 1saei lfromp. he N the il-p L e willr mm
"With a r an .the ateonl Munpai LUe~ will commission State-by-State studies of the anges likely to

reee from th ourel o4n, s on reapporftonant of votng districts for State gislatures. (Previously, on the heels of
the hitorkc 1962 Supree Court decision giving Federal courts revew over the consttuio4ty of State legislative re.
apprtioment the LIaUe reeieVd an eAleency grant to establish an information center on rtapportomenL Its

rclhave been widely utilized by the Department lof Justice, Fedwal Judes, Cogressmen, and private groups

zXHIM 0

Rooxmouz Wo UrAox (OpmuJn Fum)

Tax-exempt Rockefeller (Spelman Fund) built the political syndicate core at
1813 E. 60th St., Chicago, site of the Rockefeller university. The core was named
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CLEARING HOUSE and was self-dubbed "1818"
and Thirteen-Thirteen in the organizationB' own literature.
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Between 1931-52, PACII-1313 received from Rockefeller-Spelman $8,068,740.
(Cf. page 894 "Tax-Exempt Foundations"-The Rleece Committee).

(See page 89-4 of tie Hearings) (1954)
learings-p. 895: 'There Is nothing ambiguous about the warning on p. 9 of

the 1941 annual report of the Rockefeller foundbitlon: 'If we are to have a durable
peace, If out of the wreckage of the present a new kind of cooperative life is to be
built on a GLOBAL SCALE, the part that science and advancing knowledge will
play must not be overlooked'."

Hearings--p. 8fo3: "It Is only natural to wonder about the agencies selected to
work in these inviting areas to build 'a cooperative life on a global scale.'..."
(continuing, same page): TlE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CLEARING-
HOUSE . . . Is also a guarantee of the foundation." (S lluatin Fund, Ed.)

"Composed of 21 organizations of public officials representing functional opera.
tIons of Government (such as welfare, finance, public works, and personnel) the
clearinghouse is designed to keep public officials in touch with 'the results of
administrative experience and research in their respective fields' . .0.

On page 221 of the Reece Report on Tax-Exempt Foundatlonp followed the
recommendation which I quoted in my letter to your Senate Finatice Committee
regarding the PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION CLEARING HOUSE, (PACH.)

The numerous organizations which are affiliated and linked with PACIt would
have become extinct had not the tax-exempt funds of many foundations-Car-
negie, Ford and Rockefeller are just three that have been included hre--been
placed at their disposal.

Exhibits D-through-J follow, as incorporated, numbered pages 8 through 14,
belonging to this documentation.

CONCLUSION: I urge the Senate Finance Committee to retain in HR 13270
or any re-titled or re-numbered legislation regarding the reform of the income
tax federal law the 7 % (or any higher percentage) tax on Foundations Income;
also the penalty 100% tax for violations of the law.

IRX11BIT 0

CoNoBVss or UNIT STATICS,
HousE or REPREsENTATIVis,

Washington, D.O.
DEA MI : The census reform Issue is very much alive in the 91st Congress.

Favorable action depends on expressions of support for this objective sent to
every Congressman and Senator from their constituents. You and your friends
can help by writing letters and circulating petitions to your Congressman and
Senators.

On January 3, 1989, I introduced H.R. 20, a bill to remove the jail sentence pen-
alty on all decennial census questions and the $100 fine on all but sI subjects
essential to the population count. More reforms than these are needed in the long,
complex and overly personal nature of the forms which are a vast extension of
the census from its Constitutional purpose of enumerating the population. The
repeat of offensive mandatory requirements on all census questions Is a significant
beginning. My position is outlined in the enclosed statement.

The final months before the April 1, 1970 census are at hand. Anything you can
do will be appreciated. The people you talk with about this subject and who
want to do something should not write to me but to their representative in Con.
gress. I need all the support for hearings and an early vote by the House that can
be generated by concerned citizenL

Thank you for your expresson of concern.
Sincerely, JAcEsO

3 O--.8 O--pt. I of 7- 10
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1313 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois \KER. 50.ULLUf i WAY I
(Public Administration Clearing House)\ THE ETOPOITAN OVEPNMENT IUO - O ""

1. Council of State Governments -' CIA
2. Public Administration Service NETWOIK (IN PART)
3. Governors' Conference C 4

4. Conference of Chief Justices
5. National Legislative Conference
6. National Association of Attorneys

GeneralCHIAGO
7. National Association of State Budget

Officers
8. NationalAssociation of State

Purchasing Officials
9. Interstate Clearing House on Mental

Health UNP AC H
10. American Public Works Association"CHARTER-NITED
11. American Public Welfare Association
12. Public Personnel Association
13. American Municipal Assocaion NOW VIvAfL 700% %
14. International City Managers' L.CAC -'

Association 

Ar

15. MunicipalFinance Officers
Association(j'4

16. National Association of Housing and"o 'O
Redevelopment Officials NWYR'3317. National Association of Assesing PP E OK)Office" A ,PARENT BODY WRITES
Off Iic' . [

18. American Society of Planning Offlicials MDLLW ,
19. Federation of Tax Administraors4 $0 /, :. 6 IL
20. American Society for Public / \

AdmintrationU..
21. National Institute of Munkipal Clerks 0.. 5. I N UO

22. Committee for International Municpal C %jr.4

Cooperation- U. S. A.ADVIS
23. Building Officials Conference of CEN5U$1EMER CmOF AYO0 1q 960 CENPU

America 4" U.$.CONFERENCE OF f4p% N
LEAGUE OF CALIF. CIT IC iPHOASFNr.0QUE

PPA. PA.
NML National Municipal L -. 0N.A.H.R.O. ICM.A.IP
NCCUSL National Conference of Commissioners 'MAIL Oftoim LAV8 N.M.L. A.S.P.O.

onUniform StLaws LEGEND- .4 A VWETC. ETC. 4.AvA C U&
NCCAO National Conference of Coud

Administrative officers CON TROLv"ASECRETARIAT S -
P"C Parole and Probation Compact INEOCIGPOTOO

" '" " ' "°';" on INTERLOCKIN6 PORTFOLIO

LAA Internationl Union of Locil Authorities rRAFFIC/PERSONNE L +44+- I
OAS Organization of American SateN H--
Mo Inter-Ameran Munipal 0nizationCO'OPERATIVE ARRANGEMENT/ SNT+RAD

AtlO American Society of building OffcilsMBESI------' ~eo"~U. .ILA SO/EIES-(~?o
ICSO International Conference of Building MM SO.---MA33 MIAMI,0LA

b %ME H A C-- 4DIDA EAST GERMANY THROUGH UN.E.C0.S F££REATIONAL
cARTftI.F.D. 0 .0 OCox ATIOI

MefroCh r Copyrighted 1959 and 1981 by +METRO - US.A.:EXAMPLE OF
Jo Hindman, Inglewood, Californi CITY-COUNTY POLITICAL CONSOL-
Reproductions Not Permitted IDATION-FIRST STEP OF METRO MEKINQ

Permission qranted 'to Senate Finance Comm:ttje

to reproduce this !etrohart in the R rt,,n

the 4earinqs of "T'ax Retorm Act O019/9/J,' 4. owv 1/ 6
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1313..., at IS It?

Copyright by Jo liindman 1965

1313 is an idea a "movement," and a clearinghouse address, 1313 E.
60 St., Chicago, Illinois. (See MetroChart on reverse side)

At that location, Thirteen-Thirteen's capitol building teems with
a briefcase crowd which devises and distributes through 1313's agent
network a dangerous product--a "wild" GOVERIRIENT TO RifLE YOU--Metro-
politan Government which is the exact opposite of U.S.Anerican self-rle.

* IF YOU CiWN PROPERTY, Metro-1313 can run up your taxes, at the same
time paralyzing your efforts to save yourself. Examples: Rezoning for
higher taxes, lavish spending on new govornr.ent centers, mental health
clinics, merging cities under multi-county and interstate regions .tere
you pay for upkeep of distant territory. .!so, urban renewal that
seizes homes, businesses, and farmlands, The total spectacle is 1313's
attempt to reshape America into a land of giant puppot cities manipu-
lated by Metrocrats now iiabedded in Wash,D,C, he federal department
on urban affairs.a reality in 1965,is a riwrraed scheme outof 1313. Like.
wise Reapportionment, which empowers cities to plunder the countryside.

6 IF YOU ARE A VOTER, Me1tro-1313 is cutting off your rightful control
over your government, National Municipal League's "short ballot" scheme
will prevent you from electing your representatives. 1313's city mana-
gers county and regional appointed directors, under Metro, can exert
paralyzing power. And you don't vote those appointees into their Jobs.

* IF YOU ARE AN ELECTED OFFICIAL, Metro-1313 is slowly wiping out
your position. Your powers of office are being reduced/eliminated by
313 s charter-busting (substituting 1etro administrative law in place

of existing state constitutions and local city and county charters).

Money - $- Money - $ - Money
1313 erases tax limits (ceilings on public spending); hikes debts
1313 causes bond issues to pass easily--writes laws that give
non-property votes more weight than property owners' votes(who pay
1313 helped force the U.S.A, off the monetary Gold Standard.

Each 1313 department is assigned to a specific task in establishing
Metro government, e, q Taxing (Federation Tax Administrators); rezoning
for higher taxation (1uricipal Finance Officers Assn.); prefabricated
Metro systems (Public AdmnService); urban renewal (National Assn.Hous-
ini & Red velopment Officials); masterplanning (&,erican Soc. Planning
Officials); international affairs (Int'l.City Managers Assn.Conmittee
for Int'l. Municipal Cooperation); mental health propaganda (Interstate
Clearing House on -ental Health); erasing state sovereignty !Council of
State Governments); retroactive building codes (Building Cfficials
Conference of America) American Municipal Assn! has name..changed to
National Leagoe of Cities, Those and more are at the 1313 addreas.l31Ts
"White House,"(top policy maker),is National Municipal League, 47 E. 60
St.,N.Y. and nearby Institute of Public Administration.

Lavishly financed by tax-extmpt foundations, such as Ford, Carnegiet
and Rockefeller whose Spelman Fund L 131ateL 13.3, the paralyzing machin-
ery is plucking you of rights and substance. Before Metri-1313 reaches "

the point of no stopping urge Congress and state officials to start E
a public investigation of 1313. _o

References -TERPIBLE 1313 REVISITtD,$2.Caxtcn Printers,Ltd. Caldwell Idahq
MetroNews syndic.columnsby Jo Hindman.
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ExIIBIrr I

(From Metro News, Sept. 30, 10091

METRO IIU11 SPLITS, GETS NEW KENTUCKY HOME

(By Jo Hindlman)

Americans who wonder how the Metro phase-out-voters movement keeps going
can get some of the picture by noting the Conil of State Governments (0SO)
which has moved Into palatial new quarters it Kentucky.
CSO, one of the bellwethers of the 1313 political syndicate, operates as the mail-

order law factory that is reshaping American legislatures.
When CS was flat on its face, Rockefeller money from the tax-exempt Spel-

man Fund put CS0 on Its feet. That original $40,000 grant in 1930, conditioned
on Henry W. Toll becoming CSG's director, was the flr-t of many appropria(ions
by the Rt-S tax-exempt fund. It gave long life to CSG-1313's iprom.-lyting among
U.S. legislators.

CSO moved into tie building that Rockefeller-Spelman built in 1938 at 1313 E.
60th St., Chicago, spending a half-million dollars dispensed through Beardsley
Rumnl, then 11-S Fund director. The "other half" of the then fingerling syndicate,
government reform groups assembled by the late Louis Brownlow, joined CS0
at self-dubbed' "1313," the Public Administration Clearing House, the troublesome
syndicate of today.

Aftr.r leaving the Rockefeller launch pad, CS0's financial boosters included
tax-exempt Carnegie Corporation. Today, CSG is on the verge of rntaking all
fifty state legislatures according to its Metro format, staffing then with Me';rocrat
professionals and providing mail order statutes.

Recommendations by the Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers, the State
University, New Jersey, became a part, of the CSO state remodeling job.* Tax-
free Carnegie Corporation appropriated $260,000 in 1968 to Rutgers to hold bull
sessions among state legislators. The illustration shows how the abused tax-
exempt privilege is keeping political meddling alive and working against the best
interests of citizen self government.

In Spring 1069, 030 moved from the "1313" core into the splendored head-
quarters provided by the State of Kentucky on a 40 acre site in the Lexington
bluegrass country. As one visitor put It, "far from the madding crowd and mad-
dening information seekers." Brevard Crlhfleld, present CSG director, is said to
have signed the lease for one dollar ($1) j*r year. CSG headquarters: Iron Works
Pike, Lexington, Ky. 40505.

C.0's new rectangular building Is designed with thirteen tall arches on each
of the longer sides. Thirteen-thirteen. CSO regional offices are in New York, At-
lanta and San Francisco. Its mildwestern office remains at the Chicago 1313 core
where the "other half" of the syndicate will also carry on, the coterie led by
Public Administration Service.

Governors Conference, one of the many 1313 organizations which CSG staffs
and manages, chose to relocate in Washington, I).C., presumably at CSG's lobby-
ing center, 1735 De Sales St., N.W., D.C. 20036.

To its original brood, including the state governors, chief Justices, attorneys-
general, state budget and purchasing officials and legislators, CSG has added new
wards:** The National Conference of Lieutenant Gov.rnors, National Confer-
ence of State Legislative Leaders, The Council of State Planning Agencies, The
Adjutants General Assn. of the U.S., Assn. of State Mental Health Program Di-
rectors, and more.

On tot) of tax-exempt Foundation funds, CSG collects whopping annual tribute
from all fifty states. That brings up the serious question: If taken to court, would
050 he declared an unconstitutional alliance of the fifty sovereign states? Art. I,
Sec. 10, paragraph I of the U.S. Constitution prohibits states from entering Into
alliances with other states without the consent of Congress.

*"Legislative Modernization," by CSO. Dec. 1968, R-M 425, $2.50, 1313 B. 60th St.,Ch iesgo.
"*"The Council of State Governments and Affiliated Organizations," 16 page booklet,

Iron Works Pike, Lexington, Ky. 40505, no charge.
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1F XiInIBr J
(From the Montrose (Calif.) Ledger, June 26, 19891

SOJ.ONfs ARGUE, BUT CENSUS FORMS IONE

(By Jo Hindman)

Syndicate Metro-1313 is working feverishly against tie efforts of Congressman
Jackson E. Betts and others who hope to make the coming 1970 decennial cewlmL4
safe for Americans.

Representative Betts' 11.11. 20 would remove t1.e Jail sentence penalty and the
$100 fine on all census questions except six subjects essential to the population
count as required by the U.S. Constitution. Congressmen from 39 states have
sponsored similar measures, and 100 representatives and more are supporting
action to abolish the destructive features that disgracetl the last decennial cen-
sus of 1900.

But the politico-syndicate, its core located at 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago,
is against all those safety measures. 1313's National League of Cities (NLC),
Conference of Mayors (CM), and National Association of Counties (NAOC), to
name a few 1313 agencies, have placed themselves on record opposing Congres,-
man Betts' Bill specifically, and all other tmillar measures.*

During May, pubic hearings were progressing in Washington, D.C. on the
matter of the census questions. Yet 1313's NACO had announced a month earlier,
"The questionnaire is now on the press . . . If unduly restrictive legislation is
passed, the questionnaire would be unusable."**

Syndicate Metro-1313 Is the disruptive force that has hatched urban renewal,
regional government, land-use regimentation, state constitution revisions, and the
destruction of check-and-balance government- -stifling the rural voice by
legislative reapportionment.

Hear more from the NACO report on the 1970 census: "Data on state and
local areas is essential for legislative api)ortionnient and districting, for local
planning, administering programs such as--urban renewal... If the (restrictive)
legislation were passed, both the Census and users of census data would suffer."

The 1313 syndicate thus reveals that nothing less than a repetition of the
outrageous 1960 census will be acceptable to its purpose. The U.S. Census has
been twisted Into a 1313 tool to revolutionize American governmenL

Syndicate 1313 groups are busy census users. Ten years ago, the census list
was top-heavy with 1313 names, and probably still is. This writer's letter to the
Bureau of Census requesting a current listing of census users has, to (late, gone
unanswered.

In the meantime, 1313 has sounded an alarm throughout its nationwide web
against Congressman Belts' census reform bill. 1313's National League of Cities
and NACO through a Joint newsletter circulated by their National Service to
Regional Councils specifically attacked the Betts proposal.

In Its own "Washington Report," NACO again urged Thirteen-Thirteeners to
pressure U.S. Senators and Congressmen to retain the "present" (nsus with al
its prying questions.

Americans resented the meddling, punitive 1960 Census and raised an outcry
against another census like It.

As this is written, the Subcommittee on Census and Statistics of the House
Commn!ttee on Post Office and Civil Service Is continuing hearings on the :1970
census questions. You and your friends can help keep your privacy intact by
writing letters and circulating petitions to your Congressman and Senators.

01313's National Service to Regional Counc!ls, 1700 K St. N.W., Wash,
D.C. 20006, Newsletter 4/3/69.

**National Assn. of Counties "Washington Report" 1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Wash., D.C. 200,36.4/14/60.
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THE NEW WORI.D FOUNDATrON,
Yew York, N.., Septcmbcr 22, 1969.

lion. Russm.y, B. Loxo,
Chairman, CojPmitcc on Finance,
U.S. Scnatc,
lVashington, D.C.

DFAR SFENATOR Ioxo: The New World Foundation shares with you a deep
interest In the deliberations of the ('oimittev on Finance on the subject of
tax reform, especially as it relates to the tax status and program regulation of
foundations, Specifically, we have reviewed tlhe Tax IRefori Act of 1969, II.R.
13270, as passed by the House of Representatives on August 7, 1969 and now
under consideration by your Committee.

We agree wholeheartedly that there is a need for a review of the practices of
foundations. We feel that some of the proposals set out in the House Bill have
considerable merit. We would endorse the proposed new legislation which deals
with prohibitions on self-dealing, distribution of income, stock ownership limita-
tions, and most wholeheartedly with the section dealing with disclosure and
publicity requirements. We are however concerned with what appears to be the
punitive nature of the House Bill in several Important areas.

First, it is difficult for us to see what useful public purpose would be served
by the taxation of foundations. Second, we have reservations about the section
which would unduly restrict foundations In the making of grants to Individuals.
And, third, and most Important, we question the highly restrictive prohibitions
dealing with foundation program activities, and we are deeply concerned about
what appear to be excessive penalties to be levied against foundation executives
and trustees with respect to "taxable expenditure" as defined in Section 4945
of the House Bill. Please permit us to explain briefly why we huope the Committee
and Congress will not adopt measures of this nature or at least drastically amend
the House Bill proposals.

The foundations were made possible by special legislation enacted by the
Congress after careful consideration and on the premise that the public welfare
could and would be served by private as well as public enterprises. Congress, of
course, has the right. to establish procedures under which the foundations as
tax exempt public service Institutions may function. Assuming that the Congress
still feels that foundations are useful to society, we can see no purpose in taxing
foundation income. This tax could only reduce the effectiveness of the foundations
by the amount of the tax. Any suggested tax would not raise appreciable sums
for the government's needs but would be a major reduction to the recipients
of foundation grants. The public Interest, we believe, would not be advanced
thereby.

We have provided funds for government and quasi-government operations
including the Board of Education of the City of New York, the Board of
Education of the District of Columbia, the United States Conference of Mayors,
the New York State Fducation Department, the Department of Education of
the State of New Jersey, the Peace Corps, and White House conferences. In
many Instances these grants, although small by federal government standards,
enabled these agencies to promptly carry out useful programs that otherwise
would have been considerably delayed or rendered impractical. If foundations
did not make these grants, general tax funds would be required.

To unduly restrict foundations from making grants to individuals directly
would be positively harmful. Great work has been done by persons so supported
with foundation funds. The names of Gunnar Myrdal, Jonas Salk, James Bryant
Conant and Robert Hutchings Goddard come to mind.

The House Bill also imposes a heavy tax on foundations and their knowing
manager upon amounts sent "to carry out propaganda, or otherwise attempt
to influence legislation," and "to influence the outcome of any public election
(including voter registration drives carried on by or for such foundation),"
other than through "making available the results of nonpartisan analysis or
research." There can be no dispute with the view that the foundations should
not become involved in a partisan manner in elections. Indeed such activities
are prohibited by existing laws. We cannot understand, however, why anyone
would object to foundations facilitating all nonpartisan voter registration pro-
grams. As you know, the foundations under prewnt law are allowed "to engage
In educational activities which present a full and fair exposition of the facts
and which take note of civil rights secured by law, even though such activities
could Indirectly affect political campaigns." The New World Foundation, In
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cooperation with other foundations, has been carrying on such educational
efforts in a manner which we feel is deeply in the national interest and equiv-
alent with the interet of the Congress. We have made grants to tile Southern
Regional Council for its Votern Education Project as well as to the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational Fun(d, Ilc. working in co' eration with the
Voter Education Project in the preparation of educational material for use in
the Project and, in addition, permitting the NAACP JA'gal Defenms and Educa-
tional Iund, Inc. to protect the civil rights of individuals as voters ard seekers
of public office. We are sure you will agree that such activities (10 not contravene
the will of the Congress, having in mind the Civil Rights Acts of 19.! and 19CS
and the Voting Rights Act of 196-5. On the contrary, it appears that our activ-
ities have. helped to carry out the very ptirposes envisaged by these Acts. It is
our contention that this activity is one of the most important contributions our
Foundation has made and can continue to make.

It would seem to us that strict enforcement of the pres-,nt regulations together
with carefully worded additional safeguards could prevent any possible misuse
of foundation funds.

Tile House Bill also forbids "any attempt to Influence legislation through an at-
teml)t to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment t hereof," and "arsy
attempt to influence legislation through private communicationn with ally member
or employee of a legislative body, or with any other pxerson who may Ipr!lcilate
In the formulation of the legislation." We feel strongly that a well-Inforle4l
public on major issues of cencern to time nation Is .itat fin a democracy. 'ile New
World Foundation has made grants to such reputable orgaaizatiois as tile World
Affairs Center for the United States, the Foreign Policy Asustiation, the Inter-
national Association of Chiefs of Police, the Nort'i Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools, the National Institute for Labor Education, the National
Urban League, Educational Services Inc., the National Association for Inter-
group Relations Officials, the American Friends Service Committee, and tile Na-
tional Board of the Young Women's Christian Association of the U.S.A. Most of
these institutions could not qualify to receive foundation grants tinder the pro-
posed legislation.

In addition, the proposed restrictions would prevent this foundation front being
involved In areas of genuine concern to the Congress, such aR s litigation on behalf
of constitutional and statutory rights carried om by tile NAACI Jegal Defense
and Educational Fund, Inc., tile Lawyers' Committee for CIvil Rights Under
Law, The Southern Center for Studies iii Public Polley at Clark College, The
Legal Aid Society, The Roger Baldwin Foundation of tihe Aimerican Civil JIber-
ties Union, The Lawyers Constitutional Defense Co ivgt~tee of the American
Civil Liberties Union, and the Law Students Civil Rights Research Council. The
House Bill would make It difficult for its to assist major institutions of higher
learning in Important public education and research activities. The New World
Foundation has made grants to the universities of Chicago, Minnesota, Michigan,
Denver, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Boston University, Columbin University. Yale
University, Harvard University, Reed College, Iloward University, (oldard,
College, and Grinnell College to enable these institutions to undertake special
educational projects which ordinarily could not be financed In any other way.
The proposed restrictions would also hinder us from assisting such organizations
as the American Library Association, the Rural Advancement Fund of time Na-
tional Sharecroppers FNnd, National Association of Independent Schools, Penn
Community Services, and Farmers and World Affairs In their Inquiry into major
Issues of deep concern to the general public in the fields of education, foreign
policy and international affairs.

The number of serious current problem studies in Foundation-financed research
and whose solution may be a matter of legislative or electoral concern Is vast.
The advocacy of a particular position or viewpoint is almost inevitable in such
research, and such advocacy Is permitted under existing regulations so long
as a sufficiently full and fair exposition of the I)ertinent facts Is provided to
permit an individual or the public to form an independent opinion or conclusion.
(Reg. 1.501 (c) (3)-1(d)(3) (t)). The language of the House Bill, In contrast,
leaves the foundation and its trustees exposed to the risk that such research
or analysis, In expressing such a point of view, will be deemed "partisan." In
light of the heavy penalties imposed on the foundation and Its trustees for
such Violations, the House Bill provisions inevitably would discourage creative
work on subjects which are of Importance but which are controversial. The
result will be a diminution In the extent of efforts devoted to solving some of
our most difficult problems at a time when we can ill afford it.
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Another "taxable expenditure" under Section 4945 entitled, "expenditure
responsibility," seems to us to be an Ineffective and a potentially disruptive
proposal. It requires that a private foundation is fully ,esponsible:

"(1) to svc that the grant Is spent solely for the purpose for which made,
"(2) to obtain full and complete reports from the grantee on how the funds

are i,pent, and to verify the accuracy of such reports, and"(3) to ninke full rnnd detailed reports with respect to such expenditures to
the SecretAry or his delegate."

At the present time these requirements art those of the recipient operating
organization under Reg. 501 (c) t3). 'The new proposal would force the grant-
making foundation to unduly Interfere with the operating foundation. Surely
the present regulations are more equitable since they provide that a grant-
making foundation which is cttirg in good faith Is not punished because of the
wrong-doing of a grantee over which it (toes not and should not have Immediate
supervision and control. If the foundation exhibits reasonable prudence, e.g.
Investigating the bona tides of the applicant. getting a clearly defined commit-
ment to the terms of the activity and the budget to be supported, and requiring
adequate reports on the actual use of the funds, it is only fair that any further
burden should rest on the granted.

For some time we have been Interested In persuading foundations and other
charitable Institutions to adopt a more Imaginative Investment policy. We are
therefore concerned with the Section 101(b) (new code section 4944), which
would severely penalize the foundation an(d Its manager for making any In-
vestments "so as to Jeopardlz the carrying out of any of its exempt purposes."
This wording Is so vague and uncertain as to discourage any active investment
program Involving common stocks which tend to participate In the economic
growth of the country. Any Imaginative investment program involves a degree
of risk that one or more of the individual Investments may fall and no manager
can foretell whether the acceptance of such a risk will constitute unlawful,
"Jeopardizing" action.

Finally, may we make an alternate suggestion to the proposed tax on founda-
tions? Would It not be more useful to see to It that a larger portion of their
funds are used to serve the general public within the stated purposes of the
foundations? This could be accomplished to some degree by the proposed require-
ment that a minimum of five per cent of the assets per year be so expended. In
our opinion, this figure should be Increased, at least over a period of time, to a
minimum of ten per cent of the market value of the assets each year. This would
permit the foundations to make a larger contribution toward the resolution of the
enormous social problems now facing this country at a time of urgent need. We
are not concerned that such a procedure may limit the life of foundations; we
have sufficlent confidence In the continued growth of the economy of the country
to believe that new foundations will arise and that old ones need not be continued
In perpetuity. In order to safeguard the formulation of new foundations, some of
the proposed restrictions on contributions to foundations should be rescinded.

We are grateful for the opportunity to bring our views before the Committee
for its consideration.

Respectfully,
ANNE BLAINE HAUBSON,

President.
VzxoN A. EAOLE,

Executive Director and Treasurer.

STATEMENT OF HARVEY B. HoasoN. Eso.. THOMPSON, IIINE AND FLOAT
CLEVELAND, OHIO

As a lawyer with thirty years experience In probate and truwt law In Ohio, I
have taken an active interest in both public and private charitable foundations
in the Greater Cleveland area. Through such associations I have gained some first
hand knowledge of the operations of private foundations and desire to make
certain observations with respect to three sections of H.R. 13720:

Section 101 (a) -Tax on Investment Income;
Section 101 (b) Private Foundations Must Expend Each Year Not Less Than

5 Per Cent of Its Investment Assets; and
Section 201 (e) and (b)--Charitable Contribution of Appreciated Property to

Private Foundations.
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8ECTION 10(a)
Taxi on Investment income

The 71/ per cent tax on net investment Income will deprive local philanthropic
activities served by the private sectors of the amount of such tax. Tihe tax will
become part of the general revenues of the Federal government and will be
consumed in the costs of collection and administration. Thus, the real loss falls
on the local recipients of charity who are being forced to turn more and more
to the Federal government for hell). The tax Is another "chipIping away" at the
private sector which is essential in dealing with local charitable needs.

I am old fashioned enough to believe that private charitable organizations are
more innovative than government and can'use the funds more quickly and to a
better advantage. Also, we should be moving toward a decentralization of our
charitable efforts rather than placing more and more reliance on the Federal
government.

The law needs little change to catch the violators. Why not enforce the present
law and apply sanctions against the violators rather than to tax all private
foundations, the vast majority of which are living within the spirit and letter
of the present law.

srnoTN ioi (b)

Private foundations must expend annually not lces than 5 per cent of the value
of its investment assets

I know of no charitable foundation of any standing in the Greater Cleveland
area which has a net income equal to or In excess of 5 per cent of its investment
as.ets. It is true that interest rates and yields on bonds today are in excess of
5 per cent but the yield on good quality investment stocks Is considerably less
than 5 per cent. The Trustees of the private foundations, acting as prudent
fiduciaries, usually have a diversified list of securities, kome income stocks, some
growth stocks, in order to offset the creeping inflation which is reducing the
purchasing power of the dollar.

If the 5 per cent requirement prevails the private foundations will have to
sell sonie of their common stocks and purchase higher yielding income securities
or invade principal of the foundations for the difference between 5 per cent and
the net income. In other words, a "capital assessment" against private founda-
tions. The Federal government should be encouraging the private sector to take
over more and more of these philanthropic activities Instead of trying to under-
mine the many private foundations which have done much good in the pest and
I am sure will continue to do so in the future.

SECTION 201 (0) AND I))

Oharitable contributions in appreciated propertij
I have created a number of private foundations for clients. In substantially

all cases one of the motivating factors was that appreolated property could be
contributed at its fair market value. All except one of these foundations that
I have been connected with ate the so-called "feeder type" foundations which
do not carry on any charitable activities except to distribute at least annually
the net income to public charities qualifying under Section 501(c) I.R.C.,
all for the best interest of 'he charitable needs in the Greater Cleveland area.
I assume that this is also true in other parts of the United States. I recognize
that a few private foundations have taken advantage of their exemption and
have failed to comply with the law. It would seem to me that enforcement
of the law and revocation of the exemption should be the sanction used against
the violators-not a "sho gun approach" which catches the good with the
bad. By revoking the incentive to create a private foundation, Congress will
be drying up the well-springs that create private foundations, the vast majority
of which have been doing good in this country.

I doubt the wisdom of any law which discourages creation of private foun-
dations. It Is unsound to require recipients of charity to look more and more
to the Federal Government. The plurality of our way of government must
be preserved. The private sector is a potent force In dealing with needs at local
levels and should not be d,Ytroyed.
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GENERAL COMMENTS

It Is my expectation that the Senate Finance Committee would study care-
fully tie Tax Reform Act of 1909 and make such amendments as may be
necepasry to modify the harsh rules imposed upon all private foundations and
to enact sanctions that reach the violators but yet do not harm those foun-
dations which are doing a great good in this country. We should try to preserve
the plurality of our way of government.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Tie House of Representatives, recently passed the TAX REFORM ACT OF
1969, 11.11. 13270, which Is now before the Senate Finance Committee. As a lawyer
with thirty years' experience in private and public charitable foundations, I deem
it necessary to send to the Commiittee my written comments on the more impor-
tant sections of the Act which relate to charitable foundations.

Tho substantive changes proposed are the first frontal attack by the Federal
government to curtail the activities of private charitable foundations. The new
provisions of the Act go way beyond those which would be required to correct the
abuses disclosed during recent hearings on the Bill and are hidden under the
high-sounding name of "tax reform".

It Is incunbent upon your Committee, and It Is your urgent duty, to carefully
examine all of the ramifications of the Act which relate to charitable foundations.

In fact, the Act attacks the principle of the right to the continued existence of
private chart ble foundations. This is a serious charge and I use the term
advisedly.

In my opinion, the Act will require extensive amendments in fairness to the
many legitimate charitable foundations which live not only within the letter of
the law, but also the spirit of the law and In best interests of the American peo-
p1e who support such foundations. Nothing should be allowed to remain in the
Act which would, in any way, deprive the private foundation from advancing
knowledge and alleviating human suffering.

The speed with which the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was put together and its
passage through the House without any meaningful debate, on a vote of 396 to
30, suggests to me that the House passed the Bill without adequate consideration
as to the real effect on charitable foundations. In my opinion, It is a perfect
example of a politically expedient piece of legislation. Some of the sections sug-
gest an "over kill".

The news media demonstrated their inability to disseminate to the public any
true account of the effect of tile Act as it related to charitable trusts and the
enormous good such trusts have, and will continue, to perform in the future. On
the other hand. the news medla did demonstrate the effect(veness in disseminating
the sensational few abuses by some of the private foundations (which need
prompt correction) and establishing the popular slogans that the Bill was a tax
reform act to stamp out the abuses by the wealthy and a relief act for the low
and medium Income taxpayer.

Some sections of the Bill were required to correct abuses; however, many other
sections go further than necessary to correct any abuses. In fact, many sections
dealing with alleged abuses Introduce a whole new concept to what I refer to
as social legislation. A word which I have used advisedly.

Many of the provisions of the Act strike at the continuation of the dual sys-
tem of public and private charitable activities which have been a part of the
system of our government since its founding almost 200 years ago.

The problems facing the government and private charitable f'undations today
are growing by leaps and bounds and will need the joint efforts of all concerned.
We should join together and work at all levels and not take any steps to destroy
the effectiveness of the private charitable foundations.

SECTION 101 (A) -NEW SECTION 506 OF THE CODE: I AM OPPOSED TO TAXING THE NET
INCOME OF FOUNDATIONS

I am opposed to the VA per cent tax upon net Invested income Imposed bY
Section 101(a), new Section 506 of the Code. It violates the basic principles of
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encouraging private philanthropy. Moreover, It may well serve as a pattern for
state governments to Impose a state excise tax which would further reduce the
funds available for charitable purposes at the local level. History proves that
once a tax 1I Imposed, It Is almost never repealed and more often than not, the
rate Is Increased as an easy source of additional revenue. Moreover, the Hug-
gested tax would be more than consumed in the cost of the bureaucracy which
the Federal government would establish to administer It. In my opinion, such
"tax" could be spent to better advantage at the local level.

More "policing" of private, as well as public, foundations Is necessary to reduce
the possibility of abuse. Let the burden and the sanctions fall on those who abuse
their tax exempt status. Such organizations should have their exemption revoked
and penalties applied.

I would not be opposed to an annual registration fee to help pay for the task
force nece.-sary to examine the expanded 990-A Returns.

SECTION 507 OF THE NLW CODE: DEFINITION OF PRIVATE CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS

This Section leaves much to be clarified with respect to what type of organiza-
tion will be classified as a private charitable foundation.

SECTION 101(B)--NEW SECTION 506: PRESENTING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PERSONAL
ADVANTAGE AND PERSONAL GAIN MUST IE ELIMINATED

The use of a private charitable foundation to gain a private advantage or a
personal gain Is clearly wrong and everyone agrees that all such abuses should
be promptly eliminated so that charitable funds held by private foundations
may be used only for proper charitable purposes.

The drafters followed the reports of the Ways and Means Committee released
May 27, August 2 and August 4. The Bill is far reaching and imposes harsh
and unnecessary sanctions against private charitable foundations and their
Officers and Trustees. The drafters of the Bill proceeded on the theory of the
so-called "shot-gun" approach-"mowing everything down in front of them" to
catch the few violators exposed during the hearings on the Bill. Such an ap-
proach is detrimental to the vast majority of the foundations which are doing
a great service in this country at the local level where each can most effectively
operate. The method used in the Bill is not a sensible approach to solving the
problem.

SECTION 4948: STOCK OWNERSHIP LIMITATIONS

It Is repugnant to me to tax the right of a foundation on the basis of the prop-
erty held as an asset of the foundation. The real concern to me is, are the assets
of the private foundation producing a reasonable return' on their fair market
value and is the net Income currently being used for proper charitable purposes
without private gain or personal benefit to any individual That Is the basis for
allov,;ng the deduction from gross income In computing income tax and for the
granting of the tax-free status of the recipient charitable foundation.

Once property comes into the possession of a private foundation, Its Invest-
ment goal should be to invest In the type of securities which, under all the exist-
ing circumstances, a Trustee-as a prudent fiduciary-would invest-some In
high grade fixed income securities, others In solid common stocks and some In
common stocks with growth potential. In other words, a balanced portfolio which
gives the foundation "some run for its money" during periods of Inflation as well
as deflation. It Is especially important during a period of inflation, with the
declining purchasing power of the dollar, to have a balanced portfolio which will
help accomplish the charitable objectives of the foundation, to increased dividend
income and a greater principal value.

Those unfortunate charitable foundations, which today have only fixed Income
Investments, are In trouble as the reduced purchasing power of the fixed income
investment Is proving insufficient to carry out the expressed intentions of the
foundation. The eroding value of the fixed Income dollar has caught up with
them.

NO ONE BATS 1000 PER CENT--S LeS LOOK AT THE AVErAGES

None of us bats 1000 per cent, not even the President, the Congress, the Su-
preme Court, you or me. As long as human beings are Involved, abuses will occur
solely out of greed of one kind or another. Laws and Regulations must be en-
acted to reduce such abuses to the Ixssb!o m.inimr-u.



Certain of the well known private foundations recently critlclsed for certain
of their grants to individuals, all have high batting averages and have done a
great good, not only here in the United States, but throughout the world. If you
think of the great good which they, and tile thousands of smaller private founda-
tions, have (lone over the years and will continue to do in the future, the recent
picayune errors in Judgment over certain grants and expenditures have not
materially reduced their hIgh batting average.

8ECTION 4941 (B) : IN GENERAL, ALL SELF-DEALING SHOULD BE PROHIBITED

I agree with the principles against self-dealing )rovided under Section 4041,
however, the sanctions, In many instances, seen severe. The out and out fake
or fraudulent foundation should have Its exemption revoked Immediately, with
penalties for violation of the law. Rules and regulations can be adopted, and if
enforced, substantially eliminate all other abuses.

COOPERATION BETWEEN TIlE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

I believe the House of Representatives lost sight of the importance of the pri-
vate sector in charitable efforts which are required today. I cannot point out too
strongly that the Federal and all charitable foundations must work together to
advance knowledge and alleviate human suffering. The Federal government,
alone, cannot solve these problems. The red tape and inefficiencies of our na-
tional bureaucracy would erode a substantial portion of each tax dollar it
collected for such purposes. Sheer big business produces some of it. The "big
brother" in Washington cannot do it alone and the American people would not
accept it.

There is a necessary place in the scheme of things for the legitimate private
charitable foundation which is agile, innovative, and quick to respond to the
needs of the local community it serves. This does not mean that there should
not be laws and regulations to prevent abuses, but it Is unnecessary, in my opinion,
to enact laws which would reduce the freedom of many private charitable foun-
dat ions, to reach the few who abuse the law.

I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT TIlE CHARITABLE BENEFITS DISPENSED BY PRIVATE CIIARJ-
TABLE FOUNDATIONS SHOULD BE GRADUALLY TAKEN OVER BY THE FEDKAL
GOVERNMENT

The recipients of awards and grants for charitable purposes, previously ob-
tained from private foundations, should not be required to look more and more
to the Federal government for assistance. The trend of Section 201 of the Bill
evidences a desire to shut off the funding of private charitable foundations. I
am definitely opposed to further centralization of all things in the Federal
government

sEMOTON 4941: IN GENERAL, ALL SEL-DEALING SHOULD M PROHrBr

I agree with the principle against self-dealing provided under Section 4941,
however, the sanctions seem almost too severe. It will become increasingly dif-
ficult, with these penalties, to secure outstanding citizens to serve on Boards of
private foundations. It almost seems this is an attempt to eliminate the private
charitable foundation by forcing them to turn over their assets to the so-called
public charitable corporations.

E 'rION 4942: NET INCOME 8HOtD13 BE DISTRIBUTED AT LEAST ANNUALLY

I am In accord with the imposition of a tax on the failure to distribute the net
income of the private charitable foundation as required under Section 4942(a).
The statutory definition of "net income" must be expanded to provide that the
net income is determined only after deducting all legitimate operating expenses
of the foundation. The penalties and sanctions seem too harsh and should be
revised.

I am also ist..erably opposed to any requirement tor a distribution of an
amount of money equal to 5 percent, or at any other percentage, on the fair
market value of the assets held by the foundation, provided the ordinary net
income of the foundation is less than such amount.
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I know of no substantial private or public charitable foundation which is, to-
day, currently yielding 5 per cent or more on the fair market value of its assets.

It is quite trae that with the high Interest rates of today, the yields on gov-
ernment Bonds and corporate Bonds are considerably in excess of 5 per cent.
But, by the same token, the yield on sound common stocks and stocks with
growth potential, are considerably below 5 per cent. It is wrong to impose a
capital assessment by requiring the private foundation to pay out annually
from the principal, the difference between 5 per cent of the fair market value
of its assets and its net Income, whichever is greater. As an alternative, of course,
the foundation could sell Its assets yielding less than 5 per cent and reinvest the
proceeds in high yielding fixed income securities so as to raise the net income
to the 5 per cent minimum level. Such action would result. in a severe loss to
the capital account of the foundation. Thus, it would be in effect, a capital
assessment against the foundation. Moreover, it must be borne In mind that
fixed income securities pay off in dollars acceptable at maturity regardless of
their purchasing power. The whole concept of Section 4942(b) is a serious threat
to all private charitable foundations and should receive the Committee's correc-
tive attention.

STOCK OWNERSHIP LIMITATION UNDER SECTION 4943 SHOULD NOT OF ITSELF BE A
LIMITING FACTOR

I can appreciate the opportunities made available in a private foundation
owning an excessive business holding, but I cannot agree that the mere existence
of such a holding requires divestiture. Again I say, it is not the type of the asset
held by the foundation that Is illegal but Is the propertly so held a sound In-
vestment, does it pay a reasonable return on its net value and is tile Income
being currently used for a legitimate charitable purpose. I believe that Con-
gress can, without too much difficulty, find a solution to the problem of elimin-
ating any private personal gain of those associated with tile foundation without
ordering divestiture. Here again, I believe that the sanctions Imposed are unduly
severe and it will be difficult to secure outstanding public citizens to serve on
the managing Boards of such private charitable foundations.

I FAVOR GREATER DISCLOSURE AND PUBLICITY OF ACTIVITIES OF TiE FUND SElCTIONS
101 (D) AND 101 (E) AMENDING RELATIVE 8EOTIONS OF TIlE CODE

I agree with the requirements for additional disclosure of information w~lch,
in large measure, can be accomplished by expanding the present Form 990-A.
However, I do disagree with the extent to which a foundation must police its
grants and contributions but some workable solution should be easily forth-
coming. The penalties for delayed filing seem harsh and should only be Im-
posed if there has been repeated, willful, and flagrant disregard of the law.

SMMON 4944: 1 OPPOSE UNAUTHORZUZD INVESTMENTS

Investments which Jeopardize the carrying out of the foundation's function are
clearly not a proper investment. A private foundation, however, should not be
penalized for having some of its assets invested in solid growth companies, and
I would cite as only one example--International Business Machines Oorporation
Common Stock. In these changing times it is necessary, where possible to disre-
gard the old trust concept of the division between income and principal. The
real growth of a foundation is measured by the increase of its annual income
and the value of its principal account. Many foundations today which have
diversified portfolios are disbursing increased amounts of income and In addi-
tion portions of the principal accout and yet the total value of its total assets are
increasing, thus creating a foundation with more income for charitable uses
and some growth in the principal of the fund, all of which have the tendency
to offset the effects of inflation which we have been going through for many
years.

5ZQY-ION 4945" HAS SOME DANOZZOUS CONSZQUZNCOE

The restrictions relating to propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence
legislation, imposed under Section 4945, are too severe and go way beyond what
is reasonably neessary to accomplish the cited abuses. A great deal of heat was
generated over a voter registration drive eonducUd In Oleveland In 1967 which
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wns financed by The Ford Foundation. The penalties and sanctions Imposed in
the new Act are too severe but effective substitutes, I am sure, can be agreed
upon. I do agree that the funds of charitable foundation should not be used to
support one candidate or Issue over another, once they are established for pres-
entation to the voter.

Everyone should be ashamed of the low percentage of the eligible voters who
turn out to vote on election days. Unfortunately, there are too many persons Who
fall to exercise their franchise to vote. I am sure we would all agree that e':ery-
one should be encouraged to exercise his voting franchise.

In addition, a charitable foundation should be permitted to conduct research
on any reasonable subject within Its particular field of operation and make it
available to the general public as well as local, state and Federal authorities. I
agree that charitable foundations should not lobby in favor of or against any
pending legislation. In my opinion, this whole section should be carefully -studied
by the Committee so that a workable amendment could be agreed upon.

Moreover, the further provisions of Section 4945 relating to taxable expendi-
ture, seems to me to be overly harsh and should be carefully reviewed. I am
particularly opposed to the rather strict limitations on grants to Individuals.
Some of the finest research developed In many fields has been the result of grants
to individuals from private charitable foundations. I believe grants must be
made for worthwhile purposes but here again, enforcement could curb the
abuses such as the extensively quoted "sending of ex-presidential Aids to Furope
for foreign study". Here again we should look at the batting average of the
private charitable foundation to determine the results from its research grants
to Individuals. I am in agreement that some form of follow-up and checking on
the use of the funds awarded is necessary, but you can't send a policeman
along on each grant or scholarship. I am sure there is some better way of solving
this problera instead of ham-stringing laws which affect all grants to individuals
from private charitable foundations.

I feel particularly strong on this matter since I am a Trustee of a medium
size private foundation that has accomplished a great deal of good In the field
of education of young children in the public school systems by making indi-
vidual grants to teachers to Improve themselves in their particular teaching
areas and in the presentation of their materials to their students.

DOES SECTION 201 RELATING TO THE INCOME TAX DEDUCTION FOR GIFTS TO CHARITY
OF PROPERTY APPRECIATED IN VALUE RING THE DEATH KNELL FOB FURTHER SIMI-
LAR GIFTS TO PRIVATE CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS?

If Sections 201 (c) and (d) of H.R. 13270 are passed in essentially their
present form, it will remove an important motivation for the creation of private
foundations. Moreover, it will have the effect of drying up the "well springs"
of contributions which keep such foundations In existence.

Section 201 denies the donor-taxpayer the right to claim a deduction in his
income tax return for the fair market value of any appreciated property he
gives to an exempt charity, without serious income tax consequences to the
donor-taxpayer. Such section Is penal in nature and contrary to the history of
private philanthropy.

The reason for such action given by the Committee is, I believe, based on the
fallacious reasoning that the honor-taxpayer of appreciated property escapes a
capital gains tax because, if lie had been required to sell the appreciated prop-
erty and had then made the gift in the form of the cash proceeds, he would
have generated a capital gains tax. By not selling he avoided a capital gains tax.
How is this unfair to the man who has no appreciated property and makes his
contribution in cash? The mere fact that a person has appreciated property
should not affect the amount of his deduction for a gift to charity. The deduc-
tion should be limited to the fair market value of the property donated-
whether In cash or kind-to the charity-no more, no less If Congress enacts
these Sections and they become law, the door to the creation of many new
private charitable foundations will be closed and will materially reduce any
additional contributions to existing foundation-. I find these sections repugnant
and contrary to what has been the law and also asu to what Is fair.

'We should all remember that charity begins at home and not only in Wash-
ington, D.O., or by the larger community foundations. Moreover, I question the
often quoted statement that private foundations should turn over their funds to
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so-called community foundations. I have considerable doubt as to the wisdom
of such action because I believe there Is a place in the scheme of things for a
private charitable foundation serving at the local level. Also, whenever I see
the socialistic tendencies of some of our so-called community foundations, I
wonder if it would be wise for private foundations to distribute their property
to them for ultimate distribution.

In considering the section of the Bill dealing with private charitable founda-
tions, we should keel) in mind that the vast majority of them act as "feeder"
organizations who do not expend funds themselves for carrying on any charitable
activity, but act as a conduit to distribute the income to exempt charitable
institutions selected by the creator of the foundation or by its Trustee. Such
foundations serve a sound function at the local level and nothing should be
done to hinder their efforts or to destroy the vital need for their support.

DOES OEOTION 201 RELATING TO THE DEDUOTION FOR FEDERAL ESTATE TAX OF 0IFT
OF INCOME AND REMAINDERS SPELL TIE DEATH KNELL FOR PRIVATE CHARITABLE
FOUNDATIONS

Sections 201 (a), (e), (f), (h), and (i) of the Act disallows a charitable
deduction for Estate Tax purposes If a decedent leaves any part of his estate
In trust with the income to be paid to a non-charitable use with the remainder
passing to charity on the termination of the non-charltable use; also, If a decedent
leaves a part of his estate In trust with the income to go to charity for a stated
number of years, and after the expiration of said years, the principal would
pass to a non-charitable use. These two testamentary devises have been used
for many years as a part of estate planning. The new sections of the Act would
allow a deduction only if the charity was to receive a specific percentage of the
Income for a given number of years, of the total value of the trust assets, com-
puted annually, or In the case of a remainder Interest In principal if such gift
was stated in a dollar amount. Many Wills and Trusts have been drawn over
the years containing the long established pattern of charitable giving of income
and interest in principal as outlined above. In many instances the Instrumentio
are already in existence and there is no way in which they can be changed. ,

Here again, the Act violates long established principal of tax laws. There is n)
need for a harsh and technical approach to the allowance of an estate tax charita-
ble deduction for such a testamentary gift or for the income tax deduction allowed
for such Inter vivos gifts. If the Bill is enacted Into law then an adequate grace
period must be given to allow for changes to be made In instruments in order
to comply with the new tax law, similar to the grace period provided in the
Revenue Act of 1942 with respect to taxable testamentary powers of appointment.

I am sure that the pending Act was passed by the House of Representatives
without the full realization of the actual affects of these sections on private
charitable foundations.

I know that the Senate Finance Committee, and each of the Senators, will
give thoughtful consideration to the problems presented by the Act as they
relate to charitable foundations.

Unfortunately, you will find certain portions of the Act almost Incompre-
hensible because of the technical language used by the drafters. In my opinion, it
is another "patch on the quilt".

Respectfully submitted, B. HOSO.

MEMORANDUM SUBMiTTE, BY LeRoy E. Hormamot, P3EBWZNT, Homxaou
FOUNDATION. INC.

The purposes of this memorandum are to: (i) st forth certain proposed
changes in the tax treatment of private foundations and gifts of appreciated
property to charity under the "Tax Reform Act of 1960" (H.R. 13270); (iI)
analyze the reasons given by the House Ways & Means Committee for such
changes; (111) indicate the effect of the changes on botb private foundations
and beneficiary public charities; and (iv) recommend amendments to the pro-
posed changes, where appropriate.
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1. TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME (NEW BEOTION 508 OF THE CODE)

The bill proposes a 7J/j% tax on the net investment income of a private founda-
tion.

The general reason for the change is (stated on Page 19 of the Committee
Report) :

".. . that since the benefits of government are available to all the costs
should be borne, at least to some extent, by all of those able to pay."

The Committee's attitude on this section is in accordance with its general
position (set forth on Page 9 of the Committee Report) '-is a vis the tax reform
bill itself:

"Tax reform is also necessary in order to make general tax reductions possi-
ble. Only it all individuals and corporations are bearing their fair share of the
tax burden is it possible to have a sufficiently broad-based tax to obtain the
necessary revenue without unduly burdening some classes of taxpayers."

While the above reasons have validity with regard to other portions of the
Tax Reform Act", I submit they are totally without merit as applied to private
foundations. As a part of a unique American system of "voluntary charity", pri-
vate foundations have provided substantial support for public charitable orga-
nizations rendering services normally considered by other countries to be the
responsibility of government. Americans have, since the founding of this
nation, expressed a desire to be directly involved in providing the financial and
human resources required to meet the health, welfare and the educational needs
of our people.

While the federal government has been playing an ever increasing role in
supporting public charities, it has, heretofore, acknowledged and fostered this
tradition by granting tax exemption to the non-profit organizations and institu-
tions (including private foundations) which make up this philanthropic net-
work. The proposed 7/,% tax constitutes a major shift in attitude by the federal
government toward "voluntary charity" and announces the likelihood of not
only increased taxation of foundations, in years to come, but of an extension of
this philosophy to all exempt organizations, as well.

As a result of the proposed tax, the ability of private foundations to fulfill
their responsibilities will be diminished at a time when public charities are
desperately in need of greater foundation support. It has been estimated that a
minimum of $20 billion must be raised during 1969 from all sources for philan-
thropic causes--an increase of $5.5 billion over the total estimated contributions
in 19867. Needless to state, the effect of the proposed tax will be to decrease the
flow of foundation funds to public charities, thereby seriously affecting their
viability.

It is recommended that in recognition of the fact that, by and large, private
foundations have benefited our society, the federal government should continue
to grant them complete tax exemption on all passive net investment income.

2. PROJITONS ON BZLV-DE LINO (NEW SECTION 4641 OF TUC CODE)

The bill proposes to generally prok4bit *elf-deaing trawsaotione by certain
"disqualified persons", (i.e. a substantial contributor to the foundation, a foun-
dation manager, etc.). and to provide various sanctions for engaging in such acts.

The reasons stated for the change (on Page 21 of the Committee Report) are:
. . . to minimize the need to apply subjective arm's-length standards, to

avoid the temptation to misuse private foundations for non-charitable purposes,
to provide a more rational relationship between sanctions and improper acts, and
to make It more practical to properly enforce the law . ..

The Committees' hearings clearly revealed that there have been abuses by
some private foundations of the tax exemption privilege extended to them. Such
wrong doing is a breach of thoe public trust placed in them and cannot be
condoned.

The proposed change should permit the Internal Revenue Service to objectively
determine when an act of self-dealing bas been committed by a "disqualified
person", to apply a sanction, sufficiently severe, to both punish and deter such
self-dealer, those managing the foundation who had knowledge of the transaction
and the foundation itself.

I, wholeheartedly, support the proposed prohibitionc
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3. DISTRIBUTIONS OF INCOME (NEW SECTION 4942 OF '111 CODE)

The bill provides that to avoid tax, private foundations must distribute all
income currently but not les8 than 5 pJtrc-it of int'cstmcnt uascts 1111d iU113os
sanctions for failure to distribute.

The reasons given by the Committee for the change are (is set forth oin l'Page
25 of the Committee Report) :

".... Jf a private foundation invests in assets that produce no currelt income,
then it need make no distributions for charitable purposes. As a result, while the
donor may receive substantial tax benefits front his contribution currently,
charity may receive absolutely no current benefit. In other cases even though in-
come is produced . . . no current distribution is required until the accumula-
tions become 'unreasonable' . .

The proposed change, taxing a private foundation If It does not distribute all
income currently is a considerable improvement over the present law which
requires that the exempt status of a foundation be revoked if its aggregate aceu-
mulated income is "unreasonable".

However, the additional proviso that a private foundation must distribute the
greater of all income or 5 percent of investment assets is a cure far worse than tie
ill it is intended to alleviate. Its immediate or short range effect will, undoubted-
ly, be, to increase the amount of income distributed by private foundations to
public charities. Its long range effect, on the other hand,, will be quite the opposite.

In my opinion, the 5 percent minimum distribution requirement will cause the
managers of private foundations to Invest In "high yleld fixed income" securities
of the type that are subject to substantial depreciation In value during a sus-
tained period of Inflation. Thus, while the required yield on the niarket value of
foundations' assets will be achieved, such fixed income, In real terms, will, over
the years, be eroded by inflation. Not only wlil the purchasing power of the.,e
"fixed" dollars be reduced, but upon maturity or sale of the securities by founda-
tions, losses in the value, of such assets are bound to occur. Thus, public chari-
table organizations (which are the recipients of foundation distributions) will,
in the long run, be receiving less funds to meet their growing needs.

Moreover, if private foundations are unable to achieve a 5% annual return, then
the minimum requirement of the proposal will cause the ultimate liquidation
and distribution of their assets. The end result of such an occurrence would, like-
wise, be the loss of support for public charities.

It is recommended that the required 5% minimum distribution be deleted from
this proposed Section but that a private foundation be required to pay out all of
Its "current Income" as proposed. Furthermore, it is recommended that in deter-
mining the amount of such "current income", a private foundation be required to
attribute a "fair return" (predetermined by the Treasury), based on the value
used by the donor as a charitable deduction, to any security or other Interest, held
by such foundation, of a corporation or in a business entity controlled by It and/
or by a disqualified person. Thus, a private foundation which Is the recipient of a
"controlled" asset would, if such property had no ora low yield, be required to
distribute an amount related to the charitable deduction received by the donor.
This would satisfy the concern of the Committee, but would not force a founda-
tion to change its ovexall investment policy or to gradually liquidate Its assets.

4. STOCK OWNERSHIP LIMITATION (NEW EWTION 4943 OF TIlE CODE)

The bill proposes to limit to 20 percent the combined oonershfp of a corpora-
tlon's voting stock held by a private foundation and v'1 disqualified persons.

The Committee's reasons for the proposal are (stated on Page 27 of the Com-
mittee Report) :

"The use of foundations to maintain control of busiLesses, particularly small
family corporations appears to be increasing.. . Those who wish to use a foun-
dation's stock holdings to retain business control in some cases are relatively
unconcerned about producing income to be used by the foundation for charitable
purposes... there is a temptation for the foundation's managers to divert their
Interest to the maintenance and improvement of the business and away from their
charitable duties... the business may be run in a way that unfairly competes
with other businesses..."

Despite the relatively long periods allowed a private foundation (or a disquali-
fied person) for divestiture of a combined holding of over 20 percent of a

33-865--70---pt. 7 of 7-11
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(orimiratiol|'s voting stock, I subnilt t iat the proposal is likely to result II I oie
'vellt llal sale of such nlssets (partihiurly if they consist of securities of a closely-
hil copnny) at subst atit ill.v less tihan their true value and under cireum-
slanct's Ilat coul adversely affect tMe operation of the corporation. The Com-
niilhi Iteport recognizes the fact that many foundations have hohlings in "small
family corporations . . ." for whose closely-lhell stock there is not likely to be
any market (unless control is offered for sale). In sucl cases, divestiture of the
foumuil~ion's (or disqiullfled person's) holding to meet the requirements of the
piroioisii really means sale of the family business if a fair price Is to be obtained.
I silbiiit that this i in lInequitalle and unsound method of dealing with the
problem (assuming there Is one).

I do not believe that the ownership by a private foundation of a security
wlich is a factor in fle control of a corporation or tinat the lIncreasi;ng Incidence
of foundation ownership of a closely held family corporation is inherently bad.
According to the Office of Policy Research of the Securities & Exchange Com-
iiisl(shl, the estinmted ownership by foundations of common and preferred
stock (including unlisted and foreign Issues outstanding in the U.S.) was
only 2.1% of the total stock outstanding II 1908. Such ownership by foundations
is subslantially less than that owned iV private noninsured pension funds
(7.4%), Investment conml)nflles (7.4%), and common trust funds (10.7%).
Furthermore, the percentage of ownership by foundations dil not Increase as
greatly between 1967 and 1968 as it did for the aforementioned Institutions. It
coIId(l, thus, be argued that the concentration of wealth and the control of cor-
porations by such institutions poses a far greater threat to our society than owner-
shili Iy private foundations.

1 am of the opinion that there Is Justification for not permitting a foundation
and/or any disqualified person to use its control of a corporation to engage in
a poiey of limiting or not paying dividends. A provision similar to that recoin-
mended by mae in lieu of the 5 percent mininium distributon would, likewise, be
alpproprlate to resolve this situation. By requiring a private foundation to
distribute all Income currently Including a predetermined (by the Treasury)
yield on securities of a controlled corporation, Its charitable purposes would
t hereby be served.

If fle Congress believes it Is against public policy to permit private founda-
tiois to be a factor In the control of corporations (which I submit does not, today,
appear to constitute an economic threat), then, It should exclude from the
proposal such assets presently held by foundations which were donated in good
failti under existing law. This could be done by the inclusion of a "grandfather"
clause excepting stocks (or other Interests) currently held by private founda-
tions.

5. CJIlARITAIII.E CONTRIBUTIONS OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY (SECTION 201 (C) AND (d)
AND SECTIONS 170 AND 83 OF THE CODE)

The Bill provides that for certain tyls of charitable contributions of ap-
preciated property, the taxpayer must either reduce his charitable contribution
deduction to the amount of the cost (or other basis) In the property or take a
full charitable deduction based on the fair market value of the property, but
includee in his taxable Income the untaxed appreciation. The types of charitable
contributions affected are a gift to a private foundation; a gift of ordinary
Income property, tangible property, or a future interest in property; and
"bargain sales".

The reason given by the Committee for the change Is (stated on Page 53
of the Committee Report) :

"The combined effect, In the case of charitable gifts of appreciated property,
of not taxing the appreciation and at the same time allowing a charitable con-
trllutions deduction for the appreciation Is to produce tax benefits significantly
greater than those available with respect to cash contributions."

Until the above pronouncement was made, it must be assumed that the
federal government wished to encourage charitable gifts by taxpayers. Such a
lxlicy gives recognition to the existence in America of an elaborate and effective
system of voluntary charitable institutions and, also, acknowledges that it Is tile
will of the people that they be directly involved in the maintenance and opera-
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tio ofl ( i lh J18titution.. ]eenau.e til I C' imn it tt 4. ij Ueti ' ... i1111w anl sh
ha ritalile notivatin actually reliiahis . . ." Vi'lre fi lta\ t .:t v'Jlg I rue. a

change In the law thas been proposedd ib;It will Illidernihie 4 if iet dist roy ) tiis
sys 1cm).

At present, many p)ledlges or coinnitilents (for ftiture Jayiu'uat ) to fcilt'in-
tional and other charitable organizations art' tiade in a monts that are beyiidl
the capacity of the donor to pay frona his earnedd ii',,ie",Under tlie Isrvsezit
law, such donors are suffllciently muotivated1 to nmke large lidv,',s awlit'itlig
that by Investing "In the market" they will be aide l o 1lliir pIdii',es Il iroli
the donation of appreciated securities.

I submit that such per.sois could not be accused of lacking "eluritalle. ,,t0I-
ration" if, because of the proposed Sct l)1n, they did not cilit illfe 14) Illake lIedlges
In such large amounts. It is unreasoiible to exlxct that any dottr t martyr
how charitably motivated) would incur tih risks Iherent "'Ini tie liirket" in
order to meet his pledge, if, whel siit'cesftil, Ili (.41111(d ily dh'elict, t lli (wst 41f
the security as the aniount of the diaritalple contributions or tie a plireclatcd
market value of the security after paying a substantial tax.

I predict that such a donor will. he'ncefortii, merely niake a cash gift tlat fie
can afford to pay out of his "ordinary inciiie". 'hi', total (of such e cash contril-
tiolns will, in my opinion, be substantially less tait the contrilbutionis hen-tofore
made.

It is, therefore, recommendcd that tii federal governmlient cottinue to lmok
favorably on charitable contributions by not v.haliging tihe existilig law with
regard to gifts of appreciated property retgatrlh.s of Iti tYpe of chanritlli11
recipient.

TIlE LI.IIA iiAI 1iMiT IlyI: FOuNIIATION.
Elizatbcth, N.J.,,''pt*tbr5,1 ;.

Reference: II.R. 13270.
Committee on Finance,
Ncw Sen-ate 01fcc Building,
II'ash ingraiJ, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: It IS with deep concern that I view certain, provisions of tiis
proposed legislation as It affects privately-endowed phliv-.throplc Foundations,
and hence their beneficiaries (Section 101). It Is regrettable that the house of
Representatives devoted so little the to review and Study of its potential effects
and that The Senate Committee on Finance also has only a short perle! to
consider it.

Consideration of the following points may not be covered in the oral
testimony:

I. VALUE OF TilE FOUNDATION CONCEPT

The value of charitable Foundations has long been recognized by the law.
Through the multiplicity of their separate Independent sources of funds,
medical, educational, and research institutions receive essential support
for the vitally needed operation and growth of their programs an( seirvces.
Moreover, the careful screening of grant applicants forces recie nts to
operate efficiently.

Equally, or more importantly, with so niany people examining requests
for grants, there is a better chance that truly valuable projects will receive
necesary financial support. Correspondingly, tile ipotentlal availability of
such Foundation support tends to stimulate the bright minis of the citIzAnry
to work oil and find solutions to the many lmnportanit social, medical and
educational problems of today.

Encouragement of such activity, in my opinion. should be one of tle Ilost
desirable objectives of a truly wise government. One need only glance
through the published annual reports of the uiany well-managed Foilda-
tions to ind numerous examples of the success of Foundation suplrt in
this area In the past.

There may have been a few glaring abuses of Foundation status, but it
would be lamentable If restrictions to correct such abuses should Inlipair tile
great many effective present and future coitributions of the vast majority
of Foundations.



11. TAXATIONN OF FOUNDATIONS

SInce a prolerly managed privltely-endowed Foundation distributes in
the form of grants all of its residual income (after necessary operating
ex'enses) to carefully screened and monitored qualifying eleemosynary
orga 1lizatlolls, the tax exei,,pt status granted such Income Is not a tax "loop-
lole" in nny rational sense. On the contrary, it reflects recognition of their
uilque value and desirability to the general public. It also reflects recogni-
tol of tile fact that such Foundations do not operate for any private or
ioersonal gain hut only for the pullc benefit as stated in their charters. Any
tax levied on Foundations would, In essence, amount to a loss of a cor-
responding amount to tile recil)ients of their grants.

II1. ABUSES AND TIHORIOUGH( AUDITS

More thorough annual audits of Foundation operations may be appropri-
ate followed, if necessary, by legal action to correct any current abuses of
Foundation status and to inhibit future abuses.

If it Is deciled that some Income Is necessary to cover the cost of such
auditing, and annual fee charged to each Foundation would be more equi-
table than a tax, since the monies involved would be specifically directed for
that purpose. Such a fee could be soundly based on a percentage of net
assets' of each Foundation totaled at fair market value as of the preceding
year end, similar in form to the New York State Annual Filing Fee. This
woull be much more equitable than a basis on a percentage of income, since
eXpense of auditing would most likely be )rolortional to such net capital
asset value for welil-nmanaged Foundations.

Ai alternate method would be to charge each Foundation individually for
the costs of the audits. This kind of fee system is used by state banking
eoininisslons in auditing commercial banks.

IV. INCOME-I1ASED TAX Oil FEE

If, however, a tax or fee based on income should be Imposed, there are
three main features of Section 101(a) that appear seriously Inequitable;
(1) Exclusion of capital gains; the ease for continued foundation growth

Foundations are lools of capital which do not usually receive re-
plenishnient from outside sources. Their trustees have the responsibility
of conserving the capital funds so that annual income is not Jeopardized.
As a result, in our constantly changing capital markets, alert manage-
iment should make prudent switches In capital assets. Any gains that
might result from such transactions should be reinvested to the beat
advantage and should not be depleted by an arbitrary tax assessment.
Otherwise, part of capital asset value and hence current and future
income would be forfeited.'

"Gross investment income" as defined In Section 101(a) should not
include capital gains, either short or long-term. Capital gains represent
the principal sound means of growth of a privately-endowed Founda-
tionl, growth essential to the continued fulfillments of its relative role
In helping meet the growling needs of hospitals, schools, colleges, etc. I
respectfully but strongly urge that careful consideration be given to
fostering, not hindering or limiting, such sound growth. The benefici-
aries of such Foundation asset growth are not the Foundation officers
and trustees but the general public which receives the benefits of the
growth of the institutions that receive the larger grants thus made
possible.

'Where fair market values of Investment assets are not readily obtainable, such values
for the fee basis could be mutually agreed upon by the Foundation and the Internal
Revenue Service, with recourse to a Court of Law in cases of non-agreement.

ON.B. Oapital Oafn and the Minimum Distribution Requiremet,.(Reotiou 101(b).).
The Inclusion of short-term capital gains In "net adjusted Income' would tend to cause

a far greater similar undesirable impairment of Inves tment flexibility since all such capital
gains would be lost from capital assets, and distributed, thus reducing total future annual
grants.
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(2) I)cdul ions from "lgros Ic., I i11cwnc"

Ill determining "tiet investiniielt il3COl&ik" 111)(011 wh1!,'I tihe ir,,l',4oed
tax i s to N. based, Section 101(a) 11how.- it deductionJ fro m "gross
ilnvestinent income" only for "ordinary aid inecssa ry eXl.x',s lidl or
Incurred for the pro(luction or collection of gro.ss itivost ll2elt IIIPolIlt, or
for the management, conservation or mainthnanee of proMrty held for
production of such inconie". It would bxe only just to include :1 dedue-
tion also for all other expenses incurred in the .sound olerato of a
private Poilat ion. For example, of equa1 necssity ami inilortance
with property management is tile thoughtful distribution of the acole
to selected grant recipients. Furthermore, to a recipient an intelligent
analysis of a project by a Foundation is frequently a contribution ahlost
as valuable as the financial aid in terms of improving the efililency or
effectiveness of the project. In other words, the careful placement of
financial assistance Is an important part o1 iouna(ltion operations. and
Its cost deserves deductible status.

(3) Tax is too high
Finally, tile 7.5% figure for such a tax or fee hased on income, in

general, far exceeds tihe cost of any practical audit of a Foundation's
operations by all experienced auditor. I strongly recommend that the
tax, or preferably the fee, be onhiy as high as that estimated nec..sary
to cover the costs of the audit.

Since an avowed purpose of tile extensive auditing is to assure prompt
and proper use of their funds for the charitable purp(es speK'illed by
their charters, an excessive tax or fee would only reduce the available
funds for those vital institutions and projects dependent o Foundation
support.

Thank you for this opportunity to present these coimnments on this very Im
portent bill.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT N%?. PARSONS. Jr.,

l'r&jioeInt.

STATEMENT BY JOSnP;! . JOIHNSON, PRESIDENT, CARNEGIE HNItOW$IENT IOR
INTERNATIONAL PEACE

I wish to associate myself with tile general approach taken by the replresenta-
tives of the advanced study group.

I share with my colleagues in odl.er foundations and with fair-miniided citizens
everywhere a deep concern over tile abuses perpetrated In the name of philan-
thropy by certain tax-exempt Institutions to the'detriment of public confidence
in all foundations. All responsible foundation officials welcome these sound
provisions of the bill designed to stop self-dealing and other misuses of the
tax-exempt privilege.

With respect to other aspects of the proposed legislation on private founda-
-tions, however, it Is my view that the constructive contributions to the welfare
of mankind made over the years by foundations are In danger of being slighted.

The intent of parts of the bill appears to be more punitive than corrective.
What shocks me in particular is the implication contained In tile proposals
regarding grants to Individuals, restrictions of activities, and a tax on Incolie-
that we have all fillfully betrayed the trust in us Implied by the granting of
tax-exempt status, and have sought to evade the responsibilities defined In our
charters and laid down In existing legislation.

The Carnegie Endownment for International Peace was founded 50 years ago.
Andrew Carnegie set as its aim "to hasten the abolition of International war."
Under the terms of its ' arter, one of the things the Endowment is enjoined
to do Is to "promote the advancement and diffuslon of knowledge and under-
standing among the people of the United States." Thus the Endowment has been
given an educational task. Over the years, Endowment Trustees, officers, and
staff have sought conscientiously to perform that task by contributing, through
various research, publishing, and scholarship programs, to a better public
understanding of the causes of war, the nature and effects of war, International
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liivw, International organizations, and International law, international organiza-
lions, and international relations in general.

I am also disturbed that the Carnegie E-ndowment should be classified as a
"private foundation." Quite apart from th, extreme measures to be adopted
aigainst "private foundations," such a classification would not accurately reflect
li n' purlxose and nature of the Hn(Iowment's activities. In Its program and cther
:aivitles, the Endowment Is directly concei-uied with peirhps the most vital pub-
lie question of the (lay, If not the century-worIl peace. The Endowment makes
frequent and full public reports on Its activities. No rational ground is suggested
wihy I lie Endowment should lie placed in the same category as a family foundation
whici h as no operating lprogra11 and conducts its activities essentially lit private.
The bill provides ant exception from the classifications of private foundations

for foundations supported by the public or by governmental agencies. Yet surely
the test shoul be the nature of the foundation's activities, not the source of its
fuiid. If the proposed definition of private foundations is adopted, the result
woulhi be to penalize the Endowment because through Mr. Carnegie's generosity
nearly sixty years ago the Carnegie Endowment has not been compelled to seek
outside funds.
The proposed legislative measures raise serious questions whether we can

continue to pursue our objectives along lies employed by educational institu-
tions. For example, the Endowment now operates a molest program of travel
airl maintenance grants, in consultation with an advisory committee of scholars,
for young professors in the field of international organizations, as well as two
i itilng research scholarships In the field of international relations. As an educa-
tional institution, the Endowment provides machinery through public announce-
ments, competitions, and advisory committees by which scholars from various
dl(klplines can contribute to broadening and enriching the field of international
relations. I believe we have Instituted selection processes as fair as those of any
university. To require that these procedures be approved li advance by the Sec-
rotary of tile Treasury of his delegate would add nothing to their fairness, and
might restrict their flexibility.

Far more menacing to our functioning is the propose(] restriction on founda-
tion activity In th fHeld of public policy. With a mandate such as ours, Endow-
Inent programs, if they are to be effective, must aim at informing a wide range
of people involved In the policy-making process on Issues related to international
affairs. Would it be possible for the Endowment, under this bill, to sponsor in-
ternational conferences similar to the one on nuclear non-proliferation that we
supported and co-sponsored it 1966, or to publish studies, as we have done, on
such Issues as the United Nations Peace Force (1957), the future of NATO
(1967), or the United Nations and Vietnam (1968)? Would we be prohibited
from making grants as we did in 1966 to the Brookings Institution for a study
on financing the United Nations?

We also have trild in tle past to help link various segments of the foreign
nffrirs community. I cite here the example ot the Committee on Foreign Affairs
Personnel. This Committee. composed of private citizens, was established in 1961
under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, with the
strong support of the then Secretary of State. Dean Rusk. The chairman was Mr.
Rusk's predecessor, the Honorable Christian A. Hlerter, and the other members
represented a broad spectrum of experience In relation to problems of personnel
mid administration of foreign affairs. The Committee report. Pcrsonnirl for the
Nemo Dliploauefll. which contained it series of recommendations on recruiting and
training foreign affairs personnel. wa presented to Mr. Rusk and simultaneously
published by the Endowment in 1962. Should foundations be barred from under-
taking thils kind of activity?

It may le said that we are seeing specters that do not exist, since the bill
specifleally allows foundations to make available the results of nonpartisan analy-
sis or research. However, som of our publications do conclude by making recom-
iientlatioii Oil iiatters of public policy; and some future Treasury official who dis-
agreed with a particular recommendation might, unless the language of the bill
i.s made more precise, decide that this was "an attempt to affect the opinion of
the general public." As to the forbidding of "any attempt to influence legislation
through private communication with any member or employee of a legislative
body. or with anty other person who may participate In the formulation of the
legislation." does this mean that 1 could not take a part-time or temporary post
as an unpaid consultant to an executive department or congressional committee.
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if the drafting of proposed legislation might lie involved: I raise these questions.
Mr. Chairman, to show the potential difficulties lurking in these rather ambiguous
formulations of the bill.

There is one other specific provision that would affect the Carnegie lilowment
for International Peace very directly: that is the pairagraph which forlhlds a
foundation to pay or reimburse traveling expenses (including amounts exipenIded
for meals and lodging) for certain government officials and ietinters of the ('oil-
gress, except for travel within the United S'ates. The Carnegie Endowmenlt.
as a part of its regular program activities, sul)ports-and frequently spollsors or
co-sponsors-a number of International conferences. To some of these, Icimibers
of the Congress and high government omftcialq have 15eenl invited in the piast.
While such persons have found ways to meet their own t raviltt .xpilses. soInw
have not. Moreover, not infrequently, the host organization or organizations p)ay
for the lodging and meals of participants for the duration of tlhe, confe-rence. iad
it appears that such payment would be Illegal within the liangitige a&Is now drafted.
It is difficult to see the reason for discriminating between domestic and inter-
national travel as the present bill does. I respectfully urge that the Committee
remedy the situation by striking out on page 23 the last word of line 20, all of
line 21, and line 22 up to the comma.

Finally, I turn to the proposed tax on foundation income. A foundation such
as the Carnegie Endowment, while privately managed, Is public in the nature of
its activities. The types of' Institutions that may be affected by its programs can
be as specific as a university department or a government bureau, or as broad
as an entire profession or great national program. The public character of the
Carnegie Endowment derives more importantly from this kind of contribution,
which it has made since its founding In 1910, rather than from its tax exemption,
,,which came subsequently. Any tax on foundations-and there is no reason to
believe that it would stop at 71 %-would do virtually nothing to correct the
abuses that troubled us all. It would merely be passed on to the recipients of
foundation grants In terms of reduced awards or outright rejections, and seriously
affect their work. A Federal tax, once imposed, might be emulated by states and
municipalities. Since many if not most foundation grants are In areas affecting
the public welfare, the net result might be simply an Increased public demand
for the expenditure of public monies to meet these purposes.

I respectfully suggest that those provisions of Title I of H1R 13270 referred
to above do not reflect attention to the concerns of legitimate foundations; they
promise not only to punish the many for the mistakes of the few, but more sig-
niflcantly to wall off vital elements in our national life from one another at a
time when national priorities and International complexities Impel us to come
together.

COMMENTS OF MR. WILLIAM R. JUDY, ON BEIALF OF REID AND RIoFo

PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Section 101 of the bill, Prirate Foundations, would create new Section 0')8 of
the Internal Revenue Code. We are especially concerned with the proposed Sec-
tion 508(g) (2) relating to the governing instruments of a private foundation
organized before January 1, 1970. This rule as to existing foundations Is vague,
confusing and internally inconsistent. Proposed Section 508(g) (1) would re-
quire a private foundation to amend its governing instruments to speliflcally
prohibit certain undesirable activities. The report of the House Ways and Means
Committee states that the intent of Section 508(g) is to "encourage and( facili-
tate" effective State involvement in the supervision of charitable organizations.
This Is a worthy intent. But when Section 508(g) (2) speaks to existing organiza-
tions, the intent is unclear. Section 508(g) (2) (A) purports to allow an existing
organization to leave its governing instrument unamended without losing its
Section 501(c) (3) status. But then Section 508(g) (2) (B) gives the organization
two years (or more, if necessary) to effect these very amendments they are
not required to make. We foresee an Inadvertent Invitation to unnecessary litiga-
tion unless this provision is made more clear at the outset.

We can imagine tree possible ways that the problem of the amendment of
governing instruments might be handled: (1) provide that no existing organi-
.zation will 1have to amend Its governing instrument In any way; (2) provide
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ihat every existing organization must amend its governing Instrument, or; (3)
provide that existing organizations whose governing itistruments would allow
amendment without the necessity of judicial proceedings or appeal to a State
bfficlal shall make the amendments, but those organizations whose governing
Instruments would necessitate such procedures shall not be required to make the
amendments. The choice of which alternative should become law is a matter
of balancing policies. On the one hand, there Is the desire to make it easier for
the State to supervise charitable organizations. On the other hand, there Is the
substantial Inconvenience and expense not only to the foundations themselves
but to the State official or agency who would have to approve such amendmmts
to a foundation's governing Instrument. To provide that no existing organization
would have to make amendments to Its governing instrument in any way Ignores
completely the goal of State Involvement and enforcement. But conversely, to
require that all existing organizations make the amendments would place a great
burden upon some organizations and surely upon the appropriate State officials
who supervise charitable organizations. We refer specifically to those organiza-
tions whose governing instruments do not allow for amendment or at least re-
quire State approval before amendment may be made. To amend an "unamend-
able" instrument would Involve voluminous litigation. Those State officials
who have the duty to supervise charitable organizations would be Inundated
with extra work, not to mention the already over-crowded State court systems in
most Jurisdictions. The charitable organization 'itself would incur substantial
legal fees which would otherwise go toward charitable ends. But when a govern-
ing instruments Is by its own terms amendable, for example, merely by a vote of
the trustees, no great expense or inconvenience to the organization or the State
would be Involved.

Consequently we urge adoption of the third alternative noted above. We
therefore offer the following substitute for proposed Section 508(g) (2)

"(2) Special rule for existing foundations.
In the case of an organization organized before January 1, 1970, Para-

graph (1) shall apply only to taxable years beginning after December 31,
1971; provided that, If it is Impossible for such an organization to amend its
governing Instrument to meet the requirements of paragraph (1) without
Judicial l,roceedings or the approval of an appropriate State official, the
organization shall not cease to be treated as an organization described in
Section 501 (c) (3) because of a failure to comply with paragraph (1)."

GENER-L DRAFTINO Co., Ixo.,
Oonvent Station, N.J., September 5, 1969.

Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Sins: We wish to bring to your attention a situation in which we believe
the proposed restrictions on ownership of stock by private foundations--proposed
Section 4943 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 contained in Section 101 (b)
of h.R. 13270 as passed by the House of Representatives--should not apply.

The Lindberg Foundation (the "Foundation"), a private charitable organiza-
tion, owns all the stock (except for a small amount of preferred stock owned
by Massachusetts Institute of Technology) of General Drafting Co., Inc. (the
"Company"). Otto 0. Lindberg, the founder of both the Company and the
Foundation and contributor of, the Company's stock to the Foandation, Is de-
ceased; no relative of his Is now connected with either the Foundation or the
Company. The Foundation regularly receives from the Company and contributes
to public charities substantial dividends. A more complete explanation of the
facts Is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

As a practical matter, disposition by the Foundation of 80% of the Company's
stock could only be accomplished by permitting a larger corporation to acquire
the Company. From our long and Intimate knowledge of the Company's opera-
tions, we are certain that such an acquisition would undermine the factors upon
which the Company's success Is based and, in essence, destroy the Company.

Mapmaking, the Company's principal business over the years, Is an art requir-
Ing skilled and experienced craftsmen. Although one of the largest mapmakers in
the United States. the Company is a comparatively small company and its profits
inure entirely to charity, with emphasis on local charitable organizations. These
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features, together with a Company tradition of fair and generous treatment of
all employees, have resulted In outstanding employee Joyalty, the factor primarily
responsible for the Company's prosperity.

Loss of the Company's identity and Independence of action would, we submit,
not only cripple what is now a prosperous business paying tax at the full cor-
porate tax rates and deprive charities of the income therefrom, but would also
work a hardship on the Company's many dedicated employees.

We therefore respectfully request that you consider the proposed addition to
Section 101(k) of II.R. 13270 set forth as Exhibit B hereto. Your support of
such an amendment would be greatly atppreciated.

We would be happy to furnish any additional information, regarding the
Foundation, the Company '-r the proposed amendment, which you may feel would
be helpful to your consideration of our request.

Very truly yours,
A. A. KAUPPJNF.N,

Chairman of the Board.

Exn1I1T A

Otto G. Lindberg came to the United States in 1907, just prior to his 21st birth-
day. In 1909 he started the drafting business subsequently incorporated as Gen-
eral Drafting Co., Inc. (the "Company"). From a one-man business, the Company
has grown to be one of the largest map makers in the United States with annual
sales In excess of $4,600,000.

As President until 1965 and chairman of the board of directors until 1968,
Mr. Lindberg personally supervised every aspect of the Company's growth. lie
hoped and expected that his sons would continue the Company's traditions of
excellent craftsmanship and fairness to employees. Tragically, both his sons
predeceased him, his younger son having been lost in the Pacific in 1943 while
serving as a United States Air Force Major.

Having no family to carry on the Company which he had built up over 54
years, at age 77 Mr. Lindberg decided to contribute his stock of the Corniiany
to The Lindberg Foundation (the "Foundation") to preserve the Company and
devote its earnings to worthwhile charitable endeavors. A copy of Mr. Lind-
berg's announcement to the Company's employees explaining his decision is elm-
closed as Exhibit A-1. Of the 7,600 shares of the Company's comm1om st(k which
he owned, he contributed 6,100 shares to the Foundation in 1963; he contributed
an additional 1,000 shares to the Foundation prior to his death, and beuvjteathed
the remaining 500 sha res to the Foundation by his will.

The only other shares of common stock issued by the Company were those
which Mr. Lindberg had given to employees prior to 1963. These shares were
subsequently redeemed at book value or purchased by the Foundation (200
shares). The Company's only other class of stock outstanding Is $100,000 of 6%
preferred stock contributed by Mr. Llndberg to and currently held by Massa-
chusetts Institute of Techonology.

The Foundation is a charitable membership corporation, formed under ihe
laws of New Jersey it 1961, which the Internal Revenue Service has determined
to be an organization described in section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954. The Foundation is governed by a board of trustees who serve with-
out compensation. None of the present trustees is related to the late Otto G.
Lindberg, founder of and principal contributor to the Foundation.

The Foundation's only assets are a small amount of cash (less than $25,000 at
December 31, 1961) and all the outstanding common stock of the Company.
Except for $1,407 of interest from a temporary Investment in United States
Treasury Bills, the Foundation's sole source of income has been dlivilen(Is on the
Company's stock. Over the past five years it has received $1341,150 fronm this
source. During the same period the Foundation contributed $115,430 to over 100
public charitable organizations. The only expenses incurred by the Foundation
have been for accounting and legal services and have never exceeded $560 in any
year.

The Foundation's retention of the Company's stock has proven to be a .oind
Investment decision. Since 1903 (when Mr. Llndberg contributed a majority of
the Company's common stock to the Foundation) tie net book value per share
has increased from $60 to $117; the Company's 1968 earnings per share are S7%
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higher than In 1964. The annual dividend per share paid to the Foundation has
been Increased from $3.00 in 1964, 1965 and 1966 to $5.00 in 1967 and $5.25 in
1908.

EXiIBIT A-i

GENERAL DRAFINo Co., INC.,
Convent Station, N.J., Deccmbcr 2, 1963.

To all employees of General Drafting Co., Inc.:
For a long time I have been thinking over various ways of which to assure

thie perpetutlon of General )rafting In years to come and to make sure that
control of it. will not fall into the hands of people other than you who have
worked with Ine to make It the successful company that It is today. In addition,
I should like to feel that what I have decided to do will be an incentive !o all of
you to make this firm, which is so much part of me, even better and more sue-
('essfui as the years go on.

There are, of course, several ways to bring about part of the above, such as
merger with a larger company, outright sale, etc., etc. However, all of these would
affect each one of you in perhalps reducing your present well-being and your
filt tire security.

Therefore, I have decided to give to the Iiiberg Foundation my present con-
trol of General Drafting in perpetuity. Through this institution we shall le able

to make our charitable contributions and have assurance that our present high
standards wil always continue to be paramount in our company, which simply
means Integrity In our dealings with one another, our customers and society in
general. The majority of the trustees are and will be employees of General
Drafting, who will serve without compensation. The present trustees are:

Otto 0. Lindberg, President.
A. A. Kauppinen, Vice President
J. 0. Maurer, Treasurer.
11. F. Darby, Secretary.

OTTO G. LINDBERO.

PROPOSED ADDITION TO SECTION 101 (K) OF 1I.R. 13270, 91ST CONGRESS,
1ST SESSION, AS PASSED BY TIE HOUSE. OF REPRESENTATIVES

(7) Section 49.13 shall not apply with respect to an organization which, on
January 1, 1969 and at all times subsequent thereto, holds as its principal asset
100% of the outstanding voting stock of an Incorporated business enterprise and,
in each calendar year subsequent to 1903, derives more than 90% of Its gross In-
come front such stock but only If

(1) no disqualified person owns any shares of any class of stock In such busl-
ne.s enterprise,

(2) no donor to the organization of stock in such business enterprise, or a
member of his family, Is a foundation manager with respect thereto or a member
of the board of directors or other managing body of such business enterprise on
or at tiny time after July 28, 1969. and

(3) it does not purchase any stock or other Interest in such business enter-
prlse after July 28, 1969, and It does not acquire any stock or other interest In
any other business enterprise which would constitute excess business holdings
If the organization were subject to the provisions of section 4943.

AMERICAN STATISTICAL AsSOCIATION.
Washington, D.C., October 2, 1969.

1l1On. RUSSEI.L B. Lo'No.
('harman. Finance Conmit tee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

D)FR MR. CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the American Statistical Association. I
wish to express our desire to be associated with the statements of Frederick
Burkhardt, President, American Council of Learned Societies, and Henry W.
Riecken, President, Social Science Research Council, on the Tax Reform Act of
1969. The statements were submitted on September 8, 1969.

When II.R. 13270 was under consideration by the House Ways and Means
Committee I wrote Chairman Mills and the Committee about the concern of
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ASA for its own future under the )roposed legislation. I am happy to say that
because of the membership nature of our organization and our limited activities
in terms of disbursing funds, the bill as passed by the House would not be likely
to have an adverse effect on this Association. We are still concerned however
with the effect of the present bill on two organizations with which we have a
formal and Informal association.

The first of these is tile Social Science Research Council. We are one of seven
associations responsible for the election of the Board of l)irectors of tile SSRC
and we have threo members of the American Statistical Association who serve
on that Board as Individuals. Within the past year we have completed work
with a Committee of the SSRO which developed a proposal for improving state
and local government statistics and from time to time have other projects of
common interest.

WVhile we do not hold formal membership in the American councill of Learned
Soceiles, we have worked with them on various programs and are aware of the
important role the ACLS plays In a great range of research and educational
activities.

We particularly support therefore the proposal of these societies for the de-
veloprient, of appropriate language that would amend Section 509(a) to provide
a fifth kind of organization which could be exempt from consideration as a
private foundation. We believe it would be most desirable to develop a definition
couched in functional language, rather than in terms of sources of support, to
exempt these learned societies and other scholarly research organizAtions which,
under the present language, would be included with private foundations.

Both of these organizations have a long history of useful service in the lhn-
provement of the social sciences and the development of research projects which
have made wide o ,ntributions to knowledge. We earnestly solicit your assistance
ini clarifying the language in tile current bill and will tie happy to discuss the
matter further either with the Committee or the Committee staff.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN W. LTHMAN.

Exicutire Director.

NATIONAL INFORMATION BUREAU.
,'cptcmber 30, 196.9.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNxo,
Chairman, Scnatc Finance Comm ittcc,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LONG: On behalf of the Board of Directors of tile Natilonal
Information Bureau, I should like to inform you of our great concern about
several provisions for the regulation and taxation of philanthropic foundations
that were included In the Tax Bill recently passed by the House of ltepresenta-
tives and now under consideration by your Committee.

First, let me identify the National Information Bureau. We are a nonlprofit
organization which has since 1918 (fifty-one years) provided a continuous ad.
visory service to contributors through the analysis of hundreds of charitable
and philanthropic organizations that solicit contributions at tile national and
International level. We also endeavor to minintain sound standards within our
part of tile field of national philanthropy through voluntary self-discipline and,
where that fails, through public exposure,

The eight basic standards which we'uphold appear on the back cover of the
enclosed annual report. As you will note, we require for accreditation a sound
program ; a responsible volunteer Board of Directors, serving without comlKs-a-
tion, holding regular meetings, and with adequate administrative control ; all
annual audit ; a budget, etc.

Included In our membership are business s corporations (110 of the 200 largest
U.S. industrial corporations by way of Illustration), foundations, chambers of
commerce, united funds and councils in about 1,400 local communities, certain
governmental bureaus, mass media, and individual contributors. (Since folmnda-
tions do not generally solicit contributions, they have not fallen within our fHold
of reporting.)

As we are not a foundation, we have no direct imnnediate Ptake in time pro-
posed legislation with respect to foundationA.



Iteturning to the Tax Bill before your Committee, we wish to commend two
basic principles evident In its preparation:

1. Self-dealing generally between a nonprofit foundation and the foundation's
donor or trustees should be prohibited. Sound and responsible foundations should
serve the public Interest, not private interests.

2. There should be full disclosure of all pertinent facts by foundations.
These are sound principles. We are persuaded, however, that the three provi-

sions noted below rest on unsound principles.
American society is based, as you know, upon the conviction that there should

be a variety of channels, in addition to government, open to citizens for public
servic--such as voluntary charitable and philanthropic organizations to aid tile
distre.sed, provide education, do vital research, heal and care for the sick,
enhance the arts, preserve the nation's heritage of culture and beauty, experi-
ment with new solutions to social, health au, d educational problems and to
demonstrate new ways of serving our fellowmnen.

These voluntary channels for public service, paralleling government, have we
believe contributed greatly to the ability of the United States, as a relatively
young country, to advance in a number of fields well beyond the achievements
of other countries. Federal, state and local governments have long recognized
the importance of these channels by excluding them from taxation and by allow-
tig tax dcductions generally for contributions to them. Which brings us to our
first suggested change:

1. Proposed 71/% Taz of Income of Foundations-We are not greatly dis-
turbed by tile 7/% figure of and by itself. In relation to the billions of dollars of
federal taxation and of philanthropic income each year, the figure is relatively
small. We are, however, very much disturbed by the fact that this is the first
breach In the U.S. Government's wise policy of keeping multiple channels of
public service, paralleling government, tax free as an encouragement to citizens
generally to use and to support them.

If the principle Is sound, It should not be breached by even a 1% tax (a
registration fee could be substituted If the purpose is adequate funds to police
foundations). If the principle is unsound, shouldn't we abandon tax deduction
privileges for all charitable, educational, religious and philanthropic organiza-
tions? And if we do that, will we not damage and perhaps destroy the very
lluralism in our society which we all cherish?

Please give careful consideration to the principle, not the proposed percentage
amount. If the principle is undermined by the precedent of a 71/% tax on one
group of nonprofit organizations, it will probably open the flood gates of escalating
taxation by governments-national, state, and local-not only of foundations but
also of other vital nonprofit charitable, educational, religious and philanthropic
organizations. In practical terms, moreover, the proposed 71A% tax on founda-
tions wouli amount in effect to a 7 j% Indirect tax on the traditional beneficiaries
of foundation grants, such as colleges, hospitals, medical schools, charitable and
philanthropic organizations, and so forth.

2. Proposed Debarring of Foundations from all Grant Actions Related to Gov-
ernmcn t-We lileve we understand the concern of the House Ways and Means
Committee here. Money can mean power, and power may be used for or against the
public interest. Your Committee has highlighted one or more recent instance
of the ill-advised use of founiation grants in relation to local elections. On the
other hand, iie could document thousands of Instances during the past fifty years
of fine public service by foundations to and for governments which would have
been fInpossible under the proposed legislation. From our view of foundations
in relation to governments, we know that they have frequently made an outstand-
Ing contribution to public service.

We have the ipression that the remedy proposed for errors in Judgment In re-
lation to several recent local elections is far out of proportion to the evil It
undertakes to prohibit. It would be comnparablo to prohibiting anyone from driv-
ing an automobile because a certain number of lople are injured In accidents
each year. Prohibit if you must direct grants by foundations to encourage lion-
voters to register on onc sisl of a speciflc local election, but please don't prohibit
foundations from helping government by research, e'ierimentation, demonstra-
tion and broad education, as they have so usefully done for two genera-
tihis.

3. Propoicd Prohibition of Grants to Inditiduals-We oppose this restriction,
not because it may not have been abused recently through errors of judgment by
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one or more foundations, but because these exceptions really serve in our esti-
Illation to highlight the basic fact that the vast majority of such grants for gen-
erations have been responsible a(1 Ii1 the pitblic interest.

To sum up, we believe t is wise and constructive to require, as ti House
Tax 1111 does, full disclosure of the finances and programs of foutidatiols. A
spotlight on their actions is likely to serve the salutary purijxe of encohrdg!ng
ethical conduct at levels III which it i. difficult, if not limIposible, to legislate In
detail. As Chief Justice Warren stated some years ago, "lAw floats i a sea
of Ethics. . . . Without Law, we should be at the nercy of the least scrululous;
without Ethics, Law could not exist. . ....

Full public disclosure will, we believe, be very helpful to producing the
ethical climate needed, whereas an attempt to legislate conduct in ercriy detail
is likely to be more harmful than helpful. If we can be of aid to your Committee
by answering questions, we will be very glad to do so.

Sincerely yours,
AuIXNANDE LINDY,

President.

CosiiuNITY TELEvISION OF SournIEN CALIFOsiNA,
Lo8 Angeles, Calif., October 3, 1969.

Hon. RUssEL. B. Loxo,
Ohairman, Oommittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DExi SENATOR LONG: As Executive Vice President and General Manager of
Community Television of Southern California, a nonprofit corporation which is
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission to operate noncommercial
television station KSET, Channel 28, which serves Los Angeles, California, I
strongly support the testimony that has been presented to this distinguished
Committee by Mr. Macy on behalf of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
and by Mr. Harley on behalf of the National Association of Educational Broad-
casters. Their testimony made clear the unfortunate Impact certain aspects of
11.R. 13270 could have on noncommercial broadcasting unless clarifying language
is added, particularly with respect to Section 4945. I would like to take this
opportunity, however, to illustrate briefly the effect that failure to make the re-
visions proposed by Messrs. Macy and Harley could have on our station, simply
to underscore that this effect at our station and at other noncommercial
stations throughout the country would be clearly contrary to the public interest.

It is my finn belief that noncommercial, or "public" television, as it is often
called, is at its best when it is providing programs that stimulate viewers to think
about and form opinions on matters that are of vital concern to the community.
Indeed, perhaps the ultimate goal of this type of programming is realized when
the public is suflcently stimulated and concerned so as to seek to remedy current
problems in specific ways, including the passage of new legislation, whether It
be at the local, county,- state, or national level. And it is ,of course, in this
respect that funds for our programming would run afoul of Section 4945 of the
proposed legislation, which )rovides that:

... the term 'taxable expenditures' includes (but is not limited to)--
(1) Any attempt to influence legislation through an attempt to aff ect the
opinion of the general public or any segment thereof ... "

It is, of course, of no concern to KCRL whether proposed solutions, sought
through legislation or otherwise, conform to the philosophical outlook of any
particular political organiaztion or group. What does matter to us, and where
we think our responsibility lies, Is to stimulate action by concerned citizens to
make their community and our community a better place for us all.

To illustrate the kind of programs I am referring to, this Septeimber KCET
initiated a daily program series about the Mexican American community of Los
Angeles, in all its aspects: art, music, economics, politics, problems, accomplish-
ments and aspirations. From a remote television studio in the Mexican American
community, the station will carry a one half-hour live program each weekday
evening at seven o'clock that Is being produced principally by Mexican Americans
in cooperation with numerous social clubs and civic organizations of the Southern
California Mexican American community. It is our hope and expectation that out
of this series, Mexican Americans of Los Angeles will realize a greater sense of
participation in their community's affairs and will, with this accss to the power-
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fill ine(ililn of Ivlevislon, be able to deal more effectively with problems they face
in their community.

Another Illustration, on a nationwide level, of educational television seeking to
fuillil its role as a catalyst in conmnlity and national affairs, is the recently
begni public affairs program, "The Advocates." Each week, in a live Intercon-
nected program, two lawyers will confront a high ranking official with arguments
and supporting data on opposing sides of a vital national issue, over which the
oflilal has decision-ma king control. The effectiveness of these arguments will
be measured by inembers of the studio audience, who will give their opinions at
file beginning aid end of the show, and by the response of viewers, who will be
able to call in to express their opinions. Computer tallies of the votes will be
nmuiinced during the course of the program, in an attempt also to persuade the
decision ma her, and as a gauge of the effectiveness of the opposing presentations.
These tire the kinds of programs which offer, I feel, great hope for enabling

televIsion better to fulfill Its promise of being a constructive force in our society,
and which now receive support, in whole or in substantial part, from private
foundations.

I therefore urge that the revisions to MR. 13270 that have been suggested by
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and by the National Association of
HEduco tional Broadcasters be given favorable consideration.

Sincerely,
JAMES L. LOPER,

Exccutive Vice President and General Manager.

GRAND IAPIDS FOUNDATION,
(Grand Rapids, Mich., September 3, 1969.

Monl. RuIssEI.I. 11. LON(;,

ChIairman, Commille on .'iia Flc,
V.S. senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAI '."'NATO( lO.N: Randd Rapids Foundatiln is an organization which
meets the descript lion of Uxaiplc (I) of Reg. 1.170-2(b) (5) (iii) (c) (5). Its
constituent supporting trusts are held by local financial institutions. The Foun-
datlon's Impartial distribution committee has no power to Invest, loan or en-
croach uixn the principal of its constituent supporting trusts, but only to dis
trilite the income.

For several years Grand Rapids Foundation has made loans to scholars in
the postgraduate and professional fields of study. Approximately 15% of the
Foundation's distributable funds have been devoted to this program In recent
years. Graduates who return to the community and engage in public service
irofessions, chief of which is teaching in the elementary and secondary schools

of the community and in itM four local colleges, are given credit for 20% of
their loans for each year of comllete(l public service. In consequence, a sub-
stantial part of the scholarship loans ultimately becomes grants through these
credits. The remaining note balances are repaid and returned to the income and
disbursing fund of the Foundation.

A substantial number of teachers, governmental employees and social workers,
as well as private profcssional people such as doctors, lawyers and engineers,
have benefited from this loan program. It has significantly added to the resources
of the community in terms of skilled publc servants and private professionals.

Section 4945 of II.R. 13270 Imposes a tax of 100% of taxable expenditures
made by private foundations and In subparagraph (b) defines "taxable expendi-
ture" to include "a gratit to an Individual for travel, study or other similar pur-
poses by such individual unless such grant satisfies the requirements of sub-
seetionl (e)".

Section .1942 imposes a tax on the undistributed income of a private founda-
tion and in subsection (g) defines "qualifying distribution" as "any amount paid
out to accomplish one or more purposes described In Section 170(c) (2) (B)".

Bioth these references require an outright (listrilution or grant, as contrasted
with a loan, and would seem to classify all loans as "taxable expenditures" and
exclude them from consideration as "qualifying distributions".

It would weem that by retaining the other restrictions ol qualifying distrtsu-
i Ions 11n1d taxable expeluditures the public interest would best be served if Con-
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grev,, permits foundations to loan portions (of their list ributalse incoiie iti
appropriate circumstances. On behlf of the (Urand lRapids Fnidailto. we
earnestly suggest that the language of Sections 4.I42 and 4915 of 1i.11. 1327)
be broadened to perviit the making of loans as well as grants out of hicoime
under the liuilations and procedures set forth in the bill.

Yours very truly,
EDWARD C. MC('Oniu.

E.xrceulirc Director.

ASSOCIATION OF IRESLARCHII iIIBRARIIFS,
J11111 17. 1969.

1l1i. RussE:Li. B. LOx,
Chairman of the &cnate Committecon .Jinanlec,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C6.

DEAR SENATOR IoNo: The Association of Research ,ibraries a)Jlreciates the
po'tlon of the Chairman of the Senate Finance Coimnmittee, as expressed in the
Committee press release of July 8, that there should be full discussion and repre-
sentation of views on suggested tax reforms offered to 11.11. 12290. We are happy
to have the opportunity to submit this written statement of the position of the
AR on this very Important subject.

At this time, of course, we are unaware of any speliflic proposals for tax reform
which will be made to the Committee. We are aware, however, of the Tentative
I)ecisions on Tax Reform of the House Ways and Means Comnittee, published
in the press release of that Committee on May 27. While tie Association was
favorably Impressed with what It understands to be the primary objcmtlve of the
Tentative Decisions-namely the correction of certain abuses of their privileged
status on the part of some private foundations-the officers of the Association
were concerned to discover that several sections of the Decisions could have a
deleterious Impact on the ARL and on shnllar eduactioiial assXoclations. In the
event that proposals similar to those contained In the Tentative Decisions were
to be offered to the Senate Finance Committee, the Association wishes to express
Itself on them-as it has (lone to the House Ways and Means Committee-in
order that Committee members may be fully informed of our situation which Is
shared by many literary, scientific and educational associations throughout the
country.

We are particularly concerned about the prospect, possible under the hangss
In )eflnition proposed in the Tentative Decisions, that our organization might
be defined as a private foundation and thus subject to the l)rolm)sed limitations
on these institutions.

First a word about the Association of Research Libraries. 'lie AR, Is a comeiu-
tion of research libraries, mostly university libraries. Its ineuumbers are the Institu-
tions themselves; there are no personal members. The membership) also includes
separately established research libraries of national signiicance, such as: The
John Crerar Library of Chicago, and the Linda Hall Library of Kansas City, both
public institutions established by bequests; the New York 'ubiic libraryy. specliic-
ally its great research unit at 42nid and Fifth Avenue and most importantly the
three national libraries (the Library of Congress, the National Agricultural
Library and the National Library of Medicine). At present the membership
numbers 85 libraries of which 70 are university libraries. A membership list is
attached for the Information of the Committee together with our certillicate of
incorpora tion and our bylaws.

The lmrpose of the ARL Is, by coordinate discussion and action, to improve the
quality of research library service to the nation at large-to advanced students,
faculty, research workers, the industrial community, and to government officials
at all levels. The Association has been recently involved it such projects as th,
following: reviewing the procedures and regulations whereby books and journals
are loaned from one Institution to another across the country, analyzing tile
management practices of large research libraries with an eye to greater efficiency,
studying the potential for automation in large libraries and the ixs.ibilit hs for
Interaction in this expensive new field, the development of a national system for
shared cataloging In order to reduce duplication of effort, and the design and
development of national bibliographical tools.

The need for such Interaction and concerted planning has become increasingly
Important to the public Interest In recent years as we have begun to realize that
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library and information services are a public commodity of basic Importance to
lie well-being of American society. For this reason there is much discussion of the

('onceit of national networks of libraries. Tie ARIt 4 has always conceived of itself
in these ternis.

In all of these national activities the three national libraries are active partici-
pants and in inany instances a central force. Several of our projects have been
undertaken specifically in behalf of tihe national libraries; therefore, we are
necessarily involved in iInluencing the decisions of these and other governmental
bodies. They serve our users and we serve theirs. Our responsibilities and our
fates are essentially Intertwined in the service of education and learning. More-
over, a number of our special projects bave been made possible by direct support
from Federal departlnents and foundations as well as from private foundations.
For these reasons we are concerned about the possibility that an organization
such as the A1I, would be subject to taxation and Inhibited in its relationship
with governmental bodies.

Beyond this technical question relating to our own status and functions, the
ART, members are deeply disturbed by some of the basic implications found in the
Tentative Decisions regarding the proposed methods for dealing with private
foundations in general. We, and other libraries have had long and creative rela-
t lonships with the country's distinguished foundations.
We fully appreciate the fact that some have not acted with a responsible con-

cern for the public interest. Most assuredly, Congress should seek the means to
end such specific abuses of a privileged status. The prohibition on self-dealing,
the limitation on stock ownership and on the improper use of assets, and the
requirements for disclosure and publicity all seem highly proper and desirable.

However, some of the other proposed limitations would seem to work against
the public interest because it must be equally evident that many philanthropic
foundations have a long and honored record of furthering the public interest.
Generous and creative philanthropy, on the part of Individual citizens and of
foundations, Is a notable, even a laudable, aspect of American life. Perhaps no
other society can boast of so effective and openhearted a tradition of private
benefaction In the public Interest, a tradition which assures that the private
sector works arm-in-arm with the public sector in seeking ways to improve man's
status.

The free public library is another greatly admired American concept, an essen-
tial component of the American heritage. Basically tax supported, the library,
whether academic or municipal, has also, almost from the beginning, depended
to a considerable measure on philanthropic benefaction.

The flourishing of free libraries in this country was particularly fostered by
the nineteenth century grants that established Carnegie library buildings for
colleges and towns all across the country. The Carnegie library building, in fact,
until quite recently, was the very symbol of a democratic public library move-
ment that has been widely admired in other less favored countries. Those
Carnegie library building grants were in the earliest and best tradition of
matching grants, for the recipient municipalities were required to assure an
adequate level of public funding for continuous maintenance of services. Thus
the private and public sectors work together creatively.

In more recent years the whole new frontier of automated library services
was Initiated by a series of experimental foundation grants.

Moreover, the history of libraries in thi3 country is marked with private bene-
faction. Friends of libraries groups are an important aspect of effective library
support. Many of the greatest libraries in the country, members of the ARL as
has been Indicated, are themselves privately established and endowed Institu-
tions. Others are, of course, the libraries of the private universities.

Thus, as beneficiaries of this essentially American tradition, we as librarians
feel obligated to address the Committee in behalf of the honorable foundations.
Without them American society would be the poorer both in spirit and in
substance.

We would hope that the Finance Committee would address itself specifically
to those practices and procedures whereby a few foundations have failed in their
obligations to society. However, we think it of equal importance that the Commit-
tee both protect and foster the honorable tradition of the philanthropic founda-
tions. They have been a strong arm of American society and should not be weak-
ened in this great tradition. They would, we believe, be weakened by taxation,
by an inhibition against working creatively with governmental bodies, and by an
inability to make direct grants to individuals.
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There is one other section of tile Ways and Means Comminnittee's Tentative lh,
cisions which If inplemented could do serious harm to the Nation's research
libraries. 'That Is the section which deals with gifts of books, collections of Ipllxrs
and works of art to libraries and museums. Uere, again, we are aware of atluses
and we do not defend them. We support their elimination.

We would ask the Finance Committee, however, if this matter is brought before
it, to bear in mind the importance of gifts of books and collections of papers In
developing the resources and collections of research libraries. These belnefic-
tions are signifleant sources of valuable library materials. The present 11aw pro-
vides an incentive to donors to present their collections to libraries thus making
them available to the public. We would urge that in correcting present abuses the
Committee aVoid destroying the incentive to make these gifts. i.brarles, iiniver-
sities, and the general public would be the losers if this should occur.

This letter comes to you on behalf of the 85 constituent members of the Asso-
elation of Research Libraries and, we are certain, of the scholars, students and
the general public which they serve. The officers of the Association would be
pleased to discuss these matters further with members of your Committee or Its
staff if you see fit

Sincerely yours,
STEPHEN A. MCCARTHY,

Exccultf c Director.

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF ASSOCIATION OF RE8EARCit LIBRARIES

We, the undersigned, all citizens of the United States and a majority citizens
of the District of Columbia, of full age, desiring to associate ourselves as a
corporation pursuant to the provisions of Title 29, Chapter 0 of the Code of Laws
of the District of Columbia, 1951 Edition, do hereby certify as follows:

1. The name or title by which such society shall be known n law Is:
Association of Research Libraries.

2. The term for which it is organized shall be perpetual.
3. The particular business and objects of the society shall be: Exclusively

for literary, educational and scientific purposes by strengthening research
libraries.

4. The number of its trustees, directors or managers for the first year of
Its existence shall be nine (9).

5. Membeship in the society shall be on an institutional basis and In ac-
cordance with the By-Laws, the initial members being those libraries which
are members of the Association of Research Libraries on the date of this
incorporation.

The names and respective addresses, including street and number, of the
incorporators are:

James W. Barry, 3415 38th Street NW., Washington, D.C.
Miriam D. Hawkins, 2500 Wisconsin Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
M. Ruth MacDonald, 2500 Wisconsin Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
Dated: December 5, 1961.

District of Columbia, a8:
I, Doris 0. A. Richardson, a Notary Public in and for the District of Columbia,

do hereby certify that James W. Barry, Miriam D. Hawkins, and M. Ruth Mac-
Donald, parties to a certain Certificate of Incorporation bearing date on the 5th
day of December, 1961, and hereunto annexe 1 personally appeared before me
in said District, the said James W. Barry, I 1am D. Hawkins, and M. Ruth
MacDonald being personally well known to me as the persons who executed the
said Certificate of Incorporation, and severally acknowledge the same to be their
act and deed.

Given under my band and seal this 5th day of December, 1901.
[SEAL] DORIS C. A. RIOHARDSON,

Notary Public.
My Commission expires October 31, 1964.

CERIFICATE OF Am)JE'DMENT TO THE CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF
AssO ciArloN or RsEA. cu LIBRARIES

We President, and James E. Skipper Secretary, certify that the
written consent of two-thlrds of the trustees or directors being first had and
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obtillied, a copy of which Is attached hereto, filed the following aniendient to
the Ce'rt ificate of Incorporation:

lJlKonI dissolut ion of tile A\ssociation, the assets ofthe Association shall be
applied and distributed as follows :

(a) All liabilities and obligations of the Association shall be paid, satis-
fied, anid (ischarged, or adequate provision shall be made therefor ;

(b) Assets hehl by the Association upon conditions requiring return, trans-
fer, or conveyance, which condition occurs by reason of the disolution,
shall be returned, transferred, or conveyed in accordance with such require-
Ijiejts;

(c) Assets received and held by the As.sociatinn subject to limitations
Iermittlng their use only for literary, educational, scientific, or similar
imrlses, but not held upon a condition requiring return, transfer, or euI-
veyanee by reason of the dissolution, shall be transferred or conveyed to
one or more organizations exempt from Income tax as organizations described
in section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code having ;is and lr-
suing purposes substantially similar to those of the Association, pursuant
to a duly adopted plan of distribution;

(d) Any remaining assets shall be distributed to one or more organiza-
tioils exempt from income tax as organizations described in section
501 (e) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code for any one or more literary, edu-
,ational, or sclentifle purpose or purposes, or to the federal government, or to

a state or local government, for a public )urpose, pursuant to a duly adopted
plan of distribution, or by a court to one or more such organizations to be
used In such manner as In the Judgment of the court will best accomplish
the purposes for which the Association was organized.

We, Presilent, and James PE. Skipper Secretary, have hereunto set our
hands and seal this (lay of ,1963.

)ated 1963.

Presiden t.
JAMES . SKIPPER,

Secretary.

WmI-1'EN CONSENT OF BOARD OF DI.ECToRs OF AssOc!:.TioN OF RESKARCI[ LIBRARIES
TO AMENDMENT OF CERTIFICATE OF ICORPORATION

Tie undersigned, constituting two-thirds or more of the Board of Directors
of the Association of Research Libraries, hereby consent to the amendinent of the
Certificate of Incorporation of said Association by the insertion of the following
provision:

Upgon dissolution of the Association, the assets of tihe Association shall be
applied and distributed as follows:

(a) All liabilities and obligations of the Association shall be paid, satis-
fied, and discharged, or adequate provision shall be made therefor;

(b) Assets held by the Association upon condition retiring return, trans-
fer, or conveyance, which condition occurs by reason of tIhe dissolution,
shall be returned, transferred, or conveyed in accordance with such require-
ments;

(c) Assets recel':ed and held by the Association subject to limitations
permitting their use only for literary, educational, scienctifie, or similar
purposes, but not held upon acondition requiring return, transfer, or con-
veyance by reason of the dissolution, shall be transferred or conveyed to
one or more organizations exempt from income tax as organizations
described in section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code having as
and pursuing purposes substantially similar to those of the Association,
pursuant to a duly adopted plan of distribution;

(d) Any remaining assets shall be distributed to one or more organiza-
tions exempt from income tax as organizations described In section
501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code for any one or more literary, edu-
cational, or scientific purpose or purposes, or to the federal government, or
to a state or local government, for a public purpose, pursuant to a duly
adopted plan of distribution, or by a court to one or more such organiza-
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tions to be used in such manner as in the judginent nf the wilrt will best
accomplish the purposes for which ihe A.s(whitior wv organized.

)ated: January, 1963.
-- , iDirector; B. E. Powell, director , Willia i S. IuNx.

director ; M. A. Milcywskl, )Irector; N . ir, ru:
Louis Koplon, Director; Stanley I,. West, i)iretor; . . .
Director.

STATE OF ILLINOIS,
County of Cook, ss:

I. Florence Cannon, a Notary Public for the County tof Cook. State of Illilnois,
do hereby certify that Robert Vasper and Jamnes F,. Skepper. ioartihs to a certain
Certificate of Amendment Ibearing date on the 28th day of .Jnuary. 1063. and
hereunto annexed, personally appeared before me in sid County of ('o)k. 'State
of Illinois, the said Robert Vasper and ,lames E. Skepll*r, being iK-rsoially well
known to we as the persons who executed the ,,aid Certillhate of Aminendnent, amd
severally acknowledged the same to be their act and deed.

Given under my hand anti seal this 28th day of January, 1963.
[ sE:AL] FLORFNCF CANNON.

Notary iPublic.

BYLAVS OF TIlM ASSocIATION OF IIESEAIRCII irIsRARIES

ARTT"I., I-OFFIES

The principal office of the Association shall he located in the office of the Exee-
utive Director. The Association may have such other offices as the Board of DI-
rectors may determine, or as the affairs of the Association may require from tme
to time.

ARTICLE I[-MEMFEIISiIlP

Section 1-Member Institut tons
Membership in the Association shall lie oni anl imstitutional basis. Memiership

shall be open, on Invitation of the Association, to major university libraries and
to certain other libraries whose collections anti services are siriliarly broadly
based and are recognized as having national signifleance. Invitations to jiem-
bership shall be Issued at the initiative of the Board of directors , subject to the
approval of the membership.
Section 2-Qualfloations

Major university libraries are considered to be those whose parent Institutions
emphasize research and graudate Instruction at the doctoral level and which
support large, comprehensive collections of library materials on a permaanent
basis. In evaluating potential university library members the Board of )irectors
will give consideration to the following objective criteria:

The number of Ph.D. degrees conferred;
The number of distinct disciplines In which the Ph.D. degree is offered;
The amount spent for books, perlodicas and binding; and
Any other criteria which the Board of Directors may deemn desirable for

purposes of evaluation.

Section 3-Transfer of Membership
Membership in the Association is not transferable or assignable.

ARTICLE III-BOARD OF DIRUVTORS

Section 1-Board of Directors
There shall be a Board of Directors which shall manage the affairs of the

Association. The number of Directors shall be not less than nine nor more than
twelve. The President, Vice-President, and Immediate Past President of the
Association shall be members of the Board. Directors shall be elected for terms
of three years, three to be elected annually as provided in Article IV. Each I.
rector shall be chosen from among the chief librarians representing member insti-
tutions of the Assoclatailon. Each Director shall take office at the close of the
Annual Meeting at which he is elected and shall serve until the end of the Annual
Meeting held at the close of his term of office. Nutwithstanding any other provl-
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81011 .onta1iJIl In these Bylaws, an officer of the Association who is serving as a
Jiinber of the Board of Directors may continue to serve as a member of the
Board until tile expiration of his term as officer despite the fact that his normal,
three-year term as directorr may have expired. Any vacancy arising in the Board
of l)ireclors shall be filled by tle Board of D)irectors, the appointee to serve until
the next Annual Meetinng, when a successor for the unexpired term shall be nom-
hinled and elctCed by the members of the As ,o-1ation.

actionn 2-Quorum and Action
A majority of the members of the Board of Directors shall constitute a quorum.

Action by tile Board of directorss shall be a majority vote of the Directors l)resent
except that, as provided In Article V, Section 4 of these Bylaws, election of the
Vice-I'resident shall be by the vote of an absolute majority of the total member-
ship of the Board.
Section 3-Notice of meetings

A regular meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held without other notice
than this Bylew, after the Annual Meeting of the Association, either on the same
(lay thereof, or on the next succeeding (lay thereafter, at the time and place an-
nounced by 'the President at the Annual Meeting. The Board of Directors may pro-
vIle by resolution the time and place for the holding of additional regular meet-
hags of the Board of Directors without other notice than such resolution. Special
meetings of the Board of Directors may be called by or at the request of the Pres-
Ident, or any two Directors. Notice of any special meeting of the Board of Di-
rectors shall be given at least ten days previously thereto by written notice
delivered personally or sent by mail or telegram to each Director at his address
as shown by the records of the Association. If mailed, such notice shall be deemed
to be delivered when deposited In the United States mail in a sealed envelope so
addressed, with postage thereon prepaid. If notice be given by telegram, such
notice shall be deemed to be delivered when the telegram Is delivered to the tele-
graph company. Notice of a meeting need not be given to any Director who signs
a waiver of notice whether before or after tUe meeting, or who attends the meet-
Iug without protesting, prior thereto or at its commencement, the lack of notice
to him. The business to be transacted at, and the purpose of, any special meeting
of the Board of Directors shall be specified in the n,)tice or waiver of notice of such
Imee.img.

ARTICLE Wv-NOMINATIONS AND ELXYFIONS OF T E BOAR) OF DIRECTORS

Section 1-Notninating Commttee,
There shall be a nominating committee of three persons one to be the Vice-

President who shall serve as chairman of the Nominating Committee; and two
persons to be appointed annually by the President of the Association.
Sect ion 2-Now ina tions

It shall be the duty of the Nominating Committee to select annually a slate of
five nominees for the Board of Directors. No Director, having served a full three-
year term, may be nominated to succeed himself. The consent of the candidates
to serve If elected must be obtained before nominations are accepted. The report
of the nominating committee shall be distributed to the members at least thirty
days before the election.

Additional nominations may be made from the floor.
Section S-Elcctions of the Board

Each member may vote for not more than three nominees, except for the elec-
tion of a successor for an unexpired term.

The three candidates receiving the highest number of votes shall become mem-
bers of the Board for three-year terms.

ARTICLE V--OFFICER8
Section 1-Offirrs

The officers of the Association shall be a President, r Vice-President, an Im-
mediate Past President, and an Executive Director. The officers, except the Ex-
ecutivo Director, shall serve for terms of one year each. The Vice President shall
automatically succeed to the Presidency at the end of his term as Vice-President.
The Presidpnt shaU preside at meetings of the Association and of the Board of



Directors. The President shall perform all duties incident to his office and such
other duties as may be prescribed by the Board of J)irectors. In (le absence of
the President or In event of his Inability or refusal to act, tile Vice-P1restident
shall perform the duties of the Presient and when so acting, shall have all tihe
powers of and be subject to all the restrictions Ul, m the President. Tie Vice-
lPresidcnt shall perform such other duties as from time to tite may be asigied
to him by the President or by tile Board of Directors. The officers shall have and
nway exercise all the powers of the Board of l)irectors between meetings of lthe
Board, when necessary. Their action shall Ie subject to sulbst'juetnt ratification
by the Board of Directors.

actionn 2--l,;xccntirc Director
There shall be an Executive Director of tihe Assxiation, appointedi by the Board

of l)ireetors, who shall serve at its pleasure. The Executive i)lrector shall serve
as Director of the Association but shall not lie a member of the Board of D~irectors-
le shall also serve as Treasurer of the Association and shall iX l IrndNdI.

SScclion 3-Miutles of the .xrccu tire Director
The Executive Director shall be in charge of the principal office of tle Asovia-

ation's administrative affairs; lie shall lie responsible for the execution of all
orders of the Board of Directors; lie shall prepare an manual budget aitd carry
out the activities provided for in the budget as adopted by the Board of )lrectors;
lie shall have clirge and custody of and be responsible for all futids and sceurl-
ties of the Association; he shall receive and give receipts for moneys (ite arnd pay-
able to the Association from any source whatsoever and deposit till such moneys
in the name of the Association in such depositories as shall be selected by the
Board of I)irectors; lie shall see that all notices are duly given in accordance
with tLese Bylaws or as required by law; lie shall keel) a register of the post
office address of each member which shall be furnished to the Executive h)irc-tor
by such member; lie shall keel) all minutes, and issue minutes aid reports as
required by the Board of Directors; lie shall perform such other duties as from
time to time may be assigned to him by the Board of l)irectors.

Scction .- Vicc-Prcsdcn t
The Vice-President shall be chosen from aniong members of the Iloard of

Directors. Notwithstanding Article III, Section 2 of these Bylaws, lie shall i1W
elected by the vote of an absolute majority of the total membership of the Board.
In the event that no one candidate for Vice-President receives an absolute major-
ity in the first election, there shall be a run-off election betwei the two cardi-
dates receiving the highest number of votes, and that candidate receiving a
majority in the run-off election shall be elected Vice-President. III tile event the
run-off election results in a tie, additional elections shall be conducted utIil one
candidate receives a majority.

ARTICLE VI-MENTINGS

S'cction 1-Annial and Special Meetings
There shall be an Annual Meeting of the Association at a time and place to be

determined by the Board of Directors. The Associatkon may meet at such other
times and places as may be determined by the Board of Directors.

section 2-Notice of Meetings
Written or printed notice stating the place, day and hour of any meeting of the

Association shall be delivered, either personally or by mall, to each fieuiber
entitled to vote at such meeting, not less than ten nor more than fifty days before
the date of su,:h meeting, except as otherwise required by law or by these By-
laws, by or at the direction of the Board of Directors, the President or tie
Executive Director. When a meeting is adjourned to another tite or place, it
shall not bo necessary to give any notice of the adjourned meeting if the tite
and place to which the meeting is adjourned are announced at the meeting at
which the adjournment is taken, and the adjourned meeting any business which
might have been transacted on the original date of the meeting may be transacted.
In case o~f a special meeting or when required by law or by these Bylaws, the
purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called shall be stated in the notice.
If mailed, the notice of a meeting shall be deemed delivered when deposited in
the Unitd States mail addressed to the member at its address as it appears on
the register of members, with postage thereon prepaid.
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A maJoriiy of ti(e total Imemelrship shall constitute a quoruin for the trans-
itI, 1 jf Imsiiress, an 11 a irtinaive vote of a majority of tie menibers voting,
Iht wit less Ihun oine-Ihird of the total nrembershil, shall be sufficient except as
ot hierwise required by law or by these Bylaws.
sq' I'lio |--oting

i.'ch member snall be entitled to on(h vote on each matter submitted to a vote
of lie numbers. A inember shall be represented in proxy by its chief librarian, or
In hi absence, by its assx'l(ate or one of its assistant librarians. Voting inny be
by Iroxy or Iy imill or by a combination thereof.
.'cetlon 4---i'arllamnintarl 'rocedurcs

'ine conilni.t of nieetings shall follow Robert's Rules of Ordcr.

ARTICLE VII-COM M ITEES

fit addition to the Nominating Comnittee, such other standing and ad hoe
connitt", as may be needed to carry out the business of the Association may lie
appointed by the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE VIII-IUES
Scecton I-Fixing of Dues

Membership dues shall be proposed by the Board of Directors and shall re-
quire approval by an affirmative vote of a majority of tie total niennber, hip of
the Association after due notice.
Section 2-Forfelturo of Membership for Fallure to Pay Dues

A ienriber failing to pay dues for two successive years shall automatically
forfeit neml ership in the Association.

ARTJCI.F IX---CONTRACTS, CHECKS, DEPOSITS AND FUNDS

Section 1--Contracts
Te Board of Directors may authorize any officer or officers, agent or agents

of the Association, In addition to tire officers so authorized by these Bylaws, to
enter into any contract or execuite and deliver any Instrument in the name of
and on behalf of the Association and such authority may be general or confined
to specific Instances.

Scctlon, 2-hccks, Drafts, etc.
All checks, drafts or orders for the payment of money, notes or other evidences

of indebtedness Issued in the anaie of tire Association, shall be signed by such
officer or officers, agent or agents of the Association and In such manner as shall
front time to time be determined by resolution of the Board of Directors. In
the abenrce of stich determination by the Board of Directors, such Instruments
shall be signed by the Executive Director and counter-signed by the President
or Vice-President.

Section 3-Deposits
All funds of the Association shall be deposited from time to time to tile credit

of tie Assoclatlon in stich depositories as the Board of Directors may select.
Section 4-GIfts

The Board of Directors may accept on behalf of the Association any grant,
contribution, gift, bequest or device for the general purposes or for any special
purpose of the Association.

ARTICLE X--HOOKS AND RECORDS

The Association shall !ceep correct and complete books and records of account
and shall also keep minutes of the proceedings of its members, Board of Direc-
tors and committees having any of the authority of the Board of Directors, and
shall keep at the principal office a register giving the names and addresses of
the members entitled to vote. All books and records of the Association may be
inspected by any member, or his agent or attorney for any proper purpose at
any reasonable time.



The fiscal year of the Association shall be the calendar year.

ARTICLE XII-WAIVFJR oF NOT1i'C

Notice of meeting need not be given to any neumber who sign. a wilver of
notice, whether before or after the ineeting. The attendance of or vol ig by any
member at a meeting, without protesting, prior thereto or at its commencement.
the lack of notice of such meeting, shall constitute a waiver of notice by tich
member.

ARTICLE X II-AMENI)MENITS

Amendment of these Bylaws require.4 an affirmative vote of a nrJurI1y (of the
total membership of the Association, at any ineeting of the Asso'iation, prvided
that notice of such meeting anid the propuded amendment has been give iII
writing at least thirty (lays in advance of the meeting by the Executive Director
with the approval of the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE. XIV-IssoI.A1 ioN

l'piI (lis sollit in of the As.xiWhitIOlt, the aSMS Of liIP Vs0.iat- t liml! I1,11 1i-
piled a diilist ributed i. follows:

a. All lialilities and obligations of the Associlt .fion shall b- Ii:ihd..it kifled.
and discharged, or alequlitte provision s all lie nimade tlierefor:

b. Assets held by the Asoclation upon condition relillrlig return. Irauis-
fer, or cOnveyance, which (onilition cclurs lby reason. f ti it. 'tiiiji. hamll
lie returned, transferred, or conveyed in accordance within su.h rnittlretm!n6t :

c. Assets received an(d hheld by tife Association sublject to linitat ion- lr'-
mitting their use olily for literary, educatlioiil, ientiffi. or sinilair liir-
loses, butt not lielijon a conlition re(iliring return, tran fmtr, or vulivey-
aiic( boy reason of the (issolution, shall he transferred or oiive.yetIo one
or iore organization exempt. from income tiax as organizations (est5rille
in section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue ('odt haviiig its and piirstihig
purposes substantially sliillar to those of the .ASsoela lollmi, pursuit to a diuly
adopted plan of distribution:

d. Any remaining assets shall be distributedd to one or more orgniiilliiomis
eXempt from income tax as organizations. described iII sectlon 501 (() 13) of
the Internal Revenue Code for any oile or more Iil(,rar . ediuvationiil. or
scientific purpose or ilurlposes. or to the federal government, or to it stat l or
local government, for a public liirpose, pliuil'tflll to a iluly adopted 111hi of
distribution, or by a court to oile or mtiore sich organizations to be lie u l fit
sulh manner as iII tle Judgment of tile court will best accoplilisht tie lour-
poses for which the A,sociition was organized.

Adopted January 28-29, 1962.
Aniended June 22, 1968.

MEmN.IUlil1i' LIST, MAY 1969

University of Alabama Library, Tuscaloosa, Alabana 31YW; W. Stilley
Hioolc, Librarian.

University of 4lbcrta Library, E(lmonton, Alberta, Canada ; Bruce Pcel,
Director.

University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Arizona 8,5721; Robert K. John8on,
Librarian.
Boston Publio Library, Boston, Massahlisetts 02117; Philip J. Me.

Librarian.
Boston University Library, Boston, Massachusetts 02215; John La., cus, Act-

ing Director.
University of British Columbia Library, Vancouver 8, Canada ; Basil Stuart.

Stuibbs, Librarian.
Brown University Library, Providence, Rhode Island 02.912; David A. Jonalh.

Librarian.
University of California Library, BIcrielcy, California 91720; .Jamnes F-.

Skipper, Librarian.
University of California Library, Daris, California 95616; J. It. Blanchard.

Librarian.
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University of ('alilornia Library, Los Apiqeles, ('aliforiia 90024; Rohert
Uovpr. Lira an.

('i."ti Westc'rn Iteserve University ,iI)rarles., Cleveland, 01i1) 4-1106; James V.
,Jei's. I )Ireetor.

C('nter for Itesareh Libraries, Chicago, Illinois 0037; Gordon It. IIWillianms,
l)l rtetor.

Uinivirsily of (hicago Library, Chicago, llinols 60437; llermian 11. Ftmsler,
1)lreclor.

I 'nilversitv of C(finenhati Li)rarie.% Cincinnati, Ohio 45221 ; Bruce KaUffmant.
Actlg LiIrarian.

university of Colorado Lli)rary, Boulder, Colorado 80.'01 ; Rall)h B. Ellsicortli,
)i rector.

Colu bfti IT1Unversity Libraries, New York, N.Y. 10027; Richard II. Logsdon,
director .

l'niver-Iy of Conmictirt Library, Storrs, Connecticut 04268; John 1.
MeIMlJoIld, i)irector.

('riell University Libraries. Ithaca. New York 148i0 Davld Kascr, Director.
1)artmoith College Libraries, Hanover, New Hampshuire 03755; Edward C.

Latheim. Librarian.
IMikew University Librarles, Durham, North Carolina 27706; Benjamin E,.

Powell, Librarian.
university of Florida Libraries, Gainesville. Florida 32603; Gustave A.

ilarrer. l)irector.
Hlorida State University Library, Tallahassee, Florida 32300; N. Orwin Rush,

Librarla n.
(rt,!lown I!niversity Library, Washington, D.C. 20007; Rev. James B3.II origlan, Director.
Unilvelsily of Georgia Libraries, Athen., Georgia 30W1; W. P. Kellan,

)i rector.
Ilarrard Iniversity Library, Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138; Douglas W.

Blrymnt, Librarian.
lUlniversity ot Illinois Library, Urbana, Illinois 61803; Robert B. Downs, D,,ean

of Library Adulnist ration.
Indiana University Libraries, Bloomington, Indiana 47105; Robert A. Miller,

I)irector.
IMuivrsity of Iowa Libraries, Iowa City, Iowa 52240; lI*fie W. Duntlap,

)1recetor.
Iowa 'State University Library, Ames, Iowa 50010; Warren Kuhn, Director.
The Jol Crcrar Library, Chicago, Illinois 0610; William 8. Budlnglo),

1)irector.
Johns Hopkins University Library, Baltimore, Maryland 21218; John 11. Bcr-

the, Liirarian.
Joint Untrersitjt Libraries, Nashville, Tennessee 37203; Frank P. Orisham,

l)irector.
University of Kansas Library, l'Aiwvence, Kansas 66014; David W. Heron,

director .
University of Kent teky Libraries, Lexington, Kentucky 40506; Stuart Forth,

J)iroctor.
Ti Library of Conyress, Washington, D.C. 20540; 1,. Quincy Mumford,

Librarian.
Linda Hall Library, Kansas City, Missouri 61110; Joseph C. Shipman,

Liblrarian.
Louispiana tate University Library, Baton Rouge, louisiana; T. N. MeMullan,

Director.
.cOill University Library. Montreal 2, Canada; Keith Cro director .
University of Maryland Library, College Park, Marylan$ 2074' I-oward

)lore'lstad, Librarian.
University of Massachusetts Libraries, Amherst, Massachusetts; David Clay,

Di rector.
Masschusetts Institute of Tcchnology Llbraries, Cambridge, Massachusetts

021-12; William N. Locke, Director.
University of Michigan Library, 4nn 'Arbor, Michigan 48104; Frederick 11.

Wagiman, director . V
Mielmigan State University Library, 4st Lansing, Michigan 4s23; Richard

Chepjin, Librarian.
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'Uiversity of .11imi sola l,ibrarles, .linnenalwkiz. Mim,sta 5515: Edlwaird !H.
,! Ianford, Director.

University of Mis.souri Library. ('olntibha, Missouri 11... 1; Hallpt I'rkr'r.
Libra rian.

Nationorl ..Ayrieultural library, Washiligto";i, I).('. 202.,(1: .4,!,1 h S i ,
Director.

Natinal Library of MclleiC(, Bethesda, M-arylatt4 2(r-1)3: Ma itil M. 'oli.
mings, Director.

University of Nebraska Iibrarlem, Lincoln, Nebraska "."; Frank .. l,itsd.
Director.

Neo York Public Library, New York, N.Y. 10018; Edward 0. t'rcchafer,
Director.

New York State Library, Albany, New York 122"1: John \. i niplOhryi,
Librarian.

New York University Libraries, New York, N.Y. i(XK)3; ('hnrles F. G'os:nlt,
Director.

University of North Carolina Libraries, Chalel 11111, North Carolina 27515;
Jerrold Ornc, Director.

Northwestern University Libraries, Evanstoi, Illinois W210; Thonait It.
Buckman, Librarian.

University of Notre Dame Libraries, South lIend, Indiana -(550: Itev. James
W. Simonson, Director.

Ohio State University Libraries, Columbus, Ohio -13210; IAwisI C. ilransrollnb,
Director.

University of Oklahorna Library, Norman, Oklahoma 730W); ,%rtljiir M.
MeAnally, Librarian.

Oklahoma State University Library, Stillwater, Okiahona 71075; I(,,.A,
Rouse, Librarian.

University of Oregon Library, Nugene, Oregon 97403; Carl W. Hlintz,
Librarian.

University of Pennsylvania Libraries, Philadelphia, 1'ennsvlvania 19101; War-
ren J. Haas, Director.

Pcnnsylrania State University Library, University 'ark, Pennsylvani 1i I404)2;
W. Carl Jackson, Director.

University of Pittsburgh Library, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213; C. Walter
Stone, Director.

Princeton University Library, Princeton, New Jersey 0..540; William S. DIXr,
Librarian.

Purdue University Library, Lafayette, Indiana 47907; John II. Moriarty,
Director.

University of Rochester Libraries, Rochester, New York 14627; George It.
Parks, Chle? Adm. Officer.

Rutgers University Library, New Brunswick, New Jerscy 081)01; Hoy I,.
Kidinan, Director.

St. Louis University Library, St. Louis, Missouri 63108; Eugene P. K(nncdy,
Director.

University of Southern California Library, Los Angeles, California W0M07;
Lewis F. Stieg, Librarian.

Southern Illinois University Library, Carbondale, Illinois 02901 ; Ralph E.
MeCoy, Director.

Stanford University [Abrares, Stanford, California 94305; David C. Weber,
Acting Director.

State University of New York at Buffalo, Lockwood Library, Abrary Circle,
Buffalo, New York 14214; Miles Slatin, Director.

Syracuse University Library, Syracuse, New York 13210; Warren N. Itoes,
Director.

Temple University Library, Philadelphia, Pennsyhanla 19122; Arthur Ilt n-
lin, Director.

University of Tennessee Libraries, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916; William I1.
Jesse, Director.

University of Texas Libraries, Austin, Texas 78712; Fred Folmer, Librorlan.
Texas AdM University Library, College Station, Texas 77843; Jamem 1'. iyke,

Director.
University of Toronto Libraries, Toronto, Ontario, Canada ; Robert II. Black-

burn, Chief Librarian.



'I/iI,,, iniivri y J.llran'y. N'w (Orleans. JA'l ,4l i aJi 7011-8: Jolhn 11. Gribbin.
)ilror.

I'%i ,r'Sity ,,f I* ld ii iii'-.y, .Rait Litke ('tI1y, Utili -112: Halpi 1). Thom. on,
1, 1,ri a i.
Ii riv4rsiy of I'roliwi i ,ill ri .,. (']ifirliottesvile. Virgiliia 2 2103: Iay Front.-,

lI 1V-'tty J"of I,.lh il-.lhqf ,iil~rury. Selitlh,, A\'lshingtoln 9SI05 ; Marion1 A,
.if il': rl,'i. l )irveltor.

WI4himilq/ .41ltc1 *infversity Lilbra ry, iinnlI, Waslington 9.1(13: G. I)onald
S mith, ir -tor'.

i1,txl, infltyoll l ifiticr' ilji Iliriarivs, SI. Lu)tiis. Misoiiri (W1:3); Andrev .1. Ea ,on,
)i rvetor.

l!'a'i' ,'ltalc I'lliversiiy ibrary. ])-trot. MliIigan -18202; ('. Flint P rdy,

Si'ivesi ty of l'i.,wo.il.,Dl ],ilis Madisoii, Wisconsin 5:170(4j; Louis Kapla,
I )i r''Jr'l.

Valt' I'Jive(rsity lA1 ra rits, Nev I aven, Connecticut M'4520; l]utllirford 1).
It',!ir i*D, 1)irector.

AM I'EllICAN SOCIETY FOR T'ESTING AND IATERIAIS,
I'hlladclphia, 1'1., A ut1Ist 22, 1969.

lJoil. lttTjisuj. I. ONe,
('h1 virinttn, 1,int liCr ('onunilcc,
I. S. Sc itc, l'ashington, D.t'.

)A):.iI MN. CiAInM.x : In reviewing tie bill passed by the House of Representa-
iiV(, t.siitlcl the qllx IReforin Act of 1169 (II.It. 13270), we note with concern
(fie possible effect on A,'AI'M and similar scientific and technical -'ocieties of the
deihil lion of private foundations contained in Section 509-1'rivate Foundation
)ellnld.

''lil,, American Soclety for Testing and Materials Is a non-profit ncmbership
organization, founded in 189S and incorporated In 1902 in the Commonwealth
of ei(nisylvania. The chartered purpose of ASTM is "the promotion of knowledge
of the materials of engineering, and the standardization of specifications and
(lie methods of testing." In Its 71 years of existence it hasl become the world's
most renowned developer of engineering standards of all kinds. Its more than
4000 sta ndards-spellflcatIons, methods of test, recommended practices, def-
ilitions, and performance standards-cover materials and products of all kinds,
including steel, concrete, building materials, water, surgical Implants, plastics,
paints, fire tests, textiles, methods of air sampling and analysis, and performance
tests of building constructions, to name but a few areas.

ASTM standards are used by engineers, architects and scientists throughout
the world for specifying and measuring the performance of materials and
products. ASTM standards have gained repute and standing because of the
Society's long insistence on the participation of all parties at Interest, relpresent-
ig producers, users and the general interest, anti upon the balance ASTM re-

quires in its technical committees developing standards where the producers
my not outnumber the onl)roducers.

Its 16,000 members Include engineers and scientists from industry, education
and government at all levels, federal, state, county, and municipal. Its 107 main
technical commitees combine the talents of more than 19,000 committee mem-
bers from producing industry; from using Interests, and from education, the
professions and governments representing the public or general Interests. There
are members from federal government agencies on each of its 107 main technical
committees. For example, 139 members of the staff of the National Bureau of
Standards are filling more than 450 committee memberships In the Society.

The Society's annual gross Income from membership fees accounts for about 22
per cent of its present income. About 60 per cent of Its income Is from the sale
of Its standards and other publications and the remainder is from miscellaneous
sources. registration fees at meetings, advertising, investment Income, etc. The
1969 annual budget of the Society Is $3,400,00.

In recognition of the public-interest, non-profit nature of its activities. ASTM
has been accorded exemption under c-,,tlon 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
('ode of 1954 as a "scientific and educational organization." This exemption goes
back to 1937 and has been examined many times by IRS without change, the
most recent examination having been conducted in 1968.



Section 509(a) delhnes a "ljrivate foundation" a "'an ,,rga!iiza'timn dh.srili'd
in Section 501(e) (3) other thit - . ." ltegrettiibiy. %vv believe, h. k'xc01t if i'ls
omit a category of organization that would le svroimusly h:InIis'rud ill lti'i-
lng to provide scientiliv and technical service to the g-verman ti iii Ilhe lolill
interest. As in the present tax Law, there is no specific provisiou for %-Ahat tight
Ie termed "scieititie and technical mic tiess" VjUder the revisions i c,,swd lby
the louse of Itepresentatives, tlie se'ntl ie and techhliial s".lties imiay I0,. laced
inuler ill of tie restrictions plated oi private fomnllaitlions a ltid. a inig .iat her

things, would thus be prohibited from t'onniniating with the ( 4ingrt,, (if Ili,
unitedd States and the legislative bodies of the vartou , states, coit i,-, aiti
nunicipalities.

As Congressman Emulilo Q. i)addario, chairitina of tie Subcolm illitee 4,11
Science, research find I)evelolpmenit #)f the t'iailliit ie t )II St'4i'mice anid .st r,-
niatitlcs of the House of ItepresentativeS, so illy statti itn a t let ter i .Iily 15.
1I911, to the Honorable Villipur I). Mills. clal riiian of te (4'"ounittee ,,ii Ways
and Means of the House of Rtepresentatives, " Che Congress id the 1,xeciitk ,
Branch are dealing with increasingly colmplex scientific ani technical is..tle
these days, anti In order to legislate properly we must have the Intest a lnid imist
Iip-to-date science Inforiation. To inadvertently cut off a sotir'e of this inifiriiia.
tion would be, I believe, most unfortunate."

While we fully support the i)rinelples of changess to contrial tOle q.iesonaale
lra'tlces of some foundations, we Ito not believe that the .Ienititlt, iid te,.h.
nical societies which conduct their activities in the public Interest shfouhl loe
similarly restricted and hampered in fulfillhng their pIllie reslniillhs.

Ve would, therefore, urge the inclusion In the revised Seet lon 170(b I (Ii-
referred to In Section 509(a) (1), and contained in Section 201 (a)( of TitI,
Il of II.R. 13270-of an additional item (vii) as follows:

(vii) a membership organization or a federation of memlbershil) orgahiizatils
organized and operated exclusively for sclentifle, engineering, or te,.hiical
purposes.
or, alternatively:

(vii) a membership organization or a federation of in'iibersliip organization
organized and operated exclusively for selentific, engineering, or technic-ail lir-
poses, which normally receives more than one-third of its support in each taxable
year from any combination of gifts, grants, contributions, mieznbershil) fees:
or gross receipts from admissions, sales of merchandise, performance of servits
or furnishing of facilities, In an activity which is not an unrelated trade or
business (within the meaning of Section 513), not including such rcvtelpts fr,mi
any person In any taxable year which are in excess of 1 Ir cent of the organiza-
tion's support in such taxable year.

There are several salient points, as exemplified by ASTM, which differentiate
the scientific and technical societies referred to from private foundationls, vhz:

(1) As a membership organization, membership dues accounts for about
22% of the Society's annual financial support.

(2) No single organization, donor, or member (not Including governilent
contracts or grants) amounts for as much as 3/1 of 1% of total annutil firian-
clal support.

(3) Muach member, regarded ms of dues paid, has one, and only onle, vote
on the election of directors and establishment of Society pollcles.

(4) The Society has never had any financial tranm(etion, other than
dues, registration fees at meetings, and sales of its puImllleat los withl
any of Its members.

(5) Its Investment portfolio Is small and Investment Income accounts for
less than 2% of Its total annual financial support.

There would be no way for the Senate Finance Committee to know, because
of the largely technical nature of their activities, th~at not only the Amerlica
Society for Testing and Materials, but also such other outstanding sclentllfc
ant technical societies as The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the Society of Automotive Eln-
gineers, and the United States of America Standards Institute, to name but
a few, have been responsible for standards adopted by the United States Gov-
ernment for the proper conduct of such vital functions as safety, health, and
national defense. For example, In the Initial standards Issued by the federall
Water Pollution Control Agency, 28 were based upon standards develojied by
ASTM. For another example, the field of fracture mechanics, develoljwd by
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ASTM'I at the request of ilie J)emrtmnt of l)efen,,e, played a) major role it
Ih le success of the 'olaris missi ie program. From tlir beginnings thL, .,oi.hthis
have also pirovihded useful tecliilcal advice to the Congress ns well as to tlh,
I'xe((tilv( and Jlhdi'al lr riehis.

I a1 enclosing sone random examlples of ASTM standards tiit have been
adopted as Federal or Military Spellations. Also enclosed, its another example,
Is a coinjollaton of ASTM standards that ore referenced in, and thus become a
oitrt of, building codce throughout the UniLted States.

ASTIM 1iIs I0 no sense n "private fomidation." It is a non-profit, Wientific And
technical, riiemhershilj society performing services that have been recognized
by the courts as "charitable and educational" and in the public interest.

Because of Its activities in the public Interest, a federal court deceisioni handed
down In 1904 concluded that: "There Is a strong public policy In favor of pro-
tecting ASTM's standardization work." The same order further stated: "Because
of the heavy reliance of federal, state, and municipal governments upon ASI'NM
for secicfleations, the Society may be regarded as an essential arm, or branch
of government and Its acts may be entitled to Immunity from the antitrust law:s
accorded governmental acts." I

I hope the Finance Committee will concur with our request for an addition
to Section 170(b) (1) (B) as contained in Section 201(a (1) of Title II of 11.11.
13270. If not, (or if you desire further information or clarification, we would
be pleased to appear before the committee (luring its h( ;rings on the Tax
Reform Act.

Sincerely yours,
''. A. MARSHAI., Jr.,

Executive Sccrevary.

1EDERA1. WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION, ANALYTICAL QUALITY CON-
TRO, BRANCH, OFFICIAL INTERIM 'METHODS FOR ANALYSES OF SURFACE WATERS A .MPLES

STORET PARAMETER NO. 00940

Parameter: Chloride (mg/i).
Method: Volumetric, mercuric nitrate.
Reference:

1. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 12th
ed., APHA, Inc., N.Y., 1965, 87-90.

2. ASTM Book of Standards, Part 23, 1967 D512-67, pp. 25-27.
Modifications: None.
Date: September 1968.

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION,ANALYTICAL QUALITY CON-
TROL BRANCH, OFFoICAL INTERIM METHODS FOR ANALYSES OF SURFACE VATER
S A M PLES

STORES PARAMETR NO. 00081

Parameter: Organic Carbon, Dissolved (mg/1).
Method: Dow Beckman-type organic carbon analyzer.
Reference: ASTM Book of Standards, Part 23, 1967 D2579-67T, pp. 716-719.
Modifications: None.
Date: September 1968.

FETIERAL SPECI TOATION--STEEL, CARBON: STRUCTURAL SHAPES; PLATFS ; AND BARS

This specification was approved by the Commissioner, Federal Supply Service,
General Service Administration, for the use of all Federal agencies.

1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification covers carbon steel shapes, plates, and bars of structural
quality.

I Memorandum Opinion and Order In Application of ASTM, 1.8. District Court, Eastern
District of Pennsylvania (Van Dusen, J.) 231 F. Supp 686 (1984).
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2. API'LIcAnI. 1KCtSlrIs

2.1 The following documents, pf the Issue In effect on late of invitation for
bids or request for proposal,foi in a part of this sel ciflicatIon to the extent socil-
fled herein :

Military Standard:-Mil,-.STD-163-Steel Mill Products, lPreparatlion for Ship-
nient and Storage.-

(Copies of Military Standards required by suppliers in connection with spciflc
procurpzmint functions should be obtained from the procuring activity or as
dircited by the contracting officer.)

2.2 Other publications. The following documents forim a part of this sje<iflea-
tion to the extent slclfled herein. Unless otherwise Indicated, the Issue in effect
on (late of invitation for bids or request for proposal shall apply.

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard: A3-Struc-
tural Steel.

(Application for copies should be addressed to the American Society for Test-
Ing and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa., 19103.)

(Technical society and technical association specifications and standards are
generally available for reference from libraries. They are also distributed among
technical groups and using Federal agencies.)

3. REQUJIREMENTS

3.1 Description. The structural shapes, plates, and bars shall be in accordance
with ASTM A36. Wben specified (see 6.2), copper-bearing steel shall be furnished.

3.2 Dinensions. Dimensions, weights, and cross-sectional designations for the
structural shapes, plates, and bars shall be as specified (see 6.2).

3.3 Identification marking. Marking shall be in accordance with ASTM A30.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Ui less; otherwise sepicilled in the voittract
or lurcha.,;ed order, the supplier is responsilde for Ihe is'rforminve of 01l
insiwetlon recliirenients as li lith! itrein. ixcept as otherwise sixeiled i I.he
contract or order, the supplier may use his owni or any other facilifes suitable
for the ierforaniiee of the inspection mnluirenments si-clled herviti, uinils..s dis-
approved by the Government. The Government reserve,; the right to ix-rform
aiy of the ilLsplctions set forth in fhe Spect1clatiolt where such inslK-etion; are
deenled necesary to assure that supplies and services conform to pre.sriied
requirements.

4.2 Wlas8ificatlon of Inspection. Inspection shall be classified as follows:
(a) Quality confornmance inspection (see 4.3).
(b) Inspection of preparation for delivery (see t.5).

4.3 Quality conformance inspection.
4.3.1 Lot. Unless otherwise specified, a lot shall consist of strwctural shaped.

plates, or bars from the same heat or blow submitted for inspection at one time.
4.4 Inspection procedure
4.4.1 E.ranination and tests. Examination and tests shall be as slCilldl In

ASTMI A36. Nonconformance to 3.1 shall constitute failure of tile examination
and test&

4.5 Inspection of preparation for delivery. The preservation, packaging, pack-
ing, ad marking shall be inspected to determine compliance with M1-ST1)--163.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Preservation, packaging, and packing. Preservation, packaging, and pack-
ing shall be in accordance with MIi-STl)-163, level A or C as leifled.

5.2 Marking. In addition to any special marking required in the contract
or purchase order, marking for shipment shall be in accordance with MIL--STD-
163.

6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. The structural shapes, plates, and bars are Intended for
use in riveted, bolted, or welded construction of bridges and buildings anl for
general structural purposes.
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ASTlM A370 67 NOTICE: 1, NovF:NI uii1n 2-1, 19617

'I'iue following liii1luiYs tiilariithmiii D)oeuuneWu was Ildolie oil 24 Novem-i
lter I1167 for use' by Olhe I eI~i ii uuct of I )femisc. Thle !tid(icaIleil iiist ry group
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itlI e of 1 ocuunieuut : MethoI'ds an1d4 Ielifuliois f(Ir Metelunihi T1est lug of Stvel

1Producets.
D~ocumuenut Numnber: A370--67.
Ilnt' (Of SIK-erit!e Issih- Ad~j)i"41 11W).
Iteleausiig hIdtistry (roup: AmII(reuuu Soiety for Tetstig a111( Materials.
MI'thoml oJf Superseded Fed. Test Met hod Std. No. 151 thait Is iIg replave(1

Custodians: Army-MR, Nuvy-A.S. Air Force--il.
Prtjirig Act ity :Army-Mit; t)5GJi'-0014

A$-5TM 11117-64 NOTICE 1, NOVEMBER 24, 1IN7

ACCFII'ANCE NOTICE

Th'le followig Industry Standardization Document was adopted on 24 Noveuiu
her 19617 for use by the Department of Defense. The indicated industry group tIla'
furnished thie clearances reqjuired1 by existing regulations. Copies of thle docu-
iment tire stocked by 1)01 Single Stock Point, U.S. Naval Supply Depot, P'lium-
dlhll, Pennsylvatila, for Issue to Military Activities only.

Tith14 of D~ocumient: MethodI of Salt Spray (Fog) Tresting.
D document Ntimber : 11117-64.
D aute of Specific Issue Adop~ted: :1961.
Iteleasluig industry Group: American Society for 'Testing and Matcerials.
Metho 11(if Superseded Fed. Test 'Method Sid. No. 151 that Is betig replaced

811.1.
('ustodlims : Army-Mit1, Navy-AS, Air Forece-li.
I'relarig Aet ivity: Army-Mit; 95011-0014.

FEOFiAL rE:ST M1lVrImOD STAN DARD-- METALS ; T~sr 'METHODS

SNIDUSTRY M ETIOIIS AND) DEFIJNITIONS ACCE1TIM UNDER TIS STANDARD'

.tiucrican S'ociety, for Testinig anid Matcrlals (..STM) :
A90O: Methods of Test for Weight of Coaling on '/Ane-Coated (Galvanized)

I ron or Steel Art icles.

I Copies of Industry miethods are not contained In this strindard (see section 6, General
.Sectioni).
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.\31T 7 %eroetvh '1'sting iad Inpecltvionof Sttj'1 Forgiigs.
A370: Met hols and I )elinilis for .ilMhik'ial "'isl i iz ,of Sto-t-I I, 'ra)tl.ts.
.A393: lecominendd l'raii'l, for ('ondur t i g Ati'lifitd (',)Io,,r T,.,4t for

Intergranulir Attak in Austenitic ,tithil.ss St84'l.
i 117 : Mlthod of Stilt Spray ( Fog) T stig.
11151 : MAethod of Nit rait Test for ( qo 'r aid (I o'ilor Alloy.s.
193: Metihod of Te.,it for i-sb.istivily of E letritjaI {''ilii<n'? .r ials.

: l)efliitioll.; of 'I (,rls ltlatlitig to Mcth ,I, ti , .\r MehariaI Ti-i , n

E7 : I )eiInitIon of Teri nl hing to McltIgrqojhY.
V.8 : Method's of 'T'ension resting of Metallic Malrhleris.
E 10" AMetlod of Test for liiell ilarsl(ess of .Melailic Ma ters .
'18: Methods of Test for {ockwll lirdir-ss a ad lRokwo-Il S,;j4-rfl'i:iA

ha rdness of Metallic Materials.
1,23 : Methods for Notched liar Ihnl)a(- Testnl g of Metallic iah-rlrals.
I-15: Recommended l'rachtic for l),termlnilig tI; lInilist- (volttit of

Stel.
E 2: Inodustrial ladiog'alilic ''ermilniology for use in lIl ,ri In-

S.S'Kt Ion of Castings; and We ,dllezts.
E92: Method of Test for Vickrs lilardness of Mefallic Matrials.
El,0 : Rtecomnended Practice for ]tadlograjdhle 'rcst ili).
E109: Method for Dry Powder Magnetic I'artivlv i isIX'llon,
El, 112 Methods for Estimating the Average Grain s7A. of Mtal.
N,113: Reconnmended Practice for Ultrasonic Testlog by the |tesollalice

Method.
El 14 Recommend(ed Practice for Ultrasonic Testing by the Reflection

Method, sing Pl11sed Longitudilnal Waves Induced by )irect Contat..
E3,13 : Method for Wet Magnetic Particle Inspection.
lt10: Standard Hardness Convcrsion Tabtles for Metals (Jtelalionship lHe-

tween Brinell IHardness, Vickers Hardness, Rockwell Iardness, tkwell
superficial 11ardness and Knoop llardnesd).

E,142: Method of Controlling Quality of Radiographic Testing.
164 : Method of Ultrasonic Contact Inslection of Weldnients.
E165: Methods of Liquid Penetrant Inspection.
E175: Definitions of Terms Relating to Microscopy.
E268: Definitions of Terms Relating to Electromagnetlc 'fe-0lig.
E269: Definitions of Terms Relating to Magnetic Particle Insjx,0t ion.
E270: I)efinitions of Terms Relating to Liquid Penetrant Insi-ctlon.
E273: Methods for Ultrasonic Insllection for Longittudinal and Spiral

Welds of Wlded Pipe and Tubing.
-290: Semi-Guided Bend Test for Ductility of Metallic Materials.

Aerospace Materials Spclfications (AMS) :
2300A: Premni,:n A(rcraft Quality Steel Cleanliness-Magnetic IPartleh

Inspection Procedure.
2301C: Aircraft Quality Steel Cleaullness-Magnetle Particle Inspection

Procedure.
American Welding Society (AIVS): t3.2: Standard methodod for Evaluatlng the

Strength of Brazed Joints.

FEDERAL TEST METHOD STANDARD-METALS TEST METHODS

Method numLer

Federal test re~Jenat test
method standard method standard

Title No. 151b No, 151

Definitions of terms:
Electromagnetic testing ............................................. ASTM E 268
Liquid penetrant Inspection ........................................ ASTM F 270
Magnetic particle inspection .......................................... ASTM E 269
Mechanical testing ................................................. ASTM E 6
Metallography ......... . ................................... ASTM E 7
Microscopy ..................... .................................. ASTM E 175
Radiography ..................................................... ASTM E 52
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FEDEPAL TEST METHOD STANDARD-METALS TEST METHODS-Contin jed

Method number

Federal test Federal test
method standard method standard

lNt!e 1o. 151b ho. 151a

Composition:
Chemical analysis ................................................... i11.2 111.1
Spectrochemical analysis ........ ... !i................ 112.2 112.1

Mechanical properties:
Tension test ........................................................ ASTM E 8 211.1
Charpy impact test .................................................. ASTM E 23 221.1
Cold.bending test ................................... ASTM (290 231.1
Hardness conversion table for steel .................................... ASTM E 140 241.2
Brinell hardness test ................................................ ASTM E 10 242.1
Rockwell hardness test .............................................. ASTM E 18 243.1
Diamond pyramid hardness test ....................................... ASTM E 92 244. 1
Strength of Brazed joints ............................................. AWS C3.2
Method and definitions for mechanical testing of steel products ........... ASTM A 370

Metallographic
Austenile grain size in steel .......................................... ASTM E 112 311.1
Grain sitein wrought copper ........................................ ASTM E 112 312
Macro-etch test for steel ............................................ ASTM A 317 321.1

Leak testing:
Leak testing (helium mass spectrometer) .............................. 441.1 441
Leak testing (pressurized gas) ......................................... 442.1 442
Leak testing(vacuum) ............................................... 443.1 443

Coatings:
Weight and composition of coating on long terne sheets .................. ASTM A 30-9 511.1
Weight of zinc coating ............................................ ASTM A 90 512. I
Weight of coating on hot dip tinplate and electrolytic tinplate .............. 513.1 513
Weight an composition of coating on short terne plate (for manufacturing 514. 1 514

purposes and for roofing).
Electronic test for local coating thickness ................................... 520.1 520
Microscopic test for local coatig thickness ................................. ASTM A 219 521. 1
Magnetic test foe local coating thickness ................................... ASTM A 219 522. 1
Chemical dropping test for Iacal coating thickness ........................... ASTM A 219 523
Electrical: Resistivity test of electrical conductor material ..................... ASTM 8 193 611. I
Heat treat response: End.quench hardenability test .......................... ASTM A 255 711. 1
Corrosion:

Sall spray test ...................................................... ASTM B 117 311. I
Synthetic sea water spray test ........................................ 812. 1 812
tntergranular-ccrrosion test for corrosion-resistant austenitic steels ....... ASTM A 393 821.1

FEDERAL TEST METIIOD STANDARD NO. l7SA-ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF TEST METHODS OF THIS STANDARD
WITH SUPERSEDED METHODS

Superseded Replacement methods

Title methods Pt. I. Federal Pt. II. ASTM

Adhesives for brake lining .;nd other friction materials ........................................... D1205-61
Anoylaceous matter In adhesives ................ .................................... D1488-60
Applied weight per unit area of dried adhesive solids .............. 3011 .................. D898-51(1965)
Applied weight per unit area cl liquid adhesive ................... 3012 .................. S899-51(1965)
Ash content of adhesives ................................................... 4032 .............
Blocking point of potentially adhesive layers ..................... 2041 .................. 01146-53(1965)
Brushing properties of adhesives ............................................ 3021 .............
Cleavage strength of metal-to-metal adhesives .................... 1071-T .................. 01062-51(1965)
Cleavage strength of metal.to-,netal adhesive bonds ............................................. 01062-51(1965)
Copper corrosion by adhesives .................................. 4031 4031.1 ...........
Climbing drum peel test for adhesives ........................................... . ......... D1781-62
Conducting creep tests of metal.to-metal adhesives, recommended .............................. D1780-62

practice for.
Consistency el adhesives ..................................................................... D1084-63
Delamination ................................................. 2021 2021.1 ..........
Density of adhesives In fluid form ................................. ......................... 01875-61T
Determining the effect of moisture and temper t 4.dhesive 2052-T .................. 01151-61

bonds. 'ta-
Effect of moisture and temperature on adhesive bonds ....... .... . . ................... D1151-61
Fatigue strength of adhesives ................................... 1 1061.1
Filler content of phenol, resorcinol, and melamine adhesives ............... ................... D1579-60
Flexibility of adhesvs ............................................... 081 .............
Grit or lumps (or undissolved matter) in adhesires ....................... I .............
Hydrogen ion concentration of dry adhesive films ................................ ........... 01583-61
Impact strength of adhesives ................................... 1051 ............ ......... D950-541961
Impact strength of adhesive bonds .................................................... ....... D950-54(19611
Impact value of adhesives ...................................... 1051. IT ............. DI950-4(1961)
Nonvolatile content of aqueous adhesives ................................................ ....
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FEDERAL TEST METHOD STANDARD NO. 1754-ALPHABETICaL INDEX OF TEST METHODS OF THIS STArNDARD

WITH SUPERSEDED METHODS -Continued

Replacement methods
Superseded .....

Title ielods Pt I. Fe,Jeral PIt II. ASJM

Odor test for adhesives ....................................... 401 ........... D9.0 49(1965)
Peel or striping strength of adhesive bonds ......................... ............... . D"3-49(1965)
Peel or striping strength of adhesives ....................... 1041.1 .................. 01781-62
Peel strength of adhesives (climbing drum apparatus). .......... 1042-T ............... Dl71 62
Peel resistance ol adhesives (T-peei test) .......................................... DI876 &IT
pH of adhesive: and bonded assemblies ...................... 4011.................. DI 1 61
Resistance of adhesive bonds to chemical reagents ................ 2011.1 .................. 08% 66
Resistance of adhesive bonds to water (wet strength) .............. 2031 ................ D115! 61

201, I-T .... ............. D1151 66Resistance of adhesives for wood to cyclic laboratory aging conditions. 2051. T

Resistance ol adhesives to cyclic laboratory aging conditions ........ . _................... 0 T61T
Rubber cements ............................................................. 081r 5 (1965)
Shear-strength properties of adhesives by compression loading ..... 1031 ............ D9 -4( 1965)
Shear-strength properties of adhesives by flexural loading........ 1021. ................ 0111-55(1965)
Shear-strength properties of adhesives by tension loading. ....... 1033.1 -T ............. .01002-64
Shear-strength properties of adhesives determired with single-lap

construction by tension loading ............................... 1033 ------- DI1002 -4
Shear-strength properties of adhesives In plywnd-type construction

by tension loading .................................. 1032................... DY 64
1032.1 T ............... 0 D 6.4

Strength o adhesive bonds on flexural loading ......................................... . Di 1184 -55(195)
Strength properties of adhesive bonds ii shear by compression

loading ........................................... ....................................... D905 -49(1965)
Strength properties of adhesives in plywood-type construction in

shear by tension loading ................................................................. D9% fA
Strength properties of adhesives in shear by tension loading (metal..

to metal) .............................................................................. DI002 £4
Tensile properties of adhesives .......................... 1011.1 ............ -. .. 0897-4(1955)
Tensile properties of adhesive bonds ............................................. 0891-49( ' )
Tensile properties of adhesives for rubberlike materials ......... 1012 ................. D816-5(196,5)
Total solids content ........................................... 4021 Procedure A use.. 0553 42(195)

Procedure B use,. D1 -60Viscosity and total solids content of rubber cements-.......................................... D553 42(1965)

NUMERICAL INDEX OF TEST METHODS OF IHIS STANDARD WITH SUPERSEDED METHODS

Part It. ASTM Methods

Superseded
I erat
test method
standardNo. 175

Title ASTM method method

Viscosity and total solids content of rubber cements ............................. D553-42(1965)
Total solids content (procedure A) ............................................ D553-42(195) 402.
Tensile properties of adhesives for rubberlike materials .......................... 0816-55(1965) 1012
Rubber cements ............................................................ D816-55(1965 ..............
Resistance of adhesive bonds to chemical reagents .............................. D96-66 2011.1
Tensile properties of adhesives .............................................. 897-4 1965) 1011.1
Tensile properties of adhesive bonds ......................................... 0897 491%65) .. ...........
Applied weight per un;t area of dried adhesive solids .......................... n98-5119(,5) 301 .
Applied weight per unit area of liquid adhesive ....... ................... D99 -51(1965) 3012
Peel or stripping strength of adhesive bonds .................................... 0903-49,196 ) ..............
Peel or stripping slreigth of adhesives ...................................... D903-49(1965) 10411
Shear strength properties of adhesives by compression loading ................... D905.49 (1965) 1031
Strength properties of adhesive bonds in shear by compression loading .......... 05 D90549 (1965)
Shear strength properties of adhesives in plywood-type construction by tension 0906-64 1032

loading.
Strength properties of adhesives in plywood type construction in shear by tension D906-64 IONA

loading ................................................... 9'g-64
Impact strength of adhesives ....................................... 0950-5 (1961) 1051
Impact strength of adhesive bonds ............................................ D9-54 (1961)
Impact valueof adhesives .................... ......................... 9O-54 (1961) -. ItT
Shear strength properties of adhesives by tension loading ....................... 01002-64 1033.1-1
Shear strength properties of adhesives determined with single-lap-construction by

tension loading ........................................................... 01100.- 1033
Strength properties of adhesives in shear by tension loading (metal-to-melal) ...... D1002-M4
Cleavage strength of metal-to-metal adhesives .................................. 01062-51 (1965) 1061-T
Cleavage strength o! metal-to-metal adhesive bonds ............................. 01(62-51 (1965)
Consistency of adhesives ..................................................... D104 63
Blocking poir~ of potentially adhesive layers .................................... 0114,5-53 (1965) 2041
Determinliag th eff.-ct of moisture and temperature on adhesive bonds ............ D1151-61 22-1
Effect of moisture and temperature on adhesive 1.ids ......................nd.. __ 1il-61
Resistance of adhesive bonds to water (wet strength) ............................ D115-61 2031
Resistare ef adhesives for wood to cyclic laboratory aging conditions ............. 01183-61T 2051-T
Resistance of adhesives to cyclic laboratory aging conditions ...................... 01183-61T

33-865-7O--pt. 7 of 7-13
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NUMERICAL INDEX OF TEST METHODS OF THIS STANDARD WITH SUPERSEDED METHODS-Continued

Pail I1. ASTM Methods

Superseded
Federal
test method
standard
No. 175

Tolle ASTM method method

Shear strength properties of adhesives by fleiural loading ........................ 01184-55 (1965) 1021
Strength of adhesive bonds on flexural loading ................... .... D1184-55 (1965)
Adhesives for brake ginin and other friction materials ........................... D1205-61
Amylaceous matter iW adhesives ............ ................................. D1488-60
Nonvolatile content of aqueous adhesives ...................................... D1489-60
Total solid content (procedure B) ............................................. D1489-60 4021
Filler content of phenol, resorcinol, and melamine adhesives ..................... 01579-60
pH of adhesives and bonded assemblies ....................................... D1583-61 401 ,

ydrogen ion concentration of dry adhesive films ............................... D1583-61
Conduction creep tests of metal-to-metal adhesives, recommended practice for ..... D1780 62
Climbing drum peel test for adhesives ......................................... D1781-62
Peel strength of adhesives (climbing drum apparatus) ........................... D1781-62 1042-T
Density of adhesives in fluid form ............................................. 01875-61T
Peel resistance of adhesives (T-peel test) ...................................... D1876-61T

SECTION 3.-NUMERICAL INDEX OF TEST METHODS

Method
No. Title of method ASTM No.' AWHO No.,

101.01 Sampling stone, slag, gravel, etc -------------------------------------- D 75-48 T 2.46
101.11 Sampling bituminous materials --------------------------------------- D 140-49T T 4C-49
101.21 Sampling joint filter, expansion, preformed ---------------------------- 544-49
101.3 Sampling paving brick ----------------------------- _ C 7-42 T 31-42
101.42 Sampling joint sealer, hot- or cold-application type . ...........................
201. 0 Unit weight of ag regate ............................................. C 29 42 T 19-15
202.01 Sieve analysis of fine and coarse aggregates ............................ C 136-46 T 27-46
202.11 Amount of material finer than No. 200 sieve in aggregates -------------- C 117-49 T 11-41
203.01 Soundness of aggregates ............................................ C 88-46T T 104-46
204.0 Fineness modulus of aggregate ............................ .....................
205.0 Percentage of clay lumps in aggre$ates .......------------------------ C 142-39 T 112-4?
206.01 Measuring mortar.makiig properties of fine aggrea' -.......... .... C 87-47 T 71-48
206. 1 Potential alkali reactivity of cement-agg(egate combinations. -.-.......... C 227-51T
207.0 Toughness of rock ........................................... . D------- 3-18 T 5-35
208.0 Abrasion test by rock by use of the Deval machine .--.---------------- D 2-33
208. 11 Abrasion of coarse aggregate by use of the Los Angeles machine -------- C 131-49T T 96-49
209.0 Specific gravity and absorption of coarse aggregate --------------------- C 127-42 T 85-45
209. 1 Specific gravity and absorption of line aggregate ........................ C 128-42 T 84-45
209. 2 Specific gravity of bituminous materials --------------------------------------------- T 43-35
210. 0 Determination of bitumen ............................................ 0 4-49T
211. 0 Bitumen soluble in carbon tetrachloride ................................ D 165-42 T 45-45
212. C Bitumen in soluble in paraffin naphtha --------------------------------------------- T 46 35
213.0 Test for specific viscosity -------------------------------------------------------- T 54-35
213.1 Viscosity by means of the Saybolt viscosimeter .......................... D 88-44 T 72-46
214.01 Penetration of biftminous materials ---------------------------------- D 5-49 T 49-49
215.0 Ductility of bituminous materials ------------------------------------- 0 113-44 T 51-44
216.0 Softening point of bituminous materials (ring-and-ball method) ........... D 36-26 T 53-42
217. 01 Flash and fire points by means of oj~en cup ---------------------------- 0 92-46 T 48 46
217.1 Flash point with Tagliabue open cup .......-............................. .. ....... T 79-42
218.0 Distillation of tar products suitable fo( road treatment ----------------- D 20-30 T 52-42
218. I1 Distillation of gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, and similar petroleum products- 086-46 T 115-46
218.21 Distillation of cutback asphaltic produce's .---------------------------- D 402-43 T 78-49
219.0 Loss of heating of oil and asphaltic compounds .......... ........ D 6-39T T 47-42
220.01 Water in petroleum products and other bituminous materials-.. --. .--- D 95-46 T 55-46
221.01 Float test for bituminous materials ----------------------------------- D 139-49 T 50-49
222. 01 Testing emulsified asphalts ------------------------------------------ D 244-49 T 59-49
223.01 Preformed expansion joint fillers for concrete ........................... D 545-49
223. 12 Seating compound, hot-poured and cold-application types, for joiits in

co nc rete ------ -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ---- -- ---- -- ------ -------- -- -- --- --- ---- -- ----- --- ---- -- --- ----
224.0 Rattler test for paving brick ........................................... C 7-42 T 31-42
225.0 Sulfonation index of road tar ......................................... D 872-48 T 108-44
226.0 Inorganic matter or ash ---------------------------- -------------------- T 111-42
227.0 Settle~nenl ratio of mineral matter in bituminous filler ------------------------------ -1 109 -42
228.0 Sofl pieces in coarse aggregate -------------.----------------------- C 235-49T
229.0 Compressive strength o molded concrete cylinders --------.......... C 39-49 T 22-49
230.0 Flexural strength of concrete (using simple beam with third-point loading)_ C 78-49 T 97-49
231. 0 Making and curing concrete compression anI flexure test specimens in the

laboratory ------------------------------------------------------- C 192-49 T 126-49
232.0 Slump test or consistency of portland.cement concrete ---------------- C 143-39 T 119-42
233.0 Weight per cubic foot, yield, and air content (gravimetric) of concrete ---- C 138-44 T 121-45

I In those cases in whi:h the method covered herein essentially corresponds in technical details with a correspondingi
method of the American Society for Testing Materials or the American Association of State Highway Officials, the desig-
nation given by the society or association Is also Included.
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SECTION 3.-NUMERICAL INDEX Of TEST METHODS

Title of method AS.T. M.
No I

Resistance of concrete specimens to slow freezing in air and thawing in water. C 310-53T
Resistance ol concrete specimens to rapid freezing and tlawing in water ...... C 290-52T
Resistance of concrete specimens to rapid freezing in air and thawing in waler.. C 291-52T
Resistanceof concrete specimensto slow freezing and thawing in water or brine. C 292-52T
Organic Impurities in sand for concrete .................................. C 40 48
Lightweight pieces in aggregate .......................................... C 123-53T
Sieves for testing purposes (spet 'aictions for) ............................. E 11-39
Terms relating to specific gravity (definitions of) ...................... E 12-27

A A S H 0.
No. I

Method
No.

234.0
234.1
234.2
234.3
235.0
236.0
301.0
302. 0

I In those cases in which the method covered herein essentially corresponds in technical details with a corresponding
method of the American Society for Testing Materials or the American Association of State Highway Officials, the
designation given by the society or association is also included.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF TEST METHODS

Substitute method number

Method federal
No. standard ASTMMethod title

Acid and base No. (color-indicator titration) ....................... 5105.5
Acid and base No. (potentiometric titration)...................... 5106.4
Active sulfur in cutting fluids .................................... 3180
Adhesion ol dry slid film lubricants ................................ 3310
Aniline point and mixed anili.ie point ................................ 3601.7
Aniline point change (hydrocarbon oil) ... ........................ 3602.1
Apparent viscosity of lubricating greases.. ..................... 306.4
Aromatic hydrocarbons in mixtures with naphthenes and paraffins (silica 3702.2

el absorption).
As content ..................................................... 5421.2
Bearing compatibility and stability of turbine oils ............... 3452
Bromine number of petroleum distillates by eleclrometric litration .... 1050
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resl ectfully submitted tile statement of The John and MIry Franklin Foundation,
lI v., as follows:
Your conilnittep is to he cominended for Its reasoned Inquiry into tile activities

of foundations and their potential for abuse of their tax exempt status. Sure.ly
every one of us would support action to assure that foundations always serve
t e nst Interests of the community at large in accordance with the principles
uider which they were originally granted government sanction. However, it is
our opinion that certain of the II.R. 13270 proposals will place undue restrictions
on Ihm activities of bona filde foundations whose exeml)lary performance has con-
iriluted much toward development of e(lueation slid scientific research in their
resl1ctive local coniuiialiitles. li particular, acceptance of the 11.11. 13270 proposal
regarding foundation ownership of unrelated businesses may have substantial
deleterious effecels. Ve refer specifically to ownership of a business that has been
donated to the foundation. May we respectfully suggest that you give especial
(Ishhid ralt ion Io tIh(, following points it this regard :

M!) The public Interest would suffer if a forced sale of a small wholly owned
lIusiness were required. The lower market value resulting from a forced sale
would benefit private Individuals and public philanthropy would be the loser.

(2) The acquisition of a foundation owned business by compettllve firms wotild
reduce 'ompel It ion, ald i11s Intensify and promote some of the alleged evils tie
Iroipsal seeks to cori 'ct.

(3) Eitrelp'eneurlai Incentives wvoull suffer if an entrepreneur could not
vismlize that tie business Ibat he struggle( to develop could be perpetuated and
the fruits of lis labor accrue to the benefit of his fellow citizens. To discourage
suc'h (-oiiiindable gifts would be a tragic public loss.

'Thue recent Trcasury )clui'tunent Report oil private foundations acknowledges,
nillote :
"It is (pite true tihat, occasionally, beneficial consequences have stemined from

IMe business activities of a particular foundation. The Internal Revenue Service
hirs. for example, discovered several instances in which foundation businesses
have been prolitable, their proceeds have been applied to charitable operations
without unm1due (delay, :111d private benefits for the foundations donors or con-
trollers have beiei avoided. In these situations, It may well be true that charity
la's beli advanced, and no one else harmed, by the ability of the foundations to
vaIry 011 business endealvors."
,8uch is tie case with onr foundat Ion.
Our principal asset is a wholly owned corporation known as The Audlhron

'oinpany. which wits acquired by bequest. The Audichron Company is a service
oriented company pIroviding time and ( weather announcement equipment to tile
Ie'leplone industry si(.hi as 81-t-2525 in Washington, I).C. This corporation pays
regular corlporate Income tax and all other state and local taxes that any other
similar corporation pays. It provides al)l)proximnately 7-8% yield, and the Founda-
tion i turn over tihe years has pai( out niore than 100% of its income annually.
it has always rigidly adhered to existing federal and state laws and to the strict
('ode of Ethics of the National Association of Foundations. This Foundation has

,'over delved into politics, engage(] in so-called boot strap operations, nor has
any trustee received any remuneration for his service. It has, however, provided
inajor grants to local educational institutions including University of Georgia,
(ep'gla Tech, Georgia State College, Emory University, Auburn University,
Oglethorl College, Presbyterian College, Andrew College, Mercer University,
Shorter College, ileimilart College, LaGrange College, and Young-Harris College.

h'lese colleges, particularly the private colleges and universities, need this type
of sulport for their very existence. Other . Is no question that the cause of private

hllilanthropy will suffer if this Foundation Is required to make a forced sale of
Its lrinclpal asset.

Iln summary: We respwetfully submit that the IT.R. 13270 proposal that would
require Ihe sale of a wholly owned business acquired by bequest woul produce
far more lhrmful side-effects. Adherence to the Code of Ethics of the National
Association of Foundations, rigid comllilance with existing federal laws and
regulations regarding proper use of funds, and if necessary, even limited taxation
of foundation income would seeni to be a more equitable approach to the question.
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Therefore, we reslectfully ask that you not IKnalize our Foundation. as well
as many other will intentioned foundations, for the uiilceds of a few. 'Plrhrk y-o
for yor kind consideration.

Sincerely,
W. KEriry MosuFYt

Chairman of Ihc Ioard of '"'ru'lcc.,
The John if Jlariy )'rnklin Foundation, Iinc., Atlanta, (a.

STA'IEMET OF TIIF NATIONAL. BUREAU OF 'CONOMiC lt':.1:I' , I.,

SunMi'r'rm:I rY JoiN It. MEYER, PRESIDENT

SUMMARY

Tile National Bureau is a nnon profit organization formed it 1920 11 Nvw York
City and dedicated to Independent research oil social tiltrd economini lr brleis
and to implartial interpretation of research finidinrgs. It Is a broadly Iased organ-
zation, being governed by a Board of 51 Directors, more haln half of whln are,

selected by universities and by professional, business mid labor organizaloins.
In its work it has the cooperation of a wide range (of diversity scholars. govern,-
ment agencies, and IMsiness firms. It is supported in part by grants and grant
contracts from foundations, government agencies, and business associa tlols: in
part by contributions and subscriptions from companies, labor organizations,
libraries and Individunals ; and in part by Investment Iicome.

While we believe the National bureau is more lii tie(, nature of a public insi n-
tion than a private fomnidatlion, there appear to be uncerta ititIs lii the ilrhs
provilded by !I.1. 13270 regarding the classiflcation of exempt organizalionts
that might result in the Bureau being treated as a private foundation. It it were
so treated, Its work woul(l be adversely affected by the inposition of tax on
investment income, by the loss of foundation grants to art unquallifh distrilmt c.,
and perhaps by tile reluctance of outstanding eien to serve as directors iII viJew
of tax sanctions that might be Imposed on founidat ion managers.

To qualify as other than a private fomindation under Il.l. 13270. a lax exenrriil
organization must obtain proportions of its support and income frou siscifiedl
sources. It is not clear, however, how soine receipts front fournudlitionus. goveri-
ment grant contracts, trade associations ard i(lndiviluals will be construed umder
tie bill, especially iII view of limitations on the size of receipts from any one
person that may be treated as qualifying support.

The National Bureau urges that tire definitional rules be modified so that
research and educational institutions in our circumstances will clearly pualify
as other than a private foundation under tie proposed tax revision.

STATEM ENT

The National Bureau of Economic Research is concerned that tax reforms
designed to correct abuses of some exempt organizations be clearly drawn so
that the new rules will not adversely affect organizations that are not narrowly
controlled and not engaged in abusive activities. We appreciate that this his also
been the concern of those formulating tire tax reform bill. Between tirte release
of tile Committee on Ways arid Means' Tentative Decisions mi May and the
passage of 11.11. 13270 by the House of Representatives in August, a member of
delinitional rules were developed to clarify (listinctions between tli( proio.,'sl
classes of private foundations, operating foundations, and other exempt orgarniza-
tions. However, there Is still considerable uncertainty about the unirer in which
sonie of the rules and tests )rovided by the bill would be Interpreted anti applied.

We believe the National Bureau should, and probably would, be excluded from
the new class of private foundations. The National Bureau is a nonprofit organ-
ization dedicated to Independent research and impartial Interpretation of researl
findings. In a broad sense it is a public institution and riot a private foundation.
Formally it is a private membership corporation, and It takes pride in the inrde-
pendence of Its operations. Its organization, governing body, and methods of
operation are broadly based. In the ,ense that a business corporation may be. said
to be publicly rather than closely owned, the National Bureau may be regarded
as a publicly directed organization.

We hope that as further attention Is given to the proposed rules for private
foundations and other organizations, tile methods of definition can be modified
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to rem've iincertainties is to where institutions like the National Bureau will
fall under tile new classitic, ttion. To assist in the Committee on Finance's con-
Siderial loll of flow institutions of our type are to be treated under the tax revision,
we would like to Indicate tile character of the National Bureau's organization
an1n1l operations find note some points in tike proposed tax rules that are of concern
tIo n1S.

Orgaj n iZt I ion al and opera t ions

The National linireau was formed in 1920 under tile Membership Corporations
Law of tlie State of New York. The members of the corporation are also its
direciors. wio are elected for three-year terms. From its inception the menmber-
ship has included men of diverse Interests, chosen from business, labor, profes-
slonval associations and universities. The membership Is comprised of three
classes: 24 directors at large who are elected by the existing membership; direc-
tors ly university appointment, who are selected by each of 15 universities; and
directors by appointment of 10 other organizations, who are selected by their
reseetive organizat ions.

lnder the certificate of incorporation : "The particular objects for which the
corporation Is formed are to encourage, in tie broadest and most liberal nannutter,
investigation, research and dIscovery, anil the application of knowledge to tie
well-being of mankind ; and lin particular to conduct, or assist in the making of,
exact and impartial Investigations in the iell of economic, social and Industrial
science, and to this end to cooperate with Governments, universities, learned
societies, anti Individuals."

Time Board of Directors Is charged with tile responsibility of approving areas of
Investigation, of ensuring procedures that safeguard the objective and scientific
character of the findings, and that help make them authoritative and acceptable
to persons of different interests and views. All National Bureau reports prelared
by the research staff must be approved by th Directors before publlcatlon.

Offleers are elected aln( Jnembers of the research staff are appointed by tine
loard of l)irectors. Sone of the 75 members of the research staff are employed
faill Ime at the Bureau's jrincipal offices at 261 Madison Avenue, New York City
aind it a branch office located Iln tile Yale Tniversity C'opumter Center. Others of
tiu, staff lemich part, laime at nniversitles and devote their research tie to Baireali
projects. Stair ll'iei'bers are atdeil by research assistants. for many of whon tihe

innireani is a plice for raining, combined with graduate studies, for carers in
government, limIness or universities. Tie Buireia also maintains a research
fellowship program, designed primarily to further the professional development
of outstandilng scholars. generally at the post-doctoral level.

liesides the research conducted by its own staff, the National Bureau sponsors
Iwo containing grolns that ldan i ant orgaize research conferences. The Univer-
sities-National Burean Conmit tee for Economie research is connpriscd of repre-
sentatives from 37 universities which offer graduate work in economnles and
emphasize research, as well ins a representative from the National Bureau and a
few committee members elected at large. The conferencee on Research in Income
and Wealth operates as a separate committee of the National Bureau, under the
direction of an executive committee elected annually by the membership, with one
member aplplinted by the President of the National Bureau. The members of the
Conference, now 133, are from government, universities, and business, but are
elected as individuals who are interested in Income and wealth research, aal(l not
,,, representatives of Institutions.

Nearly 400 staff research reports and conference volumes bave been published
and made generally available to Interested persons in the universities, business
an government. The National Bureau has pioneered and is continuing research,
ti measuring tine national income and wealth, in analyzing income distribution.
in describing and diagnosiig business cycles, in analyzing relations between
wages, productivity and prices, and in studying conditions conducive to economic
growth, stability of the price level, anl International financial balance. Current
stumiles place important emphasis on some of the fundamental problems of urban
econoinics, regional development anid human resources.

Rcla tio nsha ip to Oo rcrn ment
While the areas to which the Bureau devotes Its research efforts are deter-

mined by time Board of Directors, they mave been responsive over tme years to
needs for studies suggested b*- government agencies. One of the Bureau's early
publications in 1923 was Bu nCss Cyclcs aund Uncmplopmncit, a report of an
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Investigate ion lorolx)sel in 1921 loy President llarding's ( ,i.i)fercct-' on I' ieinplldy-
ment. 1.-() \Vohman's The Plahnning! and Cnl trol f)f Ill11bli," liorkx, pliilisln1d ill
19,30. wits the result of a request from tihe 'resihlent's C'onjiiitte, (,1 Ilisnt Ecvo-
nomic Changes for a study of t lIossilility of pluiblic w,)rk! as a dev ic.e (of v(.I
noitte stabilization. A seilu(' to this study. Public l1',*'? ill I'o-icrit!, (nI
i)¢elression by Arthur I1). Gayer, was prepain il 1935 f(,r lilt " atimal loinillw
Boa rid. Federal Emergency Administ rat ion of PIidle Works. Il 1 Iit(, Nat ibai
bureau published The ,tuti.stical Agctnies of Ih(c Flh'rul (,rrr,.mot-pt. a Report
to the Comnmisslon oil Organization of tle Executive ltrac.h (of it(, ;mvirnlintll
prepared by Frederick C. Mills and Clarnc( I). Long of the lir.ai's research
staff. A.s noted In the foreword. tile Executivk, committee e (of the National itur&'aui
agreed to accept the invitation of tile Comnisslon ('Iirman. Mr. loover. t)
undertake this study "i view of tile high public ilou)ortan c, (of ti' (i'ommissloit's
enterprise, the critical role of statistical Intelligence lit thil working of our .-isial
economy, and the National Bureau's extensive exl'rleie in stllistlval work."

Similarly, when the U.S. Bureau of the Budget rethuested in 1959 an objective,
review of official l)rice statistics, the National Bureau s(,t ti) a 'rice Statistics
Review Committee under George J. Stiger's (hat rm iiship and fin 9i0 submil tI(
to the Bureau of the Budget a report, The P'ri.e R'atistie-v of the Fedcral (m'crn-

meant, which was also published as a print of tile Joint Ecoalwic ('omittee.
Among other studies midertaken at the suggestion of government agencies are
The National Economic Accounts of the U'nitcd ,States, a relpirt reuested by th(
Bureau of the Budget and printedd by tile Joint Economiic ('oimitte(, In 195; : allo
lcasuring the Natio-t's Wealth, a report presented by the Conference ol ites'arth
in Income and11 Wealth to the Joint Economich Commlittee iIn 10-I.

The National Bureau has alvo utilized Its (onferelce proedures to investigate
l)roblems of common Interest to itself ll(d goverinimuit ageui('1es. For itistai('. inl
response to an invitationi by the Board of Governors of the federal Reserve
System, the Bureon |in 1950 organized a Conference on ('onsumer Instali-nt
Credit to bring into focus an( fruition much of tlie research In that field l eiig
(1one by scholars of s(eclal (oplnetenice at. various institti .is. results were
published by the Federal Reserve Boar(l. A Conference on the Measur'nelit and
Interpretation of Job Vacancy Statistics wvas held ill 19615 in respo l, to, a144114-,t
by the Se,.retary of Labhor that the Bureal assist ili piromoti ag 'escarh tin Ii'-a
during job vacancies. The conference was financially fissiste(i by 4hi.' )eri: 'nt
of Labor an( brought together economists and othiirs from GovertnimjWe. uini'er-
sities, research insttitions, trade uiions and lhusi iss (,nteriri(,-. ''hi Nalitn al
Bureau publishedd the proceedings.

Pioneering work by the National Bureau has contributed to the development
of concepts a md measurement methods that have ieen further refinvid by J'ovirn-
meat agencies which now puhlli:h statistical series periodtlicaly, Itncluding :

Estimates of gross national l)roitlt 1(li national iito.nit. iy tih lDeIipart-
met of Commerce;

Leading indicators for use in forecasting business (. (oiitl,)s, by li.
I)epartment of Commerce :

Estimates of labor produictivity, by the departmentt of Labor
Estimates of tie flow of funds, saving and investment, by the F4410er:1

Reserve System ;
Satistical series o consumer credit, by the Fedeiral Reserve S:ystem: anti
Measures of consumer purchase probaiiillty for autos ant! other (ural)les,

now used In surveys by the Bureau of the Census.

Financial support
In Its fiscal year ending Juie 30, 1969 the National Bureaul expended $2,070,,S3

on research and related programs. Its current income was $1,813,25S. Thie do-liilt
of .27,665 was financed by drawing oi1 the principal of sustaining funds.

The work of the National Bureau Is supported in part by grants for larti('lihir
studies from )hilanthropic foundations, government agencies, and business assoi-
clations ; li part by investment lnicome ol calttal-sunl grants front foundations ;
and in part from unrestricted or general-support contributions an(! subscriptions
from companies, banks, labor organizations. foundations an(d 110n(livhliaIs. Minor
aniounts of income are received front the sale of pullfeat loans .am) from suibscrip-
tions of libraries, faculty members and students.

From its start Iit 1920 tile National Bureau has had yearly financial assistant.
from business firms and Individuals who believed that basic economic research
and efforts to improve factual un(lerstandling of the operations of the economy
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were worthy of support. Over tile years the nunler of these supporters has grown
to about 300, Including labor organizations, trade associations, and foundations.
These contributing subscribers pay front $100 to $20,000 each per aniuin and ii
the aggre,:ate provide one-fifth to one-fourth of the National Bureau annual
inconie. Tiese contributing subscribers, as well as other subscribers, receive all
National Bureau reports as they are published.

From time to time other organizations and foundations have contributed unre-
stricted funds for the general support of the National Bureau's current opera-
tions. In "cent years current general-sJpport grants have been received front
the American Bankers Association, the Richard King Mellon Foundation, the
Scherman Foudatlon, and the Twentieth Century Fund. The International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation ins also contributed computer time which has been
utilized by virtually all National Bureau projects. ])un & Bradstreot, Inc. hns
contributed computer tapes of data on business firms for general statistical
inalyses In connection wilh Bureau studies.
About one-fourth of the National Bureau's current support Is derived froi

Interest and dividend icoine on capital or sustaining-fund grants. Several of
lhe major foundations have assisted the Bureau's work wvith long-term general-
siulort grants to enable continuity in research operations and( to lessen reliance
on year-to-year grants and contributions. The first of these was a $2,000,000 grant
from the tockefeller Foundatton it 1952, under which tie income could be used
but Ihe principal was to be maintained Inviolate for ten years, after which both
principal and Income were available for general purposes. Long-term, gencral-
iurmose grants have also been made of $1,250,000 in 1953 and $2,-500,000 in 1959
by the Ford Fomdation; of $100,000 i 194 by the Falk ,"oundation; ald(1 of
$250,000 in each of Ii08 and 1969 by lhe Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. The National
Bureau utilizes the Incoine from these sustaining funds for current operating
purposes and draws on the principal to meet current operating deileits.

The single largest source of National Bureau income Is comprised of grants
of restricted funds. These are grants or grant contracts from government agen-
cles, foundations, businesses, or trade associations which support particular
Nr,iontal Bureau projects or programs according to terms set forth in the grants.
F,- example, the National Science Foundations has awarded a two-year grant
of $79,000 to assist in the support of the conference programs of the Universities-
National Bureau Committee on E'cononile Research and the Conference on Income
and Wealth. The Public Health Service of the department of Ilealth, Educatio
amd Welfare has awarded a four-year grant of $442,085 to support studies of
tie economics of health. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
bas awarded a grant contract to provide $229,260 to assist in financing a study
of urban land use as affected by transportation system ilnprovements. In con-
nection with the Institutional Investors Study, the Securities and Exchange
Comnmisslon has awarded a contract to provide $68,000 for an updating of
National Bureau studies of the flow of funds and national balance sheets 'Fle
Carnegie Corporation of Nev York has made a grant of $250,000 for studies of
the economics of education. The American Bankers Association has provided a
three-year grant of $150,000 for studies of banking structures and performance
of services to business and consumers. A common feature of these grants Is that
they provide current Income to the Natlonal Bureau only as expenditures are
Incurred within the grant terms. These Include provisions for the type of expen-
ditures on a project that may be borne by the grant or must be borne by general
funds of thle Bureau. Grant funds not expended according t) grant or contract
terms within tie specified period are either not received or revert to tie grantor.
Pos,?ible treatment as a private foundation

Despite the diversity of the National Bureau's slport and the public character
of its operations, It appears that the definitional rules now contained in hI.R.
13270 could result in the National Bureau being classified as a private founda-
tion. If this were to occur, the capacity of the National Bureau to perform its
nonpartisan and impartial research functions would be seriously impaired.

The imposition of a 7 j percent tax on investment income would reduce funds
available for research and educational purposes by about $40,000 a year. Much
more serious would be the lo.s of Income and support from foundations on which
the National Bureau has rolled for many years. As a private foundation, the
National Bureau would not be a qualifying distributee for grants from other
private foundations. If these grants were discontinued, as they undoubtedly
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would be under the new tax rules, the National bureau's current income would
be reduced by one-fourth or more, and its current operations, which have bIeen
conducted with deficits iln recent years, would have to be commensurately
curtailed.

The operation of the National Bureau has depended upoll the guidance and
active participation of dislingusheid, public-spirited mien who have served as
members and directors of the corporation without Ipay. 'nder the iirolosed
treatment, directors and officers of an organization classified as a private foudla-
tion would be subject to severe tax penalties if the organization were found to
have violated rule about self-dealing improper Investments, taxable exinditures,
or illihig of tax returns. Although we woul not expect the National really ever
to be involved in such violations, we are concerned about the effect the lOti.,,liiIty
of violation and penalties may have on the willingness of able and outstanding
men to serve upon our Board.

If the National Bureau were construed to be a private foundation under tile
new definitions, it probably could modify Its program and seek different ilmethods
of financing that would then qualify It for exclusion from the private fudaltlo
class. But this would involve disruption and inellewies InI operations , and
would henceforth require continuing concern to tailor oerations and to ilnd
sources of support In the light of tax considerations rather hmll conceniltrating
simply on the conduct of a research and educational program.

Clarifying the classification of private foundations
It does not seem to us that an Institution organized, olperated amid Suplrted

as the National Bureau has been for nearly 50 years could now reasonably be
regarded and treated as a private foundation. The National Buralu has not
engaged InI the types of activities at which the tax reform proposals are directed.
While It has had modest operating surplses iln some years, it has also hall
substantial deficits In others, and Income has not b-en unreasonably accumnlila ted.
The directorss, officers and grantors have not engaged in self-dealings or attempts
to control business. The organization has not engagedl in lobbying or electlonter-
Ing. Grants to research fellows have been made on the basis of objective aliprais-
ais of scholarly qualifications and research potentials.

Yet it Is not entirely clear In what classification of tax exempt organizations
time National Bureau may fall under the l)roposed tax revision. The definitions
of private foundations and operating foundations in II.R. 13270 are in terms
of "support", "gross receipts", and "Incoei", and inl proportions the'eof. Appl0li-
cation of the definitions will depend to a considerable extent upon Initerpretation.4
of these terms. A number of points in the definitions are of concern to In betl se
of the manner In which they may apply to organizations in our circuintanevs.

Under the proposed Section 509 of the Internal Ieveue Code, organizations
would not be classified as private foundations if iln general they normally received
more than one-third of their support from specified sources and dild not receive
more than one-third of their support from gross investment income. If the
National Bureau's income from sources other than Investments is regard(d as
support for its research operations, then the general rule would appear to ext-hide
the National Bureau from the class of private foundations. flowver, limitations
on the amount of support permitted from any one person could work harshly
against organizations in our situation. Among the items eligible to be included
In support of an exempt organization are gross receipts from atlmissions, sales
of merchandise, or performance of services, If tlese are not from all unrelated
trade or business activity. however, the amount of eligible receipts in aly tax-
able year front any one person Is limited to one percent of the organization's
support. If as a first approximation all of the National Bureau's Income ili Its
fiscal 1068-69 year were regarded as support, then gross receipts from perform-
ance of services In excess of $1u,10 from tiny one person would have been limi-
inated from the type of support needed to qualify as other than a private
foundation. In the application of the one-percent test, the interpretation of tile
terms "person" and "gross receipts from performance of services" would Ie
highly Important. Is a business corporation, or the CarneZle Corporation of
New York, the American Bankers Association, or perhaps even a government
agency, to be regarded as a person for purposes of this test? Much of the National
Bureau's Income is derived from restricted fund grants in support of particular
studies. If these portions of Income which are received from foundations, cor-
porations, trade associations or government agencies were to be construed as
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gross receipts from persons for I)erformance of services, the disallowance of
tile excess over one percent of support in each case would seem to render much
of this income Ineligible for tie i.upport needed to qualify for exclusion. The
remaining receipts from grants, contributions, gross receipts oil sales or per-
formance of services might then be less than one-third of total support, and the
National Bureau wvoul apparently be classed as a private foundation.

The rule provided by the pOposed Section 509 for exclusion of an organization
from I ll(- private foiundation class i. al.so subject to a limitation with respect to
dlINIiIaItIIled Jl'rmmis. To meet (ie exclusion test, more than one-third of the
organization's support must c01me from certain sources but these cannot inlu(le
persons woi are disqualified with respect to the organization. It might he as-
,11,iid t hat Ile intent is to ruh, out support from persons who may be realizing
somie und, advantages froin thvir support of a tax exempt organization. But
the way in which ( lie prolpsed rules would appear to apply to all organization
1Ike I le Nat liontil Bureau could create a large, and perlhaps unintended, class of
disqualified lKrso, is.

A disqualified lpersoll, as defined in Section q.16, includes a person who is a
sulbstatital cou trilitor to ie foundation or all Individual wirv has certain
interests iII a rllrat oi which is a substantial contributor to tie foundation.
'i'hia termi "suth|st;iat la contributor" meaias a person who Is described in Sectlon
507 01) (2) as any lIerson who (by hi self or with hi,, spouse) contributed more
tlian $5,000 to tlie private foundation in any one calendar year.

JIUM 1 how thi- st of proposed rules would be apl)lied is not entirely clear, but
a plausible interlpretitfon might make It difficult for the National Bureau to
qua lify as other than a private foundation under the rules. Apparently any
lK'rsom who (ontributes more than $5,000 in a year euld be disqualified, including
individumals, corporations, and foundations. Whether a government agency such
as the National Science Foundation which contributes substantially to the sup-
port of curtain programs would be regarded as a disqualifiedd person seems more
questionable. In any event, it appears that a large l)roportionl of the National
Bureau's eeceil)ts from grants and from contributing subscriptions might be
disqualified, and it woull be doubtful whether tile renmining qualified support
could be one-third of total support.

\\'idle the National Bureau obtains Its support from a number and diversity
of sources, Its situation Is different from tax exempt organizations which have
sul)port from tlhousauds of 1wrsons such as community chests, the Boy Scouts or
tle March of I)imes, or which obtain receipts from thousands of persons for the
Iilnission or the lwrfornaaice of services such as museums or symphony orches-
trTs. Tile manner in which size limitations on grants, contributions or receipts
for performance of services are interi)reted could make tile rules for exclusion
from private foundation status of no avail to organizations like the National
Bureau u.

There are also questions of whether tile National Bureau could qualify as an
"operating foundation" under the terms s.ot forth in the proposed Section 4912
(J) (3). We would presumably qualify under the first rule I)rovided by Subsec-
tion (A) since substantially all of our Income (and often more) Is expended in
tile active conduct of research and educational activities. We would presumably
not qualify under (B) (i) since substantially more than half of tile assets are
rit devoted directly to such activities ; the assets provide investment income and

tius indirectly sulpport our research functions. Whether we would qualify under
Subsect ion (B) (1) would again seem to depend upon interpretation of terms.
To qua'lfy, substantially all of the supl)rt (otier than gross investment in-
come) should normally be received from 5 or more exempt organizations or
from tie general public. In some years, as noted above, significant portions of
th' suplport for National Bureau projects have come from government agencies.
Caln this support be construed as coming from exempt organizations or the
general public? If not, perhaps the National Bureau could not qualify as an
o perating foundation. Or if support for programs should shift over the years
from private foundations to increasing support from the National Science
Foundation and other government agencies, would this mean that tile National
Bureau's status would shift from that of an operating foundation to that of a
private foundation?

Would support for research projects received from business corporations or
trade associations be deemed to be support from the general public for purposes
of Section 4942(j) (3) (B) (it) ? If not, perhaps the National Bureau could not
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qualify as :in operating foundation on these grounds. A gool deal would depend
here oil tile meaning of support and whether the distinction Ibetween sul i)ri and
income 1sed iII existing Section 170(b) (I) (A) (vi) wouhl perhaps e lt'<eiued to
Apply un(er Section 4fI12.

WVe urge that due consideration be given the broad character of tile struettire
and operations of Institutions like tihe National bureau, and that ear distinvtil us
between these types of Institition.s al irivnte fomniditions lie provided lit the
proliosed tax revision.

STATlEMENT OF )R1. LEWIS I. MAIIOCKS. ON lrii lIF O1 TiIff' COUNC IL F)R

('IlIIsriAx SocimI. ACTION, U NiED ('iit Iii O1 ('limlsr

I n11 l)r. ,ewls I. MNfiddsk,, ,xe(utl[e directorr of the (;i'ullil for ('hristian
S'Ocial Action of teie United Church of Clrist. ()ur national ole i-s at 2-.*) 'ark
Avenue Soutlh, New York, N.Y. 00l10X ndl(l our Wl.'ashington olive Is at 1i10 Ma rylalnd
Ave. N.E., Wshington, I).C. 200C)2.

The llflted ('liurcth of Christ was formed it 7 1w Ihe inrger of the (til.
gregatio11 Christian Churches an11d tile ],Ev'tlgelil aid (lReforid ('hd t C rc.h. It Ia11
at1ll it 7,0(X) lo(al ch ll,hes witlh slightly over two ii I lliioii inemliers. 'i'hi' (' 11tiil
for Christian Sov.al Action Is ai offllial agency witlhln t hat (enoniatlon, ,, !Ih
tile res liousi illity of nuiking "tile illipltl iooll of th, ('Isl'l effe'ti\ve iII soviet y."
It has 27 iliembers, chosen by tie Church.

The Council has previously sullmitted to Ilhe louse W'ly.s lil! (MIall. Coiw-
iittee ani alslo to tie Synod of the 'nlite(d Church its rec(,omnd(lIhti ()it 4)11 1 i
reform. At Its last senil-aniuuial iiieetilng, September 19-21, IU il, (thOhuJ-l re-
ceived reports on tile current legislative situation Involving it a, rform. illvluillg
Irovisioi s in the House Bill ilniltltg the operatioiS of foundti tions. ('oiii'uil
iiiembers eX)ressed concerns over various provisos that S4l undtily restre-
live ain(1 perhal)s lpunitive. As a result, the COunlcil Uill IliIlloUsly 1lli(lited tile
statement set forth below.

SIM MA RY

(1) The liev I)rohibltions against foundations Issuing "liroliagaithi" or at-
telmlpting to "influence" elections are unwise and should be deleted.

(2) The limitations oln voter registration drives are unwise and sh(ild be
deleted.

(3) The proposed requirements that operating foundotlons must have broad
bases for financial sUil)port are unwise And should be deleted.

STATEMINT

It our statement on tax reform of last February, 1nd the Geiternlh Synod
pronouncement of July 1, the following laragra)h was included :

"Tho Property contributed to spurious, tax-haven foundations whi'lb do not
significantly serve social purposes should no longer confer the IXnelits of tax
deduction oil the Ilndivluals who created them."

The tax bill passed by the louse of Representatives conutainus significant
and a(lequate provisions to nieet tills problem but, In our opinion, becomes pliol-
tive in certain a(hlltional restrictions o1 the operations of foundations, s follows :

(1) The prohibition of expenditures "to carry out propaganda, or otherwIse
attemi)t to Influence legislation" and/or "to Influence the outcome of any public
election" strikes us as both vague and dangerouss. Almost any statellent of fact
and analysis on a social issue would have some "Influence" on any related
election and what Is "propaganda" usually depends onu whether one favors or
opposes the statement. We believe It far better to let the inarket dace of Ideas
and discussion remain free and to continue the legislative lhinitatlons already
prevailing.

(2) The House Act also specifically prohibits expenditures for voter registra-
tion drives unless they are by an organization "the principal activity of which
is nonpartisan political activity in 5 or more States" and not geographically
limited as to use. Registration drives are more effective If they are tied to
impending elections and these come at different times In different areas. We
realize that many registration drives are Intended by their sponsors to affect
election results but we feel It better for them to be free to urge registration,
perhaps with competing motivations, as long as the drive itself Is nonpartlsan.



t3) The Iiouse also prolxS.5 to regulate operating foundations with various
limitationts, such as the requirement that they must get their funds from at least
live iildlmndent, exempt organizations and the general public and that not more
thumt 25% ll ccoie from iny one organization. This would plrohilblt a wealthy
donor from carrying tlii burden for any one activity. We believe it better to
vincourage donors to cotrilute to any public program that happens to interest
IOtn).

WV.e re(Omndei(i tha the al)usci of the founda(lons be dealt with in ,uch a
iillnr its not to restrict their legitimate functions unduly.

TIE NEW YORK INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVF.OPMFNT,
New Fork, N.Y., October 6, 1969.

liol. I{I'SsHLI, It. LONoi,
(,' irule ttja , .'p'(,llt(, ('omiii itiec On Finnec,
V.S. Scfl(tIi',
l1'a.4ul1nigon, D.'.

I)rAR t Sj'NATOR Lo.xo: The New York Institute for human Development, Inc.,
views with grave misgivings the catchall curbs h1.R. 13270 would impose ulon
h, gilfiut a and shouldd foiulidatlons and private health and welfare agencies
with a t ratloiln of silaring social reslIoisibilities with government.

If (Il'lrse(l Ily the Sellate Finance Committee it its preseit form and subse-
ililently pln. sseni without allendment by tle Seniate, the complex oinnibus Tax
Rteforn Act of 19169 would cripple rather thanl cure practices of voluntary giving
11nd(1 private social service speniing in the U1nited States.

This l1ll would Illso cripple tile aspiratiois all( potential contributions of
hitidlreds of thoum-alds of urban Americans who are directly and Indirectly de-
iltil(lelut 1111lU the ald of private grants and technical assistance for the develop-
lmlIl of grassroots self-help) programs.

These, lol)le, Iln the process of regeuerating their lives all( their comunlluities,
are tle colern of hlie New York Institute for Humian iDevelopnenut.

The New York Institutle for IHuman I)evelopmnent Is a non-profit andll non-sec-
tarihn mu cozimnuiilty development organilzatlol. It )rovide.,; technical and l)rofes-
sioluul services, organizational andlu admiindistrative expertise, to local groups
ait temtinmg to eradlicate poverty, crine and unenlploynent lit their communities
tltrough neighborhood rui and focused service and action centers. The efforts of
lhe Ilistitlute for iluman Development extend through the telt metropolitan and
upstate counties which comprise the New York Archdiocese.

The community Services and action cojnters, often the -ole local source of in-
formation, referral, counseling and slf-help programs, frequently depend for
lmuch of their seed funding (il private foundation anId Institutional sources.

At this period it our history no region-be It Newark, Cleveland, Detroit,
Chicago, natts, Hartford or New York City-is totally free from Its share of
unrest. rhe efforts of the poor to direct their futures and those of their neighbors
towards productive citizenship must not be aborted by lack of funds and sup-
Ix)rtative services.

Tiis is in effect what a number of provisions of II.R. 13270 would achieve,
aside from iicreasig the burdens upon the Federal government.

We call particular attention to the 71,e percent tax on foundation net Invest-
mvieu income whici would serve to raise foundation taxes generally above those
of corporate businesses and to decrease their available grants for health and
welfare and urban improvement. We also cite those discouragements to volun-
tary philanthropy by private persons who are seeking not loopholes but effective
and constructive means of responding to hunan needs.

It is for these reasons and for the pressing demands of these times that we
of the New York Institute for Human Development urge you to dismiss the
Tax Reform Act of 19169 in Its present 368-page eneyclopedical form and evalu-
ate the multiple provisions of the bill as separate and self-contained entities.

Sincerely,
VuILIAM F. DE.MAtRL,

Executive Dircctor.

UO'LU
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WASHiINOTON INTERNATIONAl, ARTS LETTER.
IVash ingon. .. , CSeplen ber I1, 1969.

lion. RUSS.L LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committce,
11s7h Ing tots, D.C7.

)EAR SIR: You may wish to enter the uncluw.ed article from tle current istle of
the Washington International Arts Letter into your reoord of livarlngs about
the tax bill now under consideration.

Sincerely,
lJAN)riE, MhISP.I.AS.

(From the Washington International Arts I.etter)

TrAx CIIANOES AND CONTEMPORARY Anr

The House of Representatives favored disallowance of the aplreciated part of
the value of works of art and other personal property given tax-vxempt listitu-
tions such as museums, from deductibility against income for Federal tax ptur-
poses. This means that gifts in these categories wolid only I,e dveutible lit the
price paid for them or at the rate of an evaluation at tile late of their actjuisiiion
by the donor. The change, being vigorourly taught by mnuseumns, Irs several ram-
fleatlons, one of which is thlt It could possibly hell) plit ii1oney uinto tOh pockets
of contemporary artists!

Under such a disallowaice museums would probably not find it so vlisy to coume
by art of the past which has aplpreclated to any great degree becatis(, private
owners generally prefer to keel) it in their possession and possibly sell it n Io le
open market rather tha give it away at the price thy 1m)d with hw, rotul loig
smaller deduction. (Nobody can foretell if the change would affect hlie runtinuid
meteoric rise in art prices in general but it is doubted that it would lhciasie the
deductibility possibilities are not major factors In art bmyIng. )

Trhus, the museums will lie looking around for otlr jiimteritl for their I s-
session andu! there are ntow many new liiiSellins all( community ait. v'nters in the
IU.S. which badly neced material. Since alplreciat'l value o' si .k s will still Ie
deductible umder the Ilouise-passed tax-law changes, thee mus(im,) will priimbly
have more gifts of this nature as compared with gifts of art itself aId it i- ;(i-
tirely possible tlhat they will find it necessary to spend their plrchunse fumlds more
for contemporary art. It remais to be seen if this will lide,+ Ioe the eff.t but
it is highly likely that It would be. There is a shortage now of aivolahlo old
master art and a trenl toward purchase of contlemlorary art by 111 immy Ilislekillus
and centers, helped along somewhat by small grants from the Fe ,ral go'eri-
merit (AB) li some cases and in other cases done at the initiative of the 111st i tl-
tions or State Councils.

One of the reasons for the change In the tax law in this mot ter is the ilUnuier
of people who have reportedly trie(l to take unfair advitntage of the old provision
which allowed deduction of the full appreciated value. The true number of these
is, however, relatively small and if Indeed the proposed change Is finalized and
does not work Ili favor of contemporary rtists it sold be reve.sed. Still it
might be worth the try. Since artists In America get no direct Imueflt from the
sale of works which have appreciated lit value after they have left their hands
the change would not affect their locketbooks unless the chmige would ive an
effect of depressing the whole art market. This, as stated above, is unlikely.

Museums may be being somewhat shortsighted in their rush to op pose the
disallowance. They have been saying particularly strongly all year ioat wbt
they need umist is money-for salaries, facilities, and numbers of other tlhivgm.
presumably including acquisitions. If the chances of their receiving unwant(l
gifts (and having to accept them for political reasons) were cut down. and the
encourgements for more stock and dollar gifts which are Included In the Ihous
version of tax changes go through, then they would lie in a better iksition to
acquire what they, as experts that they claim to be, think best for their
collections.

The change In the tax law to require foundations to spend their earned income
in grants the year after they are received Is a great boon to the-e in the arts
If Indeed the foundations continue to go into the arts and Iumanitles as has
begun to happen. But the 71,2% tax on the earned income of foundations which
is In the law as passed by the House would decrease the overall funds available
for these grants. On the basis of the Individual grants restrictions passedd by the
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11-ousi,. IIS- wolllil Ia1ve( to a prove categories of grants a11(1 if tis part liecoines
Id" ltwiwn, is little doulbt that graits i i lhe arts-hIlinnnitles would be placed In
fih leap' iro ,ved ( ieiory. 1i1 effect, if tills )(colnes t he ease, It coulhl he 1 boon
ralli'r than i dils.il iltge, for sti grants would thent have apJ)proved govern-
ill-Iinlt Pthtl, iial t I'" xhllingv.es aire not e\J)e( to coie about before the end of
Ol ibr -it iw earliest ,,fill many provisions wilI not take effect until future
years, so that Ihere Is ,.til fline to take advantage of the present rules.

14AlII I i Dit. AJA%.E5 ,. NINTON, )1IRECTOIR. TifE C.FVEIAND FOUNDATION

''lliiis statleilent is lbiig slibitit t1 on lbehalf of Tle Clevelal id Foundation aind
Eit htri (nlimlity trusts or foindaht!ois with which I lhave been associated in
(oiii!iliilltiy 'hiiritalile programs for liany years.

i'lu. ('hvelinid F'oIllidlition wvit the intiOll's first coillnniltity foundation, es-
tal Ilislh' it 1)14. The bashc purlose of e Cleveland Foundation--and other
('01111tillity I rusts 11lid folllllitonii whl lll hive followed its pioneering course
Over Ilie vi'-Irs- -s to lprovideti a responsible vcunlnnnity organization to which
Ii ,-tbs Iiy lliake comibuhllttitions to meet the clihwigiuig charitable and educational
lields of tlle (omji1Ullilty.

('onmiinltlly foil n1(121lolls throughout the country now nlimiber over several
Iiiiidre(I, although, of course, they are of (lifflerent si es an 1(in different corn-
itiinl h iii ke (1 iflereint forms.

('COunllty foundations, whether in trust or ili corporate form, generally have
(he following iharacterlsties: (a) they receive giffi id bequestLs from a broad
s80glik-lt of the c.tizeMn. of the ('Oilnllilty, (b) the funds Sa received are held in
:a filduiary or tlust capacity u id administered for the charitablh alnd educational
lptrlo*.es (if Ilie ,oininunity, (c) they are governed by a publicly representative
goverinig body frequentlyy (alled it (l stribntiot conilttee), (d) the governing
li((ly onccej]ts ily tIosxe gifts whiIh are consistent with the charitable and edti-
callonal pulrposes of tlie foilulnatIon and has authority to vary the terms of any%,
gift So) that the funds contributed can meet changing needs and not be rendered
ollsolle, aid (e) they publish financial relports and otherwise are iublicly
acciitable to the community which the foundation serves.

(henerally, these connunity foundations or community tru'4ts are recogniiz'd
by the Internal Revenue Service as publiclyy supported foundations", contrlbu-
lions to whilh fall In the ,O'% category of deductions under the existing law.
'I'le Treasury )epartnient Regulations issued under Section 170 of the )resent
(ode give exainiples of connunity foundations which are so regarded as "30%
orgainizat i os".

'PTiere are lree polliis that I would like to make In this stateiment:

COMMUNITY FOUNI)ATIONS SUPPORT SOUND CORRECTIVE MEASURES

First, connunity foundations are not "private foundations", but naturally are
very Interested in the inipact of the pending Bill on all aspl)cts of philanthropy
and the support of charitable and educational proJects with which community
foundations are also concerned. Accordingly, we are vitally Interested in the
efforts of the Treasury I)epartnent and of the Congress in determining the nature
an(1 extent of abuses that exist in the operations of private foundations and In
adoptig corrective measures.

I liavo previously stated publicly my concerns about such abuses. Appended to
this statement Is the text of The Cleveland Foundation's quarterly publication,
Challenge and Re8)onse, for April 1969, ii which I strongly expressed iny con-
cernms fin(d suggested corrective legislation.

Many oilier persons have spoken and will speak on whether the solutions now
proposed to be adopted in the Bill are effective. I think it is only nemssary to
add at this l()ilit that we applaud efforts to find proper Solutions because the
whole fleld o philanthropy has been tarnished by the improper actions of some.
At the saiine tine we urge caution lit adopting solutions to problems where the
Congress does iot have sufficient Information or where coriective action directed
at errors by a few would adversely affect the good work of foundations generally.
We would hope that the effect of new legislation will be to encourage further
support. for genuine philanthropic programs by foundations and individuals as
well as to ensure that abuses Iy people who are ilsusing the privilege will be
prevented from destroying the proper and strong plihlanthrolic contributions
to mIril s oc'hty.
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'is year, a lprival('ly-ful(i l stldy wa. niide ill ( 'lveland toft lie 5 nrc-,. if
slll.port (of lmbi e educatiial is t uitmiions, :ind lroiv.l.m . "'hk i yill, ii:illt 1 "Ilhe
Kent II. Sinit I Rel)rt after its slplsor (who) used n.. tatx exenilit #or ta x ol.iii -
tilde money of any sort to pay its costs), is desr'rilbd it several other statellielts
t( till-, C miiiiittee. 'Most iinl)ritantly, it shows Ilie vital anid ne ,es-ary role olf
foutidations In supporting edut lloll. Slould the Ctongrv.-,s. Ihi ,ugh a tax or
otherwise, lessen t he ilcentives to charitale giving ill Vduication (or ,,lher filid.
the public will suffer.

We in tile Conniinunity F'ouniidation movenient stanId ready to I.e (of any hIellp
to [he CommIlttt and its staffs In seeking to reach precision In fe-rreting (alt
problems which require legislative attention without destroylng the necessary and
vital contributions of foundations to our community.

COM MUN ITY FOUNi)ATIONS AiM "I'U 111.10 FOUNIATIONS"

Th second polInlt I would lk to make Is thit we IRlieve It Is clarly Intended
by tihe drafters of the Ihmse 1ill that cmninunity foundatiois be rvgar ed is
public foundations and exempted from the treatment of privatee founai ions" as
tat. terin Is detlne in section 501(a) as lrlOlozed to lie added to the ('Ode by
section 1 01(a) of the Bill.

Section 5019(a) includes lit the fir.t category of exempt organizations which
are not private foundations those irgaMizationst lint are deserlbe(I In sect ium
170(b) (1) (11) of the Code its amended li I lIe 1Ill. Sction 170(b) (1 ) (1i) cor-
responds to section 170(b) (1) (A) of existing law--the, category 4,f so-alled
"30% organizations" or public foundations. As previously idicated, Ilie Treasnry
Iegulat iols Include comuiiiunlty trusts aid comniniuity foti nial onbs ias examildes
of publicly supported "30% organizations".

IM)wever, I do not want to call your attention to 11ii llilomratlit Ieeuiltiiiy of
comnliunlity foundations asl publle foundations: ('oininity fminhiitiomo o!,, file
Information returns under the Internal Revenue C'ode IW);I3 . ( 'onimm illty
foundation might, on technical and policy grounds, seek exemlImIn from fiing
such returns, just as universities and sinillar organizatimis are xI xlpti41. I iow-
ever, community foundations generally, as a matter of hMlicy. have takemi fhe
position that- because of their public responsibility, they slhld file information
returns on form 990-A. They are supported by the public ald they haive no ob-
jection to filing public Information reports. In fact, community found ion were
making reports to tle public of their activities mid finanes ... Including umldi.sh-
Ing financial statements In newspalpers-before tle INternal lRevenute !de was
amended to require the filing of information returns.

A particular point of concern to all foundations is the pr4.ixNsed 71.1" tax on
Investment income of private foundations. Even though this tax would not apply
to community foundations that are public foundations, it Is tle view 4f Iiny
responsible community foundation leaders that such tax Is iinv se becau.,e It
would reduce the funds available for public philanthropy. A supervisory tax. as
proposed by the Treasury Department, would ie a preferable alterative
to the tax contained in the House Bill. It Is understood that this tax, like that
In the House Bill, would be Imposed only on private foundat [is. I however, If
a supervisory tax or a supervisory fee were to be Imposed pn those I 501 (c) M3)
organizations that file returns, the tax would consequently be Imnposed on those
community foundations which are currently filing 990-A's, making then subject
to the tax, whereas It would not be Imposed on other foundations, unlversitles,
and similar bodies which do not-and currently need not-ile 990-A's. This, we
believe, would be an unfair discrimination against those organizations whith
have filed returns because of their feeling of public responsibility to do so, aid
not because they are "private foundations" required to do so,

The Congreas, in its wisdom, may decide to charge a fee for adminlstration to
all exempt organization, in which case, of course, it would apply to comnimunity
foundations, universities, civic organizations, trade aissociations, unions and the
like. Community foundations seek no special privilege, but if the tax fii the
House Bill is changed to a supervisory tax or similar fee, community founla-
tions should be subject to it-or exempt--Just as other public organiZations.

TRANSITION PROBLEMS UNDER TIE' BILL SHOULD DE CORRECTED

The third point I would like to make Is that a matter (of particuhir concern to
philanthropy In general, including community foundations, is tile problem of
transition to the niew%, rules under the proposed Act. 'T'lie transition affect,; both
the status of foundations and charitable contributions.
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The status of maiy organizations will deix-nd upon regulations and rulings
to be ismued by the Internal Revenue sc-iezlc after the Bill is enacted. There
undoubtedly will be a period of hiatus until clarifying regulations and specific
rulings have been Issued. This will create a particular problem for donors who
will be uncertain as to whether contributions will be deductible. It will also
create a problem for community foundations and other groups which are used
to making distributions to other community organization;;, the status of whieh
may not be clear under the Act.

It should be clear that community foundations, which have received or will
receive rulings that they are "30% organizationo" under the present law should
be able to rely on such rulings, as determinative that they are not private
foundat ions. I however, with respect to foundations which will be dependent u)n
Treasury rulings that will be forthcoming only some time in the future, it is
earnestly suggested that the Committee amend the bill to postpone the effective
(late of provisions relating to classification of foundations. This postponementr
should cover a reasonable period of time such as during the year 1970 or until
complete 'Preasury Regulations have been issued and there is opportunity fo
specifle rulings.

Tie above matters are submitted for the careful consideration of the Com-
inittee to aid it in bringing forth more constructive and sound legislation.

APPiNDIx TO STATEMENT Or )R. JAM.IEs A. NORTON, DIRECTOR OF TiIE-

CLEVELAND FOUNDATION

CIIALLENOI AND REsPoNsE., APRIl 19069

It's beeni a long time coming, and now it's here-a thorough, open, sometimes
painful examination aid discussion of the operations and tax-exempt status of
America's foundations.

Unfortunately, the examination ha.s produced at least as much confusion as
understanding. The headlined description of questionable ptactices by some
fouilltlolls had led many, InI and out of Congress, to begin questtoiing tihe rele-
va'ce of foumidation activity to the public good.

This issue of (hallenfgc and Rcsponsc is devoted primarily to time questions
that should now be foremost in the minds of all foundations' trustees, managers
and donors. We feel we must speak quite candidly, and encourage others to state
their liositions also.

In F'brtnry, 196S's Challcngo and Ricsponse, we rel)rinted a Foundation News
article entitled "Muddy Waters." In essence, it recounted tie questionable opr-
atlobis of a firm called American Building Constitutionally, which was then
doling all the paper work to set up foundations for a fee of $10,500 each, so that
anyone of nIeains could use the Federal Government's tax-exemnption Ftatutes to
lessen his income, property and estate taxes. This was an obvious abuse of time
Intent of tax exemption for private philanthropy.

Time same article quoted that the late Senator Robert F. Kennedy. who was
then calling for tax reforms to plug loopholes: "We cannot-we must not-allow
our present tax system to continue unreformed." The article endled with this
prophetic statement :

"These and other events suggest that the coming year will at least be an exciting
one in tile world of the foundation. It could be the year lim which the Individual
foundation comes to have greater concern for foundations as a field."

Sinee then, Congress did start down tie long road toward basic reform of tie
tax system with the House Ways and Means Committee hearings.

Tile lead-off witness was Congressnman Wright Patman, who has been investi-
gat lug tax-exempt foundations since 1962.

"I would like to see all these loopholes plugged up," Patman said.
Patman also attacked what he called "foundation foolishuess"-a subject to

which we too have objected in the past-and described it as thi making of grants
for "the development of trivia into nonsense." As an example, lie cited a study
financed by a foundation to determine "the origin and significance of the decora-
tive type of medieval tombstones in Bosnia and Herzegovina." If that is some-
one's particular interest, fine, Patman said, but it's not adequate reason for
Congress to exempt foundations from taxation.

While many of the charges against foundations are uot consistent with tie
facts, the proposals for regulating foundations contained in the U.S. Treasury
departmentt Report of 1905 do lhve merit. It is tine that we examine and re-
spond to them. In that report, six main problem areas are cited :
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1. 8EIF-EALiNO

Present laws restrict certain transactions between exempt organizat lolls find
their donors (and ceitan other related persons). These iiclude restrictlois )ii
loans and payment for services by the donor. It general, thes? re-trictions re-
quire that financial transactions be conducted at arm's lengt It.To meet the problem of "self-dealing," in which foundation assets may be di-
verted to private advantage, the 1965 Treasury departmentt Report recommends
a general prohibition against financial trar'actions between a foundation anii
its founders, contributors, officers, directors or trustees.

2. DEFERRED BENEFITS

Under present law, only some exempt organizations are prohibited front ac-
cumulating income unreasonably and using accumulated income for activities
unrelated to t lie organization's purposes.

To meet the problem of "deferred benefits," in which there may be a sub-
stantial delay between the time an exemption for a foundation or a edt-ltion for
a donor is granted and the time when philanthropic benefits are derived through
actual expenditures by a foundation, the 195 Treasury Department Report
recomnnends that private foundations be required to distribute their Incomtes on
a current basis.

Generally, a foundation would be obligated to spend its net income (ex,,lusive
of income from long-term capital gains) within a year after receipt. Exceptions
would be made for foundations that had spent more than their annual income in
prior years, or for foundations which were setting aside income for a specific
philanthropic project.

3. USI,'ESS INVOLVEMENr

Tihe 1965 Treasury Department Report recomnmends that, with certain carefully
limited exceptions, a foundation not he allowed to own 20 percent or mnora of
any outside, unrelated business-incorporated or not-and tlint a foundation not
be allowed to operate any unrelated business.

This is intended to meet objections that private businesses can be placed at
a serious disadvantage where foundations have competing ,oprations. It is also
intended to meet other subtle concerns, such as the po.illity of bidden oljil)r-
tunities for self-dealing, the possibility that foundations can dvfer grants whilcl
benefit the public while accumulating income within a controlled business, lld
the danger that foundation managements might become so preoceuilied with buM-
ness affairs ihat philanthropic objectives becomes secondary.

Whether or not the specifle prohibition recommended by the TJreasury Depart-
ment would solve the problem, the concern Is certainly legitimate.

4. CONTROLLED PROPERTY

Under existing laws, an immediate Income tax deduction is granted to time
donor of an interest In a business or property to a private foundation, even
though the donor retains control over the business or property after tihe doatilo.
For example, the donation of a 20 percent interest in a family corporation to a
private foundation would produce an income tax deduction, even though the
donor retained the remaining 80 percent.

In order to meet the problem of such "family use" of a foundation as a dievice
to maintain control of a family corporation or other property, the 1965 Treasury
Department Report recommends that where a donor or related party maintaims
control of a business or other property after contribution of an interest in it to a
private foundation, no charitable deduction should be allowed until the founda-
tion disposes of the business or property, the foundation devotes the business
or property to philanthropic activities, or the donor's control over the business
or property ends.

5. BORROWINo AND LENDING

The Treasury also recommenfts that speculating and foundation borrowing to
purchase Investment assets be prohibited, and that foundation lending be confined
to categories which are clearly necessary, safe and appropriate within the sphere
of the foundation's activities.

The prohibition on lending to high risk projects appears sounder than it it.
Actually, the lending of capital for special projects such as poverty-area homs-
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ip' 1itght, in somiet Inistances, further philaithropic goals far more than grants
to non-profit agencies. The Tacoili Foundation has provided leaderslhip ii ex-
pIori ug tit;, approach.

''h1e Ford Foundation also has announced( that it is Investing $10 million of its
capital in tile decidedly sJxculative stock of stall businesses to hell) develop the
econoIifes of depressed urban and rural areas, and to help residents of such
areas enter the maiuistreata of American life as owners, iianagers and employees
of .sch business. The "20 percent" rule recommended in (3) also could adversely
affect this sort of effort.

The important point is that high risk loans and investments should not lie
miiidertaken for other than philanthropic purposes.

6. IUR)AD MANAGEMENT

'resent law contains no limitation ulon the life of a foundation or the degree
of control that can he retained permanently by the donor and his descendants.

Ini order to ensure that a private foundation does not continue Indefinitely
without an objective evaluation of its contribution to society by persons not
directly Involved In Its founding, the 1965 Treasury Department Report recoin-
niends that (donors and related parties be rstricted to 25 percent of the menm-
bership of the foundation's governing body after the expiration of 25 years.
Such a rule would allow the donor and his family adequate time to provide

dirt-e'iiot, spirit and ent husiasmn to the foundation's endeavors. On the other hand,
it would provide sonie assurance tmt private parties can terminate the organi-
zat io, if. after a reasonable period of time, It has not )roved itself to he a useful
philanthropic organization.

OAF AT HEARINGS

Malny have testilled before the louse Ways and1 Means Conuiittee, Including
Cleveland Foundation Director and GIAC President James A. Norton, who
de.,scribed the formation of the Greater Cleveland Associated Foundation to make
grants toward and encourage research on solutions of community problems, to
establish priorities for community action, and to encourage wise use of p)hil-
anthroplc funds.

"4Ili our operations we have not been liable to some of the abuses reported .
Norton said. "Tie public character of our board of trustees and of our operation.
probably has been a reason for this. As a foundation we deeply regret the abuses
that do occur Ini some Instances. Indeed we are indignant with those who abuse
the privileges of foundations, not only because of the moral lapses but also be-
cause of the very practical concern that foundation philanthropy may be injured
with restrictions intended merely to correct abuses."

Later, after listing a number of local efforts and successes, Norton said that
problemss of public concern are not either governmental or non-governmental;
they are both, and both private and governmental resources must be brought into
play.

"This principle permitted the Foundation (OCAF) to assist In planning and
launching the firs public community college In Ohio, to fight for the development
of a juvenile delinquency prevention program, to assist in establishing Cleve-
land's comprehensive elmployment program and other projects.

"The resources from government and voluntary agencies have been too meager
In manpower and money. Foundation )rograms have helped draw attention to the
need for additional commitment, and we are happy that many more donors are
becoming involved."

SIFTING IT our

First of all, the criticism of some foundations' activities isn't unfounded. In
our opinion, abuses (1o exist.

Some foundations have been used by families primarily to maintain control of
family-owned :,orporations. If the control of a family corporation is the primary
goal and plhilanthropic goals are secondary, such a situation Is clearly contrary
to the intent of th laws that grant tax ,'xemptlons.

Solf-dealing and questionable business involvements do occur. The 1965 Treas-
ury Department Report cited some examples of business transacticns that are
unethical: One donor claimed a tax deduction for giving a foundation $65,000
which was immediately lent back to the donor's company. Another donor made a
tax-deductible gift of $100,000 to a foundation which used most of tie money to
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(onstruct lilings vIich were rented to tie donor's Iii-shiess. A third donatel
real estate to a foundation, claimed a sizable tax deduct in. thenl leasedl back the
properties anl rented them out at a profit.

Oil occasion, foundations have inade iiprop(,r grants to inetilbers of their
own families, and fairly members have charged expenss to their foundations.
Some legendary examples that we've heard : a foundation for "literary research."
which pays exlsenses of founding-family niinbers to travel to distant places,
ostensibly to study literature, and a formation for "aeronautical research"
which owned and inaittained its founding faitly's mlmiall jun1we. Slitlh things
are flagrant abuses of the privileges of foundations.

Second, at this point Iin history when there is a lot of irritation about tlme
income tax surcharge, it Is logical for the Anterican people. through Congress,
to begin )robing rather deeply into the use of the approximate $1.3 billion in
annual foundation grants that come from untaxed gifts and earnings. find which
go untaxed to their recipients.

This has led some members of Congress, and many of their constituents, to
question the basile usefulness of ail foundations, and to wonder whether foundau-
tion activities shouldn't lie taxedf and far more rigidly controlled by the publics
which are supposed to benefit from them.

Representative Patman was reported as sayig that the U.S. Treasury l)epart-
iment has wrongly permitted the proliferation of foundations (about 2,000 new
ones a year) without effective government controls. The unfortunate effect of his
remark i4 to put all foundations and all foundation activities in the .aute pot.

To quote Alan Pifer, president of the Carnegie Corporation of New York. in an
address before the 1968 Conference of the Council oil Foundations: "It is cus-
tomary in American Jife to talk about 'tie foundations' as if they were a collec-
tion of coml)arable institutions, whereas Ili reality they have little Ii common
except their designation (and not always even that), their tax-e eminptlon, and
the animnus of Mr. Patinan.

"In actual fact, foundations don't even have a separate legal Identity, being
simply part of the varled assortmient of more than 100,000 organizations which
enjoy tax-exemi)t status under the provisions of section 501 (c) (3) of tile Internal
Revenue Code.

"Certainly all foundations don't belong to the Coulcil on Fountdatlons, nor
aro all of them even listed in the Foundation I)lrectory. Their amets vary from
two dollars-this is literally true-to $3.58 billion, and only 26 have amets over
$100 million.

"Nevertheless, whether we In the foundations like it or not, everyone else In
American life believes there is, and always has been, a homogeneous entity known
as the 'foundation field,' in which the members take collective responsibility for
each other's actions."

OUR RESPoNsE:

Foundations have an obligation to lead li the attacks on public problems.
Attempts to solve these problems may, indeed, cause some discomfort among
those who either do not recognize the existence of problems or who like things
the way they are.

In a way, we are saying that foundations are able to do some things that gov-
ernments and other organizations are not able to do. The document covering the
Treasury's tax reform studies and proposals, pl)lished jointly by the Utomonlltttce
of Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Senate's Committee
on Finance, (February 5, 1969) supports this position:

"Private philanthropy plays a special and vital role in our society. Beyond
providing financial aid to areas which government cannot or should not advance
(such as religion), private philanthropic organizations are uniquely qualified to
initiate thought and action, experiment with new and untried ventures, dissent
from prevailing attitudes, and act quickly and flexibly.

"Private foundations have an important part in this work. Available even to
those of relatively restricted means, they enable individuals or small groups to
establish new charitable endeavors and to express their own bents, concerns and
experiences. In doing so, they enrich the pluralism of our social order."

The Treasury report also stated that tile "imprecise restrictions ili present law
against unwarranted private advantage, delay in benefits to charity and partlci-
pation by private foundations in business have been difficult to administer, hard
to enforce in litigation, and otherwise insufficient to prevent these abuses."

So, what do we recommend as a way through all of this?
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D UF'I IN ITI ON

First, we agree with Mr. Pifer, as he pointed out to tLe Council on Foundations.
that a more precise definition of foundations Is needed. "I have been wondering,"
Mr. Pifer said, "whether everyone might not find helpful a legal subdivision of
the field Into two or more distinct categories. As a starter, there might, for ex-
ample, be subdivisions called private family charities and independent founda-
lions. (We feel that corporate foundations might be asked to meet all of the
standards of independent foundations, and therefore shoul be included In that
category.-Ed. ]

"The former (private family charities) could be of any size, co'jld operate with
comparative confldentia.lity except for filing their annual 990-A's, and could, if
they chose, have no one but members of the family as trustees, and could have
little or no diversification of their Investments. They would, however, by statute,
have to be dissolved within a stated period-say ten years---of the donor's death.
[Wo feel that If a time limit Is ever established, a family foundation should be
able to extend Its life If family members continue to contribute to it. However,
the Treasury report's recommendation six, on page six, relating to broad man-
agement, still should apply in such a situation.-Ed.]

"This type of organization would, therefore, be deemed to be simply an In-
stitutionalization of the charitable giving which a man might ordinarily do in
his own lifetime, directly out of his own pocket. It would not, once the division had
taken place, be considered part of the foundation 'field' as such.

"The second type," Mr. Plifer said, "the Independent foundation, would be re-
quired by statute to have a specified minimum capitalization and would be re-
quired to have a majority of the trustees selected from outside the donor's family
and also be persons who had not been In his direct employment within a specified
period. In addition to the 990-A, this type of foundation would be required to
publish an annual report listing its investments, Its grants and its administrative
expenses. It would be required to limit its investment in a single holding to a
specilled percentage-say 20 percent-of the stock of that company. Lastly, it
wotild be expected, although this could not very well be required by law, to be
professionally administered. In exchange for these restraints, it would be per-
mitted to exist In perpetuity and would be given considerable freedom in its
program and management."

BASIO REQUIREMENTS

We believe there is a great deal to be said for Mr. Pifer's recommendations.
However, we disagree with his belief that private family charities should be able
to operate with relative privacy, relatively free of regulation. We feel that many
of the troubles besetting foundations today are a result of some foundations,
which Mr. Pifer calls private family charities, engaging in questionable practices.

So first we must endorse, with the qualifications noted after their descriptions,
all six of the 1965 Treasury department Report's recommendations. We urge their
careful consideration by Congress for the regulation of all tax-exempt founda-
tions, of all sizes and purpo: es.

Second, the minimum capitalization of an independent foundation as described
by Mr. Plifer should be sufficient to permit it to engage adequate staff or con-
sultant services to analyze and evaluate the meaningful grant programs that
wilI require the bulk of its income.

Third, we strongly feet that the trustees of all foundations should include
community representatives and leaders rather than only the founder's family,
friends and employees. Even for private family charities, this would assure a
degree of objectivity as well as provide a broader perspective.

Fourth, every foundation should establish a policy and program of full, public
disclosure of Its financial transactions and grant activities. The Cleveland Foun-
dation, following a requirement of Its trust agreement, publishes all of its trans-
actions in both Cleveland . ewspapers each year, and operates a program of
public disclosure of grants and activities throughout the year. Such procedure,
generally flowed, would both apprise the public of the many worthwhile founda-
tion projects and tend to keep foundations from taking steps that will later prove
embarrassing.

Fifth, such disclosure should include periodic public reporting of the results
of grant programs-the successes and failures of research, pilot projects and
other programs. If this is too great a task for a foundation's staff to perform,
perhaps the recipients should be required to perform It as the final step in the
accomplishment of their grant's purpose.
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Sixth, aU foundations should welcome examination boy tie Fe'deral Govern-
ment-not just now, or this year, but every year. We think that when new rules
are written, the Internal revenue Service should enforce then. But how can (he
IllS afford to start what amounts to a new operating division to examimin organi-
zations that already pay no taxes? It seems appropriate that foundations pay
for such an examination, on a fixed schedule of fees, based on assets. Such an
1RS examination would turn out to le a great service to I'hii nthropy. It would
provide an inspection which foundations have not been able to institute within
their own ranks.

ACTION FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

What does all of this mean to an individual who really wants to do the wisest
thing with his philanthropic resources?

The current congressional! review suggests the need for a renewed focus oil
philanthropy and its goal of serving Inan, as contrasted with other reasons for
establishing foundations. As Everett Case, former president of the Alfred 1).
Sloan Foundation pointed out, the freedom to give Is "among the baslc freedoms
which we claim as American citizens." The wisdoin and sincerity with which we
give will hell) determine whether other prlvlheges, such as tax deductibility, go
with It.

STATEMENT OF TIlE JOHN IlUNTINGTON ART AND POLYTECHNIC TRUST, SUBMIrIE|)
nY A. DEAN PERRY, CHAIRMANN, BOARD OF TR'S'TEES

To point out the effect of prolsed Internal Revenue Code , 4etiou .1912 (IIR--
13270) the Trustees of The John Huntington Art anid Pl,,,v iTri,. t halve
applied the provisions assessing a tax oil the "Failure to Di.trlbute Incomie" to
time income and disbursements of this Trust for 1968 as shown in aulited Fl-
nancial Statenients prepared Iby Ernst and Ernst. (('ol e:; of tlliits are mailed
annually to the Ohio Attorney General and all Treasury forms 9(.)9--As have been

Market value of trust. on Deeember 31, 19 ------------------- 05, 460. 311
Gro.ss income from dividends, interest and rent ----------------- 1, 3S2, .103
Expenses ---------------------------------.---------- 45, -117

Net income-- --------------------------------------- $1, 337, 016
Distributions:

The Cleveland Museuni of Art ------------------------------ 825, 000
The John Huntington Fund for Edi!:ation ------------------ 378, ,5K)
The John huntington Benevoler1 Trust -------------------- 50,000

Total. distributions ------------------------------------ , 253, 500
The distribution to The Fund for Iducatlon and to The Benevolent Trust are

not "qualifying distributions" as they are private foundations which are not
"operating foundations" as defined in the Bill.

The proposed basis for coml)ting "undistributed" income is 5% of $35,460,311,
tle market value of the Trust, or $1,773,016.

The amount subject to the tax on "Failure to Distribute Income" Is $948,010.
($1,773,016 minus $825,000). This is subject to an "Initial tax" of 15%, or
$142,202, plus an "additional tax" of 100% of any amount remaining undis-
tributed "at the close of the correction period."

The result is that the Trust must elect either to pay an additional tax of
$948,016 or to distribute this amount to The Cleveland Museum of Art as the
only qualifying distributee under Mr. Huntington's Will, at least without further
Court proceedings.

But this would require distributions from principal for this year, contrary to
the provisions of the Will, In the amount of $864,500, computed as follows:
Tax under section 4942 or additional distribution --------------- $948, 000
Distributions to charity- ---------------------- 1,253, 500

Total distributions and/or tax --------------------------- 2, 201, 500
Less net income ,---------------------------------------1337, 000

I-flclt or annual principal distribution --------------------------- $8, 50
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'i'hei John lfjnniglon Art al I tylyechnic Trust was created under the Will of

John I I tiglon, liwho died .Jnuamr 10, 10M3, a resident of Cleveland, Ohio. The
princlal lienefllciries have Ien 'fiphe Cleveland Ni Museum of Art, and for many
years, a free evening school known as The John luntington Polytechnic Institute.
lit 1953 the Tru.tees concluded that. conducting such a school was an uneconomi-
(iIl (hlidhalion of other evening courses being offered in Cleveland by other
schools, colleges or universities. The Trustees obtained from the Cuyahoga
County ,zmon Pleas Court. authorization to discontinue the Institute and to
sulsiit nte a jIrogran of making grants for scholarships a:nd other grants, for
(tdll(J1ltial purliises. 'fiTe Court also aluthorized tl,' Trustees to change the
Iiinile or t he corporation, which they had formed to operate the Institute, to
Tlhv .John Ihintingion Fund for Education. During 19118, the Fund for Education
d 1,4rlilnted to 1.0 collh*ge, and utniversities approximately ,-2.15,00 to tpyly on
lie tuition charges of -173 students and imade sul)plenlental granjis totaling

$2 ,;5WO) to (i'uez Western lieserve University, John Carroll University and Bald.
wi-Walace College.

Mr. iH lington established The John Huntington Benevolent Trust by an
irrevocable Trust Agreement dated March 8, 1889. The beneficiaries of this
Trust. are hl)ilals, lioiues for aged and other aelive charities. Mr. ]luntin:,on's
Will authorized the Trustees to iake payments to The Benevohnt Trust In such
a nminils as they deeled appropriate. For a number of years the Trustees of The
John 1luntington Art and l'olytechnic Trust have distributed $50,000 annually
to The ilenevolent Trust.

Clearly Mr. Huntington had a well thought out plan for (listribution of part
of hi, wealth for charitable purposes. Thi. plan has been carried out faithfully
to) this tine. The effect of the p~rop)Osel Section 4942 would be to completely
disrupt. JIb plan. It would probably compel, at some future time, a final distribu-
tion of The John huntington Art and Polytechnic Trust, which would be a
violation of the terms of his Will.

In singling out this one outstanding Injustice, it is not our intention to imply
that the oliher provisions of the Bill relating to private foundations are approved
by the Trustees of The John huntington Art and Polytechnic Trust. It is tile
conviction of this Board that prolrly handled as we claim this Trust has been
h:uidtled, the private foundations with their flexibility enabling them to meet
changing conditions, are of great value to our country and fairly deserve the
ail given them by exemption from all taxation.

SiTATE.MENT OF TlE UNITE) STATES OF AMERICA STANDARDS INSTITUTE
SUB.MITTED BY DONALD L. PEYTON, 'MANAGING DIRECTOR

INFORMATION CONCERNING REQUF-ST BY USA STANDARDS INSTITUTE
AND OTMER TtC-INICAIL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES
FOR A CHANGE IS TIE INTERNAL. REVENUE LAW

I. REQUFSTED AMENDMENT

It is requested that an additional sub-section (5) be added to the proposed
Section 509(a). This sub-,ection would exclude the following types of groups
from tile definition of "a foundation" :

"A membership organization or a .ederation of membership organizations
organized and operated primarily for scientific, engineering or technical
1ptirikoses."

II. TIlE REASON FOR TIlE REQUEST

This 14 requested so that there will e no question that the technical, scientific
society group will not be covered by the restrictions on government activity nnd
the liability for excise taxes which apply to foundations generally.

II1. TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED

The typs of organizations involved are those which are normally classified
as scientific or technical societies. These groups have a great deal of Information
available in the sientifle and technical areas which are neded by both the
Executive and Legislative Branches of the Government. Restrictions on thee
groups wouhl hamper the national economy and our national defense system.
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UNITED STiATt> oY AMERICA ST.ANZ'ARIDS k NSTITUTE.
New York. N.Y.. septm bcr 4, 9!;9.

lion. IRUSSFLL B. LONO,
Chairman, Connintl1c on 1Financc,
U.8. Scnalic,
11'" 81hinlgto, D.C.

DFAR SENATOR LONG: We are writing oi1 behil f of tie tecinilcal and .wient iMlh
SOtCiHoN listed iII tile attaclleiut to thli letter, all tif which ikav e been grantetI
exeniJtioI from Federal Incoi Ta': inder S.litin 501 i) (3) ')f th I ,oorntial
Revenue Code. We are seriously co,'eI-('nd by the alparent effect of 11.1. 13270
to classify them as "private foiulda t ions" under that legislation. Wr 1,.!, v' that
this result was col)ltely hInadvertent a:id uIlllnteled by the drafters4 of hw
Bill. If not corrected, this classlllc:tItio could seriouly injure the limlie intere,,t
vy denying the Congre,s a nd various (1Governnent Age.n1cies a..ss to tile stiecitili

and technical information all(! expertise which tht,se organiizatitli, dl.v4hp ill
tie conduct of the tax-exenipt act I'it hs.

W\e are taking the liberty of attaching a letter dated July 15, IN;9 written 13
the lionorable lmnilho Q. I)addarlo, ('liairman of the ',8uitconiinittee ton Svie',.
ltesearcli and l)evelopment of the lle Conimit Ieto ,n Sciem' am Ast r,,'miiilh..
('ongressman D)addario has done ai excellent joli In outlining the 1iroblemn pr,-
seated and we will be glad to fill you in on the details.

underr present. law, the activities of a SectltI 501 (c) (3) org:Mization il
"carrying oil propaganda, or otherwise atteiintinimi to hlm]lelice hewislatiloni" will
not adversely affect its tax-exemlpt status provided that such activitiv. do hot
constitute a "substantial part" of Its total activities.

Under the provisions of II.R. 13270, Its passed by the H1se, the anim. test would
continue to apply to Section 501(c) (3) organizations except for those to be
classified as "private foundations". 'Private founidations" would be al.,olutely
barred from engaging in any legislative activity. Under new Section 41015 of the
Code. 1111 excise tax would be h1niK)sed union the organization aid a separate ex-
cise tax on any officer or director or other responsible employee of the orgamniza-
tion with respect to any expenditures Incurred by the organization "to carry
out propaganda, or otherwise Influence legislation". Such activities would Incltde
"any attempt to influence legislation through private communication with any
member or emlployee of a legislative body, or with any other person who may
participate In the formulation of the legislation, other than through making avail-
able the results of non-partisan analysis or research".

The term "private foundation" Is defined in a new Section 509 of the f1111.
Section 509(a) (2) would exclude from the category of a "private foundation"
any organization described In Section 501(c) (3) which "normally receives more'
than one-third of Its support In each taxable year from ...miemberslilp fe s"
(and certain other enumerated sources) proved that such nemle-rshihil fees
(and other qualifying types of Income) are received from lIrsonis other than "a
disqualified person". The term "disqualified Ierson" Is defieticl. Il inew Settion
4916(a) (1) of the proposed Bill as Including a "substantial contributor". See-
tion 4946(a) (2) defines the term "substantial contributor" as a persoii deserilvth
in Section 507(b) (2) of the Bill. Section 507(b) (2) dellnes tile tern "sulbstantial
contributor" to include any personI who contributes more than $70",) to tOe
private foundation In any one calendar year.

In describing the exception to the private foundation category, tIie Report of
the Ways and Means Comnlittee (If. Rept. No. 91-113 I'art 1), 91st Cong., Ist
Sess. p. 41) states, "At least one-third of its support must conte froni other thi
disquialified persons In the form of gifts, grants, contributions, niimilershi4 fees.
and gross receipts from admissions, etc.". The Report also states tlt--

"The organizations which usually will be excluded firon tie defillttiol of pri-
vate foundations if they satisfy this provision (at least ' , support from nvim-
bership fees) Include symphony societies, garden clubs, alumni I.ssociatlonis, Boy
Scouts, Parent-Teacher Associations and many other membership organizations."

Moreover, the Supplemental Report of the Committee (11. Rept. No. 91-113
Part 2), 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 1). 6) states that "This category generally ex(luides
from the private foundation definition parent-teacher associations, membership
organizations such as professional societies . ..". Accordingly, it Is clear
that the Committee Intended that membership organizations generally, ineluId-
ing organizations such as the attached, qualify for the exclusion afforded by the
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prom)osed 1ill for inemlership tyle Section 501(c) (3) organizations. However.
In setting an arbitrary ninximnuii of $5000 on the amount of annual membership
fees which will alply in determining the qualification of an organization under
this exN'Jptionl, the Ways and Means Coninttee obviously believed that it had
(hosen a figure sufficlenlly high to include the tyles of organizations specifically
described il tlhe liorion of Its Reports quoted above.

A number of the attached organizations derive significant portionq of their
SUpport from membership dues and would thus be eXempted from the "private
foundation" category under Section 509(a) (2) except for the fact flint such dues
exceed $5000 per year from cach member. We (1o not believe that there was any
intention that such organizations should be treated as "private foundations"
merely beeau-e of the arbitrary $5000 limitation. Others of the attached orga-
nizations, while not exceeding he $5 0 limitation, (10 not derive a significant
enough portion of their support from dues to meet the "one-third" test of proposed
Sectloll 509(ia) (1 ).

New Section 509(a) (2) wold exemil)t from "private foundation" category
organizations (le.crlbed in Section 170(b) (1) (11), so-called "publicly supported"
organizations. While it is possible that some of the attached organizations might
qualify for exemption under this category, because of their particular form of
organization, it Is by no means clear that all woulh so qualify.

In view of the significant contributions of the attached organizations to the
public interest In their respttlve areas of scientific, engineering and technical
expertise, we believe Congress wouhl vish to exclude them generally from the
private foundfation" category. M1.R. 13270, and any other definition based on
source of support, woll arbitrarily include some an1(1 exclude others, because
of the differing structure, of these organizations. Accordingly, we respectfully
suggest that al additional subsection (5) be added to proposed Section 509(a)
to exclude-

"A nmnilmrh'hip organization or a federation of memuershlip organizations
organized and operated primarily for scientific, engieerimg or technical
purlposes."
The foregoimg definition wvoul cover any organization who .e activities fall

within Its terms, regardless of its source of support. We note that a similar
approach is taken in lroposd' Section 509(a) (4) which excludes from the "pri-
viate foumidfltion" category "an organization whih Is organized an(l operated
exclusively for testing for public safety".

We would like to have this letter and Congressman I)addarlo's letter made a
part of the Record. We are not asking for an opportunity to appear at your
hearings as we understand you have a very crowded calendar. If you feel we
should appear we will be very pleased to (to so. I hole the Committee can give
this amendment very serious consideration.

Very truly yours,
DONALD L. PEYTON,

Managing Director.

UNITED) STATES OF AMERICA STANDARDS INSTITUTE,

New York, N.Y., Septcmlbcr 4, 1969.

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS APPROVING TIlE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 500(a)
CONCERNING TilE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHiNICAL SOCIETIES

Accousrlcal Society of America, 335 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
American Concrete Institute, P.O. Box 4754, Redford Station, Detroit, Michigan

-18219.
American Foundrymen's Society, Golf & Wolf Roads, Des Plaines, Illinois.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1290 Avenue of The

Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
American Institute of Physics, 335 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
American Meteorological Society, 46 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
American Public Health Association, 1740 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio.
American Society for Testing aid Materials, 1910 Race Street, Philadelphia,

Pa. 19130.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 345 East 47th Street, New York,

N.Y. 10017.
American Welding Socit ty, 345 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Instrument Society of America, 530 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.
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Marine Technology Society, 1730 M Street, NW.. Washington, I).C. "NK36.
National Association of Corrosion Engineers, 2400 W. Loop -osih, lionston,

Texas 77027.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ' AND A STRONAUTICS,

House I( Jir( ,of iW'S,
lI'awhington, D.C., July 15, 1969.

lion. WILBURt D. MILLS,
Chairman, Committcc on Ways and Mcans,
House of Representatives,
W1ashington, D.C.

DEAR MJR. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate the action taken by the Committee on Ways
and Means in announcing Its tentative decisions on tax reform and inviting
comment. I believe th is an entirely responsive and responsible znvthod of
preparing legislation, and I commend the Committee.

I would like to comment on one provision which is of great concern to me, and
which I believe affects our entire research and development effort. This con3-
cerns paragraph 6(a) on page 4 of the report which states that private founda-
tions may not "directly or indirectly engage in any activities intended . . . to
influence the decision of any governmental body (whether or not such activity is
substantial)."

This Is considerably stronger than the present language in tl Internal Revenume
Code, and it would prohibit scientific and technical societies from contInuncat-
ing not only with Congres, but also the various government agenvlies, 111d pre-
sumnably even Including local government bodies. The Congress andi the Execu-
tive Branch are dealing with increasingly complex sclentith, and technit.al issues
these (lays, and in order to legislate properly we must have the latest flnd hiios1t
up to (late science Information. To Inadvertently cut off a source of this infor-
mation would be, I believe, most unfortunate.

When the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development was formed
In 1963, one of the first things we did was to conduct a study to determine how
Congress could get the best scientific and technical information necessary to deal
effectively with the many research and development programs. Our lIquiry
sought to determine the type of scientific and technical information refjuired by
Congress, and also where this Information could be obtained.

One obvious source was the various scientific and technical societies. and we
conducted interviews with a number of these organizations. When talking with
the representatives of one of these societies, they mentioned their reluctance to
take an active role because of their tax exempt status under section 501 (c) (3).
Subsequently, we went into this Issue in some depth, and concluded that tax
exempt organizations could take a more active role in formulating science policy.

As you are aware, section 501(c) (3) provides that "no substantial part" of the
activities of these organizations may be devoted to "carrying on propag.inda or
otherwise attempting to influence legislation." The problem was that these organi-
zations, because of their coveted tax position, were taking an extreme posPiion and
reading "no substantial part" to be, in effect, "no part".

It was our position that this was neither necessary from the tax standpoint,
nor desirable front a national point of view. Since 1963 we have urged thic' organi-
zations to take a more active role, and there has been a noticeable improvement.
We have explained the guidelines to these organizations, and have told them that
if they do have any questions concerning their participation to contact the Exempt
Organization Branch of the IRS in Washington.

I believe the situation which has developed over the years is a healthy one, and
I would recommend that the current language in the Act be retained.

However, to provide additional guidance on what is permitted and what Is not.
I would suggest that the Committee define more precisely in the report what It
means by "substantial". In the case of Seasongood v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue [227 1'2d 507 (1955)), the Court found that when an organization de-
voted less than 5 percent of its time and effort to political activities, that this did
not constitute a "substantial part" of its activities. On the other handl. in d(enyilng
section 501(c) (3) status to the Sierra Club in 196, the IRS fomud that the Sierra
Club engaged in political activities In almost every month covered by the ruling.
including the placing of full-page newspaper advertisements and the employment
of a professional legislative representative in Washington. I think it would be
helpfil if the Committee would give these organizations some guidance as to 1,ic
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IMi'iling line between tile permitted and the niperinitted, preferably in percentage
tWrins of effort, nvy, nlanlower, or a similar quantitative invasuremnent.

I also would like to stress that I belive It Is a mistake to extend this provision
from legislative bodies to "any governmental body." Tise organizations fre-
quently are called upon by the agencies to evaluate programs In certain disciplines
such as chemistry or physlcis because they have the expertise within their
organization, and they perform a valuable function for the agencies In this
i(gard. In addition, tihe local chapters of these organizations can perform a
valuable function at time local government level. Air and water pollution are
jproblenis to many localities, and these local chapters have members with the
experience an(d knowledge to help local officials solve sonte of these problems
which they otherwise would be unable to afford.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment upon a provision which may
cause some confusion and perhaps inequities. Paragraph (9) on page 5 defines
a private foundation as any organization exempt under section 501 (c) (3) except
"(d) an organization which normally receives a substantial part of Its support
from a governmental unit or from contributions from the general public."

JIeside.s the inherent difficulties In defining what is "substantial", this provision
could provide certain inequities as It applies to scientific and technical organiza-
tions which, in their organization and purpose, should be treated the same. In
particular, there are certain organizations now exempt under section 501 (c) (3)
which receive funds from the National Science Foundation to operate the Founda-
tion's discipline oriented science information systems and participate In the
up-dating of the National Register of Scientific and Technical Personnel. These
funds can average between $1 and $2 million per year, and probably these organi-
zations also receive funds from other government agencies. The question then
arises, would these funds be considered 'substantial" thereby removing them from
the limitation on political activities? I do not believe there is any real reason why
these organizations which do frequent business with the government should be
treated differently In respect to communicating with Congress than other organiza-
tions which do only periodic business.

Similarly, although I understand It Is not the Intention of the Committee to
exenmit Sierra Club type activities from the limitation, it could be argued that
since such an organization receives contributions from the general public, that
this type of organization could qualify under section 501(c) (3) if the contribu-
tions were substantial because it would then not be subject to the limitation on
political activities. Again, I think this point should be clarified in the Committee
report.

Iln sunimary, Mr. Chairman, I commend the Committee for the responsible way
it has gone about its business, and would appreciate your consideration on my
suggestion,,. If I can be of any help, particularly In regard to some of the points I
have raised, or If you need any additional Information, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,
EMILIO Q. DADDARIO,

Chairman, Subeommittee on Science, Research and Development.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA STANDARDS INSTITUTE,

lon. Russria, B. LONGo, VNew York, N.Y., Septcmber f, 1969.

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

)EAR SENATOR LONG: We are writing on behalf of the technical and scientific
societies listed in tie attachment to this letter, all of which have been granted
exemption from Federal Incomne Tax under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
revenue Code. We are seriously concerned by the apparent effect of 1I.R. 13270 to
classify them as "private foundations" under that legislation. We believe that
this result was completely inadvertent and unintended by the drafters of the
Bill. If not corrected, this classification could serlouly Injure the public Interest
by denying the Congress and various Government Agencies access to the scientific
and technical information and expertise which these organizations develop in the
conduct of the tax-exempt activities.

We are taking the liberty of attaching a letter dated July 15, 1969 written by
the Honorable Emilio Q. Daddarlo, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Science,
Research and Development of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics.
Congressman Daddarlo has done and excellent job in outlining the problem pre-
sente.j and we will be glad to fill you in on the details.
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SUnder present law, the activities of a Scin501 (c) (3) organization in "carry-
In' on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to Influence legislation will nott ad-
ver.~ 13 affect its tax-exempt status provided that such activities (10 not constitute
a "suitantial part" of Its total activities.

Under the provisions of 1.1. 13270, as passed by the House, the -same test would
continue to apply to Section 501(c) (3) organizations except for those to be classi-
fIed as "private foundations". "Private foundations" would be absolutely barred
from engaging in any legislative activity. Under new Section 4915 of the Code, all
excise tax would be imposed upon the organization and a separate exelse tax on
any officer or director or other responsible employee of the organization with
respect to any expenditures incurred by the organization "to carry out liropa-
ganda, or otherwise Influence legislation". Such activities would include "ally
attempt to Influence legislation through private communication with any i .etnbr
or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person who may participate
iu the formulation of the legislation, other than through making available the
results of non-partisan analysis or research".

The term "private foundation" Is defined in a new Section 509 of the Bill.
Section 509(tt) (2) would exclude from the category of a "private foundation" any
organization described in Section 501(c) (3) which "normally receives more than.
one-third of its support In each taxable year from . . . membership fees" (and
certain other enumerated sources) provided that such membership fees (and
other qualifying types of income) are received from persons other than "a
disqualified person". The term "disqualified person" is defined in new Section
4946(a) (1) of the proposed Bill as including a "substantial contributor". Section
4940(a) (2) defines the term "substantial contributor" as a person described iI
Section 507(b) (2) of the Bill. Section 507(b) (2) defines the term "substantial
contributor" to include any person who contributes more than $5000 to the private
foundation in any one calendar year.

In describing the exception to the private foundation category, the Report of
the Ways and Means Committee (II. Rept. No. 91-113 Part 1), 91st Cong., 1st S.ss.
p. 41) states, "At least one-third of Its support must come from other than dis.
qualified persons In the form of gifts, grants, contributions, membership fees;, and
gross receipts from admNlions, etc.". The Report also states that-

"The organization whtcll usually will be excluded from the definition of private
foundations if they satisfy this l)rovlslon (at least 14  support front memnhlershilp
fees) include symphony societies, garden clubs, alumni associations, Boy Scouts,
Parent-Teacher Assoclations and many other membership organizations."

Moreover, the Supplemental Report of the Committee (11. Itept. No. 91-413 Part
2, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. p. 6) states that "This category generally excludes fromza
the private foundation definition parent-teachers associations, membership organ-
izations such as professional societies . .. ". Accordingly, It is ('lear that thl'
Committee intended that membership organizations generally, including orgatliz-l-
tions such as the attached, qualify for the exclusion afforded by the proposed 1111
for membership type Section .701(c) (3) organizations. However, In setting an
arbitrary maximum of $5000 on the amount of annual membership fees which will
apply In determining the qualification of an organization under this exception, the
Ways and Means Committee (,bvlously believed that It had chosen a figure sufli-
clently high to include the types of organizations specifically described in the
portion of Its Reports quoted above.

A number of the attached organizations derive significant portions of their
support from membership dues and would thus be exempted from the "private
foundation" category under Section 509(a) (2) except for the fact that such dues
exceed $5000 per year from each member. We do not believe that there was any
intention that such organizations should be treated as "private foundations"
merely because of the arbitrary $5000 limitations. Others of the attached organiza-
tions, while not exceeAing the $5000 limitation, do not derive a significant enough
portion of their support from dues to meet the "one-third" test of proposed Section
509(a) (1).

New Section 509(a) (2) would exempt from "private foundation" category
organizations described In Section 170(b) (1) (B), so-called "publicly supported"
organizations. While it is possible that some of the attached organizations might
qualify for exemption under this category, because of their particular form of
organization, it Is by no means clear that all would so qualify.

In view of the significant contributions of the attached organizations to the
public Interest In their respective areas of scientific, engineering and technical
expertise, we believe Congress would wish to exclude them generally from the
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"private foundation" category. 11.11. 13270, and any other definition based on
source of support, would arbitrarily Include soine and exclude others, because
of the differing structure of these organizations. Accordingly, we respectfully
sugge.qt that an additional subsection (5) be added to proposed Section 509(a)
to exclude

46A membership organization or a federation of membership organizations
organized and operated priniarily for scientific, engineering or technical
purposes."

The foregoing definition would cover any organization whose activities fall
within its terms, regardle.,; of its source of support. We note that a similar
approach Is taken In proposed Section 509(a) (4) which excludes from the
"private foundation" category "an organization which is organized and operated
exclusively for testing for public safety".

Wo would like to have this letter and Congressman Daddarlo's letter made a
part of the Record. We are not asking for an opportunity to appear at your
hearings am we understand you have a very crowded calendar. If you feel we
should aplpar we will be very pleased to (10 so. I hope the Committee can give
tIhis iiien(nlent very serious consideration.

Very truly yours,
DONALD L. PEY'0N,

Managing Dircct,,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA STANDARDS INSTITUTE,

New York, N.Y., September 4, 1969.

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS APPROVING TIE PROPosED AMENDiMENT TO SECTION

509(a) CONCERNING TilE SCIENTIFIC AND '1JECI!NICAI. SOCIETIES

Acoustical Society of America, 335 Erast 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
American Concrete Institute, p.o. Box 4.751, Redford Station, Detroit, Michigan

4S219.
American Foumdrynien's Society, Golf & Wolf Roads, Des Plaines, Illinois.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1290 Avenue of The

Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
American Institute of Physics, 335 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
American Meteorological Society, 45 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
American public Health Association, 1740 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio.
American Society for 'Tsting and Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia,

Pa. 19103.1
American Society of Mehicne Engineers, 345 Fast 47th Street, New York,

N.Y. 10017:
American Welding Society, 315 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Instrument Society of America, 530 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.

15219.
Marine Technolosy Society, 1730 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
National Association of Corrosion Engineers, 2400 W. Loop South, Houston,

Texas 77027.

COMMITrF.E ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS,
House of Representativcs,

Washuington, D.C., July 15, 1969.
lion. W1.lnUR I). ILS,
('huirinMn, ConMUmice on Ways and Weans,
louse of Reprcscntativcs,
Washington, D.C.

IWAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate the action taken by the Committee on WVays
and Means in announcing its tentative decisions on tax reform and inviting
comment. I believe this I an entirely responsive and responsible method of
preparing legislation, and I commend the Committee.

I would like to comment on one provision which is of great concern to me,
and which I believe affects our entire research and development effort. This
concerns paragraph 6(a) on page 4 of the report which states that private
foundations may not "directly or indirectly engage in any activities intended...
to influence the decision of any governmental body (whether or not such activity
is substantial)."
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Tills is considerably stronger than the present language in the Internal lRev-
enue Code, and it would prohibit scientifc and technical societies fronti coin*
muiicating not only with Congress, but also the various govern'rnet agenicles,
and presunlably even Including local government bodies. The C'ongress and the
Executive Branch are dealing with increasingly con lex s-cienttfle and technical
issues these days, and in order to legislate properly we must have the latest and
most up to (late sclence information. To inadvertently cut off a source of this
Information would be, I believe, most unfortunate.

When tile Subcommittee on Science, Research and )evelopmlent was forllicd il
193, one of the first things we did wis to conduct a study to determine how
Congress could get the best scientific and technlilcal information necessary to
deal effectively with tile 1many research and developllent programs. Our inquiry
sought to determine the type of scientific and teclhnical Information required by
Congress, and also where this information coul be obtained.

One obvious source was tile various scienltifc and technical societies, and we
conducted interviews with a number of these organizations. WhIen talking with
the representatives of one of these societies, they mentioned their reluctance to
take an active role because of their tax exempt status under section 501 (c) (3).
Subsquently, we vent into this is'ue in some depti, and concluded that tax
exemipt organizations could take a more active role in formulating science policy.

As you are aware, section 501 (c) (3) provides that "no substantial part" of
the activities of these organizations may be devoted to "carrying on proiiganda
or otherwise attempting to. influence legislation." The problem was that these
organizations, because of their coveted tax position, were taking an extrelne
position and reading "no substantial part" to be, In effect, "no pairt".

It was our position that this was neither necessary from tile tax standlint,
nor desirable from a national point of view. Since 113 we ha-e urged the
organizations to take a more active role, and there hits been a noitleable, Jll-
provenient. We have explained the guidelines to these organizations, a lid have
told them that If they do have any questions concerning their partilellition to
contact the Exempt Organization Branch of the tIRS il Washington.

I believe the situation which has'developed over the years is a healthy one, al(l
I would recolnlnend that, tihe current language in the Act be retained.

However, to provide additional guidance oil what is lrmitted and wlhat is
not, I would suggest that the Coninittee dellne more precisely In the relxirt wat
it means by "substantial". In the case of Seasongood v. Conumissioner of Internal
IRevenue [227 P2d 907 (1955], tile Court found that when an organization
devoted less than 5 percent of its time and effort to political activities, that
this did not constitute a "substantial part" of its activities. On tihe other hand,
in denying section 501(c) (3) status to fhe Sierra Club In 1900, the I HS found
that the Sierra Club engaged In political activities in almost every month cov-
ered by the ruling, including the placing of full-page newspaper advertise('nts
and the employment of a professional legislative representative in Washington.
I think it would be helpful if the Committee would give these organizations sonie
guidance as to the dividing line between tile permitted al(1 tile unperimitted,
preferably In percentage terms of effort, money, tiuiie, manpower, or a similar
quantitative measurement.

I also would like to stress that I believe it is a mistake to extend tills l)rovision
from legislative bodies to "any governmental body". These orgaNizatioms fre-
quently are called upon by the agencies to evaluate programs In certain disci-
plines such as chemistry or physics because they have the expertise within their
organizations, and they perform a valuable function for tIhe agencies in this
regard. In addition, the local chapters of these organizations can perform a
valuable function at the local government level. Air and water pollution are
problems to many localities, and these local chapters have members with tile
experience and knowledge to help local officials solve some of these problems
which they otherwise would be unable to afford.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment upmn a provision which mllay
cause some confusion and perhaps inequities. Paragraph (9) oil page 5 (leflhles
a private foundation as any organization exempt under section 501(c) (3)
except "(d) an organization which normally receives a substantial part of its
support from a governmental unit or from contributions from the general
public."

Besides the inherent difficulties in defining what Is substantialal, this provi-
sion could provide certain Inequities as It applies to scientific and technical
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organizations which, In their organization and purpose, should be treated the
saiue. In particular, there are certain organizations now exempt under section
rIM (c) (3) which receive funds from the Natiotnal Science Foundation to operate
the Foundation's discipline oriented science Information systems and participate
in the up-dating of the National Register of Scientific and Technical Personnel.
These funds eanl average between $1 and $2 million per year, and probably these
oriplnivations also reelve funds from other government agencies. Tle question
lhen arises, would these funds be considered "substantial" thereby removing

them from the limitation on political activities? I do not believe there is any
real reason why theso organizations whhih do frequent business with the gov-
ernment, should be treated differently in respect to communicating with Congress
than other organizations which do only periodic business.

Similarly, although I understand it is not the intention of the Committee to
exempt Sierra Club type activities from the limitatiton, It coill be argued that
since such an organization receives contributions from the general public, that
this type of organization could qtulify under section 501(c) (3) if the contribu-
tions were substantial because it would then not be subject to the limitation on
political activities. Again, I think this point should le clarified in the Committee
report.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I commend the Committee for tile responsible
way it has gone about its business, and would appreciate your consideration of
may suggestions. If I can be of any help, particularly in regard to sonie of the
pints I have raised, or if you need any additional information, please let me
know.

Sincerely yours,
Im"I, O Q. DADDARIO,

Clairma n, Subcommiltlcc on Science, Rcscarch and Dcrclopucnt.

STATEMENT OF TIlE MNFRICAN IIUMANE ASSOCIATION

Mr. chairman n and. members of the committee: The American Humane Asso-
clation is a 93 year old federation of more than 800 societies for the prevention
of cruelty to animals and children, with headquarters in Denver, Colorado.
Some of Its member societies are over 100 years old, others have recently been
formed. Some are small, depending upon the efforts of dedicated volunteers,
other.4 are larger with tens or scores of professionuls. All seek to prevent cruelty
to those who cannot always protect themselves. Many perform important public
or senl-pubile functions on a local, or even on a statewide basis. Almost every
society spends a large portion of Its time and money on humane education, par
icularly among elentary school children. Almost all the cities of the United

States engage such societies to performn their animal control responsibilities,
witi exeelient. results. Also. lit our largest metropolitan area, for example,
s04.i1ties for the prevention of cruelty to children carry a large part of the burden
of protecting children from abuse and neglect, which burden would otherwise fall
uk)n public agencies, or he left undone from lack of Ipersonnel or funds. It is
fair to say the country at large benefits greatly front the efforts of our member
so(let ies.

1M.R. 13270, as presently worded, raises a serious threat to the continued sue-
ces of tie efforts of many of these societies, particularly those provisions of
the Bill conmi-rning "Private Foundations" found in Sec. 509. It is safe to say
that neither the supporters of humane organizations, nor the general public, think
of thimn as private foundations. Many have hundreds, even thousands, of mern-
hers and contributors, many are scores of years old. Yet some of the member
societies of the American Humane Association may be held to be private founda-
tions, while others will not. Some, too, may change their classification from year
to year, dellending on the level of contributions, or of some emergency which
requires tile liquidation of invested contributions.

Ironically. It is the ohler, well established societies, many of which carry a
large burden of humane work, blth private and seni-public. which are most
likely to fall under the present definition of "Private Foundations." Not only
would they he subjected to a tax on net investment income (including capital
gains) but would be subjected to numerous highly onerous and restrictive require-
ments designed, it is submitted, for the correction of alleged abuses by an entirely
different type of organization, what might he called the "real" private founda-
tion, often a family controlled organization. The application of these restrictions
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would, In our opinion, drastically affet tile efficiency of humane organization.
The public support, if any there is, for the extreimely restrictive provisions con-

cerning "Private Founulations" Is based on an awareness of hose allegation;
that private individuals have attempted to obtain tax exception. yet control
and even profit from dealing with their own foundations. This situation patently
does not apply to humane society 100 years old, with seres of full time employees
an(d thousands of supporters. Yet such an organization may be pulled under
these restrictive rules on the "coattails" of the "real" private foundation.

As the national federation of humane organizations, with the day by day
experience of assisting and counciling such organizations, the American Ilulnalie
Association is firmly of the opinion that the present definition of "Private
Foundations" would greatly hamper the most eff(vtive hIuniant, organizations
across this country, with harm to animals, children, and tite general public.

It Is recommended that new Sec. 50 be redrafte(l to clearly restrict It to)
"real" private foundations, or that at the end thereof there be added arl additlolial
classification as follows:

"(5) A society for the prevention of cruelty to animals or childrell."
The latter phrase has heen in the Internal Revenue C(le without (hlange since,

the Revenue Act of 1918. This siKcifle reference to such organizatihis clearly
Indicates Congress' determination that such organizations have a public pur-
pose. Therefore, tore is no need to ereate'a selparate test for hrmite aso'Zcia-
tions to re-establish their public nature.

Reslpectfullly submitted.
TIlE AMIRICAN IU.MANK ASSOCIATION,
JIUTIIERFOII) T. PI'mi.t.s.

Exceurtice Dircelor,
Jo V. MORGAN, Jr.,

Wash [nyton Rcprcscnl ltire.

STATEMENT OF TIE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, SUBMITTED HY
TALCOTT PARSONS, PRESIDENT

The officers of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences endorse the state-
ment with regard to certain provisions of 11.R. 13270 (tle Tax Reform ,A\eI
of 1969) I)repared for tile Committee onl Finance of tie United States Senate by
the Advanced Study Group.

The American Academy is a scientific and learned society consi.sting of 2173
elected members representing all of tlie established lilelds of scien(te, t'arIitig, alld
scholarship. It was fontided in 1780 by John Adans find other leaders prominent
in laying the pilllosophical foundations of lli new nation and in framing its
law,, governmental structure, and institutions. Since Its founding, its Iurgow,
has heen to support scientific and scholarly research, to promote th(' eozniituni-
cation of scientiic and scholarly ideas, and to undertake InterdiselpIhrtry
studies of those prol)lenis in tile Imblic interest which Ilouig to no oie ,,'i!Iitlie'
or scholarly profession, or to no single institution, l)ut which (all for (.areffll
study, appraisal, and definition.

TILe Academy's principal activity is to organize studies, research proJ(,ts. and
conferences which bring together nationally recognized .scii nists, scholars., and
representatIves from business, government, an:id public affairs. 'Il'hes. activities
include a variety of studies in science, t(e professions, and public affairs; th,
recent history of physics, the methods of humanistic discillines, socloiogit-l jx'r-
sipeetives on poverty, America in tie Year 2000, the coteumpor:iry university
tile social consequences of technological progress, ani bilns.lss iit Amriea. 'T'hi
results of these-1;tudles are widely circulated to the wholarly find letitl
community and to the general public through the Journal of the Acadeniy.
Daedaius, as well as hooks and working palers.

The officers of the Academy are concerned because tie proposed hgislation
is broadly written and would inadvertently place a uniqm and special burden mi
certain organizations which are a central part of the America system (of 1jigher
education anti which have not beeni Involved il any of the abui.ses which ftite hegis-
lation Is designed to prevent. These are organizations for advanced study 1ad
learning, associations of scientists and scholars, and Institutes which bring
together various representatives of tie learned professions for spx'eial studies
and research. in point of origin many of these organizations are older than
universities, they had a central role In th( development and Imlotioll of si',n-
tifle research and the scholarly disciplines; and they perform functions vital
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to tile continuation of higher education. If the proposed bill 'is passed some of
thee organizations simply could not survive. and most would be seriously
crippled In their activities and programs. We strongly urge the Committee on
Finance to recognize that thuse organizations, whose history aln(l current activ-
Ities Identify them as scholarly associations and(] iisititutions of advanced learn-
ing, are to Ibe regarded as an Integral part of our system of higher education and
should be exempt from the propRoseN legiNlation.

In addition, at a time when many of our colleges and universities are beset by
tension and turmoil and their financial and physical resources strained by the
Innumerable functions that they perform for society in education, research and
public service, It Is unwise to Impair that sector of the scholarly anti scientific
community which is sheltered from confrontation and which, because of the
broad nature of its public support, places little or no burden on public funds.

We trust that the Committee will make amendments to the tax reform bill
to recognize the e.ssentlal Identity between universities and colleges and organi-
zations of advanced research and scholarship.

Tur, UNITxE) FUND OF JoHNsoN CITY,
John.son Citty, Tenn., September 9, 1969.

lion. RusslLJ. It. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Pinancc,U.N. scnate, Wlashinngton, D.C.

DEAR SFNAroR Loo: This is a brief letter with two basic purposes. First, I
want to express appreciation to yen for the part you had in Improving the Tax
Bill of 1969 and especially for the revisions made in regard to appreciated property
and the replacement of the 71/2% t: on foundations by a 2% "supervisory tax."

The second matter, however, Is one of concern ; because If my understanding is
correct, there is considerable ambiguity In regard to the definition of a foundation.
Indeed, the UTniled Fund might conceivably be included In this category; and I
would hope that ti legislation when It finally come before the Congress of the
United States would make It perfectly clear that the United Fund Is In the
same category as churches and educational Institutions and not as a foundation.
It would seem to us that this matter could be very easily clarified.

At tile ineeting of the Board of l)irecto-s of the United Fund here In Johnson
City oni Septendier 8, a resolution was passed requesting us to write this letter
to you expressing our concern.

Thanking you for your continued Interest in this matter and for your evident
concern in meeting tie tneels of citizens of our great nation, we remain

Most sincerely,
Trios. P. Porr~m, Jr.,

President.
F. IIEISSr JOHNSON,

Educational Chairman.

ANALYSES or OUPNATION RcoIoisioxs or TAX REFORM BILL oF 1909 (II.R. 13270)

(By Anthony Z. Rolsmuan)

It can nio longer bel doubte(l that there is a need for federal tax reforms.
Preferential treatment such as allowing mineral depletion allowances unrelated
to time costs of production and permitting some very wealthy taxpayers to
completely avold taxes must be abolished. Loop-holes allowing sophisticated tax
lawyers to draw up businicsi schemes using accelerated depreciation or combi-
nations of Interest deductions and other expenses to turn out-of-pocke.t losses
Into tax savings must lie closed. Outmoded and archaic tax provisions dealing
with tax exempIt organizations and capital gains provisions which have no rela-
tion to present (lay problems and goals must he amended.

Tie promised Tax Reform Bill of 1969 (lI.R. 13270) attempts to meet some
of these problems, Ignores others and In some cases creates new and far worse
problems than It was intende~l to solve. In at least one case, the reforms rela-
tive to tax exempt organl.ations, the bill displays a wanton disregard for the
lublhic Interest, and for the tax exempt organizations and for any semblance of
fair and equitable taxation. Instead the bill is an obvious vendetta motivated by
a few Isolated examples of gross abuses by tax exempt organizations but might
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just as well have been motivated by the belief tiat tax exempt organizations,
particularly those engaged in charitable, edutviti'nal nlid soial welfare work
and now exempt under Seetion 40(C) (3), are going too far and being suecess-
fuil in obtaining their tax exempt objectives.

An adequate analysis of the more than 135 pages of the bill which deal with
tax exempt organizations and charitable contributions is imlossible in the few
weeks in which tile public has had an ol)portunity to view the. bill. however,
even a cursory analysis of tile proposed provisions clearly indicates ihat this
is olie of tile moIst complex and vindictive pieces of tax legislation ever liroiosed.
Under existing law a taxpayer found guilty of civil tax fraud pays a penalty
equal to 50% of the tax due. Under the proposed bill a private foundation which
innocently makes a grant for an activity which I1S1 later deterlllines is an
attempt to influence legislation must pay a tax equal to 100% of the amiouint
of tile grant. (New Section 4945)1 Such obvious discrimination against private
foundations Is wholly unjustified.

In the next few pages 1 shall indicate other areas i, 11.1. 13270 dealing with
tax exempt organizations which are equally discrilinatory. There are also
many other provisions which are too vague to lrovile any iroler statutory
standard or are so worded as to create results which were obviously never
intended and I shall also indicate sone of these provislois.

My purpose is to establish beyond any reasonable doubt that the so-called
reform provisions relating to tax exemlt organizations are so ill-conceived and
so Ioorly drafted that no aniount of cutting. Lasting or I)atehing coull possibly
produce an intelligent legislative proposal ; that il the face of a genuine desire
oil tihe part of niost tax exeplilit (Section 501 (C) (3)) organization to have!
honest reform which will abollsh the abuses of present law. including those
abuses which unduly limit tax exeiinpt activities,. now is the tine, to undertake a
really new look at tax exempt organizations ; and finally that the Senate Finance
Committee should remove the tax exempt provisio.m from MR. 1.3270 amd should
inlmediately schedule separate hearings on that subject setting a specific time
in the future when concrete prolxisals shall be submitted and whent a study (of
these )po0sa)s shall begin.
Tie bludgeon of the reform provisions fall on the head of a newly defile

entity-tle "private foundation". The underlying premise of this brutal attack
is that any organization which (loes not rely upon year by year contributions from
a large segment of the populace does not really deserve to be tax exe Hpt. 1e-
liance upon large contributions from a few public spirited imdividuals has fre.
quently been the backbone of charitable and social welfare activity. Even our
elected officials usually must rely upon a few heavy contributors or their own
wealth for their campaigns.

The mere fact that a charitable organization Is supported by a relatively
few contributors Is no basis to automatically subject the organization to Aue
burdens of the proposed bill. We have a National Gallery of Art in Washington
due in large measure to the philanthrophy of one family. Colleges, civic build-
ings, public parks, student aid programs arid thousands of other socially useful
projects are the results of one-family or one-iuan philanthropy. It Is merely lazy
legislating which results in proposals like ILR. 13270 that punish tile good with
the bad. If abuses flow from sonie narrowly supported organizations then the
legislature should have the Ingenuity tc draft legislation which will cure the
disease, not kill the patient. As a result of the broad and irrpspon.!ble sweep of
new section ;59, defining private foundations, aiany legitimate and worthwhile
activities will be curtailed or even worse eliminated.

NEW SECTION 501#

The first limitation imposed on the "private foundation" Is a 71/j% tax on net
investment Income. (New Section ,06) I have no objection to f,!irly taxing the
tax exempts to pay time cost of administration --4 the tax law, but why only
"private foundations" and why at a 71/% rate. A simple fee to be pald upon appli-
cation for tax exempt status, by all tax exempt organizations, could be imposed,
graduated according to the size of the organization. If additional funds are
needed an additional fee, clearly limited to the costs of operation could hie in-

1 Unless otherwise specified new section numbers refer to the section numbers which
will exist It the tax reform legislation Is passed. Other section references are to present
provisions of the 1954 code.

33-S65-70-pt. 7 of 7-15
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posed annually. (See for instance the fee schedules for the salary and expenses
of referees In bankruptcy 11 U.S.C. 68(c) (2)).

What is really disturbing about Section 503 is tile method of computing the net
invest me't income. First in subsection (b) (4) (A) the market value of invest-
nients as of )ecember 31, 1969, Is automatically set as the minimum fair market
value. In today's depressed security market this virtu ly eliminates any pos-
sibh net capital losses. Certainly ease of administrative computation cannot
be the excise for the artificial cutoff because it New Section 507, the foundation
is required to trace back to 1913 to determine the aggregate tax benefit accruing
to it nd contribiutors to the organization-a far more complex computation.
A fair law would at least permit the foun(lation to use the donors lasis (if It can
be established) or the December 31, 1969 figure whichever Is higher.

In subsection (b) (4) (Ii) the law creates one of many counter productive
results. If capital gains are added to net Investment Income only where the assets
are held for production of Income, foundations will be encouraged to avoid the
safe blue chip securities and bonds which have Income and buy instead the non-
dtvilend )aying common stocks which produce only capital gain, which will
not be (axed. This policy clearly conflicts with the policy in New Sections 4942(e)
and '1914 which encourage to some extent holding assets which produce safe
and steady rates of return.

NEW sEcrION 507

New Section 507 Is one of those provisions which is so ludicrous that merely
reading it vividly displays its most blatant defects. The whole idea of tracing tile
aggregate tax benefit back to 1913 for taxpayers long since dead whose tax
returns, if not destroyed, are private documents which can probably never be
obtained, is absurd. Yet the section requires that the tax imposed be the lower
of tile aggregate tax benefit or the total net assets. Only IRS can be sure of
having access to the foundations' contributors tax returns. How can the IRS
determination be challenged by the foundation?

Another one of the counter-productive effects of the new law is the use of a
tax measured by net assets. For that foundation which intentionally desires to
terminate Its private foundation status the tax can effectively be avoided by
heavy expenditures financed by loans (to get net assets to zero) before taking
the acts which culminate in the termination. For the foundation which Inad-
vertently has Its private foundation status terminated it may be caught with
massive net assets. A law which encourages intentionally well-planned violations
Is hardly desirable.

In subsection (b) (1) (B) of New Section 507 Is further evidence of unjustifi.
able discrimination. Aggregate tax benefit is measured by the tax benefits which
the 501(c) (3) private foundation has obtained since 1913. However, these tax
benefits, i.e. tax exemption, are available and would have been available to every
tax exempt organization even those permitted to lobby or engage in other
activities prohibited tn the 501(c) (3) organizations. Given the massive burden
already Imposed by New Section 507, an additional penalty requiring forfeiture
of benefits which any tax exempt organization could obtain would appear to be
a another ease of legislative over-kill.

Subsection (b) (2) Is an example of the muddled language and sloppy draft-
ingr which pervades the bill. It is impossible to determine on the face of the
statute whether a "substantial contributor" refers to human beings only or also
to corporations and other non-personal entities. Reference to the "spouse" of
the contributor Implies a human donor. But In New Section 4946(a) (1) (c), the
phrase "substantial contributor" (defined by New Section 4946(a) (2) as being
the definition in New Section 507(b) (2)) clearly refers to the corporation,
partnership or unincorporated enterprise which is a substantial contributor to
the foundation." Even if this obvious confusion were clarified New Section
507(b) (2) leaves much to be desired. It is unclear if the grants from other
foundations are to be used in determining under subparagraph (B) who con-
tributed the greatest amount to the foundation. In addition, in the case of little
"private foundations" receiving small contributions, a single donor of $100 may
suddenly find b'mself thrust In the spotlight as the "substantial contributor"_
and therefore as a "disqualified person". (See New Section 4946(a) (1) (A)).
This status immediately throws his entire financial holdings and activities under
the scrutiny of the IRS by virtue of the self-dealing provisions In New Section
4941 which are triggered by the presence of a "disqualified person". A wholly
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Innocent purchase of goods or services from this $100 donor or sale of gotsis
to him will automatically result in a self-dealing tax regardless of the motives
of the parties Involved or the fairness of the trawzaction, anl could prodhie
a tax as high as 200% of the amount Involved in the transaction, mider New
Section 4941(b) (1).

TJhe real evil is not even the case in which any foundation is caught hut the
dilemnm In which the small "private foundation'" finds it6,vlf. Unable to grasp
the intricacies of this legislative thicket, too poor to hire tax coun:el, the small
and private foundation will certainly go under. The result-fewer -..mll founida-
tions, more big foundations, precisely the opposite result which tax reformers
have been seeking. Unfortunately, this is not the only area in whi,.h pressure
against the existence of small foundations is created in the prolKsed law.

New Section 507(c) Is an excellent example of how to draft a statute to create
tho maximum confusion and litigation. One can hardly imagine a date less sus-
ceptible to precise Identification than the (late on which "action is taken by the.
private foundation which culminates in its ceasing to be a section 501(c) (3)
organization". Is the (late to be when appropriate board resolutions are passed,
when funds are collected, when funls are expended, when tile first niewspaJMr
ad appears, when time first voter is registered, when the research leading to the
prohibited activity Is betun, or what? Subscetion (d) has the same defect. Both
subsections require determination of a precise date but Jeltler has any sound
basis for accurately determining that date.

Now Section 507(e) IF. hardly a taxpayer benefit. What good does it do a private
foundation to have the unpaid portion of an assess nemnt abated 5 yoar.s after
the assessment became due and payable? Is the section intenh'd to reward the
foundation which can avoid payment of the tax for 5 years? I)oes subparagraph
(2) of subsection (e) suggest that an organization could lie treated as meeting
the requirements of New Section 170(b) (1) (B) for years before the enactment
of the new section? Given the technical requirements of New Section 170(b) (1)
(B) any organization which has met these requirements did so by the sheerest
coincidence.

A. far more disturbing aspect of subsection (e) I. thit thle Secret'ary is olven
the discretion to determine whether the unpaid as.vs.,ment will be abated.
Certainly in the case where a "private foundation" terminates its status by
qualifying under New Section 170(b) (1) (B) (i.e. by becoming a publicly-su-
ported foundation (there Is no reason at all to allow the Secretary to exercise
discretion in abatement of the assessment. The bill Is based upon the belief that
private foundations should be encouraged to become publicly supported. Even
the risk of a tax equal to the total net assets of the foundation would deter the
foundation. Yet, under New Section 508(e) if the foundation mnets the rqulre-
ments of New Section 507(e), is a good boy for 5 years, its status as a private
foundation automatically "shall be terminated". If there is any doubt that the
Secretary's discretionary refusal to abate the assessment Is virtually Irreversible,
that doubt should be dispelled by the decision in Transport Manufacturing and
Equipment Co. of Delaware v. Trainor, et al, 382 F.2d 793 (C.A. 8th, 1907).

New Section 507(f) places another nail in the coffin of the small IndPe-l1dent
foundation. In subsection (1) (B) the charitable contribution Is denied to any
substantial contributor to a terminated private foundation starting in the year
in which the first act which culminates in termination occurs. Maybe the big
foundation can give their contributors adequate assurances. The little founda-
tions will clearly founder, each contributor (in light of New Section 507(b) (2)
(B)), rather than attempting to keep his contribution at least $.01 below that
of the largest contributor will merely avoid the contribution.

NEW FAMTlON 508

The theory of subsection(b) which penalizes foundations for not making their
existence know to IRS is sound. The execution is questionable. As written,
subsection(b) could apply to organizations which are described in Section
501(c) (3), but which have not sought, nor have Its contributors sought, any of
the tax benefits of Section 501(c) (3) organizations. What Justification 14 there
for imposing a presumption on such organizations? Furthermore, the subsection
is apparently aimed at requiring disclosures of the existence of organizations.
If the foundation makes Its existence known and does not, through Inadvertence
or ignorance, claim It is not a private foundation, why should the presumption
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1 lidy against It? A fairly-drafted provision would have eliminated tlese

TiI, Olx-n-ended exemption granted by subsection (e) (3) Is only as effective
as one's falth in the IRUS. Congress could find should give a better set of guide-
liins. One possible standard would Ie to set a iiliUl i standard based on total
assets id yearly involve all(d provide no (overage of these new provisions at
al; for orgaiiizv.ti¢,ns below the iiiiniiuI. Adequate protection to prevent abuses
caused by the fragmentatlon of large foundations can be easily built into the
satute.

'Thie harshness of the penalty imposed upon a private foundation, which termi-
nates its status makes It all the more necessary that termination be found to
ocvcur only in the most serious cases, yet in subsection (e) (1), a single willful
ind flagrant act of self-dealing, of excess business holdings, of engaging in tax-
able exlelnditures, of investing in a manner which Jeopardizes charitable pur-
looses, or of a failure to distribute income, will result in imposing the full termi-
nat1es tax. These various actions are not equally band and Imposition of a
single harsh penally for all prohibited actions Is ilnJilstilled. While willful and
ligrant acts should not Ibe coniloled, nonetheless a single such act should not
result In total destmruction of the foundation (a result which a tax consisting of
tile total net. assets of tile foundation will produce). This is particularly true
since tle taxes imposed under New Chapter 42 are based on such Imprecise
stamlards that no organization will ever know whether it is conforming with
the law or not.

The consequences of subsection (f) is that unless the foundation which has
fought 5 long years to te(mlnzinte its private foundation status to become a
public foundation and which has had tile good fortune to have the termination
tax abated, remembers to notify the Secretary that it is not a private founda-
ti n then It will automatically be pre:.imned (New Section 508(b) ) to Ie a private
foundation and its troubles will start all over again.

NEW SECTION 509

MIuch can be said nid will be said during the hearings about the overly-broad
definition of a private foundation. In addition, the section has some drafting
problems. lit subseetion (a) (3), there is much confusion. Is an organization
quallfied which meets the requirements of subparagraph (A) or nluist it also,
as does a sulbparagraph (B) organization have to meet the requirements of sub-
pamagraph (C). Subparagraph (A) Is so broad that it may be interpreted to allow
large public foundations to protect what would otherwise be private founda-
tions by allowing the latter to operate for the benefit of it. If this is intended
It wvill greatly lighten the burden of the reforms. This should be made far clearer
in the legislation in order to avoid any confusion.

Subsection (b) Imposes the status of "private foundation" on all existing orga-
liations based upon their past conduct, even though the past conduct may have

been perfectly legal anld without any adverse tax consequence when engaged in.
This seems to be unduly' harsh, inasmuch a,, the private foundation status ap-
plarently cannot 11e terlimted any sooner than 1974 since not ulntV then will
any organization inect time continuous operating standards of New Section
507 (e).

NEW SECTIONN 4041

This is one of tihe most difficult sections to Justify in terms of sound tax
policy. Under existing law (Section 503(c)), self-dealing results in loss of tax
exemption and is directed at. activities whi h are not arms length dealings. The
albsolito prohibition on any dealing between foundations and disqualifled perons
Is far more severe than similar provisions dealing with dealings between related
parties such as husband and wife or related corporation.

On subsection (a) (1), the tax imlpsed is not merely 5% of the amount involved
because that 51 is iml)osed for each year during the taxable period-the period
from when the act of self-dealing occurred until it Is corrected or a deficiency
notice is ma!!c! Furthermore, the person liable for the tax Is any disqualified
personal "who i)artclcpates in the act of self-dealing". This Is an extremely vague
standard and is open to much conjectur,: and confusion,

Subsection (b) (1), iml)oses a 200% tax on the disqnalifled person If tile act
of self-dealing is not corrected within the correction period. Not even a willful
refusal to correct is required as a condition of this tax being Imiposed. Under
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subsection (e) (3), the correction requires at requires at least pl-aing ti foiuii-
(lation if) the position il vhilch it would b, if the disqualified IK-rsi were dling
under the highest fiduciary standard. This minimum standard of correction is
totally unworkable. In any given ease it will be necessary to re-examiie all rele-
vant flianicial and economic daita to deterlinie what the highest fiduciary stand-
ards would require. With a 200% tax riding on the outcome, there can hardly
be any room for error yet the standard Is too %,ague to nisurv any accuracy in the
corrective actions taken.

In subsection (b) (2) a '50% tax is Imposed on the foundation manager whito
refuses to agree to the correction regardless of whether the correction is legally
required or not and leaves the foundation manager no in(elKndent Judgment in
the ntter. Since the "foundation manager" Includes directors and trustees (New
Section 49tG(b) it is lo.,sible that lie will be faced with the dilemma of eitht
allowing the correction and violating his fiduciary obligation to the foundat io
or refusing the correction and paying the tax. Normally, at the time v'rrective
action Is to be taken no one will know whether the action meets the vague
standards of New Section 49-11 (e) (3).

A frequent practice among foumdatlions is to sell products or services to con-
trbutors who are then able to have something for their e4oltribution. ('onversely
a foundation will frequently obtain a contribution by being allowed to uiiake a
bargain purchase. Surely a way can be found to deal wit hi i lie abuses of ,,.If-
dealing without automatically cutting off these comnmoly ustd fuiid r-aisiiig
devices as Is done lit subsection (d) (1). Even the ext elotions in (d)2o (Iti.
(C) and (1)) do not permit the freedom of action which is required or desirable.

In subsection (d) (2) (F) there Is no provision for corporate adjustmentsb re-
quired by law, such as bankruptcy reorganizations, in which the foundation did
not receive fair market value. Surely any transaction approved lby a court Iin an
adversary proceeding should be protection enough to avoid unldesirable
self-dealing.

In subsection (e) (2) the "amount Involved" for purposes of computing the
tax in subsection (a) (1) is keyed to the highest fair market value of the iirop-

erties Involved In ami act of ,elf-dealiig. Where the( act Involved Is a bargain sale
or goods by a dlisjailied jwrsmni to it foumdtitn (mi act which itself sess fr(,
of any abuse) the disqulalilled Is subjected to the penmilty tax based upont a value
which lie did not even receive in the traiaction. It would be fairer to measure
the amount Involved by the fair market value of the property received by the
person who is being subjected to tile tax.

More of the inequities created by the unworkable standard for correction in
subsection (e) (3) appear in subsection (e) (2) (B) where the 200% penalty tax
is based upon the highest fair market value, durig the correction Ip(rold, ,of thtl,
property Involved iit the transaction. This merely creates another arguing Ixdmit
and will surely create more litigation as the Ills and the taxpayer attenmlpt to
find the highest fair market value and to deterlueim whether or not a corrction
has been made. Isn't a 200% tax penalty enough? Doesn't this additional burden
merely further increase the Incredibly difficult task of administration of this law?

NEW SECTION 4942

Taxes on undistributed Income are not uiniq(ule In Revenue C(ode. Sections 531-
537 impose such a tax on accumulated business Income. What Is unique ill Sec-
tion -I1M2 is the imposition of tile 15% tax and the further imposition of a slj(.lal
100% penalty tax under subsection (b). Inasmuch as the 15% tax Is (lt i'vi~ry
year in which the amounts remain undistributed there is no good rea.sin to
treat a charitable or educational organization with more severity than a private
for profit business.

Subsection (e) will have an indirect deterrent effect on Investment Imiliices
of foundations which the bill should encourage. Many securities, such as gov-
ernment an( municipal lbonds, o not produce a 5' ; rate of return fn( tire gen-
erally lower than the commercial rate of return. By in ('ffect forcing tie ftomi-
dation to obtain an investment return at the commercial rate, subsection (e) is
driving the foundation to the higher risk and less socially desirable investment.
In addition subsection (e) (2) values the assets for purlooseS of the comlpjitimg
the rate of return on the basis of current Imrkket value rather than valie at the
time of acquisition. This really makes the rate of return required hilght-r than
5/c because by using current market values, it will be necessary to include un-
realized capital gains. This means the return of 5" on a stock worth $1(9) will
be Inadequate when the stock's market value reaches $120. In a market of aplore-
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clating asset values a foundation might either have to actively trade and realize
its capital accretions, or seek investments returning 10% or 12% on tile purchase
price to keep the return above 5% on the increasing but unrealized fair market
values of its investments. One must wonder if the sound tax policy really re-
quires the burdensome impact and administrative l)aperwork which subsection
(e) (2) will entail.

On subsection (f) the foundation Is limited in the deductions which It may
claim. Taxes paid under New Sections other than New Section 506 are not
allowed as deductions. Also the provisions of subsection (f) (1) (B) (1) raLse
sonic interesting problems. May the foundation, like a corporation subject to
tax under Section 11, be permitted to deduct its lobbying expenses directly re-
lated to its incoming-I)roducing activities tinder Section 162(e) of the 1954 Code?
If the expense is allowable, as It clearly seems to be and should be if the foun-
(ation Is to be fairly treated, will that lobbying activity be prohibited activity
under New Section 4945(b) (1)? There is also something which offends one's
sense of fair play in subsection (f) (2) (B) which compels the foundation to in-
elude net short term gains but not to deduct new short term losses. Compare this
with Section 12.31 of the 1954 Code which allows where the av',rage profit making
businessnmn Is allowed to treat certain gains as capital gains but if they are
losses, they are ordinary losses. It hardly pays to be interested In educational
and charitable pursuits. You can get better tax treatment as a profit making
amoral businessman.

Subsection (g) (2) allows "set asides" in certain limited cases. However, a set
aside to be treated as a qualifying distribution must first be approved by the
Secretary or his delegate. Given the usual backlog in IRS administration, this
requirement of an advance ruling and the conconimitant lack of precise statutory
stanidnrs may unduly interfere with the prompt commitment of funds for
worthwhile projects. There Is no adequate standar(l to guide the Secretary in
setting the necessary terms and conditions for the use of set asides although the
use of such multi-year projects is a common and important practice of most
foundations and should be subjected to some more specific and easily followed
standards.

No one would denty that the new tax reform measures are extremely complex.
It may lie many months or years before meaningful Treasury Regulations are
promulgate(]. Note the 16 year delay in developing comprehensive regulations
under Sections 511-513 relating to the unrelated business income tax. In the
meantime many foundations will be reluctapt to take actions which will subject
them to the severe penalties of the law. As a result many foundations will greatly
curtail their giving, a result which in itself raises grave doubts as to the wisdom
of the immediate effective (late of this law. However, under sflbsectlon (h), this
cautionary attitude might result in endless years of excess taxes. Subsection (h)
clearly indicates that distributions made in subsequent years will be treated as
pail out of the earlier year's undistributed Income. A foundation which is now
distributing all income and curtails giving for a year or two tn order to get better
guidelines for action will, unless It unloads massive grants in one year, never
get out from tinder the results of Its earlier caution, a caution dictated by a
desire to act In conformity with the law. A period of grace, perhaps one year
after final regulations are promulgated by IRS, should be given with respect to
every section of the new bill to avoid these disastrous cross pressures on the
foundations. This is particularly necessary where the Permissible course of
action cannot be determined until the final Treasury Regulations have been pub-
lished. See, for Instance, New Sections 4942(b) (2), 4941 (e) (4) (B), 508(c) (3).

Tie statute should clarify whether the election tinder subsectlon (h) (2) will
give rise to refunds for prior years. It is also unclear what periods of statute of
limitations apply to the various transactions and computation dates created
by the new provision. These are relevant both for purposes of the right to seek
refunds and for purposes of legally permissible time for assessment of taxes.
It is hoped that the bill does not intend, in the absence of fraud (for which a
six year statute of limitations applies) or failure to file a return (for which
no statute of limitations appless, that the foundations will be subjected to more
burdensome statute of limitations than he average business corporation or
other taxpayer.

Subsection (1) fails to clearly indicate when and how It operates. Does sub-
paragraph (1) require that, in each of the five years there be an excess of
distributions or only that the total distributed for the five years exceed the
total required to be distributed. The latter interpretation would appear to be
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fairer and would allow a carryover of any excess not used in the sixth and
subsequent taxable years to amounts not distributed in those years. The sub-
section does not indicate whether in making the compilation for the five year
period it is permissible to consider years before the enactment of those new
provisions.

The newly created entity-operating foundation--Is inadequately defined in
subsection (j)(3). What is the status of a foundation whose exempt purpose
is to fund worthwhile educational activities which deal with consumer educa-
tion? Is the direct active conduct of the foundation the giving of grants? In
what manner must Its assets be devoted directly to such activities? Even if
the foundation engaged in research itself would its assets be (drectly devoted
to the activities if they produced income for it or would the aiets have to
consist of books, libraries, desks, etc? Would the asset be directl- devoted If
it were used to fund an annuity program to attract high quality scholars to
the educational organization?

Even greater problems exist under subsection (J) (3) (13) (11). Under subsec-
tion (g) (1) (A) (11), distributions to foundations which are riot operating founda-
tions are not qualified distributions. Thus, a foundation need.: to know in advance
if its recipient is or is not an operating foundation. Since live or miiore founila-
tions must be distributing to a foundation for it to qualify under suibs-tlon
(j) (3) (B) (i), any potential operating foundation will be forced Into a very
difficult task of obtaining funding commitments from any single foundation.
The belief that this task can be done presupposes a far more precise method
of operation than found, lons can or should obtain. Many foundations can only
afford one or two funding meetings a year. If a potential grantee is not clearly
qualified when thi meeting occurs, It will likely be passed over, regardless of
the merit of its project. These substantial problems of operation must foe weighed
against the questionable virtue (as discussed earlier) of requiring diversified
support for foundations.

NEW SFFION 4943

Subsection (a) (2) (B) contains another of those unnecessarily harsh and
difficult to administer provisions. What good reason is there for judging excess
holdings on the basis of the highest holdings during the year. A new corporation
which issues 1% of its stock to a foundation but does so for convenience only
one day before the remaining 99% of the stock is issued will subject the founda-
tion to the excess holding provision. In addition the IRS investigation Is required
to check every day of the year both as to foundation holdings and as to the total
stock or other interests held In the business. The benefits, if any, to be gained
by this provision certainly do not outweigh the conshlerable difficulties which
it creates. An end of year determination of holdings would appear to be more
than adequate.

I assume that the principal abuse which this section is intended to reach Is
the control of businesses by foundation. Other sections deal with the wisdoir, of
the investment (New Section 4944) or the danger of self-dealing (New Section
4941). Why then is It not permissible under this section to own any percentage
of nonvoting stock or other securities (including bonds and other evidences of
indebtedness). Clearly subsection (c) (2) (A) does not allow such holdings but
the reasons for such exclusions remain a mystery.

Under subsection (d) (1) a foundation will have to examine tihe hohldingn
of all disqualified persons and the holdings of all the entities in which such
disqualified persons have holdings to be sure that no violations exist. This is
so because the percentage of holdings allowed includes, in effect, the holdings
of disqualified persons. (New Section 4943(c) (2) (A) (ii) ? This kind of intric-ate
tracing of stock ownership, which ownership can shift from day to day is a
monstrous burden upon the foundation. A minor stockholder in a corporation
which owns a very large percentage of stock of a corporation in which th-
foundation owns stock may be the inadvertent cause of a completely Innocent
violation of the statute. The situation is not dangerous and should not be covered
by the proposed section, which as is true elsewhere in the bill, sweeps broader
than necessary.

Subsection (d) (4) creates a wholly new concept in the tax exempt law-
"functionally related business." Inasmuch as Sections 511-513 of the 1954 code
already contain a similar concept ("related business") it would be far wiser
to use that definition or to modify that definition to also refer to "functionally
related business."
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NEW SWXTION 409-1

It i5 difficult to Imagine a less )rccise standard for the imposition of such a
niassive tax (100 ) than that provided in subsection (a). How any foundation
('Jall ilcil lrttely Jilg(, whether its Iivestiniitnts will "jeopardize" the carrying
out of its exelmpt liirlioses Is beyond comlJreihension. One immediate problem Is
whether actions taken with regard to investments whih subject the foulidationi
to new taxes, such ts excess hioldiligs, net Inveslment income, etc., would be
Investnients which Jeopardize the carrying out of its fiction by reducing avail-
able fuids. ''hte ineed for such a provision at all is also puzzling. State law
governis the comtiuct of foundations and a suit would lie by the attorney general
oil behalf of the public against a foundation's managers for Improper conduct
eidaigering its exempt purlpses. it is aiiaiiiolous that this section which is
apparently intended to protect the exempt objectives of the foundation should
(1o so by subjectiug It to a massive tax which could in some cases completely
destroy the foundation.

NNE SECTION 4945

While many may Sympathize with the objectives of this section, although I
am not one, it is difficult to imagine much legitimate support for the imposition
of a 110";'f tax on any expeiditlire which no matter how innocently entered into
turns out to be a prohibited exlnliture. This is clearly carrying the concept of
taxation as a penalty beyond the point of reasonableness. Even willful tax
evasion does not result In such a penalty. The kinds of activities being condemned
are, in some ease., those which most businessmen may engage in and obtain
tax deductions (see, for instance, Sections 1.162-1,4 and 1.162-20 of the Treasumy
Regulations of the 1954 code) or at least those which private individuals only
pay normal taxes, up to a 70% maximum, upon. For what reasons are the found-
ations placed in a less favorable position than the average taxpayer?

Under subsection (b) (4) grants to private foundations are prohibited unless
there is expenditure responsibility. Those responsibilities are set out in sub-
section (f) and are so burdensome as to be totally useless. In particular the
requirement in subsection (f) (2) that reports be verified seems Incredible. It is
obviously necessary to hire auditors and even private detectives to verify the
report. The expenses incurred in providing this verification coupled with the
substantial risks of a 100% tax will virtually abolish all small grants find will
drive small private foundations out of the tax exempt area. This will produce
the very over-empha is on big foundations whih the law was intended to cure.

'arlier I talked about the problem of foundations holding grants until clear
guidelines are published thus Increasing undistributed Income and the tax
thereon (see New Section 4942). Under subsection (e) of this section individual
grants can only be made pursuant to a procedure approved in advance by the
Secretary. With organizations across the country seeking approval of procedures
immediately upon enactment of this bill there will be all inevitable delay in
approval and thus through no fault of their own private foundations which
emphasize individual grant, will be subjected to an undistributed income tax.

NEW SECTION 4040

The most troublesome part of this section Is sul)section (b) defining foundation
managers as officer, director, or trustee of a foundation. Many foundations have
an honorary board of well known men and women who agree with the basic
princilles of the organization, but (o not participate in day-to-day operations
of tie foundation or even set overall policy. These honorary board members may
well be designated trustee or directors but will certainly not lend their names
to any foundation where they may be troated as a foundation manager. None-
theless they are valuable additions to the foundation, lending their prestige and
stamp of approval to the foundation objectives but unable because of the press
of other matters to devote significant time to the foundation activities. Their
participation even on an honorary basis should not be discouraged.

CONCLUSION

There are, of course, many other )rovisions of the Tax Reform bill relating
to fomidations and charitable contributions which are equally objectionable, but
which time does not permit me to explore at this time. Based upon the l)rescnt
analysis, It is clear that the presently proposed legislation is unacceptable. Even
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if tile objectives sought to be obtained are accepted. tie loroioosed law goes mu.h
too far and in a much too careless Imnner to be enacted as Flderal tax legisla-
tion. There is muchi1 work to be (oe if truly imaginative and desirable reforms
for foundations are to be fortlhcoviing. No considerations was given to Irolhn,.t,
created by the availability of tix deductible lobbying activities on behalf of
business interests (Section 1012(e)' of the 1 5 Cod(-) witlut some similar
advantage for tile pro-eonsuiner, pro-conservatilonist. IrO-lubliru I|uterest lobby-
ihg. No consideration was given to expanding the delinition of a charitable or-
ganization to Inclhde all social welfare activities such as col$servation and
consulner interests. These an( many other "liberalizing" reforms imlust be von-
sidereal in conjunction with any new strictures on foundation activities. The
501(c)(3) tax exempt organizations for the most part serve an1 invaluable
function in our society by providing non-partisan education. partisan rejiresenta-
tion of social values which would otherwise not lie represented because they are
not always Important to an( are even sonietimies opposed by the tuisiliess coill-
initty and Its economic interests, and the (loilg of good works. Any dinuntion
of these socially desirable activities should he carefully studied before any action
is taken. The foundation provisions of 11.11. 13270 have not had and will not
have adequate consideration ill the present political climate which appears to
demand immelliate tax reform legislation o1 areas other than the foundations.
It would be a grave mistake to let tills pressure for other tax reforms result
Ili hasty and regrettable legislation respectilg foundations.

Co-ORDINATINO COUNCITr I'O FOVNDAITIONIS, INC.,
l1'csl Hartford, Con., ArUyt8t 20, 1969.

Sen. TO'iMAS J. )ODD,
Senate Office Building
Washingtonz, D.C.

Sia: Tile recently passed house version of the Tax Reform Bill is of great
c .acern to those of us who have responsibility for administration of funds and
distribution of Income Involving charitable trusts and foundations.

We particularly invite your attention to two sections, the first being Title I
Subtitle A; Part II, Section 506, having to (to with a 7 ,§ tax oil private
foundation investment Income, Incluing capital galins. The iailha(loll of thiis
tax and Its Implications foi the future are a distinct threat to charitable fou:da-
tions acting in behalf of Institutions and projects Ili the public Interest. The
real losers, however, would be the people served by Institutions Ini the f;reater
llartford area that benefit from the existence of the foundations tit Issue.

By far the great majority of tile Income of foundations we represent is spent
In the Greater Hartford area in l)ehalf of the public at large. A few of the
institutions Involved are the hospitals in Hartford, colleges and universities in the
area, public school programs for the disadvantaged, numierous Red Feat her social
agencies and public recreation comim55issions.

The loss of revenue by these and other tax exempt agencies supported by
private foundations would seriously jeopardize their ecoioinic' well being, and
wouhl certainly result in curtailment of projects and services in the public
interest.

If this tax is finally enalcted, the liortents for the future are o(f particular con-
cern to us: inevitable increases in tie amount of tax, plus the sure ailication
of state and local taxes following Federal action. This would seriously weaken
tile work of private foundations Ili tile public interest.

The second itemi of concern Involves Section ,r9-b-anendlnent of Subtitle
D, Section 4942 covering taxes on failure to distribute Income. Enactinent of this
legislation would imean that we would be unable to accumulate incoille for a
long range capital project. Very often, however, large civic projects must be
planned years in advance of tile actual need for funds. Without the benefit of
long range planning on tile part of interested foundations, many capital projects
will be In Jeopardy.

We do not approve of the accumulation of Income for Its own sake. We are
convinced, however, that freedom of action Is necessary in specific Instances.
We believe it would be preferable to have legislation requiring prior Internal
Revenue Service approval of Income accumulation for a particular project, subject
to a thie limitation of no more than five years.
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We are convinced that the overwhelming majority of foundations operate
conscientiously and ethically In the public interest. Our great strength lies in our
detailed knowledge of specific projects, and in our ability to act quickly with seed
money pending later action by state and Federal agencies.

We are equally convinced that this legislation was brought about as a result
of questionable judgment on the part of certain foundations and individuals.
There must le a better way, however, to regulate unethical practices of the few
than through the imposition of punitive taxes that would Imperil the many.

As an alternative, we believe Federal legislation is necessary to prevent self
dealing by foundation officials, provide full public disclosure of activities, assure
adequate return of income to charity and crack down on organizations established
to avoid taxes. We suggest serious consideration be given to the initiation of
foundation registration fees to fund a Federal office of foundations in the Internal
Revenue Service. Such an office would provide the regulation required, without
curtailing the legitimate activities of foundations established in the public
trust.

JohuN I. Riwo.,
Prc8idcn t.

STATEMENT OF TJilt SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COUNCIL, NEW YoRK, N.Y.,
SUBMITTED BY HNIRY W. RIECKEN, PREIDENT

SUM MARY

1.R. 13270 would seriously damage the programs of the Social Science Research
Council by defining It as a private foundation (although it is not one) and
thus effectively preventing it from receiving grants from the private foundations
(Carnegie, Russell Sage, Ford, Rockefeller, Astor and others) upon which it is
dependent.

The Council does not qualify as a private "operating foundation" because (a)
it ha;im no real assets and (b) it receives more than 25% of its income from a
single soure even though it receives income from at least 5 exempt sources.

The major effect of passage of the Bill in its present form would be to force
the Council to reduce its programs sharply, possibly cutting out some activities
altogether (because they are financed from a single large source) and certainly
curtailing other activities (heeause of the severe reduction in scale necessitated
by restricting the Council's income from private foundation grants). The net
result would be to force the Council to make program changes which It should not
make and which would not be in the best interests of advancing the social
sciences.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee, my name is Henry W. Riecken,
and I am president of the Social Science Research Council. The Council is a
private, nonprofit Independent organization dedicated to the advancement of
the social sciences, principally through improving research. The Council is a
voluntary organization of social scientists. The membership of Its board of direc-
tors and its working committees has included many outstanding members of
successive generations of leaders in these disciplines. From its beginning in the
1920's the Council has been a place where social scientists from the United
States and (unada-and, Increasingly in recent years, from the rest of the
world-ineet to consult and collaborate, to explore the frontiers of their disci-
plines and the areas where interdiscilllnary endeavors sometimes take root and
flourish.

The majority of the Council's board of directors are elected by seven profes-
sional associations in the social sciences (in anthropology, economics, history,
political science, psychology, sociology, and statistics) but the members serve
a individuals, not as agent of these respective associations. The Council is not
a federation of professional associations, and the Council's interest in the
advancement of social science is not limited to the seven academic disciplines.

lFr example, the Social Science Research Council and the American Council
of Learned Societies jointly sponsor a number of committees that aid research
and training of Americans In language and area studies for Latin America, the
Middle East, China, Africa, and Eastern Europe.

Tie two Councils are joined with the American Council on Education and the
National Academy of Sclences-National Research Council in the Conference
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Board of Associated Research Councils which, for two decades, has been respon-
sible for the management of much of the Fulbright-Ilays program of educational
and scholarly exchanges.

Tho Social Science Research Council would be very seriously affected by
passage of I.R. 13270.

Under the current provisions of Sections 508 and W9, the Council would be
classified as a private foundation and thus be made ineligible to receive qualify-
ing distributions (grants) from private foundations. The Council is not a private
foundation. Rather, It Is heavily dependent upon private foundations for funds
with which to carry out its purposes. These purposes are set forth In the articles
of the Council's incorporation which, in 1923, established It as a s&:holarly associ-
ation devoted to the advancement of research in the social sciences.

The Council works through a system of committees, composed of leading
social scientists who give their time and energy to improving the state of
knowledge on some particular topic. These committees hold research colferences
and seminars, sponsor research projects and special training institutes. The
committees cover such diverse topics as economic growth and stability; the
biological hases of social behavior; learning and the educational process; social
factors affecting linguistic behavior ; manpower, population and economle change;
and a survey of the behavioral and social sciences, as well as the world area
study committees already mentioned. Through several of its committees tile
Council awardI fellowships for training young scholars in social science research.
The funds for such awards have been provided by the Carnegie Corporation,
the Rockefeller Foundation and other private foundations.

In effect the Council functions by joining private foundation funds with
professional talent to facilitate scholarly progress In the social sciences. This
principal source of the Council's support would be cut off if it were classified as
a private foundation.

Furthermore, It seems that the Council could not qualify r.s an "operating
foundation" as defined it Section 4942. It has no real assets such as a building
or land that It could "devote directly" to the activities for which It was Incor-
porated. The Council does, of course, devote all of its Income to those purposes,
and It usually receives most of its income from 5 or more exempt organizations.
For example, In 1968-69, it received income from Carnegie Corporation, Ford and
Russell Sage Foundations, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and the Foundation's
Fund for Research in Psychiatry.

In this same period, however, it received more than 25% of Its income from
one Foundation (Ford). While the amounts received and the sources themselves
change from year to yea, this pattern of funding has been characteristic of
the Council's support for several years.

The reason for this pattern Is that the Ford Foundation Is able and willing
to fund programs which the Council considers Important to the development of
social science, omi a scale which is required by modern scientific riethods, whereas
other foundations are not. The Ford funds play an Indispensable role in the
Council's current pattern of activities . The Council cannot carry on ics programs
with its own funds alone (which, Incidentally, came originally fr,,mn private
foundation gifts).

Thus, the dellnitions offered in this 13111 grip the Council like a vise. If it Is
defined as a private foundation, It must either re(ice its progra ins albuKtt 75 per-
cent of their present level (virtually equivalent to going out of business) ; or
reorient its activities so as to obtain substantially all of Its funds from tie
federal government. Such a reorientation would undoubtedly also mean changing
the basic nature of its programs, abandoning activities which the Council believes
are Important.

Alternatively, the Council could try to conform to the definition of an "oIrat-
Ing foundation" by reducing the amount of Income It receives from its largest
source (the opls"ite alternative to trying to Increase support from other private
sources is one that we have pursued assiduously for many years and will con-
tinue to pursue, but it seems unlikely to be crowned with sufficient success to
meet the stipulations of II.R. 13270). This would also mean stringent cutbacks In
program.

In summary, these provisions of the Bill would strike so severely at the ('oun-
ell, and at many organizations like It, as to be virtually destructive. The diM-
culty lies in the failure of the proposed legislation to recognize the ,qecinl nature
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of n niviulper of seiolnarny organizations and helerned soe (vtits. 'fi. group of
ornimiza imji is a aiiily )art and pa rcel of our national system of higher edii-

cation. ]'iahl~ld to tlie llilivi-rsitles aiid colleges and to the )rofessional assoia-
tionst. I tike Ilil, Social Slience Research Council as the example I know best.
Its Bo;lrd of directorss are virtually all university professors who give their time
volunltarily to Council affairs. So are allnlost all tile meilbers of its mnany working
'omIliit iees. The actlivilles of tile Comncil are reiarkabhly similar to what one

finds at nlIversitles: planning, conduct and apprai,4al of pure and applied
research in tIt( social sciences; offering advanced training in special toplcs;
sliding seniinars anl(d sc('l'titlC conferences ; p.)aring al(1 isstig scholarly and

e.hlihieal hooks and ioionograpldi ; andi, finally, ; war(llng fellowships, and resc ehil-
gralts on1 an open conl)etlitive basis to qualified stu(ieIlts an( established scholars.

I respectfully urge the Committee to anenil tihe tax-reforn bill so as to recog-
nize the essential continuity and similarity between the independent scholarly
research organilat ons and learned councils oil the one hand an(1 tle universities
oil tile oilier. I suggest that thte ('olnlitee alinld Sect ion 50M of tile Bill so as
to exempt these organizatiOns front the "private foundation" definition as il-
versities are exempt. 1 (10 not here suggest specific language for such an anend-
nieiit, although I should he happy to offer my Ideas to the Committee and its staff
or to make myself available for discussion of them.

If the ('omiittee Is unable or unwilling to accept such an amendment, I ask
that it consider amen(ing tile definition of "operating foundation" by adding a
tllird category of organizations, namely: Independent holarly research organiza-
tions or learned societies which expend substantially all the support they receive
from private foundations within a limited time (perhaps one year or eighteen
niontlhs) after tie year in which the support is received, and for the purposes for
w hi(ch the organization or society was established. Again, I do not here suggest
specific language for the proposed aieyidnient but I shall be gla(d to make my
suggestions available to the Committee or its staff at their convenience.

I earnestly hope the Committee will adopt an amendment to achieve the pur-
pose I have urged : to preserve a significant and worthy class of private nonprofit

iluititions from Inadvertent damage by a well-intentioned effort to reforin
taxation.

Other provisions of the Bill would have less effect upon the Council. Some we
can applaud and affirm: the provision against self-dealing, tile requirement that
grants to Individlals lie awarded oil an objective and nondiscriminatory basis,
and the various revisionss regarding coimierelal and business activity.

I would comment on the provision to tax income of private foundations, only
that. it breaches tie principle of tax exemption for Oieilosynary purposes, espe-
cially education and research. Once this principle is breached, there Is no clear
way to limit taxation. State and local taxes call easily follow, while the rate of
taxation rises. Tils Bill could open the way to the destruction of one of the
noblest social Inventions of the western world. No one would quarrel with the
worthy lprposes of curbilng the abuses which some so-called private foundations
have colminltted, but the Bill presently cuts anvii. much that Is sound In trying
to prune tile rotten wood.

Finally, the section of the 1ill which prohibits ise of foundation fulds through
grants or projects for propaganda, )artisan political activity, lobbying, voter
registration drives, electioneering, etc. appears to lip both laudable in intent and
consistent with the line traditionally drawn between research and analysis on
the one hand, and propaganda and Influence on the other. But tile provisions of
tills title need to be very carefully drawn so that they do not prevent fair com-
inent oil legislation and do not deprive Congress or administrative agencies of
exlK-r1 advice. It seems to me that tile present draft wouli prevent a recipient of a
Social Science Research Collneil grant froth I)roviding consultation to a Con-
gressional Comnlitte or an administrative agency if ills advice were deemed to
have arisen out of sidy which tile grant had supported. Furthermore, the Coun-
cil's staff and directors will have been given an impossible task of policing the
activities of hundreds of grantees In order to be sure that we are not held
responsible and subject to fines and penalties that would be crushing for anyone
except the very rich.

I have tried to keel) tills statement brief, but I should welcome an opportunity
to clarify any of the points I have made to explain further the nature and func-
tioning of the Social Science Research Council, and to respond to any questions
tile members of the Committee may have.
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SU1iMrvr[F.D IIY II. ROSENIIAUPT, PRESIDENT

Gentlemen: May we reslectfully call your at tentim to certain lr'hiisi,ns of
11.11. 13270 which would, we lie]leve nniiteit loiw ly, s . a hr-a t to li, t'o1It IIilI
existence of the WVoodrow Wilson National Fellowship l,iundatl ion ali imrhaps
other organizations with dstinguiislhed records of servicf- to or niatitm and to
humanity.

Our organization draws its lea(lership from the academle conunilty; it has
rel)resentatIves on the faculties of most colleges III the 'lnited States anld (anada
and advisory committees of scholars drawn front leIading listituttiows or higher
learning. This uniquely qualities it to select individuals to reeeive fullowshlips
and other forms of financial ah1 oil i lie basis of accepted standards of scholarship,
and to respond to developments in higher education tby ptroposinig new programs
to meet new needs.

Funds for the support of our programs comie, primarily ais grants front loriv~itl.
foundations. It seems clear t,, us that the intent on of II.R. 13270 wias that orga-
nizations such as ours be operating foundations" and that grants from other piri-
vate foundations for the support of our work be "qualifying distributions" for
the granting foundation. However, a letter front our legal counsel states "t
appears to us that the bill as presently drafted poses a real threat to the con.
tinued existence of the Foundation," and continues "we think you should britng
this problem to the attention of the Senate Finance Committee with the hope
that some solution can be worked out which would permit the Foundation to
continue Its operations in the future *is they have been conducted in tlir, i'a-t."

Although the definition of "private foundation" contained In the 1il dot, s
clearly apply to us, the definition of operatingg foundation" may not. We, are a
program-oriented organization, not a fund-rolsing organ Iiizalion, antid Utuially
obtain money Il the form of large grants from a few sources so that uumost of
our efforts can be devoted to the effective conduct of our progranis. There has
scarcely been a time hi our 20 year history when the Fmundation dil not have
at least one grant amounting to more than a fourth of its total support. M'ore-
over, we believe that this is appropriate and has not Impaired our hidelwndence
or objectivity In carrying out our programs. We, therefore, suggest two alternia-
tives. First, that the definition of "private foundation" be modified to exclude
organizations such as ours, thus making it simply a charitable organization, as
organizations "testing for public safety" are. Second, that the definition of
"operating foundation" be modified to include us unambiguously. The accom.
panying specific suggestions have been drawn up with the assistance of our
legal counsel and would accomplish these purposes.

DETAILED SUGGESTIONS

(1) Amend Section 509(a) [Bill Section 101(a)] by striking the word "and"
following the semi-colon In Section 509(a) (3) (C) and the period .41 Section
509(a) (4) and adding

and
(5) an organiation whose principal activity since December 31, 1960, has

been either the granting of scholarships or fellowships in ten States or rwire, or
the selecting of candidates for scholarship or fellowship awards in tun states or
more, provided, however, that an organization shall not qualify under this
subsection unless during each year since December 31, 1960, It has been respon-
sible for the granting of at least 100 such awards or the selecting of at least
100 such candidates."

Comments: Since the Congress has seen fit In Section W09(a) (.1) to exclude
from the category of private foundations organizations engaged In "testing for
public safety" we propose that organizatios such as ours, which are engaged on
a national scale in selection of persons for scholarships and fellot'hlips be shn1t-
larly excluded. The above language could also be incorporated in the operating
foundation section establishing it as a separate type of operating foundation.

(2a) Amend Section 4942(j) (3) (B) (i) by striking everything following
"from" (on line 10) and substitutIng-

"One or more exempt organizations which are not described in Section 49-10
(a) (1) (H) with respect to the recipient foundation, or front the general public."

(2b) Amend Section 4P-2(j) (3) (B) by striking the period following "or
ganizatlon" (on line 16) In Section 4942(j) (3) (B) (it) and adding
. o
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(i1) which (loes not make a substantial portion of its grants to other exempt
organizations and actively pursues the purposes for which it is organized and
operated."

STA1viMFNT OF TIlE IIOY AND FEVA MARKUS FouNDATION, INC.

In 195t, oy and Eva Markus established a Foundation in Cleveland, Ohio,
to make higher education scholarships available to needy inner-city youth.

In 1960, faced with a successful program where the needs soon outstripped the
resources, the Cleveland Scholarship Programs, Inc was established, supported
by the Markus Foundation, to provide for wider community Involvwiment with
the saine objectives.

With the P'rograms now operating in nine inner-city high schools, the prln-
cipals make the selections and the winners receive up to $1,800, with half In a
direct grant and half in a loan.

This June, a major breakthrough was made as 345 graduates received awards,
bringing to over 600, the number of students being served by the Programs.
Most awards go to students with C plus to B average grades.

Tihe Cleveland Scholarship Programs, Inc., has successfully coordinated this
community effort which Is spearheaded by a top-level representative group of
busimes, and civil leaders. Corporations, foundations and individuals are making
the scholarships l)ossible--banks and savings and loans are making the loans
possible--business and industry are providing summer employment ; and, colleges
are cooperating In facilitating entrance and counseling.

The Programs are making it possible for worthy disadvantaged youth to
lift themselves into the mainstream of American life through education.

IFrom the Cleveland Press, July 18, 1969]

SC1C1O.AnsniIP PROGRAM DESERVES AN A+

This fall, more than 617 Inner-city high school graduates will be attending
college on scholarships from the unique Cleveland Scholarship Programs Inc.

Many of the winners had B and C plus averages and would have been over-
looked by traditional scholarship programs. Nearly all are from low-income
families.

The 345 scholarships just announced are valued at more than $1,800,000. Half
the cash Is from a number of foundations; the rest of each grant Is a hank loan.
The program, begun only two years ago, now Is one of the largest of Its kind
in the nation. It is something In which all Clevelanders can take pride.

STATEMENT OF TIIE CANNON FOUNDATION, sUBMITTED BY JAMEt L. RANKIN

ONE FAMILY FOUNDATION'S REACTION TO THE PROPOSALS IN TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

These comments are prepared by one actively associnted with the Cannon
Foundations, Concord, North Carolina, for the past twenty-five years.

It is generally conceded even by the Treasury Department that private philan-
thropy plays a special and vital role in our society and that private founda-
tions have an important part In this work. There should be no interference with
groups who act wisely and aid helpful charitable projects which otherwise would
suffer.

There have been abuses on the part of some foundations. To a great degree the
proposals in the House Act, particularly the prohibition against self-dealing
and the requirement of prompt distribution to charity, will go a long ways
towards ending those abuses. However, other provisions will harm and handicap
many family foundations.

This is recognized by "Time" which in its August 15, 1969 Issue, in referring
to the Tax Reform Law, said. "The measure could put a serious crimp In the
activities of some of the country's most respected philanthropic operations which
now donate substantial portions of their income to private universities, museums
and charities."

THE ACT DISCUSSED

Income Tax. The Foundation is willing to pay such tax as the Congress deems
wise. This will reduce the amount which will be received by the charitable organ-
Izatlons to whom The Foundation distributes its investment Income. This tax
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affects only foundations and does not relate to investment income of colleges,
churches, hospitals and other organizations.

Prohibition on Self-dealing. We believe that these provisions are sound and
we have no objection to them.

Delays in, Bcncfi to Charity. We agree that the proposals in the Act will
require distribution to charity within the year of the receipt of investment
income or the year next following, with the suggested recognition of definite
commitments.

We agree with the proposals relating to financial transactions unrelated to
charitable functions.

TIIH NEED TO SELL EXCI-SS iIOLDINGA

We object to the proposal that foundations be Hinited to 20% ownership in
the voting stock of any one corporation less the combined holdings of all of the
donors who include a broad group of people, namely, tho.4e who have contributed
as much as $5,000 in any one year and those who haplp-n to be the largest single
contributor of any year during the history of lhe foundation. This will often
create great difficulty in learning the holdings of that group.

The following statement as of September 30, 19", shows prompt distribution
of our income to charity and presents the problem we will face if we must sell
all of our so-called excess stock:
Total assets at value placed by donors at time of gift plus the

purchase price ------------------------------------------ $23,434,369
Investment income in last year -------------------------------- 1, 478, 498
Distribution to charities in last year ---------------------------- 1,488, 327
Total undistributed income after 25 years ------------------------ 266, 393

$11,8S9,000 represents the "cost" of common stocks in four companies.

Value of
voting stock

(percent) Cost Diyidends

Company A ................................................. 17 $9,736,000 $613.300
Company 8 ................................................. 48 1, 036, 000 26S. 860
Company C ................................................. 41 566, 00 21,050
Company D ................................................. 39 551,000 8,790

Total .............................................................. 1. , 8 .000 1969,000

Remaining assets ......................................................... 11, 550, 00 1510.000

I Equals 8 percent.
I Equals 4 percent.

Therefore, about 50% of the assets on the basis of cost or value at time of gift
Is stock in four companies with respect to which all of the holdings held by The
Foundation must be sold. As is true in many cases, our donors 'aave given of their
chief assets, namely, holdings in their own family companies. The requirement
to sell so-called excess stock is ex post facto treatment of lawful transactions.

In our case, these four companies are all well managed and they are paying
good dividends.

The statement shows that over its twenty-five years of life, The Foundation
has distributed almost all of its investment income, retaining at the end of the
last business year less than one-fifth of that one year's Investment income. Its
administration costs have been very small.

While Its is true that the Act authorizes donors to purchase at fair market value
the stocks which must be sold, a difficult situation arises because the stocks are
now worth about $12 millions and for any individual, or group of individuals, to
raise that amount will be difficult. In addition, there is the danger that competi-
tors might succeed in acquiring the stock being sold which would lead to difficult
and disastrous complications.

We submit that there should be no requirement to sell any so-called excess
holdings where the foundation in good faith continues to follow the other require-
ments of the law, namely: No self-dealing except as specifically authorized; wise
investment of its assets; prompt distribution to charity of all investment income;
payment of such income tax, if any, as may be required; adherence to all of the
other requirement under statutes and decisional law.



We realize that there is the problem of unpre ductive assets for which the donor
has been givn IIIcomlIe lax benefit. it place of the suggested winimuin ,istribu-
timi of s11y 5% of ninrket value of investiwiij assets (which value is dillictlt to
ascertain for closely held shares) and to meet the problem of gifts of non-produc-
tive asset., we suggest: An annual distribution to charity of 4% of the declared
value of the non-Income producing items plu the higher of all actual investment
Income or V, ouu the investment assets based upon the valuation declared by
donors for their income tax benefit and the purchase price of other holdings.
'his '8lluultiates all need to determine market value from time to time and estab-
lislies a known definite amount for determination of the minimum requirements.
1'f,1i alproa(ch will lead to realistic appraisals of values by the donors becau-:e
foumdations will hesitate to accept gifts if the values are overstated.

WVe believe Ihat It is wrong to require the donor to pay a capital gains tax oti
the Increment In value of his gift in order to use the full value for income tax pur-
poses. 'rh1i Is directed at foundations alone and does not apply to gifts to
churches, hospitals, colleges or any other non-profit activities.

It. will (iscourage mna.y from giving and If this happens, foundations and
their beneficiaries will suffer.

Tihe Cannon Foundation during recent years has contributed to many worth-
while activities which are well known to its directors. During a recent year,
these beneflelaries Includcd four hospitals, seven colleges, five schools, and
orphanages, a local school district, eighteen small churches, eight United Funds
or Community Chests and twenty-three other causes, including Y.M.C.A.,
Y.W.C.A., Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, thus encouraging others to Support good
causes. The Foundation is provi(ling ,Jnds for sixty-five scholarships to students
In nine different colleges.

PENALTIES

The penalitles for which )rovision Is made In the form Uf taxes (5%, 15%,
200% and even confiscation of all of the assets of the foundation) are excessive
and almost oppreassive. It will discourage the creation and operation of founda-
tions and may cause men to hesitate to act as directors because penalties are
iInlposed upon the directorss as well as upon the foundation assets.

As of August 15, 1969, a list of twelve large banks showed dividends to be
slightly less illan .1% on present lower prices. A list of 56 industrial, railroad
and utility listed stocks of good quality showed a dividend yield of about 4.14 ;C.
We suggest that others might make a shiuilar test to ascertain the actual divi-
dend yleld oui representative stocks of investment quality.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, we request that there be no requirement to sell so-called exces.
holdings of stock an(! that the minimum distribution be as above requested,
namely, .% on non-income producing Items and 4% on the Investnent v_ sets
based upon valuation declared by donors at the time of the gift plus purchase
price of Investments purchased.

STATEMENT Or TilE BIATWELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE, SUBMITTED BY
PAUL T. SANTILLIT, GENERAL COUNSEL

This statement Is concerned with the application of Section 509 of the pending
Tax Reform Act of 1969, relating to the definition or classification of exempt
organiltions, as to those that are "private foundations" and those that are not
"private foundat ions."

Battelle Memorial Institute (which is exCumpt as an educational and scientific
organization) is not a private foundation In any usual sense of that term-it is
not controlled by any one individual or family, It has a wholly Independent
governing board of scientists, educators, and community leaders, it is supported
by funds from a broad segment of industry and from the Government, its scien-
tifie research facilities are available on a non-discrininatory basis, and Its re-
search and educational programs benefit th, public through dissemination of
new knowledge and new innovative l)roducts and processes. Battelle has been
advised that under the Bill as it pased the House it is not a "private founda-
tion", but would like confirmation of Its understanding.
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WH'IAT IhAMI I.i. 1 AND ID':S

Battelle is an independent not-for-prolit ei,'ntlilt' rcM- ar,h and tltiiati,,mal
organization dedicated to the advancement and ittiliz:tit u (of scicic f,,r the
benefit of mnankind through the processes of tcclintipl'gi.al iltmlVl1ifl,. It iz I.x-
empt from income tax under Internal Revenue C(,le Sestin 5(0li 31). It was
incorporated in 1925 and has been actively engaged for nearly 45 yca rs In a
broad pattern of activities which includes the conduct of contract rc-eari-h anl
the effective training of scientists and scholars at advanced levels tif volht'ati ,l.

Battelle's prlnmary support is derived front slonsors (if rv.searcli. both Gov-
ernment and industry, and from income realized on it. va(ilatil fimis. Thus. in
terms of support, as well as its service, Battelle consilders Itelf a jtb4ii. il-titut-
tion. It does not receive any significant support from any single islpvrsn,, al-
though the major portion of its sponsored research Is for the '.S. (overnli-tWt.
As an example of the public service performed by Battelle, in 1);45 lIalt lle lit,gan
operation of the U.S. (overunient-owned iHanford L~aboratories at Itieltihal.
Washington. The Government invited Battelle to perform this function ii aitic-
ipation of reductions in Government support for the Laboratories and b(Nwaluus-
of Battelle's unique capabilities and unbiased alpjroachi. To dale. linttelle lao
expended more than 20 million dollars of its own funds in this program, anl
Battelle's expenditures are continuing.

As indicated it the foregoing Information and the aitachmt describing Hat-
telle in greater detail (Battelle President's Relrt for IIH;S,, laltile is en-
gaged in a variety of activities benelittng the public. Each year the Institute
characteristically spends, for its exempt purl)oses, at least as ituch as itc rolil-
bined gross Investment income' and contributions received.

ANALYSIS OF TIlE PERTINENT TAX BILL PiROVISIONS

Section 509(a), as proposed to be added to the Code, beginning omm page 15 of
the Bill, lists four categories of organizations as "other ttan private founda-
tions". The pertinent provisions of Section 509(a) are attached. We believe that
the second category (Sectioi, 509(a) (2)) of such non-private foundations cover
Battelle.

As we understand, the concept of Section 509(a) (2) is that a Sect ion .501 (e
(3) organization is not a private foundation If (A) more than one-ttird of its
support is from members or the public and (B) iot more than one-third is front
its gross Investment income. Battelle clearly fits this concept.

However, there is a limitation in Section 509(a) (2) (A) to the effect that in
determining receipts to be included in computing the more tan one-third sup-
port required to come from the public, there is not to be included "sttch reell-iS
front any person in any taxable year which are in excess of 1 percent of the or-
ganization's support in such taxable year". (Italics added.)

The term "person" Is a defined term in the Internal Revenue Code (Sct.ion
7701(n), and as defined does not Include the Government (or a Governmental
unit). Thus, the 1 percent limitation does not apply to support front the Gov-
ernment. This is quite proper because, of course, the Government Is not a pri-
vate person-it is the public.

Under this reading of the Act, which we believe is corcct, Battelle is not a
private foundation.

However, If the word "person" were read as including the Government, then
the anomaly would occur that because of Government support an organization,
such as Battelle, must be treated as a "private foundation" rather than as a
public organization.

FACTS AS TO BATTELLE

Except for its Government research, Battelle would clearly qualify as a pub-
licly- and broadly-supported organization, and not a private foundation. If time
contrary Interpretation of "person" (Section 509(a) (2) (A)) were to be suc-
cessfully propounded, Battelle would be penalized for performing Government
research, and especially for undertaking the operation of the U.S. AEC's Hanford
Laboratories at the Government's request.

As that term Is defined In Section 506(b) (2) of the Bill.
33-865--70-pt. 7 of 7- 16
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To demonstrate the above in financial terms, over a recent period (from
1961-19W8) Battelle's support consisted of 55.4 percent Government research,
20.7 percent lIdustrial research, and 2.4 percent gross investment income (as
defined in Section 50(b) (2)). The balance of Income (as defined in Section
-WO) Is capital gains, which were unusually high during this period. Therefore,
76.1 percent of our support was from the performance of services. If the Gov-
ernient Is considered a "person", and thus all Government research In excess
fit 1 Iprcent is excluded, our remaining support from services is 21.7 percent of
the total support. It can be seen that under this circumstance Battelle would be
defined as a "private fomidation", contrary to Its basic public character. As a
further Indication of. the anomaly created by such an interpretation for the same
8-year period, If all Government research were totally exclude(] from Battelle's
support, the support would consist of 46.4 percent industrial researchi and 5.3
pHrcent gross investment income from endowment. llence Battelle would clearly
qualify as a publicly and broadly-supported organization. A brief consolidated
financial statement for 1968 is shown Irn the President's Report which is enclosed.

If Battelle was classified as a "private foundation" It would be silbject to
operating restrictions that would severely hamper the conduct of scientific and
educational activities and innovative processes essential to continuing progress
and the national welfare. Such restrictions would be particularly severe if Bat-
telie were further treated as a "non-operating foundation". Such an Interpreta-
tion would Impair its ability to continue its activities in the Pacific Northwest,
and also it would be forced to substantially reduce other programs of research
and education which have been ongoing at Battelle for many years and we be-
lieve have been of considerable benefit to the public. Included In this important
activity is the conduct of self-supported base research and the education and
training of scientists and scholars at the highest. levels.

In addition, because of the potential burdens and restrictions of the pending
Bill and because of the severe sanctions that may be applicable, Battelle would
be concerned about Its ability to attract outstanding public-spirited citizens to
serve as trustees and officers.

The Interpretation of "person" so as to treat Government support as not
public support is clearly not a natural construction and thus could lead to un-
Intended, as well as unexpected, penalties.

In short, Battelle has played a major role In the quality and international
standing of American science and learning since its organization. The Institute
should be able to continue these Important activities without undue or unintend-
ed restraints.

BIATTELLE'8 UNDERSTANDING OF SECTION 509 (A) (2) SHOULD BE CONFIRMED

As previously stated, we believe that both technically and conceptually a pro-
per reading of Section 509(a) (2) (A) Is that the 1 percent limitation on support
by any "person" does not apply to the Government. However, we also believe
that this reading of the Act should be confirmed to prevent any future misun-
derstanding.

This may be done by Including in the Committee Report a sentence to the fol-
lowing effect: "The term 'person' as used in Section 509(a) (2) does not include
a Government unit referred to in Section 170(c) (1)".

If a statutory change were to be made (different from the language sug-
gested above) Battelle could live with a test which eliminated Government sup-
port both from receipts and total support, as long as up to 1 percent (or some
higher percentage) of receipts from others are included in receipts and support.
This would be appropriate because then, as In Battelle's case, if the organization
qualified under Section 509(a) (2) on the basis of support from other scources,
it should not be disqualified because It Is also supported by the Government.

FURTHER COMMUNICATIONS

Should you desire more Information about Battelle, please contact Paul San-
tilli at 605 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201, telephone: Area Code 614,
299-3151, Extension 3655.
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SPOXT FISHEiR-Y l14E.ARCHI FOUNDATION
Wash ingtu,.l D.C., :tuVUf 15, 1969.

lion. RUSSELL B. LoNG
Chairman. Finance Commin11ce
Senate Ofice Building
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am enclosing a brochure describing the program of this
fledgling foundation, an IRS-designated 501(c)(3) organization of relatively
recent birth. 1 Our tax-exempt status was recognized by the IRS as of July 1,
19GI.

Total receipts since that time have amounted to $78.(Y20.41 through April 0,
1969. Total disbursements, correspondingly, were $55,IlW.l11. Of tile latter, 23
annual graduate-level partial fellowslip.i have been awarded it the amount of
$52,250.00 to university graduate students. Remaining disbursements were to
defray Incorporation, printing, fidelity bonding, and accounting elxjenses
($2,279.11), symposium expense ($650.00), and student scieitille paper awards
($225.00).
The balance between cumulative receipts and cumulative disbtrFenments

($23,510.30) is represented by an earmarked student award funid ($3,55S.57).
i fledgling conservation leaders memorial award fund ($570.97), an earmarked
fellowship award in 1970 ($5,444.95), and a start ($13,011.81) toward accumula-
tion of funds for endowment of fellowships. All of these funds were delxsited
in several federally-insured savings and loan association accounts.

No salaries of any kind are paid out of Froundation assets. The sole objects
are to raise funds through charitable contributions lit order: (1) to provide
graduate-level fellowships to hell) accelerate the training of needed new pro-
fessional fish conservationists, and (2) to provide grants to qualified research
scientists to stinultte more research on fishery biology and fish conservation
problems.

This organization recently solicited $100,000 of a potential contributor for
endowment of a fellowship in the biology of Atlantic salmon and/or bililshes.
lie has sufficient money to make such a contribution and appears to be Interested
In doing so. However, he is reluctant to take any action pending the outcome of
current tax-reform considerations now before your Committee.

In order to highlight the problem with respect to small foundations such as
this one, whose role I trust will not be destroyed inadvertently In the proVss of
assuring certain types of reform that are your legitimate purpose, I quote
for your information a pertinent passage from the recently-received interim
response, viz:

"With respect to your suggestion of my setting up an endowment for a fellow-
ship, I will keep this before me but at the moment I am not making any commit-
ments related to eleemosynary contributions until the so-called tax reform
legislation has been considered and dealt with by Congress .In my opinion, the
proposed legislation will, unless substantially altered by the Senate Finance
Committee, interfere markedly with ellemosynary contributions"

A reaction of this nature Is discouraging, to say the least, and unless relieved,
could prove most damaging to the worthy objectives of a number of legitimate
non-governmental programs being conducted In the public Interest. This organil-
zation hopes that your Committee can clarify this matter of tax reform vis-a-vis
foundations at an early date so that the flow of charitable contributions to
worthy causes will not be seriously interrupted.
If we can assist your Committee In any manner in our small way, we should

be most delighted to cooperate as you may desire. It will be appreciated If you
would include this commnication in your record of hearings on this important
matter.

Sincerely yours,
RIO1ARD II. STROUD,

Vice-Prceidcn t.

The brochure was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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,STAIE;NT lY iOBEFRT (. (CIlOIL.A1, CHAIRMAN, }1o.ARI) or TllustE:,s.
CJLARLES 1". K1FATERIN(I FOUNDATION

1. The 71?2 percviit tax on the ivestentii lIncone of plrlvate foundations woIl
unwisely Illair ilie hportant role of rIvaIte )hilanihropy in our socelty.
Iirllher, thw principal impact of lhe tax will fall oil colleges, uilversitles, reli-
gious organizatloni, hospitals, and publicly supported charities-the very orga-
nlzations the IIouio intended to exclude from the ta'K.

2. The tax on expenditures to Influence legislation will seriously hanipr the
Important work (lone by private foundations in tie fields of education, judicial
and governmental improvenent, environmental cont rol, and other areas of social
concern, and will notl prevent any serious abuse that cannot be dealt with by
vigorous enforcement of existing laws.

3. Although the minimun distribution concept is sound, I believe that grant.,;
to an afilliated foundation which promptly spends the contribution for charitable
purposes should be included as qualifyingg distributions". In addition, flie (efini-
tion of "operating foundation" should be clarified and "qualifying distributions"
should be defined to Include contributions to organizations of the type describedd
In section 170(g) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

STATEMENT

This statement is submitted to present to the Committee my views on tile
provisions of the Tax Reform Bill of 1969, II.R. 13270, as they relate to private
foundations. Since I an in general accord with the objectives of many provi-
slons of tile 11111, such as those designed to prevent self-dealing and other abuses,
I will not comment on those aspects of the House propo.eals. I do believe
strongly, however, that certain provisions of the Bill ntay seriously, and point-
lessly, harper much of the ImIortant work done by private foundations. The
provisions of the Bill with which I am concerned are those dealing with: (I)
ilie 71/ percent tax oi investment Income, (11) the tax oil expend iiures to
Influence legislation, and (111) the minimum distribution requreinents.

1. The 71/ percent ta. on inrestmcnt inconic--Tlhe Bill imposes a tax of 71/
percent on a private foundation's net Investment Imnonme aid Its net capital
gains. This proposal represents a radical departure from the long-standing
Congressional policy of exempting private foundations front tliu burdens of tax-
atlon. That policy has been wisely based ol Congressional recognition of the
special role played by private philanthropy in our society and Congresso'ual
awareness that many of the programs and activities supported by private founda-
tions might otherwise have to be financed by government. Those policy consider-
ations are as vital today as at any time in our history.

Further, although the Bill purports to impose the tax only on private founda-
tions, and not on other classes of exempt organizations such a-- colleges, uni-
versities, religious organizations, hospitals and publicly supported charitable
organizations, It seems clear that the principal Inpact of the tax will fall pre-
cisely on these latter organizations. As this Committee Is undoubtedly aware,
the principal beneficiaries of private foundation grants are charitable organiza-
tions of the type not subject to the tax on investment income. Accordingly, to
the extent that the proposed tax reduces the funds available for distribution by
private foundations, grants inide to'such other tax exempt organizations wfil
be correspondingly reduced. Tile result, of course, is not a tax on private
foundations but a tax on colleges, universities, hospitals, research organizations,
etc.-the very organizations that the House desired to shield from the Impact
of the tax on Investment Income.

For these reasons, it is my firm view that the proposed tax on the Investment
Income of private foundations is an unwise and unwarranted departure from
long-standing traditions and Congressional policy.

II. Tax on expenditures to influence lcf/islation.-The Bill imposes severe
taxes on foundations and their managers for so-called "taxable expenditures".
The term "taxable expenditures" Is defined to include amounts paid to attempt
to influence legislation through (1) "an attempt to affect the opinion of the
general public or any segment thereof", and (i) "private communication with
any member or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person who may
participate In the formulation of the legislation". Activities are not made subject



to the tax if they eonfist only of "making availalole the, r.-ulltl ,f rimllor'ti-ati
aiialysis or research".

This aspect of the Bill has caused a grant dal tiof a oxiity a nil 'oitfu. iin auuing
foundation that a:.'e active in the tilvds or culiatim. jitdi.i.a I a l ; Fg'vrmnvltaj
improvement, environmental control, and other a reas (of si-wial cmicrrn. Many of
the problems studied by these foundations are or will ie dalt with by existing,
pending or future legislation. By the very nature of the work comlicted by such
organizations, and the expertise that they develop, the resiilts ofr their study
or research will culminate in thi, formulation of iKositlln b or revonimidatlions.
This, indeed, is often the very purpose of their critically imiortant work. 1Iilder
the ambiguities of the Bill, many such foundations and their managers would
be constantly working under the threat of being subjected to the severe financial
penalties proposed by the House. Intimidation, lack 'if effectiveness, and aba-
donment of desirable projects wouli almost certainly result.

It seem to me the prevailing view of those knowledgealde it this area of our
tax laws that existing laws, if vigorously enforced. are adequate, to lirevent any
of the serious abuses that concerned the House. No good reason exists. Ilerefore,
for enacting legislation that wouhl have tile effect of subustanmtially (diminishing
the signilicant contribution made by private foundations in seeking solutions to
some of the most troulhesonie problems facing our iviliizAt ion.

III. Minimum distribution rcquircmcnt.-The Bill provide. that a private
foundation must currently distribute, by way of "qualifying distributions," ar
amount equal to the greater of its net income for the year or 5 percent of the
value of its invested capital. I am in complete accord with the requirements that
private foundations currently devote their income to charitable activities and
that the. amount so devoted represent a reasonable return on the foundations'
investment assets. I ani concerned, however, with the Bill's narrow definition of
qualifying d.tribmltions.

My first objection is that the Bill excludes from the definition of "qualifying
distributions" contributions to an organization controlled by trustees or sub-
stantial contributors with respect to tile grantor foundation. This exclusion
creates the anomaly that a direct project expense of a foundation would comi-
stittute a "qualifying distribution," but the sane expense, If incurred through a
"subsidiary" or "brother" foundation to the grantor, would not qualify. Such
affillhted foundations have served a variety of useful purposes in organizing and
defining responsibility il the foundation world. Since the purpose of the minimum
distribution provisions of the Bill could be accomplished by reiliring affiliates to
promptly devote contributions received to active charitable uses, the absolute ex-
clusion of such contributions from the definition of "qualifying distributions"
would unnecessarily impede sound organizational planning.

I am also concerned with the Bill's definition of an "operating foundation" as
an organization substantially all of the income of which is sl'nt directly for its
charitable purposes and which either (a) devotes substantially more than half
its assets directly to such activities or to functionally related activities, or (b)
derives its support from at least 5 independent exempt organizations or from
the general public, and not more than 25 percent of such support is normally
received from any one such exempt organization.

In the first instance, the definition contains undesirable ambiguities. While I
would assume that the distribution of grant,3 would qualify under the Inconme
expenditure test, the Bill does not make this clear. In addition, the status of
contributions received but not yet expended by the foundation a.s assets devoted
directly to exempt activities is not clear. While it seems reasonable to assume
that such assets. either kept in bank accounts or invested in short-term securities
prior to expenditure, would qualify as assets devoted directly to exempt activities,
the Bill does not specifically so provide.

Secondly, the alternative support portion of the definition is unduly restrictive.
The House Ways and Means Committee Report indicate" that this alternative
was added to qualify as operating foundations certain foundations which are
used by other foundations to funnel contributions Into ceirain areas In which
they have expertise. There exists a sutrtantial number of private foundations
which operate In this fashion, and which have developed considerable expertise in
their areas of operation, but which could not meet the alternative support re-
quirement of the Bill because they are either not supported by five or more
exempt organizations or they receive more than 25 percent of their support from
one foundation, or both. If the support alternative of the operating foundation
definition is to serve its purpose, It should be considerably broadened in scope.
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In light of the foregoing, I suggest that this Committee give consideration to
the approach taken in section 170(g) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code in de-
scribing the organizations to which qualifying distributions can be made. Section
170(g), which deals with the unlimited charliable contributions deduction, is also
concerned with the prompt distribution of funds to charitable activities. Section
170(g) (3) describes, as an organization contributions to which constitute "quali-
fied contributions" for purposes of the unlimited deduction, a foundation which
expends an amount equal to 50 percent of the contribution in question for its
charitable purposes within three years. It seems that the objectives sought to be
achieved in the Bill can be fully accomplished, without any of its unwarranted
restrictions, by defining qualifying distributions as including distributions to
organizations of the type described in section 170(g) (3).

STATEMENT OF IARRY SCIKER.MAN, PRESIDENT, SOCIERMAN FOUNDATION, INC.

SUM MARY

The attribution of stock held in trust to a foundation under proposed Code
section 4943(d) (1) of the "excess business holdings" provisions of the Tax
Reform Bill will, if the trustee is not subject to foundation control and refuses
to sell such stock, require the foundation to sell an unmarketable trust interest
at a sacrifice price, at a detriment to the foundation's resources available for
charitable activities. in some cases, moreover, sale of such a trust interest may
be prohibited by spendthrift provisions of state law. To prevent such apparently
unintended adverse consequences to charitable foundations, a restriction on the
application of this provision in the case of irrevocable trusts created before
May 26, 1969 should be added to the Bill.

STATEM ENT

I am the President of The Scherman Foundation, Inc., a private foundation
which has income and remainder Interests in various trusts. I am making this
statement in order to bring to the attention of the Committee an apparently
unintended result of the constructive ownership rules contained in the "excess
business s Ioldings" provisions of the Tax Reform Bill, II.R. 13270.

Proposed Code section -13, as set forth in section 101(b) of the Bill, requires
li effect that. private foundations having excess business holdings on May 26,
1969 dispose of such holdings within ten years from that date, and take partial
steps toward such divestiture at the close of periods of two years and five years
front that date. Foundations falling to comply with this provision are subject to
a penalty tax on the amount of their excess business holdings. Proposed Code
section 4913(d) (1) provides, inter alla, that the excess business holdings of a
foundation shall be determined by treating the foundation as ownig stock
actually owned by a trust of which it is a beneficiary, in I)roportion to its interest
in the trust.

Inspfar as section 4943(d) (1) seeks only to measure the amount of stock
actually owned by a foundation which the foundation must disi)ose of, it imposes
no hardship from the standpoint of compliance. However, the provision may also
have the result of subjecting to tax a foundation which has disposed of all
direct holdings, but which remains a beneficiary of a trust having a substantial
stock interest in a single company. If the trustee of such a trust is willhlig and
able to sell the stock in question at a fair price, the constructive ownership rules
will obviously present no such problem. However, the constructive ownership

principle becomes onerous in its application if a trustee over which a foundation
has no control refuses to make a sale of stock, and the foundation as a result
is subjected to a tax on excess business holdings.

Where the trustee is unwilling to sell enough stock to terminate the founda-
tion's excess business holdings, the effect of the constructive ownership rules of
section 4943(d) (1) Is to require the foundation to sell all or a portion of its
interest in the trust. However. in soine cs",, thi may not be permissible under
spendthrift provisions of state law, which restrict the power of beneiciaries to
dispose of interests held for them in trust. Where such a sale is allowable under
state law, moreover, an adequate price Is unlikely to be obtained for an interest
in trust, whose value depends on such contingencies as the lifetime of other
beneficiaries. The result of forcing a sale of a trust interest in such cases would
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be to diminish rather than augment the charitable benefit from the operations
of the foundation, and would thus be contrary to the purposes of ti Bill.

In the future, of course, trust arrangements which would involve foundations
in the predicament described above can be avoided by Informed counsel. In the
case of Irrevocable trusts previously created, however, the present language of
proposed Code section 4943(d)(1) may require foundations to make sales of
unmarketable trust interests at sacrifice prices, at a detriment to the founda-
tions' conduct of their charitable activities. To prevent such adverse conse-
quences to charitable functions, It is suggested that the committee give considera-
tion to appropriate language which would limit the application (of proposed Codv,
section 4943(d) (1) In the case of irrevocable trusts created before May 26, 11)69.
Such an amendment would, of course, leave Intact the foundation's obligation to
dispose of any excess business holdings which it cones to own directly as a
result of termination of a trust In which It has a remainder interest.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN 'M. SCIIWEIIEL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

The American Society of International Law, a professional and scholarly
society whose purpose Is "to foster the study of International law and to promote
the establishment and maintenance of International relations on the basis of law
and justice", was formed in 1906 and Incorporated by Act of Congress In 195(.
It is an organization open to public inembprship which has about 4,700 ineunbers
in the United States and abroad. It receives Its income from membership dues,
the sale of publications concerned with international law-most notably, tile
Anwrican Journal of International Lau--and from foundation grants. Grants
by leading American foundations comprise a major part of the Society's resources.

The Tax Reform Act of 1969, as passed by the House of Representatives, places
constrictions on foundation financing of education and research. In the Society's
view, at least some of these restrictions are not desirable. JI.M. 13270, If enacted
In the form passed by the House, would present the Society with the following
problems:

(1) It Is difficult to ascertain under Section 509 whether or not the Society
is a "private foundation."

(2) If the Society were to be treated as a l)rivate foundation. It would be
obliged to conform to a set of legal rules designed to regulate foundations --
organizations whose purpose is to distribute money-rather than profes-
slonal societies.

(3) The 71/% tax on Investment income of foundations will reduce the
amount of funds foundations have available for distribution to organizations
such as the Society.

These problems will be discussed in turn.

THE DEFINITION OF "PRIVATE FOUNDATION" IN SECTION 50D

The Supplemental Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means on
H.R. 13270 (House Report 91-413 [Part 2] at page 6) states that the Intention
of the Act is to exclude professional societies from the definition of "private
foundation" in Section 509. That expression of intention is most welconie. It
Is the Society's hope that the language of the Act itself will expres.,4 that Inten-
tion. As it stands, however, the American Society of International Law thids
Itself on the borderline of the requirements that Section 509 lays down if an
organization Is not to be cla.sfitled as a "private foundation."

Subsection (2) (B) of Section 509 does not pose an immediate problem for
the Society, since only some five per cent of the Society's income comes front its
investments. But Subsection (2) (A) does pose a problem. Approximately one-
third of the Society's support comes from membership dues, contributions, and
subscriptions to publications. Over sixty per cent of the Society's support eouiies
from foundations. The Ford Foundation alone provides about 45/c. of the
Society's support at the present time. The Society also receives substantial
support from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Henry Luce Founda-
tion, Inc., and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Subsection (2) (A) of Section 509 does not make clear whether the words
"gifts", "grants", and "contributions" Include grants made by private founda-
tions and whether there is any limit on the amount that may be contributed by
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:.1Iy 1ot foundation. 'I'le I-ss( Is liliirlanlt to the Society because not only large
grallts, hill fIlleS 1111I siiuill ('0 1ll iititts ill 111aly (ist'S ()1111' !not from li(livid(lntls,
lt froit v'orloora tions, vor 'orate fotn(latiois, fauinily foiiiitla tions, and other

private foilniatlons. If il in itnrsliip fees, contributions, gifts and grants from
1I1rivite foiliilat ions shotiI be excl(hled from tie reacth of Silsibction (2)(A),
fin' Soclty's invonle froin sources listed in Subsectlon (2) (,) might fall at the
lore.seit til e below tlie one-third required to exclude it from the definition of
a jrivate foinndatioll and, If this were not so now, that income might well fall

,ielow it requirement fit tile future. It may be asked whether the cross
reference to Section ,1910 and the cross reference in the definition of "substantial
voitrilitor" in linta section to Sect Ion 507(b) (2) means that grants from
founfdations may be included within the calculation of one-third "public supl)port"
us long as tile foluldat io does not contribute more than $5,000 and Is not the
largest contributor during any one year. Ve trust that the answer to that ques-
lon is "yes". however. In that event, and for the lirpose of the definition of

'lniililh( sulort", tlie Society would submit that the figure of $5,000 in Section
507 (I) (2) is too low. More fundamentally, it finds (tie requirement of Subsec-
ti lo (2) (A) that an organization rteeive more than one-third of its support
front gifts, grants, contributions andI membership fees, if it Is not to be classed
uts a "private foundationn" too high. The Society would certainly retain its
character as a professional and learned Societ.y even If, In a given year, it shoul
receive less than one-third of its income from gifts, grants, contributions or
meuubershlip fees, by reason, for example, of a growth In foundation support for
its research work. Why, in that event, should it be classed as what it certainly
Is not, a private foundation?

The Society respectfully suggests that the requirement of receipt of more than
one-third of an organization's licoiue from gifts, grants, contributions, or mem-
bership fees-excludnng foundation grants of more than $5,000--to avoid classi-
fleation as a private foundation be changed to more than twenty per cent.
Alternatively, it is suggested that it might well be preferable for tile Act to
emiody a definition of a private foundation which states what it Is, rather than
whit it is not, and which, hy its terms, clearly excludes learned aid professional
s-iettes whose principal function Is not to disburse funds.

One inethod clearly to exclude learned and professional societies from the
(eilnitiol of "private foundation" would ie to alnend Section 170(b)(1)(B)
expressly to include learned and professional societies, scholarly research or-
ganizations, and educational support organizations among the classes of organiza-
tions listed In that sub-laragraph that may benefit from the "30 per cent rule"
regarding charitable contributions. This would assure that these organizations
are excluded from the definition of "private foundation" in Section 509, since
that section now expressly excludes 170(b) (1) (B) organizations. It would have
tie further virtue of rightly placing learned and professional societies and
sc(holarly research organizations in the tax status accorded universities.

PROIXIEMS POSED BY TIlE APPLICATION TO A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY OF
EtOULATIONS DESONI(E TO GON'ElI PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

If. arguendo, the American Society of International Law were classified
pursuant to Section 509 as a "private foundation," it would be presented with
the task of conforming to requirements that are designed for organizations whose
primary purpose is the making of grants for charitable purposes. Section -1q42,
for example, contains requirements that foundations distribute their income.
That section also provides that grants from one private foundation to another
are not "qualifying distributions" and would have to be paid out of principal
rather than income. If the Society were treated as a private foundation, it
accordingly woul be In an unattractive position to seek grants from founda-
tions. This would seriously cripple the Society's program. "Operating founda-
tlonls" are rightly excluded front these rules.

The Society would seem to qualify for an operating foundation under Sub-
section (j) (3) (B) (1) of Section 4912, although the meaning of that subsection
is not exactly clear. We should like to note that more than 25 per cent of Its
support is received from the Ford Foundation. The Society respectfully suggests,
In this latter regard, that the requirement of the Immediately following Subsee-
tion (J) (3) (B) (ii) that not more than 25 per cent of an organization's support
he received from any one exempt organization be changed to 50 per cent. Classi-
flcation of the Society as an operating foundation would somewhat ease, though
not solve, problems the Act in its current form is likely to pose.
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Assuming tlat the ScH.iety were trea ted as a "private foutidatimi,'" or as an
"olperating foundation," it would ilso hav to ('1il'y with M he "'elf-dea Ii III:"
amd "taxable expenditure" requliretuent s of St4'tilo,,s -TIMl an 4915. In gi.neral.
the Society already substantially conformss to, thie..., requirements. We should
note, however, in connection with those sectimis, that gVcrnmiieit officials play
an active role in the S'o.ciety. Over 15 per cejnt of lie Society's nieinlxrs are of-
liclals of government agencies or interilat lotia Iorganizatioits. (overnment of-
ficials s-erve on the E.xecutlve Council of the Society am( idartieilate actively in
its study groups. 'i'hey, like other unenthers, contribute to and lieneit front the
)rofessional exchange of views that takes place t lrougliuhlicatoiisi, public
meetings, and private study groups. We trust that suc l erticipation would uiot
be construed as giving rise to "taxable expenditures" oil the Settiety's liart. We
are reassured in this regard by (lie imui1artant reference it Sectiui 4915 to "zion-
partisan analysis or research."

Tie Society lu lisles jion-lpartisan. scholarly stu(les that it SliciEisors. Thtroligh
meetings and Iilb)lieatlolls, it provides a forum for te expIression o'f matny Ioints
of view. We trust that tMe legislative history of Sectlion 4945 of II.R. 13270 will
nmke clear that an organization that sponsors scltolarly loooks an Imitbislies
a scholarly journal whose contents seek to influence the opinion of their readers,
and which sponsors public meetings at which controversial .,ulvti'ts are debated
and private meetings at which problems of the public intere.,t are ilis.us ed,
is not thereby "attempting to influence legislation" withiit the ueauing of Sec-
tion 9-15, even if government officials are anmoig the readers, the debaters. the
auditors, autdl the discussants.

The Society has a loug-standig, general policy not to take official position,
as a Society, on matters of public controversy. However, ont rare (.ccasion the
Society has taken a position, for example, ont a treaty pending Ixfore tfle Seuate,
and has made its views known to the Secretary (if State and other l-xecintive
Branch officials, and to Congressional Comnmittee.;. If treaties are treated as
legislation within the nteaning of the Act, it would appear that .oute of tlise
actions might be "taxable expenditures" under the present provisions of Section
4945, even though that Section is designed to apply to organizations which lack
a membership or constituenicy. Question may be raised its to the desirability of
such provisions if they are not to exclude umembershilp organizations.

If the Society were to be classified as a private or operating foundation. it
would be subject to the 71/ per ceit tax on investment income which tMe Act
l)rescribes. If the Soci ty were required to pay a tax on its modest inv(titelit
income, it believes that neither its interest nor tie public Interest would be
served.

If the Society were to be clas.qifled as a private foundation. It would also be
subject to Section 170(e) (1) and (3), as this section would be amended for
the purpose of discouraging the donation of appreciated PrOlIrty to private
foundations. That provision could materially prejudice the Swlety's ihiterests
(unless the Society were treated as an operating foundation). For example. the
headquarters it now occupies on Sheridan Circle came into the Soclety's poSSes-
sion as the result of a gift of appreciated property. This, and(1 the considerations
noted above, emphasize the desirability of the Act's making clear that a profes-
sional, learned nmembership society like the American Society of International
Law is not a foundation within the meaning of the Act.

THE BEEN AND ONE-H1ALF PERCENT TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

Whether or not the Society itself is classified as a private foundation, it is
greatly concerned about the imposition of a 7,1 perueutt tax on investuieuit
income of foundations. Such a tax will reduce the amount of funds available
for distribution to organizations such as the Society, and to maiiy other kinds
of institutions which greatly enrich the national life amd life abroad.

In the Society's experience, foundations are the most important source of In-
coni, for general support and for support of special projects whici otherwise
could not be implemented. Foundation sul)ort has been vital in the stimulation
and realization of research and other scholarly and professional activity of high
importance to the national interest. To reduce the amount of funds of founda-
tions available for grants is to put a brake on innovation and to prejudice the
contribution which nongovernmental organizations make to American life,
American society has been characterized by an extraordinary vitality of citlzyens'
organizations, of the "private sector," not only in universities and churches but
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In a host of other organizations which promote the public welfare. That vitality
Is part of lhe strength of American life, and should be nurtured, not impaired
by the law.

III the Society's case, grants from foundations have permitted the Society to
embark upon and operate a research program, expand its program of regional
meetings throughout the United States, organize conferences for teachers, stimu-
late Inquiry Into the work of official legal advisers of foreign ministries and
International organizations, and strengthen the activities of student organiza-
tlions. These activities have greatly enriched the Society's program and have, in
large part, been responsible for a notable increase in the Society's membership,
Intlhiece and effectiveness. As a result of fotndation grants and the expansion
of membership, the Society's contribution to the educational needs of its profes-
sional inembership and its service to the public greatly exceeds what it would
be today If it had simply continued to publish a professional Journal and convene
an minual meeting, which were its principal activities prior to receipt of major
foundation grants. Funds provided by foundation grants during the past eight
years have enabled the American Society of International Law to nmke what
it believes is a significant contribution to the public good. We do not believe
that contribution, or tile work of thousands of other beneficiaries of foundation
support, should be cut back 7%, lIKr cent. We accordingly respectfully recom-
mend that the provision for a tax on the Income of foundations be deleted from
the Act.

CONCLUSIONS

Thie American Society of International Law respectfully recommends that the
Tax Reform Act of 1969, as pa ssed by the House of Representatives, be amended
In tile following ways:

1. The Internal Revenue Code should define "private foundation" in a
manner that will clearly ensure that professional membership societies are
excluded from the definition. This can be accomplished by amending Section
170(b) (1) (B) expressly to include learned and professional societies and
scholarly research organizations among the classes of organizations listed
in that sub-paragraph.

2. The definition of "substantial contributor" in Section 507(b) (2) should
be liberalized to permit donors to make contributions in excess of $5,000
without thereby being classed as "substantial contributors."

3. The definition of "operating foundation" in Section 4942(j) (3) (B) (1i)
should be amended to permit an operating foundation to receive as much as
fifty per cent of its support from one foundation.

4. The legislative history of Section 4945(c) should make clear that the
words "non-partisan analysis or research" are to be construed liberally.

5. Section 506, which Imposes a tax on the Investment income of founda-
tions. should be deleted.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED FOR TIlE SID W. RICHARDSON FOUNDATION, FORT WORTH,
TEx.

Sid W. Richardson Foundation, a non-profit Texas corporation organized and
operated for charitable, religious, literary, and educational purposes, hereby
requests modification or elimination of certain provisions of H.R. 13270 dealing
with the taxation and regulation of "private foundations" as defined In said
H.R. 13270 now under consideration by the Committee on Finance.

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS USED

Sid W. Richardson Foundation will hereinafter be referred to as "Foundation."
II.R. 13270 will sometimes be referred to as "the Bill." The late Sid W. Richard-
son will be referred to as "Richardson," and Perry R. Bass, Richardson's nephew
and his partner for many years prior to Richardson's death, will be referred to
as "Bass."

REQUESTED MODIFICATIONS OR ELIMINATIONS

The provisions of the Bill as to which modification or elimination Is requested
are :

1. The provisions of Section 507(b) (2), which define the term "substantial
-contributor."
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2. The provisions of Section 4940(b) of the Bill, defining the term "Founda-
tion Manager," Insofar as it affects permitted stock holdings In a corporation
under Section 4943(c) (2) of the BIl.

FACTS

Foundation was Incorporated as a Texas non-profit corporation in 1947. It has
no capital stock. Its articles of incorporation, which have never been inoditicd
provided that the Foundation should be managed and controlled by a self-perpetu-
ating board of directors. It was organized at the instance of Richardson, and he,
Bass, Richardson's two Sisters, and a brother-in-law were the original directors.
Its present directors are: Bass, bi wife, 11. B. Fuqua (Ciairman of the Board
of The Fort Worth Natioal Bank and unrelated), 1). W. Sampson, and M. M.
Chappell, the latter two of whon are long-time executives of Richardson and
Bass, Richardson's two sister, and a brother-in-law were the original directors.

Shortly after its organization, Foundation was el:ssilled as exempt from in-
come taxes under what is now Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, and It has continuously preserved that exempt status and Is now so
classified.

Prior to Richardson's death, which occurred on September 30, 1959, Founda-
tion's only contributors were Richardson and Bass. In lieu of Richardson and
Bass Individually or their various enterprises making direct contributions to
charitable, religious, and educational undertakings, those Just referred to con-
tributed to Foundation, which In turn distributed substantially all of these con-
tributions to appropriate educational, religious, and charitable undertakings.
From organization through the calendar year 1961, Foundation received from
the sources Indicated contributions of $800,500.00, and through 1961, it had dis-
bursed in contributions $804,747.46. Of this total amount, Bass contributed,
directly and as his share of contributions made by enterprises Jointly owned
by him and Richardson, a total of $147,500.00. In several years during this period.
Bass' direct contributions exceeded $5,000.00, so that under the Bill as presently
drafted, he would be classified as a "substantial contributor." See Section 507
(b) (2) of the Bill. Other than as above stated, Bass has made no contributions
to Foundation, either directly or Indirectly.

Richardson, who was a bachelor and a very active and successful business
man, after making certain specific provisions In his will for various members
of his family (which provisions have no bearing on the problem dealt with
herein), left the residue of his estate and the income received from It during
its administration to Foundation. The administration of the estate was closed
as of January 1, 1962, and the entire residue delivered to Foundation at that
time, although the obligations of the estate and a conlderable portion of the
death duties (which aggregated some $48,000,000.00) had not been paid. Founda-
tion immediately borrowed $30,000,000.00 to pay off the balance of the unpail
death duties and certain claims, and subsequently has proceeded to pay off thieso
obligations subject to which it received the residue of the Richardson estate
and to carry on the religious, charitable, and educational activities which it
was organized to support. Bass, Howell E. Smith, Richardson's brother-in-law,
and John B. Connally, who, at Richardson's death, was employed by the Richard-
son and Bass organizations, were the independent executors of the Richardson
estate.

At the close of the year 1962 (the first year that Foundation had posesslon
of the residue of the Richardson estate), the net book value of Foundation's
assets was $71,051,714.52. At the close of the calendar year 1968, the net book
value of these assets was $72,852,530.52, and the market value of certain of its
investments In excess of book value was $19,038,208.47, resulting in what might
be called an Increase in actual value over carrying value to $91,990,738.99.

From the time Foundation received the residue of the Richardson estate until
the close of the year 1968, its net income, exclusive of capital gains, amounted
to $16,303,138.19, but Its contributions and firm commitments to make contribu-
tions during the same period largely exceeded this net Income, so that, consider-
ing its firm commitments, it had a deficit in accumulated income at the close
of the year 1968 of $1,339,179.73.

The greater portion of Foundation's contributions and commitments were to
institutions such as Rice University at Houston, Texas, Austin College at Sher-
man, Texas, St. Luke's Episcopal Hospital at Houston, Texas, Texas Wesleyan
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College at Fort Worth, Texas, the Boy Scouts of America Longhorn Council,
Fort Worth, i'exas, Texas Christian University at Fort Worth, Texas, Triiiity
University at San Antonio, Texas, the University of Texas, at Austin, Texas,
and I toward 'ayne College at Brownwood, Texas.

It is clear from the above that under Section 507(b) (2) of the 1ill as presently
written, Bass would be classified as a "substantial contributor" to Foundation,
and because of this fact and the fact that lie is presently, as he has been since
its organization, it director of Foundation, he would be classilied as a "disiiial-
iled person" under Sect lion 4916(a) of the ]ill for all of the situations dealt

with in the 11l, such as those dealing with "excess holdings" (Section 4913),
as well as those imposing taxes on self-dealing.

It is equally evident that in bringing the Foundation into existence in 1917,
and by naming Bass and his brother-in-law as two of tile independent executor.;
of his will, and lby the continuation of Bass as a director of Foundation, ich-
ardson intended that mneinbers of ils family who were familiar with his wisles
and the interests which lie wanted his fortune to serve should have an important
voice in the management of the Foundation which received the residue of his
estate.

1) IsC USSION

The facts above sutmmlarized show that Foundation has ad two entirely
separate periods of existence. The first period began with the Foundatiolls
incorporation and extended to the year 1962 when Foundation received the
residue of tile lichardson (state. During this period, Foundation might be likened
to a private community chest which received contributions from Rlichia rdson,
Bass, and their common Interests, and distributed the amounts so contributed
to qualified and acceptable (lonees-rel igious, charitable, and educational under-
takings. All amounts contributed during this Iriod-those contributed by Bass
alld the interests with which lie was identified, as well as those contributed by
Richardson and the interests with which h, was identified-lhad been disbursed
prior to January 1, 1962. This closed tle "private community chest" era of the
Foundation. Since that time, Foundation has received no cont ribut ions otlr
than the residue of the llchanrdson estate which was received under the terms
of his will. Leaving for subsequent (iscussion the fact that Bass is a director
of Foundation, it is wholly unconscionable and inequitable to treat Bass or
anyone else as a "substantial contributor" under the section of the Hill above
referred to, because that definition applies no matter how long ago such contri-
bution was made. This results in an untenable, retroactive confiscation that
violates all concepts of equity and fairness.

The same undefendable, retroactive operation of the Bill will follow as to
the determination of "permitted holdings" in a corporation by a foundation if
the present provisions defining a "Foundation Manager" as a disqualified person
(Section 4946 (b) (1) of the Bill) remain unmodified.

It is submitted that the situation so presented requires, in fairness and in
equity, and to avoid retroactivity of a taxing provision that virtually all citizens
abhor, modification of the Bill so that the holdings of Bass should not be taken
into consideration in determining whether or not this or any other similarly
situated foundation has "permitted holdings."

It Is intended by the inodiifications il the Bill hereinafter suggested to remove
the provisions of the Bill which, as now written, classify Bass or anyone simiarly
situated as a "substantial contributor" to a foundation for purposes only of
determining whether Foundation has "permitted holdings," but it is not Intended
thereby to relieve Bass or any other officer, director, or trustee, or any individual
having powers and responsibilities similar to those of an officer, director, or
trustee of a foundation, so long as such person remains in such position with
the foundation from the application of the provisions of Section 4911 of the Bill
imposing taxes, penalties, and sanctions on "self-dealing."

SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS

It is believed that the objections to the present Bill herein pointed out can be
removed by the following:
The following should be substituted for Section 507(b) (2) (A) and (B)

"(A) Any person who (by himself or with his spouse) contributed or
bequeathed to a private foundation in any one calendar year beginning on
or after January 1, 1965, more than $5,000.00, and
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"(B) Any person who (by himself or with his spouse) contributed or
bequeathed the greatest amount to the foundation in any one calendar year,
on or after .auary 1. IM5."

To prevent Bass or anyone else similarly situated from truing classified as a
"disqualified person" because of the fact that he has continuously been a directorr
of Foundation since its organization, and thereby resulting in having his holdings
and those of his family taken into consideration in determining "excess hold-
ings," it is believed that the following addition to Section It6(b) (1) should
be made, so that the entire subsection -tl(1))() would read-

"An officer, director, or trustee of a foundation (or an lidividuml having powers
and responsibilities similar to those of officers, directors, or trustees of a foun-
dation), except that in the determination of 'permit ted holdings' there shall h4e
excluded as a disqualified person an officer, director, or trustee of a foundation
(or an individual having powers and responsildlities similar to those of officers,
directors, or trustees of a foundation) who occtlied, such capacity at the organi-
zation of the foundation prior to January 1, 1M.5, and who thereafter has coyi-
tinnously held such office or had such powers and reslionslil lit tes."

IRespeetfully submitted,
Sur. '. ItlIAIRsoN For NIJATION,

By E. AV. SAMI'SON, I'r('Cshcn1.
1,hRRY C. WVEEKS,

FRANK 11. ApeiMIAN,
Attorneyls for ,Sid I'. Richardson Foundation.

STATEMENT OF TIlt. CENTER FOR INFORMATION ON kMEIliCA, WASIlINGTON,

CONNEcTICUT, SUnMITTE) ny TOWNSEND i Sc uDDE, PRESIDENT

(Statement on the effect proposed changes in the tax law might have on such
nonprofit organizations as the Center for Information oil America, lic., which
engage in civic education)

The Articles of Association of the Center for Information on America, iner-
porated in 1952 pursuant to the statute laws of the State of Connecticut, declare
its objects and purposes to be:

"To foster, promulgate and disseminate among Americans generally of this
state and other states American culture and ideals, a knowledge and under-
standing of American history, its meaning and purpose and its guarantees of
personal and Individual rights and privileges;

"To gather, compile and distribute information about all aspects and phases
of life in America, and to make such information available by any means to
educational or other Institutions of any kind, for the iirpose of carrying on
studies of life in America."

"... To gather, compile and organize such Information by any and all means
of research, study and recording, and to publish, print, circulate, distribute and
disseminate such Information by any and all means of communication, trans-
mission and transcription."

An important part of this area is Civic Education.
Under (late of May 22. 1953, the Center for Information of ,nmrrlva, Inc.,

received front tihe Office of the ('onnisloner of Internal Ievenue, I.S. Treasury
Department, a letter stating that "It is tile opinion of this office, biased upon the
evidence presented, that you are exempt from Federal lncone tax under the
provisions of section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code, as it is shown lhat
you are organized and operated exclusively for educational purposes." This
became Section 501(c) (3) after the adoption of tile internal htevenue Code
of 1954.

The Center's Editorial Advisory Committee (list of present melibership
appended), under whose general supervision its materials are produced, has
maintained a policy of scrupulous objectivity, non-partisanship, and schohlrly
accuracy. Its success in living tip to these standards is attested to by the co-
ments listed in the accomnpanying exhibit, "As Ohcr8 Sce Us."

There are sections in 11.11. 13270 which, if not modified in their wording by the
Senate, could work great harm to non-profit, non-partisan corporations dedicated
to civic education even though, like the Center for Information on America, Inc.,
they have been classified as 501(c) (3) by the U.S. Treasury I)elpartment ulider
the Internal Revenue Code.
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As I understand the legislation, II.R. 13270 imposes a 100% tax on a foun-
dation, and 50% tax on its trustees and officers who act knowingly, on the amount
of any grant which carries out voter education or registration projects unlesss
grants are inade to a 501(c) (3) organization, whose principal activity is non-
partisan I)olitical activity and which operates in five or more states, receives
support from five or more organizations, no one of which provides more than 25%fo
of Its support, and does not receive funds earmarked for use in a particular area ).

The Center carries out voter education, Is completely non-partisan, operates
in five or more states, imay or may not receive support from five or more organiza-
tions, could receive more than 25% of its support from one organization, and has
aiid could receive funds earmarked for use In a particular area such as health,
conservation, civic curriculum in schools, etc.

If passed by the Senate, restrictions such as these could so influence Founda-
tions that they would cease support even to organizations like the Center classi-
fied as 501(c) (3). Lack of such support would close the Center. putting an end
to an organization which, over the past twenty years, has been producing excel-
lent material for use in schools, colleges, libraries, government agencies, and
industry. The Library of Congress, for example, rates our material highly and
orders largo quantities.

Such phrases as "attempts to Influence legislation," or the carrying out of
"voter education" couhl even be applied adversely to every university that has a
Department of Political Science, for it is impossible to study the processes of
government without including thought on ways of improving government. Surely
the survival of our great experiment of self-government in the United States
depends on an informed and conscientious citizenry. To borrow President George
Washington's phrase, "It is essential that public opinion should be enlightened,"'
and lie advocated founding of institutions and academies, like the Center, devoted
to that very objective.

The more the American people cultivate an intelligent understanding of public
affairs, the greater Is the likelihood that freedom and democracy will prevail
and flourish. To threaten the very existence of educational organizations devoted
to civic education by laying obstacles In the way of their receiving foundation
grants should not be the result, however unintentional, of any legislation.

Respectfully submitted,
TOWNSEND SCUDDER,

President, Oenter for Information on America, ]no.

EDITORIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF CENTER FOR INFORMATION ON AMERICA

James W. Fesler, Professor of Government, Yale University.
Eric F. Goldman, Professor of History, Princeton University.
Philip Handler, President of the National Academy of Sciences, Professor of

Biochemistry at Duke University, and member of the President's Science Advisory
Committee.

Richard I Miller Director, Program on Educational Change, University of
Kentucky.

Allan Nevins, Professor Emeritus of American History, Columbia University.
Elmer F. Pflieger, Divisional Director, Department of Social Studies, Detroit

Public Schools.
W. Wingate Snell, Commission on American Citizenship, Catholic University of

America.
Robert Spiller, Professor Emeritus of English, University of Pennsylvania, and

Past-President of the American Studies Association.

AS OTHERS SEE US

Kind words about the services and materials from the Center have come from
leaders in all areas of American life. Only a few of the many typical examples
follow:
Government offical.,4

I am most pleased to see the continuing fine effort your organization i putting
forth to stimulate political interesL-RoHum M. NzxoN.

The Center is performing an important service through its efforts to encourage
a better informed citizenry on subjects of national and international concern.-
JOHN F. KENNEDY.
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I am certain that The Center for Information on America is performing a
much-needed service, one in which I am interested.-I)w r a1). 1)s:.IIOw:R.

The Center is doing an important Job by broadening the publiu, understanding
of both our national and international affairs, and I wish It . . . all possible
success.-ADELAI E. STEVENSON.

I might venture to say that the whole process by which we go about selecting
our Presidential candidates is generally confusing to tie average citizen. But
when he is faced with the convention itself, lie may just want to throw up his
hands in bewilderment.

Your Grass Roots Guide to the nominating conventions should do much to clear
up the confusion and give the voter a clearer picture of what takes place.-
IIUnERT I. ItUIIPhREY.

It is Just this sort of thing that our nation needs to improve the problems on
racial issues. (comment on "Negro i1story-What Should Be Taught In School,
and Why?' in the Center's monthly Vital Issues series)-Fmiw It. HARRIs, U.S.
Scna to.

I was very impressed with the way in which you handled this difficult (Foreign
Trade) issue.-JouN S. MONAoAIN, U.S. Congressman.

I am delighted to have this... excellent pamphlet (The Stae Of The States:
What's Their Job? Arc They Doing It?) as it is accurately and well written with-
out extra words or over complicated language.-Jon I1. Cn.KAIT r, Former
Governor of Rhode Island.

Government departments and agencies

A most excellent publication about a most hopeful subject. ("U.S. Rivers: Can
Their Natural Values Be Restored And Their Economic Values Retained?"-
Vital Issues series)-STEWAar L. UDALL, Formcr Secretary, U.S. Department of
the Interior.

This type of material is of interest in all of our Information Centers over-
seas.-EmImn M. MILLER, Program Services Branch U.S. Information Agency.

We are pleased with your presentation of the youth fitness article, and the
layout is very attractive and effective.-V. L. NICHOLSON, Director of Infortna-
tion, The President's Council on Youth Fitness.

Educators

I have been in on the Vital Issues Experiment since almost the beginning and
would like to commend you for the excellent Job which you are doing.-BEN, M.
SNYDER, Cranbrook School, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

Please rush 10 copies of your booklet, "Presidential Primaries of 1968" at 30
cents each. I need them for a unit in American Problems on the upcoming election
for President.

Your booklet was recommended by the League of Women Voters.-MAzY A.
WIDENHOUSE, Northern High School, Baltimore, Md.

This publication (Vital Issues) . . . will be of great value because of its com-
pactness, its timeliness, and the authoritative qualifications of its contributors.-
SISTEa M. MADELEVA, St. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Ind.

I am very much Impressed with your Grass Roots Guide on "The Presidential
Nominating Conventions" It is an excellent summary of what will be going on
there. The three recent numbers of Vital Issues are informative and useful and
up to your usual high standardi,.-IaIsoaE STARR, Former President, National
Council for the Social tudies.

I consider this the best statement I have seen on the subject (Conservation and
Pest Control) and I wish I had known of it earlier.-LAMoN'T C. COLE, Pro-
fessor of Zoology, (ornell University.

They (various Vital Issues) are very well done, and 'I particularly like the
frankness but impartiality with which you deal with these ticklish problems.-
EDwix 0. RscISIAuz, Harvard University.

I have Just received your most recent Grass Roots Guide, "Public Office At The
Local LeveL"

As a person with a strong professional Interest in responsible government. I
am heartened by this addition to your very fine SeCAAE.-STEPnEN K. BAILEY,
Dean, Syracve Univers f.

There has been so much interest for Grass Roots Guide No. 84 that I want to
get more copes. Please send me 55 copies of "The Presidential Nominating Con-
ventions of 1968" as soon as possible.-fPtzmm V. AsKOAARI, M.A., Stenkrogen.
Denmark.
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Librarians
Vital Issues and Kit received. It is a great contribution to teaching.-

Sister MARt BEATRICE, Librarian, Star of the Sca Academy, San Francisco, Calif.
This school library would like to be put on your mailing list to receive your

publication, Vital Issues. The Issue recently received, The European Common
Mariiet, Is just the kind of Information we look for to file-well-written, infor-
mative and current. Thank you very MUCI .3ARARET L. HARDING, Librarian,
Old Lymc, Conn., High School.

We find the Vital Issues series a valuable source of authoritative information
and is a great help in answering our patrons' questions.-JoN CLARK, Adult
Serriccs Librarian, Farnifngdale, N.Y. Public Library.

A standard subject area in which we are asked to supply information is that
concerned with American politics and government. It Is here that the Grass
Roots Guides have been most useful. The constituents (writing to their Congress-
mcih) do not generally ask for a specific title . .. , but when we are asked to
supply information on a particular subject, such as the national conventions or
Presidential primaries, we will send a copy fo the Grasts Roots Guide concerned
with that subject.-Lcgislatirc Rcfercnce Service, Library o1 Con gress.

St udents
I would like to thank you very much for your pamphlet, for it was a great

service to (me) in writing my term papl'r on Indians.-KANE, WHITE, Phila-
dclplia, Pa.

My local Tkague of Women Voters has recommended to me your pamphlet,
"Electing the President-Should the Electoral College System be Changed,"- as
reference for a research paper I am doing for my United State's History course.
I amit enclosing 35 eents.-NAN cY M'ISOIIRACH, Harrison, N.Y.

I ain a foreign exchange student from Italy, and I have come to the United
States with the American Field Service Program (International Scholarships,
New York). I am now attending the senior year at the Soquel High School.
I am studying and trying to learn about America, and let the people here know
almout Europe and Italy in particular, as much as I can. I believe this is the
best way for international understanding, friendship and peace.

Of course, as a senior at SIIS, I have a government class, and we study and
debate about different aspects of American life. In our research we are greatly
helped by your "Vital Issues", we read usually once or twice a month. I like
them very much, because they are clear, open-minded and sincere.-
E'D G. 13E.N.1.1I, S0ql, Calif.
Nonprofit organizations

I have read with great. interest your Vital Issues paper on Negro History
(Jan. 1969). This material would be valuable for a group of women within our
local societies across the country who have volunteered to be a part of a special
action effort directed toward the racial crisis in America.-MAUE IL. ME-YER,
Associate Secretary, National Winan's MissWionary, Society of the Church of God,
Anderson, Ind.

We have received several requests for Information on the history of the Inter-
national Court of Justice, and I have not been able to commend anyone to a
letter capsule history than that published by Vital ISSUeS.-PHILWP R. BiLANCIA,
E:ccutive Scoretary, Committce for Effective use of the lnternatiomal Court.

"Profit Sharing-Does Or Doesn't It Pay Off?" is an excellent article.-
EVELYN SOHWARZ. Research Asistant, Joint Council on Economic Education.

Congratulations on your fair and Interesting appraisal of the Peace Move-
nlent.-JAMES L. VAUGerN, National Student Christian Federation.

I can't tell you how very good we think your Discussion Guides are. Time
after time, we have had occasion to refer our correspondents to your Center
because of the valuable non-partisan information which you Issue.-AN.X KAHN,
League of Women Voters of the United States.

We at the U.S. Committee for the UN want you to know that we are glad you
prepared the leaflet on the UN's Economic and Social Programs and that we
think Forrest Murden did a very fine Job in summarizing the UN's varied activi-
ties in these flelds.-DOROT1Y CROOK, Executive Director, U.S. Committee for
the U.N.
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I want to congratulate you on doing a comprehensive and compact job. A great
deal of Information and sage advice Is contained in tihe four printed pages of your
publication.-ERNER VARMBRUNN, President, National Arociatim for 'orcign
Student Aflairs.

Our executive director, Matthew Rockwell, was quite impressed with your
newsletter on "Regional Planning: What Is It? What's Its Purpose?" This Is
just the kind of information which we hoped to nmnke available to readers of
our newsletter in the Chicago region.-AITA It. )AvIs, Information Oflicer,
Northeastern Illinois Planning Corn m mission.

It appears to us that your Vital Issues series is an excellent educational tool,
and we commend you on the quality of the latest isue ("Our Tremendous Traf-
fic Snarl: How Cope With It?").-IIowARD PyL.r, President, National Safcty
Council.

Little has been (lone to create local conservation commissions In this part of
the country and tihe excellent discussion In Vital Issues should help focus atteni-
tion on time value of such bodies for implementing conservation progranms.-
WILLIAM H. SIR, President, Sierra Club, San Francisco, Calif.

Industry and labor
The Vital Issues on retirement programs presents the opposing cases for the

rigid and flexible policies more clearly and concisely than I have even s(n it
done before.-WILLIAM A. IJANWAY, Secretary, International Paper Co.

We have reviewed with Interest and admiration various materials sponsored
by your organlization.-WILLIAM If. lEONARD, Director of Corporate Ieclations,
Olin.

You and your organization are to bo congratulated on an effective presenta-
tion of an important subject (UN Economic and Social Programs).
ARTHUR K. WATSON, IBM.

I have seen your very fine booklet "The Fundamentals of Freedom" and would
like to know if you have a catalogue describing your publications and films.-
JonN F. IRWIN, Training Representative, Gulf States Utilities.

As always, I look forward to each of your Illuminating and educational
guides.-STUART D. BYKOFSKY, Research Director, United flatters, Cap & Mil.
linery Workers In terna t hena l Un ion.

Miscellaneous
"America: A Nation of Migrants"... Is a well written and Important

piece.-RoBERiT C. CooK, Former President, Population Reference Bureau.
While engaged in a graduate management research project on desalinization, I

read the article "Salt Water Into Fresh" found in your February 1966 publica-
tion, Volume XV, Number 0. I found this article very meaningful, and would
appreciate a reprint. My check for 354 is Included.-RonEar 1B. BARTON,
Major, U.S. Air Force.

"The American Peace Movement" Is a brilliant account of this complex field.
I can't recall seeing such a thorough and balanced Job (lone on the subject In
twice the space.-NoaMAX CousINs, Editor, Saturday Review.

Very shortly I am planning to enter local politics, and I had the pleasure of
reading your very informative booklets, "Public Office at the Local Level," and
"Who, Me a Politician?" There was more information In these two booklets than
In the last two books I have read.-Fa&Ncis P. BAKEY, Somerville, Mass.

Once again, the Center has taken a complex problem (Urban Transit) and
stripped it to Its essentials, forcefully pointing out the steps which must be
taken to cope with It.-ANDRgw HESiKF.LL, Chairman of the Board, Time, Inc.

I read your article (Australia and New Zealand) with great Interest and
approval and I thought that you dealt with your subject admitrably.-HowAau
BErM.Z, Ambassador from Australia.

I think your organization is doing a fine job of researching the new frontiers
of metropolitan problems.-DoN E. WE4vE, Editor, Columbus Cltizen-Journal.

Testimonials come in other ways as well. More and more references are being
found in bibliographies of all kinds. Requests for rights to reprint in whole or in
part are on the increase. And use by newspape.-s and journals of various sorts
for reference, quotation, or as the basis for editorial comment Is becoming quite
common.

33-S65---70--pt. 7 of 7- 17
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STATFIENT OF TillE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS, SUBMITTED flY
MICIIAEI. li. ('ADOZO, 1'XECUTI\'E I)iRECT-OR

TiE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS.

The Association of American Law Schools was founded it 1900 for the express
ptirpose of "Ihe Improvement of the legal profession through legal education."
This continues to lwe Its exclusive purpose. In pursuit of this aim, the Association

ets 115 an accrediting agency for law ,schools In the Inited States, sharing this
function with the Ainerlan liar Association. Both associations are nationally
recognized as accrediting agencies in this fiehl. Tie A.A.I,.S. also conducts
research in the area of legal education, for the purpose of Improving the adminis-
tration of law schools and the methods and content of law teaching. In addition,
the Association provides general services to law schools, law teachers and law
students, as well as others concerned with tie field of legal education.

The, principal support of the activities of the Association comes from the pay-
ment of annual dues by its 119 member law schools. Special activities, such as
research projects, are supported by grants front various private foundations and
from government agencies.

THE .FFEYI' OF I.H. 13270 AS PASSED BlY TIE HOUSE

The A.A.,.S. is concerned over the probfability that 11.R. 13270, if enacted in the
forit passed by tie House of Representatives, woulh have serious adverse effects
on legal education. The nature of these effects are fully described iii a number
of statements already presented to this Committee oil behalf of other non-profit
educational and research organizations. In general, the effects that are of con-
cern to the A.A.I.S. are twofold : (1) the likelihood of a signihficant lessening of
the contrihutions to e(lucation that would be made from private sources, and (2)
serious restrictions on funds provided from private sources for research and ex-
lpri'aentation for the lmprovement of education in general and legal education
In particular, and similar restrictions on the use of funds from private sources
for research aimed at the improvement inI legal processes and legal rules, and tie
administration of justice.

Although the complexity of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended by the
prujosals in 11.1t. 13270, make any conclusions concerning their reach highly
problematical, it has been our tentative conclusion that the House version of
11.11. 13270 would not include the Association of Anterican Law Schools in the def-
inition of "private foundation." However, many of the activities of tle A.A.L.S.
In the fleld of legal education are carried on in conjunction with other private,
non-profit organizations. Many of those organizations (o fall within the definition
of "private foundation" in the present version of the bill. While some of them
might occasionally qualify as "operating foundations" and thereby escape some
of the strictures in the bill, they could (to this only at the expense of much of the
freedom of action they need for effective operation. Consequently, many import-
ant at-tivitles of the A.A.L.S. would be seriously affected.

We are attaching hereto a list and brief descril)tion of a number of organIza-
tions with which the A.A.L.S. Is closely related In the pursuit of its aims In legal
education. We do not believe that any of these organizations have carried on
any of the activities to which the criticisms contained in the Report of the Com-
nllittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, in reporting out
Ih.R. 13270, were addressed. Consequently, In order to carry out the worthy mo-
tives of the House Committee In the drafting of the -ill, it is not necessary to
include organizations of these kinds within the definitions and restrictions. i
expressing this view, the Association aligns Itself with the arguments on this
point made by several other organizations in their statements to this Comn-
mittee, and particularly the following:

Joint Statement Presented on Behalf of Advanced-Study and Research Insti
tutions with Respect to the Provisions of II.R. 13270 Affecting Private Founda-
tions, to be presented by:

Caryl Kaysen, Director, The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New
Jersey.

0. Meredith Wilson, Director, Center for Advanced Study in the Be-
havioral Sciences, Inc., Stanford, California.

Kermit Gordon, President, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C.
Caryl P. llaskins, President, Carnegie Institution of Washington.
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,4tatenient of Frederick Burkhardt, President, An.,rie'an ('ouncil of l.earned
Societies.

Statement of tie Anmerican Council oi Educat ion.
Statenient of Ios.s L,. Malone, President of tlie Anerhcan liiir Fotidaticn.

PROPIOSED CIIAN ES iN 1... 1 320

In conformity with tlie foregoing comments. tle Asso.lati(in oif Aniericao
ILaw Schools proposes, sitd requests that the (onitltiee :

1. Amnend the provisions of I.1t. 13270 it order to exclude froil the dell-
nition of "private foundation" the kinds of organizations to which this
statement is ahlre..;sel. Those organizations itelude (a) "learned simt ts."
whose activities are devoted to the extension of knowledge In estalblished
fields of scholarship and education (example. The IAV find Society Ass(wl-
ation) ; (b) "scholarly research organizations," whos, activities are limited
to the conulct, entcouragement, planning or support of pure or applied
research, the results of which are frlly available to the, public. ill tie i m urliil-
lar fields of scholarship related to the purposes of tit( organizations (ex-
ample, American Bar Foundation) ; and (c) e(ucational support organizal-
tions, whose activities are liinited to the condutct, elcolragemnt, t.lanii
or support of programs for the improvement of (1) educational methods ill
p)articlular fields of learning, or (2) the needed skills and knowledge off
persons participating iit those particular flelts of learning as teachers.
scholars: and students (example, Council on Legai I.ducation for l'roftesional
iesolnsibility). If these kinds of organizations were cle'harly remilov(ed from
the definition of "private foundation," the aims lif the Colinittee eolhl I".
protectedl by including in tie Act a requirement thit the provisiois ajlohieabh,
to "private foundations" lie applied to those organizations if tley vigaged
in any of a specified list of disapproved activities;

2. Anmend the bill so that tie ability of foundations to make grants to t he
kinds of organizations described above will not be adversely affected , and

3. Glve an opportunity to the Asso(,latin to present its views on the pre-
eIse language promised by the Connnitteo to apply to organizations suh its
the A.A.L.S. ai(l those with which it is related, bearing in ilid that each of
these organizations, although serving only slightly different purimses, are
likely to differ significantly in the manner of their organization 11d opera-
tIon and the sources of their support.

We will, of course, velcoine the opportunity to onsumlt with niembers of the
Committee's staff in drafting language, that would carry out the above
suggestions.

CERTAIN OTHER ORGANIZATIONS REMAIE TO ACTIVITIES OF TIlE ASSOCIATION 01'
AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS AN) ITS .MEMIIER SClIOOIAs

1. American Council of Lcar ed Rociicies (New York (!ill)
The AALS Is a member of this Couneli, along with 32 other learned societies

In the field of the humanities. The Council is a scholarly research organization
which carries on studies in the hunnanities, acts as the conlult for grants froin
private and governmental sources for research and travel in that field, an(d Ill
various ways contributes to the welfare of its constituent societies.

2. American Association of Law Librarie.
This is an Association of libraries and librarians in the 11ld of law. It Is a

scholarly research organization which studies the nmeels of law libraries, pre'-
sents panel discussions lit that field, and helps in the training and placement of
law librarians.

3. Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility (New York Cily)
This Is an independent Council made up of nominees by the AAIMS, the Ailrl-

can Bar Association, the National Legal Aid and Defender As.sociation, and
others. As an educational support organization It makes grants for the promotion
of teaching through the clinical method. The source of its funds Is The Ford
Foundation.

4. Council on Legal Education Opportunity (Atlanta)
This Council Is made up of nominees by the AALS, the American liar Associa-

tion, the NlsIonal Bar Amociation, and others. Its purpose Is to Increase the



niiuniler of 411salvantagcd and minority students in tile law schools. Funds come
from various private foundations and the Office of Econonic Opportunity. Its
1l-a1 iihil ij-'ra iodns are administered through the Fund for Puilic Education of
the American liar As.sociation.

5. Vh caw L schooll Admfssion "l'xt Council
'TllIs lId(iVInd'lent Conn1el0 1 iniiide lit) of representatives of the law schools that

are nenlers of the AALS and require the Law School Admission Test for ad-
mission 14) the study of law. Its funds are derived from tie fees paid by al)pli-
cants for admission to law school desiring to take the test. It Is iboth an
educatiial supliport and a scholarly research organization which administers
admission tests to applicants to law schools and conducts research on testing of
students to determine their ability to succeed In law school and on other matters
closely related to the field of admilssion to law school.
6. Council oil Law-Rlatcd Studies

This Indewlndent Council is related to the Walter BM. Meyer Research Institute
of lJ.aw, and will conduct mid sponsor schiolarly researclh projects in the field
of law, somewhat like tihe work of the Social Science Research Counel; In other
social sciences.
7. Anicrican liar Foundation

This is at separate research arm of tile American Biar Association, amnd spon-
sors scholarly research into various subjects of wide interest In the field of law.
8. Joint Commcittec on Continuing Legal Editcation of thc A mcrican Law Institute

and the A mcrican liar Assoetation
This Committee acts as a coordinating agency for most of the continuing legal

education programs throughout tile nation, conducts continuing legal education
programs on a national scope, and publishes a newsletter of developments in
contiliuiig legal education, all of which are of direct Interest to law teachers and
others concerned with legal education, and consequently to the AALS.
9. 7'h(, Law aind Socicty Association

This is an independent learned Society whose purpose is the "Study of Society,"
primarily front points of view of special interest to legal scholars and sociologists.
It publishes "The Law and Society Review." The Society has frequently sehed-
uled its ineetimgs lin conjunction will tile A.A.L.S. Annual Meeting.

ASSOCIATION FOR TIlE AID OF CRIPPLED CHILDREN,
New York, N.Y. September 8, 1969.

Hon. RussmLu B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committec,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

I)AR SENATOR LONo: This foundation is seriously concerned that H.R. 13270,
if enacted into law without important modification of those sections dealing with
private foundations, will greatly impair the thrust of our programs to improve
the health and life potential of American children.

For 70 years the AACC has fought to prevent and relieve crippling diseases in
children and to advance understanding of the origins and nature of handicapping.
At present it. is devoting approximately $1,000,000 a year to these purposes.

For the first 50 years of its existence, the AACC was almost entirely dependent
on funds raised by public subscription. Then, In 1945, the AACC received major
bequests from Milo M. Belding and his family, and since that time It has operated
front income generated by this endowment (with a present market value of
approximately $28,000,000) supplemented by annual bequests which usually
range approximately from $20,00080,000. Because of the source of Its funds,
AACC would apparently be classified as a "private foundation" under H.R.
13270. however, no member of the Belding family is associated with the AACC,
and the AACC does not own, to the best of Its knowledge, any stock of any cor-
porallon In which a controlling interest Is now held, or was ever held, by the
Belding family. The Board of Directors and the Council of Members of the AACC
are comprised solely of distinguished members of the medical, academic and
social services professions and members of the business community.
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This l tter sets, forth our consideration of verIaii scit 1(1.1 (of l.It. 13270
dealingg with private foundation whihh in otir view are disrimina tory aml Ill-
conceived 111(l which would impair the imul'liv :ervi'c+s istmri.lly pr,,vieied
by indepeludent and well-managed foilndat Iou,; slich as AM('.

DIIEFINITION OF P"RIVATIE FOUNDATION

Since the new restrictions on foil1da louls aniui the n.w a taxv, s''ti:hi to) be
Imposed by 11.11. 13270 apply almost exclsively to "jlrivate f,,nlmmatim,", the
question of whether the term "private foundation" Is apihroplriai(ly tiefiuird is
the fundamental first question raised by the louse Bill.

In the view of the ACC the definition of "private fout lalli," iirli,.,eel In
the Iouse 1111l cannot be logically defended. The seletion of the tyljs 4of chari-
table organizations which would be included--aid excluded-fritz .thli iti-
tion has no apparent justification.

The Committee Report accompanying the Bill doe., not dliscl. s Ini any de, tail
the bases on which the Commnittee arrived at Its detlijition. In eli-4-ssimzg the
proposed tax on investment income, however, the Coninittee lRelort hints at (lie
considerations the Committee had In mind. First :

"Your committee believes that since the benefits of government are available
to all, the costs should be borne, at least to some extent, by all of those able
to pay." (Comm. Rep., Partl, p. 19)

To the extent the Committee Is proceeding on a concept of "allity to patly",
Its definitions of private foundation Is wholly Inconsistent with the (4icl(pjit. A
church, university, publicly supported organization or an organization which tests
for public safety may or may not be better "able to pay" thian the charitalble
organizations described as "private foundations" In the. ill. In short, the d(itlii-
tion of private foundation has nothing whatsoever to do with ability to pay.

Secondly, the Committee stated:
"Also, it Is clear that vigorous and extensive administration Is nevdled il order

to provide al)propriate assurances that. private foundations will peromptly and
properly use their funds for charitable purposes. This tax, IOwn, mayv be viewed
as being in part a user fee." (Comm. Rep., Part 1, p. 19)

Here the Committee is suggesting that reform it necessary to aos -ur, (lie
proper application of funds for charitable purlm)ses. There is no quest ion that
the well-publicized abuses in the handling of charitable finds by a small minority
of tax-exempt organizations require correction. But again it Is crucial to deter-
mine where the abuses have occurred, which foundations are to be su!bJect to the
new restrictions, and which foundations are to be exempted.

Apart from the so-called "30% organizations" (which are exempted without
explanation), the principal category of organizations excluded from most of the
new reforms are those which normally do not receive more than one-third of their
support from Investment income and which normally do receive at least one- third
of their support from the public. The Committee apparently proceeded oa tihe
assumption that where the funds come from determines how they will be spnt.
In the view of the AACO the ability to raise funds from the public provides .o
assurance that the funds will be properly spent.

For example, the AACC's support for the first 50 years of its existence was, as
Indicated earlier, derived alomst exclusively from a multitude of contributions
from the general public. It was the AACC's distinguished record of public service
which attracted gifts and bequests from the Belding family 20 years ago. These
were of sufficient magnitude to permit the AACO to cease active solicitation of
funds from the public and to operate principally out of Its own Investment income.
As also indicated, for many years no member of the Belding family has been
directly or Indirectly connected wth the AACC in any way. The AACC is governed
as it has always been, by Independent leaders of the community of unquestioned
competence, experience and integrity. There Is no rational basis for subjecting the
AACO to the new restrictions of the Bill solely because a 50-year record of service
inspired a sizable gift two decades ago.

Oonversely, under the Bill, a "one-man foundation" can be established tomor.
row and engage professional fund raisers to solicit funds from the Jliblic. Then
(assuming the creator of the foundation is careful not to make overly generous
gifts of his own) the foundation can operate completely free of almost all of the
new reforms proposed by the Bill. The House Con: !ittee has suggested that where
support comes from the public "the organization Is responsive to the needs of the
public" (Comm. Rep., Part 1, p. 41). Fund raising ability, however, is not an
Indication of purity of purpose. The concept that the public will somehow cut off
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contributions if, for example, self-dealing occurs, simply ignores the facts of fund
raising.

It is no secret that the overwhelming majority of abuses in the expenditure of
charitable funds arise when a foundation is used to serve, directly or indirectly,
I Ire private financial interests of the creator or donor. In the view of the AACC,
reform legislation can be Justified only if drawn to meet the abuse. If distinctions
are to be made as between various kinds of tax-exempt organizations for reform
pirls)ses, then, we submit, the line is properly drawn between those foundations
which are under the effective control of the creator or donor and those which are
not. It is the administration of the charitable funds that matters-not the source
of the funds. To call an organization such as the AACC a "private foundation"
is a misnomer. And to subject such organizations, solely on tile basis of the
misntomuer, to the elaborate safeguards proposed by the Bill is an absurdity.

TAXATION

TIi', ilmosition of a 7V tax on private foundations proposed by l1.i. 13270
would reverse the historic decision to exempt endowed foundations and thus
raises for question the Interpretation of the public nature of foundation funds.
Tax exemption has been lxermitted upon the satisfactory demonstration by a
foundation that Its funds were being spent entirely in the public Interest, both
short range and long range. For instance, the widely recognized and critical need
to improve the care of crippled children N%;as the reason for establishing the AACC
and incorporating it as a privately sponsored fund raising charitable organizaton.
To aehieve this purpose large numbers of public-spirited citizens have voluntarily
contributed their tie and energy for some 50 years. Since conversion to an
endowed foundation 20 years ago, the Board of Directors and the Council of
Members of the AACC have continued to serve without compensation for their
services as such. The intent of the original legislation exempting foundations
from taxation because of their eleemosynary nature Ies been strictly respected
by the AACO which has regularly reported the charitable and educational pur-
poses for which its funds have been expended. Since t these funds are construed
not only to be held In public trust and, In addition, their use to be complementary
to the expenditures of tax funds by the government for social purposes, the
initiation of taxation seems inappropriate and not in the public interest as
originally conceived.

Taxation at the Federal level will invite taxation by state and local govern-
ments. Such a pernicious expansion of taxation may well cripple the effectiveness
of our limited funds. In reviewing the projections of income to be derived from
private foundations as outlined in Part I of the Committee Report, we believe that
the social loss in reducing the relatively small pool of funds available to founda-
tions such as the AACC far outweighs any potential revenue gains.

The amounts spent by tie AACC are insignificant compared with the expendi-
tures of governmental agencies in the health fields. But no doubt due in Iart to
its Independence from governmental funding, the AACC has come to be recognized
its alm impartial, experienced institution of established professional competence.
Thus the results of its efforts, produced by relatively small expenditures, often
serve to provide new thought and direction to the exl.Idlttnres of incomlarably
greater amounts of public funds.

Accordingly, we believe that, subject to complete public accountability, founda-
tions suh as the AACC should not be subject to tax, particularly when such tax
would lie discriminatory whep. compared with the tax status of other "exempt"
organizations.

INFLUENCINO LNOISLATION

Billions of dollars are being spent annually by Federal, Otate and local agencies
to improve the quality of health care of the general population. With the expendi-
ture of funds of this magnitude, it becomes essential to review in detail the
question of how and where the funds are being applied and to seek continuously
to determine whether the funds are being applied with maximum effectiveness.
Reviews of this character are, of course, regularly carried on by the governmental
agencies responsible for disbursement of the funds. However, the private sector
of the community also has much to offer in terms of new guidance and new
perspective In health care. This is particularly true of foundations such as the
AACO which possess the capability to provide independent, impartial and pro-
fessional evaluation of governmental actions in the health services field and which
are not dependent on governmental funding.
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The AACC does not believe lobbying InI the usual sense of that terni Is a proiX-r
function of any foundation, and the AACC's iisslon has not liven hainli'red by the
provisions in existing law relating to the influencing of legislation. If the existing
provisions are to be changed, however, great care imust be taken to iernlit
foundations to continue to speak out publicly and with out teiterity ou tli. broad
public Issues facing the country. This Is particularly important in tile health field
where because of tie massive governmental lnvolvemnint-st Ill exlx-rimental in
many areas-new approaches and new perspectives tilay quickly be reflected In
new legislation.

In the past soie of tie most Important activities of the AMC have. itinately
been reflected in action by governmental entities anid, in the broadest sense of tile
term, the governmental entities were "Influenced" by the AACC. For example, the
AACC has Initiated projects in t Me provision of health services for the purpose of
demonstrating the social necesity of such services for prospective transfer to anid
continuation by governmental agencies, and a number of such porograins have
been taken over anti absorbed by locl health departlemnts. IIl addition, tile AM(C
has served to coordinate, and has become a catalyst for, the develolillenlt of new
policy guidelines in the health field. In 1901, for example, tihe then director of tlle
AACO chaired the White House Conference on Mental HIetardation- a conference
one of the principal purposes of which was to assemble the nation's linest talents
to "influence" the direction of governmental policies.

We do not believe that the House Committee intended to discourage the type
of activities the AACC has carried or in the past. Indeed, It Is lircci.,ly t his 1I.V'

of activity that justifies the continued existence of foundations such as tle ,.(C.
Tile House Committee recognized the Importance of encouraging the free flow of
discussion on broad policy Issues and, In its explanation of proposed Section
4945(c), stated :

'One of the provisions contained in the bill (see.415(c) (1)) allies slv'i,.ally
to expenses Incurred in connection with grass root campaigns or other att4emlpts to
urge or encourage the public to contact members of a legislative body for th
purpose of proposing, supporting, or opposing legislation. This prohibition is sub-
staiitlally similar to the provisions of present law (see. 162(e)), which irolild.its
business deductionss for grassroots lobbying activities. Another p)rovisIJiin it the
bill (see. 4945(c) (2) precludes direct attempts to persuade members of legislative
bodies or governmental employees to take particular positions on specifle legisla-
tives issues. It does not extend to discussions of broad policy problems an(i Issues
with such members or employees." (Comm. Rep., Part 1, p. 33).

As drafted, however, proposed Section 4945(c) could be interpreted as going
far beyond the Committee Report. The Bill provides:

"For purposes of subsection (b) (1), the term 'taxable expenditure' includes
(but Is not limited to)--

'(1) any attempt to Influence legislation through an attempt to affect the
opinion of the general public or any segment thereof, and

'(2) any attempt to influence legislation through private communication with
any member or employee of a legislative body, or with any other person who ivay
participate In the formulation of the legislation, other than through miakinlg
available the results of non-partisan analysis or research."

The Bill has elinlnated the specificity contained in the Commnittee lReport anl,
in so doing, opens a floodgate of ambiguity. For example, almost any public
statement made by the kkCC oi national health policy might he regarded asfi al
attempt ' to Influence legislation through all attempt to affect the opinion of
tile general public." similarly regarded might be the national and International
me-vethigs and conferences sponsored by the AACC which are specifically aimlIed
at exploring the role of public and private agencies in the health services field
,nd the areas in which the expenditure of public funds can maximize social
returns. Specificity on these questions, vith the restrictions narrowly drawn to
meet demonstrated abuses, Is vital if foundations such as the AACC are to
continue to perform the public purposes for which they were formed. And, in
the view of the AACC, specificity Is too iportant an Issue to be left to adiinlis-
trative regulation. Accordingly, we urge that Section 4945(c) be redrawn In
precise terms consistent with the Committee Rersort.

Finally, the AACC finds It difficult to understand-If tie specific practices to
be taxed under Section 4945 are deemed to be undesirable-why the identical
practices are permitted if carried on by foundations which, solely because they
receive more funds through public fund raising than from endowment, are
exempted from the Section. Once again the fundamental definition of "private
foundation" contained In the Bill seems incongruous and discriminatory.
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8ELF-IEALINO

In general tie AACC approves (lie purposes sought to be achieved by the pro-
Ipscd provisions directed at self-dealing. However, the breadth and scope of
the prol'osed provisions are such that conilfflance by organizations such as the
AACC would not be possible simply as a practical matter. Moreover, the pro-
visions go beyond vliat is necessary to remedy whatever potential abuses may be
involved.

For example, the definition of "disqualified person" for self-dealing purposes
includes a substantiall contributor", i.e., any person who has coutrlbuted or
bequeathed more than $5,000 to tie organization in any one calendar year and
any person who has contributed or bequeathed the greatest amount to any
organization in any one calendar year. Since the AACC was formally Incorpo-
rated in 1908 and has received contributions, to the best of Its knowledge, iln
every subsequent. year, then by definition It starts off automatically with 60
"substantial contributors". To these must be added a large number of other
persons who have contributed $5,000 or more In any one calendar year (but less
than the greatest amount received in such year). Then we must add all members
(if the "family" of this already unmanageable number of "substantial con-
Irlbutors", determined after applying the complex attribution rules of Section
341(d). As a result, there are literally hundreds of "substantial contributors"
to tie AACC. The overwhelming majority of such persons are not known to
he AACO and could not be ascertained without employing special personnel to

search through family trees over a 60-year period. Obviously this kind of tracing
is not the type of charitable purpose for which large amounts of charitable funds
ought to be spent.

The deficit ions of "suibstantlat contributor" and "disqualified person" are
another indication of why it is inappropriate to categorize organizations such
as the AACC as "private foundations". When the self-dealing abuses have
occurred they have almost Invariably been In cases where a foundation Is tinder
the effective control of Identifiable persons or family groups. When such control
does not exist, we are not aware of any evidence suggesting that self-dealing is alproblenm.

Moreover, tie Committee report makes It clear that "in the case of the self-
dealer, the tax Is to be imposed automatically, without regard to whether the
violation was Inadvertent" (Comm. Rep., Part 1, p. 23). It Is difficult to under-
stand how the Committee believes self-dealing caii be Involved when the parties
who are dealing with each other are totally unaware of their relationship. If the
self-dealer does not know of his relationship to the charitable organization,
then, by definition, lie Is not self-dealing in any normal sense of that term.

Under the 11111, If tie AACC desired to lease office space and, through normal
real estate brokerage channels, found space in a New York City office building,
It would be necessary for the owners of the building to trace the charitable
contributions of their spouses, their respective brothers and sisters and their
respective spouses, their children, their parents and grandparents and related
corporations, partnerships, trusts and estates to determine whether any of
those persons or entities may have--during a 60-year period-contributed funds
to the AACC. Even in the unlikely event a landlord were prepared to undertake
this search, what would happen if in fact he discovered his grandfather had
iiade a $5,000 contribution to the AACC In 1910? Could it really be the Intent
of the Congress that the AACC (with a portfolio of $28,000,000) should be pro-
hilbited from entering into the lease?

Dozens of similar examples can be given. The practical answer is, of course,
to restore to the self-dealing concept the one feature that has alhcays been associ-
ated with the concept-i.e., actual knowledge on the part of the self-dealer that
lie Is in fact In a self-dealing position.

GRANTS TO INDIVIDUALS

According to tie Committee Report, it Is expected that the proposed provisions
restricting grants to individuals "will encourage the further development of
systematic nondiscriminatory grant-making." (Comm. Rep., Part 1, p. 35) The
Committee's concern was that "expertise and fairness replace whim and personal
relationships in such matters." (Comm. Rep., Part 1, p. 34)

The AACO believes it entirely appropriate that grantmaking procedures be
reviewed by the Service to determine whether such procedures provide appropri-
ate assurances of objectivity and expertise. However, under proposed Section
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4945(e) as presently drafted it would seem that not only must the grant-making
procedures be approved by the Service but also, possibly, that the foundation
must d.ruonstrate that the purpose of each individual granf is to achieve one
of the goals specified in that Section.

A considerable portion of the AACC's income is spent in grant-making to
support individual research, principally in the biomedical field. In most cases
the grants are made to the university or college where the Individual will pursue
his research. But in some cases the character of the research project, the inter-
disciplinary approaches being utilized, the geographical areas it which the
research will be carried on or the affiliations of the researchers involved require
that the grant be made directly to the Indivihuals and be administered by tile
AACC itself.

In the view of the AACC, it would be Impossible, simply as an administrative
matter, to require governmental review of individual research grants made by
organizations such as the AACC. Moreover, It Is the grant-nking procedures
which provide the objectivity al expertise sought by the louse (7onmilttee.
If the procedures are appropriate the review of individual grants would merely
invite "second guessing" by agents of the Service. Even if the staff of tie Service
were augmented to provide the necessary manpower, It would hardly be expected,
particularly in the blodmedical field, that the agents would possess the academic
background necessary to perform individual grant review.

PAYMENTS TO GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Under proposed Sections 494.1(d) and 4946(c), reimbursement of government
officials for international travel would be prohibited. From time to time, AACC
has sought from governmental health personnel professional evaluation of
biomedical research projects being conducted unler AACC's aegin in foreign
countries. For this purpose, such personnel have been reimbursed basic travel
and living expenses. Likewise, AACC has provided travel and living exiwnpses
to permit governmental personnel to attend international professional meetings
when such funds have been temporarily unavailable from government sources
for reasons of budgetary restriction.

Clearly such complementary professional activity between the government and
private foundations has been in the public interest. Yet the new restriction
would unnecessarily rule out continuation of these arrangements which have
proven so valuable in the past.

For more than a century we have had Federal laws dealitbg with Improper
attempts to influence government officials and with the conflicts between respon-
sibilities of government officials and their Individual financial interests. As the
nation grew, these laws multiplied to cover a plethora of different situations of
varying degrees of subtlety, and these .laws were scattered--with little effort at
consistency-throughout the Federal statutes and administrative regulations.

By the 1950's the disorder and confusion in this area had grown to such a de-
gree that a thoroughly revised and consolidated approach to conflicts of ihitt.rest
seemed essential to the orderly functioning of government. The existing Federal
laws were inconsistent, ambiguous, Inadequate, and often difficult to find; the
situation cried out for reform. Late in the decade, three major steps were taken:

1. In 1958 a comprehensive analysis of then existing conflict laws was
published by the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee on the
Judiciary following a detailed study ordered by Chairman Emanue.l Celler.
The report included a draft bill principally Intended to consolidate existing
laws.

2. In 1958 a Special Committee of the Association of the Bar of tile City
of New York undertook an intensive two-year study to re-examine the
fundamental principles of conflicts of interest legislation. The Committee
published its report in 1960, together with a new draft of Jegislation.

3. In 1961 President Kennedy's Advisory Panel on Ethics and Conflict of
Interest in Government recommended a basic revision of the Federal con-
flict of interest laws, accompanied by an Implementing bill drafted by the
Department of Justice.

Each of the three bills referred to above was prepared after exhaustive analysis
and research. The bills were then studied by the House and Senate for two years,
during which time efforts were made to develop a new draft bill which would
Incorporate the best features of each of the three proposals. Finally, in 1963,
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Congress enacted an entirely new, comprehensive and detailed Federal Conflict
of Interest Law (18 U.S.C. § 201, ct seq.). Siuce that time major departments
and agencies of the government have further implemented and refined the new
law ! hroigh elaborate administrative regulations.

11.11. 13270, in dealing with payments by private foundations to government
officials, ignores tie enormous and successful efforts to frame for the first time
In the nation's history a rational and comprehensive bill dealing with conflicts
of interest of public officials. The House BLi would introduce--not by amend-
ment of the Federal Conflict of Interest Law, but rather as a new excise tax-
provisions which are out of accord with the l)rinci)les embodied in the recently
adopted legislation, thus tending to destroy the consistency and consolidation that
so many labored so long to achieve. Moreover, all of this has been done hastily,
without adequate review by governmental and private committees and panels
that possess the necessary expertise on the subject matter involved.

%V'int, then, is tile Justification for this extraordinary measure? The Committee
Report accompanying IT.R. 13270 merely states that "For purposes of the self-
dealing provisions Government officials are disqualified persons." It is obvious,
of course, that the provisions in the Hollse Bill applicable to government officials
have nothing whatsoever to do with "self-dealing" In any normal sense of that
term. Prohibitions against self-dealing -ire Intended to protect against diversion
of assets of a foundation to persons in a position to control the actions of the
foundation. When government officials are involved, the proWbem is quite the
opposite of self-dealing-it, is to protect against the corruption of government
officials by private interests.

W\ye (1o not minimize the seriousness of any attempt to improperly Influence
government officials. We submit, however, that the problem Is far too serious to
be dealt with in an excise tax bill. Attempts at. corruption are now, and should
continue to be, major crimes. Under the 1963 Federal Conflict of Interest Law
anyone who gives, offers or promises anything of value to a public official with
Intent to influence any official act, or to Influence such official to aid fit committing
or allowing any fraud on the United States, or to Induce such official to do or
omit to do any act in violation of his duty Is subject. to fifteen years Imprison-
ment as w'el as heavy fines (18 U.S.C. § 201(b) ). Identical sanctions are provided
for any public official who corruptly seeks, accepts or receives anything of value
for himself or any other person (18 U.S.C. § 201 (c)).

Possibly the provisions of the 1903 Federal Conflict of Interest Law are In-
adequate. Now, with six years' experience under the law, perhaps the legislation
ought to be reviewed; If existing provisions against corruption and conflicts of
interest are Inadequate they should be changed. But If corruption is the Issue,
the place to (teal with it Is in the Federal criminal code.

The substance of the provisions in the House Bill applicable to government
officials moves far beyond the decision. reached by Congress in 1963. Section 209
of the Conflict of Interest Law prohibits in very broad terms the payment to
government officials from any private source of compensation for the officials'
services to the government--and this prohibition exists, irrespective of whether
or not any corrupt motive Is Involved. Congress did not, however, enact any
blanket prohibition against all payments to government officials. Nor did Con-
gress deemi it necessary to prohibit public officials from receiving outside income
from outside employment. See Perkins, The New Federal ConfliCt-of-IntCre8t Law,
76 Hlarv. Law Rev. 1113. 1137 (1963). In any review of Its 1903 decisions Con-
gress might now determine that any payment of any nature to government offi-
cials creates such an intrinsic danger that all such payments should be outlawed,
irrespective of any intent to exercise improper influence; such a decision would
then result in anlending the Federal criminal code to include prohibitions of the
character suggested In the House Bill. If Congress should so decide, however,
such prohibitions would necessarily be of general applicability and could not
logically be limited to payments received from private foundations. If payments
inade by private foundations, irrespective of motive, are to be outlawed because
by their very nature they are determined to be corru)tilng, then such payments
would seem equally corrupting whether made by a university, church, foundation,
brokerage firm, newspaper, defense contractor or private individual.

In 1903. a fine balance was struck between the government's need for high
ethical standards In its officials and the government's need to recruit the best
available talent for the Federal service. This balance necessarily will have to be
adjusted and reflued as experience with the new law develops. We urge, how-
ever, that these changes be made by amendments to the existing comprehensive



provisions of the Federal Conflict of Interest Law and not through tMe Inechatnisim
of a complicated excise tax al)plilaiLe only to one sector of the community. We
further urge that, in the Interest of a counslstent and ratlonal Federal p)lihy iii
this area an(d in the Interest of orderly funtioning of- vvernient, tlt.ese 0chan1ges
be mtiade only with the greatest care after adequate study boy ('ongruss, ti
executive branch and legal profession.

I wish to reiterate the unqualititl support 1, tit ACC for strong and rational
measures designed to assure public account ability of all chairitable funds. l low-
ever, for the reasons stated above, the pr '.,znt Bill goes far bIKyond wbat is
necessary to achieve this desirable end autu, in so doling, would inlde the very
charitable purposes for which organllzatioits sctt(h as tin, AACC exist. We strongly
urge that the provisions of II.R. 13270 dealing with "private foundations" be
redeveloped, following a careful ainalysis of the type of organization to be,
classilled as "private," so that restrictions will be imposed on the imrfornnce
of charitable functions only wihen. the necessity for such n.trlctions hias be ,n
clearly shown. Il this effort"It is essential that the Congress, In its uiilerstald-
able desire to curb abuse-% of some family-controlled foundations, carefully avoid
impalrling the operations of foundations such its the AACC which, uider Inde-
penldent professoJ:inl management, have cOunidled long arid distinguished records
of public service.Sincerely,

ltoIERT J. SLATER, MI)..,
Prcsidncfl, ,A s.ocia I ion fort h c Aid of Crippled Ch ildren.

STATEMENT BY HENRY STRONG ON BEHALF OF Tilt: IIATTIE M. *JR,)N4 Fot'.UNATitjo

By name Is Henry Strong. I reside at 5039 Overlook Road. N Ws., \a.hiiugton.
).C. I 2an filing this Statement in my capacity as President ',f the Ielalth. M.

Strong Foundation, hereinafter sometimes, referred to as the "Strong FVoullda-
tion", with offices at 1625 Eye Street, N.AN., Washington, ).C.

The Strong Foundation wits incorporate d in tle strikee (of ',ltumnli: .,mi
October 6, 1928, for the purpose of "the promotion of tie welfare vf u .iety boy
assisting such religious, educational, charitable and philanthroli- work -or
organizations as may be deemed worthy, and particularly, ,so far as lora.th'albe
to supply fund" to young ment and women of promise with which they may obtain
adequate academic, technical and profes.sisonal ediication." 'ite inv'orloorator;
were Hattie M. Strong, her son I,. Corrin Strong anlld his wife, Alice T. Strong.
Mr. Strong was President of the Foundationl front Its hicorpitttion mintil his
death In 1t9W. I was elected President In 1907. A list of tMe oflii-ers and ipast and
present Trustees of the Foundation is attached. As present six of t hi eevvt,
members of the Board of Trustees are unrelated to the, Strontg family. No Trrtw,
has received or is receiving compensation for serving on the Board. There are
four laid professional staff members.

Hattie .1. Strong was the principal donor, contributing all inititl blf.k of 3:.ou)
shares of E'astman Kodak stock worth $540,000 on October 1, 1928. Sile illd Iter
son, I,. Corrin Strong, made additional lifetime an]d testaillentary gifts to ill.
Foundation totalling $514,1,63. Unsolicited gifts totalling $6,064.2 iaVe been
received front former benieiciaries of the Foun(latlon's student loan |Jrogrti.
The total arnount donated to the Foundation from all soources Is $1 .0'X),727.S'2.
Starting with this seced money, the Foulndation hIas manlde loans totalli m:
$3,035,697.11 to needy students and has distributed $2,205,413.06 Jin 'hilritabli.
grants. Its current investment portfolio Is valued at alproximately $12,( %),(;01
as of August 31, 1969.

The Foundation's basic program Is tie administration of Interest-free lJan-
to American college students studying in the Unitel States or abroad and Il,
vocational school students In the Washington, ).C. area. Starting with 71 loamn-
in 1928, the program has served a total of 3,222 students, of whom 970 are cur-
rently on the books in the amount of $1,137,400.20. Since 1928, only $119.326.00,
or aproxlmately 3.9% of the total amount loaned. has bee'n written off as bad
debts. Because of the general shortage of scholarship and student loat fiuniding
from public and commercial sources, tlie Foundation's college loan program Is:
being expanded, and it is expected that approximately 200 new loans will be
made for the coming academic year. All income of the Strong Foundation plhi.s
a portion of Its principal Is expended anniuailly in support of the loan program
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and in tile forzi of grants. I)istrihutlons for those purposes are budgeted annually
at 4% of investment assets.

The Strong Foundation is proud of Its pioneering work in the field of educa-
tion assistance. Through successful man agement of its resources and dedication
to its founder's aim of helping young men and women of promise to attain
adequate academic, technical and professional education, it has enriched the
lives of thousands of deserving students. I believe that tit, record of our Founda-
tion denlonstrates the type of significant and expending contribution to society
which (fan be and is being made by the vast majority of foundations.

I thoroughly endorse appropriate legislation and supervision to prevent abuse
of tax-exempt status by any foundation guilty of such practices. However, I be-
lieve that the repressive tone of certain portions of 11.11. 13270 does a great
disservice to tlie overwhelming majority of individuals engaged in foundation
work who are dedicated to pmblie service. A number of the proi~osed taxes, re-
strlellons and penalties will, If enacted into law, make It extremely difficult for
foundations to perform their eleemosynary services and to attract and retail
responsible and qualified staff and board members.

I understand that most of the specific provisions of the Actto which the Strong
Foundation has objections and which pertain to foundations generally will be
discussed in detail by witnesses appearing before the Committee in coordination
with the Council on Foundations, Inc. To avoid unnecessary repetition, I will
allude only briefly to them in this statement. The Strong F'mundation has, how-
ever, encouutered difficulty with certain portions of the Act as they relate to
our student loan program and I will deal with them in more detail.

SEM. 500. TAX ON PRIVATE FOUNDATION INVEKSTMFNT INCOME

1 am opposed to this tax as a matter of principle. The burden.will in most
cases inevitably be borne by foundation beneficiaries in the form of reduced
distributions to charitable purposes. I see neither logic nor justice in thus singling
out privat(, foundations. I urge tile Committee to eliminate this punitive feature
of 11.1t. 13270.

SI:C. 41.1-12. TAxi-:S ON FAII.UIE TO DISTRIBUTE INCOME

(e) Minimuin Investment Return
The 5% figure for Minimum Inve-stment Return is too high, particularly when

expressed as a nifitimunm requirement. The Strong Foundation considers that a
4% (listrilhution constitutes a reasonable average annual figure for maintenance
of existing prograin levels In the face of steadily rising operating expenses and
costs of edueation-two areas of vital concern to our Foundation.

(g) Qualifying l)istributions )eflned
Expenses of administering legitimate charitable progranis should be included

as a "qualifying distributionn". Such operating expenditures are necessarily
made in furtherance of tile charitable purposes for which Sec. 501 (c) (3)
exemption was granted. Our experience with student loans has clearly demon-
strated that a continuing personalized relationship with each loan recipient is
essential to the success of such programs, particularly in establishing fair and
equitable repayment schedules, and virtually all of the administrative expenses
of the Strong Foundation derive from the operation of this program. The failure
to Include administrative expenses as a "qualifying distribution" would appear
to lpnalize tile more active and conscientious foundations and to encourage
passivity and/or inadequate staffing and administrative control of programs.
(An alternative solution would result if administrative expenses were made
deductible in computing both "adjusted net income" and "minmnum investment
return". )

It is not clear whether dedicatlan of investment income to the Strong Pounda-
(ion's steadily expanding Ptudenc loan program would be deemed a qualifying
distribution under the provisions of either subsection (g) (1) (A) or (B). In
accounting termins this would amount to transfer of incenie to capital and not
"pad out". The revolving stunt loan fund is, however, capital which is used
directly in carrying out the Strong Foundation's excmipt iurpo~e.s. Moreover.
since our student loans are interest free, the revolving fund produces no income
and in fact suffers a continuing repayment loss. This type of transaction should
be speclflcally cited as a qualifying distribution undr-r the terms of this definition.
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(b) Taxable Expenditures
There Is no mention in 11.R. 13270 of the type of interest free smiletit loan

programs which the Strong Foundation adiniisters. Although I as.,titar ltt a
fully repayable student loan under our loan programn would mot b. ,misidlered
an "individual grant" subject to the provisions of subseetiwi (tb) (3), 1 urge
the Committee to clarify any doubt in that regard by expressly excluding suclh
loans.

(e) Individual Grants
The Strong Foundation does occasionally convert an outstanding loan to a

scholarship grant In severe hardship cases and has made a few individual study
grants. I believe that the present procedures for accomplishing this would meet
the requirements contemplated by this subsection. I am concerned, however,
that the necessity for advance approval of procedures by the Secretary is sus-
ceptible to overly rigid interpretation and bureaucratic delays which could
seriously impede, if not destroy, the ability to respond quicklyy and flexibly to
changing community needs and cases of individual hardship. In my opinion.
sanctions against violation of objective and nondiwrininatory criteria for mak-
ing individual grants, established by the Secretary, should be substituted for the
requirements of administrative prior approval.

(f) Expenditure Responsibility
All responsible foundations bear the obligation to ensure to the best of their

ability that funds they distribute are used for the eleemosynary purposes
intended. However, I believe that the provisions of this subsection place an
undue policing burden on grant-making foundations. They would require greatly
increased staff, with resultant decline In funds available for charitable purposes,
and/or an unrealistic and probably unacceptable degree of direct foundation
involvement in the operations of those recipient organizatlots administering
active charitable programs. The practical effect of this requirement would be to
inhibit grants by a private foundation even to an organtizatin qualifying as an
"operating foundation".

CONCLUSION

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to present tile views of the Strong Founda-
tion on this important and far-reaching legislation. I respectfully request that
the Committee on FIDances act favorably on the amendments to 11.11. 13270
which have been requested in my statement. It Is hoped that the tax reform
provisions dealing with private foundations, as finally enacted, will not unduly
hamper or restrict the important public service being rendered by legitimate
foundations.

Respectfully submitted,
HENRY STUONG.

President, Hattie M. Strong Foundation.
SEPTEMBER 5, 199.

HATTIE M. STRONG FOUNDATION OFFICERS

Henry Strong, President, 5039 Overlook Road, NW., Washington, I).C.
Trowbridge Strong, Vice President, 401 Woodbine Avenue, Norberth, Pa.
Cecilia E. Bowers, Secretary, 930 Washington Building, Arlington Towers,

Arlington, Va.
Barbara B. Cantrell, Treasurer, 7400 Oriole Avenue, Springfield, Va.
Thelma L. Etchman, Assistant Treasurer, 4219 Longfellow Street, ilyntt.4-

vlle, Md.
HATTIE M. STRONG FOUNDATION BOARD OF TRUSTEF"

Mrs. L. Corrin Strong, Whitehall Road, R. D. No. 2, Annapolis, Md.
Mrs. C. E. Bowers, 930 Washington Building, Arlington Towers, Arlington, Vn.
Richard S. T. Marsh, 701 Folger Building, 725 15th Street NW., Wa~hIng-

ton, D.C.
0. Peter Strong, 127 East 73rd Street, New York, N.Y.
Henry Strong, 5039 Overlook Road NW., Washington, D.C.
Robert W. Wilson, 929 E Street NW., Washington, D.C.
A. B. Trowbridge, Jr., 4111 Fairfax Road, McLean, Va.
John N. Andrews, 2000 North Adams Street, Arlington, Va.
Trowbridge Strong, 401 Woodbine Avenue, Norberth, Pa.
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Lew G. Colt, 3930 Connecticut Avenue, NW., Washington, D.C.
l)r. lIennetta I. Washington, 1200 19th Street, NW., Washington, I).C.

FORMER 'lhnTEES OV THE IllrrI 'M. STRONG FOUNDATION

I'aul Achilles, October 1928-May 1938.
Ilattle M. Strong, October 1928-.June 1950.
I,. C'orrin Strong, October 1928-September 1966.
,A. It. Trowbridge, October 1 928-I)eceniher 191 0.
Wilson M. (omnpton, )ecember 1937-March 1967.
Iruice Baird, May 1945-I)ecember 1960.

.1. Edgar Hoover, May 1945-January 1953.
I ust ice i larold 11. Burton, October 104(-October 1964.
Mrs. larlan F. Stone, October 1946-November 1958.

STATI:MI;NT OF lE1EiIt L,. SNzANTON, 1I'StDENT, NEW YORK CITY-RAND INSTITUTE

Aks P'resident of the recently estahlished New York City-Rand Institute, I an
submitting this written statement to express my concern about the potential
effect which 11.11. 1:3270, the tax reform bill which your Committee is now con-
,idering, might have upon organizations sucil as ours which are devoted ex-
clusively to research and analysis of urban problems. This letter is prompted
by what I beieve to be I if unintended but INmsible result of the enactment of
legislation similar to that passed by the House of Representatives-seriotus ob-
stacles to tie efforts of private non-prolit organizations like the Institute to raise
tle support ioeed to continue their work on problems too long neglected in
some- of our major met ropolitan areas.
Tie Institute is i non-irolit corporation formed, lit the language of its Cer-

tllcate of Inclrporatlol, "Primarily to conduct programs of scientific research
anmd stuidy, and provide reports and recomnnmemiations, relevant to the operations,
phinuiing or administration of the City of New York"; and secondarily to conduct
slitimir activities for other levels or agencies of government. The Institute Is
cmnipose of approxinumtely 50 -cientists and researchers, together with support-
lg personnel. Under contract with various agencies of the government of the
('ity of New York, it is now actively engaged lit attempting to identify and rec-
ommtenld to responsive ( City officials, effective atnd feasible solutions to current
liroblems lit the fields of health, housing, lire protection. police services. welfare,
correctionis, water lollttion, and economic developmentt. New York City Itself
is supporting this work it the rate of approximately $2.5 million annually, the
Hand Corporation is contributing approximately $150,000 annually, and founda-
,loim suplp)o't is providing an additional $300,000 annually.

Tlie problems for such nit organization woul not be created by proposed
restrictions on matters such as self-dealing or business Investments. Nor would
they result front an attempt to encourage (listribution of income and devotion
of assets to charitable purposes. Instead, the principal adverse effects could
result from the cla.,-,icit atlons elbodied lit the bill which might restrict the
availability of financial support. For example, if our Institute were classified
as a "private foundation" under Section 509 but not as an "operating founda-
lion" unlder Section 4942, it. uiight be very difficult to raise the additional support
netdd to enable the Institute to carry out the purposes for which It was or-
ganized, since other foundations could not make "qualifying distributions" to
the Inspitute land hence might be reluctant to make any distributions at all.

I believe that the work of organizations such as ours to find new answers to
critical domestic problems in the field of urban affairs should be encouraged by
the Congress, not jeolrdized. 1 believe further that this can be accomplished
in tlt, 'oltext Of II.R. 13270 and cons-istent with its l)url..oes.
.As indicated in the House Ways and Meanls Committee report, Section 4942

of the House bill is designed in imirt to prevent "grant-making" foundations front
distributingg their income to one another without the income being used for
charitable purlse.,qes (p. 42). These distribution requirements were not intended,
however, to apply to distributions from "grant-making" to "operating" founda-
liwns Such as museums, libraries, learned societies and organizations which have
developed "expertise in certain substantive areas and which provide for the
independent granting of funds and direction of research in those specialized
substantive areas" (pp. 26. 42). The latter group of organizations were included
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as "operating foundations," accordlug to tl Cominittee reixrt, lie'ause they
"have developed all expertise which permits them to make effective use of he
money through grant programs or otherwise" (p. 26).

The defliti a of "operating foundations" in the bill itself (Section 4912(j)
(3) ), is not well designedl to effectuate that intention, primarily because It
embodies rigid fiscal criteria which may not, in many cases. bave any relevance
to the purposes or performance of the organizations affected. For examine, it
-vems 2lear that our Institute is an "operating" foundation as describedI in the
House Committee report-it is an "operating" (as distinguisled from "grant-
making") organization; it has developed expertise in urban research and

analysLb; and, we believe, it can make effective use of dItribution from other
foundations in directing research and analysis in (fhe area of Its substantive ex-
pertise. Moreover, substantially all of its Income is exienled directly for Its
spe.ialized purposes. (See p. 42 of House Ways and Means Committee Report.)
Yet, the Institute may still fail to meet the rigid criteria of Scetion 4912(J) (3) :

The Institute does expend substantially all of its income directly for the active
conduct of tie activities, for which it was organized. But It may not at sone
future (late nieet tie additional requirement either that substantially more than
half of Its assets be devoted directly to suclh activities, or that substantially all
of its Support be received from five or more exempt organizations not "(Its-
qualified" under the bill (but not more than 25% from any one such organization).

To point up the dilemmna, which also must confront niany organizations like
ours, one miight, review the Institute's future plans iln light of those two require-
ment.s. As a center for urban research and analysis, our primary ass ts are IWo-
ple-professional engineers, nimtheniatlclans, economists, plhyscians, architects,
sociologists and others, all of whon are devoted exclusively and directly to our
chartered purpose. But personnel are not normally considered as 1a,ts iIn anl
accounting sense and hence we viust look to other assets for -satisfaction of tile
criteria in Section 4i)2(j)(3)(B)(I). Because of the nature of the Institute's
work, we do not presently anticipate a significant investment in land or (lulp •

ment. We do hole to obtain soiie permanent form of financial support, beyond
yearly contracts with the City of New York, wvhicl will provide lmrmalnence andth
continuity to our work. But should the Institute succeed in obtaining suchd
support, it might then fail to qualify as an Orating foundation-lnilially be-
cause the support might come from less than five organizations, anid ultimately
because (to the extent that they exceeded Immediate operational needs) such
resources would probably be Invested to provide additional Income while await-
ing requirements for their expenditure and to insure some continuity for the
Institute.

It is our hope that your Committee will agree that the Impact of any tax
reform legislation which may bo enacted should be determined primarily by the
nature and l)urposes of organizations like ours, rather than by Inflexible fiscal
standards which may permit adverse results unintended by the Congress. Ac-
cordingly, we would urge tie Committee to consider time possibility of amending
Section 4942(j) (3) to carry out the purposes expressed in the House Colmittee
report by assuring that organizations like the Institute are not arbitrarily ex-
cluded from tile category of "operating foundations" by the adoption of rigid
economic criteria.

Alternatively, the Committee might, In light of tile vital Importance of research
and analysis directed to the solution of urban problems, consider time possibility
of excluding from the category of "private foundations" definedd it Section --,09,
non-profit organizations which are organized and operated primarily for sueh
research anti analysis. This might be done in the same manner in which organiza-
tions devoted to "testing for the public safety" are ntw exempted by Sec.llon
509(a) (4).

To demonstrate the imlrtance of not Jeopardizing the continuing support of
organizations such as ours-, I would like briefly to review the background of
the Institute, its activities, and its plans for the future.

The New York City-Rand Institute dates bjack to the Fall of 1967 wh(,n the
City of New York and Tile Hand Corporation began explorilng the possibility of
focusing the analytical and research skills which Hand had develolwd prijmarily
in the field of national security upon the complex problems facing it maJor
metropolitan area like New York. This resulted in formal contracts with tle
City, under which %and staff members began working directly with City offlials
in attempting to solve major problems of fire protection, lhalth services, crime
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control, housing and redevelopment, and to improve the effectiveness of City
government operations in those fields.

Because of the initial success of this undertaking, and because it was clear
that the complex find fundamental problems underlying the difficulties of the
City could be adequately understood and attacked only through a sustained
effort, It became aplparent that a permanent organization for the analysis of
urban problems should be established. The result was the formation in April of
thIs year of The New York City-Rand Institute. The Institute is administered
and staffed by personnel from The Rand Corporation and governed by a Board
of Trustees jointly selected by the City and Rand. A listing of the Trustees is
attached. In addition to continuing work on the problems outlined above, the
Institute has undertaken studies of welfare, water pollution and economic
development, and expected in the near future to initiate research in other areas,
such as air pollution, transportation, and education.

In every field of Inquiry, Institute personnel are called upon to define the
problems facing the City, to assess the effectiveness of present efforts to deal with
them, and to recommend to the responsible City officials alternative courses of
action.

It may be helpful to detail some of the types of work the Institute is en-
gaged in:

The application of ncrw technologies. In the course of analyzing fire protection
in the City, a chemical engineer on the Institute's staff proposed experiments
with the addition of minute quantities of long-chain polymers to water streams
in P.re hoses. Carried out by the Institute, the Fire Department, and a commercial
prclucer of the polymers, the experiments showed that the additive dramatically
rduced friction in the hoses, and as a result increased by 50 to 80% the amount
of water discharged by the hoses and the distance the stream would travel on
leaving the nozzle--without any increase in pumping pressure. The New York
City Fire Department is now in the process of putting this result into opera-
tional use, and the Institute is attempting to respond to dozens of inquiries from
other fire departments across the country.

A second technical study explored the use of devices which measure changes
in the ionization of the atmosphere to detect not only fires but also smoke and
smoldering conditions. It concluded that because of rapid recent improvements
in this technology it may be feasible in the near future to install, throughout
cities, devices capable of detecting fires at a very early stage and automatically
sounding alarms both at the site and in fire department dispatching centers.

Other technical studies have advised agencies of the City government of the
potential value of equipment which could automatically keep track of the loca-
tion of all City ambulances, police cars and fire engines, and have set out a
detailed method of evaluating a broad variety of devices which might reduce
crime in high-rise housing.

The design of new procedures. For the Housing and Development Administra-
tion new information systems have been designed and procedures recommended,
which should enable the City to help arrest and process of deterioration in the
existing housing stock by making it possible to determine whether particular
problem buildings should be dealt with through building code enforcement,
technical or financial assistance to the landlord, take-over by the City, or other
nea sures.

For the Police Department a method of determining how additional patrolmen
should be allocated to the various precincts in the City was designed. This
system, operated on a computer, Is capable of taking into account a wide variety
of characteristics of individual neighborhoods--population density, crime rate,
number of street miles, arrest rates, and other factors--in determining whether
additional men should be assigned and in predicting some of the probable effects
of such assignments.

The Institute has also recommended to the Police Department procedures
which give promise of significantly increasing the ability of the Department to
attract and retain members of minority groups.

The proposal of ticw operating policies. In their initial work for the Police
Department, Institute researchers described with new precision a problem long
familiar to professional police administrators: the fact that at some times--such
as Friday nights--requirements for police assistance might exceed the require-
ments of other times-such as Tuesday mornings-by as much as 500 or 600%,
but that the number of men available during such peak periods was normally
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only 30 or 40% greater than at other times. The Institite recoiniended a variety
of possible solutions to this problem, and is partially responsible for the ('ity's
decision to Institute a so-called "fourth platoon"-a major reallocvition of police
manpower which more than doubles the number of nvn available during evening
hours.

The Institute has recommended the Community Mental Ifealth lcpirtinent in
New York policies which appear likely to iniorove the ability of mental health
centers to effectively serve the particular polmlations in their own areas. .%nd
it is providing the Fire Deia rtinent with a mathematical model (aliablh of
predicting the probable incedence of false and genuine alarms with sufficlent
accuracy to allow the Department to predeploy and r,-deploy equiim, nt on the
basis of anticipated requirements.

The dcrclopmcnt of ncw inanagcnmcnt methods. Together with each of tile
operating agencies of the City with which it has been working. Institute re-
searchers are developing and refining those agencies' Planning P1rogramming and
Budgeting Systems. This work has involved assisting the agencies to spe.ify their
objectives, to identify the ways in which their budgets are allocated in terns of
those objectives rather than in terms of conventional accounting categories, and
to evaluate both the cost and the probable effectivenes-i of alternative policies
and allocation. In this way the Institute has been assisting not only In the
analysis of particular issues, but in the improvement of the proce,- by which
many agencies of the City government routinely make decisions. Inquiries front
a large number of other State and local jurisdictions for assistance of this kind
have been made to the Institute.

In a variety of ways, then, the Institute Is attempting to bring advanced
scientific and analytic techniques to bear on problems of urban life and local
government. Many of its more fundamental studies are long-rnnge in nature and
have not yet produced firm or usable conclusions. Much of its other work, how-
ever, has found Immediate application, as It was designed to do. The City govern-
ment's belief in the value of this work can be seen in the fact that. despite
severe budgetary problems, New York is continuing to invest roughly $2.5 million
annually in the continuation of this effort.

But while these City expenditures are significant-indeed, they are unipre-
cedented in American municipal history-they cannot fully support the work
which needs doing. The Institute, like other such organizations, must look to
private sources to supplement the City's contributions. We believe, therefore,
that one of the most significant questions now before the Senate Finance Coin-
mittee is whether organizations like the Institute will be able to receive the addi-
tional support they need or whether they will be faced by legislation which could
dry up their potential sources of support.

We are also troubled by the uncertainties which appear to be Inherent in the
language of Section 4945(b) and (c). Presumably all of the activities of the
Institute which might be affected by Section 4945 are covered in the exclusion
which permits "making available the results of non-partisan analysis or re-
search." However, the vagueness of Section 445(c) as to Influencing legislation
through "an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or any segment
thereof" or "through private communication with any member of employee of
a legislative body, or with any other person who may participate in the formu-
lation of the legislation" if of some concern. Under some possible interpreta-
tions, this might Interfere with the essential close working relations between the
Institute and public officials interested in the work of the Institute. It might also
conceivably interfere with the ability of the Institute to respond to public Inquiry
concerning the results of its studies.

We would hope that, in light of the Importance of the work wing performed
by the Institute and other similar organizations, these matters could receive the
attention of your Committee. And we would hope that any legislation which
might be enacted could be focused upon our purposes and our activities, rather
than upon inflexible fiscal criteria which might Impair our effectiveness.

The Institute would be pleased to assist your Committee and its staff should
any further information concerning its purpose or activities be needed.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES, THE NEW YORK CITY-RAND IN8I1TUTE

Bernard Botein, Chairman, Partner, Botein, Hays & Herzberg.
Timothy Costello, Deputy Mayor and City Administrator.
Henry Foner, President, Joint Board, Fur, Leather & Machine Workers Union.
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TV. Keith Glennan, President Fmerlitu., Case Institute of Techluology.
William T. (olden, Chairnman, City University Construction Fund.
Frederick O'II. Hayes, I)irector, Bureau of the Budget, City of New York.
Edwin E. Iiuddleson, Jr., P'artner, Cooley, Crowley, Gaither, Godward, Castro

& I lnddlesoll.
'heodore W. Kheel, Partner, Battle, Fowler, Stokes& Kheel.
GustAve Levy, Senior Partner, Goldman Sachs & Co.
Henry S. Rowen, Prei4ldent, Tihe Rand Corporation.
)avid A. Slepard, Executlve Vice President, Retired, Standard Oil Coillpally

(New Jersey).
Frank Stanton, 'resihient, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Peter L. Szanton, President, fime New York City-Rand Institute.
l.ewis 'limonins, )ean, New York University School of Medicine.
Franklin Willinins, Director, Urban Center of Columbia University.

AM ERICAN ISTORICAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., Oclober 7 196f9.

I[o. Itussm~l. It. LON0,
Chirman, Commilee on Finance,
Ol Senate Offlee ilulding,
I'ashington . D.C.

I)FAR S NATOR LONG: I have the honor to report to you, for the record, the
following recent action:

The Council of tihe American Historical Association, at its regular meeting on
September 13, uMIII), votes to assoclate itself with the testimony prepared for the
Senmate Finance ('omnittee by l'resilent Burkhardt of the American Council of
IA'arild Societies, Ili respect of his mlrgumemits.

First, that the Tax Reform Bill H1.R. 13270 may unintentionally do serious
hlirm to tax exempt scholarly organizations iii the United States unless amended
to exclude thema, not by formulas as to sources of support, but by explicit defini-
tions as to functions performed, and

Second, that In their interests the Federal Government should refrain from
introducing the novel principle of taxation of bona fide private foundations.

Aecordilig to response received to date by this office, the following have taken
smiillar ollicilal action iII support of Mr. Burkhardt's testimony: American Philo-
sol)lical Association, Amnerican Sociological Association, American Statistical
Association, College English Association, Mathematical Association of America,
Organization of American Historians, Renals.ance Society of America, Rhode
Island Historical Society. Society of Architectural Ilstorians, and the Speech
Association of America. Tihe following have supplied a similar endorsement of
an In dividual olicer, (tile shniply to shortness of dinc : American Political Science
Association. history of Education Society, and time Vermont Historical Society.
The following have submitted to your Committee similar statements of their
own : American Association of IAw Libraries, American Institute of Physics,
American Society of International Law, and the Association of American Law
Schools.

We should appreciate your entering all this in the record where appropriate.
Sincerely yours,

PAULT L. VA RD, Exccu it'vcSeetarl1.

STATEMENT OF 1). I'. VEYRiAUCII, MANA(;ER, ClARITIES FOUNTATION, ToLEDo, OImo

lie: 11.11. 13270-A bill to reform the income tax laws.

It is respectfully requested that the following conimnents be Incorporated In
he printed lie ring lwrtainimg to Subtitle A-Private Foundations:

As Manager of Charitles Foundation, which under time proposed legislation
would be classed as a private foundation, may I present a few comments and
suggestions.

('lirities Fomidation Is a charitable trust established in 193'. Tile Foundation
,Ans made (distributions to qualified organizations since Its inceeltion through
December 31. 1968, in the amount of $8,956,715. I)nring tihe same period, net
invoine from investments amounted to $2,427,224 exclusive of capital gains which
amounted to $2,029.257.

The prolosed legislation which has b4Xn passed by the House and is scheduled
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for review and action by the U.S. Senate, contains a sm-tor relating to charitable
foundations. This section has features which are detrimental to the continued
existence of "private" foundations.

A review of the basic premise for the existence of private foiudatins s'eis
appropriate. It i the opinion of the writer that private foundations were formed
to provide a means of lending continuity of grants to local charities rgmitdless
of tie economic cycles. In a year when Income or profits were high, corporations
and/or individuals coul set iAde funds to be dedicated to chltritable Iurl) es.
This enabled the donors to eliminate the peaks and valleys in their contribution
programs to local charities such as churches, schools. hospitals. toy S.couts. Girl
Scouts, United Funds, and the like. This lit turn enabled the recipient organiza-
tions to have a sound basis for the development of annual budgets lilm which
an operating of capital prograin could be built.

Proposals that would assure distribution each year of aR net income are in
keeping with the privilege of tax exemption. However, to forte (listributioln for
capital gains or trust corpus would destroy the endowment element of the
foundations. The endowment element is necessary in order to provide for t.he
expanding costs of all charitable programs brought on by inflation. I do not feel
that the proposal to measure the minliuln annual distriiut ion by 5 per cent of the
average market value of assets Is appropriate.

Since most private foundations place greater emphasis on support of local
charities, the proposed levy of the 71/1 per cent tax on all income results ill a
diversion of funds from the local sphere of influence to a centralized location ill
the federal treasury. This seems contrary to the recent emphasis by President
Nixon to reduce central control and enlarge state and local responsibility mind
control in the welfare area.

Changes in the treatment of gifts of appreciated property and o bargain sales
of appreciated property in the louse bill will have a tendency to reduce charitable
giving in general. It appears the new changes would prohibit a bargain sale
to a private foundation under the section covering self dealing, since any trans-
action between a disqualifled person and a foundation would be prohibite(h.

Favorable tax treatment of contributions in general was predicated oil the
desire of the government to encourage plhllantllropy on tMe part of those with
Means, both great and small. Any proposals which would tend to penalize founda-
tions in general for the transgressions of a few will discourage lhilanthiropy in
general. Thus the support of charitable activities would have to come froi a
centralized location-the federal government. Many local olerating charities do
not have, nor can they afford, the staff to process reqjuests for assistance through
Washington; nor Is there assurance that such assistance would be forthcoming.

It is hoped that the Senate, upon review, will simplify the present proposals
with emphasis upon taxing the foundations for failure to distribute income. This
could be accomplished by having a high levy on income not distributed within
the current year or the year thereafter. The present code already includes p'O-
visions for self dealing. The abuses uncovered in the investigation by the Ihouse
will not be cured by the present legislation. The abuses can only be cured by
tie proper policing and reporting requ.ilrements. A lossible step to imirove
reporting would be to require certilication 1)), a certilled public a(ounting fir:
to accompany tile usual 990-A report.

It is also suggested that the effective (late of all proposed changes be for tax
years beginning after the (late the bill becomes law.

Respect fully submitted,
1) iT mu :t'l:uc;i,

Mainajer.

Tim: KAmiN TRUST,
Muomph is, Tenn.

Re: Tax Reform Act of 1969 II.R. 13270.
1li. RUSSELL LONO,
Choirmaan, Senate Fin a ncc ('ommIll/cc, U.S. Scna le,
WIashington, D.C.

DrAR SENATOR Loxo: I am great disturbed by the proposed tax treatment of
private foundations section of Tax Reform Act.

The Kahn Trust was created by the Ist Will and Testament of Jacob M.
Meyer, deceased. Under the terms of the Will, three trustees were named.
The Trustees were also given authority in the event of the death or resignation
of any Trustee to select his successor.
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None of the Trustees have been compensated from the time that the Trust
came into being. Moreover, we personally pay tile costs and expenses of operating
this Trust, so as to leave tile largest available amount of money to be spent as
provided by the Will.

We are further given the authority to make loans to under privileged students
who could not otherwise obtain a college education.

The only expenses of the Trust that we do pay consists of payments made
to the real estate firm handling the collection of rents and making repairs on
our property.

We have annually had a large number of students. This ail takes the form
of either scholarshil) or loans. The Trustees followed the practice, in the begin-
ning, of charging no interest on loans. However, we soon found that students
made loans front more than one source of aid. Further, we discovered that many
of them paild off on loans that carried no interest, but not until they had paid
off all interest-bearing loans. This meant that the money did not come back
quickly to our Trust and frequently we were among the last to be paid off.
It was this fact that impelled us to provide for Interest payments. However, we
permit the student to fix his own rate of interest and many of them fix the
rate of 4% per annum.

We have been exempt from taxation by the State of Tennessee.
Our annual income is not large and the only effect of the proposed tax will be

reduce the number of students and the number of colleges and universities that
we can aid.

Our annual Income is reflected on the tax returns (which are information
returns) that we have filed annually.

If you would be interested in having a report on the annual income, I shall
be glad to furnish it. However, I do not think our income exceeds $50,000 per
year.

We do not require that students maintain a "B" average or better, as a condi-
(Ion of continuing aid to them. During the years that this Trust has been in
existence, we have sought to do the greatest good to the greatest number. We
only require passing grades; and when we give aid to students, we allocate the
ahl over a four-year period.

In addition, we are given the authority under the Will to supplement faculty
salaries. One of the restrictive influences on Southern education is that when
the more heavily endowed schools of the North and East seek to obtain the
services of our faculty members in this area is we can supplement salaries. We
have done so on several occasions.

We have given scholarships and financial aid to a number of educational
Institutions; anong them are Memphis State University, Millsaps College at
Jackson, Mississippi (a Church related school supported by the Methodist
Church).
I cannot believe that this great Government of ours is so pressed for funds

that they must discontinue a time-honored practice of exempting a small founda-
tion like ours from taxation.

It would be appreciated if you would call this situation to the attention of
-the Committee that passes on this question, both in the House and the Senate.

We sincerely trust that the proposed amendment will not be adopted.
When the hearings resume, I trust that the proposed amendment will not be

recommended for adoption.
If you think a personal appearance by me would be of help to either com-

mittee, I shall be glad to come to Washington at my own expense to give personal
testimony on the activities of this Foundation.

Respect fully yours,
ABE D. WALDAUER,

Chairman.

AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGICAL AsSOCIATION,
Wa8hin~gton, D.C., October 1, 1969.

lion. RussELL B. Loxo,
Chairman, New Scnate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAn SIR: The American Anthropological Association wishes to call your
attention to the adverse effect of the proposed Tax Reform Bill (HR 13270) on
the development of innovative research and training in its profession.
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University resources suffice for only a fraction of research needs. Customarily,
therefore, anthropologists have depended extensively on organlaitlons such as
the Social Science Research Council, American Council of Learned Societies,
National Research Council and some of the foundations of varying sime such as
WVenner-Gren, Carnegie, Rockefeller and Ford.

Legislation that threatens to reduce current levels of non-government sponsored
research at the very time that the profession Is expanding and governinerit is
reducing its support Is a matter of deep concern to this Association.

In drawing up new tax legislation, we urge that the Congres.slonal Committees
concerned recognize the special nature of councils. learned societies and certain
categories of foundations. Particularly we express our support for the position
of the SSiC, ably expressed by its Presiderit, Henry IV. Hieckeri, before tihe i'.K.
Senate's Committee oil Finance on September 8, 1909 aw( the lisitioii of the
ACIS, expressed on the same (late and before tie same Conumittet, loy its lresi-
dent, Frederick Burkhardt.

Respectfully,
CORA l)U Bois, i'rusidtnt.

STATEMENT OF WIIIRLPOOL FOUNDATION, SUBMITTED BY F. S. UPTON. PSIDENT

Whirlpool Foundation is a Michigan non-profit corporation qualified as an
exempt organization under Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954. The purpose and operation of this corporation has historically beelm tile
support of educational and charitable causes including grants to various other
charitable organizations and the granting of scholarships to deserving students.
The present organization and support of Whirlpool Foundation raises tile sub-
stantial possibility that it will be included as a "private foundation" under Sub-
title A, Title 1 of H.R. 13270. This possibility inipells Vhirlpool Foutndation to
make its feelings upon several provisions of this Bill known to the Senate Finance
Committee.

An analysis of the Bill indicates that many of the proposed provisions con-
cerning charitable organizations are designed to accomplish legitimate ends. If a
tax-exempt organization or Its benefactor abuses the privilege of tax exemption,
the abuses should be corrected. Each time funds are diverted front legitimate
charitable purposes, the public is deprived of the benefits for which it exchanges
the freedom from tax. We respectfully submit, however, that IIt. 13270 as
drafted goes far beyond the legitimate purpose of reasonably regulating all
charitable organizations and imposes a penalty upon a limited group of exempt
organizations with apparent disregard for the benefits which time vast majority
of these organizations have contributed to society. Two particular prof'iustos of
II.R. 13270 as drafted appear particularly onerous to organizations which have
been guilty of no Improprieties. Accordingly, our comments will be limited to
Section 506, Imposing a tax on net Investment income of "private foundations",
and Section 4945, concerning accounting for the use of contributions, although
there are other provisions upon which adverse comment can be fairly offered.

SEU(ION 500

Tax!ng net investment Income of foundations results in depriving charitable
causes of necessary funds for no valid reason and Is in effect a tax on gross
income which has historically been considered unfair. There appears to be rio
reasonable relationship between this provision and proper regulation of charitable
organizations. Unreasonable accumulations of income have no relationship v' this
section and are prohibited Iy other portions of the Bill. No reason has been given
for taxing an organization designated a "private foundation" which u.ses Its funds
for the benefit of the general puiAic, while excluding from tax certain other tax
exempt organizations which serve a lesser public need. If the revenue Is needed,
the tax should be first imposed on organizations not devoted to public Irurix."es.

Past experience indicates that when charitable needs are not met by voltintary
contributions, the necessary services must be proi .'led by a goverinrental agertcy
at a much higher administrative cost. Even if we assume that all funds colh_-ted
as a result of this tax were applied to identical purposes by the government, tile
administrative costs would result in a smaller amount ultimately being us-.d for
charitable purposes.

Assuming that abuses have existed in the past, the imposition of a lnalty
on all similar organizations is not justified. If this ratloijale were followed
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to its logial (oliclision, tile ohieratlion of somie churches or schools for profit
will Jilstify iiliK)sing a tax on till similar organizations. As a charitable orga-
nilzaln iwillhh has always attenipted to nieet Iotli tle spiirit and letter of
existing legislation, Whirlpool Foundation feels that Section 506, imposing a
tax on 7 %, on the net Investment Income of all "private foundations", is
ine(ilJihlblh and without logical Justification. Although the proposal of the
Administration to lower th( rate lessens the Impact of tils proposal, it does
not change ihe pprincilple that this Is a discriminatory tax on one particular type
of charlaile organization.

.An additional matter of linliortance should Iv coilsidered. Organizations which
will lie defined as "private foundations" are becoming an Increasingly imlpor-
IJlnt factor in a imultitude of local rojects for the disadvantaged. Many such
hrojevvs have been initiated or are now sullorted by contributions from "private
founihllions". These organizations are best supported through the use of "private
fouimulathlons" beeauise income can lie stabilized from year to year rather than
flnuci aing with profits of the supporthig donors.

lExaviipe.s of suhstantlal direct Ientlits to the pullic which flow from this
ald are: Every program undertaken by a "private foundation" for programs
designed to l)rovide housing for the disadvantaged relieves some governmental
agency of its obligation to provide such person with adequate housing. The
adinistrative costs Incurred in completing such housing are also minimal when
contrasted with that which the governmental body wold expend. Programs for
the (1isadvintaged in the areas of education and business ownership, in addl-
tion to their social significance, also tend to Inerease tax revenn,,. Imposing a
tax on net investment Income or placing strict controls on "private foundations"
many very well require curtailment of these activities. If this Is done, foulnda-
tions or their donors are not injured, only tie imblic.

8NCTION 4945

An additional area of major concern in I.R. 13270 as now drafted appears
in Section 49.15 Imposing the responsibility upon "private foundations" for the
use of funds by a donee. It is respectfully submitted that the responsibility for
tracing funds through the hands of a donee should not be placed upon a founda-
tiol if the donee has been determined by the Internal Revenue Service to be
exempt from tax tinder provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. This objection
is not to the principle that all funds donated to a charity should tue accounted
for, but to the undue burden placd ipon a foundation by making the foundation
responsible for the accounting of another organization over which it rarely
will have control or access to the donee's records.

In the past, many donors have relied in utmost good faith upon the fact that
ant organization determined by the Internal Revenue Service to be exempt under
Section 501 of the ('ode has satisfied both the organizational and( operational
requirements under the law. The 1111 as now drafted patently vitiates any such
reliance and requires prospective analysis--aind then supervlsion--of the ult-
mate use of each contributlo. In almost all instances both prospective analysis
and supervision will be nearly impossible and certainly impracticable. The pro-
po.l In tie Bill delegates the control of exempt organizations to "private foun-
datlons", which (ho not have the ability, power, nor desire to police each
contribution, whereas historically this has heen a function of the Internal
Revenue Service which logically has the duty and ability to exercise such
control.

Even if a foundation desires to perform this policing activity with respect to
all organizations to which It contributes, it would be nearly impossible to do
so adequately. Some readily apparent considerations are-

1. Practically speaking, information furnished to a donor foundation may
not be verified or certified while that furnished to the Internal Revenue
Service Is under penalty of perjury.

2. An adequate audit of the donee will be time consuming and expensive,
ntt may be accomplished quickly in an official examination of the Informa-
tion return filed with the Internal Revenue Service by the donee.

3. The only remedy available to a donor foundation, if a donee fails to
comply with a request for Information, Is to withhold future contributions,
which is in contrast to the many means of enforcement and remedies avail-
able to the Internal Revenue Service.
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4. rhe burdens involved in the proposed rtluir,.d veriflat ion will 4ls-
courage or ellinluate gifts to deserving orgzinization!4, soie (of which will
otherwise require public funds for their suplport.

A itiore reasonable and effective alternative is close scrutiny of the oixration
of all tax-exempt organizations by the treasury .

CONCIASION

"The announced purpose of 11.1. 13270 Is to prevent alrses which have occurred
in various tax matters. This ilirlose is coniniendable and Whirllosl Foundalton
wholeheartedly supports any legislation which assures that every taxpayer will
pay no more nor less than his fair share if taxes. However. 11.1t. 13270 as draft teil
does not contribute to that end. What it does do is place mhdt, bIrdei; tilmon
a limited class of organizqiions performling an acknowledged worthwhile puldic
service. Accordingly, we strongly urge .striking ill of Sultitle A of Title 1. or
as a nlnimumr measure striking Sections 5"0 and 1915. frout the Bill as drafted.

STATEMENT OF TYRONn GIi.LESPIE, ON BEIALF OF TIlE ]iECIIERI 11. & (i.,,cE
A. Dow FOUNDATION

SUM M A RY

I. The Problem.-The 13111's tax upon the net investment income of private
foundations would, particularly for a common "family folmndat1on:"

A. J)estroy tie synergetic balance between private fou t(at ion "I iuuova t ion"
and public section "maintenance and continuance."

It. Be inconsistent with tax treatment of private indiridnal donors.
C. Bring down all the complexities of determining what are deductible

expenses against gross income.
1). Falls to recognize that the "family foundation" is only an extended and

less mortal arm of a charitable individual.
A ,Soluiton.-Furtlier examinations as a lIbllc duty as in any lax matter ; or its

a coml)romise, charge an "examination fee" for office or field audits of private
foundations structured according to national or state bank examiners' fees awd
earmark same for Internal Revenue Service costs.

It. The Problkm.-'The Bill's prohibition against self-dealing crcn at ari's
length is unr'ealistically harsh.

A. Individual donors may deduct the 1704 and CXicplC of personalI services
incurred in the making of gifts of money or property, and iorivate foundations
should have the same privilege.

B. Often a foundation can make a fuller, nore unique gift by use of
services, talents or property of at noted( donor or Itrustee and should not be
penalized by the "accident of affinity" wit h such persons.

A SoittIon.-Better enforcement of existing Code Section 503, which was en-
acted for the express purpose of curbing self.dealing. Remove personal monetary
penalties against self-dealers and instead require offending persons to "undo the
wrong" with the foundation else the latter's exemption is revoked for two years
and donor's gift deduction similarly denied.

III. The Problcm.-The requirement for mininun distributions of income
appearing in the Bill does nat recognize investment niarket conditions and greatly
"overkills" because of alleged violations.

A. The annual pay-out requirement of 5 percent of "net Investment assets"
is arbitrary and transient.

B. "Growth stock" yields are usually lower than 5 percent, but in actual,
absolute dollars returned over a period of years such stocks far exceed a
fixed return.

0. Family foundations are conduits of charitable funds not investment
trusts.

D. No matter who high the rate of return on foundations asets, the
vagaries of an Inflation market can raise capital value faster than income
rates.

A solution.-Remove proposed Code section 4042 from the Bill and In its place:
A. Enlarge Code section 170 and 2i055 to deny tax benefits for any in-

dividual gifts or bequests of "nonproductive property" to private foundations.
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B. Apply the provisions of Code section 531 (covering profit corporations)
to private foundations. Thus the latter would be presumed taxable (similar
to the "accumulated earnings tax" rules on corporate profits) on income held
for more than one year after receipt, with an allowance of not more than
$100,000.00.

C. Drop "private foundations" from the list of non-qualified recipients of
tax-exeJnpt distributionss. In view of above proposals, this troublesome clas-
sification is unnecessary.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Tyrone Gillespie, a prac-
tieing attorney, and I am here as counsel for The Herbert I. and Grace A. Dow
Foundation of Midland, Michigan. Some of you. may not know of this Foundation
since by its charter it is limited to charitable, educational and scientific grants
within the State of Michigan. Its present trustees are lineal descendants of the
creators, for whom the Foundation was named when it was incorporated as a
Michigan non-prolit corporation in 1936. It currently receives total Income at an
annual rate of $1.7 million. Its assets consist almost entirely of capital stock of
The I)ow (lhemical Company-in aggregate less than 21/2 percent of that Corn-
plnIy's outstanding collllon. The last substantial bequest or gift of principal to
the Foundationi was made under time Will of Grace A. Dow, who died In 1953.
A catalogue of its gifts and grants would be Impressive but would not he directly
responsive to the purpose of your Committee's hearings.

I sould say in preface that I have had the benefit of reading the testimony
of most of the dlistingulshed witnesses before the Committee this month on the
"private foundations" portion of 1I11 13270, the Tax Reform Bill of 1969. Being
thus familiar with the statementts you have already heard, I hope not to be repeti-
tive or redundant in )resenting my views on behalf of the Dow Foundation.
Chiefly I anm concerned with three aspects of the Bill, which are-

1. The 7,2 percent tax upon a private foundation's net investment income.
Sev. 101 (a) of the Bill and new Section 500 of the Internal Revenue Code.)

2. The scope of the prohibitions on self-dealing between private foundations
and "disqualified persons" as defined by the Bill. (See. 101 (b) of the Bill and
new Section 41941 of the Code.)

3. The "distributions of Income" requirement and Its formula. (See. 101 (b)
of th( 1Il. and new Section 4942 of the code.)

I will treat these Issues seriatim In the statement which follows. Whenever
my remarks oin behalf of tile Dow Foundation are critical of the proposed Bill,
I shall advance an alternative for the Committee's consideration which I Intend
as both positive in thrust and related to existing rules and known regulations
of the present Code.
I. The 7/2-percent tax upon net incstni wt income

As other witnesses before this Committee have pointed out, we have seen
during this century a waxing of Federal and State involvement in public health,
education, welfare, housing and needs of indigent persons and a corresponding
and relative waning and attrition in their private support Ultimately, of course,
the government's activity in these areas is still based largely upon tax dollars
paid by the private sector, but the areas themselves and the needs which must
be satisfied have become so all-pervasive and complex that the broad-scope sup-
port of federal government has had to enter and occupy the field. This exchange
of roles between Individual charity and government grant has caused private
charitable, scientific and educational organizations to a larger extent to be
initlators, innovators, and Inspirers of creativity. They have planted the seed
money which In successful projects has germinated into a harvest often beyond
the capacity of the private groups to maintain. At this point government has
on occasions picked up the burden of further development and cultivation until
the flower blooms on the stalk. Private foundations and governmental agencies
have increasingly since 1945 accepted this synergism, lived with it and been
satisfied with Its results. Indeed, the chief activity of the Foundation for which
I am izlleaking has ben to find areas of need in science and education where
governmental grant has not entered and, by appropriate gifts and matching
grants, to create and stimulate In these areas a growth of endeavor for the
public good. The Foundation's orientation is creative-in seeking to help people
help themselves.
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In our opinion the imposition of any tax upon private foundations would not
only upset the vital balance between private creativity and Innovation and public
maintenance, it wouhi also run contrary to the ancestral treatment of private,
individual giving and "charity" which has been woven into our culture as a
nation. In a very real sense most private foundations have been conceived by
their donors as a means to systematize private giving and insure its continuance
beyond their deaths. The "family foundation" is nothing other than an extension
of the charitable instincts and tendencies of private (and mortal) family mem-
bers, a longer, broader and more knowledgeable out-reach to the needIs of others.
It is obviously impossible today for one individual to finance (let alone know
about!) the extent of use for, let us say, medical funds which he tinfy wish to
furnish. Drawing upon the additional resources, wider knowledge, and physical
dispersion of other family members, their successors and counselors, the same
individual can vastly multiply the effect of his donationJ, particularly If hQ
can establish an on-going mechanism to survive his death arid inculcate In those
living on the same charitable Inclinations which insure the continuity of giving.

Since the first federal income tax statute in 1913, no one has seriously proposed
that a private individual be penalized, monitored or otherwise regulated for
gifts to qualified tax-exempt organizations other than by limitation as to the
amount of such gifts which are deductible for Income tax purposes (an amount,
Indeed, which HR 13270 proposes to increase). If private foundationst, which we
believe are best characterized as extensions of individual effort in these areas,
are to be made subject to Income tax at a rate of 7 percent or any future rate,
then a "taxable event" must take place in their acts of giving which does not
occur if the same gifts are made by an Individual person. We look In vain for
such a taxable event! Any tax on a private foundation is a levy on charity,
science or education itself.

The "General Explanation" accompanying the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 (Part
IV, A, 1) states that-

"Your Committee believes that sincc the bencfitv (if gorcrninnnt are a 'ail-
able to all, the costs should be borne, at least to some crtcl. by ill of those
able to pay . . . Also it Is clear that vigorous and extensive a1minist r.lion is
needed In order to provide appropriate assurances that private foulation
will promptly and properly use their funds for charitable purposes." (my
emphasis)

This statement of the House Committee overlooks the fact that private founda-
tions are in main supplementing the "benefits of government" out of tlhir own
funds--funds which they have dedicated in many Instances to the uame recipients
as make use of government grants. As to the need for "vigorous and extensive
administration" of tax laws policing the activities of private foundations, it
appears that a small portion of private foundations may have indeed transgressed
such laws and abused the privilege of tax-exemption. We are familiar with the
earlier findings and reports of Congressman Wright Patman and are aware of
the relatively few violations of Sections 501(c) (3), 503 and 504 which the
Congressman's subcommittee brought to light. Yet even the subcommittee con-
ceded that many of these violations could have been caught and properly cor-
rected by diligent enforcement of existing regulations under Section 503 and 504
of the Code by the Internal Revenue Service. We must conclude that abuses exist
not because of the law as written, particularly after the 1950 amendments
(Section 503), but because of laxity in its enforcement.

Indeed many of the witnesses before your Committee have admitted that pri-
vate foundations should contribute toward the expense of policing adherence to
the cited code sections and they have proposed an annual fee levied ac(rding
to foundation assets, such fee to be used for supervision costs (see, e.g., state-
ment of J. George Harrar, Alan Pifer, and David Freeman). We agree that
Institutions which do not normally owe a tax are perhaps riot paying the cost
of enforcement efforts by Internal Revenue Service personnel whose costs are
usually offset by Increased collection of delinquencies from taxable sources. At
the same time It Is unjust to charge all private foundations-the vast majority
of which even by Congressman Patman's subcommittee findings scrupulously
adhere to reporting, disclosure, and other legal requirements-a fixed or indis-
criminate fee for enforcement, -and we would oppose any tax or fee for such
purposes, for If the enforcement is for public good, the cost should be borie as a
governmental expense.
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Ti altertiatIve which is niot fair lit which might lie a conilromise would be
Ihit private fouldations Ibe billed oi a pcr die'm basis for tile tine of field or
ollh.e exallinaiitions and aullts by Interinal Revenue Service personnel, with a
silm,'Jled ittaximum charge. graduated according to the foundation assets or in-
come. Such a lIra(atice would lie similar to the charges made by national anld
state bank exaiiiners under a Fe(deral Reserve System audit. We note that Mr.
,'ohn .1. 31(Wloy made a Iproliosal to the same effect to this Committee.

if these audits were to be conducted only upon nomlilailit or failure of a foun-
(dation to properly report or upon occassions where there is grounds to believe
that the fouimmdation is not complying with the rules governing foundation con-
dluet, such a charge would favor those private foundations having clear and
accountable records and lienalize those whose activities are unaccountable or do
not readily square with the guidelines of Sections 503 and 50M of the Code. In
our opinion prLvate foundations (like all privately owned banks) are subject to
that degree of public trust making such examinations Iroper and exi)ected in
event that I rust fie not met.

Such at feed for eximinat uions of private foundations would be a far more
eonomical Imeans of enforcing compliance with existing law than the proposed
71/j iKere,nt tax on foundation net Investment income. The latter would involve,
as do all taxable income (leterminimfatlons, an analysis of what foundation expenses
are "ordinary ani(d necessary" and thus deductible from gross investient income
as well as what expenses are or were incurred for the "management, conserva-
(ion or maintenance of property held for tie production of income." In exmln-
lig stch expenses of private foundations the Service would encounter the same
enormous complexity of regulation which exists In the area of profit corpora-
tions uroder Section 162 of the Code and fills the pages of tax reporters. The game
would hardly be worth the candle, and the ex)ense of such an examination would
seriously erode the expected $100 million revenue gain from the propose(] tax.

I1. 8'cope of prohibition o il self-dcaling between, pri rate foundation. and "dis-
qualfled persons"

'The 1950 amiedmnlents to time Internal Revenue Code, emanating from investi-
gations of the Reese Committee and others and embodied in Section 503, were
designed to curb previous abuses In the operation of private foundations where
a certain few creators and substatital donors played fast and loose with assets
of foundations over which they exercised control and enjoyed favoritism. Section
503 of the ('ode flow imposes arm's-length standards with respect to the purchase
or sale of property between a foundation and a related party, requires loans
between such persons at competitive terms and interest rates, prohibits excessive
compensation for services rendered by a related party, and bars preferential
receipt of services by such persons. A "related party" is a substantial donor to
tie foundation, his family (as defined by Code Section 267(c) (4), or a corpora-
tion controlled by such person or persons. The sanction now imposed by Section
503 of the Code is loss of tax-exeni)tion by the offending private foundation plus
dleniil of deduction of gifts to lhe organization under Section 170 made after the
taxable year in which the offense occurred. The latter provision is lenient but
recognizes that an unrelated donor could not be expected to be immediately aware
of the act of self-dealing.

The theory of 11R 13270 in putting forth new Section 4941 of the Internal
Revenue Code is that the arm's-length standards of Section 503 require dis-
proportionately greater enforcement efforts and(, further, that a party related
to the private foundation is still preferred and advantaged even if a transaction
itmcr sese is at arm's length. For example, a foundation could purchase
I)roperty front a substantial donor at an objectively fair price but might do so
in order to provide a ready market to the donor; or a foundation could lend
money to the donor (with adequate security and a bankable rate) but at a time
when the donor finds the general money market tight; or a foundation could
purchase the services of a donor when otherwise there would be a lack of call
for such services. All of these hypothetical situations advantage a donor or
other "disqualified person," but the advantage-gIven arm's length standards-
is not great enough to Justify the ends resulting from the proposed cure. The
i)r-ed 111 Bill imposes a tril)ly-graduated set of penalties for such self-dealing
both upon the dealer and the "foundation manager"-regardles,; of the fact
that the dealing had,been at arm's length. Other witnesses before your Com-
mnittee has declaimed the need for these penalties, and we will not presume
upon time and space to add to their remarks though we do concur with them.
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In seeking to defend tie present sanctions of Rection W;3 which proscribe
dealing between a private foundation and related (or disquallilled j ,rsons).
sanction,; which )roposed Section 4)-1 would excise frmn the (#+-iIn fav)r
of others, we shall again draw upon the similarity of a private foundation and
a private person, both entertaining, a charitable Iurl ses. An indlividual is not
lenalized under Section 170 of the (ode if he accollimlriles his gift of 1mmoliy
or other i)roperty to charity with personal services, except that lie cannot deduct
the value of the latter, lie may, however, deduct from his taxable licome the
unrelinlursed cost or expense of furitshing his services (see Treas. Reg. § 1.170-
2(a)). Why, then, should not a private foundation, which we believe to lIe
the extended charitable arm of an individual or individuals, le accorded similar
treatment where It lnuist pay reasonable (not excessive) omnilcii.nsation to) a
disqualifled or related luirly in order to bring Its gift into fruiion? Or pur-
chase a needed facility from such person in order to it into efftt a charitable
Iproject? Or work with its creator or substantial contributor i aIn area where le
hitter is an acknowledged expert?

It certainly must be true that in a number of private foundations a creator
or trustee or other "disqualified person" (as declined by tie ill and l.;xhildt
It to statement of I)ana S. Creel) will often be in a position to seize ami oplwr-
tunity for the foundation by the personal purchase of a piece of property
adjoining a university campus, or to enter into a contract for the providing
of equipment or funds for qualified research orpoes, or simply to pledge
his own resources for some emergency, charitable need. Is such a person not to
be able to assign his obligation to a fomudation of wih'h lie is a trustee without
a punitive tax liability? Often such opportunities for aid awl assistance arise.
in the hiatus between regular meetings of tritees wliieh would apprv(, or
disapprove the commitment. Proposed Section -11MI1 would lImpose severe lpenal-
ties regardless of the lack of any personal profit to the finder or prinie mover.

Then, too, there are numerous private foundations in the 'ount ry which have
been created by noted entertainers, famous members of professions and( owners
of closely-held corporations. Are these foundations to be denied the obvious
advantage., of l)urchasing the talents, abilities or facilities of their creators or
other related Partles--at competitive rates-when such foundations minay freely
chooose to do or not do so and when they may be motivated by greater fai-
iliarity or nexus with such parties? Assuming as we must that the interested
party charges the acquiring foundation no more than a reasonable rate. are
not the dollars (or beneflfs) going to charity the same as those which would
flow had an unrelated foundation purchased the same offering?

WI' acknowledge that Section 1911 of tie Code (Section 101(b) of tie 11111)
would ierinit pyinent for services by a private foundation to a (isiqualifled l'r-
son provided that such l)ayment Is not "excessive," and that tie personal services
"are reasonable and necessary to carrying out fhi exempt purpose of the prlvatti
foundation" (Sec. 49-11 (d) (2) (D) ). But wll(rr'e the foundation has a choice be-
tween or among the providers of such Iwrsnal services, who Is to say whihh o1e
is "reasonable and necessary"' to its exempt liurpose? 'rlm, prolH)sed statutory
language Is just vague enough that I would be constrained as any foundation's
com.l to discourage any, dealing with an interested party evehi if that larty
offered obvious advantages or beneficial terms to the fouin(alion. I would hate
to see any private foundation penalized by the "accident of affinity" with an
energetic, enterprising or talented trustee. There also arises a difficulty in
defintlon of the words "exempt purposes."

More effective enforcement of existing Section 503 would stunt the growth of
abuses caused by the ajleged favoritism between foundations and related or
"disqualified" persons. The more frequent examinations would induce prompter,
more efficient policing of private foundation dealing with Interested parties. or
vice-versa. Coupled with this, and instead of the arbitrary and punitive tax vhich
the Bill imposes upon the self-dealer and the foundation manager with knowledge
of the prohibited transaction, should be the requirement that the self-dealer "undo
the wrong" to the foundation and Its charitable recipients by resorting to the
foundation (for pay-out within the taxable year of such restoration) the "demon-
strable" excessive compensation he received from the foundation, or the demon-
strahle and "provable" financial advantage he received from any other self-
dealing. Failing the accomplishment of such corrective measures within 90 lays
of the Service's notice of deficiency on that account, the foundation would lose its
exemption and would have to re-apply for this privilege after the end of tie tax-
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able year next following the violative occurrence. This added Ranction of restitu-
tion by the proven wroiig-doer plus increased enforcement of the existing
Provisions of Section 503 would not only secure compliance with present Jaw but
not Invade foundation funds otherwise destined for needed charitable, scientific
or educational purposes.
Il1. 7'he requirement for "distributions of Mego-mc"

There are two aspects to tie proposed new Section 4942 of the Code: Hlow
much money or property should a private foundation give away annually, and to
whom. The Bill provides that to avoid an initial penalty tax of 15 percent of
the amount Involved, a private foundation must distribute currently all its net
income other tMan net long-term capital gains-but not 1C88 han, 5 percent of its
"net Investment assets." And, iyouts do not count which are made to nonqualify-
Ing recipients-by which the Bill means other private foundations.

This new measure is one of acute concern to the Dow Foundation for virtually
its entire income comes from dividends paid on Dow Chemical Company stock
(while not prohibiting diversification out of Dow, the Foundation's charter prec-
atorily expresses the creators' wish that the principal of )ow stock be retained
as long as productive). The rate of return or income yield of Dow common has
never exceeded 4 percent and historically has been closer to 2 percent per year.
Often, and at the time of this writing, the Foundation has elected to borrow in
excess of one year's Income from banks to meet its commitments for gifts beyond
current income. Whatever the future yield of Its capital assets might be, fluctua-
tions in the stock market over which the Foundation has no control could change
the effective rate of return overnight. Under no definition of "control" or "attribu-
tion" In the existing Code or the new Bill does the stock owned by the Dow
Foundation or any of Its trustees or other disqualified parties come within the
stock ownership limitation of new Section 443 or constitute any control over
financial policies of The Dow Chemical Company. Thus In our opinion the en-
forcenent of Section 4942 against the Dow Foundation would not only be ar-
bitrary but would result in a forced liquidation of the Foundation's capital or
principal over a period of years. The above relationship (or lack of relationship)
between this Foundation and its major endowment is believed typical of countless
others.

I might ask this Committee as an attorney: What is it the wrong foundations
have conmnitted which Justifies the penalty-type divestiture provisions of Section
4942? Surely hundreds of private foundations in the country would be forced into
gradual liquidation by the 5 percent payout standard which, parenthetically,
can be raised by the Secretary after 1970. Were the requirements of proposed
Section 4942 given sway, many foundations would suffer extinction or would
have to become Investment trusts specializing in purchase of high-yield, fixed-
value bonds I It Is clear that the House Committee feared many foundations are
making no contributions to operating charities and that their donors are receiving
substantial tax benefits from donating unproduive property. Apparently the
apprehension is that either the private foundation may not take steps to convert
gifts of nonincome property into more productive assets or It may hoard or ac-
cumulate existing income-keeping it from operating charities (see Part 1,
"General Explanation" of H.R. 13270, IV, A, 3). I believe, however, that the
remedy proposed by Section 4942 to curb this alleged abuse Is the greatest ex-
ample of overkill which can be found In the new Bill.

Indeed, the "real Income" a foundation potentially can furnish for charitable
purposes is measured only In part by the current yield of Its securities or other
investments. If the companies whose securities It holds are retaining more earn-
ings than are being paid out, then capital growth is taking place and causing
greater additions to the principal value of the security. While the cash dividend
rates of the so-called "growth" companies may never reach 5 percent of current
stock price, the ab8olutc Increase in cash paid out may be far greater In the long
run. This, for example, has been the experience of the Dow Foundation as his-
torically the Dow Company's absolute paid-out earnings Increase has surpassed
most other major corporations. I would submit that a 2 or 3 percent yield on a
generally rising base is more productive of Income than a 7 percent return on a
base which never changes. And I would never wiF~h to see foundations (and
American industry) penalized for pursuing an Investment policy which promises
such future growth.
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I have stated to this Committee that neither I nor those I reijre.,set here wish
to impugn the effect of any provision of the new Bill without at tlhe same time
offering a positive and viable alternative. We recognize that (ie retention of non-
productive property within a private foundation, except buildings, etc., used
directly for an exempt purpose, does not get benefits out to charity and that
exempt income of such foundations cannot and should not be accumulated or
set aside for vague reasons and periods. Bather than force a mandatory rate of
return on private foundations we here suggest that proPo, d)t Section ,i.*12 l e
dropped in favor of an amendment to existing Sections 170 and 2055 of the Code
which would deny any charitable deduction for income and estate tax purpo',cs
for gifts to private foundations of "nonproductive property." We further suggest
that existing Section 504 (a) (1) of the Code--which -A-inctions the unreasonable
accumulation of Income within a foundation-be enlarged and made more specific
to contain the presuml)tion that income accumulated for morc than one Ycar
after receipt and In excess of a "specific project set-aside" is "unreasonably"
accumulated and that the penalty tax (of Section 49,42) be applied thereto. The
project for which funds are "set-aside" would have to be defined in board minutes
and materialize In five years.

Our suggestions would in tine cure the evils which proposed section 4912 al-
legedly attacks. Without an accompanying tax benefit under Sections 170 or 0055
few donors would willingly give away unproductive, non-incomie producing prop-
erty. In fact, their motives for lifetime gifts would consist more of a desire to
shift high-income property to an owner with no taxable bracket,. The ad(lding of
a pre.sumiption against accumulations to Code section 504 would iparallel and
draw from enforcement experience under section 531 (the ('Code section, which
imposes an "accumulated earnings" tax upomn profit corporations). IUader our
proposal a private foundation would be allowed a "credit" of., say, $100.0l0.00
per year without risking characterization of the amount as "unreasofaubh,," but
once the amount was exceeded a penalty tax could reach back to ilck up the
"credit" as well as its excess.

We urge this Committee to consider one other change in section 4912 of the
proposed Code (Section 101(b) of the Bill) and t hat is to scrap the Iprjvision
disqualifying pay-outs by one private foundation to another private foundation.
If private foundation income is to be taxed at all, and if private foundations
are to be held to an annual pay-out standard (section 4942), then excluding any
pay-outs to other private foundations from being qualifying pay-outs will acel-
crate the demise of the private foundation in this country. In reading the testi-
mnony of Carl Kaysen, 0. 31. Wilson, Kermit Gordon and Caryl Ilaskins before
this Committee, I am impressed with the number of advanced study Institutions
and other organizations which are really "private foundations" or are clo.,er to
becoming such. Because of the "mechanical test" of Code section 170(g) as well
as proposed section 4942, if such an institution receives more than 25 percent of
its support from one exempt organization, it could become a "private foundation"
as defined by the Bill. That this Is decidedly a curse and not a blessing is made
quite clear by the Bill's provisions as well as by some presently enacted regula-
tions, In that.:

1. Such private foundations only qualify for "20 percent" donations,
while others may receive an additional 10 percent.

2. No 5-year carry-over period for excessive donation deductibility ob-
tains for private foundations.

3. The Bill proposes to subject to tax contributions of appreciated prop-
erty to private foundations (section 201 (e) of the Bill).

4. The Bill fore s a 5 percent pay-out standard annually.
It is our opinion that in the interest of "tax justice" and in a fever of "reform"

of tax measures to guarantee that a miniscule number of untaxed entitles are
not abusing the privilege of tax-exemption, the House Bill has rung the death
knell for the private foundation by encircling this Institution with the narrowing
restrictions set forth above. The combined effect of these provisions Is sub lien-
Hfo the same as if an express 20 or 25 year moratorium were placed on private
foundations' existence.

I urge your Committee to remember the innovative, Inventive anmd inspiring
effect which the Ingenuity of private foundation Initiative has had upon Amer-
ican health, educational and charitable Institutions and to police and not de-
sttroy, to preserve and not extinguish, these singularly vital groups.
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STA1E VF.NT PI'REPARDE FOil KENT I. SMITH1, GATES MIi.LS, OuIO, ON BEIIALF OF T1lF.
URBAN III'ORT:3 CORPORATION, CJ.EVELAND, 011O

Tlu'. r: F-ECs OF ORGANIZED I'RIVATE IH ILANTJI ROPY UPON EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS,
PROGRAMS, INSTITUTIONS AND SYSTF-MB IN CUYAIIOOA COUNTY, 01O, WHICHi
INCLUDES TilE CITY OF CI.EVELAND AND ITS CONTIGUOUS SU19URI4

No lart of the cost of this report was borne by tax-excuipt or tax-dedutiebl
Ilioney of 'my srt.

SUM MARY

Fromt 117 mailed questionnaires, 127 responses were elicited ; the ten additional
reslouses were froin administrators who replied for more than one program. This
return was gathered Icy mull and telephone during flve days following delivery
of the first questionuaires.

I. 'Tlhe respondents indicated that support for their educational programs,
proje ts aud l.Istitutioucs was received from many foundations it and outside of
('u.vahoga C(ountv. Six JKrcent indicated support from 21 or more foundations.
Fourteen percent indicated support front six to twenty separate foundations.

2. Such support aided many kinds of education-relatted activity. Forty-one
lwrcent of the residents indicated that foundation a(d was given for new an(d
experimental programs.

3. Fifteen percent of the respondents indicated total grants from foundations
in excess of $100,000 during 1968 or 1969.

.I. 'iwenty-eight percent. of the respondents indicated thot foundation support
represented their prograin's total budget.

5. Fity-threo percent of the respondents indicated that, In their opinion, their
programs would not have started at all without foundation supl)ort.

6. Forty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that they would have
sought other funds fromt individual donors. Many of these commented upon tho
dificulty of doing so.

In comments written on the backs of questionnaires, respondents indicated
that :

1. Foundations provide funds for innovative programs. Respondents said
that some of these programs have little Imnmediate popular appeal, so founda-
tions are their only likely fund source.

2. Foundations have moved with great speed to fill Imperative cash needs
within some programs.

'ope of sirrcj
Tie research team compiled a list of institutional and non-institutional educa-

tioncil programs in Cuyahuoga County that received grants-in-aid from one or
more foundations in 1908 and/or 1969. These foundations are The Cleveland
Foundation, Oreatcr Cleveland Associated Foundation and The Martha Ilolden
Jennings Foundation. The administrators of the grants were then approached
for facts and opinions. Care was taken to separate and identify these in this
report.

In many resl)ectS tle report is a general evaluation of the subject. However,
much data were collected and are presented and analyzed herein. All responsi-
bility for the accuracy of the data contained in this report is assumed by Urban
HReports Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.

(Irant rceipicnt mailing list
Adinist rat lye Consort itm of Heidelberg, Ihiram, Oberlin and Wooster: Coopera-

tive Urban Studies Program.
American Negro 1-ianciption Centennial Authority, Ohio Division: Grant for

updating documentary film.
Baldwin Wallace College :

Academic program development
Development (buildings)
lunianities Institute

Student Aid
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Case Western Reserve University:
Biology Field Station at Valley View Farm
Biomedical Utngineering (fitculty eulargement )
Building Fund-Law School
lBuiling Fuld-Case Builing Find Ca nlpkaigil
Continuing Changes in the Arts Program
General Educational Purposes
Graduate Program it Public Management Science
Industrial & Foundation Graduate Fellowships
Inner City Teacher Training Program
Junior Scholar Program
Literature Conf. for Inner-City Children
Iectureshlip in Urban Housing
Management )evelopment Project
Medical School:

I)esign and Evaluation of Inst ructional Materitil
Endowment ('apital
Faculty Salary Suplplenents
Feasibility Study of Prof. Group Practice
Medical Center Development Program
New Construction
Operating Support
Remodeling Labs
Research and Research Training
Special Travel for Faculty and Students
Student Scholarshilps

Library School Scholarships:
Demonst ration E,'quipment
Faculty Research

Pilot Project in Training of 'Teachers of disadvantagedd
Upward Bound

Cathedral Latin School: Community Education Program
Catholic Board of Education :Traitning teachers for slow learners
Children's Services: Building and equipment
Children's Theater of Shaker Heights: Drana awards to graduatig students
Cleveland Area League for Nursing: Nursing scholar.shilps
Cleveland Board of Education:

Expenses for teachers attending NDFA
Job Development Center
Prof. staff conferences for school principals
Workshop for secondary and elementary school prillcipals
Visiting ,holar Program

Cleveland Cen, r for Research In Child i)evelopmnenit : Training prograii it, psy-
clioanalytic (jilid psychotheralpy

Cleveland Guld nee Center, Ine. : Teacher education
Cleveland lHealt Museum h: health education
Cleveland lIeigh Board of Education : "Russian Abroad" Program
Cleveland Institu e of Music:

)eficit fundih
Eurhythmics or public school teachers and supervisors
Faculty sala y supplements
lmnplementa on of merger with CWRIJ
Memberships
Scholarships

Cleveland Job Corps Center for Women: Training Workshop for Corpsmen and
Staff

Cleveland Music School Settlement: Music therapy program
Cleveland National Association for the Advancement of Colored 'eople: Afro-

American History School
Cleveland State University:

Division of Continuing Education--new and experimental programsO'

Educational Leadership Practicum for Public Schools
Cleveland Society for the Blind: General Support " f
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Clevehland Welfare, Federatioy,:
Stuiner Work Experiene
careers s in Social WorL"
4chol arshlips in Graduate Eiducation In Social Work

CoUllell on llmnant Relations: The Green Circle Program
Cuyahoga Community College:

Project Search
Student Financial Aid

C(ylmogn County School District: A study to develop regional computer capa-
bility for school districts in Northeastern Ohio

Cuyuihoga County School Sulrintendents Association
Organizational Funding
Senti nar on Teacher Negotiations
Teacher Training-Family Living Institute

East Cleveland City Schools: Picture Lady program
ldtucatiomal developmentt Center: Research into causes of college dropouts and

their effective rehabilitation
Educat ional Research Council of America: Teacher education
Educational Television Association:

lBildings and equipment
Operating budget

Euclild Public Schools: Iuman Relationslklp Workshop
Greater Cleveland Associated Foundations: ASPA Summer Internship in Public

Administ ration
Greater Cleveland Growth Association: Job Skills Survey
Greater Cleveland Neighborhood Centers Association: "Neighbors Now" Building

Ilawken School:
Elementary art works
Film Makers l)ay Program
,'ourth Annual Festival of Arts

Scholarship and Transmrtation of Funds
Summu'r Enrichment Program

Jennings Foundation:
Master Teachers Fellowship Program
Master Teachers Program-summer research support
Special Jennings Scholar Program
Summer Fine Arts Scholarship

John Carroll University:
I n Service programn-teachers of slow learners
Scholarship and special training for high school teachers In the area of

)emocracy vs. Communism
Lakewood Board of Education: Space Science
Natural Science Museum:

Education--public programs
Lecture series on "Search for Survival"
Mentor Marsh Nature Reserve

Notre Dame College:
capital l Improvements
Project Insight

Plan for Action for Continuing Education Association (PACE)
Cit izens Look at School Systems
Early Reading Assistance
Iunman Relations Curriculum Dev.
Operating Expenses
Teacher Instant Mini-Endowment
Teacher-Leadership Awards

Parma School District: Implementation of Social Studies Curriculum
Police Athletic League: Customized educational training
Project Work:

Motivation visits for 8th grade students
Older Worker Youth Demonstration Project
Operating Expenses
Reading is Fundamental program
Woodland Cooperative High School
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Shaker Lakes Regional Nature Center: Program development for several school
systems

Summer Arts Festival: Arts workshops for inner city children
United Negro College Fund: For Institution-awarded F:cholarshlps
University Hospitals: To teach dinbetic patients self-care
University School:

Development program
Endowment Fund
Institution-awarded scholarships
Summer Science Project 1968-1969
Support of Educational program
Support of Operating budget
Winter Science Project 1968-19M9

Ursullne College':
Buildings and equipment
Scholarships to individuals

Western Reserve Historical Society:
Buildings and equipment
Endowment
Exhibits
Experimental or new educational programs
Faculty enlargement

A total of 127 questionnaires was returned and analyzed. The tabulations indi-
cate that 41 percent of the grant recipients sought money for experimental or
new educational programs. The second largest category of requests (23 percent)
was for money for teacher education programs (see Question 1 of this report).

Approximately 59 percent of the grant recipients received less than $25,000
in 1068-69, but 15 percent were granted In excess of $100,000. A list of those
institutions which received over $100,000 and the amounts they received in I96
or 1969 appear below.

Institutional grants in excess of $100,000, as reported
1968:

Baldwin Wallace College ------------------------------ $289, 000
Case Western Reserve University ------------------------ 1,995,500
The Cleveland Society for the Blind ----------------------- 101,000
The Cleveland Summer Arts Festival ----------------------- 274,000
University School ------------------------------------- 711,907
Ursullne College ------------------------------------- 268,000

Total ----------------------------------- 3, 99, 407

199:
Case Western Reserve University --------------------------- 4, 537, 107
Educational Television Association---------------------- 129, 500
Educational Research Council ---------------------------- 423,700
"Neighbors Nov" Building Campaign ------------------------- 150, 000
PACE Association ------------------------------------- 125,000
The Clevela-id Summer ArtswFestival ----------------------- 274,000
University School ------------------------------------- 383,1912

Total ------------------------------------------- ,023, 219

Fifty-two percent of the recipients reported that foundations provided more
than 50 percent of each of their programs' total annual budgets. Furthermore,
28 percent said their entire budget was provided by foundation& (See Question 3)

In Questions 4 and 1, the opinions of the grant administrators were solicited.
When asked what would have happened if foundation support had been withheld.
over 50 percent of the respondents said their programs would not have started
at all, and 47 percent said they believed their projects would have been delayed
or would have had to lower targets.

Should foundation funds become unavailable, the program administrators
indicated that they would try every other source for funds, with 47 percent
stating that individuals would be asked to contribute and 41 percent believing
that corporations would be approached for funding.

-80O-O--pt. 7 or 7-19
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The following table of responses Is presented in the format of the questionnaire
which the respondents completed and submitted. The percentages of their replies
are listed to the left of each question.

[N=1271

1. This program primarily involves :*
Percent

1. Buildings and equipment -------------------------------- 14
2. Unrestricted endowment ------------------------------- 8
8. Teacher education ------------------------------------- 23
4. Experimental or new educational programs ------------------ 41
5. Institution-awarded scholarship -------------------------- 17
6. Scholarships awarded directly to Individuals ------------------ 12
7. Non-scholarship student aid_ 2
8. Faculty enlargement ----------------------------------- 10
9. Other (please specify) ---------------------------------- 22

Operating expenses, faculty salaries, faculty development and
research, Slpcial surveys and data analysis, various programs for
public education on specific problems, for example, pollution.

* Multiple answers resulted In totals of more thaw 100 percent.

[N=123]

2. How much money did this program receive in either 1968 or 1969 (choose
most representative year) from any or all foundations? (check one)

Perent
1. Less than $1,000 -------------------------------------- 2
2. Less than $5,000 -------------------------------------- 20
3. Less than $10,000 ------------------------------ 16
4. Less than $25,000 ------------------------------------- 21
5. Less than $50,000 -------------------------------------- 18
6. Less than $75,000 -------------------------------------- 6
7. Less than $100,000 -------------------------------------- 2

More than $100,000 (actual figure, If in excess of $100,000) ------- .1.5
1968:

Baldwin Wallace College -------------------- $28, 000
Case Western Reserve University..1,9995, 600
The Cleveland Society for the Blind ------------- 161,000
The Cleveland Summer Arts Festival ------------- 274,000
University School--------------------------- 711,907
Ursuline College ------------ --------------- 268,000

Total --------------------------------- 3,609,407
19609:

Case Western Reserve University ------------- 4, 537,107
Educational TV Association-------------------129, r0
Educational Research council ------------------ 423,700
"Neighbors Now" Building Campaign ------------ 1150,000
PACE ----------------------------------- 125,000
University School -------------------------- 383,912
The Cleveland Summer Arts Festival ------------ 274,000

Total --------------------------------- , 023,,219
This support was provided by how many foundations?

1 to 80----------------------------------------
6to10 ------------------------- 10
11 to20 -------- --------------------- 4
21+ ----------------------------------------- 6
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[N=127]

3. What percent of the program's total budget for that year did this money
represent? (check one) Perceat

1. Less than 1 percent --------------------------------------- 4
2. Less than 5 percet4---------------------------------------4
3. Less than 10 percent --------------------------------------- 10
4. Less than 20 percent --------------------------------------- 6
5. Less than 30 percent -.. ...------------------------------------- 7
6. Less than 50 percent --------------------------------------- 17
7. Less than 75 percent -------------------------------------- 11
8. Less than 100 percent ------------------------------------- 13
9. Represents the total budget for this program ----------------- 28

[N=126]

4. Without foundation support, this project: (check s many as apply) 9 Perc¢n t

1. Would not have started at all ------------------------------ 53
2. Would have been delayed -------------------------------.... 23
3. Would have received the same amount elsewhere --------------- 0
4. Would have lowered its targets ----------------------------- 24
5. Would have cut expenses but maintained Its target level -------- 8
6. Would not have been noticeably affected ---------------------- 2
7. Other (please explain). Without foundation support money would

come from endowment fund. Institutional efficiency would be
severely hampered. Programs serving a relatively smell and spe-
cial group would never be funded --------------------------- 6

[N=122]

5. If foundations were not able to provide any assistance to this program,
where would you like to seek alternative funds? (check as many us apply)Peroet

1. Public fund-raiRing campaigns ------------------------------- 18
2. Corporate contributions (other than corporate foundaHons)-----. 41
3. Individual donors ---------------------------------------- 47
4. Local government sources ---------------------------------- 9
5. State government sources ---------------------------------- 17
6. Federal Government sources -------------------------------- 31
7. Other (please specify)------------------------------------ 16
8. Would discontinue program -------------------------------- 27

*Multiple answers resulted in totals of more than 100 percent.
Representative comments from, backs of questionnaires as requested in qIestion-

naoir item No. 6:
1. "There was and is a need for teachers qualified to teach family living. What

teaching will consist of is also important.
"With foundation help our Assciation (also funded with foundation money)

became the focal point in developing a "Guide to Family Living," in training
teachers for the atove. In bringing two local universities together in teacher
training and in providing the impetus to get one university to recommend that
it take on the training of teachers in this area as soon as possible.

"Without foundation money none of this would have happened."
Program was titled: Family Living Curriculum Guide and Teacher Training

Institutte for Family Living. Program received between $25,000 and $50,0(0 from
two foundations.

2. "For this particular program funding by any level of government piotmbly
would not be possible. Government funding under the Higher Education Act Is
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generally restricted to demonstration programs and must go through a university.
"Assistance for the program might le available through it local university;

however those funds are limited. 'Tlie university might also wvisl; to restrict
participation to only Its students. Au advantage of the present program Is
tha t It is able to attract students from a nuimler of different nilversilles through-
01it tIhe [P;iIt(4 States."

l'rogrami was titled: ASPA Sumner Internship in Public Adninistration. It Is
a summer emfployinent program for college seniors.

3. ''Funds for lpsychoanalyt i, programs are most difficult to obtain. Thie govern-
iment agencies were "oversold" oil psychoanalysis after the var and have soured
on It. The iuncertanily of long range government funding rules it out for us.

"l'itnids for inasic research, long range training such its our are difficult to obtain
because of the current emmphisis on crash programs for imasses of peole.

"Only the personal knowledge of our work, our people, available to local
individuals 11n1d fodllt low, (hnhles us to succeed.

"TPhe prograin described here Is also funded in apllroximlely similar amount
by it second local foundation."

Program was titled: Training Program Ii Psychoanalytic Child Therapy. It
is exiurinteltal.
4. "The grant awarded bly the Greater Cleveland Associated Foundation was

specifically for research into th' causes and effective rehabilitation of students,
with potentIll, who fall out of college. It has been our experience that relatively
few I1(ndividuilal donors are willing to make substantial gifts to a research program.
As a result, we have large anionts of data accumulated over the past five years
which lave not received the statistical treatment ncesary to make It meaning-
ful. The foundat tol, on the other hand, Is cognizant of tle need for basic research
and sulliorts It."

Grantee is: The lducatioal developmentt Center. Granted received more than
$25,000 but less titan $50,000.

5. "For our Imrposes, it is more advantageous to receive financial support
from a local foundation rather than from the federal government. The local
foundation is knowledgealhle of the institution to which It gives support, and, in
the case of the emminings Foundation, maintains it personal interest In the pro-
grain to which it makes a grant.

"A inmin disadvantage in fA'deral funding is that restrictions often are harm-
fill, as indlhat(' below. For instance, some of the most vital parts of the Baldwin
Wallace 1l1l11u1mlth i Institution programs could not be supported by federal
funds because of tihe all-inclusive nature of our project. There Is the added
(isadvanttage of a :111ll college not being able to ('omttpete with the great univer-
sitles of national reputititon. In addition, federal funding In many cases Is for
o01e year and there is ino guarantee of support for subsequent ears. The founda-
lion which hirs supported the BaldwIn Wallace program was able to render
assistance for a four-year period."---Dr. Nellie Shoemaker, Chairman, Itumani-
lies, Div., Director, Ilunianltles Institute.

Program received $55,000 in each of 1)68 and 1909. It Is tilt experimental pro-
gran Involving teacher education and development, plus development of
materials,

o. "This program, supported it large part by the Martha golden Jennings
Foundation, has enabled a young university to Initiate a graduate program in
school admniistration for -a carefully selected group of sixty school principals
In urban anid suburban Cleveland, with the unified endorsement and support
of slperlntendents from thirty-three school systems. We have thus been able to
establish a program based on genuine current needs, with regard to school learn-
Ilg and school colnntunit relations, rather than go the usual route of off-ring
conventional courses to prospective princilpals with no current leadership role.
We will now he able to follow this pattern with graditate programnt and in-service
education coursess" with pmhlie funds almost exclusively. In substance, this has
set us ont the road to t problent oriented currculuin with much public support.
A side benefit has been our ability to attract a new professor of school adminis-
tration from a superintendency whose imagination has been captured by what we
have Ie;-tin alll the expanded possibilities growing out of it for educational
leadership Improvement."
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"As a final note, I have taken personal direction of two programs In the
College of Education because of their far reaching potential value. One of them,
funded by tile O.. ()ffice of Education, is dt-signied to bring the University, tile
Cleveland Public Schools, and the citizenship spokesman together for initiating a
school centered program fol preparing t achier trainers. The other i the pri-
vately supprted Elducat!onal Leadership l'racticum. From the standpoint of this
University, both tile public dollars amd the private foundation dollars will have
more Impact because of eacti other. The state and federal government could not
have responded so pronlitly, If Indeed at all, to the strategic lolx)rtunilty that
developer( by tile small subvention of pri .ate hlllthithropy. ('onversely, the
stimulus grants of foundations could not underwrite the expanding program to
be developed front public funding at the state level."

Prokrain wits titled: Educational Leadership Practicum for Public School
Principals. The administrator is )ean of the College of Education In Cleveland
State University.

7. "All of the other procedures for seeking funds would have been far more
costly IwTau.se of Ieing tar inure time consuminig. ] )h.-aldvanmtges of g,',vrnmmnlal
funding are as follows:

1. They are increasingly restricted and usually require an j1mi ' sible degree
of matching

2. They usually require application so long In advance of actual funding as
to seriously reduce flexibility and responsiveness to community needs

3. They consume all Inordinate amount of staff time because of bureau-
cratic detail

"The alternative of seeking funding would be to charge the client the full cost
of the program. In the case of teachers and school districts, this Is not feasible."

Program was titled: ('onteniporary ('hanges In the Arts Progrnmt. It was con-
ducted within Case Western Reserve University. A single foundaton grant of
less than $5,000 provided between 75 anl 100 percent of Its budget.

8. (1) "Need an organization to organize a public fund-raising campaign, and
it doesn't make sense for special focus programs that are on a relatively small
scale.

(2) "The search and persuade process is too exhausting and corporations are
not likely to Ie interested in Innovative and ground breaking programs as against
other claims of a more traditional nature.

(3) "Run into all kinds of Idiosyncratic decision rules that represent un-
believably odd orientations to the granting of funds and desirability of programs
ad perspectives on social needs and benefits. Nfioreover, very few inIlividull
can make a grant In the $25,000 range, usually spread themselves out on margin-
ally small grants.

(4) "Local governments have no money to spend on other than operating
functions. They are deficit systemtts and will not risk funds to get Into social
Innovations.

(5) "State governments don't know what the hell urban needs are or what
local situations are like and have no real connections with the local scene. More-
over, the personal Idlosyncracles of partisan politics will Just exhaust and dis-
gust anyone trying to do anything. An outside person has no leverage and Ideas
as such count for nothing In lmlitlcal in-fighting for advantage.

(6) "For the Federal government, what. you do has to be consistent with
political program and policy of the "ins" at tile time. Moreover, you never know
who decides and oit what basis-unless you have ti Inside connection who wires
you into the cash flow channels. Finally, like all political structures, there has
to be an advantage for the organization anmd its personnel Indelx-ndent of tile
merit of the proposal. A politically exploitable potential is the "kicker" required
beyond the merit of the proposal."

Respondent's program was a series of Black Management Development
Seminars conducted by Case Western Reserve University. Two foundatioms cov-
ered Its total budget of between $10,000 and $25,000 In 1088.
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BANSLEY & BAMSLEY,
Atlanta, tIa., October 17, 1969.

SENAT,: FINANCE CO3ITfJiTEE,
U. S9. Senate,
Net ,eoatc Offle Bilding,
lashington, D.O.
RIe: Alonzo F. and Norris 11. lerndon Foundation. Inc., 148 Auburn Avenue, N.E.,

Atlanta, On.
GOEXTLEMEN: We are writing on behalf of the Alonzo P. and Norris B. lerndon

Foundation, Inc. of Atlanta, Georgia, at the request of the Trustees of the
Foundation. They and we are concerned that the provisions of 11.R3. 13270 would
seriously affect the Foundation and Inipair greatly its efforts to serve charitable
interests In Its comnmunity.

The Alonzo F. and Norris 13. lerndon Poundation, Inc. was granted its charter
November 22, 1950 and received its exemption letter on )ecember 18, 1932. The
only asset of the Foundation other than a nominal aniount of cash Is stock of
Atlanta Life Insurance Company. On Decemnber 31, 1968 this was represented by
12,447 sharej, or 20.7% of the total shares of the Company outstanding. The
creator and principal donor to the Foundation. Norris 13. llerndon, owned 42,707
shares or 71.2%. Under ternims of Mr. Ileridon's will and it revocable trust estab-
lished by him all of his stock will go to the F'oundation on his death. Mr. Herndon
has no close relatives.

The Foundation has at all times attempted to act fully within the spirit and
letter of the law and regulations. There has at no time been any self dealing
between the Foundation on the one hand anti Mr. lerndon or any of the other
trustees on the other hand. There have been no expenses charged or paid by the
Foundation other than the annual State of Georgia $1.00 corporation registration
fee. The Foundation distributes all of Its income currently andi has no accumula-
tion of Income. As of December 31, 1968, the Foundation had made contributiOns
out of principal totaling $132,6M1.10. Contrbutlon. have been made principally
to Morris Brown College and other units of the Atlanta Un!verslty system and
to the First Congregational Church of Atlanta. In this connection, please see
Exhibits "A" and "B" attached.

Our proilemns, while substantial in miany areas appear to be greatest In two:
"Stock ownership limitation (see. 101 (b) of the bill and new see. 4943 of the
code" ani "Distributions of Income (sec. 101(b) of the bill and new section 4942
of the code".

Under new section 4943 of the code, either the Foundation or Mr. Herndon,
during Mr. llerndon's life would be forced to divert itself or hiself of all of the
stock in the Company now owned. Atlanta Life Insurance Complny stock has
always been closely held. There is no present market for this stock. In order for
the Foundation to divest itself of its holdings, it would be necessary to create a
market for the stock or to merge the Conipany with another or to give the stock to
another charitable organization. Atlanta Life Insurance Company is a black
owned business with branches throughout the South and .Midwest. There is not In
the black community sufficient financial strength to purchase the stock of the
Company ind maintain It as a going business. Therefore, should sale of stock or
merger Ihtcome necessary, control, at a tie when black businesses are being
encouraged, would pass to the white community. Substantial benefits in fhe form
of Jobs for black people and financial services in the black community would be
lost. To give the stock away to other charitable organizations would subject- the
Company to control by those of uncertain experience In business, management
and easily result li less money available for charitable purpr,,es through
decreased earnings and decreased value of the stock.

We request that H.R. 13270 be amended to permit the Foundation to continue
to hold all of the stock In the Company which it presently holds and additionally
any received by gift or bequest. Should this not be possible, we believe that as a
minimum the Foundation should be permitted to hold 50% of the stock of the
Company.
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New section 4942 of tbe code requires a foundation to distribute all Income
currently and pay out at least a spelcified percentage (fi% for 1970) of Its non-
charitable assets. The lerndon Foundation has always distributed its Income
currently and has consistently made contrlbutIois out of principal where It has
had the funds to do so. It believes that a requirement to pay out Income cur-
rently, excepting certain so-called "set asiles", is reasonable. To require a foun-
dation to pay funds out of principal in a year In which current earnings do not
equal a set percentage of assets becomes an additional divestment provision,
forcing liquidation of holdings in what may be a good investment. Certain Indus-
tries have historically lower earnings on investment than others. This does not
necessarily make them a poor Investment for foundations. On the contrary, they
may produce a steady income which over the years would generate greater bene-
fits than many investments which would have more volatile earnings or be more
speculative.

We request that 11.11. 13270 be amended to eliminate the provisions of section
4943(d) providing for distribution of a specified percentage of its noncharitable
assets.

Proposed section 170(e) of the code deities the donor of appreciated property
to a private foundation the right of a full deduction for his donation. We believe
that this unfairly discriminates against private foundardons anti would serve to
discourage charitable gifts, particularly on the local level. We request that con-
sideration be given to elimination of this provision from the bill.

Paragraph (5) of section 4943(d) provides a 10 year period in which to dispose
of excess holdings In an enterprise which a foundation acquires under the terms
of a will which was executed on or before July 28, 1969. Paragraph (0 applies
if the will was executed after July 28, 1969. Most of Mr. Herndon's stock will pass
to the Foundation under terms of a revocable trust the purpose of which is to
provide for Mr. Herndon in case of disability. It is not clear In the bill that a
bequest of this type under a trust where the property passes at death comes under
the provisions of these paragraphs. We request that consideration be given to
clarification to provide that such a bequest under a trust will be treated the same
as a bequest under a will.

In all of the above we have discussed possible changes in specific provisions
of the bill.

We believe that reasonable regulation by the government is beneficial and
would serve to eliminate most of the abuses which may occur. We believe that
both from the standpoint of the government and from foundations in general a
different approach would provide a more effective imnthod to regulate foundations
and protect the public Interest without cost to the public.

We propose that a system of examination of foundations be set up whereby all
foundations are examined by government examiners on a regular basis. The cost
of its particular examinations would be paid for by each foundation. The
examination would be sufficiently thorough to uncover any possible abuses, penal-
ties for which could then be assessed. The cost of the examinations and the
penalties would be sufficient to provide for the cost of such supervision and only
those who abuse their privilege would be penalized. This would at the same time
eliminate the complexities and Inconsistencies which are found In the present bill
and which provide great risk for even the best intentioned and best informed
foundation donor, trustee or manager.

Very truly yours,
J. DAVID BANSLEY.
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EXHIBIT A.-ALONZO F. AND NORRIS B. HERNDON FOUNDATION, INC., 148 AUBURN AVE NE., ATLANTA, GA.
CONTRIBUTIONS, GIFTS, ETC., RECErVED DURING THE YEARS 1968-51 AND RECONCILIATION OF CAPITAL SURPLUS

Shares Value

Atlanta Life Insurance Co., common stock, voting:
Donor, Norris 8. Herndon, 1951-68 ........................................ 6,44 $2,039.910:00
Donor, Atlanta Life Insurance Co ..................................... 88 25,765.00
Stock dividend, 1963 .................................................... 3,579 ................
Stock dividend, 1955 .................................................... 2, 340 ................

Total stock, Dec. 31 1968 ...................................... 12,447 2, 065,735.00
Cash: Donor Allanta Life Insurance Co., 1951-60 ..... ............................... 104,200.00
Real estate (sold 1963): Donor. Norris B. Herndon...... ............................... 17,500.00

Total contributions, gif is, etc., received .................................................. 2,187,435. 00

Reconciliation of capital surplus:
Add vin on sale of roe estate, 1963 ...................................................... 17,461.50
Deduct Improvements made to real estate ................................................. -5,034.76

Total ............................................................... ............... 2,199, 861.74
Deduct contributions paid out of principal .................................................. -132,605.19

Capital surplus (book value), Dec. 31, 1968 ............................................... 2,067,256. 55

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES AND CONTRIBUTIONS DURING THE YEARS 1968-51

Total income for the years 1968-51 .............................................................. $510,527. 12
Expenses:Annual expenses, Georgia registration fee .................................................. 16.00

Organization expenses ..................................................... 122.25

Subtotal ............................................................................... 138.25

Balance of , come ....................................................................... 510,388.87

Total contributions paid, exhibit B .............................................................. 642, 994. 06
Contributions from principal ................................................ -132,605.19

Subtotal ............................................................................... 510,388.87

Accumulation of Income, Dec. 31, 1968 ........................................................... None

NOTES

Ownership of Atlanta Life Insurance Co., common stock, voting, on Dec. 31, 1968, was as follows:

Shares Percent

Norris B. Herndon ......................................................... 42,707 71.2
Alonzo F. and Norris B. Herndon Foundation, Inc ............................. . 12, 447 20.7
Others .................................................................. . 4,846 8. 1

Tolal .............................................................. 60, ODD 100.0

Estimated fair market value of Atlanta Life Insurance Co., common stock, voting, owned by the foundation Dec. 31,
1968, $3,651,078.51.

Contributions received by the foundation In 1969 of Atlanta Life Insurance Co., common stock, voting: Donor, Norris
B. Herndon, 200 shares; donor, Atlanta Life Insurance Co., 10 shares,
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Exiiinrr I

Alonzo F. and Norris 1B. licrndon 'oiindation ijlI., .llanta, (Ia., Dlsburscments
of tnade within ithe years 1968-51 for the ptirpos('s for which exenipt

Schools:
Atlanta University Center:

C

E.

A
S
0I

Morris Brown College .... $216,2R8.23
Morehouse College - 9,000.00
Atlanta University ------------------------------------ 9,171.00
Clark College_- 11551.00

Total Atlanta University Center _ 241,011.7.1

nlted Negro College Fund_-_ 31,710.00
arver Vovational School, Atlanta, On -... 3,911.59

A. Ware Elementary School - 2,705. W
merican Friends of the Ilebrew University, Inc - 2,-500.00
t. Labre Indian School, Ashland, Mont - 2,000.00
other Schools* --------------------------------------------- ,375.17

Total Schools ---------------------------------------- 293,11.30

Churches:
First Congregational Church, Atlanta, On -------------------- 178,0S9.25
Mt. Morlah Baptist Church, Atlanta, On ----------------------. 1,725.00
Fellowship Baptist Clhurch ----------------------------- 3.0.(
Fort Valley Colored Primitive Baptist church h ---------------- 3,150.00
West Side C.M.E. Church ----------------------------------- 2.7(9.400
Friendship C.M.E. Church, Tavares, Fi. --------------------- 2,15.51
Friendship Baptist Church ----------------------------- 2,5.(
Cosmoliolitan A.M.E. Church ------------------------------- 2,000.00
Other Churches* ------------------------------------------ 17.215.00

Total churches ---------------------------------------- 214.021.76

Other publicly supported charities:
United Appeal, Red Cross, Atlanta, Ga ---------------------- 37.50.00
Legal l)efen.,t, and Educational Fund, NAA 'I'----------------2 0.
American Cancer Society ---------------------------------- 1,0.00
YMCA, Atlanta Centennial Fund ---------------------------- 10.000.00
Carrie Stel-Pits Hore, Inc .------------------------------. ,000.00
United Appeal, Lake 'County. Fli._ ,0.---------------------00
Phyllis Wheatley YWCA -------------------.------------- 5.R00.00
Metropolitan Atlanta Cominiuity Services, Inc. -.------------ 5(X). 0
Metropolitan Atlanta Association for te Coored lind -------- .50.00
Butler Street YMCA, Atlanta, Ga. ------------------------ 3.(.
Tr-County Connunity Chest -------------------------------- 2,50.(r
Atlanta Arts Alliance, In-.. ...----------------------------- 2.0
Day ('are I)evelolinent Association ---------------------- 2000
Other publicly supported charities* -------------------------- 6,225.00

Total other publicly supported charities --------------------- 13: 1.725.00X)

Total contributions, grants, gifts, etc --------------------- 42,994.00
*Less than $2,000.00 each donee.

NATIONAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION,
Chicago, Ill., October 17, 1969.

SENATE FINANCE COMMIrEE,
New Senate Offlee Building,
Was hinoton, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: We wish to bring to your attention the urgent need for pointed
modifications in the Tax Reform Act of 190, II.R. 13270. There is a great search
underway throughout our nation for avenues and effective programs for Minor-
ity Economic Development or Black Capitalism. The expres.A-d interest and com-
mnitmeut by the federal government, the Presidtnt of the United States and the
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giants of American Industry establishes development of Black Capitalism as a
worthy national goal.

The Tax Reform Act of 1069, I.R. 13270, unless modified could destroy one
of America's best examples of black economic development, The Atlanta Life
Insurance Company (Alonzo F. And Norris B. llerndon Foundation Inc.). The
two major provisions of I.1R. 13270 that places in serious Jeolmrdy a major por-
tion of black economic development, that the nation Is searching to create:

1. The distribtulon of annual income or five per cent of the fair market
value of investment assets within 12 months.

2. The, requirement that bar a foundation and its "disqualified persons"
from owning more than 20% of a corporation's voting stock.

The Alonza F. And Norris B. Herndon Foundation and Mr. Norris B. Herndon
own 91.7% of the stock of the Atlanta Life Insurance Company. The Atlanta
Life Insurance Company was founded by a slave, Mr. Alonzo F. Herndon, In
105 in Atlanta, Georgia. Ills son, Mr. Norris B. Herndon succeeded him as
president, and today the Atlanta Life Insurance Company is the largest Capital
Stock or Risk Capital business enterprise owned, controlled and managed by
Negroes in America. Atlanta Life is one of founding and major members of the
National Insurance Assoliation.

The National Insurance Assoclation Is an organization of the insurance com-
panies owned and controlled by black citizens of the United States. The American
Negro has made its greatest ,oconomlc stride In the field of life insurance. Atlanta
Life is a major factor of the black representation in the insurance industry.

To illustrate the pending dlisasterous effects, we note the Net Worth or Capital
and Surplus of all of the black insurance companies of America, total
$64,000,000.00. The Atlhnta Life represents 30% of this total ownership.

Capital Stock amounts to $13,000,000.00 of the $64,000,000 and the Stock of
Atlanta Life represents over 46% of this stock ownership.

On behalf of the black man In the insurance Industry we urge you to give
favorable consideration to alternatives that will make it possible for black
Americans to maintain control of Atlanta Life.

Atlanta Life nor the Herndon Foundation are guilty of any of the abuses
often cited in exJlanaticns upon which the Tax Reform Act is based.

Yours truly,
JESSE HILL, JR., President.

ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Atlanta, Ga., October 17, 1969.

FINANCE CoM3iiTJEE,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Olcc Bufl4ding,
Washington, D.C.
Subject: Alonzo F. and Norris B. Herndon Foundation. Inc., 148 Auburn Avenue,

Northeast, Atlanta, Ga.; employer Identification No. ,"M-M036028.
GF.'T1.MrN: As Trustees of the Alonzo F. and Norris B. lerndon Foundationm,

Inc., we feel that the provisions of the t1. R. 13270 would seriously affect the
Foundation In the manner set forth in the accompanying letter written, at our
request, by Mr. J. I)avid Bansley of Bansley & Bansley.

In addition to the legal and technical aspects of the situation, we respect-
fully call to your attention the human problems involved.

The lerndon Foundation is uniqae In the fact that It Is the result of efforts
of black people and represents the maximum achievement of blacks In the field
of economics In the history of our great country. In an era when both the Fed-
eral Government and private industry have considered to make special provision
for the initiation, operation and encouragement of economic activities on the
part of blacks, to our mind any action by the Federal Government that would
counteract the opportunities for the future development of black economic
progress would not be In keeping with current philosophies and activities.

As you review the enclosed technical document, keel, In mind that the changes
are proposed solely in an effort to maintain for charity and for all black people
of this country a source diligently discovered and protected that will serve not
only as an economic beacon, but a bulwark of economi,! strength providing
employment and economic resources for a people too long disfranchised.

The continuity of operntln of Atlanta Life Insurance Company, a $70.000.000
black organization, is based on the continued existence of the Herndon Founda-
tion. At the denise of the president, Norris B. tHerndon, unless his holdings'can
w? transferred to the Foundation, Atlanta Life Insurance Company, by reason
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of taxes and the Inability of any other black organization, corporation or person
to purchase his holdings, will be swallowed up by the white community.

We take the position that black ownership of black enterprise is both symbol
and evidence of opportunity, and this is central to te spirit of Independence
on which orderly progress of black is'ople rests.

We resp'ctfull solicit your ahl in any andi all ways, including the requested
changes that might make Atlanta life Insurance companyny survive In a highly
competitive society, even to the point of an outright exception.

Respectfully yours,
IHEN'RY N. BROWN,K. 1,. SIMON ,

Trustecc.

FEDERAION OF CON8ERVATIONISTS,
UNiTE:o SOCIrrIEs, INc. (FOCUS),
Barncgut Light, N.J., Octobcr 8, 1969.

SENATE" FINANCE COMMIrrEE,
U.S. Scnatc,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: We support the position of the Conservation Foundatiol and of
other Conservation organizations that the penlilJg tax reform under II. It. 13270
will "Inhilbit and cripple the work" of ninny conservation organiizationis through-
out the country. It will moreover, seriously impair research, education and In-
formation work for conservation.

Perhaps the most dangerous section of the bill Is the section which Imposes a
100 per cent tax penalty on foundations wXlK.dlitnlres which attempt to influence
legislation by affecting public opinion or by "private coinimninication" with a mem-
ber or employee of a legislative body. The language is so broad that it places
under a cloud all but the most theoretical or scientific and technical work of
many non-profit organizations.

It is noted thirt private business continue to finance legislative activities as
tax-deductible expenses, yet private foundations would have to pay a 100 per
cent tax penalty for activities which are 'omehow determined to Influence public
opinion.

We urge the Committee to hold hearings to explore the adequacy of existing
legislation on lobbying-in a positive Instead of a punitive framnework.

We urge you to delete a further provision In the bill requiring foundations
to police grants made to another organization. We trust you will consider the
recommendations of the Conservation Foundation In your deliberations on this
bill.

Sincerely
ROBERT B. LITCH, Exccutve SccretarV.

STATEMENT OF Er. POMAR FOUNDATION OF COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO., BY WILLIAM
TnrAYEH TurT, RUSSELL T. TuTr, RAYMOND J. MONTOOMERY, AND BEN 8. VENDEL-
xKtN, TRUSTEES OF EL. POMA! FOUNDATION, COLORADO SPRINGS, (OLO.,

SUMMARY

1. Enactment of proposed 1 4943 would require El Pomar Foundation to sell
the Broadmoor Hotel to tile substantial detriment of the citizens of Colorado.

2. The Committee is urged to delete § 4943 from 11.11. 13270 as Iing (rIstic
and unnecessary departure froll existing law. The other private fOulnllltion pro-
visions which are designed to ensure tMe enforcement of existing law are adequate
for that purpose.

3. If 5 4943 Is retained in the bill, it should only beI applied to future acquisi-
tions of business enterprises by private foundations. To apply it retroactivey to
the business enterprises which have previously been donated to foundations
would be a breach of faith with the Auierican taxpayers who committed their
businesses to charitable uses in reliance upon existing law.

STATE M-Nt

We appreciate this opportunity to submit this statement on behalf of the Hl
Pomar Foundation of Colorado Springs, Colorado. Our purpose In making this

I This statement is referred to on pages 436(-4362, by Hon. Gordon Allott, a U.X.
Senator from the State of Colorado, and was sub united for the record by Senator Allott.
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presentation Is to urge the Finance Committee to eliminate from I.R. 13270
those provisions which would require a private foundation to divest Itself of any
interest in a buslne.,, enterprise it excess of twenty percent.

El Ponar Foundation through subsidiary corporations operates several enter-
pirises which would probahjy lx' classified as "business enterprises" tinder the
private foundation provisions of the bill, its principal holding of this nature being
the Broadmoor Hotel at Colorado Springs, Colorado. In their management of thib
Broandoor and the other business activities of El Pomar Foundation over the
past 32 years the trustees have consistently devoted their efforts primarily tA the
charitable activities for which the funds of the Foundation were entrusted to
them. At no time during the existence of the Foundation have there been any
instances of the various abuses which prompted the private foundation provisions
of II.R. 13270.

There is no donor control of El PoInmr Foundation. Its founder, Spencer Pen-
rose, (lied in 1939 and his wife it 1956. Sin( then there has been no member of
the Penrose family associated with the Foundation in any manner. There have
b(en no instances ',* self-deajing, and the Foundation has consistently distributed
all of its net income for charitable uses on a current basis. The trustees have
never made any investments which were not prompted by the motive of carrying
out the secific charitable purposes of the Foundation or which would in any way
jeopardize the ability of the Foundation to do so. El Pomar Foundation has never
made any "travel or study" grants or engaged in any of the legislative activities
proscribed by Section 495. While the Foundation is not required by the law of
Colorado to do so, each year it. prints and distributes Its financial statement .so
that the people of CoJorado will know how the funds of the Foundation are
being managed and spent for their benefit.

El Pomar Foundation is but one example of ninny where a private foundation
in control of a business enterprise has faithfully and efficiently fulfilled its obliga-
tions of public trust. However, under the provisions of § 4943, these foundations
will be required to divest themselves of their busine., Interests. Thus, even
though they may not have been guilty of any of the aioses coml'dained of, they
are to he punished along with those wh,) have.

We submit that it Is within the competence of this Committee and of the Con-
gress of the United States to draft a law for the regulation of private foundations
which will distinguish the innocent from the guilty. We urge the Committee and
the Congress not to inhibit and restrict the legitimate activities of all private
foundations Just because a few of them may have acted improperly.
History of Spenccr Pcnrose, Foundcr of El Pontar Foundation

Spencer Penrose, the founder of El Pomar Foundation, was one of the pioneers
in the development of the Pikes Peak region of Colorado. He first. cime to
Colorado Springs in 1891. Over a period of the next 25 years he accuintiated a
substantial fortune front real estate and mining activities lit that area. Ills first
big strike came front his ownership of an Interest in ti gold mining claim, the
Cash on Delivery mine iti the Cripple Creek area. Ills largest gains were made
front the Utah Copper Company which was formed by him and ba astociates In
the early 1900's. The Utah Copper Company was ultimately merg-'i into Kenne-
cott Copper Company in 1923.

About 1915, Spencer Penrose began to turn his attention from mirlng to the
investment of his fortune and to is other interests wiheh were of a less profitable
but more satisfying nature. In 1915, he commenced the construction of an atto-
mobile highway to the summit of Pikes Peak which was completed in 1916 at a
cost ol a half a million dollars. lie Inaugurated the Pikes Peak National Hill
Cliotb Contest for automobiles, which has continued downt to the present times.
The highway up Pikes Peak has been donated to the government and is now
operated by the City of Colorado Springs.

It was about 1910 that lie began his animal collection which was ultimately to
become the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo. In 1916, he commenced construction of the
Broadmoor Hotel. This hotel was completed and had its formal opening on
June 29, 1918. It was about 1925 that he constructed an auto highway to the top
of Cheyenne Mountain and a lodge at its summit. He later constructed the famous
Will Rogers Shrine to the Sun on a granite peak of Cheyenne Mountain in honor
of his good friend Will Rogers.

In 1925, he bought the Pikes Peak Cog Line Railway which was nearly bank-
rupt, and about to go out of business. The railway, which operates a cog train
from Manitou Springs just outside of Colorado Springs to the summit of Pikes
Peak, is today one of the "business enterprises" operated by El PIomar Founda-
tion. In addition to hiking, there are two ways that tourists can get to the summit
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of Pikes Peak today. They may either go by automobile or IuS over the highway
built by. Spencer Penrose or on tIhis ('og Une Railway.

Spencer Penrose's animal volhmlifi was originally operated as a Irt of tile
activities of the Iroadinoor IHotel. lit 11Y26 alid I1127. t e aiilnals were moved fren
the Broadinoor to the present lo{atiol (if tii' ZO (III the lA,1.ss of Cheyenne Moun-
tain. However, It was still inaiaged by tire directors of the IBroadmoor Hotel. It
1939, the ('heyelino Mountain Museum and Zoologicitl S iety was formed by
Spencer Penrose and all of tie land, anittls it id either a.sets tissoclated with
this privately owned zoo were donated to that soclety. Sinv 113 1, the .,o)le source
of support for the Cheyenne Moiuntain Zmo, other than Ipa-t of its operating
expenses which are defrayed by adillssion cirges, hits leein the ftinds lroviled
by El Poitar Foundatilon. Today tite ('heyenne Mountaii Zoo Is (onsidered to be
one of the finest zoos in tlte country, COmparable iii statuct to the0 San Diego Zoo.

Spencer Penrose's viijeNtive in Imilding thle Biroadmuoor iotel was to prove
elegant resort hotel facilities which woul attract ouisiders to the area. lie was
very l)rotd of the scenli valuets oif th ('olorado lhs'kivs anid lparlinhirly tihe
('olorado Springs area. Tit(, liroadmoor Hotel comleluh which he conttruwt(l at a
price in excess of three million dollars Itcluded ny additlotal fa.illtles. In
addition to the hotel building Itself, he built an inder riding aaideiny whicli
later was to become the Ice Palace and a golf course which was tIhe- foreruinner
of the present cliam)ionshilp 36-hole golf course. 'The (oinplex also itchuded riding
stables and a stadium for rodeos and athletic activities.

Creation of El Plomar Foundation
In 193T, Spencer Penrose created the El 'omnar Foundation tis a charitable

corporation under the laws of Colorado. lie provided in its Artiles (if Incorpora-
tion that the principal and Income of all prolerties or funds contributed to tIh
corporation were to be applied "to such charitable uses timid litrii)sest in ctldihig
public, educational, scientific and henevolent uses and purioses) exclusively, as
will in the absolute and uncontrolled discretion of the I rustees of ite corpioration
most effectively assist, encourage and plromote the general well being of the
Inhabitants of the State of Colorado." lie added the proviso that Its funds alid
property should be limited for use within the State of Colorado.

Ills Initial contribution and other ,ontrihutions firingg ills lifetime to El
Pomar Foundation totaled $1,459,422. Upon lhs death in 1939 his entire estate,
having a value at that time of $12,193,791, wva. left by hint in his will to the El
Pomar Foundation. Ills wife, ,Julie V. L. Penrose, made contributions to tit(
Foundation during her lifetime of $238,M93, aid ipon her death In 19556. be-
queathed the remainder of her (,state after certain slieiflh requsts to the
Foundation. At the time of her death, tile assets of her estate which wvent to
the Foundation had a value of $7,180,971. The total contributions from Mr. and
Mrs. Penrose to El Pomar Foundation has len about twenty-onie million dollars.
Over the years, the Foundation has received contrilbtlitons fronit others totaling
$1,8126,290.
Charitable actiritics of El Poimar lotndation

From its contributed capital of approximately twenty-three mililloi dollars,
El Poniar Foundation has, over the y(ars, mode contribtlons for the charitablee
purposes for which Is was organized totaling $27,114,730. It has contributed
apiroximately $4,8000,000 to Colorado College ii ('olorido Springs. Over te
years, Its contributions to the Penrose Hlospital and for cancer research hiave(!
been aplproxiately $7,500,0000. Recently, the Fouindalion ('onst ructed sand (1o-
nate(I to the (City of Colorado Springs a new regional Illrary at a cost of over
$2,000,000. Its support to the ('heyenne M.'nntail Mnisetua arid Zoological Society
has exceeded $4,600,000.

The Foundation has by no means limited its charitable contributions to the
Colorado Springs area. There are few, if tiny, cities and towns lit the State of
Colorado which have not benefited from contributions 1.y the El I'omnar Founda-
tion to their schools and hospitals.

Also, by its own financial support and the efforts of Its trutees on behalf of
the Air Force Academy Foundation, El P6nmtr Foundation has been largely
responsible for the donation to the Air Force Academy of Its athletic stadium
and the Eisenhower Golf Course and Is presently raising funds for the Aerospace
Education Center at the Academy.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a list of the grants- paid out by El Pomar
Foundation from 1937 to September 1, 1969. We are also attaching, as Exhibit
B, a complete summary of the Income and contributions pald by El Pornar
Foundation from Its Inception through December 31, 1968. These represent only
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the direct financial contributions by I Poniar Fondation for the ixnefit of the
Inhnbitaits of Colorado. Wie shall discusss writer the indirect beneifts of both *1
tangible and intangible nature which have( Ieen provided through the public
service activities of the llroadmoor Hotel and the other "blsiriess enterprises"
operated by tIh Ml l'omar Foundation.
BusincR. fnterc*t of El Poinar Foundation

Most of the assets of the El Poniar Foundation are In the form of cash. govern-
lnient arid corporate bonds, and other niarketale securiiles of a strictly invest-
ment character. however, fit addition to these assets, the Foundation owns
100% of the stowk of El Pomnir Investment Company and of the Blroadlmoor )rug
'ompaiiy. The stock of the Investment ('oipany wits Included aniong the assets

of Spencer Penrose which were left to the Foundationi upon his death fi 1939.
The lDrolldmoor Drug Company, which operates lie drug store at the Broadlinoor
Hotel, was left to the loUlln(lltion iiy Mrs. Penrose upon her death In 1956,

The Hl IPoma r Investnient ('oilpany does ilot itslf engage in anly business
activities,. However, It owns all, or a controlling interest in, the stock of other
corporalins which do. Its prlniiipal suibsihiary corporation, of wicM it owns
100% of the stock, Is (lie llroadmoor Hotel, Ilnc. whichI ow~vi find operates the
Broadnioor Hotel. It also owns 100% of the stock of the Beaver Park company y
which operates in Irrigation systemin I (lie Heaver Park ftreui near Penrose,
Colorado. It owns about 75% of the Garden C"ity Company which has substantial
iandhloldings iiear Garden CJiy, Kiq.m. It owns 100% of tile Atock of the
Maiilton & Pikes Peak Railway Company which operates the Cog Railway to
Pikes Peak. It also owns the stock of Mt. Manioul Park and Incline Railway Co.,
wihch operates teile (,alh, car i ll p tle Mliioll In(Ilne to the top of Mt. Manitoui.
It also owns all of the stock of the corporation which operates sc eic tours ill the
Colorado 1prings area illi(l one which provides taxi cab service Ili Colorado
Springs. All of these various enterprises were in operation and owned by Spencer
Pelirose prior to his death. The Foundatlion hls hot acquired any new business
enteririsem since It inception iii 1039.

You will iiote that these business activities are related either to the physical
developien of tle areas in which they operate or to providing facilities whereby
members of the general public (-all enjoy the natural wonders of the Colorado
Rockies. This is in keeping with the Intent of Spencer Penrose when lie first
establislied these business enterprises.

li their management of the Broadmnoor Hotel, the trustees of tle Foundation
have placed primary empliasis upon the excelleice of its services and facilities
far above the mininini level required to obtain a maximum of profit. Along with
slich otlier flie hotels its the G reimlirier ind (lie Hlomestead, thw Broa-dlnoor Hotel
has received worldwide recognition as providing the finest resort hotel acconino-
dat ions available anywhere.

The Broadmoor's Vorld Arena (formerly the lee Palace) bas becoie In-
ternationally famous, boli its the site for the National Intercollegiate Ice
Hockey play-offs and the WVorld Figure Skating Champilonshilps, but also as the
Training place for inany of our country's best figure skater., Broadmoor skaters
layes Alan and avid Jenkins each collected one Olympic 1ad three World

Figure Sikating Championships. Karol and Peter Kennedy won the World Figure
Skating chalimiionship a,4 a pair. The Broadmnoor Skating CIlb ias produced
three Olymplic, ten World, flve North American. a(d twenty-one National chain-
llonlships, the latest and current being Peggy Fleming, three lines World
Champion lady figure skater amid winner of the only gold iedal award to all
American In tie 1968 Olympic games at GrenOble.

The Blroadmnoor's devotion to iminateur atliletic has by io means een llimlted
to iee skating. Its chaninploihil golf course has been the setting for ilniimerable
ainiiteur golf tiurnaments, the most notable aniong their being the 1002 Inter-
nallonal Cirtis Cup Matih, tile U.S.G.A. Mens Amateur Championship" In
19 iiid 1967. the Vonien's Western Amateur in 1963. six trans-Mislsslppi
and threp National Collegiate Champlonshilp.

In 10l40 and again this year. the Governiors, Conference haft been held at the
Broadnioor. Its recently constructed International Center provides excellent
facilities for conventions and brings many more people to Colorado.
Rflect of Retion 49tS on Ril Portar Foundation

While teclhncally the Broadmnoor lotel, the Pikes Peak Cog Line Railway.
the Mailton Incline Cable Car. the tcenllc tour buses, and the taxi cabs owned
and operated by the El Poniar Foundotion are business enterprises, each of
these activities, to a greater or leser degree, has some relationship to the pur-
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pose for which the El Pomar Foundation was established by Spencer Penrose.
They are not simply businesses which are operated by the Foundation solely
for the lpurposes of making a profit. However, there is no question but that
under the present provisions of I.R. 13270 many, If not all, of these activities
would be considered to be unrelated busine." activities which would have to
be disposed of under the provisions of § 4043.

;Some of them, such as the Cog Line hallway and the Manitou Incline Gable
Car, would probably not be sufficiently profitable over an extended period of
time to warrant their operation as an independent business ventures without
some formn of subsidy from the government. l)ivestiture of these business orga-
nizations would more than likely result in their termination, unless sone public
support were provided. If the Foundation were required to do go, some of the
other organizations, such as its taxi cal) company, could probably be disposed
of without difficulty.

Our greatest concern is the future of the Broadmoor Hotel. If the Foundation
were required to sell the Broadmoor the only potential purchasers who could
afford to buy it would be the niajor hotel chains or perhaps one of the large
conglomerate corporations. In either event, the result would be absentee owner-
ship by an organization which had no special interest in the welfare of Colorado
Springs or of the inhabitants of Colorado generally. Indeed, management of such
an organization would probably not even be aware of many of the problems of
the area. Any organization which was oriented primarily towards the profit
motive rather than public service would undoulitedly curtail many of the activi-
ties presently being conducted by the Broadmoor.

Our concern over the future of the Broadinoor is shared by the citizens of
Colorado. As evidence of this concern, the Mayor of Co!orado Springs has written
a letter to the Finance Committee. With the coasent of the Mayor, we are attach-
ing a copy of that letter as Exhibit C.
Opposition to divesture provisions

The basic purpose for including the private foundation provisions in the tax
reform bill was to curb, certain abuses which were not being adequately dealt
with under the present income tax law. These abuses represented, in one form or
another, situations where some foundation doors find managers have failed to
live up to their obligations of public trust. Specific provisions have been included
in the bill to deal with these abuses, Section 4941 with wlf-dealing, Section 4942
with a failure to distribute income, Section 4044 on Investments which Jeopardize
the charitable purpose and Section 4945 on expenditures of a legislative or
political nature. Other provisions require public accountability so that the activi-
ties of the private foundations will be open to public scrutiny. We support these
provisions, insofar as they encourage the proper administration of private
foundations.' We think they are adequate to accomplish their objectives. In any
event, a sufficient period of time should be given to test the effectiveness of these
provisions before more drastic measures are taken.

The divestiture provisions represent a very drastic departure from the present
law. The reason given for j 4943 Is that some foundation managers have diverted
their attention away from their charlhible duties and given undue attention to
the activities of the business enterprises. We submit that this is by no means
the case in regard to the vast majority of private foundations. Another argument
made Is that the business may be unfairly competing with other businesses
whose owners must pay taxes on the income realized. This argument ignores the
fact that private foundations also pay taxes on the Income they derive from
their business activities.

Moreover, the divestiture provisions of § 4943 are not limited to the specific
situations complained about, but have been so broadly written as to prohibit all
business control by private foundatons. We (1o not think this is either necemwary
or desirable. The public benefit derived front the donation of businesses to chari-
table purposes far outweights any detriment resulting from any specific abuses.

We suggest that this Committee delete the provisions of Section 4943 front
the bill entirely. We submit that there is nothing inherently bad in having a
charitable foundation owinm a controlling interest In a business enterprise. We see
nothing wrong in having the profits of an operating business corporation inure
to the benefit of the Imblic at large rather than ju-t to certain private stock-
holders. We think that the public welfare is better served by having the beneficial

I We do not support the Income-enulynleney provisions of 1 4942 which require a distri-
butlon enual to 5€h of a foundation's nset,. since thiR will force foundations into making
high yield, but high risk Inveatments. or require n creeping divesture of the foundation'sprincipal.
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ownership of tile Broadmoor Hotel in the citizens of the State of Colorado rather
t han tile stockholders of sone major hotel chain corporation.

So far as we are aware, iew ownershi a1(1 operation of a blusiness enterprise
by a charitabhle organization has never been considered to be aln unlawful ac-
tivity under either the federal or state laws of the United States. Until now,
the type- of assets that (onll Ib, owned by a charitable organization and the
nature of its activities has been consilered to IK, a Matter governed by local state
law. Federal Jurisdictlon has only Ieeii Invoked to the extent of )rescribing the
Limit, within which a charitable organization must operate in order to obtain the
bneflts of federal Income tax exemption. Rven Inl this limited area, there has
never ben any prohibition against foundation ownership of business enterprises.
The related business Income tax provisions which were incorporated into the
Internal Revenue ('ode a number of years ago were for the purpose of Insuring
that Ihv earijings from such business would be taxable. These l)rovisions (lid not
in any way lrohiblt such owiiershli either directly or through the ownership
of stock of a subsidiary corporation.

The divestittir I provisions of 11.11. 13270 as applied to existing foundations
are not limited to the question of tax exemption. Any organization which
qualilled as a tax-exemit organization last year is required to divest Itself of its
excess lisNuness Interests regardlc.s.,;s of whether it wants to continue to accept
the privileges of a federal income tax exemption. Iln order to withdraw front
qualification as a tax-,xempt organization, a private foundation must pay the
termination tax saxeIflied In proposed Section .507. This tax would be the lesser
of two amounts; either (1) 100%/ of the value of the net assets of the founda-
(lon ; or (2) an aliuouuit equal to the federal Income, estate and gift taxes which
the foundation and the majority of its contributors would have had to pay if
tile foundation had not been tax-exempt. Those foundations, such as Hl Porear,
Mhtch have lived up to their obligation to distribute for charitable purposes
all of their Income on a current basis do not itow have the income which would
have been paid to the federal government as taxes If they had not been tax-exempt.
Tho Iwllefltq of the inronie tax exeml)tion have iong shi(e been paISsed on to the
genenl publIe through tie usIe of the fuid. for the charitable purposes of the
foundation. Payment of a termination tax comited on this basis wouhl have
to lI out of prineilml of the foundation. In those Instances where the founda-
tion haq Ieen in existence for a substantial period of time the termination
tax wouhl r sult In a complete (onilscation of the assets of the foundation re-
ga rdless of which niet ho of omlutatioy were nsed.

Thus, there is no way out. Private foundations must either voluntarily divest
themselves of their exce.. business holdings In accordance with the provisions
of 413 or turn over their assets to the government in payment of the termi-
nation tax.

The nt(( effect of" this would be a breach of faith by the federal government
with tlea xpayers who have placed their business concerns In private founda-
lions nnder the Indncement of tax benefits for doing so.

In essence, lie government ihs asked the American taxpayer to donate his
Iuisness to il)]l( charitable purposes, assuring him that lie can do so upon
ils death by heaving his bnsiu'ess to a private foundation created by him which

will use the profits of tilit business for the specific charitable purposes he
selects. To encourage him to do so, the government has offered income, estate
an(l gift tax benefits. After fie taxpayer lias irrevocably committed the owner-
shiii of ils Imslness to such a foundation. the government, by the divesture pro-
vlslons of' Ifl1. 1.3270. would now take that business away from the foundation.
We sublit that the U nite(i States government should horor its commitments to
those donors and their private foundations who have faithfully abided by both
the letter and the spirit of tie exis-ting laws.

In other areas of the tax law which are being changed by H.R. 13270,
meticulous care has been taken to avohl any retroactive effect before the date
when the change was proposed. We submit that If Congreim decides to retain the
(Ilvestiture provislons of Section -1943 it should also insert a provision which
would limit fill, application of that section to business enterprises which are
aeqluired by private foundations after May 21, 1969. Only by incorporating such
a iion-retroactivity provision In the law, whIlch would ix'ruuit private foundations
to retain their present business Interests, can the Congresg keep faith with the
donors of such businesses to private foundations.
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CONCLU8I0N

To sunmiari'e, it is our position that Scction 4913 and the other provisions of
1[.R. 13270 which would require a divestitur, of busin,.,i, interests by private
foundations should be deleted front the bill. In the event tlint these provisions
are not deleted, they should bei applied only to future acquisitions of excess
business holdings. We thank you for this oplwsrtunity to express our views on
H.R. 13270.

.El POMAB FoUNDA'kiON

Urants paid 1917 to Scpteinbcr I. I.10i
Education :

Higher Education
The Colorado College (a) -------------------------- $4. 790, 762. 29
Air Force Academy Foundation (b) ------------------- 355, 000. 00
Other Private and State Colleges ----------------------- 722, 810. 23

Secondary Education:
Various Private Schools --------------------------- 2, 656, 198. 18
Other --------------------------------------------- 41,8.00

8, 566, 576. 70

Health:
Penrose Hospital and Cancer Research (e)
Other Hospitals ------------------------------------
Various -------------------------------------------

Humanities:
Central City Opera House Association------------------
Cheyenne Mountain Museum & Zoological Society--------
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center----------------
Colorado Springs Symphony Orchestra Ass'n
Various -------------------------------------------

Religion:
Various ----------------------------- --------

Resources and environment:
City of Colorado Springs Library (d)-------------------
Garden of The Gods Land Purchase ......................
Various -------------------------------------------------

Welfare:
Boys Club Association (e)---------------------------
Boy and Girl Scouts --------------------------------
United Funds -------------------------------------
Various ------------------------------------------

7, 455. W8.05
391,431.00
135, 40. 50

7, 985, 39. 56

204,250 00
4,666, 499. 97

668, 4'38. 81
180, 200. 00

56,933.29

5, &?6, 372. 07

969,927. 20

2, 199, 541. 49
250, 000.00
70,450.55

2, 519, 993. 04

140, W1)0. 79
149.460. 15
792,186. 70
153,912.97

1,236, 456. 67

Total Grants Paid to September 1, 1969 ---------------- 27, 114, 730. 23
Notes :
(a Includes only $700.000 of a $1,600.000 grant for Sports Compher.
(b) Includes only $350.000 of a $800 000 grant towards Aerospace Education Center.
(c) Includes only $5C0.O0O of a $150,000 grant for Cancer Research Building.
(d) Total grant was $2.200.000. Small balance to be paid sbortly.
(e) Includes only $61,318 of a $200,000 Building grant now under construction.
August 19, 1Q69.

33-865 0-70--pt. 7 of 7- 20
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(L POMAR FOUNDATION-SUMMARY OF INCOME AND CONTRIBUTIONS PAID FROM DEC. 16. 1937, THROUGH
DEC. 31, 1968

Excess of
revenues over Contributions

Yea r Revenues Expenses expenses paid I Balance a

Dec. 16 through Dec. 31. 1937. $4650 $64.643 474 ($19 831)
19. ................................ .6,064 (6,04) 55,254 61318
1939 ....................... 13,425 6,288 7.137 74.700 7.563
1940 ....................... 365.675 6,745 358,930 100.933 257,99)
1941 ...................... 323,950 6,823 317,127 403.697 (86,570
1942 ...................... 347.235 12,569 334 666 248,250 86,416
1943 ....................... 405,369 23.698 381,671 199,842 181.829
1944 ....................... 422,116 36.647 385,469 316,611 681,658
1945 ....................... 473,592 14:814 458,778 282.95 175,793
1946 ....................... 4261 29 10,241 415 888 466,371 (50,43)
1947 ....................... 438,343 16.519 421,824 366,982 54,842
1948 ....................... 454 509 12 132 442.377 454.112 (1735)
1949 ....................... 452,590 11:159 441,431 693.150 (J51 719)
1950 ....................... 469,392 10, 459,012 413,945 45, 067

4709................. 470 W 109 460,014 540,204
192.................... 473,872 9,98 463.887 534,532 (10,"645)
1953 ..................... . 573.689 10.481 563 208 725,855 (162, 647)
1954 ...................... 429,630 11.061 1,418,549 563,224 855,5
1955 ............... 1982,73 0995 ,97158 536,961 1,434.617
1958.................... 1188.831 10,757 1,178.074 1,288.246 (112,172)
1957 ....................... 1 152,420 11,648 1,140,772 1,569,697 2 ,921
1958 ........... 2...... .32179 11 797 1,020.382 1,895 ,458 $75,03
1959 ............... !.162,431 14 .077 1,148,354 1,502,715 3 361
1960 ................... 1099,459 14,483 1,084,976 916,312 168,664
1961 ............. 1, 07,373 14,872 1,092.501 1,169.770 77.9
1962 .......... 1,11248 11,123 1,099,125 1,501,7 ( 472
19 . ............. 1,263:162 9,487 1,253.675 1,465,215 211,540
1964..... .... ... 918. 9,524 909.405 920,.396 ( .1195............1,686.301 10,834 1,675,467 1,404,550 0.,917
196............... 1,872,239 9,902 1,862,337 1,166,266 696,071
1967........ ..... .. 1,517,824 8,786 1,50M..038 1,558,009 (.971)
1968 ...... .............. 1,520,504 9,239 1,511.265 2,394:193 (882.928)

Total ................ 26,219,636 374,140 25,845,496 25,814,508 30,988

I This column Includes contributions paid and expenses 0i operating the Carriage House.

I Commitments for contributions are not Included; at Dec. 31,1968, such unpaid commitments totaled $2,657,440.

EXHiBIT 0

Crry oF CoLoRADo SPRINGS, OFFIcE OF THE MAYOR,
September 19, 1969.

THE WFIiA mc COMMrrTEE OF THE U.S. SEN ATE,
geate OG0ce Building,
Washington, D.O.

GENTLEM EN : The Broadmoor Hotel is a unique institution; it was conceived
by a man who believed that the Pikes Peak Region was the greatest place to
live in the world, with the idea not of extracting profit from It but with the idea
of bestowing upon the area facilities unequaled any other place in the world.
Under the present control and management these purposes have been admirably
effectuated.

The Broadmoor Hotel with its athletic stadium. its International Center, its
Ice Palace, its championship golf courses and its outstanding hotel accommoda-
tions has In my humble opinion contributed more to the proges and advance-
ment of the City of Colorado Springs and the surrounding area than any other
single Institution, and without the Broadmoor Hotel, much of the progress and
development of this City would have been Impossible. The present control and
management of the Hotel is oriented completely to the needs of this community.
I do not believe that any chain of hotel operators or any conglomerate manage-
ment that was not attuned to the requirements of this area through life-long
residence and interest could possibly operate this Hotel as effectively and as
excellently from the point of view of comrmunlty interest as has been done and
Is being done by the present management and control.

I feel that any legislation which required a change In the control and man-
agement of the Hotel would be a cruel blow to the continued prosperity, develop-
ment and aspirations of this community.

Sincerely,
T. EI. MCLa" o,

MKaWor.
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STATEMENT OF WALTER N. TPENERRY, ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA, RE FOUNDATIONS AND
CIIARITABLE GIFTS

STANDING

Your relator appears in his own right as a taxpayer, and also as counsel for:
Certain taxpayers who have gross incomes of more than $1 million a year and
make charitable gifts in appreciated common stocks.

Certain foundations which are private foundations within the meaning of
H.R. 13270.

SUM MARY

Titles I and II and Subtitle A of Title III of 11.HR. 13270 hurt only charity when
they pile tax burdens on private foundations and the people who give to private
foundations.

The Congress has better ways to regulate foundations than taxing them and
their managers.

STATEMENT

Your relator, Walter N. Trenerry, of St. Paul. Miniinsota, Attorney-at- Aw and
Member of the Minnesota Bar, respectfully states to the Honorable Finance
Committee of the United States Senate:

While he does not favor all additions and changes created In the Tax Reform
Bill of 1969 (11.11. 13270) your relator objccts only to the matters in Titles I and
II, and Subtitle A of Title III, which he mentions spiecflcally.

Your relator docs obict to the following as unfair as well as unsuited to their
contemporary setting:

Title I. Subtitle A.
Sec. 101(a) Tax on Private Foumidation Investment Income (Proposed

Sec. 506 of Code)
Sec. 101(b) Tax on Failure to Distribute Income (Proposed Sec. 4942 of

Code)
Sec. 101 (b) T1'ax on I nvestments which Jeopardize Charitable Purpose

(Proposed Sec. 4944 of Code)
See. 101 (b) Tax on Taxable Expenditures (Proposed Sec. 4945 of Code)

Title II. Subtitle A.
Sec. 201(a) Limit on deductions for gifts of appreciated property (Pro.

posed Sec. 170(b) (1) of Code)
Sec. 201(c) Tax treatment of Gifts of Appreciated property (Proposed

Secs. 170(e) and 83 of Code)
Scw. 201(1) Charitable Remainder Trusts (Proposed Sees. 170(b) and

664 of Code)
Title III. Subtitle A.

Sec.301(a) Appreciation In value of Contributed property, as Tax pref-
erence (Proposed See. 84 of Code)

See. 302(a) Appreciation value of Contributed property, as Limiting fac-
tor (Proposed Sec. 277 of Code)

I. What does the Congress want?
Is private charity a good thing? H.R. 13270 would say "No." The Congress is

moving to do away with it.
Scholars, pedagogs, abstract painters, beggars, tuberculprs, and others who

have been getting help from private charity, will soon get less, but no one else
will stiffer.

IN rich John Bountiful necessarily a creature of evil? He Is a rare man; he is
indispensable for charity; and he shies easily.

Congress is doing its best to chase him to the hills.
II. SomebodV gets tazied

-Even if John Bountiful and his private foundation get out of paying some taxes,
his foundation pays out money that in time reaches some Joe Taxpayer in a tax-
able bracket: a law student, a stenographer, a paperseller, and so on.

Statistics showing untaxed deductions or untaxed foundation Income stop too
short. They leave out the rise in taxable Income put in circulation when Joe and
Judy Taxpayer draw salaries from foundations and when Henry Purveyor sells
goods to foundations.
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(II. itade effccts are not ncessarall bad
John Bountiful's private foadation as trust or corporation does suply a way

to keep a block of stwk 1d/or it lovl charity inder ioiit ifuil family control for
a longer term than the rule against lerlpiulties otliersvise allows.

It Is quite safe to say, however, that until -the Incomue Tax and Estate Tax
came along-very recent things it history-no one comp'iailed, particularly men
and women helped bly (lie Bountftil charity.

)oes the Congress now want to use taxes aid controls not to raise revenue,
or to keep people honest, bitt to pull till hoidhigs down it the spirit of the English
IA-vellers of 1117 or the more drastic IRussian Levellers of 1917?

IV. The contcmpurar, sccnc
If the Congress thinks private charity a good thing, the contemporary scene

in 1969 argues against hobbling It by discouraging charitable givers. The scene
today rejoices In these .somber atmospheric eleillits:

A. l1ar. A\n UimOlular Asiatic war goes on au1d on an(l on. Welfare debts for
the future pile ulp as wounded and diseased soldiers limp home.

I. Inlernaliona(it Tension. The ('hinese and tho Arabs rattle arms. The Rus-
ians Ibrowbeat Central Europe. People tire already inclined to hoard their money

and look after Number One.
C. Inflation. The price of meat gallops from $1 to $2 to $3 a pound. cfts to

charity shrink as even rich John Bountiful nfeds more money to live on.
1). Welfare. Since legislators have sworn unending devotion to unending relief

rolls, and since people eating well on those rolls never want the meals to end,
public welfare costs climb and climb.

R'. Citie8. Nearly every major American city has some huge rebuilding program
under way and a prophet ruts no risk in Iredlicting that every major American
city will want more money for more rel)uilding tomorrow.

F. Clonserration. Along with the twilight of cities goes an erosion in natural
environment so steep and so speedy that mankind, not the dodo, faces being
wi'ped out.

(1. Oovernmental I, expansion. As Utncle Sam moves into any field, John Bounti-
ful gets out ; s that as soon as the word Is heard, anld before government funds
actually reach the spot, local charity Is dead.

I. Rchool. If the American comminitment. require.; free college for all Jacks
and Jills-and such is at least campaign talk-Joe Taxpayer or John Bountiful
has to make it possible for Jack and Jill to get there, to tiay tuition, to eat, to
pay board and room, and to wear clothes.

With all these clouds drifting over the scene, the Congress nevertheless appears
willing to kill off private supplemental help.

Whether Uncle Sam can take all bounteousness over and manage his handouts
as cheaply avid efficiently is doubtful.
V. Specific shor-tsigh ted measures

Your relator believes that the Congress has acted too fast in a feeling of
exasperation about abuses. Even If the abuses exist; TI.R. 13270 lumps the good
with the bad.

The following things in Titles I and II and Subtitle A of Title III of the Tax
Reform Bill of 1969 (11.11. 13270) look particularly short-sighted:

A. Tax, on priratc founpdalion Inrestment i income (See. 101(a) of the Bill,
proposed See. WO of the Code).

This tax bits only private foundations and suppo.sedly collects a modest fee
for services furnished by Uncle Sam. Public foundations presumably exist with-
out governmental help.

Incidentally, outside the Internal Revenue Code the law knows only a charity;
nothing like a private as opposed to a public foundation.

Your relator believes that this tax will bring a quick death to the earlier policy
of complete tax exemption; which rested oi a partnership in which Uncle Sam
gave his services free in order to encourage John Bountiful to spread his money
among the needy.

As a footnote to history, the Income Tax of 1013 began with a 1% rate. This
106) investment tax begins with a 7.5% rate. Since no legislator ever kills a tax
once enacted, or lowers it, the reasonable prognosis is that this tax will rise
relentlessly until it carries out Its planned execution.
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B. Tax on failure to distribute income (See. 101 (b) of the Bill, propose(] Sec.
4942 of the Code).

This tax also hits only private foundations. Managers of the publie ones pre-
sumably never face temptation.

Supposedly this tax forces noney out of the Bountiful foundation's bank
accounts into the open hands of charity takers. Although the goal llay be worth-
while, Uncle Sam is taking a paradoxical whack at the very source of tie money.

Through the device called Minimum Investmtent Return this turns into a tax
on capital which will iII a calculable number of years reduce that taxed capital
to zero.

Kitnce the Bill gives The Secretary of the Treasury iwer to set the perceitage
of return on capital, this arbitrarily set return, liegiiiig itt 5("(. can climb
readily to 6% or 7/ or 8% or whatever tIhI, Secretary nuiieds to put it private
foundation out of business. The Secretary of the Treasury Ixeeomes the alial
of foundations by fixing the level of compulsory offerings.

So far as your relator knows, Uncle Sain lets John and .Judy 'Taxpayer choose
their own Investmients. John Bountiful's private foundation Is now going to be a
taxpayer and should have the same freedom.

The Secretary of the Treasury has not told the American public what future-
scanning device lie has to tell him that El,'ectronic Acrobatics, a low-yleld Invest-
ment of today, vill never be a high-yield Investment tomorrow.

In fact the 11111's taxing policies are Inconsistent. if the ('ongress plans to tax
private foundation capital gains as Imrt of investment incommie, wiy' put private,
foundation Investments in a box which will allow only 1nim1ima1 taxable capital
gains?

Until now .John Bountiful chose what he was willhig to give. Under te 11111,
emphasis changes. With licensed lresumptuousness a charity may say, "()h, no,
we can't take that. It only yields 3%."

C. Tax on In restmckits Which Jcopardizc Charitable Purposc (See. 101 (1) of
the 13111, proliosed Sec. 44 of the Code).

This 100% tax on private foundations has at least the merit of going all the
way.

Perhaps the Congress has some hints on how to find managers willing to pay
a 50% tax on Investments which only a lengthy lawsuit can interpret as taxable
or not.

The Bill realizes investing "In such a manner as to jeopardize tile carrying
out of any of its exempt purposes." Presumably this ineans "slsculutive" Invest-
ients.

In 190 your scalped Joe Taxpayer aid even rich John Bountiful know that any
Investment whatever (stocks, bonds, gold, government Irouilses, land) falls into
the lap of the gods.

To Invest money anywhere is risky and puts something in jeolmrdy. In times
of Inflation, not to Invest it Is risky and puts something in Jeopardy.

If this tax goes into effect, no private foundation directorr or manager can tell
just how much liability he is taking on.

To lower their exposure, directors and managers of private foundations will
have to hire Investment counsel, stick to a cautious investing policy, insist on
Insurance furnished iy the foundation, and trot regularly to the Internal Revenue
Service for advance rulings.

This will cost private foundations time, Income and capital ; an( the over-
burdened Assistant Commissioner, Technical, in the Internal Revenue Service will
not streak Joyfully toward his new role as everybody's Investment Adviser.

All life is a series of speculations, both inside and outside the charitable frame
of reference.

I). Tax on Taxrablc ERpendturcs (See. 101(h) of the 1111, proposed sec. 4915
of the Code).

This 100% tax on private foundations has the same merit as the preceding one
and the same built-in problem about hiring managers.

Apart from the unworkable tax on managers, this section of the Bill will really
abolish gifts by private foundations to individuals and to other private
foundations.

John Bountiful's charity usually gives sparingly to Individuals, after copious
outside advice. Individuals asking help, however, are as varied as sculptors and
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scuba divers, and it Is usually only the John Bountiful charities that are willing
to to." a line to these off-beat character&

As your relator sees It, the Bill would now require formal, regulated, categor-
ized systems, given their Nil + Obstat In advance by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

Farewell to help for the quixotic and uncategorized, like Stephen Vincent Benet,
Pulitzr Prize Winner and beneficiary of the John Simon Guggenheim Founda-
tion! Farewell, Mcl)owell Colony!

Gifts by some John Bountiful's foundation to the private foundation of some
George Wealthy are rare. When they are made, the Bountiful charity usually
looks to see that the wealthy foundation is tax-exempt and then trusts it to
perform according to law.

If the Bountiful charity has to be a watchdog whether or not the Wealthy
foundation wants a guardian, this kind of giving will collapse.

Even the Ford Foundation could not help the noble work of the Belle Baruch
Foundation In wildlife care without in effect becoming an unofficial and un-
wanted member of the Baruch board!

E. Penalties upon (lifts of Appreciatcd Property to Private Foundations (See.
201(a) of the Bill, proposed amended Sec. 170(b) (1) of the Code; Sec. 201(c)
,f the Bill, proposed amended See. 170(e) and new Sec. 83 of the Code; Sec.
301 (a) of the Bill, proposed new Sec. 84 of the Code; and See. 302(a) of the Bill,
proposed new Sec. 277 of the Code).

These sections all take some kind of swipe at the John and Jane Bountifuls
who give to private foundations.

Like tihe sections dealing with private foundations, these hit nobody but beggars
in the soup line and blind men In nursing homes.

For some reason this Bill creates a statutory taint In appreciated property
given to charity. John Bountiful may deduct 30% of his contribution base If he
tse appreciated property, but 50% if he uses cash.

To the charity it Is all one: IBM stock or dollars--both will buy soup.
Not only does John Bountiful face a limitation on deductions if lie gives away

appreciated property; he runs Into a mess of technical complications.
First, he has to choose whether to deduct either-
a. His tax basis in the property, or
b. The fair market value of the property.
He will obviously take the fair market value, which Is higher, or he would not

be Interested In using property to make the gift.
Second, if he takes the fair market value, he now has to treat his gift as a

taxable sale or exchange. One-half goes Into Income as taxable capital gain, and
the other half goes into a new mousetrap called tax preference Income.

As an example: John Bountiful has $100,000 in ordinary Income and $20,000
In personal deductions for interest and state taxes. He wants to give $20,000 In
appreciated property to his private foundation (the Bill lets him do this up to
204 of his contribution base). His tax basis in the property Is zero.

He first has to find his contribution base, which In turn depends upon what Is
in the mousetrap called allowable tax preference&

The Bill defines John Bountiful's allowable tax preferences as 50% of the
sum of his gross income plus tax preference Income. Untaxed appreciation in
value of property given to charity is a tax preference.

11is allowable tax preference would be:

Gross income:
Ordinary ----------------------------------------------- $100,000
Taxed capital gain ----------------------------------------- 10,000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 110,000

Untaxed capital gain.-------------------------------------- 10,000

Total -------------------------------------------------- 120,000
50 percent ------------------------------------------------ 60, o00

His allowable tax preference is the full $10,000.
He may now move to his contribution base, which is his gross Income plus his

allowable tax preference:
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Gross income:
Ordinary ------------------------------------------- $100,000
Taxed capital gain -------------------------------------- 10,000

Total --------------------------------------------- 110,000

Untaxed capital gain (preference) -------------------------- 10,000

Contribution base ------------------------------------- 120,000
20 percent ------------------------------------------- 24,000

At this point he knows he may give his $20,000 in appreciated property, but he Is
not through yet.

He must now apply the new Section 277 formula to see if he can In fact take
all his personal deductions, including contributions.

The Section 277 formula disallows the following fraction of personal
deductions:

tax preferences

tax preferences+gross income
The result for John Bountiful is:

10,000
--- or .09X$40,000=$3,600 disallowed
110,000

Accordingly his income tax return would show:
Gross Income:

Ordinary ------------------------------------------- $100,000
Capital gain ------------------------------------------ 10,000

Total --------------------------------------------- 110,000

Deductions:
Claimed --------------------------------------------- 40,000
Less disallowance -------------------------------------- 3, 600

Total .. ------------------------------------------ 30400

Taxable -------------------------------------------- 73,600
Under the Bill It is John Bountiful's generosity that gets him Into this swamp:

the more he gives away In appreciated property the more tax he has to pay and
the less he can deduct.

Under the present law his income tax return would show:
Gross income ------------------------------------------- $100, 000
Deductions ---------------------------------------------- 40,000

Taxable -------------------------------------------- 60,000
What John and Jan. Bountiful can cut out most painlessly Is obvious.
F. Charitable Remainder Trusts (Sees. 201 (c) and 201 (J) of the Bill, proposed

new Secs. 170(b) and 664 of the Code).
By disallowing as deductions all charitable remainders in trust except those

giving the life tenant a fixed yearly sum or a fixed yearly percentage of trust
assetA, the Bill neatly throws all risks of fluctuation to (he charity.

If the capital sinks in value, the charity, not the life tenant, goes hungry.
In the guaranteed annuity (fixed yearly sum) trust the Bill Ignores the chari-

table remainder and makes sure that the life tenant gets his Income: out of what
would be the charitable capital If necessary.

lit the unitrust (fixed yearly percentage of trust assets) the Bill makes it hard
for any life tenant to know what he should get on any date. It probably gives him
more In fact than be. would get under a simple trust paying him the net In-
come and not allowing Invasion of capital.

Either requirement Is curious. Any trustees' discretion to invest Is overridden,
and the trustees almost certainly have to Invade capital at some point, and the
charity finally gets a half-eaten pie.
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VI. Is all this proper for an Internal Revenue Code?
The overall hope of Titles I and II and Subtitle A of Title III of tile Bill is

)resumably keeping private foundations righteous by taxing them and their
managers, and by loading tax buraemis on their stimporters.

Uncle Sam will get little internal revenue. Tile 7.5/ excise tax all goes to
supervise foundations. Joh anld Jane Bountiful are not going to supply capital
gains by making charitable gifts in appreciated property.

In all, II.R. 13270 Is pretty heavy artillery for chasing a cuckoo from a nest.
There shoul be soie tears In classing foundations with sawed-off shotguns, to be
ta-xcd out of circulation. (Compare the Act of June 26, 1931, 48 Stal. 1237, now
26 U.S.C. 501.)

Your realtor suggests with all respect that if the Congress wants to regulate
private foundations It has power to (1o so in other ways.

People violate laws; abstractions do not. The civil and criminal law can reach
people who do wrong. Taxing a private foundation-and taking away its money
earmarked for charity-Is a poor way to punish the human wrongdoer.

The Attorney General, armed with a regulatory statute, could smack wander-
lg fingers more adriotly than the Treasury, which takes little joy in this
assignment.

Respectfully,
WVALTER N. TRENERRY.

STATEMENT OF TIE AMERICAN VETERINARY ,MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, PRESENTED BY
M. It. CLARKSON, D.V.M., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the American Veterinary Medi-
cal Association appreciates the opportunity to present Its views on H.R. 13270.

I am Executive Vice President of the American Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation, a not-for-profit corporation chartered under the laws of the State of
Illinois an( having Its principal office at 000 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. The purpose of the Association is to advance the science and art of
veterinary medicine, including Its relationship to public health and agriculture.
Its 20,00 members, distributed throughout the United States, are concerned with
the maintenance of the health of the nation's livestock and poultry resources;
the protection of the United States against the introduction of foreign diseases,
such as kot-and-muouth disease; the inspection of meat and poultry products for
wholesomeness; the protection of the health of pjet and zoo animals; the pre-
vention of the spread of disease from animals to man; and the programs of edu-
cation, research and development necessary to support these activities.

This letter is Intended to constitute the statement of the Association in re-
spect of those provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13279) relating
to tax-exempt organizations, particularly Sections 101 and 201 of that Act, re-
lating to private foundations and charitable contributions. The concern of the
Association with these provisions relates to their probable impact on the Ameri-
can Veterinary Medlcd Association Foundation. The Foundation has been recog-
nized by the Internal Revenue Service as exempt from federal income tax under
Section 1M(c) (3) on tile basis of octivitles Involving the support of rewarch
scholarships and fellowships, the making of loans to needy students, and the con-
duct of special scientific studies and projects.

The A.ssoclation wishes to be on record as supporting the objectives of Ht.R.
13270 to the extent those. objectives involve the elimination of self-dealing by
tax-exempt organizations and the requirement of full disclosure. However, the
Association Is gravely concerned that in seeking to prevent certain llmited but
manifest abuse , II.R. 13270 departs from the long-etabllshed, Congressionally
recognized and uniquely American principle of encouraging private support
of educational, charitable, and scientific endeavor. In particular the Association
is concerned with the following provisions of the Act:

1. Definition of Private Foundation. The Association strongly endorses the
exclusion of those broadly supported educational and scientific organizations,
such as Its Foundation, from the definition of "private foundation." The American
Veterinary Medical Association Foundation would not be defined as a private
foundation under II.R. 13270 since It normally receives more. than one-third of Its
support in each taxable year from qualified gifts, grants, and contributions and
less than one-third of its support in each taxable year from gross investment In-
come. The Association would strenuously oppose any effort to amend Section
101(a) to include In the term "private foundation" charitable, educational, or
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scientific organizations deriving broad support front the public or from their
menbeirship.

2. Imposition of a 71,/ Tax on Privatc Foundatons. While the American
Veterinary Medical Association Foundation would not fall within the definition
of a "private foundation," and hence would not be subject to the proposed 7%h'A
tax on private foundations, the Foundation and its educational and scientific
activities would be adversely affected by such taxes. The Association ifs re-
celved from orgaizations which would be defined as "private foundations" sup-
port for various Inl)ortant scieitiflc projects. Current planning contemplates
that In the future the Foundation will seek more support for its activities from
"private foundation" sources.

The inevitable result of the imposition of the proposed 7 hlr tax on private
foundations will be to decrease the resources available to those foud.tions and
diniish the support which the Foundation will receive front such foundations.

The Association's sole concern is not the financial impact of the proposed 7 %
tax on its ability to obtain grants from private foundations. Its concern also is
prompted by the fact that this tax represents a signal departure from the long-
established Congressional policy of encouraging private eleemosynary endeavor.
It cannot. be argued that the tax is Justified by its contribution to federal revenue,
since the 50 to 75 million dollars it would produce Is Insignificant. Nor can it be
Justified as a means of defraying the cost of supervising the activities of foun-
dations, since it bears no special relationship to such costs.

We hope that the Congress will reaffirm its historical policy of encouraging
private charity and will amend H.R. 13270 accordingly.

3. Charitable Contributtons of Appreciated Property. While the Association
recognizes that the present tax treatment afforded contributions of appreciated
property provides significant tax benefits to the donor, the Association neverthe-
less believes that the public benefit derived from the making of such contributions
substantially outweighs any Inequities which can be attributed to them. Ac-
cordingly, the Association supports the continuance of significant tax incentives
to "giving," with full confidence that any loss to the federal government in
revenue will be amply recovered through the contributions which private ele-
emosynary organizations will make to the public good.

We thank the Committee for the opportunity to present this statement and
for the courtesy shown to the membership of the American Veterinary Medical
Association. We would be pleased and privileged to meet with you, your com-
mittee, or your staff to discuss any or all of the foregoing provisions and to provide
such additional information as you may desire.

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETr,
Philadelphia, Pa., October 15, 1869.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LON0,
(Chairman, Senate Finance CJommittc,
New Senate Occ Building, Washington, D.C.

DE.AR SENATOR LONGO: I am taking the liberty on behalf of America's oldest
learned society, The American Philosophical society, to submit to you personally,
for your consideration and the consideration of your Committee, a short state-
ment with respect to the activities of this Society.

As you may know, the Society was founded by Benjamin Franklin who was
its first President; and it has since 1743. I believe I can fairly say, contributed
greatly to the advancement of learning and knowledge and to the dissemination
thereof. The question we respectfully desire to ask you and your Committee is
whether or not this is the type of organization that the Congress wishes to limit
or tax.

With beet wishes to you personally in all the difficult tasks upon which you
are engaged,

Very respectfully yours,
THE AMERI cAN PHILOSOPHICAL SM)I Y,
HzNRY ALLEN MOE, Preident.

STATEMENT PRESENTED ON BEHALF OF THE AMERAN PHiUOeOPHIOAL 8O CT
HELD AT PHILADELPHIA FOR POMOTINO USEFUL KNOWLEGE

The American Philosophical Society is the oldest and one of the most dis-
tinguished learned societies In America. It was created by Benjamin Franklin
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In 1743 along the lines of the Royal Society of London of which Benjamin
Franklin had been elected a member. Benjamin Franklin became its first Presi-
dent. Its second President was David Rittenhouse, and its third President was
Thomas Jefferson.

Membership in the Society is limited to five hundred members living In the
United States and its foreign members number about one hundred.

At present, the Society Includes anong its members 54 Nobel Prize winners.
In 1068, two of the three Atmerican Nobel Prize winners were members of the
American P'hilosophical Society.

The Society has been In continuous existence since its founding. Its members
are elected by the existing members. A very large number of them take an active
and continuing part In the activities and administration of the Society, without
compensation.

"Phe building owned by the Society Is one of the Independence Hall group of
buildings, and is a few feet from Independence Hall Itself on Independence
Square In Philadelphia, which is the center of the Independence National Historl-
cal Park. The Society's main building was completed and occupied at the time
of the writing of the Constitution In 1787.

In 1952 the American Philosophical Society offered to the Congress of the
United States a proposal to build, across Fifth Street from its old building, a
new and modern Library building to further its research and other scholarly
activities.

By Act of July 10, 1952 (Public Law 497), 82nd Congress, the Congress of the
United States passed a Bill which was signed by the President, leasing to the
American Philosophical Society so long asilt continues to use It for a Library
a piece of ground on the east side of South Fifth Street, and authorized the
Society to build its new Library building on that site. This building was com-
pleted and equipped in 1959 at a cost of more than $2,000,000, and Is now in
active use. One of the conditions of the Congressional grant was that... "in a
part of the new Library Building readibly accessible there will be special exhibits
for the public, from time to time.. ." And this condition has been complied with.

The Society has among Its priceless assets some eighty percent of the Papers
of Benjamin Franklin; an early draft of the Declaration of Independence with
corrections In Jefferson's handwriting; the original "Charter of Privileges"
Issued by William Penn; the Journals of the Lewis and Clark expedition, and
a host of other valuable documents.

The Society conducts meetings of Its full membership twice each year for a
three day period, and conducts a number of other meetings during the year.
Its Committees meet constantly throughout the year, and its buildings are con-
stantly used for advanced study and research. The Society gives research grants,
each of which Is passed upon and approved by a Research Committee composed
of distinguished members of the Society, on an objective basis. Applications for
these research grants come In from, and are made to scholars all over the
United states.

The Society publishes every year a number of books, including its proceedings,
transactions, memoirs, and year book and disseminates these publications widely
throughout the world. It was once said by a leading inventor and member of the
Society, Elihu Thomson, who had many patents In the electrical field, that almost
every important advance In the electrical field throughout his lifetime had been
first reported at meetings of the American PhilosophicAl Society and In its
publleatlons.

The purpose of the Society, as Its title Implies, is to add to the fund of useful
knowledge and to promote Its dissemination.

Under separate cover we are sending you the following documents:
1. A copy of the 1968 Year Book of the Society which shows In detail the names

of its members and Its activities for the year 1968.
2. A Brief History of The American Philosophical Society prepared by

Dr. Edwin 0. Conklin, a former President.
3. The Report of the Committee on Finance and the Auditor's Report for the

year 1968.
As shown In detail in the attached Reports on Finance for 1968, almost all of

the Society's income comes from gifts which have been made over the many years
of Its existence. Its total Investment assets (many of these are held In trust for
Its purpoQes or for special purposes within Its general purposes) amounted to
$27,289,945 as of December 31, 1968. These are in addition to Its buildings, books,
valuable papers, historical objects and personal effects.
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From time to time the Society has Joined in projects with other non-profit
organizations, such as its program with Yale Univeralty for the publication of
the Franklin Papers, of which twelve volumes already have been i~sued. The
Society does not solicit the general public for fwids in any way, but ocVaslonally
gifts are made to It by Will or otherwise by members and former members. At
one time, the Society carried on a campaign for funds for a new building among
a limited number of donors. It has received no grants from State or Federal
Governments and has not sought such grants.

The two questions which we submit with the greatest resplct to the Finance
Committee of the United States Senate are these:

1. Is the American Philosophical Society the kind of organization which the
Congress of the United States wilhes to tax?

2. Are the advanced intellectual, research and educational activities of the
American Philosophical Society the kind of activities which the Congrem of the
United States wishes to impair and limit when carried on by organizations of
this nature?

AM ERICAN PH IIOSOPHICAL .OCilETY,
HENRY ALLEN MOE, Pre#Ldtnt.

KALAMAZOO FOUNDATION,
Kalamazoo, Mich., October20, 1969.

Re H.R. 13270-Community foundations.
Comm ittco on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Waslington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: Kalamazoo Foundation submits the attached letter for consideration
by the Cminnttee.

Community foundations are administered by responsible representatives ap-
pointed by community leaders. Community foundations support the public chari-
table needs of their communities. They publish financial data regularly, to keep
the general public informed of their operations.

We believe community foundations should be specifically exempted from the
rules of the new legislation on private foundations.

Respectfully submitted,
KALAMAZOO FOUNDATION,
D. S. GILMORE,

President and Trustee.

MoDymm-or, WILL & EMERY,
Chicago, Ill., October 17, 1969.

Mr. D. S. GILMORE,
President and Trustee, Kalamazoo Foundation,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

DEAR MR. GILMORIE: At your request we have considered the "private founda-
tion" provisions of H.R. 13270 as applicable to Kalamazoo Foundation and com-
munity foundations generally.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the Bill would have a detrimental effect on community foun-
dations. The detriment seems unwarranted, because community foundations as
group are vastly dissimilar to most "private foundations." Because of their
different nature, community foundations are less susceptible than private foun-
dations to the practices sought to be controlled by H.R. 13270.

If H.R. 13270 Is enacted in present form, most corr:,mnity foundations could
make a strong argument that they should not be regarded as the type of "private
foundation" which would be subject to the new rules of the Bill. However there
would be no assurance that this position would be accepted by the Internal
Revenue Service. Also, a particular community foundation might well be subject
to the new rules In one or more years even though it was not subject to them
in other yeArs.

The foregoing uncertainty as to tax status can have a major effect on foun-
dation operating policies. Foundation management risks severe personal liabil-
Ity if the foundation operates on the assumption that It is not subject to the
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new rules, in view of the possibility that the Internal Revenue Service may
contend that these rules do in fact apply.

In view of the foregoing we believe that H.R. 13270 should be changed to spe-
cifically exempt community foundations from the new rules. At the very least,
a delayed effective (late should be provided for community foundations, to per-
mit trustees to secure advance rulings as to their status.

KALAMAZOO FOUNDATION

Kalamazoo Foundation is one of the more than 200 community foundations
(sometimes called community trusts) in the United States. These foundations
have assets hn excess of $650,000,000. In 19067 (the latest year for which nation-
wile figures are available to us) Kalamazoo Foundation was the sixth largest
community foundation; its own assets are about $24,000,000.

Kalamazoo Foundation, which is believed to be typical of most community
foundations, wis created In 1925 by a resolution adopted by the Kalamazoo
Chamber of Commerce. The Foundation is administered by a Board of Trustees
consisting of five members. Two Trustees are appointed by local banks in Kala-
mazoo, anl one is appointed by each of the President of the Kalamazoo Chamber
of Commerce, the Senior Judge of Ihe Probate Court for Kalamazoo County and
the Senior Judge of the Circuit Court for Kalamazoo County. These individuals
are also the members of the Foundation's I)istributing Committee and the offi-
cers of the Foundation. All serve without compensation.

The Trustees and the Distributing Committee have sole responsibility for
the distribution of Foundation funds. They do not, however, control the invest-
ment of the Foundation's assets, which is handled by the three banks in Kala-
mazoo. Distribution of the Foundation's assets Is made for a broad range of
charitable purposes, generally in the vicinity of Kalamazoo, Michigan.

The records of the Kalamazoo Foundation are audited annually by a national
firm of public accountants and the audited financial statements are published
in a two-page spread in the local newspaper. Activities of the Foundation are also
publicized in the local paper. Pamphlets describing the Foundation and its
activities are distributed in the community.

Many individuals, estates and corporations have made contributions to or for
the benefit of the Kalamazoo Foundation. Mo4t gifts to or for the Foundation
are unrestricted. In those cases In which the donor recommends how the Income
or principal Is to be used, the Foundation is not bound by the recommendation.

While most gifts to the Foundation are small, it (like most other community
foundations) typically receives the bulk of its annual support from a few large
gifts or bequests. During Its early years, most large gifts came from members
of a single family, which actively supports a number of Kalamazoo charities. In
recent years, however, large gifts to the Foundation have also come from other
families in Kalamazoo. In 1968, for example, about 80% of total contributions
to the Foundation consisted of a $293,000 bequest from a deceased individual
whose family had not previously been a major benefactor.

PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS UNDER TIE HOUSE BILL

H.R. 13270 limits the operations and investment policy of "private fonnda-
tions." Violation of the new rules would subject both the foundation and its
trustees, officers and directors to heavy penalty taxes.

The House Bill seems based to a large extent on the 1965 Treasury Depart-
ment study of private foundations. This study concluded that while "the pre-
ponderant number of private foundation,; perform their functions without tax
abuse" there was "evidence of serious faults among a minority of such organiza-
tions" (Treasury Report on Private Foundations, p. 2).

Although the 1965 report did not suggest a specific legislative definition of a
"private foundation," It seems clear that the problems which concerned the
Treasury were associated typically with a few family foundations whose opera-
tions are controlled closely by the founder or his family. Community foundations
were not considered susceptible to similar abuses; for example, the report states
(p. 77, footnote 10) :

"Since the particular concern of the present study was private foundations,
several community foundations which could be readily Identified were omitted
from the tabulation."

In short, the Treasury had no intention of subjecting community foundations to
the type of remedial legislation believed necessary for family foundations.
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DEFINITIONS OF PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS IN TIlE HOUSE BILL

Yet, in spite of this Intent, the House BI1 does not clearly and safely exclude
community foundations from "private foundation" status.

Whether a community foundation would be a "private foundation" under the
Bill depends on whether It qualifies under 8ecltion 170(b) of existing law as a
"publicly supported" organization, eligible for the 30% limitation on charitable
deductions. Applicable regulations (I 1.170-2(b) (5) ) set forth two alternative
tests of whether an organization Is "publicly supported." While most community
foundations do not qualify under the "mechanical test" due to the size of Indi-
vidual contributions, most of them probably do qualify under the "facts and
circumstances test." Even under thils test, however, there can be some question
during periods when a single family has beei a major benefactor. While it Is
unfortunate that this ambiguity exists under current law, the risks involved are
borne by the donors and not by the community foundation or its trustees and
officers. Donors can avoid the.,e risks .,imply by spacing contributions over a
period of years so as to stay within the clearly deductible 20% limitation ; In any
case, the foundation itself is not directly penalized.

But if this same imprecise "facts and circumstances" test is used to determine
whether a community foundation is subject to the new rules of 11.11. 13270,
severe risks would also be borne by the foundation and its trustees and officers
personally. If foundation management guesses wrong in its determination that
the new "private foundation" rules are Inapplicable, trustees and officers will
be exposed to heavy personal liability under penalty provisions of the Bill.
However large or small the possibility of personal liability may be, it seems
certain to discourage the continued service of responsible public-spirited Indi-
viduals. who now act without compensation as trustees of community foundations.

Even if a community foundation has an Internal Revenue Serice ruling that
it Is a "publicly supported" organization (and thus not a private foundation) the
ruling may not give assurance as to the foundation's status in subsequent years.
For example, if the community foundation subsequently receives several large
donations from a single family, these donations could Invalidate the ruling and
result In private foundation status. In such case, the inves-tment and distribution
policies which were proper for a "publicly supported" organization would
become "bad" under the private foundation provisions, thus invoking substantial
tax penalties.

Trustees of community foundations appear to have three alternatives to avold
personal liability under the Bill:

1. Resign. This is clearly inconsistent with the public interest in retaining
community leaders In the management of public charity.

2. Obtain a ruling as to the current status of the foundation and then refuse
to accept any large gifts from a single family. Again this seems inconsistent
with legislative intent, in that it would either deny charity the benefit of Intended
contributions or It would encourage the donor to set up his own private founda-
tion, rather than making gifts to publicly operated, publicly accountable,
community foundations.

3. Assume that the community foundation is a private foundation and abide
by restrictive rules that probably were not intended to apply to such foundations.

Common sense Indicates that community foundations and their public-spirited
trustees deserve certainty as to their status under the Bill.

RECOMMENDATION

To provide this needed certainty we suggest:
1. That the Bill specifically exclude community foundations and community

trusts from the definition of private foundations.
2. Alternatively, that a procedure be established so that a community founda-

tion may obtain an advance administrative ruling as to its public status. A
foundation obtaining such a ruling should not thereafter be treated as a private
foundation until the first year after It is notified of the revocation of Its ruling.
If this alternative Is adopted, we recommend that the effective date of the
provisions applicable to community foundations be delayed until 1971, to provide
sufficient time to obtain the rulings.

Sincerely,
Roazur B. McDmmorr.
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MEMORANDUM SusMInrD BY RICHARD F. BARRLET, ON BEHALF OF TIHE STACKPOLE-

HALL FOUNDATION, ST. MARYS, PA.

This memorandum Is submitted on behalf of The

Stackpole-Hall Foundation, St. Mary&, Pennsylvania.

The proposed Section 101(b) of the Tar Reform Bill

of 1969 would amend the Internal Revenue Code by aiLng

Sections 9hl-hg9h7 dealing vith controls, restrictions and

penalties vith respect to private foundations. Sec. h943,

vhich is the subject of the memorandum, in essence imposes

penalties on holdings of stock by the private foundation here

the amount of voting stock of any corporation held by the

foundation and all "disqualified persons" exceeds 20%.

"Disqualified persons" are related persons, such as sub-

stantial contributors, members of the foundation, 20% plus

voting stockholders in the corporation, members of the

family of such persons, etc. Relief from the penalty taxes

may be obtained by the foundation's divesting itself of

its stock holdings within a 10-year relief period, vhich

also may require the reduction in the stock holdings of the

disqualified persons to a less than 50% voting stock posi-

tion, The provisions have an effective date of taxable

years beginning after December 31, 1969.
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It Is submitted that the provisions of the

proposed Sec. h943 are undes,rable and unnecessary for

the reasons set forth as follovs.

1. The provisions are punitive and inequit-.

able, and have an aspect of entrapment. The Federal tax

lay and the administration of it by the Internal Revenue

Service and the courts has authorized and encouraged the

creation of private foundations and the holding by said

foundations of stock of related corporations. As a con-

sequence, thousands of such family or private foundations

have been created and for many years have served an impor-

tant charitable function. The tax lay to date has, accord-

ingly, induced the creation by taxpayers in good faith of a

major financial and economic structure. To nov adopt a

complete reversal of the tax rules and require the dis-

mantling of this structure, vith the attendant economic

risks and disruptions involved, vould seem to be a clearly

inequitable action.

2. The provisions are contrary to the economic

policy of protecting the independence of small business.

Xlsevhere governmental policy is to restrict and limit

economic "bigness". the grovth of conglomerates and the

-- 2 --
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acquisition of the small independent business corporation

by the giants. The effect of the provisions of Sec. h9h3s

if enacted, vo'ld be to the direct contrary, by reason of

the sale and divestiture of the corporate stock and ovner-

ship control required to avoid the penalty tax.

3. The reforms proposed part from See. h9h3

are in themselves sufficient to achieve adequate controlling

and policing of private foundations, vhich is the objective,

and make the provisions of See. h9h3 unnecessary. Sections

h9ho h9h2, h9hh and h9h5 impose taxes and penalties on

self-dealing betveen the foundation and related persons,

on failure of the foundation to distribute its income vith

regularity, on improper investments incompatible vith the

charitable purpose and on expenditure of funds for im-

prorar purposes. If these provisions vere to be enacted,

private foundations conducting their affairs so as to avoid

the application of such penalty provisions vould be "clean"

foundations operating in a completely acceptable manner.

h. The provisions of Sec. h9h3 entail risk of

serious economic consequences to persons other than the

private foundation and its related persons. As has been

indicated above, the requirements for disposal of stock and

ovnership control in many oases could involve serious economic

-- 3 --
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results to the persons involved. In addition, many of the

private foundations affected are major community institutions,

espeolally in the mall community and non-urban areas. The

economy and welfare of the area are frequently tied in to

a major degree with the activities of the foundation and

also with the corporate enterprise involved. If the tax

law requires sale of the business to outside interests, a

clear risk exists in all such cases of the business leaving

the area with the obvious highly prejudicial economic re-

.suits. Sec. h9h3 could in many situations have exactly this

effect.

5. Sec. h943 requires disposal of stock by the

foundation when no purpose is served. Under the proposed pro-

visions, it the foundation has no voting stock of the corpo-

ration but merely non-voting, it still must sell the stock

if more than 20% of the voting stock is owned by disqualified

persons outside the foundation. The relation of this to Im-

proper use-of foundations has not ben'demonstrated. This

provision of the Section should be removed as irrelevant

and superfluous.

6. The provisions should V a minimum carry a

"gradfather clause'. To suddenly change the rules at this

date after authorizing and encouragiug gOod-faith taxpayers

33-5 0 - 10 - p. 7 O - 21
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to create private foundations is legislating of #he most

'dubious and inequitable nature.

The 8tackpole-Hall Foundation vas created

November 9, 1951 as a Pennsylvania trust by the Btackpole

and Hall families of St. Marys and Rilgvay, Elk County,

Pennsylvania. The Btackpole Carbon Company vas organized

in 1906 by the same 1aimalles(Nr. Harry C. Stackpole and

his father-in-lay 8enetor J.K.P. Hall) and has been con-

trolled by them from organization to date. The Company's

main office and plants are in Elk County, and it is the

largest business enterprise in said County, employing

3,523 persons at date of this memorandum. The population

of Rlk County is approximately 35,000. The Company is

also the largest independont in the carbon products industry.

Btaokpole Carbon Company's stock is unlisted,

untraded and closely held by the Otackpole and Hall fami-
I

lies, plus a fev employees and unrelated persons. The

Company is constantly being importuned by national com-

panies to be acquired, but the policy of the owners is to

remain independent avud continue to operate as such for the

benefit of the Company's owners and employees and the sur-

rounding community.

The Stackpole-Hall Foundation has become a major

and vital institution in the area and provides a source of

-- 5_ --
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funds for community needs not otherwise available. It has

distributed all its not income annually since inception,

plus substantial amounts of principal. Distributions for

1966, 1967 and 1968 vere respectively $252,400, $322,159

and $310,80. Total distributions since organization of

the Foundation are $3,522,209, divided between charitable

organizations (hospitals, Boy Scouts', YMCA, United Fund,

library, etc.) $1,981,721, educational organizations

(schools, colleges, educational funds) $601,610 and reli-

grious (churches, convents) $969,575. 88 of the total

since organization has gone to area organizations, vhioh is

typical of the annual pattern. The contributions to the

Foundation have been made by the 8tackpole and Hal' fami-

lies und the Company.

The Foundation has been operated vith meticulous

adherence to the most conservative interpretation of the

exempt organizations provisions of the tax law. There has

been no dealing between the Foundation and the Company or

any individuals or for their benefit in any way. The

Foundation holds no voting stock of the Company, but a

substantial amount of non-voting common and preferred, vbich

as indicated is without a market.

The Stackpole-Mall Foundation is typical of many

private foundations serving a most important function vith

-- 6 --
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adherence to the tax lave under vhich they vere organised

in good faith. It is submitted that to impose the pro-

posed provisions of Sea. h943 on the Foundation and its

beneficiaries and the Company's stockholders is inequitable,

unnecessary and unvise. The revenue and fair and honest

dealing viii be adequately protected vlthout such provisions

in the tax lay.
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TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969

Private Foundations - Sec. h9h3

The Stackpole-Hall Foundation Supplmna Memorandum

This memorandum is submitted on behalf of The

Stackpole-Hall Foundation, St. Marys, Pennsylvania. It

supplements the memorandum previously submitted and in-

corporated in the records of the Senate Finance Committee

as a statement on behalf of the Foundation.

The previous memorandum discussed the following

points:

1. The punitive, inequitable and entrapment

characteristics of the provisions of Section h943, which

would unfairly penalize family corporations and related

private foundations created in good faith under applicable

tax law and which have operated as legitimate, valuable

* charitable institutions in full observance of and compli-

ance with the charitable purposes of Section 501(c)(3).

2. The inconsistency with general governmental

policy of discouraging "bigness" and the acquisition of

small businesses by the giants. The divestiture provisions

have no logic from this point of view.
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3. The existence of adequate controls else-

where in the present tax law and the Tax Reform Bill

insuring compliance by private foundations with the

exempt purposes of Section 501(c)(3).

4. The undesirable economic results which

could accrue, particularly in small community and urban

areas if their sources of charitable support were to be

diminished significantly by the effect of Section 4943.

5. Application of Section 4943 in instances

where only non-voting stock is owned by the foundation,

a proposition completely undocumented as relevant to any

foundation abuses. It would seem that as an absolute

minimum this extreme provision, which appears to be

without any pertinance to the problem, should be eliminated.

The purpose of this supplemental memorandum is

to, first, present one additional aspect of Section 4943

which it is believed is important in the. proper considera-

tion of the proposed Section, and, second, to-outline a

proposed amendment of the Section which it is submitted

should -render it acceptably effective but eliminate the

undesirable and inequitable aspects previously referred

to.
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First, Section h943 confuses motive with purpose.

The motivation of an act may be, and frequently is, en-

tirely different from the objective sought to be attained

by the action, in other words the purpose that the action

will achieve. Relating this to charitable gifts and

foundations, it vill be recognized that a charitable gift

is made or a foundation created because the individual

making the gift or establishing the foundation is motivated

by any one of a number of motives: the desire to enhance

his personal prestige by being knovn as a patron of worthy

causes, to perpetuate the family name via the use of it

for a foundation, to create a favorable influence on the

attitude of the community and employees toward the business

enterprise that is supporting the charitable activity, to

establish an image as a racially tolerant and unbiased

individual. It is well conceded that the activities of

Urban Leagues and other ghetto-assistance accredited

charitable programs are being supported by large business

enterprises for, among other reasons, the major motive of

protecting the properties and other interests of the con-

tributing business enterprise. Such motivation very

properly does not, however, detract from the legitimacy

and tax deductibility of the amounts contributed and
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expended, so long as the purpose for which the amounts

are expended comes within the ambit of Section 501(c)(3).

Accordingly, although it might be the fact that the

existence of a particular private foundation was motivated

by a desire to secure protection for the independence and

continuity of family ownership of the related business

enterprise, if the foundation were organized, under its

governing instrument, and is in fact operated exclusively

for one or more of the exempt purposes of Section 501(c)(3),

motive should not be material to the tax law. If motive

were to be made material by the tax law with respect to

charitable giving, then there should be much broader,

intricate legislation to comprehend the entire spectrum,

which obviously i not desirable or feasible. By the same

token, it would appear clear that to pinpoint the private

foundation-family enterprise situation to equate motive

with purpose is inappropriate and that from this point of

view Section 4943 should not be enacted.

Second, while it is submitted that Section 4943

should not be enacted for the several reasons previously

outlined, it in proposed that if it were to be enacted,

It should be amended to make its application effective only

in cases where the actual purposes for which the foundation

is in fact operated are other than exempt purposes stated
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in Section 501(c)(3). As the Section nov stands, its

language creates an irrebuttable presumption of uncharit-

able purpose and operations regardless of the facts. Else-

where in the present Code and in the Tax Reform Bill abuse

by the foundation must be determined to exist before with-

drawal of exemption or imposition of penalty is applied.

As a consequence, Section 4943 represents the regrettable

approach of penalizing all private foundations operating

without blame, in order to punish a handful abusing the

charitable foundation status. It is superfluous to say

that this is not what Congress feels is the correct way

to legislate, Specifically, to improve this aspect, it is

proposed that Section 4943, if it is to be enacted, be

amended by adding the following sentence, together with

such other coordinating language as is required elsewhere:

"This section shall not apply unless
the private foundation after December
31, 1969 has paid or applied its assets
or the income therefrom otherwise than
exclusively for a purpose specified in
section 501(e)(3) for which the private
foundation is organized."

In conclusion, it is again urged that the highly

undesirable results that would be provoked by Section 4943

be avoided by eliminating the Section from the Tax Reform

Bill, and achieving the legitimate and highly desirable

policing of private foundations by the other available
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mechanisms of the law as existing and proposed, which may be

used effectively for this result.

Richard F. Barrett
30 Federal Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110

October 22, 1969
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Statamt submitted by Julius A. Sippel President, Fvnie . tipel Foundatiom

The views concerning H.R. 13270 which I present to your Comnittee

are my personal views. They result from sixteen years of active serv-

ice as president of a foundation which is legally restricted to assist-

ing institutions giving care and relief to aged iromen; erecting, equip-

ping, maintaining and aiding hospitals; and assisting institutions en-

gaged in treatment of or research in heart disease and cancer.

I believe previous Congresses have acted wisely and entirely for

the public good in granting exemption from taxes to many charitable

and philanthropic non-profit organizations, Including foundations.

Those Which violate the clear letter of the laws applying to them

should be dealt with quickly and firmly. I strongly oppose those who

do this willfully and knowingly. T ey constitute a very small minor-

ity, and it should be recognized that often they do many other things

which are proper and constructively add to the public welfare mnd bene-

fit. Nevertheless, they do harm to all tax-exempt, non-profit chari-

table groups. At their worst, they hot only violate the rules and

regulations which they work Under and which aid them, but they tend to

diminish the confidence of our people and our legislators in the gen-

e al structure of philanthropy and charity.

This is tragic because, of all nations on this earth, the United

States bf America has been most greatly benefited by the money, time

and effort given by huge numbers of its people, in small amounts and

in very large amounts, to create the finest struaoture of charity that

has ever existed. The various Congresses have long helped in major

ways to make this possible. This nation is the envy of countless peo-

ple in many other countries because of its advanced system of private

charity and philanthropy. Azv weakening of our structure of philanthropy,
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whether by legislation, public attitude or decreasing the effort or

resources of philanthropy would be harmful for our people.

I have no interest in "covering up" anmy weaknesses or laxities.

I do want the strengths and benefits kept openly in view. I do not

seek any delay for is own ske, because the time for clarification is

overdue. Nevertheless, I am greatly concerned to have whatever now

needs to be done accomplished on the moat constructive and e6now-rg-

Ing basis possible.

The main purpose of my preentation of views concerning L.R.

13270; now before your. ComIttee, is to request that you remove Title

I ip Its entirety from the Bill you report to the Senate and that the

current reconsideration of provisions concerning tax-exempt, non-

profit organlzatlons, Including foundations, be made a separate and

independent matter for further study and analysis by your Commttee.

This is a serious and urgent request. It is made primarily for

the benefit of the general public or the "public Interest", which

private foundations and most non-prof2t organizations are in exist-

ence to serve, whether they be big or little In size and operation.

In a second sense, It Is also made for the benefit of the federal

government Itself in relation to its own obligation to serve the public

interest and to be concerned with the overall welfare and benefit of

the American people, The gover int needs every possible assistance

from the "private sector". To restrain or discourage such aasstance

could be disastr4uas at a time when more is needed.

Title I Is not genuinely tax-reotor legislation - even though,

for the first time, the Mouse Bill would levy a tax on the income of'

private foundations. Title I Is related to taxation and to tax exep-

tionsj but It Is, nevertheless a complicated, and aomplipating, set
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of Twglations and sanctions concerned with the routine operation of

foundation, and some provisions are so unclear or uncertain that It

would be unfair to enaot them into law. Th other taxes mentioned

are.aotually fines and penalties rather than taxes In a normal sense.

T proposed legislation In too basic in Its naL'ureo, too fund&-

msnWal and Important to the life and welfare of our nation and too

involved in thO daily work of the non-profit organuations 4 hwselves

for It to be finally determined as part of the process o& constructing

a tax reform bill maiay for profit buslnes and Individual persons.

There has been pressure to got a major tax bill passed quickly. The

matters contained In Title I should not be Involved with this pressure

and speed, nor decided under these oonditions. They need more time and

loso pressure for their consideration and discussion. They need exten-

siv* and adequate opportunity for all non-proff.t organizations, mall

an lage, to present their view - and, perhaps, of more Importance,

to discuss the reasons, the b and the operating experience

which produce their views. They neod this opportunity not only prior

to the writing of a specific bill on this subjects but also after the

proposed toxt of such a bill Is completed.

Moreover, one Important independt group Is studying this sub-

ject of under wat conditions federal tax exemption should be granted

to non-profit organizations truly serving our peoples A final rewrt-

irg of legislation should have the benefit of views of this Independent

study groups I do,not plead for loss consideration of the contents of

Title I. I plead for a wider and complete consideration, not only of

this title. but alo of the entire speolallsed subject.

T- Rouse procedure gve no *hae for tetmcy &tr the Tax

Rotor= ill's lanuaew avaiabo. Meost non-profit orpazations
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have not been able to give adequate study to the House Bill. Many

could not get a copy until very recently, and normal vacation sched-

ules and prior oomitments have restricted the opportunity for study

and oonferenoes with professional advisors. Even now, relatively few

smaller organizations and not all larger ones are prepared to give

their considered views, nor would they have a chance to do so under

the prevailing tight time schedule. Information in the press gives

only the highlights" nd nothing on some of the most important pro-

visions. These need wide attention and discussion - within the organi-

zations affected, between them and their professional advisors, and by

them with members of the Senate. To pass a bill without this ohance

risks creating continued uncertainty and uisunderstarding and also

mating the time, effort and momy of non-profit organizations and

of the agencies of governmentt involved in these matters. The net un-

favorable results will fall ultimat Ay upon the people who make -up the

publicc Interest". A poor bill, an Inadequate bill, an antagonistic

bill would be harmful and wasteful.

Urgent need exists to simplify and clarify the statutes concern-

ing the bases upon which non-profit organizations are granted exemption

from federal-taxes.. That should be the limit of feders legislation.

The federal government does not inoorporate or provide for the oreat.-

ing of these organizations. That is a state government function. . The

federal statutes are necessary and of great Importance* - bat the7 ,

should deal with the baslo federal problems, the basis.upon which non-

profit organizations are granted federal tax exemption. Those many

citizens who are. subjet to the provisions of the statutes need to have

them written In olear, cooprehensible language, . . -. 1
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The motive of federal legislation should be to assure this. It

ought to provide logical penalties for violating clear provisions of

the statutes - but it should not penalize the entire non-profit organi-

zation system for the punished or unpunished violations of the few. I

have strong impression that statutes to do clearly and constructively

what is needed might best make a fresh start and not necessarily base

new legislation on the words and structure of previous statutes.

If such a separate and independent approach were made to recon-

sidering the statutes' provisions concerning private foundations, I

would anticipate the following provisions :ight be included:

1. No self-dealing, and a olear provision that, once a

foundation is in existence, it is to be operated

solely as an independent entity devoted to and con-

centrating on its charitable and philanthropic pur-

poses;

2. A reasonable and constructive provis3.on for minimum

annual grant appropriations which would not only pre-

vent a foundation appropriating only a very small

amount of grants annually because its capital fund

holds securities which pay little or no Income, but

also which would not force other foundations, which

do strive successfully against changing financial

conditions to secure adequate income production, to

invade their principal against their best independent

Judgment or the provisions of their charters;

3. No actual acoumlation of Inome not appropriated

for grants, but not to eliminate the right to hold

in reserve funds which have been appropriated In
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firm grants and which await payment until the grantees

have met the terms or requirements of the grant to as-

sure actual carrying out of the grants' projects;

4. Possibly, no grants directly to individual persons

instead of to established non-profit organizations

which might provide support to various qualified per-

sons chosen by them for specified projects and pur-

poses; but this is a very controversial subject;

5. No grants for plainly political purposes or aotivityj

6. No partisan grants for the purpose of trying to re-

struoture the social fabric and possibly no such

grants, not even "non-partisan" ones; but this would

be very difficult to Interpret and to supervise;

7. A prohibition on outright "propaganda" by foundations,

but with clear protection of their right to express

their considered views and opinions on matters which

involve their work and their aotvWities and the inter-

ests of their grantees - even to legislative oomit-

tees and Individual legislators and other government

offioiale;

8. No general tax levy on foundation income or corpus,

but Instead a registration or slfml'r fee to support

an adequate foundation auditing and supervision sec-

tion of a branch of the federal goverrmant.

My experience and the observations gained from my foundation ac-

tivity lead me co the tim conviction that no other feasible social or

political vehicle exists to produce the benefits which American found.

dations and other non-profit organization In the aggegate provide
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for our people. Any tax levied on the income of the foundation I cur-

rently serve will be a tax upon the medical institutions it supports

and at a time when they require greater support, not less. I can think

of no reason or justification to tax income of foundations unless the

Congress is prepared to decrease the total sum available to operating

nonprofit organizations which foundations support. That is what such

a tax would aooomplish. The tax in reality would be a tax on those

organizations. This would only punish the grantees of foundations.

Moreover, whenever the subject of such taxes is thought of,, more atten-

tion should be given to the fact that foundation expenditures, Inolud-

Ing their grants, promptly enter the taxable spending stream and become

subject to federal and local taxes very quickly. Foundation Income is

expended, and it is rot tax-sterile. It produces its share of tax

revenue.

Many foundations often directly purtioipate with or supplement

and complement the work of various agencies of the federal govern nt.

Senator Lister Hill and others in over ment have long pleaded for

greater support from the private sector to match the Increasing need

for appropriations and activity of the federal structure in areas of

medical and health care In whioh man foundations and other tax-exaipt

org nations concentrate. The recent White House Report on Health

Car Needs strongly stated the same essential need for support from

the private seotor. The Treaury Departtent's Report on Private Foun-

dations urged greater effort, tim and ooncntration by foundations

on their charitable and philanthropic purposes, viery suoh orgaiza-

tion has a limit on thee resources, as well as on their money re-

soures. Thse resources should not be wasted by hobblin them with

unclea,, threatening or unoxmstruotive regulations. This would be a
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grave disservice to the welfare of countless individual persons served

or aided by these organizations. In a very real sense, the federal

government and non-px'of it organizations are partners in serving the

public interest, and I think the White House Report squarely recog-

nizes this. We all need this relationship to expand and to become more

meaningful. New legislation should result from the Joint thinking and

effort of both the Congress and tax-exempt organizations. Both groups

have basic responsibility for the public benefit. The .. ; construc-

tiVe exercise of these responsibilities is urgently needed at this.

time.

I have no interest in any delay in this matter concerning founda-

tions. On the contrary, I urge that what I have proposed be carried out

as quickly as practically possible. Thus, I plead with your Committee

to take the course which promises the greatest probability of provid-

ing constructive, effective and valuable new legislation concerning

foundations and other non-profit organizations. I believe that course

is to consider and decide these matters separately and independently

of the controversial and complex problem of overall tax reform legie-

lation - and to set this in motion promptly.

In the meantime, a concise action to provide an immediate regis-

tration or similar fea oould be enacted to promptly support an adequate

federal audit and supervision program for foundations and, possibly,

for other tax-exempt organizations.
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THE MOODY FOUNDATION
OA.LV3WO TV rm

moesar & BA1ts September 4. 1969

Mr. Tom Vail, Chief Cousel
Senate Finance Committee
2227 New Senate Office Building
Washingtons D. C.

Dear Mr. Vailt

The Moody Foundation requested permission to have a representative
appear at the public hearing on H.R. 13270 but due to the great number
of people desiring to appear you advised that it would not be possible for
The Moody Foundation to be hoard. You further advised that a written
statement would be given consideration. In response to that suggestion,
The Moody Foundation is presenting the comments in the following per&.
graphs regarding H.R. 13270. which we respectfully request you to con-
sider. Numbers relate to similarly numbered sections of H.R. 13270.

Section S06. TAX ON PRIVATE FOUNDATION INVESTMENT INCOME

A tax on the net investment income of a foundation is in reality
a reduction in the amount available to the eventual recipient of that income.
The Moody Foundation can see no reason to reduce the amount of dollars
available to the grantees of this Foundation.

Section 494 . TAXES ON SELF -DEALING

Since there are occasions when benefits would accrue to founda-
tions from certain tranaactions which would be construed as ,'elf.deallng"
under the langue ge of the suggested at-t, reof from this prohibition should
be made available where approval-for a covered transaction is obtained frodn
the Attorney General o the State in which the foundation operates and per-
mission ".s granted by a court of general Jurisdiction of that state. For
instance, there are properties which. because of sentimental attachmnts,
will bring a higher price from a donor or trustee, and no useful purpose
is served by pro"hibng such a transaction, 'if safeguards for its review are
utlesed.

.Cm"Alw heS' 16*LTW1hm L"kwskU4.J.~sikw LAWiSWAM MesJV
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Section 4942. TAXES ON FAILURE TO DISTRIBUTE 14COME

These provisions would create a severe hardship to The Moody
Foundation since the principal assets of The Moody Foundation consist of insurance
company common stock and ranch land, neither of which provides income equal to
five (5) percent of the fair market value of those investments.

Alternatives are suggested as follows:

(a) .That all income, irrespective of the percentage of such income,
be distributed by the end of the year following the year in which
the income is earned with no requirement to earn a specified
percentage; or,

(b) A period of five years be allowed in which to make accumulated
distributions of income if such income is fixed at a required per-
centage. This would afford the foundation the time to dispose of
assets, in a business-lik, manner in order to create the availability
of the npecified percentage in cash or its equivalent. The require-
ment to sell assets within a one-year period in order to meet the
required percentage would frequently cause the sale of assets at a
highly discounted value. Or.

(0) Provide for the specified percentage on a gradually increasing basis;
for instance, the first year require a one (1) percent distribution
with a gradual increase to the final required percentage. This would
afford the Found ation time to rearrange or sell portions of its assets
to obtain the required percentage of income.

Section 4943. TAXES ON EXCESS BUSINESS HOLDINGS.

If legislation requiring disposition of control (as defined in pro-
posed statute) is finally felt necessary, we would point out that it would be difficult
and perhaps impossible to arrive at the twenty (20) percent level of ownership of
the principal asset of The Moody Foundation within a five-year period. This is
because the one asset involved representing eighty (80) percent or more of the
value of the Foundation, has a potential market value of such a large amount (sev-
eral hundred million dollars) that it would take a great deal .1 time to negotiate the
sale of this single substantial asset. This asset consists of common stock in
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American National Insurance Company, an unlisted stock. In addition, there is
a restriction under an existing Trubt which implies that portions of this stock can
never be sold. Litigation i in process in an attempt to remove this restriction
but there is opposition to such removal by interested parties. The time involved
in settling this litigation and in handling the negotiations relevant to sale of the
stock owned and controlled by this Foundation down to a level of twenty (20) per.
cent would require a minimum of ten years to conclude the entire transaction.

The requirement to reduce control to less than fifty (50) percent
within five years would be detrimental to the over-all transaction because the
ability to sell a control position is precisely the advantage that would help to
create the highest possible value for this asset. Eliminating fifty (50) percent
control within a five-year period would tend to cause a serious reduction in
the price the Foundation could obtain for its most important asset. H .R. 13270
attempt s to give relief to problems such as those outlined above. However, a
strict interpretation of the relief provision which might be helpful to The Moody
Foundation problem might not give the relief required. The relief provision
referred to is quoted below.

(D) Any period prescribed in subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) for the dis.
position of excess business holdings shall be suspended during the pendency of
any judicial proceeding by the private foundation which is necessary to reform its
governing instrument to allow disposition of such holdings." The above wording
should be expanded to not only refer to the "governing instrument" but to both the
governing instrument w any other trust or other instruments which might restrict
disposition of such holdings. In the case of The Moody Foundation, a trust is
involved which is not the "governing instrument" of the Foundation but this trust
contains a provision construed by certain interested parties to be a prohibition
against disposition of Americin National Insurance Company stock. Judicial
proceedings are maor way to attempt to interpret provisions of that trust in such.
a way that the holdings can be sold.

Adoption of a fixed 10-year period to reduce "control" would seem to,
be the simplest ad most understandable method of accomplishing the purposes of
these provisions.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Very truly yours.

THE MOODY FOUNDATION

BY or o£ Tr?.te4e

Board of Trust*

PD Hide
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STATEMENT

of

JOSEPH 0. EN(EL, President
of N. R. Leavitt Foundation

SUMMARY

1. NTWODUCTION: Remove treatment of foundations
in this revenue raising bill, the subject is not and'cannot
be adequately treated in this fashion.

2. 7h M' No tax, whether based on a foundation's
income or asset value is justified; the cost of auditing foun-
dations should be through a fee basis, similar to that system
used by many states in auditing banks.

3. LhMITATION OF 20% OWNERHIIP: This provision
should not operate retroactively; you cannot destroy what was
legal when previously done by a ten year wipe-out progri *. At
the very most, existing situations should have twenty-five
years to adjust; the timing and method should be the respoeii-
bility of the foundations.

4. The 5% or any other annual miniaw" pay-out of in-
come very possibly will destroy private foundations. o er-
centige should be invoked. Thle present law has adequai 'staft-
dards for annual pay-out.

Dated, September 5th, 1969.
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STATEVF2r

I an President of the M. R. lAavitt Foundation
located in Elizabeth, new Jersey. r am also its legal
counsel. r have represented foundations since 1951. 1
have also been a member of the American Bar Association
Committee on Exempt Organizations for some years.

The more study I give to H. R. 13270 since it
was passed by the House in August on only two days' con-
sideration after it was reported out of Comittee, the
more I realize its complexity and the serious consequences
that can ensue from the acceptance of the provisions
relating to foundations. By foundations, I mean the
three categories contemplated by H. R. 13270, namely
Private, Private Operating, and Public. Accordingly, I
am strongly in accord with the attached August 6th, 1969,
editorial of the "New York Times" that urges the removal
of this subject from a revenue raising bill so that it
may be given proper consideration by your Comittee and
the Senate. Obviously, the members of the House of
Representatives could not have given these provisions or
the whole bill careful and adequate consideration In two
days' debate. A very serious problem exists if our Supreme
legislative bodies will pass such important legislation
as embodied in H. R. 13270 without adequate consideration
in the House and without opportunity being given to quali-
fied interested parties to appear before your Connittoe
to present oral testimony and answer questions of members
of your Committee.
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7h% TAX
No income tax or tax based upon the value of

assets should be imposed on any foundation. A tax, whether
at the rate of 7h% on income or at any other rate. means
that the federal government rather than foundations should
administer the funds represented by these taxes. This
policy is incompatible with the very basic philosophy of
charity which is to administer to the wants of mankind
and to relieve the government of some of these burdens.
This tax means competition and usurpation by government
of the function of private charity which has existed, I
would like to believe, as long as mankind has been on the
face of this earth. in addition, such administration by
government is more costly. Studies have shown the founda-
tion costs are almost nominal.

If this attempted tax is rather a desire to
help defray the cost of administering the law, then an
equitable system of charging the cost against foundations
should be adopted. After many years as an attorney con-
nected with foundations, I most heartily believe in the
value of audits. These audits prevent abuse and instruct
the uninitiated. If Congress had provided adequate funds
to the Treasury Department to carry out these audits over
the past years, I believe that the abuse ford by
Congressman Patman and erroneous acts of foundations
could have been discovered and terminated under the exist-
ing law.

I recommend the adoption of a charge being made
against a foundation when the audit is made. This would
be similar to the system used for many years by the bank-
ing departments of many states in their audit of state
banks see the attached report of The American Dankers
Association and the August 25th, 1969 letter of Central
Homo Trust Company of Elizabeth, N. J.

Many parsons have made substantial gifts to
foundations of more than 20% of the stock of a corporation

DXVESTITURE OF MOR THAN 20% INTERESTB
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either during their lifetime of upon death. These gifts
have been made in reliance upon the law permitting such
gifts and the retention of these securities by the founda-
tions. I am not going to discuss the gradual sell off
of such foundations' holdings, but rather the extreme
inequity of this proposal itself and the unwarranted harsh-
ness of the penalties for failure to comply with the
divestiture reliance. Any law as drastic as this should
act only upon future gifts. The actions heretofore taken
in good faith and in reliance upon the law should be
excepted from any divestiture proposals. The breach of
faith involved here is similar to the breach rising from
the attempt to tax the interest on previously purchased
tax-exempt bonds of various states, counties and munLci-
palities. The existing income tax exemption was intended
to be an inuwement for these purchases and was so relied
upon by the purchaser. A change of the law breaches these
pacts. The law at best, should be prospective only.

If the retention of holdings in excess of 20%
is harmful to a foundation, the present law is well-
equipped to remedy the evil. The decisions of the Courts
clearly require that foundations be operated for their
stated purposes. The statutes provide penalties for doing
otherwise. Therefore, any harmful holding my bu reduced
or eliminated under the existing law. Zach case can be
judged on its own facts and no arbitrary peretage need
be fixed. The parties involved are adequately protected
by the right to appeal to the Court from any controversy
in this respect.

At the very most, a period of 25 years from the
effective date of this law, should be given to permit
divestiture without a maximum percentage of holdLng being
fixed by law and without any method or tLmetable being
built into this period. The foundation will be responsi-
ble for any evil effects flowing from its failure to
divest improper holdings. Twenty-five years is proper
because It represents approximately a generation under
today's rules of longevity and will provide adequate notice
to the parties.
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§1 MINIMUM ANNbML DISTRIBUTIONS

Careful consideration of allowing any govern-
ment to fix 5% or any greater or lesser figure as the
minimum yardstick for pay out by foundations of income
or a combination of income and some capital, if the income
i& below the established figure, reveals that such estab-
lishments of a figure will, in all likelihood, ultimately
be fatal to the lives of foundations.

Studies show that in times of growth the divi-
dend yields on sound stocks seldom, if ever, reach 5% or
6%. Unusual growth companies, like IBM, Xerox, Dow
Chemical, Avon Products and others pay out much less
than 5% because they retain so much to meet the growth
needs of our country and foregin countries. Historically,
the yields on United States Government Bonds have been
as low as 1-7/0% and now, in the case of Treasury Bills,
have reached historic highs by exceeding 7%. Therefore,
there is no assurance that a combination of stocks and
bonds can produce a yield sufficient to meet whatever
may be the government established minimum distribution
figure. This, therefore, means that capital assets
must be sold. Such sale will reduce the incoia-producing
ability of the foundations and cause further sale of
capital assets, ultimately exhausting a foundations
total capital.

The argument that a foundation can afford to
sell some of its stock because it has had appreciation
in value overlooks the fact that virtually all the mar-
ket appreciation in value contains elements of inflation.
In order to sustain charitable activities, it is very
obvious that larger grants must be made by foundations
to give them the sam* true purchasing power that they
had in previous years.

If a foundation could conceivably produce the
minimum required distribution income by the purchase of
interest-bearing securities, this method would also
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ultimately result in the exhaustion of the foundations'
assets because there would be no equity ownership to
meet elements of growth and inflation. This honorable
Committee might be interested in knowing that after
World War I foundations in Germany were wiped out when
the government required that they invest only in govern-
mental bonds. Everybody knows of the inflation that
followed World War I and can very well understand that
the German government kept printing more and more bonds
which were worth less and less. The result was that
the foundations were ultimately wiped out because they
were forced into the holding of worthless bonds.

The law of foundations and the rule of the
prudent investment of trust funds prohibits the holding
of non-income producing assets where this would render
the foundations unable to carry out its stated purposes.
Adequate remedies can be found readily in the existing
law to prevent this. There could be no justification
for adopting any required percentage of return. The
simple requirement that foundations should distribute
all their income is sufficient. In my 18 years as
counsel to foundations, I have always advised this pro-
cedure to be followed each year without deviation.

Re fully submitted,
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, WEDNESDAY, A UOUST itIMP

Preserving the Foundations
The House Ways and Means Committee's. shotgun

-approach to the tax.free foundations would buy reform
at a very high social cost. It proposes a genuine---nd
wholly desirable--crackdown on the self-dealing
manipulations of foundations that are operated as
yohicles for tax avoidance. But greag harm would
come from the new tax and other restrictions the bill.
would Impose upon the bona fide philanthropic foun-
dations which enrich 'American lfa with Ideas and
6ovative social programs.

A leading case In point Is the 7.5 per cent tax that
would be levied on the Investment Incon-divdends,
Interest, rent, royalties and capital gains--realized by
foundations. The levy Is not sufficiently stiff to dis.
* ourae the tax-dodgers, but it would put a dent In.
'the useful activities of worthier foundations. About.
two Tthlrds of their income now goes in the form of.
kifts to private univemities and local ohartles. Henc,.
what the Treasury realized In additional revenues-
probably not more than $65 million In the first year.
'--would poon be offset by demands for new or.
.expanded Federal programs In the iame fields.

Although the foundations tax i described by the
committee as a "user fee" to defray the costs of more
Vigorous policln& no machinery is proposed or funds
eaarmarked for that purpose. A preferable alternative.'
would be a much lower special registration fee for
foundations, the proceeds of which would support a
,special supervisory office in the Treasury Department."
.With effective supervision of the foundations, dollars
destined for philanthropy' would actually get where.
they are supposed to go. :
. There has been a softening of some of the very
'harsh restrictions that the committee originally pro-
posed to prevent foundations from engaging in poUt-..
pal activities. The Southern Regional Council is spe-.
ciflally cited In the committee report as a foundation.
that may continue to finance voter registration drives.

* But a number of ambiguous and potentially restrictive
* provisions remain In the bilL

The whole title dealing with tax-exempt orgaiza-
tions should be sent back for redraftitn Its passage
by Congress would inhibitcreative philanudopic actv-
ties, an esseal ingreMdent of a pl u stick society.
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Section 18

FINANCING STATE BANKING
DEPARTUNTS

An adequate budget Is a prerequisite to a state banking depart-
ment that measures up to all the requirements inherent in giod
bank supervision. Accordingly, methods of financing the banking
department are among the important topics that arise whmvem
substantial banking code revisions are under consideration.

Background
The development of substantive bank supervision was one of

the notable features of New York's Safety Fund law, which was
passed in 1829 to provide for the insurance of bank obligation.
Prior to that time, rudimentary bank supervision included gener-
ally inadequate condition reports and sporadic, ineffective bank
examinations. Departing from traditional supervision, the New
York law contained four significant provisions, which were eventu-
ally Incorporated into the laws of other states: (1) regular and fre-
quent examinations; (2) bank examiners employed on full-time
basis; (3) full access to bank records; (4) cost of supervision paid
directly or indirectly by the banks supervised. These provisions
also became part of the National Currency Act of 16 and the
National Bank Act of 1864.

While these four tenets of bank supervision have been univer-
sally accepted, performance has not always been uniform and as
a matter of fact. the fourth, which is the most relevant to this eec-

* tion. has been subject to great variation. Although the banking do-.
partment of all 50 sates collect aitn and other fee and
the banks they supervise pay all or a portion of the costs involved
in running the department, the diversity in methods of financing
banking departments and the application of exminatio few and
other charge. Is xtrmely wide. For a im sm depm amt
are ananced i-nd y of the staes b- nie have se control

the f .m l ost, end m 60maenoMy b ete
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Section 13

cases, the fees collected are deposited into the general fund of the
state, with complete loss of 'control by the baking department. The
budgets of such departments may have little or no relationship to
the amount collected.

There are many variations within these two extremes. The
banking department of at least one state operates on a legislative
appropriation from the general fund and at the end of the year col-
lects enough money from the banks to reimburse the state for the
funds advanced. Some departments collect annual assessments
from all state banks regardless of the number of times each one is
examined. Some states assess examination fees only, while others
charge for processing applications for charters, branches, conver-
sions, and mergers.

While the lack of uniformity in the various state statutes would
seem to indicate otherwise, most supervisors and bankers and some
other observers generally qree that banking departments should
be financed entirely by the bank supervised.

Existing Statutes
In view of differences between the system of fees for national

banks and those for most state banks, it will be helpful to begin by
describing Federal law and the regulations issued thereunder.

Federal Law
The National Bank Act provides that "The expense of exami-

nation herein provided for shall be assessed by the Comptroller of
the Currency upon national banks in proportion to their assets or
resources. The annual rate of such assessment shall be the same
for all national banks, except that banks examined more frequently
than twice in one calendar year shall in addition be assessed the
expense of these'additional examinations."

Th current regulations issued by the Comptroller unde the
farig statutory provision can be summarized as follows:

The sembud rate Is a base asssmest o MIds *a5 pee Sipe
1 total assets. (Th&s he Is asesed to dee0h , ee wiA the smi.
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annual call reports, regardless of whether or not one examination each
two years is waived.)

The assessment -rate for Investigations of applications for now
branches or changes in location of branches Is $100 a day for the exam-
iner-in-charge and $50 a day for each additional examiner plus expenses
of each examiner. The same daily rates apply to examinations of affiliates
and trust departments and Investigations of applications for trust powers.

A filing fee of $2,000 Is assessed for investigating and processing each
application for a merger.

A filing fee of $1,500 is assessed for investigating and procesing each
application to organize a new national bank. This includes conversions.

The Federal Reserve Act provides for examinations of member
banks by the appropriate Federal reserve bank for that district.
While the expenses of such examinations may, in the discretion of

the Board of Governors, be assessed against the banks examined, it
is not the practice to make such charges.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Act authorizes the Corporation
to examine insured banks but It does not provide for examination

fees.

State Law

As mentioned earlier, the statutes of all states provide for as-
sessments to be paid by the banks under the supervision of the
banking departments. For the most part, these assessments take
the form of examination fees, but some states also cha-ge for in-
vestigating and processing applications for charters, mergers, con-
versions, office relocations, and branches.

Several methods are used to establish, collect, and dispose of
funds needed to operate banking departments. A summary review
should be of interest to a law revision committee.

Application of fees. The statutes of 18 states provide for fees
to be levied on all state banks without regard to the number of
examinations per bank per year, Another 25 states assess fees for
each examination, and any bank not examined during the year pays
no fee. The remaining 7 states provide for a combination of the
two methods in that they asess all state banks annually (or seni-
annually) and, in addition, collect fees for each examlnatio:

O.d& 0 Ue0 hN meM eAa 3km O Asse8s

31 8 $ On 712PP 1. 707- 2 3
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Discretionary or fixed feos. Several states do not specify by law
a detailed schedule of examination fees and other charges that may
be levied on state banks. Generally, these states provide that the
commissioner, at his discretion, shall set rates that are the same
for all banks and that will result in sufficient income to make the
department self-supporting. This is similar to the authority of the

Comptroller of the Currency.
The remaining states provide a statutory rate for charging fees,

which is applied in three different ways: (1) The rate can be
changed only by changing the law; (2) the statutory rate is a maxi-
mum, with the commissioner authorized to set a lower rate if ex-
penses of the department justify such action; (3) the statutory rate
is a minimum, with the commissioner authored to increase the
rate, if necessary, to cover the expenses of the department.

Disposition of receipts. In 18 states all receipts of the banking
department go into a special fund, out of which all operating ex-

penses of the department are paid. This is similar to the method
under which the Comptroller of the Currency operates. In a few of
these states whenever the banking department fund exceeds a cer-
tain amount, usually $100,000, the excess is paid into the general
fund of the state. Thus, the banking departments of most of these
states have first call on funds derived from fees and other charges,
but for a few others legislative appropriations are still required.
The banking departments of the other 32 states operate on legisla-
tive appropriations. In some cases the funds collected by the de.
apartment must equal or exceed the appropriation, while in others
the appropriation appears to have little relationship to the amount
collected. Some departments collect the fees and make monthly
deposits to the general fund, while others do not collect fees sic
they are paid directly to the state treasury by the baks

Basis and amount MWtion fees are usually ba
on t-W,- . However, in one state they at* baed n toW

-'e odts and in thrm states on total catal (two of whic alao
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collect fees based on resources.) A number of states charge all
banks a flat fee or one based bn total resources and an additional

fee to cover the cost of each examination.
Information on the basis for charging examination fees and the

current rate of assessment is provided in Appendix A. A list of the
states having a special banking department fund is given In Ap-
pendix B.

Policy Considerations
In considering the revision of the -section of a banking code

dealing with the financial aspects of a state banking department.
the basic concern should be the answer to the question, What are
the attributes of a well-financed banking department? Doubtless,
everyone will agree that the overriding consideration Is to provide
enough money for an adequate budget. But what Is an adequate
budget? If a state desires a modem and effective department, fully
capable of supervising a strong and dynamic state banking system
it must attract and retain a staff of highly qualified examner Of
equal importance is that the competence of state examines should
compare favorably with the capabilities of those examining na-
tional banks. Thus, the most important requiremnent of an adequate
budget Is to provide for a salary 3cale, hinge benefits, and travel
allowances at least equal to those of the Federal bank examiners.
There are several views o uing the most favor means of
accomplishing this.

Theprinciples ths patt should be financed
- lion fees and other charges, lies deep in the banking

history of this country. It was incorporated Into the state banking
laws which antedated the National Bank Act and which served as
models for establishing the procedures to be used by the. Off •
of the Comptrolle of the Currency. Hence- It see a to
e the finance aranemts of that O

SComptrol f the Cu y rpw toa Incom o

CfW0- WN IMm AM6 MM Amdmif
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$22.4 trillion for the calendar year 1966.1 Expenses were $19.8

million, leaving an excess of income over expenses of $2.6 million.

These figures provide a classic illustration of a fully self-supporting

bank supervisory agency. All funds collected by the Comptroller

are retained in a special fund used solely for financing the opera.

tions of the office without congressional appropriation. The report

also shows that total assets in this fund on December 31, 1988,

were over $13.6 million, of which more than nine-tenths consisted

of investments. Investment income for the year was $628,000.

Arguments against self-supporting departments. Despite the

almost universal belief that state banking departments should be

financed by assessments of one form or another paid by the banks

supervised, there are theoretical reasons why some, and perhaps

all, of the funds needed should come from the gene,&l revenues of

the state.

First, it can logically be argued that banks are supervised for

the benefit of the general publio-not for the benefit of the banks-

and, therefore, the public should pay the expenses of banking de-

partments.

Second, bank supervision should not be considered an

traneous activity of the state but rather rt of govern-

mental servi . A, o such, it seems reasonable that the

0 banking department should be met in the same way u

most other functions of state government.

Third, some observers suggest that a banking department

should be independent of the banks supervised; and that such in-

dependence is endangered when the banks provide the funds

needed to run the department. As the argument goes, unless a

department is fully independent, it is less likely to be objective in

its supervisory activities and may be more responsive to bank

interests than to the public interest. From this it is reasoned that

'Statisticol Supplemet to the IM Annual Report. Comptrolle of the
CurMncy, U. S. Govwnmmt PrintnS Oftla% Washhnm, D. * pp. 17-. Aso
s Appendix C.
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banking departments should rely primarily on legislative appro-
priations derived from the general funds of the states.

Arguments for self-supporting departments. The basic argu-
ment most often advanced as justification for self-supporting bank.

ing departments is that this financing is and has been such a preva-
lent practice that it has become a part of the banking tradition.
Furthermore, there have been few, if any, Instances in which a state
banking department has been remiss because it was financed solely
from fees paid by the banks. Moreover, It is often noted that in

order to obviate the possibility of undue influence, state statutes
generally specify that examination fees and other assessments must

be levied impartially upon all banks. Since the payments are man-
datory and not voluntary contributions, it is argued that it is vir-
tually inconceivable that they could have any adverse effect upon

the quality or impartiality of supervision.

One argument against paying for bank Isbn from gen-
eral taxation stems from t ..e at states are already having

great d oiffi i ing sufficient sources of revenue. Elimination

examination fees and other assessments paid by banks would

intensify this problem. Moreover, since banks are accustomed to
paying examination fees and other assessments and are generally
willing to pay whatever is necessary to provide for'an adequate
budget, it seems reasonable to continue such an arrangement. A

self-sustaining banking department is no less a part of state gov-
ernment than one financed by the general revenues of the state
since it is generally subject to civil service rules and regulations

and the commissioner is almost always responsible to an appro-
priate state official.

Probably the most forceful argument is that if the expenses of
operating a state banking department are not paid by the banks
supervised, there is the possibility that some states would shift the

entire burden of bank supervision to the Federal agencies, thereby

abrogating all responsibility for the creation of a dynamic state
banking system.

C.WVAuib 0 IM T". Amni~a BaahM Asudadf
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Finally, while there is no doubt that the primary purpose of bank
supervision is to protect the general public, nevertheless banks and
bank stockholders also receive substantial benefits from good

supervision. Such supe-vision contributes to a stable banking sys-
tem, promotes public confidence, and provides a favorable environ-

ment in which a sound bank can operate. Moreover, a, _e xamlna

tion made by competent examiners can be very-vai ible to man-

agement. An examiner who hasoxpeieince with many types of
banks and bankingPrebii~s a~n often point out likely sources of

troubbe-not-f6y recognized by management, with the result that
- ~"I e banker takes timely action to correct the situation. Chartering

unnecessary banks and authorizing new branches not needed by
the public can be extremely harmful to existing institutions. Thus,

banks and bank stockholders have fully as much to gain from good
supervision as the general public and, as a result, can and should
be expected to pay examination fees and other charges to secure
adequate supervision.

Special Fund for Baakin g Department

Closely related to the question of making the banking depat-

ment self-supporting is the problem of how the funds should be
treated. As mentioned earlier, the two methods JU use are to have a
special banking department fund, into which all receipts of the de.
partment are paid and which is automatically appropriated for the
use of the department, or to have all receipts of the banking depart.

ment credited to the general fund with the department operating

on a budget appropriated by the legislature.
Many of the arguments both for and against creating a special

fund for the banking department are the same as those advanced
when discussing self-supporting departments. One of the arguments

against retaining the receipts of the department in a speid fund is

that. such a practice is at variance with political science theory.
Departments so financed. it is maintained, can esape legislative
control and operate outside the main structure of govemmnt.
Without legislative scrutiny during the budgetary proves, the'
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departments may not operate in the best interests of the public.
Furthermore, it is held that to require banking departments to op-
erate on legislative appropriations does not preclude them from
being self-supporting. New York, for example, operates on legisla-
tive appropriations and at the end of the year assesses the banks
for enough to reimburse the state treasury for the funds advanced,

On the other hand, these arguments ignore the authority of the
Governor and the legislature to oversee the operations of the de-
partment and the power of the legislature to change the structure
and authority of the department. Furthermore, other areas of gov-
ernment, both Federal and state, are frequently given funds to make
them self-supporting. For example, in situations somewhat similar
to that of the Comptroller's Office, both the FDIC and the Federal
Reserve System have their own funds and neither Is dependent
upon congressional appropriations. Also, many other state agen-
cies, such as fish and game departments and highway departments,
frequently are given special funds into which certain receipts are
credited and out of which their operations are financed. It is prob.
ably worth noting at this point that the use of special funds for
specific purposes is an increasing phenomenon at the state and Fed-
eral level. This Is closely allied to the "user charge" concept. Thus,
those benefiting from a specialized service pay for it.

The arguments for a special fund for banking departments cm-
ter around the need for adequate budgets. In those cases where the
budget is inadequate, unless om method is pr*vd whereby all
of the money collected by the deament Is made available t t
there Is little or no incentive for orgaised banking to advocate in-
creased fees. Giving the banking department a special fund may be
the best method to make sure that all fees will be usd to st en
the de 1'tmnt. Th merit of th argument is clearly shom by the
fact that all but two of the supervisors of the I8 Mtes whl&
operate from special deormnt funds reported that thei budpst
wore adequate, but only 11 of the other 3 state so reord'

oas UaN . Waa M.C. . p ,-4 Ab no App 3.
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Desirable Features of Fees
Although a state banking department may be fully self-support-

ing, with an adequate budget, and with a satisfactory method of
handling receipts, another element in the department's overall fi-
nancing picture should be examined-the nature of the fees and
assessments being collected.

Among the criteria for determining the adequacy of fees and the
methods in which they are levied are the following: th.i benefits
received by a bank, the cost of an examination, the ability of a bank
to pay, ease of understanding and computing, and flexibility to ad-
just income with changes in the workload.

There are various ways in which these standards can be mutually
reconciled to bring about a suitable system of fees and assessments
acceptable to all banks. To illustrate, if the principal reason for
charging fees is that all banks are benefited, it follows that all banks
should be required to support the banking department. The basic
charge can be either the same dollar assessment on all banks re-
gardless of size or one that is based on some indication of size, such
as total resources. The latter may be preferable if the concept that
size measures both the degree of benefits received and the ability
to pay is adopted.

Another arrangement to be considered is that fees should be
partially related to the cost of the examinations. When coupled
with the above-mentioned concept, this suggests an examination
fee consisting of two parts-one, a standard amount for all banks;
the other, a levy based upon total resources. It also suggests that a
bank should pay for the cost of any examination in addition to
those ordinarily made, including those made for applications re-
lating to charters, mergers, establishing branches, or moving bank
offices. In substance, this arrangement provides that all banks share
in the administrative costs of running the department and at the
same time each bank pays for the costs of the services rendered
to it.

In adopting a fee schedule, consideration should be given to
making it as simple and easy as possible to administer. While it

10
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might be argued that a bank with most of its assets in Government

bonds is more easily examined and, therefore, should pay a smaller

fee than one with a large proportion of loans, if an attempt is made

to provide for every possibility the fee schedule would become un-

manageable. Moreover, in situations where the bank pays the costs

of examination, the bank that is more difficult to examine will

automatically pay more.

Finally, the schedule of fees should contain a mechanism for in-

creasing fees when the expenses of operating the banking depart-

ment increase. This requirement could be adequately satisfied
through a system of reasonable assessments based on total re-
sourceos of each bank, but, in addition, it may be prudent to vest the
supervisory authority with discretionary power to adjust the fee

schedule.

Fixed or discretionary fees. This raises the question as to how
these fees are to bn put into effect. Should they be set by statute or

should the banking department be given broad authority to estab-
lish such fees as in its judgment are deemed necessary and equi-
table? As pointed out earlier under the heading "Statutory Provi-

sions," both methods are found among the various states. A third
method in use by several states combines the two by giving the

department authority to set fees within prescribed limits.

There are good reasons for authorizing the banking department

to establish a fee system without any statutory limitations. Discre-
tionary authority provides flexibility since the rate of assessment

can readily be varied from year to year to meet changing needs and
is more likely to assure a self-supporting banking department with
an adequate budget.

Research Suggestions
No articles or books on the financing of State banking depart-

ments have been brought to the attention of the editors, The best

sources of information are the banking commissioners, probably

copyrlot * sou Th Ame.ia uwms A.odade
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(2 NTRALi-IOMTR UST
Oft #< or ELIZABETH. N. J.

[LIZASIT N.J. 07&07

WiLUiAM L SHACKLETON MAgnet 15 969

Joseph 0. ]rlEsq.
31 Parker RcMs
El azbethb N. J. 07208

Dear Joe:

In accordance with you verbal roeqtst this oning
reardIng asssssments md by the Nev Jersey Mlaking Department
for conducting exauinatioa of State fanks the following InfoxmUio
vas received fro the Nv Jeersey Department of fni and Insureace
the Department assesses ftnk exMinmd as fo*UwMs-

1. N d at salary of each exm ner.
2. 2fvka1 and other expenses at exmoiners

incurred in connection vith the examination
of a State lak.

3. An Overhead chae fr adalnstrative OPiOmtUO
of the Dsrpartinnt.

I. Fringe benefits " in r ed $A oonnection vith
the enplacWmnt of examiners.

I hope this satisfies the point of your Inquiry.

sinoser,
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HINORY & MEYER c 049 o-1 h"T"
ATTORNEYS AT LAW A mt N , 9Wt@

#l$lj l"ol NATIONAL SANK UOLO 4A 
L mlO

JA? L5V(COk
DENVER, COLORADO 8022 MOOM P. OL ONOWAL9t0

C~ftg ADOP4. I~iMgAW J., KAfto.
Teu"C"I 031 "S-P000 FM A. ¢ C416O

LO" LA. 1,

lAvtos C. "M,September 3, 1969 MtMA 0 .OWMA.

Comittes on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Qentleaen:

These moments are directed to the provisions relating to PRIVATE POWMATIOS as dealt
with in U.R. 13270 and are Submitted pursuant to the following telegrms

"DUE TO LAM NVM OF WITNESSES WHO WISH TO TESTIFY ON TAX MEOM AND
SHOUT AMOUNT OF TIM AVAILABLE FOA HEARING IT IS IMOSSIBLE TO SCHEDULE
ALL WITNESSES THAT THE COItTTEE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR. I GR THEREFORE
THAT IT WILL NOT BE-POSSIBLE TO SCHEILE YOU FOR ORAL PRESENTATION BEFORE
THE CUOIITTEE. NOJEVER, THE CHAIRM HAS INSTRUCTED MR TO ADVISE YOU THAT
IF YOU SUBMIT 50 COPIES OF YOUR WRITTEN STATEMENT TO THE CO 4ITZE MOT
LATER THAN FRIDAY, sE KR 5, 1969 IT WILL BE PRINTED IN THE RECORD AND
BE GIVEN SAME CONSIDERATION AS THOUGH DELIVERED ORALLY.

MO VAIL, CHIEF COUNSEL,, SENATE FINANCE OOoI&TEE

The undersigned is a partner in a Denver law fir* that serves as general counsel for
a half-dozan private foundations ranging in size of asset, from a few thousand dollars
to two and one-half million dollars.

We take exception to the B.R. 13270 treatment of Private Foundations (Title I - Tax
3zspt Organisations, Subtitle A - Private Foundations) and urge that the Senate
repudiate or subetantially revise this portion of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

A. I nGeral:

1. It is apparent from the record that few members of the House of Repreen-
tatives had an opportunity to be ware of the contents of this complicated bill,
much less to give consideration to the details of any of its nmrous provisions,
such as those dealing with Private Foundations, prior to passage on August 7. I
effect, they were compelled to vote for or against "reform" without personal awareses
of the contents of this House bill (House Report 91-413; floor debate reported in
Congressional Record of August 6 and 7).

2. Private Foundations, through action or non-action of A1U former Congresses
since the advent of the federal income tax, have been given a special preferred
status within the taxing laws. lOw, suddenly, we have a Congress which seem to
feel it has a mandate to punish private foundations, their benefactors end their
managers. As to Private Foundations, R.R. 13270 is not "reform," but "eradication"I
For examples
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a. Where will Private Foundations henceforth find their officers,
directors and trustees when persons holding such offices will be personally subject
to successive layers of punitive taxes and penalties for acts that might have been
incurred in good faith with no possibility of personal benefit?

b. Where will Private Foundations look for future financial support when
the persons and organizations historically responsible for their creation and support
are substantially prohibited from dealing with them or making further contributions
to them because of novel concepts of "self-dealing" or "excess business holdings"?

c. A Private Foundation that runs afoul of the new rules will not merely
lose its exemption (which would still leave it in a position, nevertheless, to carry
out its "charitable" objectives), but will be subjected to 100 percent confiscation
of all its assets.

3. It would seem that the limits of the interest of the citizens of the United
States (and hence that of their elected representatives) in the regulation of tax
exempt organizations would be to deny the exemption from taxation to any organization
that doss not conform to the national policies deemed to justify tax exemption. The
rationale of H.R. 13270 is that denying tax exemption has been ineffective (see
generally "Sumary Tax Reform Bill of 1969" prepared by the Staffs of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation and the Committee on Finance) and that only
unitive confiscation of the assets of a Private Foundation and/or those of its
managers" and "self-dealers" will suffice. -

4. It would appear that the draftsmen of H.R. 13270, utilizing the alleged
"sins" of a few Private Foundations as justification, have made a political decision
that all "charity" henceforth will be the exclusive province of government. If the
motivation were merely the correcting of "abuses," it would be hard to conceive of
a more -notable example of "overkill."

B. In Particular:

1. !M Sn Investment Income. This would seem the least objectionable 6f the
"reform" provisions regarding Private Foundations so long as the rate of tax is not
excessive. Implicit in Title I of H.R. 13270 seems to be the admission that revenue
agents and their superiors are insufficiently motivated to enforce existing law
relating to Private Foundations where the only "goal" is the possible loss of the
organization's tax-exempt status; hence, the preoccupation with new and massive
"taxes." Perhaps a 7 1/2 percent tax on investment income will defray the cost of
policing the balance of the existing law and render unnecessary the more punitive
provisions of the Act. The risk here is that the 7 1/2 percent rate is probably just
the opening wedge to total elimination of the tax-exempt concept in due course.

2. Self-Deoln . The abandonment of any concept of whether the Private
Foundation or the interests of "charity" are injured in any so-called "self-dealing"
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transaction seems extremely punitive. Literally, if a "disqualified" person
purchased 1000 shares of General Motors stock from a Private Foundation at twice
the undisputed market at the time of purchase, the "disqualified person" would
apparently be subjected to an "initial tax" of 5 percent on the Inflated price
paid and an "additional tax" of 200 percent of the "amount involved" if the trans-
action is not or can not be "corrected" within the time specified. In addition,
the officers and trustees or directors of the Private Foundation are subjected to
personal taxes of 2 1/2 percent and 50 percent (limited to $10,000 for each tax)
if they participated in the transaction.

This approach (and other approaches of Title I of H.R. 13270) suggests a total lack
of confidence by the House of Representatives in the ability of the judiciary to
distinguish situations which abuse the tax-exempt privilege and those which do not.

3. Excess Business Holdings. The typical small Private Foundation (as well
as some of the large) has been created by a successful businessman or his corporation.
He has been prompted to create a foundation by (1) a desire to share his success
with the less fortunate; (2) a desire to protect his business or family from the
ravages of other aspects of taxation; or (3) some combination of (1) and (2). So
long as the interests of charity arc not defeated or threatened by the inclusion of
an interest in a related business in the portfolio of a Private Foundation (a matter
the judiciary can determine under existing legal concepts), there would seem to be
no compelling reason to adopt the h3rsh prohibitions of H.R. 13270.

Enactment of the "Excess Business Holdings" concept will certainly have
a limiting effect on charitable donations and bequests from donors whose estates
are substantially one-asset estates. The proposed period for disposing of such
existing interests or those subsequently acquired by bequest will not solve problems
where the business interest is truly closely-held and there is no third-party market
except at a financial sacrifice.

One minor technical point: Apparently the draftsmen of H.R. 13270 are
not aware that a substantial number of estates are transmitted at death today by
revocable living trusts instead of by wills in order to avoid the disadvantages of
probate. The provision dealing with the dispositton of business interests acquired
from a decedent under a dispositive instrument executed prior to July 28, 1%9, etc.,
refers only to a "will" and ignores the possible use of a revocable trust. This is
a further example of the difficulties that exist when Congress tries to be too
explicit and leaves nothing to common-sense interpretation by the Courts.

4. Distributions of Income. Existing law, if enforced, would seem adequate
to deal with unreasonable failure of a Private Foundation to distribute its income
for charitable purposes. The proposal of H.R. 13270 would preempt investment
decisions of foundation managers and force investment (at this time) in high yield
debt-securities instead of equities, thereby foreclosing portfolio growth. Adainis-
tration of the proposed provision, with attendant annual valuation problem, would
seem very burdensome.
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5. Taxable Expenditures. Although existing law should be adequate, the
concepts of H.R. 13270 in this area do not appear entirely unreasonable.

6. Investments Which JeosprdIse Charitabl* Purnose. The "second-guessing"
opportunities of this provision strike the undersigned as frighteninSl Any
foundation Investment that goes sour could, apparently, involve the foundation and
its "mnagers" in painful argument and the peril of expensive non-persuaslon.
Although borrowed from existing Section 504 (a) (3), the scope of the new proposed
law is vastly broader, affecting all investments. The penalties are such that
(referring to A.2.a. above), what prudent individual will hereafter be willing to
serve as an officer, director or trustee of a Private Foundation?

The answer of H.R. 13270 to the evil that a "charitable purpose" may be "Jeopardized"
appears cynical in the extreme - confiscate the offending investment on behalf of
the government How doe; "charity" benefit from that solution?

7. Te.Loataon A( Private Foundation Status. One may also ask how charity
benefits irom the total or near total confiscation of a foundation's assets on
voluntary or involuntary termination of its tax-eiampt status as presently proposed.
Is this further evidence that the draftsmen of H.R. 13270 are not really concerned
about the role of private, a5 opposed to public, charity?

S. j & J . E fi~ln of eorts. It is a foregone conclusion that
the reporting requirements of Private Foundations under H.R. 13270 will be signifi-
cantly enlarged and complicated. Not only will the expenses of satisfying suc%
requirements doubtless be burdensome, but the possible $10 per day fine on "managers"
for late filing will be one more reason for a prudent man declining the office with
thanks.

There are, in addition to those discussed, many other provisions and details
of Title I of H.R. 13270 that appear alien to long-standing concepts of the role
of private charitable giving through Private Foundations. Whatever the bussa that
have crept into the o,,aration of some Private Foundations, it is respectfully
subatted, that they can be dealt with by effective administration of existing Ia.
The proposed new legislative remedy for the "problem" appears to fall short of
distinguishing between the baby and the used bath water and, hopefully, will be
repudiated by the Senate in Its current deliberations.

Very truly yours,

KINMlY & 1YMR

Milton E. Meyer, J.
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STOOMMT 0? C. VADYFL STANL'Z, Preident, Sftaley Foundation

I am the President, a member of the Board of Directors, and a co-founder of
TheStanley Foundation. I am a professional enginer and businessman, cur.
rently President of Stanley Consultants. Inc., International Consultants in
Engineering, Architecture, Planning, and Management, and Chairman of
the Board of HON INDUSTRIES Inc., a manufacturer of office furniture and
materials handling equipment.

The Stanley Foundation was established in December, 1956. From inception
its Board of Directors has been my wife, Elisabeth M. Stanley; my son,
David M. Stanley, a lawyer and member of the Senate of the State of Iowa;
my son, Richard H. Stanley, an executive vice president of Stanley Consult-
ants; and my daughter, Jane M. Buckles, a university professor and house-
wife.

The resources of The Stanley Foundation consist almost entirely of common
stock of HON INDUSTRIES Inc. which I have contributed to it over the years.
In addition, I have made limited cash contributions and we have received
cash contributions from others to help fiance specific projects. The Stanley
Foundation was granted exemption from tax under Section 50(c03) on May 22,
1959.

The Stanley Foundation has limited its activities to those consistent with the
intent of Section 501(cX3). It has distributed annually more than its adjusted
net income as defined in H. R. 13270 and has carefully avoided self-dealing
and other unethical practices restricted in H. R. 13270.

I support the prohibitions againt self-dealing (Section 4941); the required
distribution of income (Section 4942); the requirements for proving exempt
statue and taxing foundations which have evaded the law (Sections 507 A
508); and most of the limitations on use of assets and on activities (Sections
4944 and 4954). They are necessary and needed reforms and Congress
should enact them.

I offer comments in six other &reas of the proposed legislation: (1) the gen-
eral philosophy of H. R. 13270 as it affects private foundations, (2) discrimi-
natory legislation in favor of particular foundations in Section 6684, (3) the
tax on net investment income of all foundations in Section 506, (4) the particu.
lar restriction concerning travel expenses of certain governmental officials
in Section 4941, (5) the arbitrary percentage tests concerning stock ownership
limitations in Section 4943, and (6) unclear legislative intent in Section 4945.

-1-
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1. General Philosophy. One thrust of the portion of H. R. 13270
directed to foundations is that the costs of government should be borne by
those able to pay, including foundations. A second thrust is that private
foundations must use their funds for the purposes intended and avoid self-
dealing, accumulating funds, using funds for political action, and other pur-
poses incompatible with the basic purposes for which tax exemption is granted.

The second thrust should be demanded and assured of all founda-
tions that seek and are granted tax exceptions. Legislation should prohibit
abuses of the tax exempt privilege arid insure that all funds are for charitable
purposes broadly defined.

If such practice is assured, the taxation of foundations to bear costs
of government is contrary to the public interest and would reduce the social
benefits the nation derives from legitimate foundations operating in the fields
of charity and philanthropy. The ability to pay concept is clearly inappropriate
when directed towards taxation of funds that will be used charitably. As the
capacity of foundations to perform such functions is reduced, the deficiency
will inevitably be assumed by the public through taxation to support various
governmental agencies. I oppose the concept of taxation of foundations that
perform ethically and legitimately the functions which warrant tax exemption.

I strongly support adequate sanctions against inappropriate con-
duct on the part of the foundations and the deprivation of their tax exemption
in the case of uncorrected violations. Such sanctions should apply to all foun-
dations, not just those included in an arbitrary definition of "private founda-
tions."

2. Discriminatory Legisation. Section 101(K) of the proposed bill
is entitled "Effective Dates" and contains two tightly drawn exemptions designed
for two specific foundations from the ownership limitation provisions of Sec-
tion 4943. The exemption for each of these Is evidently based on a belief that
these foundations have not been guilty of kinds of action against which legisla-
tion is directed, have operated In a manner consistent with the rest of the pro-
posed legislation, and would be adversely affected by sale of their holdings.

This may be true. But it also is true of The Stanley Foundation
and, I am sure, of many others. Such specific exemptions indicate only effec-
tive political lobbying on the behalf of the affected organizations. They do not
indicate an attempt to conscientiously deal with the problems corrective legis-
lation has on foundations which have been operating in the manner intended of
them.

These provisions are patently Inequitable and grossly unfair to
the nurnorous other foundations, including The Stanley Foundation, that have
and innd to function in an ethical and legitimate manner.

If Congress desires to resort to exemptions to serve specific
foundations, I would be pleased to submit one that would fit The Stanley
Foundation.
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3. Tax on Investment Income. The proposed tax on investment
income of all private foundations is bad tax law. Tax Laws should encourage
legitimate charity and philanthropy. Encouragement should go to all founda-
tions, not just those who through the arbitrary formula avoid classmcation
as "private foundations." Any tax, whether I percent or 7- 1/2 percent, limits
the capability of truly charitable foundations. Moreover, it Invites the natural
upward progression of tax to bear the costs of government.

4. Expenses of Government Officials. For purposes of the taxes on
self-dealing, certain government officials are included in "disqualified persons,"
who cannot deal with foutdations except to receive nonexcessive payment of
compensation and expenses for services and expenses which are reasonable
and necessary to carry out the exempt purposes of the private foundation. In
addition, in the case of government officials, no compensation can be paid
and the only expenses which can be reimbursed are traveling expenses from
a point in the United States to another point in the United States.

If it is considered necessary to prevent even reasonable compen-
sation to government officials for actual services, reimbursement for actual
travel expenses ought not to be limited to travel between points in the United
States. The activities of The Stanley Foundation over the past several years
have included Conferences on the United Naticni of the Next Decade, involving
scholars and officials from all over the world. It is sometimes necessary and
desirable to hold these conferences outside of the United States. No compen.
satlon is paid to these participants, but their actmil expenses are reimbursed.
Expenditures otherwise reasonable and necessary should not be limited geo-
graphically.

5. Stock Ownership Limitations. The control shareholding limita-
tions in Section 4943 are not realistic -when they must be applied from the
smallest to the largest of corporations. The proposed legislation permits
only 20 percent of the voting stock of a corporation to be held by a foundation
and "disqualified" persons connected with it. Much less than 20 percent of
the voting stock will control large, very widely held corporations. Much
more than 20 percent is necessary to control smaller corporations, less
widely held. The legislation should recognize this fact with holding limita-
tions geared to the size and nature of the corporations involved.

In the case of The Stanley Foundation and its holdings of common
stock of HON INDUSTRIES Inc., 20 percent is far below the amount required
for control and no other individual or group has a holding adequate for control.

6. Unclear Leglslative Intent. Section 4945 taxing certain expendi-
tures of private foundations is excellent in its intent. No foundation should
engage in any form of political action or propaganda. Legislation designed to
prohibit and limit such activity should be encouraged. However, certain of
the chosen legislative language is unfortunately broad and unclear and on final
drafting should be clarified before final enactment.

For instance, Section 4945(c) includes as taxable expenditures
subject to the sanctions of that section: ". . . any attempt to influence legis-
lation through an attempt to effect the opinion of the general public or any seg.
meant thereof, and . . . any attempt to influence legislation through private
communication with any member or employee of a legislative body, or with
any other person who may participate in the formation of the legislation, other
than through making available the results of nonpartisan analysis or research."

-3-
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The Committee report indicates this section is meant to "preclude(s)
,ony direct attempts to persuade members of legislative bodies or government
employees to take particular positions on specific legislative issues and does
not extend to discussions of broad policy problems and issues with such mem-
bers or employee@. This is not directly apparent from the legislative lan-
guage and it is not clear to what extent a foundation's reports, discussions,
and other functions can be published and stay within the meaning of "making
available the results of nonpartisan analysis or research."
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Proposed Code Sections 49142 and 4947 in the 1969 Tax Reform Bill

impose a 100% tax on private foundation and non-exeqpt chAritable trust in-

come (or "minium= investment return") except to the extent the income is

promptly disposed of in nqualifying distributions". In order to prevent

avoidance of this tax, distributions to any "private foundation which is

not an operating foundations and to certain other charitable groups are

not recognized as qualifying distributions--but this rule is awlicable

oven though such distributee yrowtly maes a distributing which would have

been a "qualifyin& distribution if it had been mae directly by the orig-

inal charitable trust (or Drivate foundation). Since this result is mani-

festly not intended, this statement suggests technical amendments to Sec-

tion 4942 which would avoid this result.

STATEMMr

TYPICAL FACT PAT1TN: PRIVATE

CHARITABI, FOUNDAON AS B M-

FICIAY OF Cm mITAx TRST

The National City Bank of Cleveland is Trustee of a large testa-

mentary trust for the benefit of The Weatherhead Foundation, a tax exempt

charitable foundation incorporated in Ohio. The Charitable Trust assets

are to be held in perpetuity and the trust incme is payable to the Founda-

tion as earned. The Foundation treats all receipts from the Charitable

Trust as income, and distributes all of its income (including the Chari-

table Trust incoe) on a current basis. All of the Foundation's distribu-

tions are "qualifying distributions' within the statutory concept.

(6489)
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At the present time the Foundation is a grant making and not an operating

foundation; foAr out of five Meabers of the Foundation, and three out of

four Trustees of the Foundation, are mnWers of the decedent's family.

This typical fact pattern is the result of a desire to separate

investment decisions from responsibility for attainment of charitable ob-

jectives, and Is repeated with nmrus other private foundations.

THS PSOMa CBZ%= BY T3

MW IOYTIOS OF ==CIO 1.912

Since there is no real question in ths typical fact pattern

of unreason accimealations of Income intended for charity, we asm

that there is no Intention to tax the Charitable Trust 4n Under pro-

posed Sections 4942 and 497. Nonetheless, because of the lndting def-

inition of "qualifying distribution' contained in proposed Section 4942(g),

It appear that the tax my apply. We propose a siq p solution by iii ef-

feet treating the Foundation's distributions as thu made by the Trot.

If these sections are heated failing to credit" the Charitable

Trust with "qualifying distributionsm mede by its beneficiary, the Chari-

table Trust and the Foundation (and others tiullarly situated) would

eventually be taxed out of existence. Sueh a confiscation of ssets

would raise Constitutional questions and would not serve to father any

announced or letimate objective of tax reta.

The solution which we propose to this technical problem is a

modflcatiob of Section 4942(g) pursuant to which any non-ezxet trmt
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subJect to section 112 or other private totdati. wou ri rcolvv credit

for "W utualfying 4,d:triu10to me& in a timely mier by a charitable

beneficiary of the trust or foundation. Opeifically w vproe. that

Section 4942(g) be amended bY adding the following Pasreab (3) tbetot

"(3) QM1V= D15'1133T1 BY 3ncIAB -

If a recipient of a distribution uibie (1) is mde
by the formation to accoalish one ow re of the pw-
pones described in section 17O(o)(2)(B)o but (Ui) is
not a qualifying distributions Mw out or eto Mil
any part w all. of such distribution in a nw such
that such paymt at setting aside by the recipiset
would have been a lqu&LUIfyg distribution' under
pu'eb (1) or pearaph (2) it =,e at that tim
directly by te foundation, then to the 4Ktet that
such distribution by the foundation is so paid out ow
&at aside by the rwe it shall be treated a a
qualifying distribution by the founmtion.
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STATEMENT OF
DR. CHARLES L. McCLA.SKEY

PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF FOUNDATIONS, INC.

SUMMARY

1. Tax on investment income This tax is self-defeating; it will in a
short time reduce the net aggregate of foundation income now passing
to charity so low that private charity cab exist only if subsidized
by the Government, or by higher taxes. It is "robbing Peter to pay
Paul."

2. Prohibitions on self-dealing. Not opposed in principle; matter greatly
exaggerated; widespread abuse does not now and has never existed. Of
the 4,335 audits by IRS of private foundations (1964-67) only 82, less
than 2%, warranted recommendation for revocation of tax exemption. We
maintain this matter can be best handled by private foundations through
self-regulation under the Association's Code of Ethics.

4. Stock ownership limitation: This provision is unconstitutional on two
grounds; (1) It is an ex post facto law passage of which is forbidden
by Article 1, Section 9, Clause 3, and (2) It purports to take property,
"without due process of law" in violation of the (v) Article of Amend-
ment of the Constitution of the United States. It cannot apply to
existing private foundations and it is of highly doubtful legality if
applied to private foundations created after its passage. Congress
cannot do by indirection - such as a requirement for tax exem tion -

that which it has no legal authority to do directly. This protsion
which voices an imaginary fear of transactions between foundations and
corporations goes back into legislative history many hundreds of years
as it is akin to the Statute of Mortmain whose fears have long been
proven unfounded and we had thought forgotten.

6. Other limitations. We quote an article, entitled, "ARE TAX WRITERS

VIOLTING LAW", written by David Lawrence, which appeared in the
Evening Star, Washington, D.C., Auguat 28, 1969.

8. Change of status, As a penalty for relinquishing its tax exempt status
this provision imposes upon a private foundation a tax equal to the
aggregate tax benefits granted through tax exemption from December 31,
1912. It rejects all tax exemption legally granted for the last 57
years. This provision is ex post facto and forbidden by Article 1,
Section 9, Clause 3, of the Constitution of the United States. If this
type of proposal were enacted then all citizens would lose their pro-
tection under tpe law and, of course, their confidence in the stability
of their Goverefe nt.

Comments: Mention of adverse propaganda about; private foundations;
the extent of the havoc from the passage of t'ae Tax Reform Act of 1969
(H.R. 13270) in the field of private philanthropy; and that the worth
and charitable deeds of private foundations afe great national assets
that must be preserved not destroyed.
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STATE

1. Tax on investment income (see. 101 (a) of the bill and new sec.

506 of the code).

This tax is self-defeating. It will contribute little to the

public welfare but there is the strong probability that it will

eventually increase the tax burden of the average taxpayer. This

tax would be totally unlike any other. This anomaly, where the

collection of a tax is not a benefit but a detriment, to the public

interest arises frcm the fact that all of the private foundations'
net income now goes toward philanthropy, thus, the levying of a

tax would decrease the amount passing to charity. Even if the tax

were earmarked for return to charity it would be reduced by heavy
collection and administrative costs. The revenue increases are

estimated at $65 million the first year, $85 million in the fifth
year and $100 million by the tenth year. If these vast sums are

withdrawn yearly from the support of private charity it will only

be a short time until these services will degenerate to a point
where there will be a widespread public demand for a Government
subsidy which in turn will increase the tax burden of the average
taxpayer. To levy this tax upon the assumption that it will

benefit the public is a cruel delusion. If the 7-1/2 percent
tax rate is raised which it most likely will be the day of

account will come sooner. This tax would be a classic example
of the folly "robbing Peter to pay Paul." We oppose the enact-
ment of this proposed tan into law.
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2. Prohibitions on self-dealing (sec. 101 (b) of the bill and new
sec. 4941 of the code).

Prohibitions on self-dealing are not opposed in principle. Our
position is that this matter of self-dealing has been greatly
exaggerated, that widespread abuse does not now exist and has
never existed. The audit experience of the Internal Revenue
Service shows during fiscal years 1964-67, 4,335 audits of pri-
vate foundations were made and only 82 (less than 2%) warranted
recommendation for revocation of tax exemption. Former Comis-
sioner of Internal Revenue Cohen testifying on November 16, 1967
before Subcomittee Number 1, Select Committee on Small Business,
U. S. House of Representatives, said, "I do not intend to suggest
that all or even a large percentage of the exempt organizations
require surveillance. We believe our audit experience indicates
rather conclusively that a great majority of the exempt organiza-
tions, including private foundations, are complying with the
requirements of the tax laws."

We believe that the situation can beat be managed by private
foundations voluntary self-government under the Association's
Code of Bthics, which is as follows:

C O A ETHICS

Preamble

The National Association of Foundations, Inc., in order

to inspire public confidence, affirm the fairness of the
self-assessment tax process and to indorse the basic prin-
ciple of promoting private philanthropy through tax-exemption,
does proclaim ethical standards of conduct for foundations
as follows:

1) Be ever mindful that they are organized

for philanthropy and not for private gain.

2) Recognize that they hold a public trust.

3) Realize that tax-exemption imposes special
obligations to operate solely in the public
interest.
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4) Never permit a foundation to be used for the
self-service or private interests of its donors,
trustees, directors, officers or employees.

5) The foundations recognize the need to make distri-
butions annually commensurate with their incomes
and consistent with their respective charters.

6) To make investments as a prudent man would in a
fiduciary capacity.

7) Willingly furnish required information when
requested by duly constituted local, State and
Federal authorities.

c The National Association of Foundations, Inc. 1963

4. Stock ownership limitation (sec. 101 (b) of the bill and new
sec. 4943 of the code).

Our opposition to this provision is based upon the fact that
we consider it to be unconstitutional on two grounds, to wits

First: It is an PA 22a recto law whose enactment is
prohibited by Article I, Section 9, Clause 3,
of the Constitution of the United States,
which states, "No Bill of Attainer or ex post
facto Law shell be passed."

The term "ox post facto" is defined as "Done or made after a
thing but retroacting upon itu retrospective as, an eg
CotO law is any law enacted with a retrospective offe,t."

It is clear and beyond the scope of doubt or argument that the
mandatory stock divestment requirements and sanction. of this
provision are ex go # because in 1969 they would declare
stock ownership acquired PRIOR thereto illegal and impose
sanctions for continued ownership. If this type of legislation
were not prohibited by the Constitution no one could feel in
1970 secure in the title and ownership of property acquired in
1969. It is of no significance that this provision is proposed
in connection with the requirements of a tax exemption, because
an ex post facto law is unconstitutional no matter whit the
objective may be. Certainly, Congress would not employ an un-
constitutional means to enforce a requirement for tax exemption.
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It is evident that this provision of the bill can be applied
only prospectively, that is to those private foundations
formed after its enactment; there is in our opinion, serious
questions as to the validity of the provision against private
foundations created after its enactment.

We contend the provision is unconstitutional.

Second It deprives private foundations of property
"without due process of law" in violation of
the (v) Article of Amendment of the Constitution
of the United States.

The mandatory language of a statute is not "due process of law"
within the meaning of the term as used in the Constitutional
Article of Amendment.

The reasons given for the necessity of this provision are both
suppositive as to facts as they are unrealistic. The presumable
conflicts of interest between business and foundations simply
does not happen. It ta a remote potential not a fact. Insofar
as concerns alleged unfair competition foundations have to pay
an unrelated business tax the same as owners of business have
to pay an income tax.

Aside from being unconstitutional this provision is open to
another fatal objection. Congress cannot do indirectly what it
cannot do directly. Certainly it could not pass a law limiting
citizens' ownership of corporate stock to an arbitrary percentage,
therefore, it cannot lawfully limit foundations' ownership of
corporate stock to an arbitrary percentage, as a condition prece-
dent to the allowance of a tax exemption. Requirements for the
allowance of a tax exemption must be constitutional, prospective
and reasonable.

This provision which voices an imaginary fear of transactions
between foundations and corporations goes back into legisla-
tive history many hundreds of years as it is akin to the
Statute of Mortmain, whose fears have long been proven un-
founded and we had thought forgotten.

6. Other limitations (sec 101 (b) of the bill and new sec. 4945 of
the code).

Our views regarding this provision are best expressed in an
article by David Lawrence, which appeared in the Evening Star,
Washington, D.C., Thursday, August 28, 1969 as follows:
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"ARE TAX WRITERS VIOLATING LAW?"

"Perhaps the persons who drafted the tax bill which passed the
House of Representatives recently and now is pending in the
Senate didn't realize that some of the restrictions to be placed
on the operators of private foundations might be declared un-
constitutional.

"The House bill says that such organizations will lose a part of
their tax exemption if they engage in any activities 'to carry
out propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence legislation'
or 'to influence the outcome of any public election, including
voter registration drives carried on by or for such foundation.'

"The bill specifies that 'any attempt to influence legislation
through an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public
or any segment thereof', as well as any effort to influence
legislation by lobbying, would result in a tax equal to 100 per-
cent of the amounts spent for such activities. Also a 50 percent
tax on the amounts expended improperly would be levied on the
management of the foundation as a penalty."

"But the Supreme Court of the United States rules 20 years ago
that a labor union - which, of course, is tax exempt - cannot
be prohibited from "expressing views on candidates or proposed
measures." ****.

'The Supreme Court held that if the Corrupt Practices Act 'were
construed to prohibit the publication by corporations and unions
in the regular course of conducting their affairs, of periodicals
advising their members, stockholders or customers of danger or ad-
vantage to their interests, the gravest doubt would arise in our
minds as to its constitutionality."

"The high court in another case has also ruled that the tax
weapon itself cannot be used as a penalty to restrict freedom
of the press or freedom of speech. Private foundations, it will
be contended, therefore, have just as much right under the Con-
stitution as any other group to set forth their views on politics
or subjects of public concern. Hence, a dimunition of their tax
exemption because they have expressed opinions on public ques-
tions will certainly be challenged before the Supreme Court."****
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"The specific question that arises today, however, is whether
there can be discrimination in a tax law against one group while
another is permitted to carry on the same kind of activities.
Will labor unions retain their tax-exempt status as they engage,
directly or indirectly, in politLcs or propaganda on public
affairs?"

"Certainly, the Senate is confronted with some important prece-
dents by the Supreme Court which makes it difficult to tell any
private educational or charitable foundation that it will be
penalized when utilizing its right of expression on public affairs."

8. Change of status (sec. 101 (a) of the bill and new secs. 507,
508, and 509 (b) of the code).

On page 39 of the Report of the Comaittee on Ways and Means, House
of Representatives to accompany H. R. 13270, a Bill to Reform the
Income Tax Laws, there are astounding statements, to wit: "***
your Committee has determined that organizations should not re-
ceive substantial and continuing tax benefits in exchange for the
promise of their contributions to society, and then avoid the
carrying out of these responsibilities. Accordingly, the bill
provides that an organization which was a private foundation **
for its last taxable year ending before May 27, 1969, may not
escape its obligations by relinquishing its exempt status unless
it repays to the Government the aggregate tax benefits (with
interest) that have resulted from its exempt status. It** The tax
benefits to be repaid in such a case are all of the increases in
income, estate, and gift taxes which would have been imposed upon
the organization and all substantial contributors if the organiza-
tion had been liable for income tax and if its contributors had
not received deductions for contributions to the organization.***
For purposes of computing the amount of the aggregate tax benefits,
all benefits available to the private foundation for taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1912, and all tax benefits on contri-
butions made to the foundation after February 28, 1913, are in-
cluded. In addition, interest on all such benefits shall be
added to the amount of the benefits computed, in the case of
each benefit, from the first date on which the added tax would
have been due if the benefit had not been available."

It is unbelievable that the bill contains a provision which pro-
vides for the denial of all legal tax exemptions which have been
granted to a private foundation for 57 years before its passage,
and holds the private foundation liable for all tax forgiven or
exeipted during that period, purely as a punitive measure against
the private foundation for relinquishing its exempt status.
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If this type of legislation is permitted all citizens lose the
protection of law and, of course, confidence in the stability
of Government.

Because it disturbs and reacts upon by total denial conditions
which have existed with the full sanction of law for the last
57 years, this provision of the bill is clearly Sx 2j WU
and its enactment into law is prohibited by Article 1, Sect ion
9, Clause 3, of the Constitution, which reads#

"No ** ex post facto Law shall be passed."

Comments, Since early in 1962 there have appeared articles in

the public press which, although based 98% on mere assumption of

fact, they, nevertheless, have prejudiced the general public against

private foundations and have c7:eated wa distorted public image' of

them. This propaganda seem *.o be reflected to some extent by the

language and passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13270). This
is unfortunate for the general welfare. The worth and deeds of them
are too much of a national asset to be destroyed. The real benefi-
ciaries of the havoc thick. bill would do in the field of private
philanthropy are the millions of young, old and infirm, sick and
helpless treated by our hospitals, the students in our colle94 and
universities, innumerable research projects in medicine, scierkce,

health, education and the support of religion and social welfare. The
more than a billior of dollars given annually by private foundations
to support the philanthropy of the nation must be preserved not destroyed.
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Statement of Dr. Malcolm Moos
President, University of Minnesota

These comments are offered from the perspective of one who is

currently the president of one of the nation's largest public universities and

was formerly a program officer of the Ford Foundation.

I should like to limit my attention to those aspects of the proposed Tax

Reform Act of 1969 (H. R. 13270) which seem to me to have important and

negative Implications for public and private higher education, and the vital

supportive role that the best of our foundations provide to both. The word

"best" is used advisedly; I have no desire to protect those who would mask

their profit-makitig or political or ideological activities by identifying their

organizations as educational foundations. On the other hand, I hope to demonstrate

that both public and private education in this nation are in need of greater,

rather than less, support from the legitimate foundation activities threatened

by the proposed reforms.

I should also like to point out that I am personally in favor of major

reform in our tax legislation, and I do not know a single responsible member

of the higher education community who is not. First of all, as observers and

students of the national scene (and taxpayers ourselves), it is clear to us that
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inequities and potential for abuse in our current tax structures cripple the

morale of taxpayers and raise legitimate questions from them about the

degree to which they should be expected to subsidize the opportunism of others.

Nothing except broad reform measures, of the scope contemplated by the

Congress. can restore the integrity of American tax policy. Second, since

the legitimate needs of public higher education in America will require additional

tax revenues and since the availability of these additional funds depends on the

continuing good faith of taxpayers, the American citizen must not become cynical

about the burden of taxes he bears or the uses either of tax revenues or of

funds exempted from taxation. Both reason and self-interest argue for

major tax reforms.

However, I do take exception to some of the details of the legislation

before this committee. In my judgment, they will have unfortunate consequences

for universities. I also believe that Congress would not wish those

consequences to occur. The health, and possibly the independence and autonomy

of many of our institutions can be seriously damaged by the provisions which affect

individual and foundation giving to public and private higher education.

- USE OF PRIVATE FUNDS -

Private gifts constitute vital income for the nation's institutions of higher

education, both private and public. A state university like the University of

Minnesota, of course, is not so dependent on gift income of various kinds for

its general operating costs as a private university. I am certain that the private

universities can adequately describe both their presently dire financial straits

and the damage that reductions in gifts of various kinds wouId do. For some of

them, their very existence would be threatened.

33$ 0- TO -10. I ofI - 2$
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For all of them, the uncertainties add further to the already grave

discussions of whether dual private and public systems of higher education

sustained :n the United States. I need not list the many reasons for the opinion

of the higher education community in this country that the nation is best

served through widely differing approaches to support organization and

instruction in higher education. Any threat to the financial support and therefore

to the quality and quantity of private higher education is a threat to all of

higher education.

But private income plays an essential and irreplaceable role in public

higher education, as well. At the University of Minnesota, for example, the corn-

pleate budgeted expenditures of private resources totalled about $31 million during

the past five years. These expenditures, of course, constituted a small pro-

portion of the total University budget for that period of time, but analysis of

those expenditures is revealing. They have an importance far beyond their

amounts in dollars and cents.

1. Budget amounts from private sources are increasing substantially

in total dollars and aa., provide an increasing proportion of the University's

income. In the year ended June 30, 1969, the University of Minnesota spent

$9,254. 925 from these sources, up nearly 40 per cent from the previous year. In

the year ended Jne 30, 1969, expenditures from these sources made up 4.5 per

cent of the University's total budget, compared with 3. 3 per cent four years

earlier. Furthermore, the University of Minnesota is not alone in this regard.

Efforts to improve investment of university funds and solicit greater support

from private sources have-paralleled the huge increase in higher education

enrollments throughout the nation and the accompanying pressure on public

sources of support.
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2. Private support has been used for purposes absolutely critical to

the excellence and progress of the University of Minnesota - purposes for

which public funds could not be available at the opportune time or could not

be available at all. For example, the following efforts undertaken at the

University of Minnesota during the past five years could not have been

accomplished without substantial or complete funding from these sourctfs:

a. The initiation of the Center for Programmted Learning

b. The initiation of the Department of Family Practice and Community

Health in the College of Medical Scienes

c. The Community-University Health Center

d. The Office for Advanced Drama Research

e. Research on problems in law and society

f. The initiation of a program for low income minority st tents

In short, the University of Minnesota depends on private resources for

special efforts that are vital to its development and its relevance to the

society of the 1970's, but for which public support is, for one reason or another,

umv&able.

3. The capacity of a university to meet the demands of the public

is directly tied to the availability of these private funds. Without them and

the extra resources they provide, a university is loe flexible, less innovative.

les dynamic then it must be if it is to be truly excelieat and responsive. With

them, it can make the moves, undertake the studies, catalye thae change,

strengthen the weaknesses, create the new units .- meet the demands that are

not susceptible to regular, proportionately increased state and fede ril

appropriations. These are the hard and real demand of a rapidly chasing

and problem-ridden society which historically has turned to its resources of
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public higher education to address itself to these needs. It is ironic that so

often it is the support by private gilt or foundation that really enables the

public university to do what the public demands of it. One important example

at the University of Minnesota is the development of a new program in Family

Practice and Community Health, which was made possible by a grant given by

the Louis W. and Maud Hill Family Foundation. The development of this program

was in response to the public demand of Minnesota that our health care

delivery system is presently inadequate to meet the demands for health services.

4. Clearly many of the resources of a university that give it special

distinction as a community or national resource are the direct result of gifts

facilitated by the tax provisions which are under question before this committee.

Works of art, collections of private papers, books, and even whole libraries

often come into the possession of a university, museum, or other institution

as gifts with tx relief implications for the donors. Such gifts then become

public resources, where they once were pr, e and unavailable to t.eir

communities. They enhance the institution and the community and help the

university to serve its historic role of heightening the quality of life in the

society through the careful stewardship and cultivation of educational *resources.

-WEAKNESS IN THE LEGISLATION-

Under Sections 101 and 201 of the proposed legislation, H.R. 13270, there

could be serious disruption of these vital resources.

I. The proposed legislation would make gift planning extremely compli-

cated for individulI donors, especially where appreciated property is involved.

The tax advantage to the donor, though it fortunately remains a significant one,

would be less than under the present law. How much that one fact will affect

the volume of private contributions is unclear. But even more important is the

/.0-
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difficulty of estimating how much the tax advantage would be at any onot time.

In a given situation the planning of a large gift.of appreciated property involves

so many indefinite and interdependencies that a donor miCht be persuaded to do

nothing at all, especially since the tax advantage is decreased in any case from

its present status. While there is definitely a need to place some limitations

on deductibility and avoid relieving donors from having any tax obligations

at all, it it unfortunate from our standpoint that the proposed changes should

compound ehe effects of limiting deductions by adding a good deal of confusioA

to the computation.

2. By discouraging large gifts, the proposed regulations would complicate

the use of these gifts by the institutions which receive them. Large gifts have

a double advantage for an institution like the University of Minnesota, for they

cut the proportional costs of fund-raising at the same time that they make it

possible for the institution to make better plans for their use. A single gift,

if it is large enough, may be dedicated to a single, independent, long-range

use, thus providing assurance of future availability of funds for that purpose.

The Umitation on gifts of appreciated property to 30 per cent in the case of

individuals appears certain to reduce the sise of gifts.

3. To the extent that these laws and regulations bring a general

reduction in private giving to the University of Minnesota or other educational

institutions -- or even a reduction in the rate of Increase of giving -- the pro-

posed laws will increase the pressure on students and federal and state treasuries

for support of higher education. This is a time of significant change in higher

education, and of phenomenal growth as well. Throughout the nation, state

governments are reaching the limits of their ability to finance public needs and

retain the good will of taxpayers at the same time; and the difficulties of federal
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financing of public education need no elaboration before this body. The result

is that students in public institutions of higher education are being required to

provide an escalating share of the costs of that education. At the same time,

institutions are struggling to maintain quality instruction in the face of increased

numbers and costs, while they are faced with constant and justified demands

to provide education that is more relevant to our complex and technical society.

The members of this committee are well aware of the increasing demand

for student assistance funds. In the case of loans a nearly unbearable debt

burden is placed on students who are not fortunate enough to have their educations

financed for them. To the extent that universities are caught between pressure

to limit taxation and this anticipated reduction of private financing, the visible

remaining source of income is our students. The proposed changes in tax

legislation, while they do not affect public institutions as harshly as private

institutions, will nevertheless cause a greater hardship for our students.

- FOUNDATIONS -

4. Finally, there i little doubt that the proposed regulations will

adversely affect both the fund-raising and fund-distributing capacities of our

private foundations. As a matter of fact, that appears to have been at least

partly the intention of the House bill.

As I stated earlier, I have no interest in protecting any organization

that tries to dignify Its political, profit-naking, or ideological thrusts through

the protections that have been provided to private foundations under our laws.

But it is absolutely vital to distinguish those misuses of the law from the

legitimate and very valuable support and services provided by our best founda-

tions to American higher education in particular and to the American society in

general.
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a. First of all, every effect of the proposed tax reforms on private

giving is an effect on foundations as well. Like the universities, they receive

and manage gifts from individuals, using the proceeds for thoir own research

and support efforts, many of which are carried on in the universities. Their

gifts to the universities, in turn, assist those institutions in the same way

that private gifts assist them -- by providing support of critical efforts for

which funds would otherwise not be available. A qualifying foundation under

the proposed law, then, will suffer from the same problems and the univer-

sities will suffer the effects of those problems in potentially reduced income.

b. Besides the total value of the support universities receive from

our legitimate foundations, there are other important functions they provide

as well. In Its relationship to a university, a foundation reduces the costs

of fund-raising for that university by acting as a sort of broker. To the

extent that the proposed law reduces the capacity of the foundations to accept

and distribute funds, it will complicate the fund-raising activities of individual

institutions, which have in the past had a dependable and flexible intermediary

in the private foundation. The impact of these laws would be especially great

in the contribution of appreciated properties to foundations.

c. The weakening of the role of foundations in higher education would

reduce the contribution foumdationS make to the improvement of hikher education

as well. Many private foundations not only act as convenient resources for the

collection and distribution of private funds to universities, but also function as

coordinators of research and support of specific matters of substance.

A foundation may undertake to study a particular issue or procedure --

for example, the development of university information management systems --

and thus estabhsh itseU as a national resource in that field. Through such a
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function, the foundation reduces the necessity for overlapping studies in indivi-

dual universities and increases the possibility that an acceptable common

practice can be established. Such efforts are expensive and require resources

which are not available in a single institution. The foundation can commit

the required funds centrally and coordinate the use of resources -- functions

which no individual institution can manage.

In this function, in fact, private foundations provide a desirable alter-

native resource to the involvement of the federal government in such efforts,

since the federal government is the only other institution which can muster the

financial resources and operate throughout the nation to make use of resources

in individual institutions.

d. For foundations which make these contributions to American higher

education, perhaps the most unprecedented and undesirable aspect of the

proposed legislation is the 7 1/2 percent tax on investment income of the founda-

tions. The effect of this taxation would be a direct reduction in the amount of

funds available to universities through the foundations, thus striking at the

support of the vital university efforts outlined above. For foundations involved

in legitimate educational efforts, this siems unnecessarily punitive.

The Louis W. and Maud Hill Family Foundation in St. Paul is

heavily involved in grants to institutions -of higher education, including the

University of Minnesota, and has provided information that indicates that

the 7 1/2 per cent tax, exclusive of tax on e~pital gains, would diminish the

amounts available annually for grant purposes by at least $177, 000. This

relatively small foundation supported efforts at the University of Minnesota

amounting to more than $600, 000 during the fiscal year ending in 1969. If it
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should determine that the University of Minnesota must bear the entire brunt

of its new tax-paying status, more than one-fourth of the critically-needed funds

from this foundation would disappear from the University's budget. However, if

it were to distribute the reduction, essential efforts would be curtailed in the

institutions to which the Foundation provides grants. There simply would be

that much less money available for distribution. And, as the spokesman for

the foundation points out, "Of course, all foundations would be subject to the

same tax and would have less funds for grant-making purposes. " Furthermore,

if capital gains income should be taxed in this foundation, the loss to grant-

receiving institutions would be approximately doubled. Interestingly enough,

this loss to institutions would be a loss to those organizations which the proposed

legislation, for the most part, specifically excludes from taxation.

It makes little sense to require taxes to be paid from funds which would

have supported cancer research and student assistance programs but not from

those which support the self-serving activities of trade associations and other

lobbying organizations. The tradition of Congressional treatment of charitable

organizations has been to place them in a favored position. If there are deficiencies

in the present tax law, I strongly believe that Congressional acumen can resolve

them in a manner consistent with the traditions that have fostered support

rather than diminished it. It is difficult to see why the Congress should change

that emphasis at a time when educational and charitable causes need strengthening.

Finally, as a student of government stretching across a quarter century of

teaching at Johns Hopkins, Michigan, ard Columbia, I find the sections of the

bill that would muzzle groups from making representations before Congress

appalling. Such a sweeping restriction would tend to stifle the very breath o!'
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a pluralistic society and in my Judgment ought to be eliminated.

- CONCLUSION-

Perhaps the House of Representatives, faced by the praiseworthy

pressures for general tax reform, did not give adequate consideration to certain

less visible implications of the proposed tax reform bill. The leadership of

American higher education, both private and public, hopes these critical isues

will receive careful consideration before action is taken in the Senate. Speaking

as the president of one of the largest public universities in America who has

had experience with private foundations from both perspectives of grant-receiver

and foundattin officer, it seems to me that the following specific recommendations

should be considered by this committee:

1. At the same time that limitations are placed on the deduetibility

of charitable contributions, including gifts of appreciated property, ways should

be found to formulate deductibility so that the complexity of computation does

not increase the likelihood of reduced gifts to institutions which need them

so badly.

2. In considering the possible reduction in total giving which this proposed

law may bring aboutfurther attention should be paid to the public benefit which

are achieved by the donation to institutions, libraries, and museums of paintings,

books, and collections of valuable papers.

3. In establishing the amount of deductibility of charitable gifts, and there-

fore assessing the degree to which the federal government should, in effect,

encourage such gifts, attention should be given to the public benefits which flow

from those gifts -- specific research and educational efforts which make it

possible for public s well as private institutions to improve their service to

students and the society; the widely accepted viewpoint that the educational
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quality of our institutions of higher education and the educational health of the

nation both require strong private as well as public efforts in higher education;

the relief that these gifts provide to state and federal governments and students,

all of whom otherwise bear the burden of supporting a growing and changing

higher education system in the Nation; and, therefore, the need to encourage

increases rather than decreases in private gifts to higher education.

4. Serious consideration should be given to alternatives to the 7 1/Z per

cent tax on foundation investment income and stock ownership limitations by some

means which will meet the .egulatory necessitities, but not weaker the capacity

of these foundations to support vital activities either within the foundations or

at the nation's universities. Alternatives are available to cover the costs

of investigating and regulating the activities of foundations which would meet

the recognised need to maintain constant examination of foundation activities.

without penalizing institutions assisted by the foundations or reducing the clear

public benefit that legitimate foundation activities now provide.

5. Finally, tax legislation that affects the income of public and private

higher education should always be considered in the context of the important

question of possible alternatives to the contribution made by foundations to research,

instruction, arid management of American higher education. Greater dependence

on the federal government for financial and management support is the only

alternative I can visualize.
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S'TAT4fVIT OF 'C't?111,N 'I11CATIO P'ARD, prerntWd by
Governor Mills T. Oodwin, Jr., of Virginia, retiring chairman,
and Governor 9uford Ellington, of Tennessee, inecing Chairman of
the Board

The Southern Regional Edication Board (SREB) has a gen-

uine concern regarding some of the provisions of the Tax Reform

Bill (H.R. 13270) affecting the treatment of private foundations.

Prompted b] this concern, the Board desires to make known to the

Finance Coraittee of the United States Senate the Board's views

on such provisions.

I. BACKGROUND AND ACTIVITIES OF SEB_.

SREB is the operating agency of the ration's first in-

terstnte compact for higher education. Created .in 1948 at the

direction of the Southern Governors' Conference, CREB is a pio-

neer in regional planning and action and in effective multistate

use of higher educational resources.

Fifteen stat j are now members of the compact: Texas,

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, North

Carolina, Maryland, Mississippi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, West

Virginia, Tennessee, and Virginia.

The Board has no coercive power over any state ox in-

stitution. Its success depends entirely upon the interest &id

cooperation of the states and institutions.

SREB conducts cooperative programs aimed at providing

better undergraduate, graduate, professional and technical edu-

cation for all citizens of the South.

The Board works directly with state governments, aca-

demic institutions and other agencies concerned with higher ed-

ucation to:
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(a) do research on the South's problems end needs in

higher education;

(b) provide consultant services to states and insti-

tutions on problems related to higher ejcation;

(c) find ways of solving these problems through re-

gional cooperation; and

(d) disseminate information on higher education

throughout the region.

SIUB is a catalyst for innovation in curriculum and in-

struction; a goalsetter concerned with the major problems of the

South and the role higher education tnust play in solving them;

a resource, conducting research, proting research by colleges

and universities, and offering consultation services to institu-

tions, states and agencies; a communicator, disseminating a con-

tinuing flow of meaningful news to the general public, the cnpus

community, state government and educational agencies and organi-

xations.

Reflecting the broadening concerns of higher education

today, the Board's activities cover a wide spectrum: computer

sciences, nursing, agriculture, instructional television, re-

source development, special education, international studies, in-

stitutional research, and mental health training and research.

Basic support for SRB comes from an annual appropria-

tion of $25,000.00 by each participating state. At present, ah

state also participates in the Board's mental health research and

training program and appropriates an additional $8,000.00 annu-

ally to support the program. Funds for special projects come

from federal agencies, private foundations and other organiza-

tions.
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Of the board's budget for 1968-69, state funds com-

prised 30 percent; grants from private foundations, 30 percent;

and federal funds, 40 percent. The "seed money" invested by the

states to operate the board has brought millions of dollars from

other sources for programs to improve higher education in the

South.

Private foundations have been an extremely important

source of support for SRB almost since it was oreted in 1948.

The support from private foundations varies from year to year but

the volume and nature of the support is of the utmost importance.

In the 1969-70 budget, support from foundations will be in excess

of $420,000.00.

The nature of the support of private foundations to

organizations such as SR35 is of particular significance. Much

of this support has been, and is, for innovative and experimental

study and programs - programs for which public funds are not

readily available. There is attached to this statement an appeq-

dix which briefly describes some of the recent or current pro-

grams supported from the private sector.

$3S would be seriously harmed - as would the cause of

education generally - if any legislation should be passed which

limited the Incentives for, or had a repressive effect upon, the

continuation of the type of support which has been so beneficial

to the region served by SRB and to the cause of *edictioa ge-

*rally in our nation. There is indicated below a brief reference

to some of the concerns of SUB as to some provisions of H.R.

13270.
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II. V!3WS OF SUB ON CERTAM! flVISIOIS OF ,I.R 13270.

A. Section 4942(g). Qualifying Distributions Defined.

,I. In General. For purposes of this section,

the term qualifying distribution meam - (a) any

amount paid out to accomplish one or more purposes

described in Section 170(c)(2)(b), other thf an=

distribution to (i) an organization controlled

(directly or indirectly) by one or more disquali-

fied persons (as defined in section 4946) with re-

spect to the foundation, (ii) a Drivate fouI dtion

which is not an onerating foundation (ag defLoa4

in subsection (t)(3)), or (iMi) an organization

which vould be a private foundation if it were a

domestic organization . . ."1 (Emphasis added.)

'H.R. 13270 generally requires private foundations to

distribute specified mounts each year. Section 4942(g) pertains

to the type of contributions which would qualify in determining

copliance with distribution requiremuts.

SRB is of the opinion that its purposes fall within

those described in 6170(c)(2)(b) and that SUEB qualifies as an

operating foundation as described in 14942(g)(3). However, aside

fromthe question a to whether or not SUB so qualifies, the-pro-

visions-of 14942(g) appear unduly restrictive. SUB is a 1501(c)

(3) organization which is exempt from tax under 1501(a). B

aat continue to qualify for such status each year, as do all

other 1501(c)(3) organizations.

SSB's concern Is that there be no question as to the

qualification of distributions for the support of the type of pro
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grms which have been, and are being, supported by private found-

ations. SREB works with and provides assistance to a large number

and variety of organizations which are involved in one phase of

education or another and which SREB would not wint to be harmed

by unduly restrictive qualifications for distributions from pri-

vate foundations. It would seem that any such organization which

qualifies, and continues to qualify, as a 1501(c)(3) organization

should qualify for distributions. If the requirements for quali-

fication as a 6501(c)(3) organization need review and possible re-

vision or if the activities of such organizations require greater

scrutiny, then this should be underLaken. However, attempts to

draw distinctions between such organizations are almost certain to

raise doubts about qualifying distributions and may result in ser-

ious injury to fine causes in the field of education. SRB would

hope that all organizations which continue to merit the beneficial

treatment accorded them under 1501(c)(3) would qualify as recip-

ients of distributions from private foundations.

B. Section 506. Tax on Private Foundation Investment
Income,

"(a) Imposition of Tax.--There is hereby imposed

for each taxable year on the net investment income

of every private foundation (as defined in section

509) a tax equal to 7 1/2 percent of such income."

The privilege of tax exemption is indeed an important

one and must be carefully guarded. Those seeking such status must

recognize their obligation of demonstrating, and continuing to

demonstrate, eligibility. Exemption from federal income tax has

been provided by Congress to encourage individuals and organiza-
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tons to provide support for activities which Congress deems bene-

ficial to our society. The wisdom of this policy has been proven

beyond question.

Any abuse of tax exempt status should be dealt with In

a manner coensurate with the extent of the abuse. However, the

tax suggested would apply to all private foundations and could,

we fear, have an extremly detrimental effect on the continuation

of the benefits which have come from private gifts and voluntary

action.

As a recipient of support from private foundations, SUB

would be indirectly harmed by the tentatively proposed tax, as

would many educational organizations with which SUB is concerned

and with which it: works. Further, it is feared that one inroad

into a tax structure which now reflects, and is a part of, a pol-

icy which has resulted in great benefit to many worthy causes

would lead to larger and broader inroads. If one type of t&x ex-

empt organization loses that status, this creates a genuine threat

to other organizations which are the beneficiaries of an overall

tax structure grounded on charitable purposes. In addition to in-

come tax exemption, many organizations are the beneficiaries of

exemption from ad valorem and other state and local taxes. Eligi-

bility for federal income tax exemption is frequently given con-

siderable weight in passing upon eligibility for exption from

these other types of taxes.

Certainly no one can justifiably condone abuse of tax

exempt status. However, such abuses can be eliminated by eforce-

ment of existing provisions of the law or, if not, these provLs-

ions may be revised or greater scrutiny provided. The tax imposed

33-85S 0 - 70 - pt.7 of 7 - 26
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in 1506 does not correct abuses; it applies with as heavy a hard

to the pure as to the impure; and could undermine, discourage and

weaken the typa of activity which Congress heretofore haa effect-

ively encouraged.

C. Section 4945(b). TAxbe Ixoenditure.

"For purposes of this section, the term 'tax-

able expenditure' means any mount paid or in-

curred by a private foundation (1) to carry out

propaganda,- or otherwise attempt to influence

legislation, (2) to influence the outcome of any

public election (including voter registration

drives carri6d on by or for such foundation . . ."

Our concern is with that portion of the above which pro-

hibits any mount paid or incurred to "attempt to influence legis-

let ion."

SRB works directly with stats goveomnts, federal

agencies, educational institutions and other organizations and

bodies concerned with education. As before stated, its support

comes from states, federal agencies and private foundations. It

engages in research, consultation, supervision of demonstration

and experimental programs and other activity designed to further

its objectives.

For example, 8UB provides consultation services to

states in the planning and coordination of h4her education, in-

eluding long range playing. Consultation is provided to states,

and all types of institutions with respect to icadele programs;

community service programs for acadfaic credit; the financing of
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versities and college@; establishing, expanding and improving

undergraduate social welfare curriculums, and in many other areas

of education. The very nature of such activities is such that the

results thereof could influence legislation in matters pertaiining

to education.

Subsection 4 of $4945 imposes a 100 percent tax ,n twe

private foundation and a 50 percent tax on the foundation's nan-

ager for expenditures described in 14945. Subsection 4 of 14945

specifically states that the 100 percent tax is imposed on a pri-

vate foundation which wakes a grant to another organization

(other than an organization described in paragraph 1, 2 or 3 of

#409(a)), unless the private foundation exercises expenditure re-

sponsibility with respect to such grants in accordance with sub-

section (f). There follows a subsection 5 which also imposes the

100 percent tax on the private foundation and a 50 percent tax on

the foundation manager who makes distribution for any pmvpose

other then for a purpose specified in 1501(c)(3). This latter

reference is to an organization operated exclusively for relig-

ious, charitable, scientific, testing for public safety, literary,

or educational purposes or for the prevention of cruelty to chil-

dren or animals, and it specifically excludes organiztions which

carry on propaganda or otherwise attempt to influence legisletion.

The present language in 14945(b) might raise questions

about the eligibility of SU3B for certain types of grvnts from

private foundations. We strongly urge elimination of that port

of the section pertaining to attempts to influence legislation.
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Mx. 20~CwszN.

This statement does not purport to reflect a study in

depth of H.R. 13270 or an exhaustive reaction to its provisions.

It is intended to substantiate SREB's concern as to the following:

(1) That the immense benefit which flows to this coun-

try from the charitable impulses of its people not be

jeopardized by legislation representing a radical de-

parture from a policy heretofore supported by Congress.

(2) That legislation in the nature of tax reform not

be used to remedy whatever abuses there may be under

existing laws but that, instead, the existing laws be

revised if necessary and enforcement be improved.

(3) That any legislation which is passed not be of so

technical a nature as to require the making of fine

spun distinctions which may result in irreparable htrm

to organizations and programs of unquestionable value

and desirability.

SOtHrgtH REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

Dy:_ _
Mills 8. Godwin, Jr., Oove r
of Virginia, Chairman, Sonutrn
Regional Nducation Board

..''fessee, Chrmaen, Southaern
Regional Education Board
(1969-70)
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APPENDIX TO STATDONT OF
SOUTHERN REGIONAL EDUCATION BOARD

ON TAX N MFOJM IL (H.R. 13270)

I. TO INSTITUTE FR HIGHER EDUCATIONAL OPMMNTW6 .

A relative newcomer created in April 1968, the insti-

tute is now active on several fronts. During the year, it com-

pleted reports on curriculum changes required to prepare Negro

students for new career opportunities, interinstitutional cooper-

ation involving traditionally Negri colleges, and the special

dollar needs of those colleges.

In the area of curriculum change, a follow-up project,

funded by the grant of a private foundation, is under way, sup-

porting intensive revision efforts at 12 predominantly Negro in-

stitutions. A second series of case studies of intercampus coop-

eration is now being prepared with financial assistance from an-

other private foundation. Publication is expected in early 1970.

Five junior colleges - in Florida, North Carolina and

Texas - are working with the Board in a three-year project fi-

nanced by a private foundation and aimed at determining how pub-

lic junior colleges can attract more black students and serve them

more effectively. Additionally, the institute staff is assisting

the State of Florida in a comprehensive examination of post.high

school educational opportunities for black students.

II. ARUTAL SCUMS.

Early this year, SU1B's Council on Graduate Education

in the Agricultural Sciences completed year-long consideration of

ways the predominantly white and Negro land-grant institutions

might cooperate to improve academic programs in agriculture. The
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Council's report, published in the spring, led to follow-up meet-

ings between the presidents, agriculture deans and extension ear-

vice directors of land-grant institutions in subregional areas.

These meetings will reach all of the =3 states.

A six-month project is now under way to develop a basic

course in animal science, which is expected to be a model for

schoo.Ls of agriculture throughout the region. This summer, the

Board will sponsor an institute in animal nutrition at the Uni-

versity of Georgia.

III. MULN EDUCATION.

In cooperation with the 124 institutions in the region

which offer degree programs in nursing, SR 's Nursing Education

Project this year carried out a variety of programs designed to

improve nursing education and reduce the critical shortage of

nurses in the south.

Programs included: a seminar series fo instructors in

medical-surgical nursing in master's degree programs; management

training seminars for deans of bachelor's and advanced deorew, pro-

grams, sponsored by Emory University; two regional workshops for

faculty members in associate degree program sponsored by the

University of Tennossee and the University of Mryland; and a

clinical training project in cancer nursing, directed by the Uni-

versity of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tmor Inatitute.

More than 150 deans and directors of Southern college

nursing programs attnded the semi-annual meetings of the Council

on Collegiate Education for NursLng,, the matn planing body of

the frsing Education Project. At one meeting the prime topic

was the federal Regional Medical Progrme, and at the other, cur-

riculum development in nursing.
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IV. OIvNwNI o E-DUCATION FOR JOMMALIfS.

Some four years ago SRUB began, with the support of a

private foundation, a pilot project in continuing education for

journLlists. The goal was to provide working newsmen with oppo)r-

tunities to discuss contemporary problems with experts from the

academic community, and thus to help the newmen improve their
performance. This January, after three and a half successful

years, the project cm to a happy conclusion. The original in-

tention was that it should become permanent, independent of SiUB,

and it is well on its way toward that goal.

The foundation and a now Southern Newspaper Publishers

Association Foundation are financing it jointly for a five-year

period, during which the foundation's support will decrease and

publisher support increase annually. If all goes well, the pro-

gram will be firmly established and entirely supported by SUPAF

six years from now. A development of this kind is particularly

gratifying to SREB, which seeks to spur new educational activities

that can become self-sustaining.

V. 20M scm -
3293's Computer Science Project this year completed a

national inventory of the use of computers in higher education

and undertook an ambitious two-year experiment with different

ways to supply computer facilities to small colleges for instruc-

tional purposes. The inventory, financed by the National Science

Foundation,, is regarded as the most up-to-date and comprehensive

collection of data about computer equipment, facilities and use,

plus computer science degree programs offered, at acme 2,000 uni-

versitie. and colleges nattiowdde.
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Twenty small colleges across the region are participating in the

current project, also supported by NSF. Nine are using terminals conroted

to university or commercial computer time-sharing centers, six have their own

small computers, and five are sharing a single computer. Techniques of com-

puter use for instruction, and attitudes of students, faculty and administrators

toward such instruction, are being studied and evaluated.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Breene Kerr. I am
a partner In a business consulting firm in Oklahoma City. I have served since
its founding in 1963 as Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Kerr Iounda-
tion in Oklahoma.

For many years I have participated it business, government, educational, and
charitable activities. This provides a background from which I speak to this
Committee regarding some very real concerns over the implications and effects
of the proposed Tax Reform Act of 1969.

I am certain it can be clearly demonstrated that proposed changes in personal
tax treatment have already had a negative effect on Investment decisions and on
individual giving to religious, educational, cultural, amid other charitable activ-
ities. If H.R. 13270 becomes the law, the effect would be even more pervasive.
It is, however, Title I of the proposed act and those provisions dealing with
private foundations to which I would address these remarks. 11.1t. 13270 as
proposed will In my judgment have such a negative effect on tax exempt private
foundations that their continued operation will be jeopardlzed. It would be
unfortunate indeed if the efforts to eliminate abuses that have been cited by
certain foundations resulted in the condemnation of all private foundations and
in legislation which limited the preponderant majority of these entities in their
support to vital and worthy activities benefiting essentially every community
In the country.

BACKGROUND AND GENERAL STATEMENT

For years the statutes have encouraged the formation and tax exempt opera-
tion of foundations which have been Set up for religious, charitable, scientific,
literary, educational, and other tax exempt purposes. These have been a remark-
able force for good in the country. They provide relatively small but vital
resources for a remarkable diversity of activities. In general these activities
have easily fit the established criteria for tax exemption. They function In areas
where Increasingly there are simply no other significant sources of support
except individuals.

To say that no abuses have taken place in private foundation operations would
be patently untrue. But to deny that the overwhelming majority of these activi-
ties have been immensely effective is to ignore the facts. Every major fund-
raising activity I know of looks to tax-exempt private foundations as a significant
source of support. Th.,. is one of the few resources which is readily availat-le to
local communities and responsive to them because generally they are under local
control. The proposed act would discourage their formation in the future and
severely constrain the continued operation of existing private foundations through
regulation by the Secretary of the Treasury. If the regulation which Is implied
by the proposed act and the other conditions which it requires are imposed, we
will severely limit one of the remaining expressions of independent and local
initiative which has been such a vital part of our economic system.

MINIMUM INCOME REQUIREMENT

The Act requires in effect that any private foundation earn a 5% yield on
its capital and subject to certain conditions distribute this on a current basis.
The Kerr Foundation of Oklahoma is typical of many foundations In not receiving
this kind of current return on invested capital. This Act would require paymcta
to be made each year from capital or in the alternative the reinvestment of
capital bonds or other forms of money type investments which would result
over time in the erosion of capital through inflation. Certainly some standards
could be established for yield on capital held by Foundations but these should
not be structured in such a way that they require the liquidation of assets
over time.

TAX ON INVESTMENT INCOME

The Act clearly established the principle of gazing the income, of tax-cempt
organization.. I have no quarrel with taxing an unrelated business operation.
However, the country takes a significant step and, in my view, an undesirable
one, when it in effect destroys the meaning of the tax exempt organization by
taxing it even though the rate initially might be thought to be modest. Others
have pointed out that this is not levied on the organization. The burden falls
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on the recipient of the foundation's grants or services by reducing directly the
resources available for these purposes.

ACCUMULATION OF INCOM.

Requirements on distribution of Income place a severe limitation on private
foundation operations, particularly in the case of operating foundations. Both
with respect to developing new areas of activities and in insuring continuity of
present operations, prudent administration requires that reserves be established
and that from time to time funds be accumulated in a reasonable manner for
implementing special programs. It is difficult or impossible to do this under the
requirements set forth in the proposed legislation. Although this would drastic-
ally affect operating foundations, it by no means suggests that granting founda-
tions are free from the same general problems.

SELr-DEALING

The area of self-dealing is one of proper concern to everyone. However, by set-
ting arbitrary conditions in the Act, perfectly legitimate, straight forward and
desirable activities would come under these prohibitions. Many services con-
tracted by the Kerr Foundation in Eastern Oklahoma would fall under these
strictures. Elimination of the situation would be relatively simple but would
serve only to add to costs of the Foundation by requiring the addition of per-
sonnel and equipment which would not be fully utilized or by denying to the
Foundation certain services which are not otherwise available. This situation
would occur in many places where operating foundations are active in areas
where trustees, officers, or employees either live or are active in business.
Standards of disclosure and requirements for arms length relationships are per-
fectly feasible and could insure against abuse.

TAXATION AS AN ZNrOROMENT MECHANISM

Throughout this Act taxes are employed to insure compliance. Self-dealing is
converted to dollar amounts and then taxed. Accumulated Income is taxed. If
investment Income is not at a prescribed level, the shortfall, which is nonex-
istent income, is taxed! Essentially all the enforcing mechanisms of this Act
are expressed as taxes on a tax exempt organization.

Under present laws the extreme penalty of denial of tax exempt status can
be involved. If criteria and standards need to be established, this can be done.
But I earnestly suggest that Title I is not the best means to achieve this.

PROPOSAL

Passage of the proposed act would Jeopardize the future of private foun4a-
tions Its impact would be felt in almost every community in his country. The
alleged abuses by certain foundations can be eliminated much more effectively
through other mechanics. And the effort to bring this about would, I'm sure, be
supported by the private foundations of this country.

A special commission or task force should be established to develop the stand-
ards and review procedures for insuring the compliance of private foundations
with the spirit of the law. Provisions for notice of exceptions and periods for
corrections and probation can be set. And ultimate action Involving loss of tax
exempt status can be provided.

Thi8 can be doiw. It can be done with the active participation and support of
the private foundations in both its formulation and implementation. It can be
a very effective means of limiting abuses. There are precedents for such self
policing activities in a number of areas. This approach would permit retaining
to the maximum extent the substantial advantages which the large number of
private foundations now provide while still effectively preventing the'alleged
abuses.

I urgently suggest action on Title I be delayed at this time. Substantial pro-
gress can be made in the next few months establishing a task force to deal with
this problem and progress could be reported to the Congress early next year.
A final decision could be reached during calendar year 1971 and incorporated in
legislation at that tim



DUTOH S8 COUNTY SOCIETY
FOR THE PREVENTION or CRU ELTY TO ANIMALS, INC.

Poughkecpsie, N.)'., October 17,1969.Hon. RUSSE:LL B. LOsO,
(Jhairman, Senate Finance Committeo,
Washington, D..

DEAu SENATOR LONG: At the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Dutchess
County Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals held at loughkeepsle,
New York on October 14, 190, a resolution was duly made, seconded and car-
ried empowering me, as president of the organization, to write you concerning
the hearings now taking place with regard to tt.R. 13270, Tax Reformi Act, 1900
with particular reference to Section 509 thereof.

In the State of New York, societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals
not only serve a humane function in the community, they also serve a quasi-
municipal function, being empowered to treat problems, with regard to animals.
that confront all communities, whether urban or rural, on behalf of the people
of the State of New York. Iv the urban areas they perform on a contractual
basis picking up, sheltering, placing up for adoption, when necessary, "putting
down the animals", and disposing of their carcasses.

In rural areas, they can, and in many cases do, operate in conjunction Iith
and in support of the Sheriff',, Office to provide similar services to the community.

New York societies ar formed under the Membership Corporations Law of
the State and are made up largely of volunteers who donate their time and
money to the alms above setforth.

The Corporation's funds are cared for by a Board of Directors, who are re-
moved from individual direct control of them. These societies, in most cases,
are of long duration. (Our particular society, for example, having been incor-
porated in the 1890's).

'his thumbnail sketch of our organization (and others of its type in the State
of New York), does not seem to be even a remote cousin of the 'private founda-
tion" which is attempted to be regulated by the proposed legislation now before
your committee. They reek of no evil; they do not operate with tax avoidance or
evasion as their purpose, principal or otherwise; they perform a humane func-
tion, and give aid to their respective communities.

Even though this is so, there is a strong possibility that our organization and
other organizations akin to it, would fall the tests setforth in the act as now
proposed, and become subject to income taxation.

The historical intention of H.R. 13270's predecessor was clear by the additioti
of an exemption of, '(5) a society for the prevention of cruelty to animals or
children." '

The omission of this language seems to be ill-conceived; not in accord with
your overriding purpose; a possible burden upon a group of public service organ-
izations. To require each organization of the type described to meet the test in
the proposed statute is to require a diversion of their efforts, and quite possibly
part of their funds from the purposes for which they are intended, donated and
presently used.

fince humane societies of the type described are not the target of your pro-
posed legislation; since they perform an important and necessary function In
many governmental structures; since they are, in many capes, being supported
by tax funds, directly or indirectly, and since clarity of the legislative intent.
in the body of a statute itself, is a virtue all too often forgotten, our organiza-
tion respeetfully requests that you will amend the propMsed hill, now before your
committee, so that Section 509 contains a provision which clearly excludes so-
cieties for the prevention of cruelty to animals or children.

This move can in no way dampen your purpose but your failure to take it can
cause great harm to the numerous organizations who are doing large amounts
of good in areas often-all too often-ignored by others.Rtespectfully,

oaReow W. PLASS.
Pre#dent, Roctety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

PAGE BLANK
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Low- and moderate-income housing proposals of Hon. John
Sparkman, a U.S. Senator from the State of Alabama

OTBER 14.. 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DF.A RussE.L: I have introduced an amendment to the proposed Tax Reform
Act of 1969 (M.R. 13270) which I believe can make an Important contribution
to our long range objectives to improve the quantity and quality of housing
development by privote Industry for use and ultimate ownership by low and
moderate income families.

The proposal would amend H.R. 13270 to provide that upon the sale of a
publicly assisted low and moderate Income housing project to or for the
benefit of persons of low or moderate income the seller would realize gain for
Federal income tax purposes only to the extent that the amount realized on such
a sale exceeds the cost, without adjustment for depreciation or recapture of de-
preciation, as determined under Section 1012 of the Internal Revenue Code. A
copy of my amendment is attached, together with an explanatory memorandum.

As explained more fully in the attached memorandum, it is a major ebjeetIve
of our National Housing Policy, as most recently articulated in the Housing and
Urban Development Act of 1968, to encourage private development of housing
for low and moderate income families by a combination of assistance by mortgage
guarantees, below-market interest rate, subsidies and rent supplements. A par-
ticular object of the 1968 Housing Act was to encourage private ownership of
housing by low and moderate income families by special government financing
of the sale of rental housing to tenants and organizations of tenants in these
income categories. These incentives were developed, as you know, on the foun.
dation of the then tax law which also provided tax incentives to real estate
developers in the form of depreciation allowances and interest deductions. It
was our expectation that these subsidies in the context of the then existing tax
structure would stimulate private industry to develop housing that low and
moderate income families could afford.

We are concerned that many provisions of HR. 13270, If approved by the
Senate In the form that they passed the House, could seriouslv undermine the
tax premise which we had hoped would enable us to accomplish our dual ob-
Jectives of private development and ultimate private ownershin of housing for
low and moderate Income families. I believe, however, that, without attempting
to tailor specially the various provisions of H.R. 13270, It should be possible to
protect these objectives by adoption of a provision along the lines of my amend-
ment to provide tax relief where privately developed rental housing is sold to
tenants and tenant rganlzatlons with low and moderate incomes.

After you and your staff have had an opportunity to review the amendment. I
would look forward to an opportunity to discuss It further with you and other
members of the Committee.

Sincerely,
JOHN SPARKMAN.

EXPLANATION OF AMXNDMZNT TO TAX RzFoRM A0T To POMOTm PRIVATE Drvu-
OPMENT AND ENANT ORIENTED OWNERSHIP OF LOW AND MODERATE INCOME
HousIo

INTODUMI"ION

The Tax Reform Act of 1969, H.R. 13270, proposes to modify substantially the
present provisions of the Internal Revenue Code related to real estate. Although
the bill recognizes a distinction between new housing and other real estate
development, It threatens to jeopardize the government's effort to promote the
private development of publicly assisted housing for low and moderate income
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families and the sale of such housing to tenants and tenant oriented organiza-
tions. That effort is built upon a combination of tax Incentives and subsidies.

It 19 prol)osed that JI.R. 13270 be amended to provide that upon the sale of
a publicly assisted low or moderate Income housing project to or for the benefit
of persons of low and moderate Income the seller would recognize gain for fed-
eral Income tax purposes only to the extent that the amount realized on such
sale exceeds the cost am determined under Section 1012 of the Internal Revenue
Code. A draft of the prolosepad amendment is attached as Exhibit A.

This amendment would maintain or Increase the continued interest of private
enterprise In the development of publicly assisted low and moderate income hous-
ing without any significant loss of revenue and without disturbing the other goals
sought to be achieved by the 'Tx Reform Act.

DISCUSSION

I. National IHousming Policy: To encourage private decmlopmcnt of housing for
loto upul moderate income occupants

A major objective of national housing policy Is to encourage private develop-
ment of housing for low and moderate income families. To promote this policy
Congress has established a number of federal assistance programs which are
designed so that, when combined with existing tax Incentives, they will stimu-
late private industry to develop housing that low and moderate income families
can afford.

The Housing and Vrban Development Act of 1968 extends national housing
po!ilcy by enacting new provisions of law Intended to facilitate home ownership
on the part of low and moderate income families. For example, that statute
added several provisions to the National Housing Act to permit the sale of
publicly assisted, existing rental housing projects to tenants on a condominium
basis, to tenant cooperatives, and to non-profit corporations and associations
established exclusively for the purpose of developing and owning low and mod-
erate income hou.4ng. Moreover, the Congress declared that to carry out the
programs of the 1968 Act as well as other housing programs "there should

-im, the fullest praeticable utilization of the resources and capabilities of private
enterprise."
Ii. Ta incentives ba8e to private participation in low and moderate housing:

prcsant fncentirvs not adequate
The President's Committee on Urban Housing has reviewed the combination

of dIret federal subsidy and tax Incentives available to stimulate the participa-
tion of private enterprise in the development of low and moderate income hous-
ing and the extension of home ownership to the residents of such projects. Be-
cause federally assisted housing programs limit cash return, the Committee
found that tax benefits, arising primarily from the use of accelerated deprecia-
tion, are a1 major incentive to private development and ownership of such housing.
The Committee reported that the tax consequences of sale of such projects, par-
ticularly those providing for recapture of certain depreciation, seriously di-
minish the attractiveness of Investment in this housing and impede efforts to
facilitate purchase of projects by low and moderate income tenants or their
organizations. Accordingly, the Committee suggested that various forms of tax
relief, such as forgiveness of the tax on the gain on sale of such housing, be made
available.$

Both the Congress and the Department of Housing and Urban Development
have recognized the burden placed upon federally assisted low and moderate
income housing by the tax imposed on sale. Although the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968 (being a housing rather than a revenue measure) pro-
vided no tax relief. Section 236 of that Act authorized the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) to insure and subsidize a mortgage loan by a tenant
cooperative or a tenant oriented non-profit organizatieci In the amount of 100%
of the purchase price determined by FHA not to exceed the fair market value
of the property, thereby enabling the investor in selling to a tenant group to
sell at a price that might enable the investor to recover its full equity investment
after any taxen on the sale.

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 1 2. 82 Stat. 476 (1960).
SSee. A Decent H6me, The Report of the President's Committee oa Urban Housing, pp.

80-8 (1968).
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In a letter dated January 18, 1969 to Edgat F. Kaiser. Chairman of tile l'rsi-
dent's Committee on Urban Ilousing, thw lv)elrt ment of llo0ishig ald Urban
I)evelopment recognized that the Inability of iuvestors-because of taxes oin
sale--to recover their equity investment ulmn sale ttnded to discourage Iinvest-
ments in low and moderate Income houushig. To move toward solving this prolb-lem,
the Secretary of the Departnient of Housing and Urban I)evelopu1mnt advised
that it would henceforth be the Department's policy. in accordanice with th
policy of Congress expressed in the 196$ lloising Act. to permit and to a.,ist
sale at a price that would enable: "the linited-divIdend seller to realize a net
amount out of the sales proceeds in many eases sufficient to recover its cash, minl.
and other investment and to retire the outstanding mortgage."
The solution contemplated by Section 2.36 and by the letter of the Secretary

of IT11) is now threatened, however, by the provisions of tho Tax Reform Act
of 1969 that would substantially increase the amount of gain "recaptured" at
ordinary income rates upon sale of a project. Th. conseuenecs of that change
would be:

(a) That even where a sale price permitting 100"" after-tax recovery
of the Investor's capital is otherwise feasible (i.e., within cost and fair value
filings) , the sale price needed to permit the Investor to pay his taxes woul4
impose an unnecessarily large burden on the tenant lurchaser.- (who miust
service the debt incurred to pay such a price) and on available FIIA mort-
gage guarantee funds; and

(b) That, in many instances, it will not be po.sile to obtain a salhs
price recovering the original investment after taxes because such a price
would result in an unduly long mortgage term if tile tenant purchasers are
to service the mortgage without an increase in monthly occupalny charges.

1I1. i1ays and Mcan Commitee suggests better inecntire needed
In Its Report accompanying the Tax Reform Act of 1909. the Ways and Mea.ms

Committee of the House of Representatives sail:
In the 1968 Housing Act, the Congress expressed its desire to stimulate

construction in low- and mihdle-income housing to eliminate the shortage
in this area. However, tile present tax treatment of real estate does not
efficiently stimulate Investment in low- and nilddle-hucome housing.'

We believe that that statement Implicitly recognizes the need for a new, specifle
incentive pointed directly at low and moderate income housing.

IV. Proposed amendment would provide strong and direct incentirc
The proposed Amendment, which would Implement a revolmilemndatlol of Iho

President's Committee on Urban Hlousing, would establish a new tax Incentive
which will be directly and meaningfully productive of low and moderate Income
housing.

hlnder the prol)osed Amendment, in the casm of a "quallfied" low and moderate
income housing project, no tax would Ie paid on ally gain from the sahl of slhi
project, unless the gain exceeded the cost of the project as deteriniled 1111der Sev-
tion 1012 of the Internal Revenue Code. The amount of gain in excess of such
cost wold be taxed at capital gain rates.

The opportunity for profit upon the sale of federally assisted hlousiig is
restricted. Such sales must be approved by the FHA or other appropriate gov-
ernment agency. Present FIA regulations permit a maximum mle price. a-stimn-
Ing value, sufficient after taxes to recover cash, land and other investment. and
to retire the outstanding mortgage, provided that the project will continue t) Ie
used by low and moderate income families. Such limitations oil sale price are
Intended to preserve a rent structure after sale withinn the mneans of low and
moderate income families. To the extent that the present proposals of the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 Increase the tax on sale, they militate In favor of a higher
sale price and work against the objectives of preserving such a rent sru(.ture
and of promoting tenant or tenant oriented ownership.

The proposed Amendment Is designed to function primarily in coMn'Ctlon with
the development of low and moderate income housing under the awuisted pro-
grams of the federal government, such as the programs authorized under Section
23. Section 221 (d) (3) Below Market Interest Rate, Section 236, and Section 202
of the National Housing Act. It would also be extended to such other federal,
state, and local programs as the Secretary may by regulation from time to time
determine.

8 House Report 91-413 (Part 1) p. 166.
33-865---70--pt. 7 of 7-27



The fede'ai housing programs use various subsidies to facilitate the constru.
lion or rehabilitation of low or moderate income housing. In the federal pro-
grams, adinission to and sometimes continued occupancy in this subsidized hous-
Ing IF restricted to individuals and families whose incomes do not exceed those
pres'-i-ibed by statute and by the related regulatory provisions. Generally under
these provisions, 'low and moderate income" refers to indlivluals and families
whose incomes range from $3,000 to $7,000 per year, depending on the location
and the size of family. The standards of the following federal programs, under
all of which "qualified housing projects" might be constructed or rehabilitated,
serve to illustrate the income range of individuals and families considered to be
eligible for low and moderate income housing.

Section 221(d) (8) beloto market interest rate (BMIR) program.-Under an
administrative formula, the income necessary to support the rental of all average
two-story, walk-up, two-bedroom unit, assuming that 20% of adjusted income
Is devoted to shelter, is determined. That. is compared with the median income
established by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for each locality, and the amount
of the supporting income or tIe median income, whichever is higher, constitutes
tihe inaximumn income eligible for occupancy in this program. The average income
fif a family of four residing in these projects during 1908 was approximately
$,000.

1'ublio HIousing Progran--'rhis program is open for initial and continued
occupancy only to families of low income.

'Th1e stltut( defines such families as those who are in the lowest income group
and who cannot afford to pay enough to cause private enterprise in their locality
to build all adequate supply of decent, safe an(l sanitary units in substantial sup-
ply. 'he average income of a family of four residing in these projects during 1968
was approximately $3,000.

S'cciton 2.36 Rental and Cooperative Housing Program.-To qualify for occu-
lanhcy in this type of project, families must have incomes which are below an
aimiount equal to 13,'/ of the actual or permissible public housing income limits
within the locality. The law provides an exception so that up to 20% of the
periodic assistance l)aymnents can be used for families whose incomes are equal to
90% of the income limits for the Section 221(d) (3) BMIR program (see below).
The average income of a family of four residing in these projects currently Is
approximately $4,500.

,etllon 221(d) (3) Rent Suppcnmcnt Program.-Elgible families are those
\vhose incomes upllon occupallcy (10 not exceed the maximum income for occupancy
in low rent public housing in the area. The average income of a family of four
residing in these projects during 1968 was approximately $3,000.

'Thme proposed Amendment defines a "qualified housing project" as one which,
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the -Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate, has been constructed primarily to provide publicly assisted housing and
related facilities for individuals or families of low and moderate income pursuant
to the National Housing Act, as amended, or any other federal, state or local law
of coinparable purpose. That definition is intended to function primarily with the
federally 'assisted programs established by the National Housing Act, such as
those prograsni mentioned above, and comparable state and local programs. But
the authority granted to the Secretary to promulgate regulations in this compli-
cated and developing field will permit flexibility to keep abreast of changes and
meet future needs.

An "approved disposition" under the proposed Amendment would be any sale
or transfer of a qualified housing project which, in accordance with regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, is to or for the
benefit of individuals or families of low and moderate income pursuant to the
National Housing Act, tis amended, or any other federal, state, or local law of
comparable purpose. Such sales might be directly to low or moderate income
occupants on a condominium basis, or to an organization such as a cooperative
formed by low or moderated income occupants, or to a non-profit corporation
or association created for the exclusive purpose of developing low and moderate
income housing. Again, the regulations afford the Secretary flexibility to meet
changing circumstances.

V. Proposed amendment will not C ausc any major revcnuo loss
Following a sale to the tenants or to a tenant oriented organization, there will

be little or no loss of Treasury revenues on account of depreciation of the project
or on account of interest on the purchaser's mortgage. If the sale is made to a
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non-proflt organization, the organization will of course, not take any iticoiie tax
deductions. If a oale is made to tenants themselves, or to a tenant cooperative
organization, no depreciation deductions will be allowable because the use of
the property by the owner Is for a residence. Interest deductions will be allow-
able, but tenants will be In sufficiently low lrcome tax brackets so that even if
they (to not elect the standard deduction, the loss of revenue will be slight.

In the event that the proposed Aniendment wure adopted, it would be necessary
to adopt a technical amendment to Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code
providing that the "recapture" provisions shall not be applicable to a sale under
Section 1131. It might also be necessary to make certain conforming technical
amendments to the partnership sections of the Code.

CONCLUSION

Adoption of the proposed Amendment as a part of the Tax Reform Act of i1 39
would stimulate the production of housing for low and moderate Income families
by strengthening the incentive for private development of such mousing anld
would facilitate ownership by low and nloderate Inconme families without any
significant adverse effect on revenues.'

[11.11. 13270, 91st Cong., flrs sess.]

[Amdt. No. 2415]

AMENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Mr. SPARKNMAN to 11.11. 13270, an Act to reform th
income tax laws, viz: Page 310, after line 13, insert the following:

SEC. 522. TREATMENT OF GAIN ON CERTAIN DISPOSITIONS OF HIOUS.
ING PROJECTS.

(a) REFCOGNITION oF GmN.-Subchapter 0 of chapter 1 (relatiti to gaill or
loss on disposition of property) is amended by ad(ling at the end thereof the
following new part:

"PART X-DISPOSITIONS OF QUALIFIED HOUSING PROJECTS

"See. 1131. Approved dispositions of qualified housing projects.

"SEC. 1131. APPROVED DISPOSITIONS OF QUALIFIED HOUSING PROJ-
ECTS.

"(a) GENERAL RuL.E.-li the case of an approved (l.s l¢sition (as delned In
subsection (c) ) of a qualified housing droJect (as deined in subsection (b))-

"(1) any gain or loss xecognized on such disposition shall be treated as
gain or loss on the sale or exchange of property described iII sr(.tloll 1231 (U),
and

"(2) gain shall b, recognized only to the extent that the amourlt realize
on such disposition exceeds the cost as determined under section 1012.

"(1) QUALWFIED HlousIxo PROJEcM.-For puirlx)ses of this section, the term
'qualified housing project' means buildings and other structures determined, in
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delhgate, to have
been construced or rehabilitated pursuant to the National flossing Ac.t. as
amended, or any other Federal, State, or local law of comlparable IJrp4M , ri-
mailly to provide publicly asisted housing and related facilities for individuals
or families of low and moderate income, and the land underlying or appurtenant
to such buildings and other structures.

"(c) APPROVED DIsPosITION.-For purposes of this sect ion, the term 'aloproved
disposition' means any sale or other disposition of a qualified housing loroject,

'The Ways and Means Committee of the House of RepresentatIves (Report No. 91-413
(Part 1), p. 167) estimates that the present proposals of Section 521 of the Tax Reform
Act to recapture depreciation will, when fully effective, produce a net increase in revenue
of $125 million annually. Hence, it reasonably can be assumed that the revenue effect of
the amendment proposed herein will be to give up only a small fraction of that net increase
We submit that the benefit to low and moderate income housing more than Justifies that
concession.
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iII accordaiii, wvith regulations pres(rii)d by tlie Seer'tary or his delegatee. to or
fo r IMe I)10.fit ,of Iiidividuals or families of low or mo(lerate income lursniant to
tle Naliotul IIoisliiig Aet, s amnit l((l. or any ot her iovision of Federal, State,
fr l'al law of ,Oinl)l lralile lvllv'sie."

(1p) ('o.rsi .\. A.'.NOM.F;N. .-- The (ol~le of I)arts for sulbhcllmer 0 of (-hal-
ter I Is amended by adding at the v(d thereof the following new item:)

"'art X. l)isposiIons of qualifled housing projects."

(E') ITFCTIV I).ii:.---'J'hV aliendillents Iade by this .ctlon shall apply to
.-ales aid other dispositions after the daite of thie enactmlent of this Act.

IIOME: OWNERSIIP AND TIlE INCOME TAX: A PROPOSED CHANGES 4 
*

(ly Itchrd W. 1ii0dhIolll, )ean, Graduate School of Management and Business,
University of Oregon)

This discussion of flnaneing home ownership consilers a portion of a major
loroblhi arising from not allowing those deductions in calculating taxable per-
sgonal income that are allowable as expenses in caleilating bu1i8c8s income. It
also demonstrates the stiniulatiig effect that deductions have when the tax rate
Is high and advances a proposal to extend tile ahowable deductions for families.

Tihe esseilee of the argument is that from the standpoint. of allowable deduc-
tions arising from prolperty wlmersbil the individual taxi)ayer-holneowner is at
an imicoine tax disadvlliage In comparison with a corporate landlord. Further,
soiie of the de(iu(.li s now allowable Io a corporation could be extended to
families and thereby provide a01 economic stimulus to home building and home
buying. lBrlefly stated, the situation steis from the set of circumstances described
below.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The individual who borrows to build or buy a house is committed to make
certain ,monily payments: interest, insurance, and amounts applied to the in-
debtedness. If time home is owner occupied, only the interest portion of these pay-
nients Is dedu(tible as an expense from adjusted gross income in arriving at
taxable income. Condominiums are treated in the same fashion.
If the home is in an apartment house owned by a corporation, none of the

monthly payment Is deductible in calculating the rent-payer's taxable income. The
landlord corporation, on the other hand, can deduct from its taxable income the
interest paid on the indebtedness, insurance and maintenance costs, and the por-
tion of the payment on the Indebtedness considered to be depreciation-which can
be as much as 4 percent of the cost of the structure. If 4 percent is permitted, It
amounts to a deduction from taxable income approximately equal to the debt
reduction portion of the payments on a 25-year mortgage on a family home.

The benefit to a taxpayer of having an expenditure deductible from taxable
income Is not entirely measurable by whether or not it L4 deductible. The bene-
fit varies depending on the tax rate applicable to the highest or last portion of
taxable Income of the taxpayer.

If an owner of a mortgaged home has a large family and a relatively low
Income, he may not have taxable Income. To this family the deductibility ,)f
Interest, insurance, or the debt retirement portion of the monthly payment Is of
no concern. Because the family is not an income-tax-paying family, it does not
benefit even from the existing income tax treatment of monthly mortgage pay-
ments by homeowners. Most homeowners, however, are also income tax payers
and would benefit from Increased allowable deductions.

TIlE MONEY MARKET

A family wishing to borrow funds to build or purchase a home must compete
in the money market with businesses, governments, and short-term consumer-
borrowers. Therefore, it is important in the context of this analysis to consider
the position of the acquirer of a family home relative to that of other fund
seekers.

The money borrowed by thle lowest income receiver who is considered an ac-
ceptable credit risk as well as the borrowings of the federal government and

*in all kases tax rates used are the marginal rates.**To ajienr In the September, 1909. Issue oC the Oregon Bitsncsa Retliew.
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of the richest corporation conie out of the salie national pool of lendable savings.
'rhese funds are claimed by tie various4 borrowers of the nation through the
terms, including rate of Interest, offered by the controllers of the lendable funds.This activity is centered In the money markets of the world. Because funds floV
back arid forth very easily between the various geographical areas of the United
States, this country has a truly national money market which can be tapped
nearly as readily In Portland, Oregon as in New York City.

It is also true that an International money market exists and that domestic
United States lendable funds may lie claimed for foreign use through the attract-
iveness of the proffered borrowing Instrument, including. again, the rate of
interest offered. In the case of foreign borrowing, the tax treatment of interest
paid and interest received as income is of increased importance because of tie
(onsi(ferahle variation in national tax systems arid because of the varying pro-
visions for taxation of Interest under the international tax treaties between the
nations of the world.

CORPORATE nORROWINO
When r, corporation enters the money market to borrow funds, maybe through

the sale of bonds, the interest rate It can afford to pay is determined by earningsexpected from the new investizent throughout its life. 'lle cost of funds Is the
interest paid, plus some adjustment related to whether they are sold at. elWow,
or above par, plus the cost of making the offering through the investment insti-
tution handling it. Currently a profitable corporation enters the money market
with profits taxed at 52.8 percent, assuzning annual profits are greater than
$25.000. The first impact of the borrowing action is to Increase deductions from
taxable profits equal to all expenses and Interest and later equal to depreciation
deductions allowed.

The reduction of taxable profits by $100 results ii a reduction of corporate
Income tax payments by $52.80 arid a reduction of profits available for dividends
or reinvestment in the business of $47.20. If the $100 of additional exlwrse aro'e
entirely from the payment of a 10 percent interest charge on a $1,000 bond. thefederal government through reduced tax collections would be baring $52.AO of
the $100 interest cost, and the corporation wolld be bearing $47.20 of the interest
cost. In the same manner, the corporation would be able to deduct all other costs
of raising these funds, and, in addition, the allowable depreciation would also be
deductible from taxable income.
7'Piclrc-ccnt and 4,-Tcent dollars

The impact of the income tax, both personal arid corporate, when related to
tax-deductible expenditures, has been considered Important by business analysts
for inany years. During World War II and later during the Korean conflict when
the 88 percent rate of the excess profits tax applied to some profits, it was s-il
that businesses subject to these taxes had 12-cent dollars to slpend, If the eXl*-ii4ii-
ture under Internal Revenue Service regulations was considered a dedulctible
expense. It is also true now that profitable corporations spend 47-cent dollars.
The f- ,Ieral government is a partner of the business firm and shares exilndilures
and the profits. As the new Investment financed with the borrowing stars to
Income a source of profits, the federal government takes 52.8 cents of each dollar
of profits and the business firm has for its use 47.2 cents.

Depreciation charges are deducted in arriving at prol.ts, and therefore the
business firni will regain the full amount of the investment, i.e., borrowing. The
federal government partnership does not extend to its benefit from the firm's
depreciation accumulations. So to this extent the business firmi has it preferred
position as a partner. On the other hand, losses in excess of amounts that canIe deducted from three years of previous losses or from five years of future
profits are borne entirely by the business firm. To this extent the government
has a preferred position as a partner.

GOVERNMENT HORROVIwNO

Both at the federal and at state arid local levels, governments po.,.ses iiiljor-
taut borrowing advantages, in that they have the power to tax arid a iplice
power to back up this economic privilege. All other economic groups nust find
willing buyers of services or goods in order to acquire Income to pay interest
charges and retire deht.

Not only are governments able to utilize a forced exaction system not available
to other economic groups, but also state and local government offer pur'.hagers
of their securities exemption from the federal income tax on interest received



by the sevurll.v owners. The federal government, through its pover to "create"
nioney, can make interest payments and retire debt directly through an increase
of the i1oliey supply. These extensive rights and powers make governments very
stiff voinjpetitors in the money market. In most instances they can offer greater
certainty of repayment and prompt interest plYments than even the most pow-
erf0 corporation and certainly more than a family acquiring a home. Many
families and corporations have acquired debt repayment power through federal
mortgage Insurai'e. This Is very helpful, but does not overcome completely the
(isadvantages of competitive position to which they are subject vis-a-vis other
Borrowers.

FAMILY IlOMEOvNNER BORROWINO

The highest income tax bracket applicable to the income of the typical $15,000
to $20,000 home purchaser Is 17 to 20 percent plus the 10 percent surcharge.
Because interest payments on the mortgage are deductible In arriving at taxable
income, each dollar of interest paid Is shared between the homeowner and the
government. This makes the interest dollars paid by many homeowners 80-cent
dollars. The dollars spent for Insurance and mortgage reduction spending remain
100-cent dollars.

The howeowner thus competes in the money market with high-priced 80-cent
and 100-cent dollars as against the cheap 47.2-cent dollars of the typical business
corporation. To the typical family attempting to finance a new home, the offer
of fund, at an interest rate of 10 percent means a real interest cost of 8 percent,
but to the typical business corporation the same nominal 10 percent means a real
interest rate cost of 4.72 percent.

The substantial difference in the real interest rate cost of funds places the
private homeowners at a serious disadvantage in his efforts to compete In the
money market. Of course, the howeowner's position is directly somewhat better
tlan that of the apartment or home renter, who cannot deduct any portion of
the rent payment from taxable income. Indirectly, however, the homeowner's
position is somewhat worse because the owner of rented structures is able to
deduct. all costs, including depreciatlon, in calculating taxable Income. These
deduction" from taxable income by the owner of rented property should appear
in lower rent )ayments required from tenants.

'axalion of Iiputed rent recirved
Sometimes the relative position, of home renters and owners is expressed in

term of utilities enjoyed or Imputed rent rather than money outlays. The lome-
owner does not include, as a portion of taxable income, the income inl kind
enjoyed in ocupying the portion of the value of the home represented by the
hovm's value in excess of the mortgage balance. Of course, if the homeowner
had invested this equity Inl dollar-laylug assets other than municipals, the income
would be included as a poration of taxable income. So really the comparative
economic position of the renter as compared with that of the owner varies
depending on the value of the equity all owner holds in his homestead. If the
equity is large, the hoimeowner's position gains relative to that of the renter.
However, the investment risk inherent lit concentrating savings s il property
owmiershi1 may outweigh the tax advantage of this sort of on investment
pIrOgrain.

SUMMARY OF' COMPETITION IN THE MONEY MARKET

The terms that bidders for funds for various uses are able to offer, including
requests for financing individual home construction, are affected by tax treat-
ment afforded Interest payments from both the interest payer and payee sides.
State and local governments are facilitated in attracting funds front the money
market by being able to offer federal income tax exemption to the interest
received by the lenders. The corporation is facilitated in the size of tile bid it
can minake because the federal government covers 52.8 percent of the interest
cost, as well as 52.8 percent of all costs related to the borrowing operations and,
in addition, contributes 52.8 cents to each dollar that is set aside as depreciation
of the facility financed with the loan. The average buyer of a family home bene-
fits from government participation only by about 20 percent of his Interest
payments, with the federal government bearing none of the cost of negotiating
the loan nor allowing annual depricatlon to be deducted from taxable income
as it Is from business taxable income.

The failure of the federal government to treat family homeowners as it does
corporations and business generally is mitigated somewhat by a special capital
gains privilege applicable to gains from the sale of a homestead. The gain from
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tile sale of anl o( residence is not taxable to the extent that the aniount received
is invested Ii a new residence, amd ti gain is exemli!i uli to the first $20,000
of sales price if the seller Is 6.5 years of age or older an,! if the iou.t' has belen
the seller's principal residence for et least live of the itlst eight years. These
considerations help to initigate the problem but (o tiot go to the core of the
difficulty under consideration here.

A PROPOSED CllANU1

The ordinary family home buyer under current conditions does not Coullpte
on equal terms with corporate or government borrowers In his efforts 14) attract
funds from the money market, but his competitive position call be eq1ualized by
a tax change just as his unequal position has been largely determined by federal
government tax legislation. A simple method to equalize somewhat the ability of
the family homeowner to attract funds from the money ziarket would be to
permit him to multiply by two his deductible interest payments for housing
finance. If this change were made, the imaximum effect of doubling should be
limited to the tax deductibility enjoyed by corporations with annual taxable
profits over $25,000. The initiation of this change would permit the taxpayer
subject to a maximum rate of 17 percent to benefit from an interest deductilbility
equivalent to that which he would enjoy if the maximum tax rate ailplicalfle
to his taxable Income were 35 percent. The full doubling of interest rate pay-
inents on housing indebtedness would stop at the 22 percent rate, which is
applicable to taxable income between $8,000 and $12,000. Even with such linita-
tions, the housing industry would benefit from an increased money market com-
petitiveness on the part of family borrowers interested in irchasing housing;
the effects would extend to taxable Incomes as high as $40,000 under tile 19WO
corporate and Individual income tax rates.

As discussed above, the family homeowner is also disadventage(i because le
cannot deduct depreciation year by year front taxable income, nor are tile
expenses of arranging borrowing deductible. These shortcomings are partially
remedied through the special capital gains feature available to honleowuers who
sell their homes. In order to increase tax equality, borrowing expenses siiild
be made deductible in calculating taxable Incoine of individuals. Also, the hhao,-
owner should be permitted to deduct depreciation year by year from taxable
income. At a 4 percent rate of depreciation, this would reduce taxable Income
of the owner of a $28,000 home by $1,120 a year and result in all annual tax
saving of $224 at the 20 percent tax bracket.

Whenl tile house is sold, gain on the sale would, of course, be taxe(l at the
lower rates applicable to capital gains. Also, if a loss is realized from Ih sale.
it can le deducted from ordinary income up to $1,000 a year, with the loss
unused in one year available for carryover Into following years. In mnumy cases
the home is not sold and remains as a major portion of the estate and will lie
subject only to federal estate and state inheritance taxes. The federal estate
tax allows a $60,000 exemption, and the rate after deduction of expenses is
only 3 percent on the first $5,000 of taxable estate.

The gain to family homeowners in competitiveness in the money market, if
they are treated about the same as businesses, would vary considerably depend-
Ing on income level, length of time the home was owned, and the condition of
the market for old homes. The overall effect of making the tax changes indicated
would be progress toward increasing income tax equity wille improving tile
homeowner's ability to compete for loanable funds, and should provide a
stimulus to home building.

Amortization of pollution control facilities

CONGRESS OF T1IlE UNITED STATES,
HousE OF ItEPREMENrATIVE,

Washitngton, D.C. A rignu 18, 1969.

11on. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance ConinItte,
IVasinglon, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: In connection with the Tax Reform Act currently ixndillg
before your Committee, I would like to call your atte,:ton to tile need for a
"human depletion allowance" for those who are willing to Improve the quality
of our environment.

I urge the Committee to give consideration to legislation to encourage motorists
willing to incur the added expense and current Incoiven fience of non-Internal
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combustion engine vehicles (ICE) and to Induce the automobile industry to imke
low-pollution engines In large quantities by providing for a write-off or other
form of tax relief for the additional cost of purchasing a non-ICE car or of con-
verting production facilities to the construction of such cars.

I would urge as well, until an alternative to the ICE can be mass marketed,
that the tax reform bill contain a write-off to cover the cost of conversion to non-
leaded gas on the part of the consumer and oil company.

The 11ouse-passed version of II.R. 13270 contains an incentive for private in-
dustry to Install polluiion control equipment. This would come through the amor-
tization of pollution control facilities authorized by Section 704 of the bill. While
I support the intent of Section 704, I believe it totally ignores the fact that in ur-
ban areas over 90 percent of air pollution is caused by automobiles.

This fact was first brought out by the City of Los Angeles more than ten years
ago when, after Imposing and enforcing stringent industrial pollution emission
standard.,;, it found the level of air pollution little changed. The State of California
found that th only way to make any significant impact on the level of air pol-
lution was to regulate automotive emission. The first attempt to achieve this
objective catte through requiring pollution emission control devices on all auto-
mobiles. Almost all vehicles on the road today are, however, powered by the in-
ternal combustion engine. 'he experience with pollution emission control devices
has demonstrated that such devices are unreliable as a long range solution to the
air pollution program. This is because they can only partially reduce the level
of pollution emitted by the internal combustion engine. According to projections
developed by the Air Pollution Control Administration based on their 1070 stand-
ard., within tet years the mere increase in the number of vehicles on the road
will begin to more than offset the decline in pollution achieved through these
devices. in arriving at this conclusion, NAPCA ignored the failure of these devices
to remain operative for the entire life of the vehicles.

The inevitable solution in the air pollution problem lies in the development
of an alternative to the internal combustion engine. As the staff report prepared
by the Senate Committee on Commerce, entitled "The Search for a Low Emis..ion
Vehicle," concluded, there are non-ICE engines, like the Rankine Cycle Propnl-
sion System, available today which are satisfactoryy alternative to the present
internal combustion engine in terms of performance and far superior engines in
terms of emissions."

The major problem pointed out in that report is the cost of conversion. Since
steam engines are not readily available through mass production, purchase of
such vehicles by individuals is expensive, and conversion by the automobile comi-
panies to alternative engines is high. This cost factor discourages individuals from
purchasing steam engines and other powered vehicles and automobile companies
from inoving to mass. produce such vehicles. Thus of the big four automobile corn-
panics, only American Motors is seriously working toward the mass production of
alternative nueans of power to the internal combuslon engine. The other three
just don't see a market in it.

The level of pollution can be significantly reduced as well, although not as much
as would be achieved by the elimination of the ICE, by substituting other additives
for lead in gasoline or by using natural gas in place of refined gasoline in current
internal combustion engine vehicles. But here too, while there is little if any
problem with technological onipetence (American Oil Company makes a non-
leaded gas and trucking firms have used Liquid Petroleum Gas for years). there
is a cost factor with reslrct to conversion for both consumer and oil company.

It is ironic that r. motorist concerned about the problem of air pollution has
to pay more to buy a low-pollution car or to convert his car to steam or natural
gas than the unconcerned person does. Through the application of the pollution
abatement provision of the tax reform bill, we can begin to overcome this problem.

With kind regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,

LEONARD FARESTEIN, Member of Congress.

STATEMENT OP lION. LEONARD FARBSTEIN, A U.S. REPRM.ENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM TIE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. Chairman, it is a great pleasure to appear today before the distinguished
mniembership of this Committee to recommend the establishment of a "human
depletion allowance" for those who are willing to improve the quality of our
environment.
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I urge the Conunittee to give consideration to legislation to encourage the (.n-
suiier willing to incur the added expense and current Inconvenience of purchas-
Ing low pollution fuels or utilizing cars with low eiission engines. Specitlcally,
I recolunendl the enactment of a tax credit to stimulate use of low pollution
fuels In place of refined gasoline. The credit would con.x-na ite motorists for the
added cost of such fuels. In addition, I believe the Committee should undertake
a study to deterinie how tax incentives might be used to stitnulate the lur(cllhse
of low pollution autos powered by non-internal combustion engines. Such vehicles
are Just now In the process of being developed l and if a i market (-art be develolil,
can be niass-produced in the next few years. The major obstacle to the develop-
iment of market is the Initial higher cost of such vehicles conipared with conven-
tional cars. A tax incentive to coimpensate for the addtl cost would serve to over-
come this obstacle.

The House-passed version of the Tax Reform 11111, i.t. 13270, contains an incen-
tive for private industry to install pollution control equipment. This would come
through the amortization of pollution control facilities authorized by Section
704 of the bill. While I support the intent of Section T01, 1 believe it totally
Ignores the fact that over 50 percent of the air pollution in this country Is
caused by the automobile and up to 90 percent In urban areas.

This fact was first brought out by the City of Los Angeles more than a do7een
years ago, when after imposing and enforcing stringent industrial pollution
emission standards, it found the level of air pollution little changed.

I stand before this Committee today because I repres.,nt the city whhh the
Public Health Service has ranked as the most polluted In the country. I repre-
sent a city which has sffered from inversions in the air. ixrlodI. when tile wills
failed to blow away the carbon monoxide, the lead particles, the hydrocarbons,
and the other deadly pollutants which were produced by the automobile with
the result that many died.

Ar pollution from automobiles aggravates or is the cause of pulmonary ent-
physema, chronic bronchitis, lung cancer, genetic mutation, degeneration of
pulmonary functions, allergenic conditions, heart and respiratory diseases, other
respiratory and circulatory diseases, and the common cold.

I come from a city where two million autos daily crowd, sprouting forth
dirt and heavy smoke which corrodes every material with which It cones into
touch.

I offer this recommendation because I want to (1o something about this
situation.

Until now, most of the effort to combat auto-cau.ed pollution has come through
utilization of emission control devices attached to the crankcase or tailiijl,.
The use of such devices has brought a noticeable reduction In emissloln levels
of certain auto pollutants. However, these devices can only partially reduce the
level of pollution emission. As the National Air Pollution Control Administration
projection of the level of auto pollution suggests, the increasing number of cars
will begin to offset the decrease in pollution brought about by exhaust emissions
control devices after 1980.

(See Table 1.)

TABLE I.-POLLUTION LEVEL FROM AUTOMOBILES BASED ON 1970-71 PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE STANDARDS

Iln millions of tons per year]

1968 1972 1975 1980 1990

Hydrocarbons:
Urban ........................... 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.5 7.0
Total emissions, nationwide ........ 12.0 10.0 8.5 7.0 10.0

Carbon monoxide:
Urban ........................... 47.5 40.0 32. 5 21. 5 43.0
Total emissions, nationwide ........ 68.0 $5.0 45.0 37.5 58.0

Oxides of nitrogen:'
Urban _ . ...................... 3.0 4.0 4.5 6.0 10.5
Total emissions, nationwide ........ 6.5 8.5 9.5 12.0 19.5

I There are no current Public Health Service emissions stantlards.

The primary source of pollution Is the Internal combustion engine. Since it
cannot uniformly burn all of the gasoline It consumes, It Inherently must pro-
duce a certain level of pollutant emission. Control (levices can modify Its output,
but only to a limited degree. Use of alternative sources of fuel to refined gasoline
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can signillcantly reduce tie level of emission mid other types of propulsion sys-
tein. are capable of being emission free. Available alternatives to current gaso-
limI( and eligines Call 11na1ke the auto operate with little or no release of deadly
lollmiitintH ito the atmospliere.

''lIie o. stacle to either Is the Initial extra cost tMat will result to the user, and
li(' absence of it market large elOllgJ t) permit lise of economies of scale to

loriig I11e cost (own. Autlioriziug a tax write-off for tile extra cost of these
al-)-natives would stinhitiate consumer Inttrest aid 1 permit further development
11ld refliIlellt'lit of ihese means of achieving a significant lower level of pollution
(inIssion from automobiles.

Tfhie resuiltant saving to the society In diminished material erosion and clean-
Ing cost which would result, from the lower level of pollution not to mention the
health affect, would offsk t mulch of the loss III taxes.

'Iwo suhstittutes, for retflned gasoline which can be used in current engines and
bring albut a significant blessing of enids.ion levels are Liquid Petrolemn Gas
(IPG) and compressed natural gas. LPG, which has been used by the Florida
Telephone Company in Its trucks for more than ten years, was recently tested
by (i Air Pollution Control Administration on trucks In Detroit, and Its low
emission cliaracteristics doeuhlented in the following test findings comparing
TilG and refined gasoline.

(See Table 2.)

'i'Ai.: 2.-Conparatirc truck emissions for gasoline and propane-Air Pollution
Control Adinistration

(In granis per mile)
Carlion monoxide:

Gasoline --------------------------------------------------- 17.00
1,11G (propane)-. ------------------------------------------- 16. 0o

I lyd roca rbon s :
Gasoline --------------------------------------------------- 28.O
TI'G (propane) ---------------------------------------------- 8. 00

Oxides of nitrogen:
twasoline ----------------------- ---------------------------- 8.00
1,PG (propane) ---------------------------------------------- 4.00

TA-a d :
Gasoline --------------------------------------------------- 3. 17
1,PG (propane) ------------------------------------------------- 0

Methane In the compressed form is to be tested by the General Services
Administration in an experiment involving its trucks In Los Angeles. As previous
tests with a 1968 Ford Rlanchiero demonstrated, methane produced an even lower
level of pollution emission than )ropane.

(See Table 3.)

'PAMP. 3.--Conparattre pollutant eMission for gasoline and methane

[In grais per mileI
Carbon monox ile:

Gasoline -------------------------------------------------- 28. 20
Methane --------------------------------------------------- 2.11

lHydlrocarbons:
Gasoline --------------------------------------------------- 2. 5i6
Methane --------------------------------------------------- 1.41

Oxides of nitrogen:
Gasoline --------------------------------------------------- 3. S2
Methane ----------------------------------------------------.

Lead :
Gasoline --------------------------------------------------- 3.17
Methane ------------------------------------------------------ 0

GULF SrATES PAPER CORP.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., September 3, 1969.

lin. JAMES B. ALLEN ,

;'.S. Senate,
Wl'asington, D.C.

I)EAR SENATOR ALLEN: The Tax Reform Act of 1969 (H.R. 13270), which Is
now before the Senate Finance Committee, provides in section 704 for amorti-
zation of "pollution control facilities" over a sixty month period. We concur with
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tile objective of section 701, which hIas been Iweviouly alilproved by the ('mi-
Ilttee on Finance, of providing all Incentive to ltrivale industry for antilollution
efforts and urge your support for this setlon. llowever, we are concerned that
the defilitioll of "pollution control facilities" ais now contained Ili tine aet Is not
sufficlently broad as to include certain land imiproveilvitts iiec.s.sary to liver and
stream pollution control program; therefore, we ask that you prol:ise or siljijmort
a revision of the section to expand the (eidtin of a "il luitbin comtrod faciltiAy"
as contained in the proposed act. We trust that the foYlowlng comnimiits will
explain our position.

As presently proposed, the act allows a sixy month amortixation ,f any ",er-
tilled )ollution control facility." The term "'certilied lllutton control facilily" Is
defined to meani a "new identiflalie treatinint facility" which is u141 to abate or
control water or atmospleric pollution of contamination a d wihil ha, mt 4-.r-
tain federal and state certification reluireincnts. "New ldentillolde l tatnivit
facility" is defined to include "only tangible liroiperty (not inclhiitug a building
and its structural components, other than a building which is exclusively a
treatment facility) which Is of a character subject to the allowance fr (hlereci-
ation l)rovlded in section 167, which is identiflable as a treatment facility."

underr the present wording of section 701 there would be a fjuestion whether
the costs of construction of effluent storage potls w\oull uacet t li defillition of
nlew ldentitlale treatment facllitie.;. While these pounds are e*ssentilal to piroplr
prevention of pollution, they are also costly; it is doubtful wheth('r industry
could afford to bear the cost without the temporary financing a.,slstance involved
In the amortization provisions. Since the definition could be narrowly constrited
by the Intertal Revenue Service, we suggest that it be broadened to incluth land
which has been graded, excavated, or otherwise altered to make it a suiltable
component of a treatment facility.

This could be accomplished by expanding internal Revenue ('mh section IfNS
(d) (4) as proposed by section 704 of the bill to read as follows:

"(4) N.W IDENTIFIABLE TREATMENT FACILITY.-For purposes of liaragraplh
(1), the term "new identifiable treatment facility" Includes all property, except
a building or its structural components which Is not used exclusively as a treat-
ment facility, and costs of grading, excavating, or otherwise altering Mnid which
is identifiable as part of or in connection with a treatment facility, aurd which is
p)roperty-* * *"

Even aside from the level of pollution emission, methane offers other Iinefits
over leaded gasoline. It Is cheaper to operate, does not clog spark plugs, dilute
or contaminate the oil or corrode the exhaust piles. Furthermore, it rates as safe
as, if not safer than, gasoline by the Insurance Industry.

The major drawback of either of these fuels is that one cannot Just ill up to
the local gas station and fill ui). There Is an inconvenience and an Initial capital
cost necessary to adapt a vehicle to the fuel. In the case of compresse.d natural
gas, "conversion kits" are available to adapt engines for both natural anlld regular
gasoline. With the added expense of hooking into tei home natural gas line to
gain access to the fuel, tie initial cost of converting to natural gas is approxi-
mately $550, or $400 for the engine and $150 for the gas line adaptlont. If a
market can be created for this, the cost will obviously drolo.

A similar picture emerges when one looks at alternative lropulsion sy-stVis to
the internal combustion engine. The General Steam Corporation of Newlrt
Beach, California, has developed a closed steam engine propulsion system for
less than $1 million for testing by the State of California in its highway patrol
cfa r4.

Lear Motor Company of Reno, Nevada, Is also working oit a steam entginle
which it expects to have In operation by next Spring. The President of Lear Motor
Company, William Lear, who is the Inventor of the Iear executive Jet and
numerous other Inventions, hopes to work in conjunction with American Motors
to produce a steam car In the next few years.

Other developers have come up with steam, turbine and electric motors.
I am Informed that these existing steam engines could be mass produce(] for

use In normal cars at a relatively low cost; although the cost would Initially 1*
greater than that of current engines. The material cost Is low andi most of the
mechanisms for control of pressure and temperature are readily available. The
major obstacle to mass projection Is again consumer demand which Is related to
price.

A recent staff report of the Senate Commerce Committee reported that demand
does not currently oxit-that consumers are generally not looking for low-
emission fuels or vehicles when they go to purchase a gasoline or automobile.
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Although he i olpm-ed to air iollutlon li general, lie does not normally shoi)
wilh al eye oil iollition (eiiiisions himself. This i.s because of tile extra cost of
Such systeslis. It goes on to say that because there is little ('onsuiner demand,
the auto and oil Industries have not moved at a dramatically fast pace to adopt
('leaner fuels or engle system.

It is ironl, that a motorist concerned alout the problem of air pollution has to
paMy More to l)uy a low-pollution car or to convert his car to steam or natural gas
than ti un(oncerned person does. Through the application of the pollution
al-IV(,ent Irovision of (his tax relief bill to the automobile couinmner, we call
begin to overconle Ihis Iroblen.

The 11)11lillhat ion of the definition in tie billi does not aplpar to conflict in any
wily with lile lulbli.Awed ol)Jt-(.tly's (f tile louse Ways and Means Conmlillttee.
The Report of the (oiii mttee oil Ways aiiil Mcans to accoipalny 11.11. 13270
cont iins the following collllenit .

"Ill view of tie possible undh.sired effect oii lIllltion control of repealing the
investment crcedil and tile in(.reasing magnitude of the air alnd water pollution
problem facing Il(, Nation today, your committee believes it is al)propriate to
provide an incnittive to private industry for antipollution efforts. However, it
believe. It Is lnore aplropriate to perinit tie rapidly recovery of the costs Involve(l,
rallier than to i)eralit a return in excess of total costs. Accordingly, your com-
miilttee's bill provid-s tatl the cost of new pollution control facilities (which are
al ropiria ely certified by the relevant State and Federal authorities) may be
a martized over a -5-year period. Since quite often these facilities have a useful
life of 10 to 20 years or more, tile usual depreciation deduction each year Is
relatively small. The larger deduction provided by allowing the recovery of the
taxpayer's cost over the shorter 5-year )eriod will provide a greater incentive
for the Inslallation of effective pollution control equipment."

Our concern for the additional definition of property constituting a new tlenti-
flable treatment facility for purposes of tile l)rojsed act, cani best be illustrated
by providing you with a background of the proposed pollution control activities
of (gulf States Paper Corporation which we feel are representative of those of
other (Ollpnles In the South as well as the rest of tile Nation.

Gulf States Paper Corporation was the first large paper mill in the State of
Alalama and it Is the only major paper manufacturer maintaining its home office
in the state. 'The Tuscaloosa plant includes one of the largest bag and sack manui-
facturing facilities in the world producing (tally more than forty million bags and
sacks in 2.50 different types and sizes. It has been located on the Black Warrior
River since 1927 and has drawn its water supply from that river as well as
returning effluent to it.

The first effluent control features, though crude by present standards, were
insallced lit 19340. As better equipment became available, Gulf States Paper
Corporation has replaced tile old %i ith the modern. The effects of the company's
continuing policy to modernize Its plant and reduce its pollution load to the river
(al the shown by the fact that, while production has increased by nearly 300%
between 19M4 and 19tl. the gallons of effluent discharged in the river per day has
Increased by less than 24c/ and the gallons of effluent per ton of paper produced
has actually dlecreased by M(3%. However, in order to further reduce the volume
of eflluent flowing into tlme Black Warrior River and to comply with the standards
set by tile Alabama Water Improvement Commission., Gulf States plans to install
tiltn most effective treatment system made available by modern technology. This
treatment facility %%ill Include a solids removal clarifier, a trickling tower, a
.-econdary clariler, and a storage pond of sufficient size to provide holding capa-
city for seventy-two hours of effluent. l)iagrams Illustrating the treatment facility
are attached to tils letter for your assistance in reviewing this matter.

The storage pond we propose to construct is necessary to allow an opltimulll
matching of the discharge of treated effluent from the plant with the flow of the
accepting river. It will have a maxinuni depth of fifty-five feet and will cost iv
till neighborhood of $1 million. As is tru, with the other planned pollution col-
trol facilities, the pond will not result in any Increase in plant efficiency of
protitability. If it were determined that the pond could not be airirrtized over
tie five-year period proviledl in fat- proposed act, it would serloasty handicap
financing efforts and might roqutre t.e deferment of the pollution c.,)ntrol project
with the consequential cssst! ,z, oi' otir activities in Tuscaloosa. Since, In Tusca.
loo a alone, the company employs over 1800 people and requires employment
of an additional 10 people in the area to maintain wood supplies, such a shut.
down could have a severe economic effect on the area as well as; the company.
Accordingly, our concern for the propowd broader definition can he seen.
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While we have Iilustrate d tile problni i i hi,cl laoic.i it will uxi t iii (lill t'-

(iOl with every tYpe of plant facility aliVilg sinilar tylbe tellitnt diet: (Mwrgs- mid
tle sainle I)rox inilty to rivers anid strea ins. 'Thretore, ns you ciani sve. oir recomu-
imiendation would have a broal national scot. Accordingly, we urge your co-
o1x'ratioii it recomi nilding these 0iill1ges tt hil(- Se tllte Fit' ill lv (Clllilldl Ice.

We thaik you for your consileratioiO il this itiat ter. If you feel Ihal the letsti-
Imony of coipaniy officials or our represelat ives alith SeWIlk-t1 trlligS Wtlid be
of assistance, we would be honored to appear or to have oir representatives to
appear.

Yours very truly,
JACK W. WAnNR.

STROOCK & 'STIOOCK & LAVAN,

Washington, D.C., September Pi, 1969.
Ile Fast Amortization of Pollution Control Facllitles-i 701 of II.. 13270

(proposed ncw § 168, International Rercnue Code).
1on. RUSSELL 13. LONO,
chairmann , Senate (oinmlittee on Finance,
V.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

i)F.AR MR. CIAIMMAN : This letter supplements two letters (fated July 15, 1(K)9,
and ilJuly 16, 1969 which were addressed to you by this firn on behalf of llel
1)esulphurization, Inc. of New York City. Those letters, which now appear at
pages 468 and 470 of the printed liarings on HR. 122190, were concerned with
the ralll amortization revisionss formerly contaiLne( In § 5 of 11.11. 1290 as
passed by the House of Representatives.

Substantially tile same provisions are now Incorporated in 1 701 of the tax
reforin bill of H.R. 13270 (proposed new § 108, I.R.C.) as Ijnssed by the House of
Representatives. Therefore, we had asked to )resent lestlitiony concerning those
provisions. However, in view of the announcement that the Conninttee on Finance
would not receive new testimony concerning provisions in 11 It. 13270 which are
similar to those previously it 11.11. 12290, by this letter we would Ilke to supple-
muent the written views contained in our July 15 and 16 letters.

The minor amendments to proposed § 168 of the Internal Revenue ('ode which
we re adopted by the Iouse of Representatives iii tile course of lanshiiig ll.t.
13270 have not materially changed that Irovislon as it formerly alpx ared In HiR.
12290, nor have they obviated the concerns expressed in our earlier letters.

It remains true that, because of tine exclusion of profit-nuaking Ipllution abate-
nent works found in clause (e (2) (A) of l)roposed § 168 (lines 13 to 18 on jlage
344 of H.R. 13270), the bill would not allow the rapid anmorlizatlion of singe-pur-
pose desulphurization facilities such as Fuel I)esuljihurization, Ine., has under-
taken to construct in the New York City area at a cost estimated Ini excess of
million.

It also remains true that the particular wording of that exclusion could allow
certain refiners of petroleuii products to obtain the benefits of rapil amort lzat ion
for their owu dellllhurzaton facliitiks within a new refinery (omilex, be-
cause no single element in such a complex is "l)roflitmiaking" by Itself. Insofar as
those amortization privileges would be available to refiners who are also pro-
posing to desulphurize Western Ilemnisplhere residual fuel oil in conipetition with
Fiuel l)esulphurization, lic. In order to sup1))ly the requirelnenls or nast Coast
ptirchasers of such heavy fuel oil, proposed Code § 168 would give a) unfair
advantage to some desulphurizers as opposed to others. Insofar as tlo-e raiiid
amortization privileges would also he available to refiners of gasoline and other
light products which must In any event be desul)hurized before they (can be usd(1,
the § 168 would provide a tax advantage which is truly a windfall because it is
both unnecessary and unrelated to pollution control with respect to hine heat-
lIg fuels (No. 2 fuel oil) and industrial grade oils (Nos. 4. 5, a1(d 6 fuel oils).

Oil the other hand, ;i is believed that fuel desulihurlzation and other primary
pollution control facilities which con ntrate oil reducing sulphur in the No. 4
and No. 6 fuel oil grades should be exempt from the profit-making exclusiibli in
clause (e) (2) (A) of proposed I.R.C. § 168 in furtherance of the puiriose of that
proposed section as explained on pages 15 and 16 of the Finance Conninittee's
previous report on 11.R. 12290 (Senate Report No. 91--321 ) and on pages 196 and
197 of the House Connmittee on Ways and Means' report on 1I.R. 13270 Itself, i.e.,
"to provide an Incentive to private industry for ant ipolintlon efforts."
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in hi. Mvay 22, l !0;) letter to th liHouse committeeee on Ways and Me1ans concern-
lig the effect of repealing the Investment credit on pollution control facilities the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare clearly indicated the reason why
an al, nttidillent to § 168 of the bill is needed to include facilities that remove ai
iollution itt the source. I refer to the following paragraph in Secretary Finch's
letter which aplK-ars at page 130 of the printed May 20, 1969 House Committee
hearings on II. 12*2 X):

iE vetn m-' I important, perhaps, is the likelihood that a tax credit which can be
takeLn ,only with respect to the Iur(hase of equipment will encourage private firms
to rely onl the use of hardware to control air pollution instead of seeking ani1(
applying 1n1orte effient methods. Often, chane.gc in fuel, raw materials, and pIro-
ressin!g are the uos! co.,t-uffcctirc .ieans of controlling ai- pollution. Ani invest
rient tax credit that has tile effect of subsidizing relatively inefficient techniques
for the prevention and control of air pollution will, In the long run, do inore
harm than good. [Italics supplied.]

It. should also lm. pointed out that clause (e) (2) (A) of proposed § 168 in its
present form could be construed to allow rapid amortization of desulphuriza.ttion
equiml)ent Installed in ant oil-refinery which, by the commonly used refinery proc-
(ess of "coking," produces from high-sulphur residual fuel oil only light products
such its naphtha, gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, and aronatics. This result is possible
hl,:atise lhe high-sulphur petroleum coke produced in such at process is a by-prod-
act material having a very low value which Is inadequate to pay for the cost of
"4'okitlg." Tlhe desulphurization facility used in connection with the "coker" may
thus he considered a non-profltmaking facility per se under subparagraph (e) (2)
of proposed § 1641, because the facility Is necessary to convert high-sulphur feeds
into the 'very profitable light products of tile refinery, for reasons which have

nothing to do with air pollution control. That is, there is virtually no market
for hIgh-sulphur fuel oil, bit there is a strong and profitable market for light
products made fzoni the destruction of such high-sulphur fuel oil.

Trnu. &-pendfng on tie value given to the high-sulphur feed, a "coker" might le
construed as a "break-even" proposition, whereas In fact it would enhance the
overall refinery profitability (lue to the additional light products derived or due
to improve, quality of the crude oil Aleedstock. In any event, the function of the
"coker" as a pollution control facility is essentially secondary rather than pri-
mary; yet it could qualify for rapid depreciation under the present language of
of tle bill.

We lresutue that it was not the Intention of the authors of the legislation
to grant rapid amortization of desulphurlzatlon facilities designed to convert
high-sulphur crude oil into light products and electrolytic (low-sulphur) coke,
thus diminishing the potential supply of low-sulphur Industrial fuel oil available
for the market. Nevertheless, the language makes that possible and thus creates
a preference for a standard refinery complex deigned to manufacture gasoline
and other high value petroleum products from high-sulphur crude oil vis-a-vis a
fuel de.suilphurlzation facility as contemplated by § 26 of Oil Import Regulation
No. 1. The preference arises from the fact that the residual fuel desulphuriza-
tion facility designed and operated to remove sulphur from the heavy fuel oil
which Is burned on the Eastern Seabord uses desulphurizing equipment very
shnilar to that which a refinery complex uses for making gasoline from a high-
sulphur crude oil. The fuel desuilphulrizing facility of necessity produces some
distillate as a by-product which can be further refined to make gasoline and
kerosene.

Consequently, If the standard refinery which operates a "coker," using high-
sulphur crude oil, Is granted rapid amortization for its sulphur removal equip-
ment, while the residual fuel desulphurlzatlon facility is not granted rapid amor-
tization, the standard refinery has a cost advantage in the production of distillates
which the fuel desulphurization facility does not have. The standard refinery,
therefore, receives a competitive advantage over the fuel desulphurization facility
constructed under § 20 of the Oil Import Regulations for the very purpose of pre-
venting air pollution.

As was pointed out in our July 15, 1969 letter to you concerning the very
similar language formerly appearing in 1.1R. 12290, the high competitive risks
and capital costs of specialized fuel desulphurization facilities make the rapid
amortization of such facilities an Important incentive to prospective investors.
Without such an incentive it will be difficult and very costly to finance the
construction of such facilities within the United States and thus to insure a
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reliable supply of iow-solpiir heavy grale fiuel oil at ra, s, al ih prices. 'ihai. fit
turn, could (leal a serious blow to onte of t li, |alsic aim1s ,of tlie Natlouii, lnvirmi-
mental Policy embodied in S. 1075 which the, Stiiat, pas .d ,n Jiuly 11. It i.4 frilly
in keeping with the purposes of that bill to provide rva ori:jaih, Inv'tntitye to tle
construction of new primary air pollution cent r. facilities.

We, therefore, respectfully urge that a correctiiz amenduiiunt Ie aloprovw'I Imy
the Finance Committee, in line with the stated purposes of the aiiiorlization pro-
visions. For the Committee's convenience. I lave a plnded suwh lanizuag4 keyed
to the text of 11.11. 13270 as passed by the Jluse, and I am also attaching the
text of § 26 of Oil Import Regulation 1, as amnnded, anl a- copy of lie (Iil ilmrt
Administration's January S, 1909 oil Import allocation gratil to Fuel )esitllphur-
ization, Inc.

Respectfully,
By ..' ms If. l i .nt

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO l l.l{. 1:3270

1. On page 342, after line 18, Insert a new paragraph (2) of subisection (d), to
read as follows:

"(2) PRIMARY AIRt POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITY-
The term 'primary air pollution control facility' means a certiled )oluilonl

control facility which is specilically designed and is operated to reuiiove sulphur
or other major atmos)herie pollutants from comiustilde fNels before their deliv-
cry to the actual users of such fuels."

2. Renumber present paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of sub.section (d) as para-
graphs (3), (4), and (5), respectively.

3. On page 344, in line 13, delete the word "The" ad In lieu thereof insert tht,
following: "Except In the case of a primary air pollution control facility, the."

TITLE 32A-NATIONAL )DFFN Fs, A'-P:.NDiX

CIIAPIER X-OIr. IMPORT ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENTT OF TilE INTffRIOR

[Oil Import Reg. 1, Rev. 5, Amdt. I I]

01 REG. l-OlL IMPORT REGU LATION-ALLOCATION 01' IMPORTS, UNFINISiED OLs. if2W
SUJPIIUR RESIDUAL FUEl, OIL-DISTRCTS I--IV

This amendment adds to Oil Import Regulation 1 a new section 20. the pirpo e
of which is to permit residual fuel oil users on the East Coast to |neet Federal,
State, and local air pollution regulations and to encourage the construction, in
Districts I-IV, of new facilities capable of producing sufficient quantities of low
sulphur residual fuel oil for East Coast use. The new section 26 will provide for
the making of allocations of imports Into Districts I-IV of unfinished oils (in
this Instance to be confined to fuel oil and residual fuel oil), to persons with
desulphurization facilities and to persons with planned desulphulrization facili ties
who produce and who will produce and deliver in those districts low siulphur
residual fuel oil to be used as fuel. The new section 26 is issued after carfu|:
consideration of comments received following the notice of proposed rule making
published by the Administrator, Oil Import Administration, in the FEia:R-i.
REGISTER for May 29, 1908 (33 F.R. 7822). Sixty-two comments on the proposals
were received. There was considerable opposition to the proposal which provided
for the making of additional allocations of imports of crude oil and mnifinislih.d
oil equal to 50 percent of the amount in barrels of low sulphur residual fuel oil
manufactured from crude oil. These comimeuits served to confirmu our tentative,
doubts regarding the effectiveness of such a proposal. Accordingly, this proposal
has not been adopted. The other two proposals relating to desulphurization of
residual fuel oil and the use of cutter stock for inechanical blending with high
sulphur residual fuel oil have been slightly modified in the light of the co|liments
received and in their present form should encourage the construction of Maellitles
and the production of low sulphur residual fuel oil to be used n, fue! to maeet the,
air pollution requirements. As the purpose of this aniendinlt is to further the
control of air pollution, this amendment shall become effective InIimmediately upon
publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER.

A new section 26 reading as follows, Is added to Oil Import Regfilation 1 (Ievi-
sion 5), as amended:
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*iee. 26 Allocations of unfinished oils--Districts I-IV based on production of
low sulplur residual fuel oil Iln )istrlcts I-IV.

(a) As used In this section :
(I) "Low sulphur residual fuel oil" means residual fuel oil:
(1) Which is manufactured in Districts I-IV, and
(i) Vhich contains not wore than 1 percent of sulphur by weight, and
(111) Which is delivered (either directly by the manufacturer or by others

following its sale by him ) to customers In Districts I-IV who must burn such fuel
in order to comply with Federal, State, or local requirements:

(2) "Western Hemisphere" means North America, Central America, South
America, and the West Indies;

(3) "Desulphurization facility" means a facility which includes equipment
for removing sulphur or sulphur compounds from residual fuel oil and which
produces low sulplhur residual fuel oil.

(b) This section provides for the making of allocations of imports into Districts
I-IV of residual fuel oil or fuel oil based upon the production or estimated
production of low sulphur residual fuel oil. Allocations made by the Admin-
istrator under this section 20 shall be in addition to allocations made under other
swetlons of this regulation, and the Administrator shall make allocations under
this section without respect to the quantity of Imports available for allocation
in Districts I-IV for a particular allocation period under other sections of this
regulation. To the extent that the provisions of this section are Inconsistent with
the provisions of other sections of this regulation, the provisions of this section
shall be controlling.

(c) (1) A person who manufactures low sulphur residual fuel oil in a desul-
phurization facility by desulphurization of residual fuel oil containing at least 2
percent sulphur by weight which was derived from crude oil produced In the
Western Hemisphere shall receive an allocation of imports of residual fuel oil
equal to the amount in barrels of low sulphur residual fuel oil so manufactured.
Residual fuel oil imported under such an allocation must be derived from crude
oil produced in the Western Hemisphere and must be processed other than by
blending by mechanical means either by the person to whom the allocation is
made or by the person receiving the residual fuel oil under an exchange
agreement.

(2) Upon a showing satisfactory to the Administrator that the construction of
a desulphurization facility has been or Is about to be completed, the person owning
the facility shall be entitled to an initial allocation of imports of residual fuel
oil on the basis of the quantity of low sulphur fuel oil which he estimateswill be
produced by the facility during a period of 90 days following the day the facility
goes on stream. No license shall be issued under such an allocation earlier than
45 days prior to the date that the newly constructed desulphurizatlon facility Is
scheduled to go on stream and in no event shall a license be issued under fin
allocation until an on-the-spot inspection of the new facility has been conducted
by authorized representatives of the Oil Import Administration and a deter-
mination has been made that the newly constructed facility will have the opera-
tional potential which the applicant has certified to in his application, and that
it appears that construction will be completed. The Administrator may make a
second allocation based on the production estimated for the next succeeding
period of 90 days. Residual fuel oil imported under such an allocation must be
derived from crude oil produced in the Western Hemisphere and must be proc-
essed other than by blending by mechanical means either by the person to whom
the allocation Is made or by the person receiving the residual fuel oil under an
exchange agreement.

(3) In order to encourage the construction of new desuphurization facilities
in Districts I-1V the Secretary may make a general allocation to an applicant
if the Secretary Is satisfied that an applicant's proposal to construct a desul-
phurization facility in Districts I-IV constitutes a bona fide business venture
and that the construction of such facility will be carried to completion within a
reasonable time. Such a general allocation may provide that the applicant shall
he entitled, for such a period of time as the Secretary may determine, to specific
allocations of Imports of residual fuel oil as provided in subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph and to Initial allocations as provided In subparagraph (2) of this
paragraph.
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(d) A person .who produces low sulphur residual fuel oil by icivhaniv.ally
blending residual fuel oil to be used as fuel containing over 1.5 ervi-nt sulphur
by weight derived from crude oil produced in the Western Ilemispilhr" wlih
fuel oil manufactured in his refinery capacity or desulphurization facility in Dis-
tricts I-IV shall receive an allocation of imports of residual fuel oil or fuel oil
equal to the amount in barrels of the fuel oil manufactured in his refinery calgicity
or desulphurization facility and used for blending in tlie productloi #of low
sulphur residual fuel oil. Residual fuel oil or fuel oil Imported under such an
allocation must be derived from crude oil produced in the Western Ilemisphere
and must be processed other than by blending by mechanical means either by
the person to whom the allocation is made or by the person receiving the residual
fuel oil or fuel oil under an exchange agreement.

(e) For the purpose of computing Import allocations under sections 9. 10. and
25 of this regulation, neither residual fuel oil or fuel oil Imiported pursuant to an
allocation made under this section 26 nor dolnestic oil received in exchange
pursuant, to the provisions of section 17 will qualify as either refinery inputs or
petrochemical plant inputs. However, the person receiving the Imported residual
fuel oil or fuel oil under an exchange agreement pursuant to sectioei 17 many
count such oils as such inputs.

(f) The Administrator shall make an allocation under subparagraph (1) of
paragraph (c) or paragraph (d) of this section only upon receipt from anl ap-
plicant of a'certiflcation satisfactory to the Administrator with respect to the
following matters pertaining to the production ani delivery of the low Sulphur
residual fuel oil forming the basis of the application:

(1) Location of plant in which produced;
(2) Amount and sulphur content,
(3) Source of crude oil from which unfinished oils were produced,
(4) Source and disposition of unfinished oils,
(5) Delivery, either directly by applicant or by others following sale by apli-

cant, to customers in Districts I-IV who are required to burn such fuel oil in
order to comply with Federal, State or local requirements.

A similar certification as to prospective operations shall be muade by an applicant
for an allocation under sublparagraphs (2) and (3) of )aragraph (c). 'Tlhe Ad-
ministrator may prescribe the form of certifications. An application for an allo(a.-
tion may be filed at any time. To apply for an allocation of imports under this
section, an application must be filed with the Administrator in such form as lie
may prescribe. The Administrator may fix a period of time (not less thall 18)
days) for the expiration of licenses issued pursuant to specific allocations made
under this section.

(g) No allocation made under this section shall be sold, assigned or otherwise
transferred.

STEWART L. [.'DA..

Sccrctary of the Intcrior.
December 5, 198.

[F.R. Doe. 68-14786; Filed, Dec. 10, 1968; :4 a.m.)

TITLx 32A-NATIONAI, )FENsE, APPENraiX

CHAPTER X-OIL IMPORT ADM INISTRATION, I)EPARTM ENT OF TH!1E IN IFP110n

(O11 Import Reg. 1, Rev. 5, Amdt. 131

OIL REO. I--OIL IMPORT REGULATION-ALLOCATION OF IMPORTS, LOW SUI.PIIU
RESIDUAL FUEL OIL-DISTRICTS I-IV

Section 20 of Oil Import Regultion 1 (Revision 5) provides for allocations of
imports of residual fuel oil and fuel oil into Districts I-IV based on the produc-
tion of low sulphur residual fuel oil. Section 26 is amended to provide for the
issuance of licenses for testing and start up of new facilities, to include specific
allocations under paragraph (d) within the scope of general allocations author-
ized by paragraph (c) (3), and to describe with more particularity the fuel oil

33--65-70-pt. 7 of 7- 28
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which Inay tI, ii.(d for Iolelillitng inil wvhiclh may he iniportud 1mh,1r alloclatiois
ii dt, p rsiii1i|t to ],nrilgrailtl (d). As the pUrpose of this alel(ndmn1,lt is to further
fit, cittroil ,If air ljiilltio n, it would not lie ill tile ltiblh interest either to pro
ild noth. aId Iublic Jrll (I( 'odurv thereon or to playy its effective (late. Accord-
birgly, Ihi, nimintt sh:i bliecoite effective Imnledlately.

Siniq;iragralis (2) and (3) of paragraph (c), and paragraph (d) of sec-tion
2(; of ()ih litljiort Regulation I (Revision 5) (33 F.11. 18374) are amended to read
tis follows :

See. 26. Alloations of unfinished oils-District.s I-VI based on production
of low ui plhur r ,siduii fuel oil in 1)1strlcts I-IV.

( ) * * *

(2) tidon a showing satisfactory to the Administrator that the construction
of a desulphurization facility has been or is about to be completed, the person
owiilig tile facility shall be entitled to an initial specific allocation of imports of
resiulial fuel oil on the basis of the quantity of low sulphur fuel oil which he

1ltiiles will lie produced by the facility during a period of 90 days following tile
11y the facility goes on stream. No license shall be issued under such an alloca-
tion earlier than 415 days prior to the (late that the newly constructed desulphurl-
zatml facility is scheduled to go on stream, except in such amounts as may be
required for starting and testing the new desulphurization facility, and in no
event shall a license be issued under such an allocation until an on-the-spot
inspection of the new facility has been conducted by authorized representatives of
the 0il Import Administration and a determination has been made that the
newly constructed facility will have the operational potential which the appli-
(,alt hIas ( ertilled to in his app)lication, and that it appears that construction will
loe (olleted. Tile Administrator nty make further specific allocations based on
the production estiniated for succeeding periods of 90 (lays each. Resilual fuel
oil imported under such an allocation must be derived from crude oil produced
in the Western Hiemisphere and must be processed flier than by blending by
mechanical means either by the person to whom the allocation is made or by the
person receiving the residual fuel oil under an exchange agreement.

(3) In order to encourage the construction of new desulphurization facilities
in Districts I-IV the .,cretary may make a generall allocation to an applicant if
the Secretary is satisfied that an applicantIL proposal to construct a desulphuri-
zaton facility in Districts I-TV constitutes a bona fide business venture and
that the construction of such facility will be carried to completion within a
reasonable tine. Such a general allocation may provide that the applicant shall
le entitled, for such a period of time as the Secretary may determine, to specific
allocations of imports of residual fuel oil as provided in subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph and to initial allocations as provided in subparagraph (2) of tills
paragraph and to specific allocations s provided in paragraph (d) of this section.

(d) A person who produces low sulphur residual fuel oil by mechanically
bhlendlng residual fuel oil to be used as fuel which has a viscosity not greater
than 275 Saybolt Furol seconds at 122' P., which contains over 1.5 percent sul-
phur by weight, and which is derived from crude oil produced In the Western
lHenisphere with distillate fuel oil which has a viscosity in the range of 22-40
Saybolt Universal seconds at 100' P. and which Is manufactured In his refinery
capacity or desulphurization facility In Districts I-IV shall receive an alloca-
tion of imports of fuel oil equal to the amount In barrels of the fuel oil which
had a viscosity in the range of 22-40 Saybolt Universal seconds at 100' F. which
was manufactured in his refinery capacity or desulphurization unit, and which
was mechanically blended to produce low sulphur residual fuel oil. Fuel oil liii-
lorted under such an allocation must have a viscosity within 2.0 Saybolt Uni-
versal seconds at 100* F., plus or minus, of the viscosity of the distillate fuel
oil used for blending, must be derived from crude oil produced in the Western
hlemisphere, and must be processed other than by blending by mechanical means
either by the person to whom the allocation is made or by the person receiving
the residual fuel oil or fuel oil under an exchange agreement.

• * * *k *

STEWART I. UDALL,
1ccrctaryl of thc In crior.

JANUARY 8, 1969.

(,.1. Doe. 69-373; Filed, Jan. 8, 1069, 12:36 p.m.]
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I rtE, OIL INTO DISTrHt'S 1IIv

In accordance 'itl sulbixiragraph (3) of Ipragrall () tf -.,ve ion 21; ,f (M i
1IilI1ort Riegulation I ( Ilevision 5) as aniend lby Aundiient 13, a general alloca-
tion of up to 100,000 b/d of imports of residual fuel oil or fuel oil into I )istricts
I-IV Is made to Fuel l)esuljltrizat lon, Inc. for use in a (esulllurization facility
to lie constructed and operated by that conluiny in these districts. This gentrai

allocation shall lie effective as of the (late on which it Is signed by the .eeretau ry
of the Interior, shall remain in effect for a Iwrlod of 10 years from the start it,
and operation of such facility as determined by the Adinistrator of lin (il
Import Adninist ratioll, and shall entitle Fuel )esulphurization, IIC. for that
period of time to specillc allocations as provided in subparagraIihs (1) and 2)
of paragrllph (c), and is provided iii paragraph (d), of section 26 as itilncndtd
by Amendment 13. ThIs general allocation is subject to the following conditions :

(a) Fuel 1)esulphurizatlon, Inc. shall inake such Investments its are uece..ary
to construct a new desulI)hurization facility in districts l-IV which will lie
cal)able of producing tip to 100,000 b/d per calendar year of low sulphur residual
fuel oil.

(b) The new desulphurlzatlon facility shall be cOnlluieted niot less thmiI thirty-
six (30) months after the effective date of this allocation, iuless the time i-
extended by the Secretary of the Interior by reason of delays due to unforest-e-
able causes without the fault or negligence of Fuel Desulphlurizitizui, Inc.

(c) Fuel I)esulphurization, Inc. shall cooperate as fully its lxo.-silbh with hlie
Department of Health, l'ducation, and Welfare, the Department of the Interior.
and state and local air pollution control authorities for the inrinse of endeavor-
Ing to manufacture or produce low sulphur residual fuel oil ,ff the type rtpilired
to meet the air pollution control regulations and ordinances projected for future
enforcement in New York City and other industrial population centers In Dis-
tricts I-IV.

(d) Fuel Desulphurization, Inc. shall operate the new desull)hurl'/atlon favil-
Ity to be constructed in such manner as to comply with Federal, state and loval
air pollution and environmental control regulations or requirements.

STF.WARr I,. UDALL,
Scretary of the Interior.

Investment credit

STATEMENT OF JEROME H. (JULAN, LEGISLATIVE I)RE(CTro, 'NATIONAL FI OFTIIION
OF INDEPENDENT BusINEss

To: Senate Committee on Finance-September 18, 1969.
Subject: Tax Reforms and Small Business.

The National Federation of Independent Business thanks the Connilttee for
the opportunity to submit this statement concerning tax reform nIeasures and
their importance to the 5 million small businesses throughout the United Stale.s.

The Federation now represents more than 270,000 small and independent
business and professional people in the country, or approximately one out of
every 20 businesses.

Few people today would question the importance of small business in our eco-
nomic mainstream, or the wisdom of helping to maintain and strengthen its
renewing Influence in the economy.

One hundred years ago, we had only about 300,000 small businesses nation-
wide, serving a population of 29 million. Today, there are more than 5 million
small businesses serving a population of more than 200 million. While our popl-
lation has multiplied itself seven times, small business has done so sixteen tiie.A.

According to Federal Government statistics, small business accounts for
roughly 95% of total business population ! In construction, manufacturing, tritde
and services, we consider that small business represents from 90 to 99 per cent
of the firms in each industry division.
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W'e know that of a total labor force of 77 million people in this country, more
t l 4t 0 million are eviJloy((d by small business. Sinall business iresently accounts
for 73%. of Nationaiil retail sales, 73%A, of National wholesale sales, S2(/2 of (cii-
struction activity, 80% of service functions, anid small busine.ss provides 34% of
th( iminiiifactiired value a(l(le(d to the economy each year.

This, theln, is t lie postlure of siill I businesss irl our econirmy. The facts are (lidt
ilIre.sive auid would lead us to believe ( tlhit silall business is prospering .1llii
growing ever stronger as our Nation's econilty cold irises to grow.

ol(wever, such is riot ite case. Since 19;52 there has been a noticeable slow dowi
iJr snall Ibiness growth in mliost categories, while at the sane Ilhne we have ex-
ilrienved a sharp increase in business failures. lit 1952, the failure rate was at
2) per 10,000 firms. Today tire rate Is above 50 per 10,000 firnls. This trend to-
wards increasing failures can be expected to continue unless tie Iederal ('overn-
inent's emphasis and efforts are more strongly directed to seeking ways all!
means of strengthening the position of existing firns and stimulating entry of
nev, small business concerns into the economic arena.

Foremost among the tools at tile Government's disposal are Its taxing policies.
The tax Incentive approach has abundantly proven Its worth as a stimulus to

American business. Now' that we find ourselves i air inflationary period, it is
felt that such a stlinulus Is no longer necessary. This thinking might well have
nierit Jia the areas of corporate giantism where many millions of dollars are il-
veste(l annually, providing corresjx)n(lingly hugh (Irains on the Treasury. h'lhis
is; definitely iot true inl the ease of small business!

While in the aggregate, small business users of the 70%e Investment credit have
added but minimally to the Treasury drain, those selective users of the Credit
have found the benefits derived therefrom of vital Importance and necessity even
it their continuing efforts to maintain their competitive position In the market
place vis a vis their big business counterparts. We, therefore, request that if tle,
7% investment credit is to be repealed, a definitee exemption of $25.000 to $50,000
of Investments be permitted so that small business may continue those mnodern-
ization an1(1 expansion efforts they find so necessary If they are to remain a viable
factor lin our Nation's economy.

Closely attuned to tire 7% Investment credit I)rinciple Is one which would prove
of invaluable asistance to that sector of the small business community which
finds Itself unable, by the very nature of its Investments, to utilize the credit.
We refer )rlmarily to the non-manufacturing sector, the wholesalers, retailers,
anti service trades. These firms invest chiefly in inventories and receivables, and
are, of all types of businesses, those most expected to be prime sources of employ-
nent and training for the unskilled.
This, then, brings Into focus a tax )roposal advanced more than ten years ago-

the "plowback allowance".
Senator John Sparkman, as Chairman of tire Senate Select Committee on

Small Busines, in a statement in 1960 described the blowback allowance as
follows:

"Before leaving the subject of taxes and small business, I must mention one
Important objective that has not as yet been achieved. American small buslinesl
nee(ls desparately a form of tax relief which will provide an Incentive and Inake
it possible to reinvest a Iportion of profits li the business.

"Our economy is making such a headway today it Is riot enough Just to own a
small concern. The concern must be a going concern, and it must be going in the
same direction as the national economy. For a small company to rest on its oars.
Just drifting from day to day, Is to risk being swamped by the waves of
compet it ion.

"Tiere must be forward motion. For this compelling reason, I have introduce(]
and will continue to urge passage of my bill S. 59, which has carried over from
tire first session of the present Congres.

"The purpose of this measure is to hell) thre owners of small companies to
provide out of earnings money for expansion and modernization of their stores,
plants, and equipment. This would be accomplished by the simple expedient
of allowing a tax deduction of up to $30,000, or an amount equal to 20 percent
of net income of the taxable year, for money plowed back into a business for
additional investment in depreciable assets, inventory, and accounts receivable."

in a floor slech on January 6, 1901, Representative Frank Ikard of Texas,
who had introduced a bill based on the I)lowback principle, stated that his
liroips'rl had the recommendation of the House Select Committee on Small
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[11ihi .sF-. fle Senate Select ( 'omm itt e oin Silla I.I i ss. I. Well as : live stull-
tirirt and Si)onsorslhip of mtlany M elmbers ut ( congress . lit 1i97, Itelpr". ut ativ,
.iiiies Cormian Introdued a similar ineasure. During the current (mingris. til.,.
same measure has been ntrodltted by tit least live ivieler.s of thP ious. two of
wimn serve on tlit. Coilmittee on Ways and Means.

The ('onlm ttee oil 'ays and Mea ms. after extensive hearing, recognized lhe
di'si ability of fihis legislation in meeting one of the great est ir,)ile uis of small
Iusimne.". In a committee report in 19-S, the coaminit tee4 stated :
"'Yonr committee is convince that one of !Ie greate-,t rotilem confronting

Sieall- and nmedillu-sized business is the aequi,,ilhu of siffielent capital to) modern-
ize and maintain a rate of expansion experienced by their larger comnititors.
In this regard your committee is aware of the fact that small- and nmediium-sized
businesses must rely to a very large extent upon retained earidnigs for moderniza-
tion and expansion. Thus, there is a need to allow itivh businesses to retain more
earnings after taxes to provide the full(]s necessary for growth. To ail in acliev-
ing this end your commit tee has investigated thoroughly various prol)sals to
postpone, or to reduce, taxes, based upon "relmivestiment iii inventory and
deprecialle property and would have liked to have included a provision along
these lines In this bill."

The h 8ouse Ways and Meanls ('otumaittee concluded thai budgetary con.,idera-
0oins prohibited it from approving (he measure at the time. In truth. tihe Invest-
ment credit may be identified as a "iblood.brother" of the plowback proposal.
only coining as a credit after tax rather than it (lediction from taxable imome.
and limited to depreciable assets.

A representative cross section of the Nation's entire small business cosnniumity
at the retail, wholesale, manufacturing servicing and professloml ocecupmt lonial
levels was polled on this measure, and three-fourths of them vxpres.sed an interest
in enactment of such legislation.

We feel that extension of the seven percent investment (r(dit primeiple to in-
crerases of investments in Inventories and receivables Is a vital necessity to a
prosperous small business community. Since the seven 1,r(ent investment credit
has worked so well in encouraging expansion and in helping to provide additional
Jobs in the area for which it was particularly 'ntenmed, extension of Its prinel-
ple to inventories and receivables, critically important in the retailing and
service trades, no doubt would do much to s.nulate job-producing expansion
and modernizations in thee areas.

CONCLUSION

The National Federation of Independent Business urgently recommends that
1. Small business be allowed to continue using the 7% Investment credit

on capital Investments up to $25,000 or $50,000 annually, and
2. The Congress enact into law the Plowback principle as described above

in an effort to help the retail and service sector of the small business
community.

STATEMENT OF TIlE AEROSPAC I[NDU8TRIE8u ASsOCIATION or AMERICA, INC.,
SUBMITTED BY CONCERNING PROPOSED REPEAL Or 7-PERcENT INVESTMENT TAX
CREDIT

The Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc., representing 59 of
the nation's principal manufacturers of aircraft, spacecraft, missiles, and com-
Ionents thereof, appreciates this opportunity to submit some additional comliments
on the proposed repeal of the seven-percent tax credit for investment.

DRAWBACKS TO REPEAL

The Investment tax credit was designed to encourage Amnerlean industry to
acquire and maintain a modern, efficient productive capacity as a means of
(1) protecting American employment front encroachment by foreign goods and
services (many of which benefit from tax assistance in reducing prices), (2)
providing more and better products and services at lower prices, and (3) ira-
proving the U.S. balance of payments by facilitating the production of goods
and services for export. The credit has been a major factor In achieving these
goals and providing a strong industrial base. Repeal of the credit will necessarily
have adverse effects on each of these important national objectives.
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'rTh, iiiei-il.rs (of this .\ j s,-i1tion are icutely a ware of the need to inniuil:ii
1i n lll,-to-dile alid (tiI(ellf ljroduetliv e calj.acily. As irincipal sii)l)llers. of major

l,,44iis, onud s )c'e systems anmid as jiroditeers of tie aircraft aid gromiaud-ba se
eq iii umvil li sed by Ili( domminsi and foreign air transportation Industry, they are
in Ilie forefront of a world-wide technological advance which requires theim
Ito I114h 1111lizt lile most inodern research and production facilities and to produce
ca jllaI goods of illmiit adva nced design for use by others. Because repeal of
lie invest mitent tax credit would ierlously Inhibit lhe ability of uimany firms and

emitire indud.It ries to maintain iecessa ry technological progress, we must
recomnenid it be retained.

If repeal is Ititelled to reduce inflationary pressures, we suggest that such
actioll iiiight well have a (omitrary effect. If inflaiion results w%-le tile suipply
of guwds is mlio smilleenlt to ,neet the demands of purchasers, it would seem
Ill.It ant action designed to limit tile exmnsion of productive capacity would be
inillatinary rather than deflat ionary.

3lany of our (Onll)anles, nioreover, are colnittel to long-range production
pjrograins, and there is no way they can avoid ac(uiring tihe capital goods needed
to discharge their obligations.

Furl ivrinore, a iinlimber of tie aerospace industry's customers, siwh as the
airliines, are committed to long-teran irogranis to enlarge and inipim-e existing
flets so as to maintain American leadership ini the vital air transport system.
Aeqmisition of hundreds of millions of dollars worth of equipment in this area
will lie necessary regardless of the status of the tax credit. Repeal of the credit,
however, would remove a source of cash needed by these companies to helJ)
1tnanice these acquisitions, tlereby forcing them to pay higher prices and
borrow more heavily in an already tight money market (adding to inflationary
pressures).

We believe that the long-range, lasting advantages of the investment credit to
the United States economy more than outweigh any short-term advantages
which might result. from repeal. We urge, therefore, that the Investment credit be
co, tinued.

IF REPEAL IS UNAVOIDABLE, EFFECTIVE DATE SHOULD BE EXTFNI)EI)

If repeal of the credit is deenied unavoidable, we believe that the effective
date should le set somewhat beyond the original April 18, 1969. Ve submit that
ani action having adverse effects oi business generally, upsetting the coilnetttive
balance within all segments of Industry, should not be effected without ample
notice to all concerned. The effect of repeal on a company which placed an order
on Friday. April 18, while its competitor (lid not place his until Monday, April 21,
coull he to give a decided competitive advantage to the former. An extension of
the effective date would do much to mitigate the Inequities resulting from an
abrupt terminIation on a (late selected without prior notice to the public. We ask,
therefore. flint your Commilttee make the repeal effective on the date of enactment
of the bill.

PROPOSED CANOES IN TRANSITION RULES

Te ternination rules are designed to mitigate the effects of an abrupt termina-
tion of tile Investment credit. In general, tile rules permit the Industrial taxpayer
1(8 take the Investment credit on )rolerty acquired after termination when its
acquisition Is necessitated by a coninitnint made prior to the termination date.

The rule of most general application, is the Binding Contract Rule. It provides
that anyone who entered into a binding contract prior to the termination (late
to a,quire property then sui)ject to the. Investment credit may take the credit
even though the property is not delivered and paid for until after the (late of
teriination. The other nine transition rules, though less general In their appli-
cation, reflect the underlying theory that corporate taxpayers have made sub-
stantial economic commitments dependent, at least in part, on the availability of
tie Investment credit, and that denial of the credit In such circumstances would
ie Inequitable.

We believe that a rule of general application can be fashioned which will en-
compass all of the situations covered by rules 2 through 10 and any otheri4 of
equal merit. Such a rule. which might, be called the "Substantial Econmile Com-
ilitnieni Rule," could he generally applicable to all companies which had com-
tnitted themselves prior to termination to carry out a project extending over
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a period of tine and which had coIpleted a sulbsta ntial 4)rtlion of tlie iriju

prior to the termination date. We suggest t hat sucl. a ruile. with alopJqiojrial, 4 l-
jective stan(lardls and safegivirds, wouilo it apire, iully aflect reviunv: .1iI
would a pily equally to aIl companies in this -i t liat i nv.

If Such an Cu OIioiiiie Comnimiltiment rule of general aliliatirai .livjvlu nie iv,
.onsiilered feasible. however, w(*esuiggest tlie f gnll aim lll it t li,
llouse-passed Tax Reform et of 19430) :

Section 703(a) and 9 ( b) (5) ---Ccrtain Lcasc-lack 7'ran.owtion.. , (I.

Put a period at ti end of live 1. on iage 331 a,'inI strihe outll *If li I)
through 18 on page :331.

This rule provides that If a party to a Iividinig c intra.t entered iJt,, If.,,r,,
lhe termination (late later transfers the contract to anctlher ipart, -itch ,Oli r
party Is entitled to the investment credit if the flrst party retains the rihlt to im-,c
the property under a lease with the other party. lHowever, if the leas ik terni-
nated before the expiration of the investment credit useful life (of v . lIri ti'ly.
the owner loses all or some of the credit. For example. If prior to the tirininatii
(late A contracts to buy an article having a useful life of four year- :ivid. after
the termination (late, transfers the contract to it who huys the proi icrtyv and
leases it to A for a terin of four years, then t is entit led to an i in',esti-Wt 'redit.
But if A defaults on the lease and 1 rp(,.-sssvs the liroperty, 1t lse.s mha* invi. t-
ment credit. This is so even though It Imts the proi)erty to use either fur himelf
or by leasing it to another party.

We see no rational reason for denying the Investment credit to t imarely
because A's lease had terminated, for whatever reason. ()Ilur propo. ed aiiiendini t
would eliminate the part of the rule which would deny some or all of t)ie vreidit
to the owner-leasor if the lease terminates before the expiration of the miveful
life of the property for Investment credit purposes.

Section 703(a) and 49(b) (10)-Certain Nwcv Dcsigin Products

Amend the parenthetical expression appearing In hies 7-9 on page .336) tip
read "(except for provisions for escalation in case of changes in livi'es of
materials or in rates of pay) ".

In line 10 on page 336 change "60" to "50."
This rule, like several others, recognizes the equity in allowing a firv to) taki,

an Investment credit on property acquired to carry out a long-tern iroji'i t,)
which it had become coiniltted well in advance of tthie repeal date. As III Several
other transition rules, the criteria for qualifying under this rule are stringent.
Also similarly, the purpose here was to limit the application of ime mule to
those situations where the commitment Is substantial and the sterns were fixed
well In advance of the repeal of the Investment credit an( relied upon availability
of time credit. Although our proposed amendments would ease live criteria iII
two respects, their adoption wil not, In our Judgment, violate the I)asl. hitenit
of the rule.

We suggest that a company shoul also be eligible under this rule if its lixed
price contracts for the delivery of a new design l)roduct provide for a, price'
adjustment due to Increase in matem!al costs as well as labor rates. It is a fairly
standard practice it commerical contracts for the l)ro(uction of long lead-tiiie
items to provide that a price, which is otherwise firm and fixed, may be adjusted
if there is a change in the cost of labor or materials during the production ixriod.
Such an escalation clause is desirable in contracts for the production of covi-
unercial aircraft, for Instance, where several years elapse between the eontra.t
(late and delivery of the planes-during which tivne there can be sharp increases
in both labor costs and material costs. Therefore, we propose an amendinient
providing that a fixed price contract may contain an escalation (lause for
increases in both material prices and labor rates.

Section 49(b) (10) (A) (i) of the bill says that the fixed price contracts
entered into prior to April 18, 1969, must cover at least 00 percent of the new
design product scheduled for delivery prior to January 1, 1973. The purpose here
sees to be to assure that property acquired to produce products contracted for
prior to the cut-off date is needed to produce a substantial portion of the item
in the near term of the production schedule. Our second proposed amendment
would reduce the required delivery percentage front 60 percent to 50 percent. We
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liilh(Ve tiat tills change, which is connmensurate with other percentage require-
irent s in tihe transition rules, wil iirovide for a more equitable application of
tlii iils 111114 'rg voirnpe tig (oli pall es.

Srction 71'3 1 ) (and i.9 (4) ---hale of (rcdit 1ihicre Properlty is Placed in S'erricc
A.lfter 1970

St ri Ie l all of liues 20 through 2.1 on page .3,37 and all of lines 1 through .
(oil page :+3.

This provision provide.% for a phase-out of the Investment credit for property
'lr'ed in service after )ecember 31, 1970. 'The rate of decline in the Investment

credit is one-tenth of one percent per month beginning with January 1971, when
the (redit would be 6.9 percent and running to l)ecember 1974, when the credit
wonld Ise 2.2 percent. After J)ecember 1974, no credit would be allowed. In our
view hlis provision is particularly unfair to purchasers of long lead-time items.

Por example, we are aware of one case In which several airlines contracted
well before tihe repeal date to buy a new design aircraft, tile first of which are
to lie delivered in late 1971 and tine last in 1975. All of the aircraft are pre-ter-
ilnation property within tire meaning of the binding contract rule, and ordinarily

tine lurelaser would he entitled to a seven-percent investment credit. Because
of the phase-out provisions of the proposed bill, however, the maximum cre(lit
will lie about six percent for those receiving delivery In 1971, and those who take
delivery in 1975 can claim no credit.

To elaborate. assume that on March 1, 1968, airline X entered into a contract
with aircraft company 1 to buy 10 commercial aircraft of the same kind at a
fixed price per plane. And for simplicity of illustration, assume that the aircraft
are to le delivered one at a time at six-month intervals, beginning in December
1970. Under these circumstances the following table shows the effect of the
lphase-out

Percent of
Delivery (late: invetment credit

December 1970 ----------------------------------------------- 7.0
June 1971 --------------------------------------------------- 6.4
December 1971 ----------------------------------------------- 5.8
June 1972 --------------------------------------------------- 5.2
December 1972----------------------------------------------- 4.6
June 1973 --------------------------------------------------- 4.0
)ecember 1973 ----------------------------------------------- 3. 4

June 1974 --------------------------------------------------- 2.8
)ecember 1974 ----------------------------------------------- 2. 2

June 1975 ----------------------------------------------------- 0

This seems particularly inequitable when one considers that all of the aircraft
were contracted for at the same time, at the same price, more than a year before
the repeal (late of the investment credit-and in reliance on the availability of
the credit in negotiating the price and in providing for the financing of the pur-
chase. The disparate competitive position which can result from the happen-
stance of delivery dates to airlines buying the same plane should not be
overlooked.

We urge the Committee to eliminate the phase-out provision of the bill and
allow the full investment credit to be taken regardless of when an Item of pre-
termination property is placed in service.

Scctlon 703 (b)-Limnitations on Use of Carryovers and Carrybacks

Strike out all of lines 5 through 21 on page 338.
This section places a limit on the amount of investment credits which may

be carried over. Under the proposal, the general 50 percent of tax liability
limitation is retained and, in addition, a special limitation is provided to limit
the allowable credit attributable to carryover in any year beginning after 1968 to
20 percent of the aggregate amount of unused credits which would otherwise
have been available as carryovers to each such year after 1968 or any prior year
following 1968.

Under this arrangement, a company could lose credit carryovers solely because
of the 20 percent limitations, whereas such carryovers could be utilized under
existing law. For instance, it would cause a company which had carried a credit
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forward from year to year for seven years to lo.e 'S percent (of the credit ill the
seventh year although it might have buen, able to) iisv e t en tire amiunt at that
time.

Apparently this provision was inserted In the bill to linimize tle P(-(oiMil
effect of accumulated carryovers during the ycar following repeal. SeolIdly,
the intention seems to be to avoid a situation in which a bisinse- iiiight obtainl
a greater advantage front the earryover-iii relation to rumilji,tit(rs vvlwi lack
same-than he would have had before repeal wleni smle sort of credit was avail-
able to almost all companies.

Although some argument can be made for tile limitation on tile basis of the
so-called "phantom" credit, the burden of record keeping (to say nothing of the
problems of administering this further complexity ) seems to greatly outweigh any
need for precision.

None of these arguments seems to provide sufficient Justification for prolibit-
ing the right to use credits already earned. In addition, the final legislation should
avoid saddling the business community with administratie and record-keeping
burdens which vastly exceed the revenues they are supposed to protect.

This Association Is grateful for your thoughtful consideration of these
l)roposals.

RUBBER IAN UPACrUREis ASSOCIATION.
l'Iish gtln, D.C., October 2 J, 1969.

flon. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, 8Cnatc Finance Conm itf c,
Old Senate OflIcc Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Loyo: The Rubber Manufacturers Association and its ilemiier-
ship, of some 190 domestic manufacturers of rubber products invites tie ('oul-
mittee to consider Its views on several specific elements in current tax proposals.
Generally we wish to express our support of the views already pres(ilt(e1 to ilie
Committee by the Chamber of Commerce and NAM.

The RMA Is particularly concerned with those portions of the House Bill
which offer serious obstacles to capital formation with i con.equent adverse
effect on future economic growth, especially as a result of the increase of tile tax
on corporate capital gains and repeal of the investment tax credit. The nature
of rubber manufacturing is such that constantly changing technology requires
substantial amounts of capital outlays. We believe that the need for a(he(Juate
support of capital formation through the tax credit or ultimately through real-
istic depreciation allowances is essential for our Industry's ability to inmmtain a
progressive technology and to meet world competition.

RMA also urges that consideration be given to Secretary of the Treasury Ken-
nedy's proposal that beginning In 1971 rates of corporate taxation be reduced.
The overall increase of the tax burden on corporations contrasts to tile lrolosed
lightening of taxes on consumption and this again will delay the Nation's indus-
trial progress. The year 1971 is suggested so that we can plan for the post-Vietnam
period, when this country will be seeking solutions to domestic problems.

The RMA is also concerned with the House proposals that will reduce the
incentives inherent in the present tax provisions on restricted property. We urge
the retention of these provisions.

Finally, we would like to express our gratification for the constructive changes
already introduced by your Committee on deferred compensation and certain
capital gains, among other actions.

We would appreciate your making our views a part of the public record.
Sincerely,

W. J. SEARS, i'lcc President.

STATEMENT OF TIE RUBBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

The Rubber Manufacturers Association and its membership of some 190 domes-
tic manufacturers of rubber products oppose that portion of the Tax Reform Aet
of 1969 which would repeal the now-existing 7% Investment Tax Credit. Such
action at this time would not only Jeopardize continuous growth and development
of this industry, but might also prove to have serious consequen(s for our
nation's economy.
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The doenand for all classes of rubber products is growing at such a rapid pace
that lle rtil;Iir mnn nfacttiring Iidustry In America is faced with a twofold prol)-
lini. First, tlhis industry mst attlin levels of technology to s-r'1h an extent that
lw( neds of the large (nd users of our products are satisfactorily iret. By ih
very titulire rubber manufacturing car best Ie dlepieted as technologically based,
wid as sueh has the continuing problem of substantial capital outlay. This gives
rise to the swoit(! problem, the availability and cost of capital Itself.

In 1IN12 when the Investinent Tax Credit was first enacted the Treasury De-
iartlient als c, adopted certain depreciation reform. Such a mo'e reflected the
Federal government's willingness to give new Impetus to the then-lagging level
of Investment in iew plants ainit e(plilpment. Both of these measures were adopted
because It was at that tine well recognized that this country had lagged behind
thes rest of the free world In permitting business to obtain tax relief for capital
investment. This situation has not changed, American industry must compete
with foreign production inuch of which has a far more liberal Incentive to invest-
ment than the tax credit.

In 19641 the Investment Credit was suspended for five months, a move which
proved unsuccessful and is still a nuisance for tax collectors and tax adminlistra-
tors alike. At the time of the Investment Credit, industry was assured that It
would be a permanent measure together with depreciation reform and that in
the future, industry could expect even gteater allowances for depreciation and
a more rniderin method for the recovery of Investment in plant and equipment.
Instead, the government suddenly propose repeal of Investment Credit and at
time szame time, extends the surtax. Now the Congress must decide whether this
investment Inducement should be withdrawn at a time when business Is most In
need of funds for modernization of their plants.

TIm rubber industry of today must not only expand l)roduction of current
products but nmiust constantly improve and innovate. This industry must be able to
cope with growing imports as well as to develop exports, two objectives which
are vital to the strengthening of our balance of payments position. The mech-
anisin of a tax credit has assured Industry of a method to continue its efforts to
,nainitalin modern, safe and efficient plants. A repeal of this Investment Incentive
available to American Industry can only result In rising costs for the consumer
and the eventuality of capital shortages when present plant. and equipment
r,-pla1eient monies dire.

It seems iitcongruous, at best, to call the repeal of the tax credit a "Tax Rie-
form" when In the long run the very individuals that such legislation Is tailored
to aid will invariably hear the brunt of rising costs and production lags. Plant
modernization and expansion must continue if we are to attain our national goals
and meet foreign competition.

The I nvestrent Tax Credit has ieen a pri in means toward these objectives
for the rubber manufacturing industry. The Rubber Manufacturers Association
strongly urges retention of the credit In the national Interest and to assure the
continued contribution of our Industry to the economic progress of the nation.

STATEMFNT SUJMITTEFl ON BFH1ALF OF TITE NATIONAL AUTOMATIC IERCIIANDISING

ASSOCIATION, BY RICIIARD V. FUNK, COUNSEL

VFNDING INDUSTRY STATEMENT IN SUPPORT Of THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

To .fctnbcrs of the Senatc Finance ('onmmftte:
My name is Richard W. Mink and I am counsel for the National Automatic

Merchandising Assoclation, the national trade association of the merchandise and
service vending machine industry. We represent over 2,000 companies who oper-
ae vending machines and provide food service to industry, government and other
Institutions. wiho manufacture ven(ling machies and who supply the products
s(old through vending machines. These comlpanes range In size from Individual
lroprietorship to large publicly held national companies. We welcome this oppor-
tunity to sulbmit this statement of position in support of the Investment Tax
Credit.

h'lie vending Industry endorses tim concept of a tax Incentive to help encourage
the improvement of plant and equipment designed to make American industry
better able to provide services at horne and to meet competition abroad. Since the
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establishment of the inve,.;tilent Tax Credit in lNJ2. our industry lIas e jovtil tihe
fruits of this far-ran ging concept alld believe it has minade an ixm iortant i ci;itrimit-
tinl to the su(vess of our intidustry in ilnprovini. its ability to l)rih' I)4mls aml
services to the American people,.

Like other businesses, we have structured the eco olwnic,. of tliv iiidn11try on thli,
Iprenise tlat this coicept would be t perianenit paritr ,f lhe lax slt.U
We were disappointed when the credit was tIijiirarily .- u...JH.i4id, a ri aMi aid i
welcomed its reinatitutioi. Over so per cent of tlie didlar vl.Im ,ii f e4 -it-s
done by the vending industry is the product i)f comniii.s it|iplhlyilig ten ir i..
elly)loyces. Depen(llng on tile company, the Investmenit 'Aax ('redit has mnadit a
contribution to hildustry net Iprolits of bitwen 10 aid 241 loer ceii. A sii.p .iaialil
of the tax credit or its COlpl)lete abolition viii have adver.-v econiini. 4o)iiStqtliii(ce
for our industry aild Its thousands of employee.,.

Although our association is coimnitted to (lite princijle tbtit all tax illevi-ltivi-s
should be reviewed periodically to (letermine whether or iiot their ie c!,lt-
(limes, we fee that tile Iivestiient Tax Credit shotild noit be viewed as a i.scal
policy tool. It was never (lie Intent of (lie Kennedy u(lillIilstration nor ocf tie
Congress when this tax incentive was prolsed to Justify it oi the basis tof
fiscal policy. On the contrary, its sole purpose was to updlate plant and equip-
ment In America which had fallen into a state of disrepair resulting in the dete-
riorotion of this country's competitive position in world markets.

In conclusion, we urge that the Senate Finance Committee when examniiing
the proposed repeal of (lie Investnient Tax Credit, weigh the credit not ffr its
ilmnedliate fiscal effect, but rather consider its purpose as a long--ternm imvestnieit
in the modernization of American industry.

[Telegram]

VAsmINoTOx'. D.C., .1141 17, 19;.
Senator I{ussytL . LONG.
Chairman. .cnalc Committee on Finanice, New ,cnatc Officec U iiin, 'ahin,.

ton, D.C.:
The 'rransporation Association of Amerl.a with broad menllershilp comuioris.,l

of trawqportation, shil)lers and other tisers, investors, alld for-higher a irlim".
freight forwarders, highway, oil pipeline. railroad, m id water carrier, urg,,,s
continuation of investment tax credit for publicly regulated tramnsprtat iou
nimoes. Tax credit incentive has enabled carriers to finance extensive teliiol'g-
ical advances which have expanded public services while holding down rates
and fares, thereby restrainhig inflation. Industry Is committed to long-ranll;e
program to enlarge and prove existing e(l pnimmcit with leadtliies far beyond
Immediate impact of ifliaton. Credit repeal will force more intensive (.omlwti-
tion with other more profitable business for capital funds to linace fleet cx-
pansion. This will increase capital costs. Regulated transportation leks freedom
to adjust rate and fare levels. It has become low-lprofit low-,arninKs indiistry
and needs tax credit to keep pace with vast public need for expanded service.
TAA also asserts that justiflcation for credit repeal generally supporting hlouse-
action does not apply to transportation Industry. We urge Senate Filnane, Con-
mittee approval of credit extension for all modes of publicly regulated trills-
portation. We request that this TAA recommendation be nade a part of the
official committee record.

I[AROLD F. IP,[, MO.N, l'rcaldcnt.

GRE':ATEFR CIIAMfBER OF COMMERCE,
Boston, Ma8s., July 8, 1969.

lion. RtiSSF .T, H. LO'No,
Chairman, U.S. Senate Finance Committee, New 'cnatc Ofilce irildig, 1I'ax,-

ington, D.C.
DEAR "MR. CHAIRMAN : Since the high ratio of capital investment seeins to le

one of the most significant factors In the United States' position as a world
leader in economic production, a continuation of a policy to stimulate and expand
plant improvement should be encouraged to further economic growth and. in
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the long rin, combat inflation. The (reater Boston Chamber of Commerce, there-
fore, urges the Seniate, as it ('onll(,inilates It(, repeal of Investment credit
recommended by tli( Alillistration, to give consideration to related nat tr-;
bearing (i'ectly on the Issli, of economi c expansion and equiltable tax credit aind
liability.

gishlltion liodifying tle Invesntment credit should Include a liberalization
of Ot existing t ax laws with regard to the deduction for depreciation and a
speeilc provision for trile declinlig balance . Special consideration should ib
given to the air and rail commuter industries, Including the po."lbility of retitn-
Inag the Investnent (.re(ilt for those industries.

If the Senate finds it necessary to make any changes in investment credit,
the changes should Inelide provisions for all orderly and fair transition. An
abrupt ret roactive releal vouhl disrupt tile orderly flow of busines.s--specitlcally
In the capital goods Industry and for itany other small businesses.

Changes .holhl lie made on a gradual or irosptective basis, perhaps on a
schedule of decreasing perceniages over a period of time, or timed to coinicidle
with a redlction of fhe suircharge. Such action would allow for orderly planning
and wolild innlnlize the illosition of any resulting hardships on certain classes
of taxpayers.

We believe lhat 110 change should be undertaken in the method of utilizinlg
presently existing or pre cut-off (late carry-over. Changes In these provisions
would have unconscionable dhiscrinminatory effect against those taxpayers who
hiive Inlade substatil calplial exlpenditures but have not yet enjoyed slifficlent
earnings to ablee them to use the full aniount of the credit as compared with
other taxpayers who have made expenditures at the same time, but have already
realized the benefit of the credit.

We respectflly request that our views on1 the investment credit, as expressed
In tihls letter, lie niade a part of the permanent record.

Sinerely,
HERBERT IV. JARVIS,

Chairman, National Affairs Conmittce.

Retirement income

STATEMENT BY RAY M. PETERSON, FOR TIE HEARINGS PEFORU TilE SENATE
(O.MITrE ON FINANCE, o, ILR. 13270--TUE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

I an Hay M. Peterson, Fellow of the Society of Actiraries, and am presenting
this statement as the views of a concerned individual representing only himself.
I retired from the service of The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the Urlted
States in ItA6 as Vice President and Associate Actuary after 43 years of service.
Many of those years were devoted 'to the various aspects of old age retirement
progranis including acturial matters, plan design, administration and Federal
regulation and Income tax treatment.

I appreciate the consideration of the Chairman of your Committee, as conveyed
by telegram from Ton Vail, Chief Counsel, in agreeing to accept a statement
from me with the assurance that it, "will be printed in record and be given sanle
consideration as though delivered orally."

The purposes of this statement are (1) to provide the Committee and the
Congress with Information relating to what will be demonstrated as situations
Constituting tax penalties on lifetime income spreading preceded by a background
discusion of the nature of retirement provisions and the pseudo-semantic setting
that prevails, and (2) to make recommendations that will eliminate such tax
penalties. It is believed that such recommendations are consonant with the
avowed objectives of II.R. 13270, I.e., to achieve a higher order of equity in
taxation.

Among the conclusions of a Task Force Report to the Senate Special Committee
on Aging, dated March, 1909, entitled Economics of Aging: Toward a Full 8hare
in A bundance. was the following:

Private group pensions and personal savings-tallored as they are to Individual
needs, pereferences, and financing ability-will continue to be essential supple-
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lent-2 to basic social security bt'niifits Ini the future. "'hy (;orcrnmr.t .h ,uld
cJxplor' mi(d lentd xuppor to alriow-I, t; 11hoft of iJr ,lrtfiJ (1114 alnd nsuroyini m ./ uh
.sulppcien(ltar tji ,rourcC. of rCtircllelt ilCOIcn. ( Enlih. added,.)

In the spirit of this recommendation, this prv.enatati,,n is a i vxi',rat ii of
Itn'thltHls Ily which (ovcrneiit call prolnomte -s" ip] letivit ary - 1 .ns. (f ret irvivlIt
inlt'e" in the private sector by, not el e u ntllrlgiilg, but itm-r'ly e 'sinRg 14) lik-
courage the creation of legitimate retirement i t(cotit Irovisi iiis---lIs,. iirageliut
that takes the form of a tax penalty on lifttine income slreadimg fior millimis
of persons in our society.

NATURi: ( IFETI MI; IN'OM I: srtI:A'I I,;

Lifetime income spreading Is the spreading of a lisrt of income earned during
productive years, together with Investment earnings thereon. over the non-pro-
ductive years of retirement. Under legitimate retirement programs, the taxation
of the Input-contributions from earned income an(d investment earnings on Such
contrilJtions--lnstead of taxation of the output-income during retirement
yea r.-constitutes a tax penalty.

Over twenty-five years ago, this truth was expressed by an einiteient scholar
and recognized tax authority, )r. Erwin N. Griswold, ])ean of ilarvard Utuiver-
sily Law School from 1950 to 1967 and currently Solicitor (Ge-neral of thi lUnited
States. Writing about the status of employee contributions under vinlloyer-imsti-
tutcd pension plans and the contributions set tiside by individuals nt covered
by such a plan, he had the following to say :

From the point of view of the employee, a true pension or retirement allowance
is Income in the year In which lie receives the money. An individual knows that
his productive capacity will decline before his life ends, if he lives a normal spnit
of life, or longer. Therefore, a part of his activity ii his productve years .should
in fairness and wisdom be attributed to his years of retirement . . . What the
employee earns during his productive years must, for all practical purposes, be
spread over the period of his life. What he receives after his rctircmcnt is In
reality his income then, for then is when It comes to him. Po tax him on it at thr'
top bracket of the graduated rates of his earnings years is an unfair failure to
rccognuizc the economic facts of life . . . it is hard to find any substantial reason
for making a distinction between amounts paid by the employer to provide future
pensions and those withheld from the employee for the same I)urxK).. In both
cases, the employee's current productive capacity is being utilized to make
provision for his retirement. Neither amount i received by the eniplyoyee any
more than the other, for he does not have any more right to obtain presently
the amount withheld from his pay than to obtain the additional amount pmid
by the employer.

. . . the tax statutes should be expressly amended so as to provide that amounts
paid by an employee to provide bona fide pension benefits after retirement should
be deductible from his current income. Such a deduction would have to be
guarded to insure that it was available only for the purpose of providing true
pension benefits . . . With such limitations, provi8ion could also be made for the
deduction o1 pension payments made by the self-employed, or by employees whose
employers do not provide a penion plan.

Such a development would not only encourage employees to make provision
for their retirement, but would be a recognition of the economic realities of
providing for retirement under our present taxing system.' (Emphasis added.)

Provision has been made for the self-employed and their employees under the
Self-Employed Individual Tax Retirement Act but two major areas of tax
discrimination continue to exist: (1) employee contributions and associated
investment income by individuals not covered by a qualified or other employer-
Instituted plan and (2) employee contributions under qualified or other employer-
instituted plans. Note that the secondd category includes members of the Civil
Service Retirement System and thus every member of the Congress participating
In that System.

I The Tas Treatment of Employeee' 0ontributions to Pension Plans. E. N. Griswold,
Harvard Law Review, Volume 57, p. 247 (1943).
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TIE PSUDO-SEMANTIC SETTING

It seems difficult, to believe that no member of the Congress would fail to support
the general proposition that all persons should have the opportunity, through
legitimate retirement provisions, to spread the benefit of their Iroductive years
over their entire Iifthne -and to do it without tax penalties. It is probable that
tin aclhevenlent, of this order of tax equity has bees unnecessarily obstructedl by
tli language used in describing the income tax treatment of qualified p)laiis. For
example, deferred tax treatment is usually referred to as "favorable taxation" by
government representatives and by many private pension practitioners. But an
examintion of the origin of the 1942 legislation will reveal that its objective was
not to crcatc a new status of favorable taxation but to Impose tax penalties-
unfavorable tax treatment--on nonquallfled plans-l)lans or arrangements whose
main purpose was tax avoidance. For bona tide retirement income programs, tle
deferred tax treatment should be described as "tax-penalty free" or "non-tax-
IKnalized", not "tax-favored." The presence of a "tax incentive" is not enjoyed,
rather the absence of a tax disincentive is experienced.

After a careful survey and analysis, this writer reached the following conclu-
sion In a paper published by the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress:
The present Federal income tax treatment of employer contributions and

investment income for qualified plans, a long existing application of the prinei-
Jl1( of deferred taxation, is the natural method of treatment since-

(I) There is no workable or equitable alternative for the vast majority
of plans as they operate today;

(iH) There are persuasive arguments that the treatment conforms to the
general l)rlncilles of tax law ; and

(ii) This treatment, as to the employee (in relation to employer contri-
butions), has been accepted for many years, without question and without
special legislation, for plans covering Government employees 2

Activists in the private pension fleld have probably contributed to this pseudo-
semantic setting by strewing descriptive material and advertising with such
terms and phrases as "A Tax Break for the Self-Employed", "Federal income
tax benefits", "tax-savings advantages", "a tax shelter can be working for you
during your entire business life", "a tax-shelter can tie working for you during
your entire business life", "a tax-sheltered fund", and "Tax Sheltered Annuities".
Just as programs for the self-employe have been identified by the unemotional
and non-descriptive term as "I.R. 10 Plans", the popularly called "Tax Sheltered
Annuities" might better be identified as simply "403(b) plans or programs.

Thus, we have been sealed in the cement of a semantic facade; or. to change
the figure of speech, we have been Imprisoned by the perverting prism of parlance!

MAGNITUDE OF TAX PENALTIES

Very little published information has been found to show the magnitude of the
effect of taxing the input of retirement provisions Instead of taxing the output
of such provisions. As Indicated, one purpose of thIM statement is to provide
extensive Informnatilon and analysis of this tax penalty. It can have three
sources: (1) taxation of Investment Income at time of Input, (2) taxation of
contributions at time of Input and (3) taxation of input at the marginal tax
rate, at time of Input Instead of at the marginal tax rate at time of output.

To demonstrate the magnitude of such tax )enalties, three situations are
used: Case I-contributions and Investment Income taxable at time of Input;
Case Il-contributions taxable at time of Input but Investment Income taxable
at tine of output; and Case Ill-contributions and Investment Income taxable at
tIme of output.

I Old-Aeo [tcome Assurance by Lifctime Income Sprcad(lng tlith Deferred Taxation as
the Natural Treatment. Ray M. Peter,-on. F.R.A. A Compendium of Papers on Problems
ard Policy Issups in the Puilic ard Private Pension System submitted to the Suh-Com-
mittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee. Part III: Puiblic Programs,
1. 231.
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Case I is exemplified by the individual who sets asiil,, a Iifrt of his .arm-o
iniome by accumulating funds in a regular saving hallk arc'utit. mud mu l filvil
or other facility, and tlhenu arrainges for old age In.ole either by jIr-hI.asing :it
annuity at age 6M) or otherwise irov(ling for regular inllt le playinns.

('ase Is exemliited by the present staIt us of vmi 'liyet* oteintrjlili.a iudc'r
ai q uli l al n 1)hil1 or il(litilnal voluntary (c(lltlrilitiot 1(|, by thi. einidi, 'ye, ulnlli'r
S1101 it planl.

Case Ill represents the status of employer cont riliutioj.s under 4a qualiited Ipl an
or that of an individual wio purchases a 403(h) deferred annuity.

Tile tax penalty for the in(lividutl not covered iy a -ill iyr-ilist lii Iil ila.
i.e., Case 1. Is the liercentage reduction in Ili(ciome tht resills fromln the tolixitiem
of contributions and inrest ien c income at tile (of ip11U1t irnsteald of fit till,, of
output, i.e., the excess of Case III income over Case I income divided lIy Case
III income.

The tax ielnalty for tie case represented byt lthe status of einployee rot riltmllo s
under a qualified plan, i.e.. Case I!, is the percentagee redello iil retirv'invit
income that results from the taxation of contribution. it time (if Inlput ilist(.ad
of at time of output, i.e., the Excess of Case III income over ('Cse II inu',lnre
divided by Case III icolne,.

In the Appendix hereof. Part. I states the assuniptions as to interest rates.
marginal tax rates, (ontriliutions and mortality. Part 11 gives the u1t heilnatiai
formulas used and Part III displays the results of the calculations. hiclirig
illustrations of the magnitude of the tax lpenalty for a wide range of
circumstances.

Certain highlights of Tables (A) and (B) of Part III are noteworthy.
1. Although there is a common Im)ression that the lower marginal tax rate'

that may prevail after retirement is the only factor ilat irotiules a diflerenic.
in the net amount of retirement income that emerges, the fat is that the c/frct.
alone, of shifting the time of taxatIon from the input period to the output period
i.t very substantial, Indted. For example. consider an individual nut covered II
an employer-instituted plan (Case I) who invests each year beginning at age 45
In a savings facility that yields 5.5% interest, whose marginal income tax i';it|
is 30% before ani after retirement and ivlio arranges to hive his accunlulate l
fund, after taxes, paid to himi in equal monthly installments over a pxerioi cor.
responding to his expectation of life at age 65. Ills income. after taxes, will le
2 J.2% less than that realized by an employee Whose employer uuakes correspond-
ing contributions with respect to him under a qualified plan ('ase III).

Where the marginal tax rate is the same before and after retirement, the
illustrations shown range from a tax penalty of 9.4% for contributions com-
mencing at age 55, 4% interest and 20% marginal tax rate to 52.j for conltril-
tions commencing at age 25, 7% Interest anti 40% marginal tax rate.

Expressed in another way, the Case III employee realizes 31.9% more retire-
ment income than the Case I employee from a given amount of vontrilutfons.
For the range of illustrations, the Case III employees realize from 10.|% to
110.0% more Income than the Case I employee.

2. If in the individual case cited above, tihe inarginal taxr rate ahtcr rcfir in ii
is 20% instead of 30%-a fairly typical situation-and the circunstances are
otherwise the same, the Case I employee will realize 31.1% less income than the
Case III employee.

For the range of illustrations with a 10% difference between pre- and iM)st-
retirement marginal tax rates, the tax penalty ranges from 17.0% for contribu-
tions commencing at age 55, 4% interest and 20% pre-retirenient vmirglmil tax
rate to 57.1% for contributions commencing at age 25, 7% interest anid a 40%
pre-retirement marginal tax rate.

Viewed in another way, the Case III employee realizes J5.1% more retire.-
ment income than the Case I employee from a given amount of contributions.
For the range of illustrations, the Case II employees would receive from 20.5%
to 133.1% more Income than the Case I employees.

3. Although the effect of taxing the input of both contributions and investment
income is very substantial, as Just shown, the effect of taxing the input of crn.
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tribulins alone jv also of considerable maginitide. This is the situation that now
ex iss with respect to employee contrihutlons under employer-instituted pilns.

To Am" tile maglitlde of this effect, consider a contributory plani where
employees and tlie employer are making equal contributions on a "money pur-
chase" basis similar to the plans of the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Asso-
clation.College Retirement Equity Fund. Assume an employee, and his employer,
start to contribute at age 45, interest earnings are at a 5.5% rate and the
marginal lax rate before and after retirement Is 30%. The retirement income
derived from his contributions will be 18.6% less than that produced by the
employer's contrilbutilons.

Where the marginal tax rate is unchanged after retirement, the illustrations
range from a tax penalty of 8.2% for contributions commencing at age 55, 4%
interest and a 20% marginal tax rate to 33.3% for contributions commencing at
age 25, 7% interest and 40% marginal tax rate.

Expressed in another way, the employer's contributions with respect to the
Individual ease produce 22.0% more Income than the employee's contributions.
For the range of illustrations, the employer's contributions produce from 8.9%
to f9.9% more income.

4. If in the Individual case cited in item 3 above, the marginal tax rate after
retirement is 20% Instcad of 30%-a fairly typical situation-and the circum-
stances are otherwise the same, the employee will realize 23.3% less income
from his own contributions than from the employer contributions.

For the range of illustrations with a 10% difference between pre- and post-
retirement marginal tax rates, the tar penalty with respect to employee con-
tributions ranges front 1o|.7% for contributions commencing at age 55, 4%
interest and 20% pre-retirement marginal tax rate to 35.7% for contributions
commencing at age 25, 7% interest and a 40% pre-retirement marginal tax rate.

Again, viewing another way, the income derived from employer contributions
in the Individual case will be 30.4% greater than that derived from his own
contributions. For the range of illustrations, employer contributions will produce
front 17.2% to 55.5% more Ircome than that produced by employee contributions
as a result of the difference in tax treatment.

5. Under the majority of contributory plans, the amount of retirement Income
iW not a direct function of the amount of employee contributions but the employee
contributes toward an overall formula of benefits (as under the Civil Service
Retirement System.) In such cases, the tax penalty Illustrated in Items 3 and 4
ais a lesser amount of Income is borne by the employee in the form of increased
taxes the value of which is represented by the value of the amount of Income
reduction occasioned by the tax penalty. Thus, the retirement income could be
Increased to the extent indicated if the employee were relieved of such taxes and
corresponding amounts were channelled into retirement benefits.

0. The higher the marginal income tax rate, the greater the tax penalty.
7. The higher tle rate of investment income, the greater the tax penalty.
8. Based on studies not shown, the tax penalty is about the same for men and

women for a given retirement age; also, for a given commencing age, the tax
penalty increases only moderately as the retirement age becomes older.

PREMATURE PAYOUT PENALTY

The tax penalties should be eliminated only with respect to legitimate or bona
fide retirement provisions, i.e., programs under which accumulated contributions
are either "locked-in" so they can be availed of only at retirement as income
(or lump sum settlement) or are subjet to a "premature payout penalty" if
taken lin cash before retirement.

The premature payout penalty should approximately offset the gain that would
otherwise be enjoyed from taxing contributions and investment Income, or invest-
ment income alone, as the case may be, at time of output instead of at time of
input. In Tables (C) and (D) of Part III of the Appendix, an illustrative
analysis of this gain is shown where contributions are made without interruption.

Where both contributions and investment income are involved, Table (0), the
analysis supports a penalty of %% or %% for each year of contribution. Thus,
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for ten years of contribution, it would be 5% or G%%. The uniform 10% increase
in tax under I.R. 10 plans for "premature distributions" applicable to owner-
employees amounts to 3% of the distribution for a 30% marginal tax rate, 4%
for a 40%/0 tax rate, and so on.

Where only investment income Is involved, '['able (D), the analysis supports a
penalty, for each year of contribution, of 14% of the excess of the amount with-
drawn over the sum of contributions. Thus, for ten years of contribution, the
penalty would be 2%% of such excess.

An interesting parallel to the tax treatment of investment income with respect
to employee contributions under qualified plans is found in the deferred tax
treatment of investment income under a "locked-in" arrangement offered for
special savings accounts by at least one New York City bank and a Long Island
Bank. The tax defermcnt is based on the principle of constructive receipt and
not on any special legislation such as applies to "qualified" plans. Under this
arrangement, Interest on deposits is guaranteed by one bank for any selected
period of years up to thirteen or so, subject to no right cf withdrawal of capital
or interest for the depositor but the bank could permit withdrawal in accordance
with Section 217.4(d) of Regulation Q of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System. This section Is captioned: "Payments in emergencies." The bank
has received an opinion form a qualified tax attorney that income tiWx on interest
accumulations is not payable until the pre-selected maturity date. The opinion
asserts that the interest is not constructively received, as defined by Treasury
Regulation 1.451-2(a), since "the taxpayer's control of its rec-ipt is I utjct to
substantial limitations or restrictions." Also, accumulated interest on the deposit
has no "cash equivalent" that would make it currently taxable.

RECOMUENDATIONS roR TAX REFORM

In order to eliminate the tax penalties on lifetime Income spreading Identified
in the foregoing pages, it is recommended that the Internal Revenue Code be
amended to effect the following changes:

1. For employees not covered by an employer-instituted plan (or who are cov-
ered by a meager plan), make contributions from earned income that are applied
to a bona fide retirement Income arrangement tax-deduotible and defer taw on
investment income on such contributions until retirement benefits are received
provided that the accumulated contributions are "locked-in" either absolutely
or practically by a "premature payout penalty" if taken in cash before retire-
ment, i.e., a condition similar to that which applies to owner-employees under
H.R. 10 plans. (The Registered Retirement Savings Plan in Canada is a similar
program.)

The following advantages would be gained by such a measure:
(i) The discrimination against employees not covered by an employer-
instituted plan would be eliminated;
(HI) Such employees would have the opportunity to share in the growth of
the economy through the purchase of variable annuity contracts or the use
of other facilities for savings accumulations such as are now available to
participants In H.R. 10 plans;
(ill) Such employees, who are paying taxes to provide pensions for public
employees with tax deferment features, would have similar opportunity to
provide for themselves without tax penalties;

(Iv) By opening the door for the creation of non-tax-penalised pro-
grams for the millions who have not had the chance to participate in
employer-Instituted plans, an opportunity, at least and a ast, would be
provided to have 100% pessias coverage in the pritzte sector; and

(v) Insurance companies, banks, mutual funds and other funding In-
strumentalities would be encouraged to extend their services by effective
mis promotilm activities to the "forgotten man"-the "man-in-tle-steel".

2. For employees who are contributing under an employer-insttuted plan, make
sel comtbriitone tax4weductible (including voluntary additional contributions),

83-8M --70---pt7 Ofl -2-
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provee] such accumulated contributions are "locked-in" absolutely or practi-
cally by a "premature payout penalty" If withdrawn before retirement.

The following advantages would be gained by such a measure:
(1) Jl)scrlmination against employee contributions, vis-a-vis employer

contributions, would be eliminated;
(Ii) The present discouragement of contributory plans would be discon-

tinued;
(iii) The prospect of greater benefits would be enhanced since the level

of benefits for contributory plans Is generally higher than that for non-
contributory plans;

(iv) Vested benefits, derived from employer contributions, now frequently
lost by withdrawal of employee contributions upon employment termi-
natlon, would be preserved. (A good or, perhaps, disturbing example is the
experience under the Civil Service Retirement System) ; and

(v) Contributing employees would have Identifiable and fully vested
equities that are in terms of dollars and that would properly be considered
by employees as their personal savings for retirement purposes

Associated with these two proposed amendments, it may be desirable to
establish a reasonable limit on the aggregate amount of retirement income de-
rived from all sources to which deferred taxation applies. It is suggested that
consideration be given to a limit equal to 75% of the average earned income
of the last five years of full employment and that a special income tax be Im-
posed on any amount in excess of such limit.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

In the event of continued Inflation, the taxation of the Input of retirement
provisions instead of the output at a later date-perhaps many years later--
results in the payment of taxes of greater purchasing power and, In effect, an
additional tax penalty that Is not reflected In the figures here presented.

The recommended amendments will stimulate additional savings and thus
Increase the supply of capital in the years ahead. In such years, the prospect is
that expanded welfare programs and social security benefits will produce
spending rates that will have an inflationary potential since the marginal pro-
pensity to consume of the recipients will tend to be greater than that of those
who pay the taxes to provide the funds for such purpom. Thus, the economic
effect of these recommendations could be an important influence in combatting
Inflationary pressures.

As noted, the higher the marginal tax rate, the greater the tax penalty. But,
recalling Dr. Griswold's words that "'To tax him on it at the top bracket of the
graduated rates of his earnings years Is an unfair failure to recognize the
economic facts of life," then, the higher the individual's top bracket, the more
unfair the situation. It is a fair principle that the greater the injury, the greater
the recompense deserved. Consequently, there is no Justification for a dema-
gogic declaration that elimination of the tax penalty constitutes favoritism
to those in the higher income brackets.

Is it too much to say that If the magnitude of these tax penalties on legitimate
old age savings provisions was generally known by the millions of employees not
covered by employer-instituted plans but many whom are struggling with old-
age provisions on their own, a new tidal wave of the tax revolt could engulf.
the Congress?

Is it too much to say that if the magnitude of the discrimination against
employer-instituted plans where employees share the cost vis-a-vis plans where
the employer pays all the cost was widely known, the new tidal wave of tax
revolt could be reinforced by the protests of the millions of such contributing
employees including participants under the Oivil Service Retirement System?

May we hope that the truths here presented will produce actions resulting In
tax Justice? As Benjnivnn Disraeli said: "Justice is truth in action."
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at rates I and j# reapeotively.

0 r2 sum of contributions to retirement age, vibhout interest*

i oontinuous life annuity value for retirement age a at inter-
est rate 1.

i complete expectation of life for retirement age s,

Case I RIM,) M(,-t.)' , .M -
If t,, tgD

If t r I tap

z ta r +~ -

Case III RI(III) j-t

If = tap

( (-1),C )0() t0

26011 RI (III) - r,.,,_.
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(ill)
A P P ]1 I ZX--g atI (son.)

D. _jzoM.t of Accumulated Contributiom. for a Years. After Tax.

O~l) SAd 0 ~M r aeu altien of contributions for a year at ratesa I and 3 respectively# where a (1-t a )0.
ont sun of contributions for a years without interest,

ae I (l-ta)O (OM )

cast II1 (1-t ).o )

a a
0. &MZAS tee f o 9 Lwer jgst-Ret/reMmt ftttaa Tax Rai#

TMAW o-Rotir"Wt ftrzin T" axRts,

A lower post-retiremat marginal tax rate produces aditional
income that san hav6 three elements which are related to
(1) in estment inoome earned during retirement years#
(ii) investment income earned prior to retirement, and
(iii) contributions,

In the following formlas,
I r' 1 Ir and III, represent the retirement income for Cases I,I

and III, respectively, where tr is less than tao

Ias 11, and 1 1 1 a represent the retirement income for Cases III
and III, respectively, where t,= tao

Item (i) (1 l Ia) (ta . tr)e(lot)O F-i 0( c ]

L' J

Item (ii) = (II r - II ) - (I r - Is)

r a r ]
- (ta t )0( -ta)11 +

Item (ILL) MY llz- li) - (Ilz, 114 )

- [ 4" " L .- * ]

th a of Item (I),, (HL) and (Ui.i)01.4,0 (zI:Zr- III do

- (t A. t r- Oa%

Is mparinag Cases I, II and III, only Items (Wi) and (iLL)
become involved*
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(1,)

A P 3N D IX "a2tI

Table (A)

2£X FE-..Aris rom Taxation of uontributions and Investo t

IOq Iptereist 58%I ine eo 7m( Zto ~ a

m- costribution Beale contribution 8oaf9. Contribution Rea
-am -B o A, B_ C_ k B 0

fe= rt'l Tag- Rate Minug

2o.%3 26.7% 33.0% 27.3
16.8* 2209' 28.5" 22.W4"

13.1' 18*6 23.6' 17.3'

9*4" 13*7" 17.9" 12.10

Pre-Ret, ?ara'l TMaxRte minus=

23.8% 30.6% 37.W% 30.%
20.5w 27.0" 32.9' 25.6"
17o0" 22.8' 28.3" 20.69
13.5" 18.2' 23.0" 15.7"
o-ReAtR 'Mar'1 Tax Rate Winus

27.0% 33.9% 40.7% 32.9%

23.8" 3o.5' 36.8" 28e4"

20.4" 26.5" 32.4" 23.6"
17.0" 22.2" 27.4" 18.9"

Pro-Rol, Mara' TSA Rate minus

29.8% 36.,9% 43.8% 35.3%

26.8" 33.6" 10.1" 30.9"
23.5" 29.8" 36.0" 26.3"

20.2" 25.7" 31.2" 21.8"

a

35.6% 43.2% 34.0% 43.7% 52.4%
30.3" 37.1' 27.7" 37.00 44.8'
24,2" 30.5" 21*2* 294" 36.7'

17.7" 22.9' 114*6" 21.2' 27.3'

Post-Rot, Har'' Tax Rates !4

38.7% 46,5% 36.5% 46.2% .9%
33.6" 40 .7" 30.4" 39.8" 47.8'
27.9" 34.5" 214.1" 32.5" 40.1'

21.6" 27.4" 17.8" 24.7" 31.2"

Post-Ret. MarI'I Tax ates 10!%

1. 49.3% 38.1% 48.4% 57.1

36,6' 43,9" 32.8" 42.3" 50.14
31.1" 38.0" 26.7" 35.3" 43.0'

25.1" 31.2" 20.7" 27.8" 34,6'

PLot-Ret. MKI-aI.TSx Rate: JS%

43.8% 51.89 .406% 50.4% 59.0%

39.2" 46.6" 35.0" 144*4" 52.6"
33.9" 4100" 29.1" 37.7" 145.6'
28.2" 314.5" 23.2" 30.*" 37 5

Tax Penalty = RI(t -II

C"
Met

25

35
145
55

25

35
45
55

25

35
k45
55

25
35
45
55
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(C)
A PPEND IX-- Pa.t III (con.)

Table (3)

TA ere from ati o C on t r i bu t  E' u1atMmo nu iita t oOtput) fors E loYft&
Covered by an flle • instituted P _.W.

c k0g Interoat 0 oi51 .Of n
a ntributio Seale ----- bu

1 o_ A A m
_Fe-Ret, Mari_'l Tax Rate minus Post-ftet. H&Il TM Rates -%

13.,4 19.1% 25.0% 15.7% 22.7% 29.9$ 17.3% 252.
12.0" 17.5" 22.8" 14.Ii" 21.00 27.5m 16.1' 23.6'
10.4" 15.2" 20.0" 12.6' 18.6" 24.40" 14.3' 21.1'

8*2 t 12.3" 16.3' 10.2" 15.2* 20.2"' 11.7 17.6

Pro-Ret. Malzl Tax Rate minus Pogt-Ret, Marg'l TaM Rate: 51

15.3% 21.5% 27.9% 17.0% 24.4% 31.8% 18.1o% 26.,
t14.4" 20.3" 26.1" 16.0" 23.0" 29.9" 17.2' 25.0

13.2" 18.5" 23.8" 14.8" 21.1" 27.4" 16.0" 23.1
11.7" 16.3" 20.9" 13.1" 18.5" 24.0" 14.2" 20.3

Pro-Ret. ?tars'l Tax Rate minus Post-Ret. arg1l Tax Rate: 10%

17.1% 23.7% 30.4% 18.1% 25.8% 33.5% 18.8% 27.,

16.5" 22.7" 28.9' 17.5" 24.8" 32.0" 18.2" 26.3

15.7" 21.4" 27.1" 16.7" 23.3" 30.0" 17.40 24.8

14.7" 19.7" 24.8" 15.7" 21.4" 27.3" 16.3" 22.7
Pro-Ret, Mar-a'1 TaM Rate minus Post-Rot,- Hargl Tax Rate: 1-5

18.619 25.5% 32.5% 19.1% 27.0% 34.9% 19.4% 28.0,

18.3u 24.8" 31.4" 18.8" 26.3" 33.8' 19.2" 27.4

18.0' 23.9' 30.0" 18.40" 25.3' 32.2" 18.8" 26.3

17.5" 22.7" 28.1" 17.9" 23.9" 30.1" 18.3" 24.9

33.3%
" 31.0"

* 27.9'
* 23.3"

" 32.7"
" 30.2"
s 26.50

S35.7%
31.2"

3 2.2'
29.3"

36.6%
" 35.5'
a 3.9"
" 31.70

con-
mNo-
134
A

25

35
145
55

25

35
45
55

25

35
45
55

25

35
145

55

Tax Penalty -RI(XII) - RIM)H1 R(I1I)
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(Ti)
A P PE ID I X-- Patt 111, (son.)

?Able- (0)

lmTie AL Znut,- -as Percentag ot_ Oroes .koc.u..a-tio-

(Ratio of (a) excess of after tax Case III acoumulation
over after tax Case I accumulation to .(b) before tax
Case III aeeumulation.)

Can- Period Contribution. Made and Aacuwulatad
zone-
ing
~An

2%

Sale A Cotributions (20 WR)-,5.! Interest

2.15% 4,2a5 8:53 12.93% 17.142%
2.15" 4.29" 13,17
2.15" .4.31" 8:75
215" 4.32"
§gale B Contributions (0 3% M)--5.5% Interest

2.81%
2.81"
2,81 "
2°80"

5,46% 10.25%
10.16
10 61it"

1,.93%
15.37"

Usale B Contributions (3Q% MTR)--7.0% Interest

3.548%
3.514"
3.54

13.09%
13 1 " 19,13%

19,64"

Suggested Pmmture Payout, enalty
Period Contributions Made and AcoGAmlated
S IrstL 10 Ing 20 Irs. 30 Ire, U ima

1/2%g fgr each year of oontributetr

2,50% 5.00% 10.009.

2/3% fq each year of contribution

15.00% 20.00%

3.33% 6,67% 13.33% 20.00% 26.67%
to be 19pled to the total amount Paid out,
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(Vii)
A PPE3NDIX- Part III (son.)

tabl. ()

(Ratio of (a) excess of after tax Case IT accu-
maetion over after tax Case I aeavmlation to
(b) exesss of befor, tax Case TIT accuulation

over sun of contributions without interest.)

Cn- period 2gn~jbutious Had* and Agpmlatet
mene-

25g

P5

55

5 ZEN, 10 -IA&. 20 Yrsa 32U, O

Scale A Contributi1004 (20% MMf)-~! Jtrj
0.83% 2 01w 4..0 7.18 io*oo%0.83" 2.02f I.g .8
0.83" 2.02" 4.-59
0.83" 2.O3*

I*al B Contributiogs (30% O)-.%itr*s
0,94% 2.21% 1.89% 7.531 10.21%
0094" 2.2 4.94" 7,67
004" 2.26" 4~.9
0.90" 2.28"
Scale B Contributions (30% MTR)-..7.0% Interest

2.90%
2.88"1
2.89"
2,92*

6.31
6.51f
6.43"

9.02%
9. 97"

13, 34%
1.*19"1
1.19"

§Huuese4 L'r*Mtur Payout Pena-l-tl

Peri*t Contributions Made and Aggge~iatgd
-5 ~tJE 10 YES&. 22 30s L irs., l4-LNfl

I Its for each Year of contribtig-m

1,25% 2.50% 5.00% 7,50% 10.00%

to be applied totI* xcs of ath Q2otal amut Dad ouzt
e*r tesyno h-g~ I- witotLt~s



Estate taxes

XTATF1MrNT OF JOHN (1. DAVIS III ON II.EIIALF OF TIlE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF WHOLESALERS

SUM MARY

1. The Treasury Department proposal to Impose a 25% capital gains tax on
unrealized appreciation of assets at time of death would eifectively limit
small, closely-held, family-type wholesale distribution firms to one generation
of existence, forcing many distress sales upon death of the owner or principal
stockholder.

2. The Treasury proposals do not comprehend the fundamental difference
between a "portfolio" of regularly traded and Instantly marketable stock in
public corporations and a "portfolio" consisting entirely of stock In one, closely-
held, family-type wholesale distribution business. Part of the former can be
liquidated to meet the demands of the tax collector without depreciating the
value of the remainder of the "portfolio." Not so with a going distribution
business-if you have to sell and not replenish Inventory, your "out of business"
and factoring of receivables inevitably leads to a "business embolism."

3. Unrealized capital asset appreciation In the wholesale distribution business
produces business profits, and, as a basis for income tax revenue, should not be
destroyed or impaired through forced liquidation to satisfy an Income tax on
"unrealized income."

4. The Treasury proposal of a 100% marital exclusion would delay payment of
transfer taxes until demise of a spouse, but would not permit transfer of our
typical wholesale business to the next generation.

5. We recommend Increasing the basic Estate Tax Exemption, which has
remained at $60,000 for over 25 years, to $155,000 to fairly reflect a value com-
parable to $00,000 In 1940. However, this action would not, of Itself, offset a
capital gains levy on unrealized appreciation of capital assets, nor provide for
perpetuation of small, closely-held, family-type businesses, from one generation
to another.

STATEMENT

My name Is John 0. Davis, II. and I appear here today as a Past Chairwr an of
the Board of the National Asociation of Wholesalers, and a member' )f Its
Executive Committee. NAW Is a federation of 63 national commodil- - line
wholesaler-distributor associations with approximately 16,500 member firms,
representing over 23,000 merchant wholesale establishments or warehouse
operations In the fifty states.

* S $ $ * $ *

We are vitally concerned with Federal estate and gift taxes and State inherit-
ance tax matters as we are predominantly small businesses. Of the 460,000
wholesale establishments enumerated by IRS In 1966, 61% are proprietorships,
0% partnerships and 33% corporations.

Of the $213 BILLION of business receipts reported by IRS for 1966 for those
400,000 wholesale businesses, the 151,000 corporations (33% of the total) had
business receipts of $182 BILLION or 85%. Most of these businesses are what
the Bureau of Census defines as "Merchant Wholesalers" who actually buy,
break bulk, store, sell, deliver and extend credit to retailer-dealers and industrial,
commercial, institutional and contractor business users, every conceivable type
of product manufactured, mined or grown in the nation.

The number of wholesale firms listed on the major stock exchanges can be
counted on the fingers of your two hands. A few others of the corporations have
their stock traded over-the-counter on local stock exchanges but they, too, con-
stitute a very few, certainly less than 1% of all corporations In our industry.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, most wholesale businesses are small, closely-
held, family-type businesses. Many are in the second and third generation of
family ownership and succession. We are thus very vitally concerned with the
tax consequences of the death or physical incapacitation of an owner, partner
or principal stockholder In our businesses, and how the tax will affect the
chances of survival of that business.

Thus, lacking access to capital markets, we are primarily small, closely-held,
family-type businesses. We are persuaded that the Treasury proposals in the
estate and gift and capital gains tax areas would doom us to certain demise at the
end of the first generation if they were enacted into law. We favor increased
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estate tax exclusion and are unilaterally opposed to taxation of unrealized
capital gains as If the assets were sold the day of death of the owner.

A brief description of our type of business and business operation will Illustrate
the reasons for our deep concern that the Treasury proposals will cause the most
common form of wholesaler-distributor organization, the closely-held, family
owned business, to become extinct.

In 1966, 85% of the sales volume of wholesaler-distributors was handled by
incorporated businesses. Their stock Is owned principally by one or two family
members-very seldom ten or more shareholders. The tens of thousands of first
generation companies, founded since World War II, are presently owned and
managed by the founders.

A business generation In wholesale distribution would average between
twenty and thirty year--probably twenty-five years of continuous management
by one person. A business generation in larger, publicly-held corporations, by
comparison, would probably not exceed five to seven years--the period of actual
Presidency or Chairmanship of one of a constantly changing line of professional
managers.

Second generation wholesale companies, le., those founded between World Wars
I & 11, are presently owned and managed by the sons or sons-in-law of the found-
ers in the fortieth or fiftieth year of existence of the company. There are many
tens of thousands of these companies now engaged in wholesale distribution. The
balance of wholesaler-distrlbutor firms were founded before World War I, some
in the late 1800's.

Our economic function Is to market the products of from a dozen to hundreds of
manufacturing suppliers to hundreds of retailer-dealer or industrial, com-
mercial, institutional and/or contractor and business users-the output of our
nation's factories, mines and farms. In the performance of this vital economic
function of giving time, place and possession utilities to products that have been
given form utility by our factories, mines and farms, we add value to each
product we handle. This "value added" by merchant wholesaler-distributors
has been measured by the government, Bureau of the Census, as equal to $17.30
out of every $100 of goods handled or sold by us.

As we are the primary marketing arm of our suppliers, they are naturally
vitally concerned about our managerial succesion and viability. In 20 to 60 or
more years of selling representation of our suppliers In our areas of primary
market responsibility, we have demonstrated our ability to distribute their prod-
ucts for them more economically and efficiently than direct distribution systems
of their own.

Their future Is thus dependent upon our ability to survive and grow-grow
faster than the built-in inflation of the economy, dollar wise, plus population
growth, plus the growth In product proliferation of an affluent society. No bust-
ness organization, be it publicly owned or closely-held, can survive In these
times if it does not grow-at least keeping pace with growth in the economy
as a whole.

'he nation's merchant wholesaler-distributors are no exception. In fact, in the
past decade, these small businesses have been growing at a rate almost double
the growth in Gross National Product (GNP). The managerial know-how of
these small business owner-managers is the key to their success and to the
American low cost, fast distribution system which Is the envy of the whole
world.

With the best planning and training possible, of a succession management team,
the death of a principle shareholder, owner-manager--even without drastic tax
consequences to the survivors, individually and as a business often wreaks havoc
and all too frequently leads to forced sale of distribution businesses. When the
major shareholder is the owner- manager, the value of the business is drastically
depreciated-diluted through the loss of an owner-manager. Our suppliers and
larger customers, who are dependent upon our continued successful operation,
are justifiatly concerned about this.

It is the uncertainty and fear of these eventualities that is causing a rash of
mergers and acquisitions in wholesale distribution in the 1960's and the tax
consequences under present law are mininm- when compared to what they would
be under the Treasury Department Studies and Proposals in the capial gains,
estate and gift tax areas.

As long ago as January, 1958, we wholesalers explained our tax and capital
accumulation problems to the Congress and urged an Increase in the Estate Tax
Exemption to at least $120,000. We are now persuaded that $155,000 would be
a more reaUstic figure as $60,000 in 1940, according to the Bureau of Labor
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Hatistics Index of the purchasing power of the dollar, translated In 1969 dollars
would be $150600.

We note that the Treasury departmentt Studies and Proposals do not contem-
plate any increase 1in the Estate Tax Exemption but rather propose a series of
other changes, many of which we are very fearful would sound the death knell
for small businesses such as those engaged in wholesale trade.

Philosophlically, the Treasury proposal concludes that unrealized appreciation
of capital assets, regardless of kind, is income and for tax purposes should be
taxed as If realized. Theiy propose to levy a tax on an assumed gain-an unreal-
ized gain that may not actually exist or may quickly disappear. (Witness what has
happened to publicly traded stocks in the last six months on the U.S. exchanges.
The estate of anyone who died in January or early February would have been
taxed on 25% to 30% of unrealized gain that doesn't exist today, a short tax
months later.) Upon the death of an owner-manager a wholesale business could
depreciate 50% or more, overnight.

The proposed tax Is not on income but rather on property, solely because of Its
change in ownership. An unrealized Increase In the value of an asset is not income,
rer, r1l ",j of who bo', It or why.

in wholesale distribution, between 80% and 85% of am our assets are Inven.
tory n,.d ocoo..nis receivabme. One of the intents of the Treasury proposals is to
tax that portion of a decedent's appreciated assets "which have escaped Income
taxation", to use their language. Since 80% to 85% of our "appreciated" assets
are inventory and accounts receivable, let us take a look at how they are
accumulated.

In the average wholesaler-distributor firm, about 45% of the assets are accounts
receivable and 40% is Inventory-the ratio varies between commodity lines. Under
current IRS regulations covering the creation of taxable income, beginning In-
ventory, plus purchases, less closing inventory represents cost of goods sold.
Net sales, less cost of goods sold becomes gross income from which cost of opera-
tion of the business are deducted to get net income for tax purposes.

Under this system of business tax accounting it could be argued that increases
in the value of inventory, on the asset side of the balance sheet, come from before
tax earnings. However, inventory has to be paid for, in most cases long before it
is sold. Where does the money come from to pay for the Increased level of in-
ventory necessary to service a growing volume of sales? There are two sources
only, other than current earnings, and they are new capital contributions or bor-
rowings. New capital contributions are after-tax monies and borrowings must be
paid back out of after tax earnings, only the Interest is deductible.

For every dollar of increased sales In the typical wholesaler-distributor busi-
ness, there must be a 20# increase in average investment in Inventory and ac-
counts receivable. In 1968, according to the latest available IRS Statistics of In-
come report, the average wholesaler-distributor business corporation made net
profit BVIFORE taxes of only 2.1% of sales. It can readily be seen that this level
of earnings leaves little after tax earnings for reinvestment in the business. All
Increases in investment In accounts receivable MUST come from after tax earn-
Ings, either retained or newly Invested.

Therefore, in our business, in a sustained period of Inflations, we need increased
Investment every year to keep up with the inflationary spiral-to just stand still.
If we are fortunate enough to expand our share of the market and thus experi-
ence absolute growth In excess of the Inflationary growth that is taking place In
the economy, as we have been doing recently, we must have heavy plowback of
earnings as we lack access to outside capital markets.

I risk burdening the Committee with these Industry problems, Mr. Chairman,
to set the stage for what I have to say wih respect to our fears for the effect of
the proposals of the Treasury Department on the future of our businesses. If you
should accept the recommendations of the Treasury Department and (1) fall to
Increase the estate tax exemption, (2) tax unrealized appreciation of assets
transferred at death or by gift even though you would reduce the effective estate
tax rates by the 20% they propose-even though you leave the income and estate
tax payment period in hardship cases for closely-held, family-type businesses at
ten years and extend 100% exemption to spouses-In our opinion you would
effectively eliminate the possibility of transfer of these tvp-q of businesses from
one generation to another. You would force their sale or liquidation.

thils is a most undesirable effect, in our opinion. We are absolutely persuwded
that in the wholesale segment of the economy at least, you would multiply an-
ticpatory mergers, a trend we have been watching closely and are very con-
cerned about, under present law. In fact, Mr. Chairman, four years ago we be-
came so concerned about the trend toward mergers and acquisitions of all types
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In our industry-vertical, horizontal and conglomerate-that we made a nation
wide survey.

We undertook a study of inerchant wholesalr-distributors" methods of stock
valuation for estate tax purposes and the IRS attitudes and ruling as well as tax
court cases. We have circulated almost 10,0&* copies of this Wholesaler-Dis-
tribulor Stock Valuation Study, a copy of which I would be glad to leave with
you for the Information of your staff and of the Comminittee.

The study documented the overwhelming difficulty of determining the deced-
ent's "basis" when his assets were acquired 10, 20 or 30 or more years before,
and determining, "fair market value" for assets in limited demand. If the Treas-
ury proposal were to be enacted and everyone given a 1969 or 1070 basis as is
proposed in the grandfather clause, the task of determining an equitable basis
10, 20 or 30 years from now seems hopeless. particularly when business records
are required to be kept only seven years, barring litigation.
We are also persuaded, as a result of this study, that few small iusines's

wholesalers actually make adequate plans in advance for that "day certain",
when the principal owner or stockholder dies. Even under present law, those who
do study this problem are often persuaded that the best solution i to sell out of
some publicly-held firm on a tax exempt exchange of stock basis. They do this to
convert their own closely-held, unmarketable, Illiquid st8ck into a liquid asset
that will. be taxed on appreciation as, if, or when the stock is sold-and for which
there is always a ready market, fit whole or In part, as the heirs may rqulre.

We believe that taxing appreciation of assets at death, as if sold the day before
death, would not only complicate this problem of economic concentration, but the
statistics seexi to indicate that the revenues that would result would be relatively
small. We have never looked upon estate and gift taxes as revenue raising meas-
ures. We !o not believe the Congress has done so in the past.

Being a drug wholesaler, Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that we have a look
under the sugar coating in the Treasury pill and determine the. long range effect.
By sugar coating, I mean the forgiveness of taxation on all unrealized appreci-
ation of assets that has taken place before the (late of enactment of their ro-
posals. Those of us iln this business generation might say, "Fine", but our concern
for the next generation, and the next, forbids this approach. It me explain
exactly what we believe wold happen to an average wholesale firm in the
next twenty-six years, under the Treasury proposals, based oni what has hap-
pended to the average wholesale firm In the past twenty-six years.

Please keep in mind that our spouses are really not capable of managing our
businesses after we are gone, as they do not assess the energy, ability, and busi-
ness acumen to actively manage a going business. The 100% exemption to then
merely delays the tax impact and may multiply the problems, we fear.

My family-owned wholesale drug business, if it is to be perpetuated, must be
run by my son or my brother's son or our sons-in-law or nephews, not our wives
or daughters. Despite the recent social trend,; in the United States, I believe we
can all safely assume that the situation will be quite similar for at least the next
twenty-six years, which I am using in the following examples.

My point Is that the 100% spouse exclusion in no way helps solve the long-term
problem of perpetuating the family-type business from one generation to the
next. We have already witnessed the demise of the family farm. Not due wholly
to tax problems, mind you, but because many of the sons left the farm. We are
trying hard to persuade our sons to stay with our wholesale businesses but it
isn't easy in view of our poor earnings record in past years, as you will see from
our example.

Turning now to Exhibit I, appended to my statement. The average wholesale
corporation, as reported in 1966 Preliminary Statistics of Income by IRS, ha,,
assets of $417,007. If we examine the Bureau of LaLor Statistics Purchasing
Power of the Dollar statistical series, we find that in terms of 1940 dollars this
average wholesale corporation's assets would have been $175,104 In 1940 IF it had
Just kept up with devaluation of the dollar In the twenty-six year period, with-
out any real appreciation in the v,.lue of its assets.

Now, let's suppose that the Treasury proposals are enacted into law in 1969
and that we have an asset base for a wholesale corp.ration of tbht same $175,104
and that the next twenty-six years will witness no greater rmce of depreciation
in the purchasing power of the dollar than the last tweiAy-six years. In other
words, let us assume that the asset value of our cerpoation will be $417,007 in
1905. What we want to know Is, could our 1905 wsw or gmdon take over tbe
business on the denth of the owner, under tlhe Treasury proposals, pay the pro-
-posed capital gains tax at today's rates, the estate tax at the Suggested rates of
the Treasury proposals, and pay off the tax bill in ten years (IF the estate could
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qualify as a hardship case In the view of the Commlssloi.er) at the proposed
new higher interest rate?

The capital appreciation would be $241,993 on which the capital gains tax
would be $00,498. This could be deducted by the estate, plus the $60,000 estate
tax exemption from the $417,097 valuation for the estate tax base--which would
leave $290,599 as the amount subject to the new Estate and Gift Transfer Tax.
The recommended new Transfer Tax Rate on that size estate would be 25% or a
tax liability of $74,150.

If we add the Capital Gains Tax of $60,498 to the Transfer Tax of $74,150, we
have a total death tax liability arising against the estate of $134,648. If our
heirs could prevail upon the Commissioner to agree that theirs was a hardship
case (which few have been able to do in the past under the present payment plan,
I might add) the estate could divide that amount Into 10 equal payments, plus
interest possibly at 6% (probably more) on the unpaid balance.

The first year's payment would then be $13,465 plus interest of $7,271 or
$20,736. Now the average wholesaler-distributor business gets a three times turn
over on assets, only, a very poor rate but these are the facts. This means that our
average wholesale firm would have sales In 1995 of $1,251,291. The average net
profit before taxes on sales of wholesale-distributor corporations in 1966, ac-
cording to the IRS Statistics of Income, was 2.1% so, our 1955 corporation would
earn $26,277 before taxes. At today's corporate rates, including the surtax, the
income tax liability would be $6,724. If we deduct that from the earnings, there
remains $19,453 net income after taxes available for distribution of shareholders
(to the estate). The estate liability to the government Is $20,736 for the first
installment on death transfer taxes, plus interest, so the estate is faced with a
$1,183 deficit, and, there had been no reinvestment to finance necessary growth,
on the employment of $417,097 of assets to support $1,251,291 of sales. Moreover,
the estate Is also faced with paying income tax on the $19,553 it received as
dividends from the business.

Can It survive? We think not.
Now, let us look at Exhibit II. This Is a more typical wholesaler-distributor

corporation, according to the 1960 IRS Statistics of Income of wholesale corpor-
ations. They separate the returns by asset size and the greatest percentage of
total dollar sales fall into the $1 to $5 MILLION asset sdze corporation. We have
chosen the mid-point in that asset size bracket, namely, $2,500,000.

Using the same set of assumptions our 1995 wholesale corporation with assets
of $2,500,000 would be a 1966 corporation with $1,050,000 In assets.

The assumed appreciation subject to tax in 1995 in this case would be $1,450,000;
the capital gains tax $362,500 and the taxable transfer base $2,077,500. The rec-
onunended rate for this size of estate would be 41% or $851,775. When the capital
gains tax Is added to the transfer tax, the total tax liability of this estate, when
turned over to the sons, would be $1,214,275. Assuming again that they could
convince the then Commissioner of Internal Revenue that they were a hardship
citse and he would permit them to pay the tax In ten equal yearly Installments
plus interest at 6% (or higher) on the unpaid balance, the first yearly installment,
including interest, would be $186,999.

Our $2,500,000 asset corporation in the wholesale business would be having
sales of $7,500,000 and at today's earning rate, net profit before taxes of $157,000.
Its income tax liability would be $76,010. Take that amount off net profit before
taxes and you have $81,490 income after taxes available for dividends to share-
holders (the estate). BUT, the estate owes Uncle Sam $186,999 first year payment
including Interest. The estate faces a net deficit of $105,509 -plus estate income
tax on $81,490 on the dividends it received from operation of the business.

We submit, Mr. Chairman, that both the small, average wholesale corporation,
and his larger, more typical counterpart would have to sell, at forced sale prices
upon the death of the owner or principal stockholder, if the deceased is a widower
father or a widowed mother under the proposals of the Treasury Department as
we interpret them.

In both of the exhibits, I have assumed that the business only appreciated in
value in an amount equal to the depreciation in the value of the dollar.

Our original premise was that no business can stand still. It either grows or
falls. If these two example wholesaler-distributor business grew at all, in absolute
dollars in assets and sates, their predicament would be that much worse.

The Treasury proposal promises to give some relief by permitting the ac-
cumulated earnings of the business after death to be used for stock redemption
(9 the decedent's stock. However, if the business is ahfeady short of working
capital, as most distribution business are today, or if there are no such earn-
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ings, then this solution is a nullity. The final nall in- the coffin of the small busi-
ness will be driven by the "adequate collateral to secure the payment of taxes"
to the Treasury Department, as indicated at page 405. The Treasury Department
would take a lien upon the business assets which would preclude the business
from borrowing. Thus the lien would destroy the borrowing capacity and paralyze
financial operations. In addition, it is stated at page 405 of the Treamry report
that "the District Director i entitled to 90 days notice of sales of corporate sets
of value greater than $1,000 (other than sales In the ordinary course of business),
to notice of the declaration of a dividend, and to notice of any other action calcu-
lated to have a substantial effect upon the liquidating value of a firm, Including
changes in the salaries of officers or directors. Failure to furnish such notice will
constitute a default, which will authorize the )istrlct )irector to enforce his
security interest." It is a certainty that the District Director will be either running
or liquidating every small business within his district If this propoal is enacted.

In closing, we would urge again that (1) the present estate tax exemption, to
spouses, orphans and sons or other heirs be increased to a more realistic figure-
at least to a flat dollar amount that would represent at 1969 reflection of a
$60,000 1942 exemption ($155,000), (2) that unrealized capital gains not be
taxed at death but rather that the law should provide for the carry over to the
heirs of the decedent's basis for property included In the estate, at least insofar
as closely-held, family-type businesses that continue in operation are concerned,
and (3) that the present 10 year extended payment period for estate taxes be
retained and that the rules be relaxed, by law if deemed necessary, so that the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue does not, In effect, become the financial man-
ager of the business, to whom the heirs have to turn for approval every time they
want to spend a few dollars for Improvement in plant, equipment or additions to
inventory, etc.

Indeed the Treasury study admits that the ten years payment period has not
been taken advantage of by many taxpayers because of the stringent rules and
regulations that aTe applied in such cases by the Commissioner.

It might also be desirable to increase the Federal Itate Tax credit for State
Inheritance and other death taxes, to ease the shock of death taxes on tile
Nation's smaller, Independent businesses. We believe it Is the genuine desire of
this Committee and the Congress, yes AND the Administration, to perpetuate
these businesses from one generation to another. Complete exemption for spouses
will not do this.

The Treasury assertion that the 100% marital exclusion "will give the sur-
viving spouse more time to plan for the disposition of an illiquid asset at the
best possible price . . ." is fallacious. Disposition of our "illiquid assets", inven-
tory and receivables, without replenishment in a like or greater amount means
liquidation of the business, pure and simple.

The Treasury assertion that "Freezing of Investment position (holding onto
appreciated assets rather than selling them during lifetime) deprives the econ-
omy of the fruits of an unencumbered flow of capital toward areas of enterprise
promising larger rewards" simply is not valid with respect to the perpetuation of
closely-held, family-type wholesale distribution businesses. Our investment, fro-
zen as it may be, is in a constantly changing, evergrowing group of products
that are needed every day of the year by consumers to survive and other busi-
nesses to operate. If our investment is forced to be liquidated by tax law, to
meet the demands of tax collectors, other, perhaps less efficient entrepreneurs
will have to take our ploe es with equal or greater amounts of capital investment
to satisfy the insatiable appetites of American consumers and American business
for food, clothing, shelter, raw materials, maintenance and relmir and replace-
ment parts and equipment. Of that your Committee may be sure, Mr. Chairman.

What the Treasury Studies and Proposals do not comprehend is the difference
between a "portfolio" of regularly traded and instantly marketable stock in public
corporations and a "portfolio" consisting entirely of stock in one, closely-held,
family-type whole sale distribution business. Part of the former can be liquidated
to meet the demands of the tax collector without depreciating the value of the
remainder of the "portfolio". Not so with a going distribution business--if you
have to sell and not replenish Inventory, your "out of business" and factoring of
receivables Inevitably leads to a "business embolish".

We have not dealt with the gift tax proposals as the Treasury study reports
that less than 10% of taxpayers with small estates ever use gifts in any way in
their estate planning. We believe this is especially true in the wholesale industry.

We appreciate your kindness and attention, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee, in granting this opportunity to present these views. We are not ex-
perts in tax policy matters, I assure you, but we have developed some expertise
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in figuring the tax Impact on our businesses, under the watchful eye and careful
guidance of the Treasury Department and more particularly the IRS.

That concludes my remarks, Air. Chairman, and with your permission I'd
like to Include my exhibits at this polt in the record.

Senator WILLIAMS. Without objection.

2xHnrrr I

.ram plc of cffcet of Trcastiry recommendations on assets and operations of an
average wholcsalc distribution corporation

(Based on Statistics of Income 1966--Internal Revenue Service)

Assets of average wholesale corporation I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $417, 097
1940 basis ' --------------------------------------------- 175,104

Appreciation ----------------------------------------- 241,908

Capital gains tax (25 percent) ------------------------------- 0,498

Aato-- ----------------------------------------------- 417,007
Less capital gains tax ----------------------------------- 60,498

Tetal -6--------------------------------------------- , 5p
Less overall exemption --------------------------------- 60,000

Taxable transfer ----------------------------------------- 296,599
Transfer tax (25 percent) -------------------------------- 74,150

capital gains tax ----------------------------------------- 0,498
Transfer tax --------------------------------------------- 74,150

Total taxes ---------------------------------------- 134,648

First installment of 10 year payment --------------------------- 13,465
6 percent interest, first year -------------------------- 7,271

Total first year payment by estate ------------------------ 20,736

Average business receipts equal 3X average assets' ------------- 1,251,291
Average net profit before taxes=2.1 percent 5 of business receipts- 26,277

Taxable income ------------------------------------------- 26,277

Corporate income tax (22 percent) ----------------------------- 5,500
(48 percent of remaining $1,277) ----------------------------- 613
Surtax (10 percent) -------------------------------------- 611

Total corporate income tax------------------------------ 6,724
Net profit before taxes ------------------------------------- 2,277

Less income tax --------------------------------------- 6,724

Net profit after income taxes --------------------------------- 19,553

Dividend to estate (assuming no retained earnings) ---------------- 19,553
1st year payment, including interest ------------------------ 20,736

Deficit (not Including estate income tax due on $19,553) ------------ (1, 183)
1 Total wholesale trade assets divided by the number of Income tax returns. Source:

p 19, preliminary statistics of Income, 1966, corporation Income tax returns, Internal
Revenue Service, U.S. Treasury Department.

2 Purchasing price of the dollar (1957-59- $1 ) In 1940 $2.326 vs. 1966 $0.94 1. It would
take $2.382 in 1966 dollars to equal the purchasing power of 1 1940 dollar, or, 1 1966
dollar Is worth the equivalent of 42/100 1940 dollar. Thus, 1904 assets worth $417,097
would have been valued at 42/100 that amount ($175, 104) in 1940. Source: Bureau of
Labor Statistics. U.S. Department of Labor.

I Proposed unified transfer tax rate from schedule on p. 356 of the joint publication,
Committee of Ways and Means. pt. 8.

' Source: Same as 1. Total Assets $63,423,325,000 vs. total business receipts of $188,-
424 712 000 or, a ratio of 1 to 297.

a koirce: Same as I. Business receipts $188,424,712,000 vs. Income subject to tax $3,-
937,T0,000 or, 2.089 percent.
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FIxUIBI II

Example of Effect ol Treasury Rccommendations on Ascts and Operations of A
Typical Wholesale Distribution Corporation

(Based on Statistics of Income 1966-Internal Revenue Service)

Assets of typical wholesale corporation ---------------------------- $2, 500, 000
1940 basis ----------------------------------------------- 1,050,000

Appreciation --------------------------------------- 1,450,000
Capital gains tax (25 percent) ------------------------------- 362,500

Assets ---------------------------------- ------------ 2500, 000
Less capital gains tax --------------------------------- 32500

2,17,500
Less overall exemption ----------------------------- 60, 000

Taxable transfer --------------------------------------- 2, 077, 500

Transfer tax (41 percent) ------------------------------ 851,775

Capital gains tax - ----------------------------------------- 500
Transfer tax ------------------------------------------- 851,775

Total taxes -------------------------------------- 1, 214,275

First Installment of 10 year payment ------------------------- 121,428
6 percent interest, 1st year 65, 571

Total first year payment ----------------------------- 186,999
Average business receipts equal 3 X average assets -- - - - - - - - - . - - 7, 500, 000

Average net profit before taxes 2.1 percent' of business
receipts ------------------------------------------- 157, 500

Taxable income ----------------------------------------- 157, 500

Corporate income tax (22 percent of 1st $25,000) ----------------- 5, r,00
(48 percent of the remaining $131,500 ---------------------- 63, 600
Surtax (10 percent) ------------------------------------ , 910

Total corporate income tax ----------------------------- 76,010

Net profit before taxes ------------------------------------ 157, 500
Less income tax --------------------------------------- 7,010

Net profit after income taxes ------------------------------- 81,490

Dividend to estate (assuming no retained earnings) -------------- 81,490
1st year payment, including interest ----------------------- 186,999

Deficit (not including estate income tax due on $81,490 ------------ (106,509)
1 Source: Preliminary Statistics of Income. 1960, Corporation Income Tax Returns,

Internal Revenue Service, U.S. Treasury Department.
IPurchasing price of the dollar (1957-59=$1.00) In 1940 $2.326 vs. 190 $0.944. It

would take $2.382 in 1980 dollars to equal the purchasing power of 1 1940 dollar, or, 1 1966
dollar is worth the equivalent of 42/100 1940 dollar. Thus, 1980 assets worth $2,500,000
would have been valued at 42/100 that amount ($1,050,000) In 1940. Source: Bureau
of labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

I Proposed unified transfer tax rate from schedule on p. 356 of the joint publication.
Committee on Ways and Means.

'S ource" Same as 1. Total assets $63,423,325,000 vs. total business receipts of $188,-
424.712,000 or, a ratio of I to 2.97.

S Source: Same as 1. Business receipts $188,424,712,000 va. Income subject to tax $3,.
937,726,000 or, 2.089 percent.

&-865 -70---pt. 7 of 7- 30
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General

STATEMENI' OF MARVIN J. MILLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. MAJOR LEAouE BASEBALL
PLAYER ASSOCIATION, TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE U.S. SENATE

The Major League Baseball Players Association is the exclusive collective
bargaining representative of all major league baseball players employed by the 24
major league baseball clubs which make up the American and National Leagues.

The players, as salaried employees, have a direct Interest in the Tax Reform
Act of 196 currently under consideration by the United States Senate Finance
Committee.

Certain conditions of employment of professional athletes are similar to those
which relate to employment in other Industries. However, several circumstances
of their employment are unusual, and at least one Is unique. It is the unique
circumstance which has resulted In an inequitable application of the Internal
Revenue Coile by the Internal Revenue Service.

A major league player Is required, as a condition of employment, to sign a
contract containing a "reserve" clause which, in effect, provide-s that the player
Is the property of his club, that the employer club's option on his services has no
termination date, that the player may be traded, sold, optioned or otherwise
assigned to other employers at other locations at the will of the employer club,
and that such assignments may be made without consultation or notice. Further-
more, there Is no limit to the number of such assignments or reassignments and
when they take place during a playing season, the player is obliged to report
to the assignee club within 72 hours.

While relocation of employees Is not unusual In American Industry, there Is
no other field of endeavor outside of professional sports In which an employee
Is required to accept assignment of his contract to another employer In a dif-
ferent location or be barred from the entire Industry and required to learn new
skills in order to earn a living. This requirement means that a player at all
times Is subject to relocation of his place of employment and, In many cases,
to one relocation after another.

The overwhelming majority of major league players maintain a permanent
residence In one part of the country and a second home in the city In which his
employer club of the moment Is located. This second home, or "home-away-from-
home", obviously entails certain living expenses. Such expenses are not reim-
bursed by the employer clubs. Despite the necessity and the obvious connection
between such expense- and producing Income through his salary as a player,
such expenses are not casidered as deductible for purposes of the Federal Income
Tax unless certain other conditions relating to~off-season employment and in-
come are met. Even when Income Is earned off-season at the place of the player's
permanent residence, Internal Revenue's decisions concerning the deductibility
of his "home-away-from-home" expenses have been applied in a non-uniform
fashion which has resulted in a great deal of confusion.

The Internal Revenue Service has recognized, in situations outside of pro-
fessional sports, that It is appropriate to permit deduction of "home-away-from-
home" expenses In situations where the wage or salary earner Is required to
live away from his permanent home In order to accept temporary employment.
The underlying principle seems to be that when employment away from the
taxpayer's home is on a temporary basis, It Is unreasonable to expect him to
relocate his family and, therefore, his extra living expenses necessitated by such
employment are properly deductible.

Application of this principle to the circumstances of professional athletes in
the major team sports of baseball, football, basketball and hockey seems eminently
logical and equitable. Because of the reserve clause requirement, no player in
these sports industries has anything but a temporary job with respect to any
particular place of employment. At all times a player is subject to reassign-
ment without notice. Almost inevitably each such assignment entails a change
In the location of his employment to another city considerably beyond commuting
distance.

In view of the clearly temporary nature of his employment, unreimbursed
reasonable and necessary, living expenses Incident to the employment of profes-
sional athletes should be deductible expenses for Federal Income Tax purposes.
It Is urged that the Committee give favorable consideration to the following
addition to Section 162(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1064:

"For the purpose of this Section (I 162(a)), the place of residence of a
taxpayer shall be considered his home when his place of employment
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within the Industry In which he Is employed Is determined exclusively by
his employer who retains the right to assign his employment contract to
another employer or for performance at another place."

In its consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 199 the United States Senate
Finance Committee reportedly has approved a more liLeral "income averaging"
provision than the current law provides, and has approved three new categories
of moving expenses as deductible expenses. The Major League Baseball Players
,As-ociation favors both of these actions. The Income pmttern of many professional
athletes Is very different from that of most taxpayers. As a result of the successful
application of his skills and a number of other factors, a baseball player's major
league starting salary of approximately $10,000 a year may advance rapidly over
the next succeeding two, three or four years. However, since the average player
does not even complete five years of major league service In his lifetime, the
period during which he enjoys peak earnings is extremely short. (The top stars
of the game who remain in the major leagues for 10. 15 and even more years are
the exceptions.) Accordingly, the concept of income averaging which results in
the application of a tax bracket more in keeping with the average annual Income
of a player over the period of his career Is appropriate. Similarly, the Commit-
tee's action In recognizing certain categories of actual moving expenses as de-
ductible is both realistic and equitable.

Under consideration by the Committee Is an amendment relating to deferred
compensation. Although deferred compensation agreements are not widespread In
baseball, there has been a growing number of such contracts as more players
attempt to plan ahead for the anticipated, precipitous decline in earnings at the
relatively early ages of players when they become Inactive as players. As noted,
the peak earnings of professional athletes are compressed into a very few years.
The attempt to defer a part of such Income to a later period when the former
athlete will face the necessity of embarking on a new career at an age somewhere
between 32 and 39 seems to be constructive and socially useful. None of the
deferred income contracts in baseball, to our knowledge, provide that the player
receive any incomb which might be earned from the deferred salary during the
period of Its deferment. It is clear that if the tax laws required that the deferred
salary be taxed as if such deferred salary had been paid in the year earned, It
would result In the elimination of deferred salary agreements of the type gen-
erally found in professional sports. While the elimination of or limitation of
deferred salary agreements would increase Federal tax revenues, It would seem
to be desirable to permit significant salary deferrals (to be taxed In the years
actually received) In the case of taxpayers whose peak earning years are com-
posed into a small part of their working lives.

Finally, the Players Association urges that the Senate Finance Committee give
consideration to a problem relating to player awards constituting gross Income
for purposes of the Federal Income Tax law. The United States Court of Appeals,
9th Circuit. (May 14, 1960) found that the Tax Court correctly held that the
value of an automobile and the S. Rae Hickok belt awarded the taxpayer, a pro-
fessional baseball player, constituted gross Income In the years of receipt.

The Hickok belt was awarded to the player as the "outstanding professional
athlete" In 1.962.

It seems clear that, under certain conditions, prizes and awards made primarily
in recognition of religious, charitable, sclentiflc, educational, artistic, literary or
civic achievement are excluded from gross Income. However, the Circuit Court
found that the taxpayer's award did not fall Into one of these categories. In
affirming the decision of the Tax Court, the Circuit Court noted:

"The law as It presently exists requires the foregoing conclusion. We
dislike it, for we are convinced It is an inequitable result. The next step
would be for the International Revenue Service to tax the gold and silver in
the medals awarded to Olympic Games' winners. Unfortunately for the tax-
payer In this case, the court has no authority to legislate equities Into the
Internal Revenue Code or the Treasury Regulations. Both the problem and
the remedy lie with the Congress, not with the courts."

The Major League Baseball Players Association respectfully requests that the
Senate Finance Committee approve an amendment to the Internal Revenue Code
which would exclude from gross Income awards which are made in recognition of
athletic achievement
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AumucFOAN PUBLIC GAS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., October 7, 1969.

lion. VA NCH HARTKE,
Senate (ommittec on Finance, Now Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DVAR SENATOR HARTK: The American Public Gas Association, the national
association of publicly owned gas distribution systems, held its Eighth Annual
Convention at Gatlinburg, Tennessee, September 15-17, 1069, At that time, the
members unanimously adopted 5 resolutions on various Issues involved in the
Tax Reform Act of 1960 (H.R. 13270) now before your Committee of vital interest
to the members of the association. We are enclosing herein copies of these
resolutions.

We respectfully request that these resolutions be made a part of the printed
Senate Hearings relating to the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

We appreciate very much this opportunity to present our views to you and the
Committee.

Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT H. Kino, PrcMdcnt.

REsOLUTION No. 4.-Tut TAX EXEMPT STATUS OF STATE AND LOCAL BONDS

Whereas, the interest from State, municipal and other public agency bonds has
historically been exempt from Federal taxation under our dual system of
government; and

Whereas, a Federal Income tax on the obligations of States and their political
sub visions, or upon the Interest they pay on these obligations, would be In-
consistent with and contrary to the dual system of government contemplated by
our Constitution; and

Whereas, the House of Representatives of the United States Congress has
passed H.R. 18270, 91st Congress, 1st Session (also known as the Tax Reform
Act of 1960) which bill would offer a Federal subsidy to State and local bond
issues In exchange for their Interest's being subject to Federal Income taxation;
and

Whereas, H.R. 13270 will have, and already has had, a seriously adverse
Impact on, and caused great uncertainty In the market for State and local
obligations; and

Whereas, such a Federal subsidy would undermine the financial independence
and integrity of State and local governments In carrying out their governmental
responsibility of providing their citizens with essential public services including
natural gas and would drive them to rely instead upon Federal assistance; and

Whereas, the issuance of tax exempt bonds bearing the lowest possible interest
rate is essential for municipal and other publicly-owned gas utilities to have a
means of financing needed facilities for the transmission and distribution of
water, natural gas and electricity; and

Whereas, the limited tax preference provisions of H.R. 13270 provides a
sufficient deterrent to tax abuse by holders of tax exempt State and local bonds;
now, therefore, be it

Rcaolved, That the American Public Gas Association:
1. Reaffirm its opposition to any legislation which would abridge the tax

exempt status of bonds Issued by State or local governments to finance public
services Including natural gas; and

2. Opposes any legislation which would offer Federal subsidy as a substitution
for the long-standing Constitutional and legislative tax exemption of Interest
on State and local bonds presently incorporated in Section 103 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 19W4.

RxSOLUTION No. 5.-TRATMENT OF LIBERALIzED DEP3ECIATION AND ACCELERATED
A o9rzATION FOu RATE MAKING PURPOSES

Whereas, the "flow-through" principle for the trm'tment of liberalized depreci-
ation under Section 167 and accelerated amortization under Section 168 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1964 results In substantial savings to the ratepayers
who thereby pay only for the actual Federal taxes Incurred by regulated natural
gas companies as a part of their cost of service; and

Whereas, to the contrary, the "normalization" principle for the treatment of
these matters results In the ratepayers paying for hypothetical "phantom"
taxes which the regulated natural gas companies do not In fact pay to the
Government and may never pay; and
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Whereas, the Federal Power Commission has decided that the flow-through
principle Is the proper method for treating liberalized depreciation under Sec-
tion 167 of the Internal Revenue Code, and has further decided that companies
using liberalized depreciation may not change their depreciation method to avoid
flowing through the resulting tax savings to the consumer, which decisions
have been affirmed by a number of courts on appeals; and

Whereas, H.R. 13270, 91st Congress, 1st Session ("Tax Reform Act of 100"),
if enacted, would in effect "freeze" utility companies in the type of depreciation
and amortization which they are now using by requiring (1) that if straight line
depreciation is presently used, then no faster depreciation is to be permitted as
to that property, (2) that if accelerated depreciation with normalization is
presently used, the taxpayers must either switch to straight line or continue to
normalize, and (3) that If accelerated depreciation with flow through is pres-
ently used, the taxpayer must continue to do so unless the appropriate regula-
tory agency permits a change as to that property ; and

Whereas, the effect of these provisions of H.R. 13270 would be to inhibit the
expanded use of accelerated depreciation (and flow through of the savings
resulting therefrom) for ratemaking purposes, thereby arbitrarily discriminating
against consumers In those areas of the country serviced by pipeline companies
which have not as yet switched to accelerated depreciation; Now, therefore,
be it

Resolved, That the American Public Gas Association opposes those provisions
of H.R. 13270 which would change the present law relating to the use of accel-
erated depreciation and amortization by utility companies.

RERSOLUTxON No. 6.-OH, AND GAS DEPLr ox AiLOWANCE AND INrANOIDUC
DauLNo ExPrNSFs

Whereas, the 274% depletion allowance for oil and gas production has long
been a greater benefit and incentive than is necessary for producers of oil and
gas; and

Whereas, this allowance has In many instances permitted oil and gas com-
panies to avoid bearing their fair share of our nation's tax burden; and

Whereas, the present tax provisions relating to intangible drilling expenses
which permit an immediate write-off of the costs of drilling new wells provide
sufficient incentive for such drilling; and

Whereas, H.R. 13270, 01st Congress, 1st Session ('Tax Reform Act of 1009"),
if enacted, would cut the present 27%1/ depletion allowance on domestically
produced oil and gas to 20% and would repeal entirely the 27%1c, depletion
allowance for overseas production of oil and gas; and

Whereas, the provisions of H.R. 13270 would not affect the deductions per.
mitted for intangible drilling expansion; and

Whereas, the effect of the above provisions of H.R. 13270 would be to reallocate
the Federal Income tax burden in a substantially more equitable manner than
now exists and, through the maintenance of the present provisions relating to
the deduction of intangible drilling costs, could result in a significant increase in
the exploration for and development of domestic supplies of oil and gas through
an incentive to increase the level of domestic drilling operation, which would
result in substantial savings to consumers in the prices they would pay for oil
and gas; and

Whereas, any changes in both the depletion allowance and the deduction for
intangible drilling expenses might deter the development of new supplies of oil
and gas and thereby result In an increase in the cost of oil and gas to the con-
sumer; now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That the American Public Gas Association supports those provisions
of H.R. 13270 which reduce the present 27% % depletion allowance on domestically
produced oil and gas to 20% and which repeal entirely the depletion allowance for
foreign production of oil and gas, but opposes any attempt to restrict the provi-
sions of Section 263 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 regarding allowance
of intangible drilling expenses for oil and gas wells.

RESOLUTiON No. 7.-RMAL OF TRZ INVTMENT TAX CMMrr

Whereas, H.R. 18270, 91st Congress, 1st Session ("Tax Reform Act of 1960")
would, if enacted, provide that the termination of the investmen'. credit would
not affect gas pipeline construction not yet begun but for which an application
had been filed with the Federal Power Commission prior-to April 19, 196; and



Whereas, since 1964, the benefits derived by pipeline companies from the 7%
Investment tax credit have not been "flowed through" to the consumer to lower
the rates he pays for gas, so that the consumers in effect, have been paying as
though there were no Investment tax credit; and

Whereas, this exception to the termination provisions (known also as the "pipe-
line sweetener") constitutes unwarranted special treatment for gas pipeline com-
panies as the expense of the public; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Public Gas Association opposes anything short of
uniform, across-the-board treatment of all businesses with respect to the termina-
tion of the investment tax credit.

RESOLUTION No. 8.-REvuxoN OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT FOR OVERSEAS OIL AND
GAS OPERATIONS

Whereas, it is desirable to encourage exploration for and development of
domestic supplies of oil and natural gas; and

Whereas, It Is In the interest of the nation and the consuming public to achieve
a greater economy In the production of oil and natural gas through a proximity of
the sources of these products to those who buy and consume them; and

Whereas, present tax law relating to foreign tax credits for overseas oil and
gqst operations encourages overseas production at the expense of domestic devel-
opment; and

Whereas, present law has allowed some oil and gas companies to derive double
tax benefits and to disguise royalty payments to foreign governments as "foreign
taxes"; and

Whereas, provisions of H.R. 13270, 91st Congress, 1st Session ("Tax Reform
Act of 1969") would, if enacted, correct this situation and encourage greater de-
velopment of domestic oil ani6 gas resources by reducing the foreign tax credits
available for overseas oil and gas operations ; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Public Gas Asmciation supports the provisions of
H.R. 13270 relating to reduction of the foreIgn tax credits available to overseas
oil and gas operations.

Surtax

(Telegrami
JULY 10, 1069.

Mr. RUSSELL B. LoNGo,
Ohairnmn, Senate Finance Oommitttec,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:

I wish to make known the opposition of our union to the extension of the 10
percent surtax which is an Intolerable burden on wage earners In private industry
who are caught In a squeeze between rising prices and rising taxes. We fully
support tax reforms. The closing of loopholes in the present laws would more
than make up.

ALBERT J. FITZOERALD,
General President,

United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of Am,'Ica.

Railroad rolling stock

STATEMENT OF THE AssooAmON OF AMERIOAN RAILROADS, SUBMrTTED RY FRANCIS 0.
MoDrEmoLr, TAX Cou~srL

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION

The Association of American Railroads suggests:
(1) Modifying Section 705 of the House measure which provides 7 year

amortization of certain railroad rolling stock by:
(a) Correcting the language to assure amortization treatment as

Intended by Committee on Ways and Means
(b) Reducing proposed amortization period from 7 to 5 years
(o) Expanding provision to Include locomotives, and
(d) Broadening language to Include private car lines and other tax-

payers who own rolling stock
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(2) Liberalizing present moving expenses by permitting:
(a) A new $2500 combined deduction for house-hunting trips, tem-

porary living costs at new location, and commission for selling prior
residence, (Section 231 of House Bill), and

(b) An employee to receive present nonrecognit!on of gain or capital
gains treatment for sale of his prior residence where employer payments
are involved

(3) Modifying the present foreign tax credit limitation by computing the
limitation without regard to capital gains; and

(4) Expanding section 332(c), Internal Revenue Code of 1954, by:
(a) Extending nonrecognition of gain treatment to the parent in the

case of subsidiary indebtedness to the parent, and
(b) Affording similar nonrecognition of gain treatment in such case

when an insolvent subsidiary is liquidated.

STATEMENT

The Association of American Railroads, on behalf of the railroad industry,
appreciates this opportunity to express its views regarding certain provisions of
the tax reform bill presently before this committee.

The Association, usually referred to as the AAR, is a voluntary nonprofit, unin-
corporated association that includes in its membership the major, or Class I,
railroads of the United States, plus numerous smaller U.S. roads and the major
roads of Canada and Mexico. Our members operate about 94 percent of the rail-
road mileage In the United States.

1. AMORTIZATION OF RAILROAD ROLNO STOCK (SECTION 705 OF HOUSE BILL)

'The industry appreciates the recognition specifically given in H.R. 13270 by
the Ways and Means Committee and the House of Representatives to the financial
problems we face and our desire to modernize md upIrade our service to the
public in general. Thus, the House bill contains a provision (Section 705) which
provides a domestic common carrier railroad subject to regulation by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission to elect (under regulations prescribed by the Seere-
tary) to amortize freight cars md passenger cars over a period of 84 months (7
years). This fast write-off is available to rolling stock (except locomotives)
acquired by the tax payer ifter July 31, 1900. ALso, as pointed out by the House
Committee, rolling stock constituting preterminatlon property l taced In service
after July 31, 1969, qualifies for both rapid amortization and investment credit.

We are certainly in accord with the underlying reasons for this relief, particu-
larly in view of imminent repeal of the investment credit. The record is eminently
clear that since enmctment of the tax credit our industry has been able to Increase
and invest in new equipment and ftcllities to a considerable degree. The dramnte
result has been a substantial contribution to modernizing railroad equilanent,
increasing our efficiency, reducing freight car shortages during seasonal periods
of critical need, and improving every milroad's ability to acquire new equipment,
particularly rolling stock. With termination of the credit, our industry will be
severely hit.

However, while we are in accord with the over all objective of the House
provision, we submit that this amortization provision alone cannot be a true
substitute for investment, tax credit. In the first place, a basic difference is that a
ftruer write-off period results only in a postponement of taxes rather thn In a
true tax saving. In contrast, the investment tax credit, as the term itself suggests,
rfoults in an actual reduction or saving in taxes. Thus, there is no way in which
these two essentially differed provisions can really be equated, either in the
short or the long term. Also, the investment ievlIt provides an immeWate savings
in cash which serves as a t(own-payment on equipment purchase Moreover, for
purposes of determining depreciation, investment credit does not have to be
deducted from original cost.

Another aspect of the 7-year amortization provision is its delayed impact-it
does not become fully operative until 1979--some ten years hence. The reason Is
that under present law by using the rapid write-off provided by Treakoury Guide-
lines (double, declining balance on a 14-year life for rolling stock), a railroad
can recover two-thirds of the cost of the equipment in the first seven years o the
equipment's life. The net effect of the 7-year amortization proposal merely gives
us recovery of the extra one-third cost some three years earlier.



Purthermore, the provision would apply only to cars, not to locomotives nor to
other facilities now eligIble for the Investment tax credit. Also, as presently
written, it provides a faster write-off only for cars owned by carriers and not by"private" car owners such as carleasing companies, a distinction which does not
apply under the existing Investment tax credit. This would be a serious diad-
vantage to such owners, to the carriers which favorably lease cars from such
owners, and to the cause of providing a fully adequate and modern car supply.

2. POSITION OF THE TREASURY

The Treasury Department, In testimony before the Flinance Committee on Sep
tember 4, 1969, opposed this provision on the basis that It provides relief only to
a small number of profitable roads and would be of no financial assistance to the
more deprted railroads; and, in contradiction to the House committee's con-
elusion, alleged that 'it (Section 705) will iot be an effective instrument in
dealing with the specialized problems of seasonal shortages of general-purpose
freight cars." They proposed no evolution. We believe that the objections of the
Treasury can simply be removed by adopting the Induttry's suggestions, etqee~ally
that amortization be extended to include car leasing companies and other tax
payers who own rolling stock. This particular extension will provide one of
the prime advantages that the investment tax credit has afforded to our less
provident railroads-the opportunity to favorable leases. Further, we whole-
heartedly disagree with the coneluslons of the Treasury, namely, the problem
of seasonal shortages would not be helped in part by this provision. It Is obvious
that if the overall relief which the industry seeks Is realized, greater incentive
will exist to not only replace the present fleet but to expand and modernize It,
especially when coupled with the rolling relief from investment credit repeal.

8. SUGGESTED CHANGES IN SECTION 705

The American Railroads feel that the fast write-off provision of the House bill,
If expanded, wil go far in uchhoving the objective for which the House provision
Is designed; moderm.ztion of raroad equipment and Increase In railroad efli-
cleicy. However, in order to provide our industry with its present level of equip-
ment Investment, which the House proposal intends to provide, we feel certain
necessalry improvements in the amortization provision must be made.
(a) Amortization

In the summary of H.R. 13270 prepared by the staffs of Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and the Finance Committee, It Is correctly pointed
out on page 99 that the bill crrontouuly provides for 7-year depreciation, Intead
of umortization. It is quite clear from the House Ways and Metans Committee
report, pages 200 and 201, that the House committee definitely Intended that our
industry be provided with the option to amortize certain of our railroad rolling
stock over a 7-year period. In view of this, and without belaboring the point, this
drafting error should be corrected and the language of the section redrafted to
assure the Industry of amortization election for its railroad rolling stock, in
lieu of depreciation.
(b) Five-year amortization in lieu of seven years

Presently, the bill provides for an 84-month or 7-year period for amortization
deductions. Regrettably, this period Is far too long to supply the needed funds
necessary to offset the permanent loss of the investment credit. This Is particu-
larly evidenced by the fact that use of a 7-year period as proposed, because of
the present availability of double declining depreciation on a 14-year guideline
life for rolling stock, will not produce any additional deductions In 1969. For
several years, the additional deductions would be far short of currently available
benefits arising from the Investment credit and accelerated depreciation. Con-
sequently, to provide meaningful assistance, It Is essential that the amortization
Ieriod be shortened to 5 years. This recommendation Is made in full recognition
that this Committee has seen fit, In view of the financial straits of the railroads
and its need to have adequate equipment, to provide for a transitional phase-out
of the investment credit for railroad rolling stock. The Industry Is grateful to
the Committee for Its help and feels that such Committee actim is fully justifiable
in view of the critical need for rolling stock now.

However. It must be recognized that the proposed relief provided in the invest-
ment credit repeal amendment of H.R. 7311, ordered favorably reported by the
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Committee on Friday, September 19, Is not a permanent answer and provides
through 1974 only transitory assistance. This results from the fact that the
phase-out credit provisions of the rolling stock proposal reduces the available
investment credit at the rate of 1/10 of 1% a month beginning In January,
1971, until January, 1975, Ahen the credit ends. Also, since the provision applies
only to rolling stock, this cuts back our overall credit approximately 25 percent
for 1969 and 1970, and even more when the phase-out reduction starts In 1071.
This means less dollars, less cash flow for our equipment needs. However,
coupled with a liberalized 5-year amortization allowance, as suggested, It should
provide the railroad industry with a source of capital for Its locomotive and
car fleet and the continued modernization of the industry.

The 7-year amortization provides no benefit to the industry in 1970, a modest
benefit in 1971, and some benefit in the three succeeding years, prodded sub-
stantial equipment Is added to the freight car fleet. On the other hand, the
combination of the transitional investment tax credit for rolling stock, approved1
by this committee, and a five-year amortization of railroad rolling stock provision
can go far In implementing the expressed Congressional intent to provide
assistance to the railroad Industry in meeting the needs of the country.
(c) Inclusion of locomotives

As drafted, the bill provides deductions for rolling stock except locomotives.
Locomotives should be included In the rolling stock available for amortization
in the same manner as the transitional phase-out provision which applies to all
rolling stock. More efficient and modern locomotives will improve the use of car
fleets generally. Obviously, adequate power is needed in order to move freight
and passenger cars. Also, the industry Is faced with the necessity of retiring
large numbers of locomotives which can no longer do the Job. Thus, failure to
include locomotives in this provision would leave a great gap in our mnoderniza-
tion plan. Further, without inclusion of locomotives, the amortization deduc-
tions will be far short of any investment credit benefits which they are intended
to replace.
(d) Availabilit to lessors

Presently, Section 705 applies only to a railroad owning its own rolling stock.
Since many of the finacially weak railroads lease rolling stock and since it Is
equally important to help these railroads acquire new rolling stock, the language
should be broadened to include private car lines and other taxpayers which own
rolling stock. This would be in line with the phase-out credit for rolling stock.
As previously noted, one of the prime advantages of the investment credit to
railroads and other companies is the right to transfer it to another party in a
leasing arrangement. To those roads that have no taxable income or not enough
to use their credits in full, transferability of the investment credit has been of
substantial benefit. In the assignment arrangement to a lessor, a quid pro quo
for assignment Is the railroad's opportunity to obtain a significantly lower Inter-
est rate under the lease than that available In the going market. Consequently,
over the years, the practice of acquiring equipment through investment credit
leases has grown, and it now, is a significant factor In modernizing our fleet. In
view of this, it Is recommended that the amortization provision be extended to all
car owners-railroads, car leasing companies, and tax payer owners alike. This
will guarantee that not only the tax paying railroads will benefit, but the less
provident ones as well. Thus, the entire Industry, and the public as well, will be
helped.
(e) Technitial assets

Redrafting the bill on an amortization basis requires language to assure an
election to terminate use of a 5-year amortization period should a tax payer go
desire. A similar type of provision is in Section 168 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 premitting 5-yetir amortization of emergency facilities. In addition,
since the investment credit is allowed on amortized rolling stock (as pre-ter-
minatlon property) a provislon is necessary to make It clear that no reduction
in the investment credit Is made because of the use of a 5-year amortization
period where the actual useful life of the equipment Is in excess of the eight
years required for full Investment credit. Another aspect Is that the t enactment
of this provision is not Intended to afford capital gains treatment. to what
otherwise would be ordinary income. This has been called to the attention of
the committee staffs and can be dealt with accordingly. Finally, It IA requested
that suitable language be Inserted in the committee report or the bill, If necessary,
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which assures a railroad or other entity electing this amortization, that such
action woull not create any adverse effects on its depreciation accounts in
application of the so-called reserve ratio test. It would be incongruous for a tax
payer to elect the benefits of this provision and then be In a position of losing
them bevmtie of the reserve ratio test.

(I) Supgcetcd proposal
In order to achieve the purpose intended by the Honse, namely, to encourage

continuation of the present level of our Investment, and incorporating the neces-
sary recommendations of the industry, the following. language should be sub-
stituted for the present provisions of Section 705:

SECTION 705. AMORTIZATION OF RAILROAD ROLLING STOCK

(a) Inl General.-Pirt VI of subchapter B of Chapter 1 (relating to itemized
deductions for individuals and corporations) is amended by Inserting after sec-
tion 182 the following i ew section:

"See. 183. Amortization of Railroad Rolling Stock.
"(a) Allowance of Deduction
A taxpayer may elect, in accordance with regulations prescribd by the Secretary

or his delegate, to amortize any unit of railroad rolling stock-
"(1) the construction or reconstruction of which Is completed by the taxpayer

after July 31, 1969, and then only to that portion of the basis which is properly
attributable 4o such construction or reconstruction after such date, or

"(2) which was acquired by the taxpayer after July 31, 1969, if the original use
of such property commences with the taxpayer and commences after such (late,
over a period of 00 months. Such method shall be In lieu ot any other method
of computing the depreciation deduction under section 167."

"(b) Termination of Election
A taxpayer which has elected the amortization provided by subsectlon (a) may,

at any time after making such election, discontinue the amortization with respect
to the remainder of the amortization period for any rolling stock. The deprecia-
tion deduction under section 167 shall be allowed beginning with the first month
as to which the amortization deduction does not apply, and the taxpayer s!hall
not be entitled to any further amortization with respect to any rolling stock for
which an election has been terminated.

"(c) Useful Life
In the case of rolling stock for which an election Is made under this section,

the taxpayer shall estimate the actual useful life of such rolling stock to compute
the qualified investment under Section 46(c) (2)."

(b) Effective Date.-The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply
with respect to taxable ycrs ending after July 31, 1969.

2. LIBERALIZATION OF MOVING EXPENSE RULES

A. House bill provision (section 231) endorsed
In general, the railroad industry endorses the further liberalization of the

present moving expense rules proposed by Section 231 of the House Bill.'
The Industry, in common with many other industries, finds itself asking a sub-

stantial number of Its employees to move en masse to new Job locations for the
convenience of the employer. We believe that the reasons which support the
current deductability by an employee of "direct" moving expenses should also
support the exclusion from current income of certain "indirect" expenses neces-
sitated by an employee's move for the convenience of his employer, and for
which he is reimbursed by his employer. However, we feel the Houite provision
does not go far enough.
B. Further problem

Employers requiring employees to transfer Job locations have frequently sought
to cushion the financial impact on the employee due to loss on the sale of his old
residence in a depressed market by reimbursing the employee for any such loss.
In Otto Sog Schafrer, 9 T.C. 549 (1947). an amount paid by an employer In
reimbursement of a loss sustained on the sale of an employee's residence upon

I However, question i raised on the propriety of imposinx withholding on deductible
items since this action may prove too burdensome.
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the employee's transfer to a different city was held to be part of the "amount
realized" upon the sale and not taxable as compensation.

This was the law for sixteen years. But In Harris. I'. Bradley, 31o T.C. 652
(1963), the Tax Court repudiated Schairer, holding that payment In reimburse-
ment of all employee's loss ol the sale of his residence in connection with his
accepting employment at a new Job location was taxable to the employee as
incentive compensation.

Bradley has come to be the controlling judicial authority, and was most re-
cently followed by the Tax Court in William A. Lull, ct al., 51 T.C. No. 83
(2/26/69). In that case, the taxpayers contended that payments by the employer
with respect to IBM's "Home Guaranty" policy, I.e., reimbursement for loss on
sale of the old residence, were part of the "amount realized" upon such sale. The
taxpayers argued further that since they had purchased new residencts at costs in
excess of the adjusted sale prices of the old residents, no part of the paym,,rsts
were taxable pursuant to section 1034 (which provides for postponement of
tax on the gain from the sale of a residence). Rejecting the taxpayers' conten-
tions, the Court concluded that the amount paid to the employee In each case
was not part of the "amount realized." The Court reasoned as follows:

"The amounts paid to the employee in such cases, and In the present cases,
are not part of the 'amounts realized' upon the sale. They tire n,)t paid by the
purchaser. The employer does not purchase the hause. The payments are niot
made pursuant to the sales contract but pursuant to the employment contract.
They are made to secure better services from the employee by relievng him of
concern over the sale. Payments to secure better services represent comj*nsation.
Commissioner v. LoBue [56-2 US J 9607] 351 U.S. 243, 247, (1956)."

The Lull case involved two Individual taxpayers, and sales of three separate
house. In one sale the taxpayer received from an outside purchaser a net selling
price in excess of his adjusted basis. Nonrecognition of this gain ($1,837.30) was
allowed under section 1034, despite the receipt of $2,162.76 under the Home
Guaranty policy, because the taxpayer purchased another residence Ir, the same
year for a greater price. But in the sales of the other two houses the net selling
prices were less than the taxpayer's adjusted cost basis for each property, and
the taxpayers' sustained losses. In all cases the amounts received by the tax-
payers pursuant to the Home Guaranty policy were held taxable as compeusa-
tion. In the case of two houses, sold at a loss, such losse nonetheless were held
to be personal and nondeductible.

Even harsher and stranger results occurred in Bradley. In that case, the sales
price of the residence, plus the $5,000 the employee received from his employer,
was approximately $1,500 less than the employee's tax basis In the residence,
so even after employer reimbursement the employee actually suffered a net loss
on the disposition of his residence. Nonetheless, he was taxed oi additional
"compensation" of $5,000.

Since amounts paid to an employee by his employer as reimbursement for a
loss realized by the employee on the sale of his residence are presently treated
by the Revenue Service and the courts as taxable compensation, such amounts
are Ineligible for tax deferral under present tax law I even if such amounts are
reinvested in a new residences. This treatment discriminates, particularly where
the employee Is guaranteed, under a union contract, receipt of the full appraised
value of his home before It was affected by public notice of the move, as Illus-
trated by the examples below:

(a) () (()

1. Appr . ................................................ .$ S.000 051000 $35000
2. S W prk ..................................................... 35,000 30,000 25.=0
3. Reimbursemet by employr ()-(2) ............................. 0 5.000 10, 000
4. Employees tax b . ...................................... 20,000 20,000 S,000
0. Gain of IM) (2)-(4)...................................... 15,000 10,000 (10.000)
6.Tasube ,mpin tiu 4(ine (3)) ................................. 0 5,000 10,000

Ga in eligl fr x derral under s. 1034 (W S) ............. . 15,000 10,000 0
. nd ctib oss) (O e ) .................................... 0 0 10,000

' Sections 121 and 1034. lnttrnal Revenie Code of 1904.
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Needless to ay, the tax Inequities are most striking when a "intla5 nove" is
Involved which depresmes the sale price and Increases reimlbursenent from em-
ployer to employee, i.e., taxable compens4atloli to the eniployee ns in exainple (c)
nlave.

C. Suggctecd Proposal
It Is recognized that the sale of a residence, with attendant loss where inarket

value has declined below original cost. Is conceptually different than out-of-Iocket
costs Incurred by an employee In the course of moving. The loss on the sale of the
residence Is due to fluctuation In value, resulting, perhaps, from the transfer of a
large number of employees by the same employer. Beeaue of this difference we
do not advocate the allowance of a deduction of the capital lo.s sustained by an
entloyee on the sale of his old residence, but Instead, enlargement of section 1034
to provide for pomstponeinent of tax with respect to (inphloyer ipynients Incident
to an employee's sale of his ol residence when transferred by that employer to
a new pricillml place of work as defined In section 217(c). It should be linima-
terial whether the employer iymnents are nmde as purchaser of the residence. or
in relinbursement for loss sustained umn sale of the ezmployev's ol residence
to a third party.

We suggest that a new paragraph (6) be added to section 1034(c) reading as
follows:

(0) (A) If a taxpayer Is required to change ilis "principal place of work," as
defined i Section 217(c), as a condition to ilis continued employment, and sells
his ol residence to his employer, or to a nominee of his employer, to the extent
that the taxpayer, within the period allowed by subsection (a) hereof, reinvests
such proceeds in the purchase of a new residence, the proceeds of such sale shall
not be treated as compensation received by the taxpayer front his employer, and
the determination of the amount of the taxpayer's taxable gain realized from
such sale, shall be inade under the provisions of this section or Section 121. If
such a taxpayer Is rehinbursed by his employer for loss sustained upon the sale
of the taxpayer's old residence to a third party and the taxpayer, within the
period allowed by subsection (a) hereof, reinvests all or part of the proceeds
of sale, Including the amount received as reimbursement of loss, in the purchase
of a new reslence, to the extent that such proceeds of sale, including the reim-
bursement, are reinvesteId In a new residence, such proceeds shall not be treated
as compensation received by the taxpayer from his employer and the determina-
tion of the amount of the taxpayer's taxable gain realized from such sale, shall
be made under the provisions of this section or Section 121.

(14) To the extent that any taxable gain is recognized under this section
or Section 121, to a taxpayer, resulting from a transaction described in sub-
I iragraph (A), upon the sale of his old residence to his employer, or a nominee,
or by payment made to the taxpayer by the employer In reimbursement for
loss sustained upon the sale of the taxpayer's residence to a third party, such
gain shall be taxable to the taxpayer as ordinary Income."

Where the employer Is the purchaser of the employee's residence, loss on the
subsequent sale thereof by the employer gives rise to an ordinary business
expense deduction. As a corollary, should the employer realize gain on any
sale of such residence, the gain should be taxable as ordinary income, for the
gain would be a recapture of amounts previously deducted when paid tb, or on
behalf of, the employee. Of course an employer's reimbursement to an employee
for loss in the sale of a residence to a third party gives rise to an ordinary
business expense deduction.

Thus, under the proposed amendment employer reimbursement for losses In-
curred by employees on the sale of their homes, Incident to a change in Job loca-
tion, would be treated, within certain limits, as part of the sales price of the
employee's residence and accorded the present benefits of law. To the extent
a taxpayer's gain is not reinvested in the purchase of a new residence, it would
be taxed as ordinary Incointt. This feature should provide both incentive to re-
Invest the funds and disincentive to abuse this provision as a vehicle for
"disguised compensation."

The proposed amendment should have the following beneficial effects:
(1) It would settle any differences that may presently exist in tax treat-

ment between sales to employers and reimbursement of employee losses by
employers;



(2) It would alleviate hardships resulting from taxable relinbursements
of the excessive Ios.es experienced by iililoyeS Involved in "'iass 1iOVes'"
by allowing employees to reinvest and thereby defer tax on amounts re eived
as reimbursement under Sections 1034 and 121:

(3) It should contribute to the adoption of uniform practices In handling
this type of employee's mnoVing expenses;

(4) It should eliminate pyramiding of tax by encouraging the abandon-
ment of the current practice of paying the employee's tax, which Is prevalent
under the current rule;

(5) It should eliminate many of the troublesome problems of the emi-
ployer nsociated with withholding of tax under the current rules;

(0) It should protect the revenue by providing that tax deferral be limited
to the gain reinvested and that gain from the sale and reimbursement not
reinvested be taxed at ordinary income rates.

D. Attendant hardships require equity
It is understood that the Treasury did not act with resjw't to reimbursement of

lo.s on the sale of an employee's residence, Incilcnt to a change in job location,
under section 217, because a workable rule could not be devised which would
be applicable to the self-employed and to employees of an employer who had no
policy of relnibursenent. The thinking is reported to have been that employees
who have their residences purchased or were reimbursed by their employer had
enough to be thankful for and could be omitted from the remedial legislation.
But are the equities so easily resolved? -,I

Hardships giving rise to the reimbursement or purchase of employees' resi-
dences by employers at a figure in excess of current fair market value are usually
the result of a iuna, move, which throws dozens or hundreds of homes on the
market at the same time, thereby deprea.ing current fair market value to as
much as one-third or one-half the fair market value of the same residence two
or three years earlier. It the employer's payment of the difference between current
fair market value prior to public disclosure of the move Is to be treated as
compensation, as in the Lull cae, the employer may consider paying the em-
ployee's tax if It is still worthwhile to make the move. But what of an employer
with marginal or no profits which Is financially unable to make such payments
plus the tax thereon. It is submitted that such an employer, In many cases, will
simply close up shop, lay off Its help, hire new employees at the new location,
and by so doing save both the cost of reimbursement plus the payment of Income
taxes for the employees.

The magnitude of the problem stems from the fact that current fair market
value of a residence Involved in a mass transfer will probably be reduced to the
point where the employee is certain to sustain a loss (nondeductible) on the sale
of his residence. Where such a move occurs in an area already economically de-
pressed, the loss to employees can be calamitous. If the employee stays, he Is out
of work; if he moves, he starts out In the new job location with a substantial tax
bill on "compensation" he doubtless will be forced to use to replace his former
residence. Why should the Internal Revenue Code not allow him to defer this
tax under section 1034?

A self-employed taxpayer, on the other hand, moves by his own decision, when
and where he chooses. Customarily, he will not face a drastically depressed mar-
ket In which to sell. He will have the benefit of sections 1034 and 121, if he other-
wise qualifies. Moreover, were he to realize the same gain on the transaction as
the employee, the self-employed taxpayer would not be faced with ordinary
Income tax rates, like the employee, but in most cases would pay the maximum
rate of 25 percent on capital gain., i.e., If he chose to be taxed at all. The same
Inconsistency would apply to employees who reelved the purchase price for
their residences from outside third parties.

Such inconsistency in the tax treatment of persons similarly situated can
usually be justified by some compelling need to minimize the loss of revenue, the
complexity of relief, etc. Here, at best, there Is Involved only the deferral, not
absolution from tax. At worst, a tax situation is created that would dictate a
lay-off of employees rather than preservation of their jobs at a different loca-
tion. Moreover, nothing novel is required by this proposal, merely the extension
of the coverage already available to most taxpayers with a penalty if the funds
are not reinvested In purchasing a new realdence.



3. MfIV1VCA1 IN OF rOKL ON TAX CKMIT LIMITATION

.4. II nltaIlon on foreign tar credit
h'i. ftoreigi tax credit Is provided In order to prevent double taxation. A limi-

Iiltion tlhcrcon is Irovided to prevent a taxpayer from saving more in U.S. tax
thiani the igi11l11nt properly attributable to his foreign source income. It Is con-
tenled that I,y tie same token, the amount of the foreign tax credit ought not to
Ix- tcss than lie .8. tax attributable to the inclusion of the foreign Income.
The pres&'nt law fnistrates this result, since the limitation is made to depend on
the overall rate of tax, Including the alternative tax on capital gains. Rather,
limitation shield be made to depend on the rate of U.S. tax applicable to the
particular foreign source income Included.

While a ntumiber of approaches might solve this problem, the solution here
recommended is that the limitation be applied separately to capital gains and to
other income, in the manner adopted for certain interest income in section 904(f).

B. Background and policy of limitation
The foreign tax credit was first provided by the Revenue Act of 1918, in order

to prevent double taxation of income from foreign sources. The limitation thereon,
which now appears in section 904 of the 1954 Code, first appeared in the 1921
Act. Its purpose Is to insure that the taxpayer will not be able to reduce his tax
on U.S. Income by any portion of his foreign taxes, in cases where the foreign
tax rate is higher than the U.S. rate. These conclusions were stated as follows
it the committee report accompanying the Revenue Bill of 1Mt39:

"The limitations on the allowance of a credit for taxes paid to foreign countries
were placed in the law to make It certain that the Federal Government would
receive its full tax on the income from the United States sources. It was not
intended for the American tax to apply against the income from foreign sources
unless the foreign tax rate was less than the tax rate Imposed by the United
States." I

(7. Inadequacy of present limitation and reason therefor
As indicated by the quoted language, there should be no U.S. tax on foreign

Income unless the foreign rate is less than the U.S. rate. This equitable objec-
tive is defeated by the credit limitation in its present form.

The reason for this failure is that the amount of the limitation depends on the
overall or effeetie rate of U.S. tax, including the lower alternative tax rate on
capital gains, instead of matching the U.S. tax rate applicable to the particular
foreign source Income.

For example, assume the case of two corporations each having a taxable Income
of $1 million, of which $200,000 is ordinary income from the same foreign country.
Assume further that both the foreign country and the U.S. apply a tax rate of
50 percent to such ordinary income. Assume finally, that one corporation has no
net long-term capital gain, while the other has a net long-term capital gain of
$200,000. Both corporations will pay a tax of $100,000 to the foreign country
The first corporation will have a U.S. tax before credit of $500,000, of which
one-fifth ($200,000 foreign Income divided by $1 million of total income) can
be allowed as a credit. Thus, the allowable credit of $100,000 equals the amount
of foreign tax paid, and double taxation is completely avoided; this ease properly
reflects the fact that the U.S. tax rate and the foreign tax rate are exactly equal.
The second corporation will have a U.S. tax of $450,000 (50 percent of $800,000
and 25 percent of $200,000) of which the same one-fifth can be allowed as a credit.
Consequently, the limitation on the credit Is $90,000. The second corporation is
denied use of $10,000 foreign tax credit, because of the allowance of the alternative
tax on capital gain. This has nothing to do with avoiding double taxation, and
flies in the face of reality-namely, the two corporations are otherwise identically
situated.

Research in past committee reports and in the texts and commentators dis.
closes no policy reasn for this effect of capital gains on the foreign tax credit
limitation. Rather, It appears to be an unintended consequence of the particular
mechanics adopted for computing the limitation.
D. Factital example

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company operates a line of railroad
between Detroit and Buffalo, paying through southern Ontario. The profits from

1 H. Rept. No. 865, 76th Cong, 1st 8e., p. 5.
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this operation are taxed as ordinary Income by the Dominion of (lanads, by the
Province of Canada, and by the United States. The aggregate taxes payable to
Canada and to Ontario are at the rate of 52 percent (except that the first $3,000
is taxed at 20 percent). The Internal Revenue Service has consistently recognized
that the taxable Income reported by C&) to canada and Ontario is the correct
measure of the foreign income for purpises of the foreign tax credit. One would
expect that the cotlmny would have hod ai snmil unused credit Ito the years
when the U.S. tax rate was 48 percent and would have come out exactly even
in the years whten the U.S. tax rate was 52 percent. The fact is. however, that in
the five years 1963 through 1967 the taxpayer reported ('anadian Income of
$9.4 million, on which it plid $4.9 million of tax to Carmda and Ontario; while
in that amie period the amount of unused credit for U.S. tax purposes amounted
to $1.1 million, or nearly 25 percent of the foreign tax pald. The reason was that
the taxpayer's Income front capital gains and section 1231 gains was a large
proportion of its total taxable Income. (The figures stated are subject to adjust-
meat upon audit in both countries, but they fairly represent the nature of the
problem and its magnitude.)
R. The other side of the coin

The present law does not operate only against taxpayers. It can operate equally
with unfounded Inequity against the government, where the taxpayer, with or
without distortion of what would otherwise Ie normal business practices, realizes
large capital gains in a foreign country at a low tax rate or none at all. In such
a case the taxpayer's total foreign tax is not increased by the gain, but he can
take credit for a larger share of his foreign taxes against his U.8. tax. The
unfairness to the government Is mitigated, however, by the fact that In no
event can the credit exceed the amount of foreign tax payable; and moreover,
there are many types of exempt or low-rate foreign income besides capital gains
which operate to distort the application of the foreign tax credit. '
F. The proposed remedy

Any proposed remedy to cure the problem complained of must be ventured with
some diffidence, in view of the complexity of foreign taxes and the wide diversity
of operations conducted abroad by American taxpay,,s. It would seem, however,
that the problem could best be solved by applying a separate limitation to capital
gains, In much the same manner as has already been done for certain Interest
Income from foreign sources. This could take the form of a new subsection (g)
under section 904, as follows:

"(g) Application of Section in Cases of Certain Capital Gains--In any care
where Section 1201 is applicable, the provisions of subsections (a), (c), (d),
(e) and (f) of this section shall be applied separately with respect to--

(1) the excess of the net long-term capital gain over the net short-term
capital loss, and

(2) taxable income computed without regard to the net long-term capital
gain and the net short-term capital loss."

Suitable transitional rules, analogous to those in section 904(f) (4), would
also be required.
0. Comments on proposed remedy

The problem could be solved very well from the viewpoint of taxpayers by pro-
viding a substraction formula; that is, the limitation on the foreign tax credit
would be the difference lit the U.S. tax as computed %ith and with->ut the inclu-
sion of the foreign source income. This is probably undedrable as a matter of
policy, however, because as applied to individuals It would mean that the foreign
tax rate was always compared with the top-bracket U.S. rate, and even as applied
to corporations it would charge the entire effect of the surtax exemption against
U.S. Income instead of spreading it over all Income as the present law doea.

The problem could also be solved to the benefit of taxpayers by providing that
"the tax against which such credit Is taken" shall be computed without the air
plication of section 1201 (alternative tax compttation). T'he limitation rate ap-
plicable to foreign income would then be equal to the U.S. ordinary income rate.
The objection is that such a solution would magnify, Instead of reducing, the
government's problem with respect to exempt and low-rate foreign income.

2 See Chapman and do Kosmian. "The excess foreign tax credit: some solutions to the
many problems." 22 J. Tax. 296 (May 1965).



Consideration may also toe given to altering the terms of the fraction by which
the limitation Is now expressed (foreign Income over entire income) ; for ex-
ample, hy (xcldling capital gains from the denominator or perhaps from both
the numerator and the denominator. This approach simply will not yield rational
results, however, for reaswms rooted In the mathematical characteristics of
fractions.

The separate limitation approach, as proposed, avoids the faults of the other
approaches set forth above. It appears to be a complete solution to the instant
problem, namely, the failure of the present law to give credit at the U.S. tax rate
actually applicable :o the particular foreign Income. The only apparent drawback
of the proposed approach Is that It singles out foreign source capital gains for
special treatment, and would deny taxpayers the advantage of foreign source
capital gains while leaving the comparable advantage of other exempt or low-rate
foreign income untouched. It would seem, however, that the separate limitation
on certain foreign interest is ample precedent for the proposed approach, and
that other ahortcomings of the present limitation, whether adverse to the tax-
payer or adverse to the revenue, should be dealt with specifically.

IIJ. LIQUIDATIONS OF SUBSIDIARY

A. HitSorioal Background
Prior to the enactment of the 1954 Code, the Internal Revenue Service took the

ikoltion that assets distributed to a parent corporation upon complete liquidation
of a wholly owned subsidiary indebted to the parent must first be applied (at
their fair market value) against the Indebtedness to the parent. If appreciated
assets were so applied, the sutbsidiary realized taxable gain to the extent of ap-
preiation. The nonrecognition of gain provisions of the predecessor to section
332(a) did not apply because they covered only distributions with respect to
stock, not Indebtedness.

Because of administrative difficulties in applying the concepts of I.T. 4100, such
as deciding which assets should be applied against the debt where there was no
designation by the parties, the Internal Revenue Service stated that it would not
take the position that the subsidiary realizes gain on the liquidation by reasn of
the application of appreciated assets to its Indebtedness, if the parent corporation
would execute a closing agreement which provided that the basis of the subeid-
iary'4 assets in the hands of the parent would be the same as the basis of such
assets in the hands of the subsidiary immediately prior to the liquidation.'

Section 332(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 overruled I.T. 4109, and
when read together with the basis provisions of section 334(b) (1) reaches the
same result as the closing agreements under Rev. RuL 259.
B. Problem

While the enactment of the 1954 Code thus eliminated one vexatious prob-
lem by relieving the subsidiary of tax on the amount of any appreciation in prop-
erty transferred by it in satisfaction of its indebtedness to its parent corporation,
it did not afford any relief to the parent corporation from tax where it acquired
an indebtedness of a solvent subsidiary at less than face value and when such
Indebtedness was satisfied at more than its basis in the hands of the di3tributee
parent In a liquidation to which section 332 applies, Under the corresponding pro-
vision of the 1939 Code, the parent had been held to realize gain upon the liquida-
tion measured by the difference between the basis of the indebtedness and the
face amount thereof. Houston Natural Gas Oorp. v. Oommietomwr, 178 F.2d
461 (5th Cir. 1049). The regulations under the 1954 Code take a similar position
with ryepeet to the applicatior of the 1D54 Code:

4.'. For example, if the parent corporation purchased a subsidiary's bonds
at a discount and upon liquidation of subsidiary the parent corporation receives
payment for the face amount of such bonds, gain shall be recognized to the
parent corporation. Such gaia shall be measured by the difference between
the cost or other basis of the bonds to the parent and the amount received in
payment of the bonds." (Reg. 1 1332-7)

A further problem arising under section 332 stems from the fact that section
332(c) is applicable only if the liquidation qualifies under section 332(a), and
the courts have ruled that section 332(a) applies only to solvent subsidiaries.
Hence, even in Its present posture, section 332(c) results in discriminatory treat-
ment between solvent and insolvent subsidiaries.

'I.T. 4109, 190-2 C.B. 188.
4 Rev. Rul. M25, 195&-4 C.B. 6.
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The problem of possible tax upon tie parent cmpi jiany Ins iipreveited the
Ihluidation of solvent subsidiaries in a number tf Ins taties. and excltislon of
insolvent subsidit'ries front the present ipro'isiojs of section 332(c) has prevented
the liquidation of still further subsidiaries. To avoid tax colihlatimis, suh.
siliaries which nio longer serve any essntial eeonmile or business funicttion are
roithitied in existence. We submit it is unwise to iave tle revenue law ovsrat'e
in this fashion.

C. Proposal
Provision for the tax-free liquidation of S0 percent controlled subsidiaries was

first introduced by the ltevenue Act of 1P35. This provision, as improved by
the enactment of section 332(c) Il 1954, has proved very 14,neficial, and has
enicouraged corporate simplification by liquidation of sulsidlarics into parent
companies. But tile law requires further inprovenitnt to eliminate the remaining
problems described above, namely, (1) taxability to the parent corIM)rlto
where it ac-quirles an Indebtediiess; of a solvent subsidiary at less than face value.
and when such Indebtedness Is sallsfled at more than its basis It. the halds of
the distributee parent, and (2) the Inapplicability of section 332(c) to insolvent
stibsidia rles.

We recommend that section 332(c) be anie(ld to elimiIate these two problem
areas. We suggest that, as amended, section 332(c) should read as follows:

(c) Special rule for indebtedness of subsidiary to parent- If-
(1) a corporation Is liquidated and subsection (a) applies to such Iiquida-

lion, or would apply except for the fact that such corporation is insolvent,
and

(2) on the (late of the adoption of the plan of lh(juldation such corporation
wfas Indebted to the corporation which meets the 80% stock ownership
requirements specified In subsection (b),

then no gain or loss shall be recognized to the corporation so Indebted because
(if the transfer of properly in partial or full satisfaction of such Indebtedness,
and no gain or loss shall be recognized to the corporation meeting such 80%
stock ownershllp requirements upon the receipt by it of property ill satisfaction
of Illdebtedlness.
D. Advisory Group Report

The 1958 revised report on corporate distributions by the Advisory Group
on Subehapter C to)k a similar position by asserting it would be more appro-
priate not to recognize gain or loss to the parent corporation when OUtstflnding
indebtedness of a subsidiary which the parent had acquired at a discount is
satisfied In the course of liquidation. The Advisory Group, however, suggested
that there be basis adjustments to property received by in amount equivalent
to the gain or loss the parent realized. We doubt the suitability of such an
automatic basis adjustment provision.

The provisions of Reg. 1.332-7 and the holding of the Houston Natural Gas
Corp. case incorporated therein must be read in the light of the concepts on
which they are premised and then applied accordingly. We believe a purely
mechanical basis adjustment approach such as recommended by the Advisory
Group would produce improper results In many cases. The Houston Natural
Oas Corp. case rests on the principles of United State8 v. Kirby Lumber Co.,
284 U.S. 1, and Helvering v. American (Jhlcle, 291 U.S. 426. These cases involved
the repurchase from outsiders of bonds issued by the taxpayers at a price less
than their issue price or face value. It was this excess of issuihg price or face
value over repurchase price which was taxable Income. These cases, and a num-
ber more, upholding regulations comparable to the present Reg. 1.01-12(c) (1)
make sense, because there has been meaningful economic accretion to the taxpayer
by reason of and at the time of the bond repurchase. We do not believe there
is any meaningful economic accretion upon liquida ion in the typical situation
where an 80 percent subsidiary is liquidated Into the parent.

Further, a review of the cases on the sort of question involved in Kirby
Lumber and American hicle discloses a number of circunistancep under which
the principles of these cases are inapplicable, or where their applicability has
only a redted effect. Thus, if there is a donative intent In the reduction by a
creditor of indebtedness, no income results because gifts are excluded from
income by statute. And the rule of section 1 that gross income does not include
the recovery of certain amounts which a payer had previously deducted with-

\ut thereby reducing his taxes has n applied to cancellation of Indebtedness
33-SO5-70-pt. 7 of 7-3
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si ,ii tn.s. Other 81ation excepted from tile general rule iave Included cal-
(.ellation of Iiilbtedness representing a reduction of purcliase price, or the lack
of realized income in value of assets, or the net effect of (lie whole transaction
whaen completed iroducing no gain.

it iiasis adjustment rules are to be considered, any legislation should limit
Iilenl to sitnutilons falling within the Kirby, Lumbcr type of situation, an(1 they
should not detract from tile existing exceptIons to the rule therein.

The 1959 Suhchapter C Advisory Oroup revised report declined to make any
reomnmendatlo is witli respect to insolvent subsidiaries. We recognize the prol-
Imis which wouhl be presented in any attempt to make full a)lication of section

:332 to the liquidation of insolvent stibshidlarles. Thus, we do not urge the full
application of section 332, but only that section 332(c) be enlarged to insulate
both tie Insolvent sutldhliary and Its parent from tax in situations where the
subsidiary transfers properly in satisfaction of indebtedness owed the parent.
Consequently, the liquidation of an insolvent subsidiary would fall outside the
tax-free category spelled out hi section 332(a), and the parent corporation would
in alproprlate situations still have a bad debt deduction and a stock loss.
however, the insolvent subsidiary should be protected under an enlarged sec-

tion 332(c) In satisfying Indebtedness owing to itN parent by the transfer of
property in a course of liquidation. It does not make sense to protect the
i-olvent subsidiary and leave tile Insolvent subsidiary taxable on fictitious gain
(arising out of the i.ppenstance that property theoretically applied in the
satisfaction of a debt had a fair market value in excess of the adjusted basis).
On the other side of the picture the parent of either a solvent or insolvent sub-
shliary sliold be protected against gain under section 332(c) -where indebted-
ness held at a discount Is satisfied by the transfer of property in the course of
liquidation.
H. Effcctivc Date

We woulh recommend that these amendments to section 332(c) be effective
as of June 22, 1954.

Accumulation trusts

ARJTIIUB ANDFRSEN, & CO.,
Chitcago, Ill., Septcnaber 12, 1969.

He statement regarding 11.11. 13270
Tax Reform Act of 1909--Accunuulation Trusts.

Mr. ToMt VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committee On Finance,
2227 Ncw iveatc Offlce Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

l)DFA Mn. VAI.: We agree with the position of the Treasury that the unlimited
"throwback" rule should be applied only to distributions of income accumulated
Ii taxable years beginning after April 22, 1969, to avoid undesirable retroactivity.

SUMMARY

Tie foregoing comment is not intended to indicate an approval or disapproval
of the remaining portions of the Act. This statement Is submitted as part of
a series of letters, each dealing with a particular area of the proposed legislation.
It is intended that the comments and suggestions contained herein be made a
part of the record of testimony relative to the legisrtive changes contemplatedfor accumulation trusts. We shall be pleased to discuss these matters further
with you or the Coninmittee, either In person or by telephone. Please call us
collect at 312-340-6262 if necessary.

Very truly yours,
JOiiN MENDENHALL,

Director of Taxes.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP P. MARTIN, JR.

Mfr. Chairman--nd members of the committee, my name is Philip P. Martin,
Jr. I appear before your Committee today to testify on the subject of accumulat-
ing and multiple trusts. I am a California attorney, and have been engaged In tax
work, in particular tax work concerning trusts, since 1948. I have been teaching
Tax Law and Estate Planning at the University of San Diego School of Law since
1956. I am Vice President and Trust Counsel for the Southern California Fir.st
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Nat ioial Ilank, and I am currently ('hairimin of the l,eglaiv', 4,4nnilt te,,
Trust division , of the California Bankers Asoeiation.

however, I am aplaring here as an individual law lirofes,.or who has exte ive
practical experlenee, as well as theoretical background.

I teach the 5-year throw-back rule in my classes at law Sch i. The lireparathi
of a throw-baek computation is quite coaleileated nuul whenever there is a throw-
back coziplutatlon, it costs a considerable stili! of il1Oiey itI a-(clllntanlt's atid at-
torney's fees. Fortunately, the well-thought out exceptions whh h congress s
created in 1951 now cause comparatively few throw-back coniputations. If yu do
away with the exceptions completely, as proposed boy the House loll], you will IK,
doing a great injustice to millions of trust lK'eflclaries, who are typically
widows and orphans, to cure comparatively few abl,4,s. The aecltitalt', arid
attorney's fees will be more than tie taxes involved In many cases.

It is true there have been illustrations of abuses where an Individual is 1leneli-
elary of several trusts. The real area of abuse colicerns the 9-year terminiatloit
exception. It is theoretically possible to set up many tru',ts for the same INne-
flelary, and If they all terminate at least 9 years froin the last transfer 1n10 Ihe
trust, a large amount of tax can be avoled. This is iot couninon, but apiparvlily
has been done by a few which causes our present crisis.

In a normal situation, a beneficiary may receive one accumulation distribu-
(ion during his lifetime. I would propose that, to cure ti above described abuse,
you give an election to a beneficiary to use the 9-year termination exception oive
in his lifetime. This would cure any abuses from multiple truts for the same
beneficiary whether created by one prson or several l1,rsons. In ia rticultnr, my
proposal would add to Section 665(b) k4) of th, Internal Revenue Coda' I,:nugunage
similar to the following:

"The latter exception Is at the election of the beneflclary and (ani lW, used
only once In his lifetime, effective its to any accuuiilation flistrilutliiii after
May 22, 1969."

There are other provisions of tie Internal Revenue Code where electloins v.an Ie
allade only once in a lifetime. The sanie provision could Ioe added to section

6415(b) (2) concerning emnergency needs of such hivinelclary if it is felt there is
aiiy abuse of this exception.

The only other exception with respect to instruments created after January 1.
1954, concerns amounts accumulated before a beneflclary attains the age of 21.
I suggest that this exception be left Intact as it is not In an area subJect to alJus4.
In fact, Section 2503(c) of the Internal Revenue Code encourages accutriuihation
trusts for minors. The practicall problems concerning the minor's past income.
ninny of whom do have sinall amounts of Income but do not file a return b.,ca use
their gross Is under $600, would be t repnendous.

Trustees have storage problems and normally do not keep returns available
for over a 5-year period, nor do most benefclarles because of the three-year Stat-
ute of Iimitations. The )roposed unimi;ited throw-buck would (ause an horren.
dous burden to trustees. The 5-year throw-back rule, with the above mentioned
changes, would cure the real abuses, and would be sufficient to take care of iny
l)robhlem in this area. There is no need to complicate all accumulation ditrbihu-
tions because of a few abuses which can be cured as mentioned above.

The House proposal is a completely new proposal as of this year, the first
publication coming with the tax reform studies of the outgoing, or ol Treasury.
There have not been, suflic'ent hearings and study concerning it. It goes far N-yond
anything advisory groups, or others, have suggested to cure abuses In the multiple
trust area. The reason there has not been an outcry from the widows and orphans
is that they do not understand it. Instead of the wholesale change suggested by
the House, I would suggest the above-mentioned changes, which will take care of
the problems In this area. Or even better, I would suggest that this proposal be
pulled out of the bill for study next year along with other proposals concerning
trusts, including estate and gift tax problems of trusts.

STATEMENT SUBMI1TErMD BY GEORoE J. GANSE, A VICE PaESDENT, ON BEIrAIF Or
THlE CHAS: MANIIArrA BANK, N.A.

SUMMARY

1. Accumulatcnt tru8ts (bill scctlon 3.f1)
It Is the position of The Chase Manhattan Bank (National Association) that

the proposed "unlimited throwback" rules of Bill Section 341, combined with the



0lliliat toi of all exceItiois to th(, existing "five-year throwback," would serve
nelt her simplificatiom nor equity. In order to prevent th abuses of a very few
tax;ye'rs. this Sectio1n would move in almost pIniltive fashion against thousands
of I rusts and t heir hIcitlelularhs, subjecting them to highly complex and volunii.
hI(ls tax ('onlputatlons, substliitinl hew record-keeping requirements and, of(10o111.141 Hecilhess adhded expenses.

We recommend to your committeee thrt Section 341 be stricken from tile Bill.
Alternatively, we recommend (lie retention of the present exceptions to the
"throwaek" rule. Any new legislation should bK, applied only to trusts created
after tIlte venalnent of 11.11. 13270.
2. Liiti on la prefcrcnccs and allocation of ctpcfnscs (personal trusts oid

extatls) (bill scctlons 301 anti 302)
It is the position of The Chase .Manhattan Bank (National Association) that

the proposed application of the IT' rules to personal trusts and estates would
create substantial comllance and, possibly, equity problems. 11111 Sections 301 and
302 are obviously designed for individual taxpayers and little thought, if any,
was given to fIduciary tax aspects. This serious defiency could lead to complete
confusion lit the area of fiduciary taxation. As we have explained in our detailed
Conumults, with few exceptions we can see no reasonable basis for subjecting
trusts and estates to the uniniinuin tax rules or for requiring the complex special
allocation of fiduciary deductions. in our opinion, the effect of these Sections on
tax revenues derived front fiduciary taxpayers would be negligible.

We recommend to your Committee that Section 301 and 302 be amended, so as
to make then applicable only to individual taxpayers. Alternatively, we recom-
mend that these Sections (and the affected Sections of Subchapter J of the In-
ternal linvenue Code) le wwrtten to clearly define the application of the TIrP
rules to [K,-soii0u1l trustI 11111d PStates.

DETAILE.D DISCUSSION

As a large corporate fiduciary, administering more than 5,600 personal trusts for
which fiduciary Income tax returns are required and further administering sev-
eral hundred estates of decedents, we have reviewed the 1969 Tax Reform Bill
(I"It. 13270) which was passed by the House of Representatives on August 7,
1969. We have also carefully studied the Report of the House Ways and Means
Committee (dated August 2nd) and the Supplemental Report (dated August
4th), with particular emphasis upon the effect of this proposed legislation upon
accumulation trusts, and trusts and estates subject to the "Limit of Tax Pref-
erences" (LTP) rules.

It is our conclusion that the Bill would have a substantial impact on many
existing trusts and estates and that it would, likewise, materially affect future
trusts and estates. Apart from the proposed reductions In the tax rate, many of
the provisions pertaining to trusts and estates would tend to Increase the tax
burden of these taxpayers; substantially increase the administrative burden and
the resulting costs; Inhibit the creation of botia fido personal trusts; and make
grantors, testators, beneficiaries and fiduciaries ever more reliant upon highly
specialized professional tax assistance.

Some of the new restrictions will, in practice, affect only few fiduciaries and we
believe that little opposition can be expected on account of

(1) the repeal of Code Section 673(b), to disallow two-year charitable trusts
(fewer than Y4 of 1% of all trusts administered by us fall Into this category) ;

(2) the amendment of Code Section 677, to disallow tax-favored accumulations
of trusts income for the grantor's spouse (again, the proportion of trusts falling
into this category, in our experience, Is negligible) ; and

(3) the addition of Code Section 1001(e), to tax the full proceeds from the
sale of certain life estates or trust income interests.

Other restrictions will cause considerable compliance or equity problems. We
understand that other Interested parties will appear before your Committee on
the subject of deductions for charitable contributions by trust donors and by the
trusts (and estates) themselves. We merely wish to add our comment that nu-
merous long-establlshed charitable remainder trusts (the grantors of which are
deceased or have no Interest whatever In these trust), under the proposed changes
of Code Section 642(c), would become fully taxable and that these additional
comee taxes would generally have to be borne by corpus of these trusts which is
subsequently distributed to qualified charitable organizations.
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Accunmtlltmn Itrsis (bill scelinn 3$1 )

We are particularly concerntred with tile lirOlS'id taxitll of atvt .1ii11ul:t ion
trusts aiid their benttellhia rics. I7nder existing law, only ihiconte act'Iiittltntltt'tl
during the prec(ding live years Is taken into accotutit iii the slaa col c's ptl tiot1
of the lienellelary's current income tax oil trust (list ribut l1t.'urlhiriotre,
Code Section (65(h) excludes front tihe appldc tiun of the so-,'all'd throwlbacvk
rulle income accuinulated during the Ilniority of the bencticiary. ennrg'n'y dis -
tributions, certain distributions of pre-1951 trusts, amnoumits dlitriiltcd upon
termination of a trust (if no transfers were made to the trust during, the pre-
ceding nine years), and amounts not Iin excess of $2,(MK).

It has been our experience in filing a total of about 80,000 federal liduciary
Income tax returns since the enactinent of the 1951 Internal Revenue Code, that
the existing accumulation trust rules for domestic trusts are workable (despite
tihe technical nature of the required computations) and equitable. Fiduciaries
and beneficiaries have been able to cope with Code Sections 6415 through "6S
because the statutory exceptions limited their application to a relatively few
t rusts.

We have found Code Sections 605 through (169 sufficiently restrictive to dis.
courage tax abuses or the creation of accumulation trusts solely or primarily
because of Income tax considerations. (We estimate that fewer tifan 10% of
the personal trusts administered by us are accunulation trusts, and their bene.
ficlarles are mostly minors. Tihe proportion of accumulation trusts for adult
beneficiaries is very smalll)

It is well known that there have been it few cases of attempted flagrant abuse
of these provisions through the creation of large numbers of identical or nearly
Identical trusts. One grantor created 90 identical trusts, and the court had no
difficulty lit treating the trusts as one. )eclaring that suibsance mnlist prevail
over form, the court found the entire sclmi'me to be "a mockery of our tax laws."
(Roycc V. U.S., 190 F. Supp. 950, aff'd 206 P. (2d) 731).

In another case a taxpayer created 19 trusts for his grandsmin. The colrt
consolidated the trusts and taxed them as one trust since the, taxinyer didn't
"adequately maintain the trusts as separate from each other anduI from hi.
self." The court said it was unnecessary to determine whether the obvious tax
avoidance purpose required treating the trusts as one since tei Irnt.; weren't
actually maintained as separate and distinct entities. (Rayj I. Sctte., Tr. r. U.N.,
394 P.842).

Of course, we also realize that In another instance the creation of 10 trusts
each by husband and wife for the primary benefit of their son ad(l tie soun's
wife succeeded. (7ltelle Morris Trusts, 51 T.C. 20).

The proposed unlimited "throwback" and the elimination of all exceptions
will bring tens of thousands of trusts, many of them quite small, within the
scope of very complex tax provisions, whereas the existing rules affet the ad-
ministration of only a limited group of trusts. Thus, because of the requisite
added recordkeeping and the highly technical nature of the special computations
for taxing accumulation distributions, both the beneficiary and tle fiduciary
would be subjected to substantial aid costly burdens. The beneficiary would
have to depend upon the services of an experienced tax practitioner specializ-
Ing in fiduciary taxation, and the fiduciary's administrative costs would rise
considerably. Many beneficiaries of limited means will not be able to properly
comply with a staute of such complexity because they cannot afford the serv.
ices of tax attorneys or other tax practitioners, and many Individual trustees
will not have the requisite expertise to properly compute and report acemainu-
lation distributions. (We estimate that fewer than 30% of all personal trusts
administered by us generate annual Income in excess of $10,000).

II.R. 13270 recognizes these complexities, at least with res[,ct to the bentefl.
cjary, arid It. attemtpts to provide limited relief lit the forin of the so-called
shortcut method for computing the beneficiary's income tax. Instead of hypo-
thetically recomputing the taxes he has paid on his personal rturns for all
preceding years affected by the throwback (if he still has copies of all these
returns), he may average the accumulation generally over three years i.e.,
the current year and the two pre(eding years. This shortcut mithosd eliinmmtes
the need for copies of the beneflciary's returns filed more than two years ago.
bat It does not really simplify the beneficiary's special computation, nior 1.4 It
equitable because It will often result in a tax greater than that computed mmider
the "exact" method. In other words, the wealthy beneficiary who his complete



Iax ri,'orsds :i tid the itssistsi: lI.' of a to x attoriwy will lie ale to iiake alleriatIve
v(oljilltittloib to di-termillit( , lowei t loo.ssilie ta x lialdility, while, lie less for-
thimte I,,-i-l,.iciry will fr(41iq ntly 1 it )ihilgher tax beeatise ie dovst't hlilder-
stlldt Ilis collill ex IVlw. 'i'he bitemilhiry of more linit( ed liilets (,lIt of Ignoraice
or wuit of &-slntimralon. iii-ay ilieltid' the entlire ikteetilat ion in his .' rreit yea*,rs
ili,'u. 1t1slid4:s'" I le full tix tliyvon, possibly even without taking credit for t he
1141iIsry iul.'iiie iixes alread)lm l on the acciutltlalions.

'l'lie tltlexit les of the mi litiifed throwback provisions are further coin-
polmided Iy tie ,micuirren . alii nation of other iew p)rovisims such as the
init on 'Tax l'ref,,reives. The l,'I'i' cotcelt, its It affects (he inhiimi tax and
lhe Hi,'Clitl allocation of Iersonal ixpelhses, is to Ibe made apl)liIble not only

to iul11sluu.ilx lilt also 1o trusts atid estates. It wotil be possible for hoth the
bntefllary mi his trw.t to lie stljeet to I.'1'IP for years affeeted by the throwback
irovishums, lit coniliii~tlotn wilt tax reference carryovers, capital loss carry-
overs aiid/or net opicrating lo,; carrybacks and carryovers. We doubt that any
lax iiractlltloner, let alone 151y average taxpayer, is brave enough to give as-
tiliraics that Ihv will lie able to iirolwrly make all the comIpmtit1o1s and re-
'omitliita tIons which the srolposvd law would require. In faict, we wonder

whether proper compliance lit 8o1e of these Cases would be possible at all.
It Is alqlwarent that the prOl)osed changes of Code Sections 665 through 669

would not s,,rve the lieced(A situliliathisn of our tax laws, nor would they
iehileve sialslaintial equity. Setio1 311 of (he Bill woull move III almost puni-
ltiv fashion iganlust t hiousaids upon thousatinds of' trusts and their beneflelaries
(who have no olq)ortiuly to ehinige the disliositive lprovislois of the trust
Instriiitviits), lit order to stop the abuses by :t very few taxpayers.

li our oiltilon Sectilon 3.11 shiohld Ih. deleted from the Bill and oilier methods
141011h1 lie co ,lered to eliminate the isolated abuses in this area. If your
(Connulttee f,,,Is that it is nece(,sary to adopt the unlimited throwback rule.
then we recommend that the existing five exceptions contained hi Code Section
~i.5(h) lie ret aiied without 41atge and, furthermore. that the unlimited throw-

back rule he apllie only to trusts created after the enactment of this 11111. We do
iot object, to Section 342 of the Bill which amends Code Section 077.

J 1Imn oi Ttx ls'fercnecs ad Altor'ation of l)ulnclioix (Perstonal Trists and
RstatCs) (11111 Sectfons 301 and 302)

We are also very imuch concerned about Bill Sections 3)1 and 302 dealing with
the limit on tax preferences and the special allocation of deductions, particn-
larly witlh regard to comlpllnce rnd 'Nuity aspects.
The title of Section 301 indicates its appileahillity to trusts and estates, yet no

refereiie whatever is made in the body of the Sectlon to trusts or estates (except
for oie ainbiguos reference to Code Section 612(c) ). The House Ways and Means
(oinitittev, Report mentions estates and trusts once (p. 78), while it frequently
refers to "lndivildualis." 'T"he Supplemental Report doesn't refer to trusts and es-
tstes at all. We find it strange and incoinprehensible that the Hiouse consilered
it necessary to Include unique taxable entitles such as estates and trusts among
the taxpayers subject to TJI'I, while it found no need for specifying how the
ie\%- rules are to be applied. Perhaps (lie authors of this proposed legislation failed
to recognize the substantial conupliance and equity problelus the Bill woiild create.

In order to understand some of the difficulties, one should recognize that trusts
and estates are essentially coniduits which collet Income and pay it over to their
lieneflelarles. generallyy, an Income tax liability arises only if Income or gains
are a,,eumulated or set aside for future distribution to the beneficiaries. Thus,
where the entire Income Is currently distribuitable or distributed, the "taxable
Itcotie" (absent capital gains realized in corpus) of the trust or estate Is zero,
even though the "gross incoite" Includes the Items allocable to the beneflelary.

In this connection It is interesting to note that the "ILimit on Tax Preferences"
would be computed by reference to "Adjusted Gross Income." AGI Is a term
Ileculiar to individual taxpayers and apparently has no application to trusts
and estates. The proposed law fails to specify how the IMrP for estates and trusts
Is to be determined.

We are also Intrigued by the designation as an Item of tax preference of the
Section 0-2(e) deduction for contributions of appreciated property to charity.
We find it extremely difficult to visulalize a situation where such a deduction
would ever arise, either under the existing or under the proposed law. Under
present law the charitable deduction is allowed with respect to any amount of
gross Inconle of an estate or trust which is paid or permanently set aside for



(harity, and It matters little whettier the a(1tmil 1,trilowi,, n UHi,,l %ts ,of vaslh,
detret'l'ated assets, or a:ppre('iated nissets. Under Mie 31r41,".,.I jww lawv, the trulst
or estate NvoilI be either fully exentlut or entiled t) a t *etlln 012(e) deduvtllio
for lteizs of gro.s Iucoine current ly dlist rilmled to clarily.

The voluntary (o'trillition of Irust assets to charity wotld not Ie a dlstrilm-
tion of "gross Incolmie" ani, heIe, there woiild tie li) S.el ioin 1'I,'2w) ilflot 101n.
lEven If the bhlueliry .ubsultvi l alijrecilatel .ecuritvs for ih,-omie leltyalh' to
charities, the Section 612(c) deduction would niot reflect tie itnprt.,lallion whilt,
If conisidered at all, would Io taxable to the Iriist or estate tltity i.s ealiial ill ,In

It flhe purpose of 11111 Section 301 i,& tt( linluo.It i',i of a lmi Imiuli tax, why
make it alpplicable to truists and estates having 11o "taxnble 11ui-oliie" toy reason
of fti "distrilution dt'd 1elon" allowed loy ('ode Secliu Io", and Wll (whYi sie
not nntended it tny way iy the 1969I Tax Re'orm Bill ) lEven If the tlcIuicl.ry goes
through tile emotions of Ineluin(llg ili grosss lnvoiee" auy dl iIloweil t. ; j'r,,f.'r-
eiices, the trust or estate still would have 1io "taxalole il(oiiuemm" n'atils'I, tie, ('II-
tire Inlcomiie las beein allow eted to the, beutelelary. It would se,i to t, th:' the
law should be aliledl at (he beelliclary as the actuil reeipieit awld tiltn lIl tax-
payer, not at the trust or estate entlty, even If ths alpro-t ivhouild r4Jiilr,, tihe
fitrnishing by the flduclary of ad(llitlonal inoune tax dafa Ito thie' l'illi',htry so
that lie can make the necessary comiputatlons.

The Bil1 also falls to specify how the prolpo4sed ('le Section 1i applies in the
'ase of t rusts and e.slites whose Ineome Is only partly dlstritiut.d during Ili,

taxable year (the balance being aceunulated for Inter dist rblt ill). Are' ils-
allowed tax preferences to be nlocated between lie be)ii(tellt ry a iil il lailt:4i try
entty or are hey allocable entirely to tihe trust or -late? S ic, the gro-:0 income,
as explained above, Includes the distributed Income, amid since (dlsnllowed tax lref-
erences are added to "gross Ineonie," would all (ll-allowed tax fir.frenee., In'
includible it the "I)Istributable Net Income," as declined In Code X.tion iG13(a ) ?

Where the entire trust Ineone Is aceiula tuled, tie "lilitnurl tax" rules of Hlll
Section 301 would apply, even though Bill Section 311 would rt-lulre t0 liluslon
of the ace'inulated Income in the benelleary's tax lbas( lion recelpt of thfi lll('Oiii(,
by him. It Is unclear how disallowed tax preferences (if tte( aceuiulation trust
would be treated in case of an accunurlation distrilullon, i.e., whether the Income
aid expei s would retain their original claract'r or whether the dlis4llowed
tax preferences would pass to tie benetlelary its taxable Incumin,. Asslminlig that
the trust items retain their original character, we ('alinot uerstalld w'y tlie
tax administrat lon of the trust should be made more complicated and costly with-
out, in the final analysis, producing any net Increase it tax revenues lecl.aus. of
the credit which the beneflelary may claim for the tax paid by the trust.

Another problem Is tie treatment of the trusts or estate's I/iP carryover. Will
the carryover enter Into the computatlon of the "l)Istribtable Net Ilneolie" of
subsequent years? This is a very Important qu:estion since 1)NI ineasure, the
amount of trust or estate ii'come reportable by the beiefleary and(1 deduet4llt.
by the trust or estate.

Where the ordinary Income is fully dis'ribtitd but the trust or slatee has
realized capital gains during the taxable year (which are retained lit CorpIus),
the "taxable income" of the trust or estate will cons-ist entirely of net capital
gains, while the "i)lstributable Net Income" (allocable to tit( bIenefhialry) will
be comprised of all ordinary Income, re(liteed by the fiduciary expenses. The
commingling of DNI Items and capital gains, for purposes of Set.lion 84, could
conceivably result In gross distortions. For example, assume a trust with a DNI
of $9,000 consisting of tax-exempt. Interest, and $20,000 long-term capital goins
(100%) which are not Includible lit DN[. On an overall basis the tax preferences
would amount to $19,000, Pnd the 50% ITP limit, would have been exceeded.
Yet both the beneficiary and the trust entity, 8cparaiicly, votild meet the $10,000
test. If, under these circumstances, the tax liability of the beneflelary or that of
the trust entity Is increased tinder the minimum tax rules (the proposed law IH
sufficiently unclear to leave this point In doubt), we contend that the law would
be Inequitable because the Income of one taxpayer would adversely affect the
tax liability of another taxpayer.

Further substantial technical questions would arise with respect to the appll-
cation of these provisions to fully and partially revocable or "substantial owner"
trusts subject to the provisions of Code Section 071 through 67.

In our opinion Bill Section 301 could be reasonably applied only In the ease of a
decedent's estate which made no distributions during the taxable year. The
throwback rules would be Inapplicable, and there would be no conflict between
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the bInele larles awl tlie (state entity. Ilowever, inasiuiell as the admilr,ist rat on
ot n average estiale Is usually completed within 2 to -1 years, or even soozier,
hre art, rlatively few estates which don't make at least partial i:icoie or
'orim (lilst rilbultlots during the eriod! of administ rat ion. It would seen that little
purpose would the served by the extension of the elaborate rules of Bill Section
:101 to this mall groiip of taxpayers. especially since the creation of the estate
entity obvioully is without tax motivations.

11111 Section 302 Im equally ,,onfusIng when considered in the context of fidu-
ciary income taxation. Th,,re is no mention at all of trusts and estates (except
for an inconsequential chang, among the technical amendments, of a cross-
reference having to (1 ,%Ith lax-exempt income of a foreign trust), not even in
the Section title. The lcuse Ways and Means Committee Reports mention trusts
an estates once, hut without any discussion. Thus, It must be assumed that the
Section covers trusts and Ustates because it is applicable to "a taxpayer (other
than a corporation). ....

As we pointed out above, the TIPP rules obviously are designed for Individuals
and are unworkable when applied to most trusts and estates. This comment Is
equally pertinent for 1'1rposes of Bill Section 302. While Section 301 used the
concept of "adjusted gross Income" In fixing the "Limit on Tax Preferences,"
Section 302 creates the term "modified adjusted gross income," for purposes of
the "Section 277 Fraction." The latter is defined as "taxable income (deter-
mined without regard to this section) plus allocable expenses, but in no case
shall modified adjusted gross income be less than zero." There is no definition
in Section 277 of "taxable income plus allocable expenses" of a trust or an estate
and, as explained above, the tern "adjusted gross income" is Inaplicabile to
trusts and estates.

The "taxable Income" of the fiduciary Is computed by deducting from gross
income the Ilduclary expense, the "Distrilmution Deduction" for income allocable
to the hiieflelary, the Section 642(c) Deduction for Income allocable to charity,
the Section 1202 Deduction for one-half of the long-terin capital gains, and vari-
ons other Items such as the t(hluiary's share of tile Section 691(c) I)eduction
(pertaining to estate tax pai( on "income in respect of a decedent"), the dividlend

exclusion deduction, and the Iluielary personal exemption. Are the "allocable
expenses" those items which did not reduce the Distribution Deduction or the
Charitable Deduction? If so, how can expenses be traced to particular Items of
income, especially in view of the fact that, under present law and Regulations,
the fiduciary may allocate the deductible portion of general expenses to any class
of taxable income ineludible in Distributable Net Income? In fact, practically all
expenses enter into the DNI computation and there Is no direct apportion ment
of expenses between the trust or estate entity and the beneficiary.

Or are "allocable expenses" the total expenses, before the computations of DNI,
the Distribution Deduction and the Chatritable Deduction? In the latter case the
tax liability of the beneficiary could increase because of tax preferences attribu-
table to the trust entity. (For example, the trust's long-term capital gaitks could
result In a disallowance of deductions otherwise allowable in computing the DNI
and, thus, increase the beneficiary's taxable income, even though the beneficiary
has absolutely nothing to (1o with the trust's gains.) This result would be grossly
Inequitable.

We conclude that the inclusion of personal trusts and estates among the tax-
payers to whom Bill Sections 301 and 302 apply was ill-advised. The proposed
legislation could, in the area of fiduciary taxation, cause complete confusion
anti serious compliance and enforcement problems, and lead to a breakdown of
our "self-assessment" system, while achieving iielther reform nor simplification.

We submit that both Sections should be amended to exclude personal trusts
and estates from their scope. If your Committee finds that such exclusion is not
appropriate, we recommend that these Sections (and the affected Sections of
Subchapter J of tile Internal Revenue Code) be rewritten to clearly define their
application to trusts and estates.

STATEMENT OF CoRNELIuu 0. BOND, EASTON, MD.

8U M MARY

A. Accumulation Trusts do constitute a loop-hole which should be closed
Ii. But-retroactive taxing unfair and discriminatory
C. So--only trust established after April 22, 1069 should be taxed not distri-

buttons from trusts established In prior years in compliance with the law.
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Mr. chairman n and members of tile Senaite FilianV (oijaiuitte, my naime I
('ornellis C. Bond, formerly l'rt-shlent of Knox Metal l'rodticts 'o. of Knoxville,
Tennessee now senif-retired doing some industrial consulting work and Investing
ill small busumes. es.

1 lint very itnucl concerned with many of the lorovislolis of the tax bill 'you
have under consideration but will confine miy remarks to the set tion dealing withi
•'eUniilation1 trusts. My remarks will necessarily be brief as I am nt a lawyer
inor au accouintant atid I find tlie language of thi,; section to be rather coined leated
.,,o iliat i cannot say that I understand It completely.

First of all let uhe say that 1 am1 very definitely ill favor of closing all louioles
1111d t fact that income can be aecumnulated li a i trist anl taxed at i a lower
rate than ite individual henellei try would be subject to Is certainly a itwtoh,,le
ill my opinion.

T'aklig advantage of a looulhole, however, Is not evading taxes, it is simply
aitssrtlg the right of any cit izen to lillilize his 11111 Ills flilmily's taxa to (lie
extent pernilt ed by t he tax laws. Insofar as i0s family Is c,,ucerised certaily
lie would lie lerelict in iils duty if lie dhl not do so. I feO sure that tihtose of
you who are lawyers would so a(lvise your clients. I repeat, I do niot objetc toi
closing this and all other loopholes. What I do object to however, amid obJ'ct
to it strenumisly. is the retroactive feature iii Ili loill ts *5t.sel by the louse.
To the best of my knowledge there has never been a chauige in the tax laws

that carried retroactivity to such an extent. Moreover, oilier changes in Ibis
proposed tax bill are not retroactive so that i t tie case of acciuinilalion trusts
we have a plain case of discrimination.
WhenI 1111111, in gooJ faith. conilles 'wlith the tax laws m1d regulations lit

existence in any given year it is clearly unfair to i'i;alize him by reaching
back and changing the rules on him. '1'is is what this bill would do as now
written and if allowed to become law It will constitute a penalty that aipars
to be no less than outright conllscation. 'This see'us especially true when you
consider that in many cases the Indiviimal beneflelary aniy well be subject to
a higher tax rate than if lie had Jot hadl tlie accumulation trust. This is so
because It. Is extremely unlikely that any idividual would keep his lilconlie tax
return data for, say twenty years or more, so that his retroactive taxes co1li
be computed on the so-called "exact method" P'aragraph (1) (A) of alineme dl
section 668b).

In conclusion I would like to suggest that the retroactive feature be el listedd
by changing the wording that provides. in substance, for applying te tax to
dlstribatlons made after April 22, 1969 to make it apply only to trusts ctablished
after that date (or the effective (late of the new tax law).

I appreciate this opportunity to express inyself on. this subject anid hope
that the members of the Senate Finance Committee will give miy idea favorable
consideration.

STATEMENT OF PROFF8SOR DAVID WESTFALL, LAW SCHOO, OF IARVARD |UNIVER8sTY

Income Taxation of Trusts

SUMMARY

1. Section 341 of the House bill would be more effective in reducing the present
use of trusts for tax avoidance purposes if Section 613(a) (3) and (4) of the
Code were revised to include capitt.l gains and all dividends In distributable
net income.

2. Section 342 of the House bill should be revised to apply to existIng trusts.
Any grentor who is taxable on trust income as a result should be, given a right of
reimbursement from the trust for a pro rata part of his tax.

ST.Vi EM ENT

Section 3J1 of the mouse bill

Section 341 is sound In proposing an expanded application of the throwbae.k
rule. However, without a change in the present definition of (listrlbut tnle riet
Income, the rule would remain inapplicable to capital gains In most cases., ,s
well as some dividends. Thus the bill would miot prevent the u,,e of trusts to
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accumulate capital gains at low rates for ultimate distribution to high-I)raclket
beieflclaries, free of any further tax.

To remie(iy tills, Section 613(a) (3) anld (4) of the Code should be amended
Io Included capital gains and all dividends in (listributable net Income. This
would affect current distributions as well as dist ributions of accumulated Income
mnd would reduce the extent to which trust income Is taxed to the trust instead
of to a benefilciary.

SecCion 34}2 of the House bill

Although Section :Mll of the House bill applies its changes In the throwback
rule to existing trusts, Section 312, dealing with trusts which accumulate
income for the grantor's spouse, does not. In effect, this exception would give
a limited group of taxpayers a continuing and unjustified reduction in effective
tax rates. Moreover, the presence of such "grandfather clauses" unnecessarily
cOmlplicates Code provisions.

No significant hardship would result from applying Section 342 to all trusts.
whenever created, if a grantor who is taxable on trust income as a result were
given a right of reimbursemnent from the trust for a pro rata part of the tax.
The proi)osed changes merely affect tax rates, applying tie grantor's marginal
rates instead of separate rates for the trust as another taxpayer. Rate changes
ordinarily are a)plied to taxpayers generally. To create exceptions discriminates
unfairly between different taxpayers with the same incomes.

Deferred compensation
AuGUST 29, 1969.

ie 11.11. 13270-The Tax Reform Act of 1969.
Suhject : Section 331-Deferred compensation.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Uh.N. Senate,
Nclw SCnate Offce Building,
ll.a1hingfon, D.C.

(NTEMES : Chrysler Corporation ("Chrysler") welcomes the opportunity af-
forded by your Committee to submit a written statement presenting its views with
respect to those provisions of 11.11. 13270 (the Tax Reform Act of 1969) dealing
with deferreil compensation (Section 331). The principal points discussed may
he summarized as follows:

I. Bonus payments received by an employee within the first 21/2 months of the
year following the year In which the qualifying services are rendered should be
ex('luded from the definition of deferred compensation. In addition, payments
excluded from the application of the bill should not be taxed as deferred com-
pensation merely because of payment subsequent to the death or retirement of
the employee.

II. l)eferred cOm)ensation payments should be included within the meaning
of "earned Income" for purposes of applying the 50% maximum rate limitation
on earned taxable income provided in Section 802 of the bill.

I. DEFINITION OF "DEFERRED COMPENSATION"

Many employers pay Incentive compensation under plans whereby the exact
amount of the l)ayment cannot be determined until the company's auditors have
determined its net Income after the close of the taxable year in which such
bonuses were earned. It is unclear whether Section 331 of II.R. 13270, as presently
written, would treat such bonus payments as deferred compensation. It is be-
lieved, however, that such bonus payments represent "current pay for current
services" and should continue to be recognized as such and not taxed as deferred
compensation (see Rev. Rul. 55-446, 1955-2 C.B. 531). Accordingly, It Is re-
quested that proposed Subsection 1354(f) of the Code, as Incorporated In Section
331 of the bill, be revised to except such bonus paymentss from the proposed rules
governing deferred compensation payments. Attached is suggested language
which would accomplish this result.

If. EARNED INCOME

If deferred compensation )ayments are to be characterized as "earned Income"
for purposes of determining (he nilimumn tax imposed by Section 331 of the bill,
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then such payments should be characterized as "eariied iiiconie" for all irju..
liicluding the 509o maximum rate limitation on earned taxable Ii'ozz]e provided
in Section 802 of the bill. Accordingly, the p]iras. "or any deferred romlpiisatimi
payment" should be deleted from proposed Section 13IS)(1) (of the ( *ole.

Yours very truly,

ictI.%N T. )K Fr ,

Avti.itant ('omptro1t'r.

SECTION 331- 1EFIA:IMiiI (OMIN'SAVIiN

(f) Appli(ability of ,Sction.-
1. This section shall lot apply to an y deferred .omiwxn.satioin Jli -ivi t, in.ul.,

un(ler a writ ten plan-
(A)
(I1) Same as (1), (2) and (3) of propoM bill
(C)

2. This section shall not apply to any payment made umder a writtiei jIhan
which identifies the employees (or class of elidoyces) eligible to rccIfiv, pIly-
ments thereunder and which is approved by the stockholders (if the (,njl o,1yer
corporation or is commnicated to emlployees of 11o-.corlHWorate iltdi yers a ,i
which-

(A) requires the employee to perform services for the emmloloyr lii the
year immediately preceding the year Ill which suel pay yment is Imm: 1a111

(B) requires the employer to make payment within 2 _ months after thi,
close of the employer's taxable year in which the emloyce's interi-( In such
payment vests.

3. This section shall not apply to any paymelit ituuide suibsequenat to an t .iI-
ployee's retirement, death or acceptance of public service inder a written plai
whicl-

(A) meets all of the requirements, except for service in the immiedlately
preceding year, as )rovided ill liragraph (2) above ;

(B) provides that any and all sich payments to the retired or former
employee, or his designated beneflciary, are required (except in th( ca-.e (of
earlier need due to financial hadshil)) to be made at the same time and inl
the same amount as would have been Inmade to the employee ha(d he ctt ilued
employment ; and

'C) requires that any such payment be made no later than the end of the
third calendar year following the year after the year in which emldoyim.it
Is so discontinued.

To the Members of the Senate Finance Committee:
In 1958 this Company adopted an Executive Incentive Profit-Sharing Phial

which l)roviled that awards made thereunder would be pail partly in the currelt
year and the balance deferred until death, termination of employment. or re-
tirement. Consequently, for eleven years a part of our compensation hi. been
deferred, and we have all looked upon this as being a supplement to our eventual
retirement benefit.

The proposed bill, dealing with deferred compensation, seems inequitable fi11d
unfair because the tax rate on deferred compensation when pald is retroactive
to the year in which the deferred compensation was earned. This Is really penal.
izing thrift, and unquestionably, plans will be change(] to Lave all incentive
awards pald currently since there is no incentive to save for the rainy (lay.

You might also consider that the resulting Increase(] compensation to many
individuals will be Inflationary since It is likely that people will spend money
that Is put Into their hands which otherwise would have been deferred.

We urge you to anend the proposed bill so that its provisions are not relro-
active, as well as to consider whether its provisions are actually beneflial for
the economy.

Very truly yours,
ClInSB/OUo!-PONsD' IN-C.
F. J. MCGROATY, ,Scercarli.
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FEIJERATED DEPARTMENT STORES, INC.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, September 16, 11169.

lil. ItuSSEI,.! 13. LoNe,
Chairman, Scnate Cornin 1tcc on Finance,
,cnal Ic 001ce Building,
I'a.,h iington, D.C.

)k:,AI SENATOR LoNo: I know that you and your committee are currently In-
volved in tho task of drafting legislation to achieve meaningful tax reform.
There Is, however, one item In the bill passed by The House of Representatives
that I would like to call to your attention.

Section -'33t would change the rules on taxing deferred compensation. We
feel that this provision was Included in the reform package without sufficient
study or adequate consid eratioii of all the factors involved.

Attached to my letter Is a short memo outlining live sound reasons why the
tax f rentiit'illt of referredd ('compen~iisatloni sholdlii not be .linigd. We sincerely
In-lieve Itli.-t Ihese reasolls mer0n'it yolnn" attention.

('i " r l] Ily,
IiALPIi LAZARUS.

FIVE S(P'NDI REASONS WilY TIlt TAX TREATMENr OF DEFH:REI) COMPENSATION .SIOUI.f
NOT HE CHANGED

1. I)i.,q'ontinuncc j o)cf ;errcd Compensation plhrs would result in a rcrcillc loss
to D-rcastury

(a) Current compensation would be taxed at no more than 5O% rate and the
average would be less than the deduction the corporation would get at the
•8'A rate.

(b) l'ensloin plans would he Improved to offset loss of deferred compensation
plants with the result that employer contribmutions to pension trusts would be
Increased (a revenue loss), but tile employee Is not taxed until he receives
the IX-nsion.

2. Ilurd( n on widows an1d chihlren
Ili many instances the employee (lies before receiving the deferred compen-

sathon. When tile money is li (le(! most, the new law would require the widow
or children to lImy tax oin deferred compensatoin at tie high rates applicable
to t i)readhwiiner's most productive years.

8. )cjcrr 4 (0f/ompl(iation i8 not a tax gimmick
(a) No income escapes tax an( no capital gain Is Involved.
(to) Playments are ordinary Income in year of rect ipt.
(c) Timing & amount of corporation's deduction coincide with Individual's

realization of income.
(d) Any tax saving nierely results from leveling of Income

.. 1ID,'EUlllE ('OMPNS.IT'ION SERIESS MANY PURPOSES
(a) Enables corporations to attract and retain capable people.
(b) referredd compenwstion can be expressed in terms of shares of the cor-

poration's stock, giving the employee an incentive to improve the corporation's
profitability.

(c) A flexible means of giving employees an appropriate level of Income
after ret irement.

5. NEWl' LAW U,'NDUMY COMPLEX
Ili each year a payment was received, the tax liabilities for all years in tie

period over which the deferred compensation was earned would have to be
Sela ra tely recomluted.

('OM MENTS OF MR. WILLIAM I. JUDY ON IEIALF OF HEII) AND IIEGE

DEFERRED COM PENSATION

We would like to comment on Section 331 of the bill dealing with Deferred
Contnus'tion. The prolosal would imlse a minimum tax oni deferred compen-
sation excee(ling $10.000 in the taxable year. Plea.,e note that qualified Iension
plans may not discriminate in favor of supervisory employees, the very people
corlp4ralhms waiit to lure into a particular business position. Present deferred
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coIliK'lsatloln arrangements allow a corlporation to give extra li,,efil.t to per-
sonnet that are crucial to Its bii ln-s 51.V(VS, i)ini ish tile at(rltiweiv'5s of
deferre(l compensatIon by imlosition of a "il n inimuina t x" a id reveui 1W will be
iilcreased, but only at the xlK'-iie of Ainterica n bisim n.s generally wiich thrives

imld grows on key IK'rsomiel slurre(l to greater :l(-JeVetVte by i11tA'liJ\'es .10I0
as deferred compensation arangenients.

In giving Its reasons for the proposed change, the Committee ldaces e :-
phasis on the fact that it should make no diffedenee tuxvi.,- whether dteferrol
compensation arangenieiits are funded or nonifUrd(ld sijce the ljroiiri.-ws or large,
financially s0un(d corporations to pay retirement licomne are Jrtist as stcuire as
a funded trust. Once again, this attitude neglects (he key employee it the small
corporation. The small business may be quite successful tiow. but whien retire-
uient age arrives for the key employee, the unsecured proinise to pay by th1e
corporation may be worthless due to business reverses. Meanwhile, the emloyee
has been paying a minimum tax oii funds he iiever actually receives.

We strongly agree with the A(liinistration lposih thi it this provision should
be deleted from tile bill as explained in the comments of the Assistawit Secretary
of the Treasury for Tax Policy, Mr. Edwiln S. Cohen, before tile louse Com-
mittee on September 4, 1969. We are conhilent that after study, the Treasury
I)epartment will conclude that the proposed changes in tax treatment for de-
ferred compensation are Impractical and would also do great hara to the com-
petitive powers of the small corporation as It battles for competent key personnel
with the large corporation.

GEN ERAt. E iiCTIr ic Co.,
Now York, N.Y., Se'pttber 17, 1969.

loN. RUSSELL B. LONe,
Chairman, CornIttce on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

I)EAR MR. CHAIRMAN : The General Electric Company Is pleased to have
the opportunity to submit to the Committee on Finance of the Senate its views
on the provisions of II.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 19069, which relate to Other
Deferred Compensation. Nothing in this letter relates to restricted stock plans
or the changes which the section of the House bill dealing with Riestricted
Property would make in the tax treatment of such plans.

I would appreciate it If you would arrange for this letter to be Included in
the printed record under Other Deferred Compensation,

SUMMARY

Deferred compensation Is a well-established and vital part of many colunp(linsa-
tion programs for managerial and professional personnel. It serves many corpo-
rate purposes and Its use should not be discouraged.

Deferred compensation Is not a "tax loophole." All payments are taxed in full
as ordinary Income In the year of receipt. No Income escapes tax. and( no income
is taxed as capital gain. The corporation obtains a deduction only In the year it
which the Individual receives the payment, and the amount of the deduction Is
the same as the amount of income taxed to the individual.

The principal objective of deferred compensation plans is to provide contilultv
of income after retirement. Any tax reduction results merely from leveling of
the Individual's income over his working and retirement years.

Whereas the bill provides a 50% maximum on the tax rates on earned Income,
thus treating It more favorably than under present law, it would penalize de-
ferred compensation, which by any rational definition must be earned income,
both by imposing a minimuma tax (Section 331) and by excluding it from the
prol)osed statutory definition of earned Income (Section 802). The iron'dstency
and unfairness of these provisions is readily apparent.

If deferred compensation plans were abandoned, current compensation py-
ments would be increased and higher pensions would be provided to managerial
snd professional personnel under qualified plans. Tie result would probialiiy be
a net current revenue loss to the Treasury.

Section 331 would greatly complicate the tax computation process by requiring
in each year in which a payment was received a recompiutation of the taxes for
all years in the period over which the deferred compensation was earne(l. Thus,
the income and the tax for any single year In which deferred compensation was
originally allotted might have to be recomputed as many as twenty or thirty
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lines ; "I'd InI any single year In which a payment of deferred compensation was
received, a reconliputation of taxes for as many as twenty or thirty prior years
might I, reired.

'l' proposed treat ment of deferred compensation would alter fundamental
(a x colieits of long standing (cash method of accounting and annual accounting
period). No satisfactory case has been made for such a change, and It wouhl
weaken, rather than strengthen, our taxing system.

Seellon 3:11 should be elinlnated from the bill in its entirety, and Section .02
should be amended to delete the exclusion of deferred compensation from the
defill ition of "earned Income."

lDeferred Omlu)elsat loll Is a natural product of the bargaining which goes on
bi-tweii emldoyer an1d eml)ioyee on colnlensation and other conditions of em-

loyuient under our free enterprise system. Union-represented employees (1o this
himrgaining through their elected representatives, andl one of the results has been
a oitinuiiiig improvement lit the level of pensions payable under funded, qualified
101111nS.
These l)enIlous, Iogether wlth social security, comlrise virtually the entire

relt renint income of lost of these employees, and the combination of tile two
gellerally provides Ihleil with satisfactory continuity of income through their
ret ireieiit yea rs.

Both the pensions and the social security are forms of deferred compensation.
T'i'y exist only because both the employer and his employees are willing to set
fmnids sidee during an employee's working years to provide him with a continuing
Iia'oin after his retirement.

Other emloyees, including managerial and professional personnel, bargain
lnillvhluaily with their employer in matters Involving compensation and other

liditions of enrployunent. While they receive a salary and the usual elplovee
hivikihlls and are Included under social security and qualilled pension programs,
liey inay also negotiate or be offered other incentive arrangements, including
h)ouiiises tied to profits, stock options, and supplemental deferred comlipemnsation
arranigemenits. There Is nothing unusual about this. In fact, our free enterprise
system could not exist without alpropriate Incentive arrangements for tile
i ldividuals \%,Io assume positions of high responsibility in tlie nation's industrial
VCM 111Y.
Tie provisions of the bill relating to deferred compensation appear to lie

designed to discourage its use. They would tax it more heavily by providing for
a iniliiuin tax (Section 331) and by excluding It from the statutory definition
of "earned income" for purposes of tie 50%, limitation on the tax rates oil such
huioine (Sectioli 802 of the blill-proposed Section 1348(b) (1) of the Code).

I)eferred compensation Is not a "tax loophole." All payments tire taxed In full
as ordiary liconie in tie year of receipt. No income escapes tax, and no Incoie
is taxedi as capital gain. The corporation obtains a deduction only In the year In
which the Individual receives the payment, and the amount of the deduction Is
tile same as the amount of Income taxed to the individual. Therefore, it is diffl-
(ll to understand why the Ways and Means Committee of the House concluded
inat "reform" In this area is necessary.

Inherent lit tile proposed provisions Is tle philosophy that deferred comlpensa-
tion arrangements which are "non-discrnitinatory," as that term Is defined for
purposes of "qualified" plans, are acceptable. There can be no quarrel with this
preise, but only with the conclusion apparently drawn therefrom that any
arrangement outside the "qualified" category Is ipso facto not acceptable. For
the fact is that tile two types of arrangements are not comparable. The reason
for the "non-discrimination" requirements alpplicaple to qualified plans Is to
justify the current deduction by the employer of compensation which will be
taxable to tile recipieent only when received, perhaps many years later. Since
Ihis favorable dis)arity between time of deduction and time of taxation does
not obtain and Is not sought in the case of deferred compensation arrangements
to which tile proposed provisions are Intended to apply, It Is clear that the "11non-
discrliulhation" guideline Is totally irrelevant.

One attempt at Justification In tile Ways and Means Committee's report was
to compare the present tax treatment of unfunded deferred compensatton (taxed
In full at time of receipt) with tlat which applies when an amount to be
deferred on a nonforfeltable basis is placed In trust under a nonqualified plan
(taxed In full when placed in trust). This comparison is hardly a valid one,
because nonqualifled trustee arrangements are not used to any appreciable
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extent. The reason for this is that tile individual would act tally receive no fui(ds
with which to pay the tax due on anl amolllnt placed in trust on a nonforfeitable
basis, and if his right to the amount is made forfeitable In order that he will
not be taxed initil ie actually receives the iaiiount from the trust, the Income tax
regulations l)rovide that his employee will never be allowed a deduction for the
payment.

The other attempt at Justification was to state that the possibility of shifting
income to taxable years after retirement when the marginal tax bracket is ex-
pected to be lower should not be available to employees who are in a position to
bargain for deferred compensation and to rely on he unsecured obligation of
their employers, when such benefits are not available to other employees. As
pointed, out above, all employees are in a position to bargain for deferred com-
pensation, either directly or through their union representatives. Although most
of this deferred compensation is In the forin of benefits under qualified pils,
it would he a serious mistake to enact taxing stattites which would have thme
effect of compelling all deferred compensation arrangements, even though they
do not receive the favored tax treatment accorded qualified plans, to be provided
through plains which must meet rigid requiremeits for qualification. If com-
pensation plans for managerial and professional personnel are to be effective,
flexibility iii their design must le allowed. Unfunded deferred comumjns.atimn
plans offer this Ilexibility, and they are therefore of great value to tile com-
panies wh!ch have adopted them. Furthermore, it is possible through tlhesf plans
to provide key employees with a strong incentive to Improve tile comlany's Ix'r-
formance (which Is beneficial to all of the company's employees anld hare
owners) by awarding the deferred amounts inI terms of shares of time company's
stock. Section 331 would seriously impair a company's ability to accomplish
these extremely important objectives.

Even laying aside the fact that deferred compensation arrangements ser'e
legitimate and necessary corporate purposes, it makes sense to allow the Impact
of taxes to be teml)eredl through the deferral of income, particularly when the
payor's tax deduction is also deferred. One of the imperfections In our present
taxing system is that the progressive rate structure is applied to a taxpayer's
Income on an annual basis, whereas Ills income may fluctuate widely from year
to year. The present income averaging provisions of th(' Code represent an at-
tempt to mitigate the harshness of this feature of the system, a1nd Se.timoi 311
of the present bill would move another step in this direction by liberalizing these
provisions. Income leveling through deferral of compensation accomplishes a
similar result by forward-averaging. To treat a taxpayer as though his income
were bunched into a few high-earning years (as Section 331 would do) in order
to apply high progressive tax rates to the income, when actually it was received
more or less uniformly over a more extended period, would be Inconsistent wvith
the income averaging principle and would represent a backward step In the
evolution of a fairer taxing system.

There is a further Inconsistency within the bill itself with respect to deferred
compensation. Section 802 provides for a limitation of 5)% on tile tax rates ap-
plicable to earned Income, thus treating such income more favorably than under
present law. However, Section 802 also provides that the term "earned income"
shall not include any deferred compensation payment. Deferred compensation
is clearly earned income, and as such it should be simbject to tie 50/C ceiling on
rates. One is led to conclude, therefore, that the real purpose of the two pro-
visions of the bill Is to place such a severe tax penalty on the use of deferred
compensation as to discourage its use. If such is tie case, it is indeed regrettable,
for reasons mentioned heretofore.

Time Ways and Means Committee report on tile bill estimates that enactment
of Section 331 would result in a revenue increase of $5 million In 1972, $10 mil-
lion in 1974, and $25 million in 1979. However, even these small amounts appear
to be based on the assumption that deferred compensation plans will be con-
tinued, whereas the apparent purpose of the new provision is to discourage tile
future use of such plans. If deferred compensation plans were abandoned, coma-
l)anles would be forced to pay higher current compensation to their managerial
and professional employees. This would result in higher pensions for these
individuals under qualified plans, because pension benefits are related to non-
deferred compensation. The combination of higher current conlpenlsation pay-
ments and higher employer contributions to qualified pension plans could result
in a current net revenue loss to the Treasury, because the loss of revenue from
the higher corporate tax deduction would probably not be fully offset by the
higher current tax payments by the individuals. This would result partially
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front the fact that the de(duictible corporate lpension contributions would not be
tixed to the Inldividuals at the ii(' they were made. In addition, with the 50%
limit included iII the bill on individual tax rates on earned Income, the
average lax rate (if the recipients of the additional current compensation would
probably be lower tini t average tax rate of the corporations making the
payments. I think it is a fair conclusion that enactment of the proposed pro-
visions relating to deferred compensation would result in a loss of revenue to
lie Federal Government-hardly the result to be expected from the closing of

a "loo)hole."
1iie "diiniumln tax" computations required by Section 331 are complex

and burdensome. If enacted they would represent an affront to any taxpayer
who is expected to comply conscientiously with the provisions of our voluntary,
self-assessment taxing system. They require the taxpayer to recompute, in each
year in which a deferred compensation payment Is received, the taxes for all
of the years in the period over which the deferred compensation Is deemed to
have been earned. 'rhe earning period would be the entire period of employ-
ment (as many as 40 years or more) unless under regulations to be lrescribed
by tie Secretary the deferred compensation Is deemed to have been earned
over some shorter period. It takes only i1 little imagination to visualize a 40-
column spread sheet and a foot-high i1le of tax returns for prior years which
would have to be resurrected and reworked each year a deferred payment was
received. Presumably this would involve keeping a record of, and using, the
various tax rates which happened to have been in effect in each year of the
earning period, including any surcharges which applied. Furthermore, the spread-
back calculation would produce a higher minimum tax each year from the
operation of tihe progressive rate structure as amounts were successively added
to tile taxable Income for each year in the earning period.

Although Section 331 contains a less complicated alternative under which the
taxpayer may elect to calculate the minhnun tax each year a payment is re-
ceived by recomputing his taxes for the three years of the last ten in the earning
period in which his taxable income was the hfghest and multiplying the average
increase in tax by the number of years in the earning period, this alternative
would be available to him only at the expense of a considerable amount of
additional tax.

In addition to being burdensome from a record keeping and computational
standpmint, the minilmui tax proposal can result in an unfairly high tax in
two respects. First, because of the successivly higher tax each year under the
spread-back computation, the "minimum tax" can start out lower and end up
higher than the tax calculated on the deferred compensation on the basis of
including it in Income in the year of receipt. But each year the taxpayer has
to pay the higher of the two amounts. Therefore, in total, he can end up paying
more than he would have If lie had used either the spread-back in all years or
the current inclusion in income in all years. Second, if the tax rate structure is
higher during the payout period than It was during the earning period, this
alone may cause hin to pay a higher tax on the deferred compensa tion. However,
if the tax rate structure is lower during the payout period, he may not get the
benefit of the reduction because of the "minimum tax" under the spread-back
provision.

It should be evident that Section 331 wonid detract from, rather than enhance,
the fairness of our taxing system.

InI conelasion, it should be pointed out that the proposed treatment of deferred
compensation would alter fundamental tax concepts of long standing. Cash basis
taxpayers are required to report their income in the year of receipt, and this
would not be changed. However, the tax Is payable as a general rule at the rates
in effect in the year of receipt. Any exceptions to this rule have been In the
direction of mitigating an unfairly high tax which would result from its appli-
cation. Thus, there are Income averaging provisions in the present Code, and
the bill would liberalize these and add others. There is the provision relating
to repayment of an amount held under a claim of right, which allows the tax-
payer the greater of the tax benefits which would result from claiming the
amount repaid as a deduction in the year of repayment or eliminating It front
income in the year of original receIpt. To introduce a provision which would
increase the tax over that which would otherwise apply, by aggregating the
Income with that of other taxable years and applying rates applicable to those
years, would depart front the fundamental concepts of the cash method of
accounting and the annual accounting period at the expense of equity, instead
of in the direction of equity. This would weaken, rather than strengthen, our
taxing system.



We strongly recommend that Section 331 be eliminated frn i the loil in its
entirety and that Section 802 be amended to dclvte the c xchlnin of deferrtd
collpenlsat ion from the dehilt ion of "ea rned ji.oni.."

Our Conpany greatly appreciates thiet oportimity to pr,'seunt its views ,i,
these provisions of the bill.

Very truly yours, I( N I f. l. w{xvs.

STATfMENT or A. I. lIrILIG, ON BEIrAr.F OF TrIW (C.MPBE.. -oSLP V o.

This statement is submitted on behalf of Campbell Soup Company in (11i),41t lol
to the enactment of Section 331 of ll.B. 13270 relating to taxation of deferred
compesmatfon.

Section 331 of this bill would in cases where deferred conml4'nsatiom ex.eekd.
$10,000 in any taxable year require the recipient to pay taxes in iz,'cordan'ce with
an unwieldly formula. Tax calculation would shift from the date on ivhli the
deferred compensation Is actually received and enjoyed to the date (if award.

Campbell Soup Company opl)ose.s this provision not only lta-.aus.%& of its
inherent complexity In calculation and administration, but a lso iec(ause the
imposition of such a tax penalty on deferred compensation would seriously
Impair our existing employee benefit structure. W'hen, as is our case, deferred
payments are given in the form of shares of the Company's st(.k, the euijloyce-
recipient Is furnished with an added incentive to muake his company smicessful.
The Company views its existing system of deferred compensation as an injiprtant
tool in attracting and retaining valuable employees and their (otinuiming contri-
butions to our business.

The proposal raises many questloiis quite apart from Its adverse effect on
acquiring and retaining outstanding personnel. The change dows not JilC with
the announced Intention of closing loopholes an( achieving certainty and simplil-
cation In the tax law and tax returns. Changing the law relative to deferred
compensation does not plug tax "loopholes" since all Income r('eilved Is titxed mid
at ordinary income rates. Moreover, the proposed treatment of deferred comi-
pensation seems inconsistent with the proposal to afford generally more favor-
able treatment of earned income under 11.13. 13270, which would substantially
lower the maximum tax rate on earned Income to 50%. Since deferred co.ninsa-
tion Is a form of earned income, It is suggested that 11.11. 13270 is conceptually
Inconsistent In attempting to increase taxes on deferred compensation, while fit
the same time taxes on other forms of earned Income are lowered. The proposal
Introduces many uncertainties. For example, the tax rate applicable at th(e tlie
the deferred compensation is actually received may or may not be greater than
that applicable at the time of the award by reason of changes in level of ificoie
or the sources of income or an intervening change in the federal Incoime tax
rates.

In terms of the Individual taxpayer, to the extent that present tax reform
focuses on high income individuals with little or no tax liability, Section 331
completely misses the mark. The income received by individuals under deferred
compensation plans comes to them and is taxed at a point of time, usually during
retirement, when their Income is drastically reduced.

Campbell Soup Company respectfully requests that this Committee delete
Section 331 from the Tax Reform Act of 1969 since Its Inclusion accomplishes no
real reform purpose, confuses rather than simplifies the law In this area, does not
produce substantial revenue, and impairs the ability to obtain and retain
outstanding personnel.

ELFXTRONIO INDUSTRIE8 ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.C., Septem ber 2.f, 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairnmn, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate of the United States,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SEMATOR LONG: The Electronic Industries Association, with a menbershilp
of approximately three hundred companies representing all major sectors of the
electronics industry, respectfully submits the following comments regarding
certain proposals of H.R. 13270, "The Tax Rtform Act of 19069".

33-865--70-pt. 7 of 7- 32
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In response to the proposed change to the present tax treatment of deferred
compensation, other than restricted stock, Title III, Subtitle D, "Other Deferred
Conilmt nsad on", Section 331, "Deferred Compensation":

1. The concept of taxing income realized in one year at rates applicable in
another year and to a potentially different taxpayer, where a beneficiary
receives the payments, is an extreme departure from accepted tax l)rincilples.

2. No public purpose would be -served by adoption of the proposal. It would
tend to be harinful to our member companies and their employees, as many coin-
panies have had incentive programs and plans for many years.
:3. A revenue loss to the Treasury would logically result from probable

imlprovenients in executive IKslon plans to compensate employees for the loss
of deferred comnpensation.

4. Deferred compensation Is not a "tax loophole", since no Income escapes tax.
These payments are treated as ordinary Income iln the year after receipt.

5. No capital gain is involved.
0. Some arguments l)ointed out to us by Individual members of our industry

for retaining the present tax treatment of deferred compensation are:
a. Qualified pension )lans are designed l)rimarlly for eiiiployees under the

executive level. Many plans )rovide inadequate retirement income to higher
level employees for various reasons. For example, a l)lan may be a career-
average earnings type which specifleally does not include incentive com-
pensation. Deferred compensation has been the answer to this disparity.

1. Deferred compensate on may contain forfeiture conditions which
encourage employees to remain with their company.

e. D eferred payments are sometimes shares of corporate stock which
give the employee Incentive to improve profitability, the goal of the
orgallizat ion.

d. Industry must attract capable people and keep them motivated.
)eferred compensation as it Is now treated succeeds in this important area.

Employees are Increasingly looking for an appropriate level of Inconme after
retirement, and deferred compensation is an established means to this end.

e. The )roposed change would have a greater effect on tax liabilities of
individuals in middle Income ranges than on those in higher Income ranges
because irate progressions are steeper in tlie middle Income ranges.

f. The proposed change would Introduce more complexity into the tax
computation process for the reason that in each year in which a payment
was received, the tax liabilities for all years in the earning period would
have to be separately recomputed.

We conclude that the ability of the electronics Industry to attract, retain, and
motivate executive personnel would be seriously Impaired by the adoption of this
proposal.

In regard to the proposal to change the tax rate from long term capital gains
to ordinary Income, on lump sum distributions from savings and profit sharing
(list rlbutions from savings plans, Title V, Subtitle B "Capital Gains and Losses",
Sections 511-516:

1. The proposed change will have an adverse effect on all employee-members
of savings and profit sharing plans. These plans cover a broad spectrum of
employee groups and are not limited to highly compensated executives. In fact,
savings plans tr,,quently limit amounts that can be contributed for higher paid
personnel.

2. Lump sum payments made at retirement come at a time when employees'
future Income possibilities are limited. They should not be burdened with an
additional tax at that time.

3. Tihe establishment and growth of savings plans has contributed to hl-
proved employer-employe, relations. This should not be discouraged.

4. Thousands of savers will lose confidence in their employers as time company
will not be able to live up to announced policies for such savings I)lans.

We conclude that changing the tax rate, as proposed, onl lump sum distribu-
tion from savings and profit sharing plans would be highly undesirable from all
employee, employer, and government administration standpoint.

We respectfully request that this statement be considered by your Committee
and included in the record of the hearings currently before your Committee.

Respectfully,
L. K. VALLEY,

Compensation and Benefit Practices Committee,
Industrial Relations Departmcnt.

A. ,MN. WARNER,
Director, Industrial Relations Department.
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i'AST.MAN KOPAK ('.,
Itoc('(tcr, N.Y., SCptn'mber 2 |, 19'9.

lioni. ltussr:il, B. Loxo,
Chair an, Senatc Financc ('onimilhce,
ii'u8hington, D.C.

])EAR SENATOIR LO.G: One of tte provisions in the Tax Iteforin Act of IWO) now
being considered by your Committee Is Section 331. 'I'liis wo"ld amend tite tax
law to provide a ininimnl tax on "deferred comlensation." I'Itler this irovision.
tile nihilnnum tax payable by an individual who receives voanloieisation for services
ierfornied in a prior year would be a tax coitIputed as thiough t he paiyient was
received in time year in which It was "de(,nie( to have beeen earned." In effect.
this provision would tax an lIndividual li tie aimioiut of the greater of either the
tax in the year the ilconic Is received or the year In which the inconie is "de('ned
to have been earned."

We believe that this section woul ad( ani necessary colnilicatloni to tim tax
law. We know of no testimony that indicates that there is any serou4 alw-. of
the present procedure of taxing such deferred income mim tie year ii which it is
received and at the tax rates in effect for such year. While tile Iproloised secti,,r
contains ho deliltion of "deferred Compeensation." tills ('liltge would aipm really
apply to many types of arrangements where payienuit for services is ni:le ' " a
period succeeding that in which the employee's services were lperff oril. Ii
ad(lition to the type of pay l)hals custonarily known as- "deferred Cttuijoieisat i1ti."
this )rovision would apply to SUlq)eniental i pension plans, termination pay ar-
rangeienlts, and any plan in which the receipt of compensation is, for no matter
Ahat reason, deferred.
Under the )resent procedure the eniployer receives tl deduction, ald the vm-

iloyee pays tax on the amount received il tih( saimme year. Tihn. , thvre- is tit
distortion of tax revenue to the government because of this immthod of timing
compensation )aynments.

This bill would vastly complicate (lie imiethod of ('olilting tax, without 'Ilny
justifying effect on tax revenues. It wouhl be intolerable for imany older tax-
payers to make these comphex compumtations of revised tax for all of the pri,,r
years in which the inconie would be deemedd to have been earned." Th(.re is nio
justillcatioh for this additional computational burden.

For inany feastsols, it may be desirable or iiece{.,sary to defer paynient of com-
pensation to a later year. Such coimlIKisatlon plans are flexile and may Iw
arranged to lit particular situations. We are particularly enc.(,rne( about the
effect of this change oii supplemental retirement iY phias. While ItIhe $10,W00
annual exclusion from the provision would eltmmiinite the effect on most em-
ployees, these provisions would apply to mmany sulplelental pension lm3umeuts
which for one reason or another (anniot be pail under qualified l nsionl phnit. We
believe that there Is no reason why the supplemental peislon lyinme ts should
not be l)ermitted, and l)aynments thereunder taxed to the employee in the yeac
when the compensation Is received.

W'e hopie that after your Committee las reviewed this provision you will agree
with is that it should be deleted from the tax bill.

Very truly yours,
IIAIRMAR IEIRErON,

Vice Presidcnt and Gcneral Couinsel.

COMMENTS OF TIlE MOTION PICTURE AND TFLEVISIoN TAX INSTITUTE ON SECTIONS
331 AND 802 or I1.R. 13270, PRESE'NTFD IiY, OERALD J. MEIIJMAN, CHAIRMAN

The Motion Picture and Television Tax Institute is an association of Inde-
pendent motion picture and television producers and their respective professional
representatives. A committee of the Institute has reviewed the above cited s8eC-
tions of II.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Bill of 19069, as passed by the Ious of
Representatives. Consideration of Sections 331 and 802 was made in the context
of how they relate to the motion picture and television Industry.

SECTION 331

Section 3.31 of the Bill which adds a new Section 135-1 to the Code changes
present law by providing that nonqualifled deferred comnpensat ion shall be taxed
at nmininium rates applicable to when such compensation Is defined earned, while
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(ih-lilyllig Iynlilt of Mle (ix ntili actihml rectllpt. This proposed change of law
1llllllh, es the, cash I Ihod of reporting income for cish basis taxptyers as to
de(ferred coiiliSSlot it. By doig so it re(i'resenits "t policy deteriiiiiation tlinl tile
1iglit of ll Vdivlltl tialaye's to defer receljt of tli(-Ir currelit coinisat ilon intil
hiler years wienl they irtsuitlhy will lie in a lower birateket should be narrowed.

For the reasons hereinafter stated the Institute recommends deletion of
Seelion 3131 from M1.RU. 13270 by Ib. relate Ftillnce .'oinnilittee. Section 3M1 of the
Bill will restilt in tilinteitnded hlirdships to liersois in the motion picture llnd
tehevlsion ilidstry. Artist and other Individuals lit the Industry need the op-
portuiniIty to forward iverage their earnings to afford security. If tity individ-
ually (io not level olt theli' inic(me over their productive careers they have no0
protection against years when their career drops off and work may be utiavailable.
This Is liot tax avoiitice. Artists :1l(1 other in the entertainment inidnstry need
th, oplJHortunity to protect agaliisc lean years without the penalty of increased
I I I X e.,

lv'in icceitlig Section 331 in its present fori, certain new prolenis would
be created. Generally, Iidividuals in this Industry have high expenses which atre
directly related to the production of their income, such as commissions to agents.
Thews ex'lelises tyically are jl id when tie IcOlie is received. The 11111 fails to
perliit the proper matching of Income aind expense by making no provision for
redclig the, deferred cnilpnsat ion payiielt by related expenses before inaking
fhe new nllinini tax coillplitintions (lproiosed Se(tliois I 354(a ) (1) and (2)).

An additional factor to be considered is that Section 331 would Increase the
comptjlexity of the tax law b)y iiimposing additional record-keeping requireioents
fin(d adding coliicated tax computations without necessarily creating greater"
tax e(iity. Two of the state l)urposes of the legislation are to Increase tax equity
and silliplify tile tax systell.

Finally, Section :31, as applied to the lotion licture and television industry.
fllls to recognize imiportant tontax practical business coisiderations inotivatiig
deferred coililen. sitoli lliis. Frequently It is the producer of a motion picture or
television series who Insists on the deferred compensation arrangement. The
Industry is a high risk Industry. Substantial capital is required to produce motion
pictures 0n(] television series and maintain the plants necessary for the 1)rodllc-
lion of Illin. The industry Is depressed and Indication are for further cutbacks
in production. Producers and studios face economic uncertainty and financial
dilficulty as tile cost of financing remains high.

Deferred compensation arrangements benefit producers by reducing the
immediate capital outlays for salaries. This in turn iacillitates the financing and
production of pictures. The economic health of the motion picture and television
Industry will be adversely affected if artists and others are Inhibited from
aiding In the financing of pictures by accepting deferred compensation
arrangements.

In conclusion, we strongly recommend for the foregoing reasons that Section
331 of the Bill not be enacted. In the event Section 331 Is retained as part of the
B0, we believe that it should be modified to provide for the treatment of directly
related expenses paid in the year the deferred compensation payment is received.
In these cases, such payments should be first offset against the deferred com-
pentsationl payment.

SECTION 802

I. Section 802 of the Bill provides for a 50% maximum rate on earneda
income." Section 802 represents a policy decision to reduce rates on earned Income
to reasonable levels In order to encourage Incentive and discourage tax avoidance.
Yet these purposes are undermined by excluding deferred compensation because
the incentive remains to avoid excessive rates.

It Is apparently the view of the House Ways and Means Committee that the
maximum 50% marginal rate must be denied deferred compensation in order
to Implement Section 331. The Institute recomends deletion of Section 331 from
the Bill for the reasons previously stated. It is submitted that even if Section
331 Is retained, it. Is preferable from a policy standpoint to apply the maxiniuii
marginal tax under Section 802 to each year during which a deferred compen-
sation payment Is deeikied earned under proposed Section 1354(b), rather that
to penalize deferred Income as is presently proposed.

On policy grounds It is difficult to distinguish between current and deferred
earned income insofar as applying a maximum marginal rate is concerned. The
present distinction penalizes taxpayers deriving deferred compensation, even
though it Is the same incotne merely delayed in time, and even though the tax-
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payer may have had no choice in the matter. In fact, these payments receive
harsher tax treatment than the proposed treatment of periodic payinents
received from qualified employee pension and profit sharing plans, although each
Is a form of deferred compensation. We therefore urge that deferred lconIi-
sation payments be Included hi the definition of earned Income for liurix)-es of
tie maximum fifty-percent tax rate on earned Income unider Section MY2(a).
It. Section S02 of the Bill (proposed Section 1348 (b) (I)) does not define

the term "deferred compensation."
One of the common methods of compensating artists, producers, and the like

in the motion picture and television industry Is to grant to them, :s i~trt (of
their compensation, a percentage interest in the future net lorofll, or grs .; pr, e4ds
of tie motion picture or television series in which they rei1der services. (We'are
referring only to the situation where such percentage li3mmnts are p'ayale to the
artist In the year in which they are realized, i.e., not to a itatilon where the
payment is deferred, by agreement, to a year subsequent to the year in Wbiih time
profits or proceeds are realized.) It is believed that the term deferredd cmmilpm-
sation" was not intended to apply to this type of situati,,, but rather to fmidd
or unfunded plans whereby an employee and an employer arranged, to, defe-r a
portion of the agreed compensation of the employee, the amount of whic h has
become fixed by the performance of services. Similar to the case of thi' artkts
in the entertainment field would be the ease of an employed inventor or writer
who agreed that his compensation would be measured by a percentage ,f the
future sales of all Invention or a copyrighted work.

In order to avoid creating a serious doubt in this area, we earnestly reqlst
that, if these proposed statutory changes are retained Il the Tax Iteform Hill,
there be Included In the Report of tile Senate Finance Committee an explaatory
statement along the following lies:

"The terin 'deferred compensation' is Intended to Include comli-nsatloi jpail
to an employee under a funded or unfunded plan, attributable to service
performed In a prior year. This teiu is not intended to include conmml ,., Itiot)
in the form of percentage payments out of the profits or proceeds of a motion
picture or television series in which the employee has rendered services during
a prior year, compensation in the form of a percentage interest in 4ales prx'ed.s
under a patent or copyright with respect to which the employee has Ix'rformlled
services, or similar compensation in connection with the sale or exploitation of a
product in connection with which the employee performed services in a iorJ'r
year. Such compensation would constitute earned income for the taxable year in
which the payments are received."

We would be pleased to provide any elaboration of these remarks which you
consider necessary.

Accrual of vacation pay
CIIHYSIER CORP.,

,8cptcnjbcr 2, 19lff.

Re II.R. 13270-The Tax Reform Act of 1969.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
V. S. Senate,
New Scnate Office Building,
Wash ington, D.C.
Subject: Proposed Modifications to Section 367 of the Internal Revenue Code; and

Accrual of Vacation Pay or Payments in Lieu of Vacation.
GENTLEMEN : Chrysler Corporation ("Chrysler") is taking this ojpportuitity to

subnit a statement with rilspect to two subjects of concern to Chrysler which
have not been included in II.R. 13270, and which may be sumninrized as follows :

I. Section 97 of the Technical Amendment Act of 1958 (dealing with vacat ion
pay aceruals) should be extended to taxable years ending after I)R(enlwr 31. 1I.4.

II. HR. 13270 should include a provision repealing the alglcability of action
367 with respect to selected foreign transactions which do not afford an ,qpoxr-
tunity for the avoidance of U.S. tax.

I. ACCRIAI OF VACATION PAY OR PAYMENTS IN IEI OF VACATION

Jer. Rul. 5,f-608, 1954-2 CB8, disallowing the acerual of vacation jpay or lay-

mnents in lien of vacation in certain circumstances. was made Inapplicabl, to tax-
able years ending before January 1, 19f) by Sectlon 97 of the, Technial Ammcnd-
ments Act of 1958. as amended. It is recominmended that a provision similar to that
contained in II.R. 12936 (91st Congress, 1st Session), extending the inapifleability
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of 'r. B/ul. 54J-608 to taxable years enling after December 31, 1968, be
vnl,14.d as part of the Tfix Refori Act of 1H069.

It. PROPo ED MODIFICATIONS TO S CTON 307 OF THlE INTERNAL REVFNU: CODE

Any tax reform bill enacted by Congress should Include a provision amending
Section 367 so as to iniake it inaiiilicable to selected foreign transactions which
generally dlo not afford an opportunity for the avoilance of U.S. tax.

Setlioni 367 rcqitircs a U.S. taxpayr to obtain an advance tax ruling that
avoilance of U.S. tax is not a principal purpose of the proposed exchange or dis-
tribltIowi resulting from the organization, reorganization or liquidition of one
or ipore foreign corporations. A ruling Is required for many transactlons where
here Is little or no opportunity for the avoidance of U.S. taxes.

It Is requested that consideration be given to lhiniting the applelablility of
Seclioi: 367 by (i) designating the existing language of Section 367 as subse.tion
(a) and (11) enacting a new sub.sectlon (b) which enumerates siciflc transac-
(foils to whil(ch subsection (a) would not apply.

'i'l(',re Is Justi cfl.atio today for repealing or curtailing Section 367 e.g., rela-
tively new Code provisions Subparts F and G and Section j24S; more stringett
regulations under Section .482; expanded coiiiliance activities of the 010 Dlvi-
shion enactinent of reporling requirements under Section 6038 and 6M4, etc.
Sh,. tive (.urtaliment of Section 367 wouIld allow taxpayers to consummate a busl-
ntss t ransaction in a more expeditious inaimicer and would also ease the adtniinis-
trative burden of the Internal Revenue Ser 'ice as well as taxpayers. These objec-
tives co1ld be accomplished without un(lei mining the compliance responsibilities
of the Treasury Depariment.

I'he attachment to this letter reflects sllggested changes which ought to be
made to Section 367.

Yoturs very truly,
E. A. SOrJ:R,

Manager, Inconic Tax Dcpartnient.
At laciahment.

PROPOSED) AMENIDMENT TO SECTION 367

Sc. 367. FOR l OIN COR PORATIONS.
(a) generall rule-except as provided in subsection (b).
(b) EXccption.-Subsection (a) shall not apply, and a foreign corporation

shall be treated! as a corporation, in any of the following exchanges:
(1) An exchange described in section 332 where a foreign corporation Is

liquidated into another foreign corpontion ;
(2) A transfer described itn section 351 where propertyy, other than stock

of a foreign corporation, is transferred from one foreign corporation to another
foreign corporation;

(3) An exchange (escIrlbed In one or more of sections 351, 355, 350 and 361
Wviere -

(A) The assets of a controlled foreign corporation are acquired by
another controlled foreign corporation or the stock of a controlled foreign
corporation is exchanged (or treated as exclanged under section 355) or
acquired In exchange for the stock of another controlled foreign corporation
and the acquiring corporation is controlled (within the ineaning of section
951(d) (3) ) by a person or persons who Immediately prior to such acqui-
siton or exchange controlled the acquired corporation; and

(1) The foreign corporations which are parties to the transaction
are created or organized under the laws of the saie foreign country, and

(!1) The acquired corporation had a substantial part of its asets
used in Its trade or business located in such same foreign country, and

(ill) Both the acquiring corporation and the acquired corporation
have earnings and profits or both such corporations have a deficit In

earnings and profits. For laurposes of this subparagraph time earnings and
profits of any foreign corporation for any taxable year shall be determined
according to rule. sib.stantilally similar to those al)l)licable under section
12418 to foreign corporations under regulations prescribed by the secretary
or his delegate, or

(B) The stock of a foreign corporation is acquired by a domestic cor-
poratlon, or

(C) The Exchange involves the mere recapitalization of a foreign
corporation.
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Repeal of alternative capital gains tax for individuals

MARSlHALL, BRATTER, ( 1EVNE. ! LiON & TUCKER,
N-\'i Yor. N.Y., Sn!o mbr 1969.

Ile section 511 (c) of 11.1t. 13270.
S( iiate Finanec Committee,
New Scnate 0101ce Building, Waslilnqlon, D.C.

DRAR, MR. VAIL: Paragraph (c) of Sectlon 511 if 11.R. 13270 Iprovlaes Ih lt the
alternative tax compltation for capital golits transacttismo in S'ectimjt r2m1, ii) or
the Internal Revenue Code of 195.1, as amiseunded. is r('j(* h'd l rll e't of ">.,ales
and other dispositions after July 25, 191)." It is resiN-<t f ily .mtililted Ihat
there Is neither historical precedent ior adequate cmise for silii teflvtlive (late
provisions.

In general, prior Revenue Acts hait*e set forth "taxable year" effe tiv- d ite
provisions when capital gains tax rates were chaiged. Por tNXlilll)lle. the ltovE'lllE'

Act of 1951 became law onl October 20, 1951 but with re.-,j'vt to tl Owl liwll iii
the capital gains tax rate It was effective for taxable years ligilnhj : ,ifto-r Odet-
ber 31, 1951 aid before November 1, 1953. Similarly, the Jtevcite Act (of 19.3-1,
which became law on May 10, 1931, was efftctive within resiKct'' i the (-tialge' li
capital gains tax rates for taxable years beginning after 1),centlr :31. 1033.
Fiuially, the Revenue Act of 1921, which Iecamie law oil Novembeilnr 23. 1921, wits
effective with respect to the new rate illposed on capital gaills tt au-ations to
sales or exchanges consummated after )ecemliber 31, 1.021. AIt hisitgh tie OlYet .ive
date of the Revenue Act of 1921 applies to sales nl exchltngt after a 'ert'uis
(late, the effective date was the last day of the taxable year for imo,"t tAxl'Yers.

Instead of providing a "taxable year" aplpr aeh. Section 511 (. .f 1.L. 13270
adopts a trausnetlonal approach which falls iii tie middle Esf the natural ta xailde
year for mo:t taxpayers. The most plausibhe explbititlon for tht- .INly 25. 1!H;')
cut-off (late Is that any subsequent cut-off date would stiuutul.-te 11n1n:u Ily le.vy
stock market transactions and abnormally and possibly adver.sly effectt tie,
economy. It is respectflly submitted that even If Su(1h exi4d'uuatissl rlre'sents
sufficient reason to depart fromt historical precedent. such retisoi is nIt faiciuma Ily
relevant. As you are no doubt aware, various circustaices, stch ws tMe Ve0tleli at
War, high interest rates, and anti-inflationary measures, have spawiid nlit ex-
tremnely depres(1 stock market. Consequently, every reliale lromoeter opf stm-:
prices Is sigudfleantly lower for the 1969 year as compared to tle 1106S yiar.
Such being the case, and without any meaningful indicalion that tih. Inr-e'nt liir
market will turn around, it is very unlikely that taxpayers who are bIrdutned
with loss positions will rush to dispose of their stocks or sec.uritit-, iii fite event
the higher effective rate of capital gains taxes provided In the House Bill is Imade
effective with respect to taxable years beginning after 1)lccnhver 31. 119)!.

Indeed, If the 1ouse of Ileliresentatives is ap reliensiv, of -bilormal st-sk
market transactions, the effective date l)rovislons it paragraipih (d ) of Sotion
514, relating to the lengthening of file six month hohdlig Iriod to a twelve month,
holding period, will abet the result sought to be avoided. The feffIi.i .late .t
forth in Section 514(d) Is with respect to "taxable years Iuginninig after .fuly
25, 1969." Thus, since the calendar year Is the taxtlble year for mo t Ixsav'ers.
there may be abnormally high stock market transactions after .liuly 25, 1969 but
before I)ecemler 31, 1969 In those situations where a taxpayer i,- "long" Stock
or securities for more than six months but less thian twelve months. However.
as noted above, even though the philosolphy of the effe(iv(l date provisions lit
Sections 511 and 514 are Internally inconsIstent, It Is respect. fully subnitted thit
the concept Is not valid because of tle present leiigthy and utiulterrulitd bear
market.

As additional reason for the July 25, 1669 effective date provi-'on mit- i lt
a taxpayer may not quarrel with a rate chang which is not iifllde Jlrosee.E .

If this is true, then the provisions :et forth in Section 3.31 of IcI. 13270 ar,
inconsistent with such approach. In general, sitch provisions provide that deferredl
eompenisatlon payments shall be subject to the rate of tax impo.zed in the year
the conpen atlon Is earned rather than ti year in which the compensation Is
paid. Although the effective (late provisions of Section 3.31(c) makes such Section
applicable "with respect to taxal)le years ending after June 30, 1969' the traisi-
tional rule set forth in paragraph (g) of Section 3.31 states that "the uminilnilll
tax Imposed by Subsetion (a) shall not apply to the returnable portion of any
deferred compensation pmyment attributable to a taxable year (1) beginunluig
before January 1, 1970.
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In view of the above, it Is resvectfully submitted that there exists neither his-
Ioricil Jr'('ldent iior adeqijiate reason to li)pose all artificial July 25, 1969 efiec.
live dale provision with respect to the repeal of the alternative capital gains tax.
In lieu of the present effective (late provision, it Is urged that the amendment
reliate to sales or other dispositions occurring for taxable years beginning after
it her .1uly 25, 1969 or 1)eceinber 31, 1969.

What is sjlcificaily shocking about the July 25, 1969 cut-off (late Is that wheni-
ever II.R. 13270 provides a transactional effective (late provision it makes an ex-

ieption for legally lhnilding contracts entered into before such (late. Section 511(c),
however, (oes not set forth any "grandfather" exception.

Again, Section 331-1 (g) of II.l. 13270 has a grandfatherr" clause with respect
to deferred cOznJK'nslation payments attributable to a taxable year "(2) begin.
ning before January 1, 1974 If pa!d or made available l)urstnhhlt to an obligation
wiih was, on JuIly 11, 1969 and at all tines thereafter, binding withoutt regard
to the effect of any possibility of forfeiture by the employee)."

On March 20, 1009, my client entered into a legally binding contract for the
disposition of all the stock of a corporation the business of which had been oper-
aited by my client for inore than 30 years. Closing of the contractt is conditioned
on tie purchaser having a public offering of its stock. If such public offering (-
curs, my client may not be released from ]is contractual liability to consummate
the transaction. It is anticipated that the contract iill close within the next cou-
ple of months.

It is respectfully submitted that the effective (late provisions of Section 511(c)
make for an extremely Inequitable and harsh result if there is no "grandfather"
exception. Although, arguably, inequitable results are bound to occur in far
reaching tax legislation, it Is respectfully submitted that when an equitable result
is caused by an effective (late l)rovision which is (I) internally inconsistent with
other l)rovision,4 of the legislation, and (ii) is without historical )recedent or
present reason, such effective (late provision should he changed.

Very truly yours,
I)AVID N. JIURWITZ.

Maximum tax on earned income

ARTIIUn ANDERSEN & CO.,
C/hicago, 111., Skepteniber 18, 1969.

Re Statement Regarding II.R. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1969-Maximum Tax
onI 1:1arned Ilcone.

MR. TOM VAIL
Chief ('ounsel, Comm 1ttcc on Finance,
Nrw Senate Office building, Wash ington, D.C.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) The reference to the Section 911 definition of "earned income" in New
Section 13-18(b) should be deleted, and a separate, less arbitrary, definition of
earned Iiconme should be made for computing the maximum tax.

(2) There is no reason for excluding deferred compensation payments from
,,ar -ned income."

BASIS FOR COMMENTS

(1) I)eflnilion of Earncd Income
lh.uta M. 'AIL: In defining earnedd Income," reference is made to a present

definition in Section 911, a section which is limited to taxpayers having activi-
ties abroad. \Ve realize that revision of Section 911 is not within the scope of this
dliscuission, and we have not reviewed the propriety of Section 911 within the
context of the sections dealing wIth taxation of foreign income. However, since
the scope i'f new Section 1348 is much broader than 911, it seems prudent to con-
sider the appropiateness of the Section 911 definition to the Instant matter. See-
tIon 911 l)rov'i(s that, where capital Is determined to be a material income-pro-
ducing factor, no more than 30 per cent of the income from the taxpayer's trade
or business is to he considered as earned Income. Such an allocation is completely
arbitrary and will have no relation to the facts in a given case except by sheer
aeehlent. ,

A much more reasonable .,tan(lard for deterinining earned income should he
developed., without having to resort to this arbitrary mechanical test. Similar
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requirements for allocation of Income of a business ibetwecn capital sources and
services have been contained in other sections of the Code and ltegulat iol., it]
the case of family partnershilps (Section 701t(e (2), leg. 1.701-1 (e) ) amI fandlly
groups which control Subchapter S corporations ( Section 1375( c ), Rev,. 1.137. " 3).
In each instance, the regulations provide for a coi sideration of t lie Irtular
facts to determine a reasonable allowance for earned Invoine. If for sontc reason
a mechanical test is required, a reasonable pre-tax rate of return on invested
capital could be specified in the Code, with the remaining inco'njo assiniuieo Im, IN,
"earned."
(2) Deferrcd Conipcnsatio:a-Earned Inconic

There is no logical reason for excluding deferred compensatIon Nixyitenlts f(rout
"earned income." Such payments are similar in nature to other earnlnugs.. the only
difference being a matter of timing. To create the possibility of taxing pway-

eients such as these, at higher rates than current compensation Is taxed. does
not seem justified or desirable, the only puripoe served would be to completely
ellhinate such arrangements, even if their existence could be otherwise jwnlited
for good business reasons.

SUM MARY

This statement is submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with
a particular area of the proposed legislation. It is intended that the comnuents
and recommendations contained herein be made part of the record of testimony
relative to the legislative changes contemplated for maximum tax. We shall
be pleased to discuss these matters further with you or the Committee, either in
person or by telephone. Please call us collect at 312-3426262 if necessary.

Very truly yours,
JoN m NIFNDENHIALL, Director of 7axes.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO,
Chicago, Ill., 8cptcnibcr 19, 196'r.

He Statement Regarding 11.11. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1969--Other I-,ferred
Compensation.

31n. ToM.% VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance,
New S nate Offliee Building, Washington, D.C.

SUMMARY OF COM MENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The provisions of the Bill dealing with "other deferred compensation" should
be deleted.

BASIS FOR COMMENTS

(1) Oomple: Cornputations and Recordkeeping Requirements
DEAR MR. VAIL: An employee is to be provided with alternatives for computing

the tax on deferred compensation, one of which is to furnish sufficient data to
compute the tax as if the deferred income was received in the year earned . 'nle
employee apparently will have to verify the period in which such incoip was
earned, and the employee will be required to retain and have readily available tax
returns for 15, 20 or 25 years in some cases. This does not seem to be a reasonable
alternative. If this alternative is not chosen, then the taxpayer must comnput,
a tax under an averaging formula, roughly equivalent to computations necessary
under normal income averaging. In this Instance, however, the taxpayer is re.
quired to average for a higher tax.

Further, in a year hi which normal Income averaging is available, and a de-
ferred compensation payment is received, two averaging computations will have
to be made independently, one to arrive at the highest tax, and one at the lowest.
Presently, there is no provision in either Section for reconciling this conflict.
(2) Conflict With Business Purpose and the Intent of Other Sections

Other sections of the Bill, namely income averaging and the maximum tax on
earned income, have as their purposes:

(a) The elimination of "peaks and valleys" in a taxpayer's year to year
income, and
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b) letillcltiml of the top marginal rates on earned inconie. Even in Section 802,
deferred comjiensation Is hheld not to iW. earned income and ftitis is presently ex-
cidlhd front tlie protection provided by the inaxiiium tax provisions (which we
hmvv comiuuuented 1Kmn at length lin another .;tatenient). Further, the provisions
of Section 831 confrovert tie lrineilJ~e of cash basis accounting, which has been
ii raily vstaibilised as 1111 acceptable accounting inethod for tax iiriMses. If soie
cOitracts should constitute conistrutitve receipt In the year the coiil)ensalion Is
ear-ndi , 1i1t (haiIestion .loold be dealt Ivith indeplenldently and not solved In the
lilan liner I.rolINSed ii tite Bill.

CONCLUSION

Thils statement is subilitted its part of a series of letters, each dealing with a
partienlar area of the proposed legislation. It is intended that the coniiients
and reoiuliuendat ions contained herein e made p1art of the record of testimony
reittive to the legislative changes contem)lated for other deferred compensation.
We .lhll be llheased to discurss these matters further with you or the Commitee,
either iII lwrson or by telephone. Please call us collect at 312-346-6262 if
rle(esi ry.

Very tr(Ily yourrs.
JoHN MENI)ENIIALL, directorr of Taxes.

Foundations

A.MERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES,
Los Angeles, Calif., October 1, 1969.

lion. I{sTsrSELL B. Lo'o,
('hairwan, Committcc on Finance,
U.S. S'4'4natC, WVashinglton, D.C.

MY I)EAR SENATOR LONG: Being cognizant of 11.11. 13270 and the serious effect
which It would have on law libraries throughout the country, I am writing you
in my capacity as President of the American Association of Law Libraries with
the request that your Committee give its consideration to suggestions for the
modificat ion of lI.R. 13270, as set forth below.

While I enclose an Attachment with certain details concerning the purposes
of our Association and the importance of grants of philanthropic foundations
for our work, It may suffice here to state that the American Association of Law
Libraries is representative of law libraries and law librarians in the United
States. Our Association is a noi-I)roflt organization and its work has resulted,
liter alias. iii continuing Imblications which are deemed to benefit all facets of the
legal lrofe.-sou fnd large segments of the general public in our law-oriented
society. One of the prnary purposes of our Association is concerned with the
education, an(d with the continuing education, of law librarians. From thne to
time, our Association has been entrusted with projects which are pioneering In
technical fields of law librarlanshill).

None of these Association enterprises could have been undertaken by ius
successfully without the receipt of donations and grants from philanthropic
foundations. Also, the quality of some of our outstanding law libraries Is largely
due to gifts and grants received. If philanthropic foundations were restricted
in the free use of their funds through taxation or otherwise and If incentives
for making educational and scientific contributions were removed from donors,
Associations such as ours, and law libraries most of which already strain their
budgets to the limit, would be innocent sufferers, and the public interest would be
affected adversely.

For the preceding reasons, I would like to urge your Committee to consider:
(1) Bona fide philanthropic foundations should not be taxed, nor in-

hibited in making direct grants to libraries and individuals who work in the
public interest, nor be inhibited in making grants to educational, scientific
and scholarly associations.

(2) The Incentives provided under the present law to donors of books,
collections of papers, and works of art to libraries, and to donors of funds
for library facilities, should be retained;

(3) The working of 11.11. 13720 should be clarified so as to exclude from
the definition of private foundations specifically independent, non-profit,
learned and professional associations whose functions are primarily aimed
at tie conduct, of educational, research and scholarly activities in general,
and the conduct of educational, research and scholarly activities relating
to libraries and library services in particular.
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Ti third request, above, Is based oni our concern that lii(ler the Ipreselnt text
of 11.1t. 137290 the American Association of Law libraries iniI'.ht losibly be de-
fined as a private foundation and thuns be affecte(l by tax and other burdens which
the projected legislation might impose on private foundat ion,.

In conclusion, I respectfully request that (a) the Am(rican .Assoc(iation of I.aw
Libraries be given an opportunity to present its views concerning the language
which your Committee may formulate so that the work of our non-lorolit liec.a-
tional, scientific and scholarly Association will not be affected a1nl (ii) that tlis
ieinoranduni and Its Attachment be incorporated into the record of your Coim-

niittee.
Very truly yours,

WI.LL.AM !B. STEHN,

ArrAcli ONT

Tie American Association of Law Libraries was establlsed in l fXV and in-
corporate(] in the District of Columbia as a non-profit organization in 193.
Under its Certificate of Incor)oration. the particular olrje.t of the ksZoviatioll
is "to develop and increase the usefulness and efficiency of law iibraris." Under
its Constitution, the Association "is established for educational and scientific
purposes. It shall be conducted as a non-l)rolit corporation to loroinote librarian-
shi1), to develop and increase the usefulness of law libraries, to (.'llivate tim
science of law librarlanship and to foster a spirit of cOOlxraticn among thme
members of the profession" (Art. II). The membership of the ,sSWiatlion rep-
resents most or all of the nearly 1.000 law libraries in the United States and
their librarians, regardless of the size of the law library involved. tios incIiding
the professional staff of tie Law Library of Congress and tim largest miiversity
law libraries on the one hall(], and many small city and county law libraries
on the other hand. The membership represents public law libraries, legislative
libraries, law school libraries, bar association libraries, court libraries, Me. One
of the aims of the Association is to improve law library service, for the benefit
of the legal profession-including attorneys,. judges, legislators, nniuhwrs of the
teaching and research staff and students of law schools-and for the benefit of
the large sector of tihe general public which is increasingly interested in law.
This aim is based on the premise that the quality of legal research and thius tile
quality of law depend to a large extent on the quality of available research and
reference materials and the personal services offered by experienced law
librarians. The Association works in close cooperation with law and library
associations.

Publications of the Association Include the Law Library Journal, an educational
and scholarly journal, now in its 61st year of publication; the Index to Legal
Periodicals (published since 1906; originally as an Association enterprise and in
recent years as a commercial publication in cooperation with, but without profit
to the Association) ; and the Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals (published
since 1960).

The Association has been engaged in various projects relating to technical in-
novations and modern aspects in the field of librarianship in general and law
librarianship in particular.

None of the foregoing Association activities could have been started or under-
taken without the support of philanthropic foundation. In Its everyday activities,
the Association is aided by private donations.

The Association is concerned with the education for law librarianship and
sponsors annual Institutes which in part are financed by private gifts made for
the support of Institute participants.

The various projects of the Association are In the hands of the approximately
40 Conmit tees of the Association.

SEPTMB .R. 15, 1900.
lion. PAUL FANNIN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D..

DEAR PAUL: The Lincoln Foundation is engaged in teaching and research in
the fields of economics and taxation, with emphasis on land. Some contemplated
provisions in the new Tax Reform Bill would work to the detriment of FounIda-
tions such as ours. We do not believe it Is the Intent of Congress to so restrict
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test I-oua(Itiolls. Eclllosed Is a melio from Norm Sugarman outlining the spe-
Oil ei ',uii.stalices we have in mind and suggesting some wording that wouhl
1'(-ned.% tMe situation. Norm Is now Secretary of the Lincoln Foundation.

I lhox -you are able to keep these suggest ions in mind as hearings on the bill
progr(;s n thank you for your attention to thils matter.

I horn, things are going well with you.
S incerely,

1)AvID C. LINCON,
Pre idea 1.

FRANK L. SNELL,

Treasurer.

SEPTEMBER 12, 1969.
Me1,1o to: )avid C. Lincoln.
Frcm: Norman A. Sugarman.
Su4ect : Lincoln Foundation, Inc.

BAOKOROUND

Tile Lincoln Foundhlon was founded In 1947 and has since operated con-
tInuously as a foundation which Is tax exempt under the Internal Revenue laws.
It devotes substantially all of Its funds to educational purposes in tha forimi of
grants to educational Institutions. Tile principal institutions to which the
Foundation has made grants in recent years are Claremont College, in California,
The University of Hartford, In Connecticut, and the Henry George School of
Social Science, In New York City.

The Lincoln Foundation is managed by a Boar(d of Directors of tell persons
of which only three are related to the decreased princiJ)al donor of the Founda-
tion, John C. Lincoln. The other seven directors are unrelated to the Lincoln
family mid consist of notable public figures, such as Raymond Moley, professors
of economics and other persons who have an educational and public interest
in tile principal education field to which the Foundation is devoted.

TIlE TAX BILL

Under tile Tax Reform Bill a special tax and other restrictions are Imposed
on "private foundations". Foundations which are not "private foundations"
are not so affected. Under Section 509(a) of the Bill there are four categories
of foundations that are not "private foundations". The three colleges or uni-
versities with which the Foundation is associated are, of course, recognized as
exempt public institutions under the Internal Revenue Code, and fall in the
first category of organizations which under Section 509(a) (1) in the Bill are
regarded as public organizations as distinguished from "private foundations".

Section 509(a) (3) exempts another category of organizations from the defini-
tion of "private foundation" because they operate for the benefit of and are
connected with public charitable organizations and are not controlled by the
creator of or principal donor to the foundation. The Lincoln Foundation fits
tile Concept of Section 6O(a) (3) (even though not all of its literal require-
nients) and on the same principle as is expressed In Section 509(a) (3), should
not be regarded as a "private foundation".

ANALYSIS OF TAX BILL PROVISION

A copy of Section 509(a) as presently contained in the Bill is attached; para-
graph (3) thereof begins on line 7 of the second pIge. There is certain language
in the provision of Section 509(a) (3) which may exclude the Lincoln Foundation
from its provisions, purposefully or Inadevertently. For example, the provision
seems to apply (in (A)) only to an organization which is "organized and at
all times thereafter is operated exclusively for the benefit of" colleges and
universities and similar public organizations. The Lincoln Foundation Is operat-
ing for tie benefit of colleges and universities by reason of its grants to them,
and the provision should be broad enough to permit an existing organization
to qualify by operating for the benefit of such institutions even though it may
not have been originally so organized. It should not be important to the policy
of time Congress that the original documents of a foundation drafted many years
ago did not foresee the current provisions of the Tax Bill; and an existing
organization should be able to be treated as other than a "private foundation"
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by adapting its current operations to tlie support (,f t.icatial I list it Ut ioMs.
Certainly Congress does not intend to reduce tihe tiuiancmai aid to colleges aild
universities, which will be the effect unless this provision Is broadened.

Another provision of this Section of the Bill which seems to lie unduly restric-
tire is that contained ill (l1), which makes the provision alidleaile only to) :n
organization which is operated "in (oniiecItiou with one orga,,tzati,)1" s-1111s a

- college or university or similar public institnti'on. Tis restrietoiin Jitikes it
impossible for the Foundation to qualify bet 'utse it Is making grants tit more than
one college or university. The l)rovision should lie brCadened so as to lprailt the
Foundation to be olerated iin connection with more than one college or university.
or, If. for some reason, it is important that the fouidalim be coniiuected at ay
one time with only one school, then the foundation should lK, Iterinitted to shift
its alliance to another educational institltion if there is good reason to) uiiake
the shift (such as the failure of the first educational organization prlierly to
use the funds made available to it).

Basically, the Lincoln Foundation should not be treated as a "private founda-
tion", In the sense that is commonly given to that term, because it is not controlled
by any one family or group an(i because its fuinids are devoted primarily to
colleges and universities and similar public institutions, (In tlis connection, it
Is far different from the Ford Foundation, which spends a substantial iart of its
funds for projects which are outside of publicly supported institutions).

SUGGESTED REVISION OF TilE lI..

There are a number of ways In which the present provisions of the Bill could
be Inodifled in order that foundations, such as the Lincoln Foundation, would be
exempt from classification as a "private foundation". It should lie Iilltcd out
that the situation of the Lincoln Foundation is very similar to that of other
foundations which have develold In this country for the support of colleges.
universities, symphony orchestras, art museums, etc., where there is no private
control by any one individual or family and the funds are distributed solely for
the support of such public Institutions. There Is attached a suggested revision of
Section 509(a)(3) which would l)ermit the Lincoln Foundation mid similar
meritorious organizations to be exempt from the definition of private foundations.

SECTION 509(a) AS PROPOSED To BE ADDED TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE C1,E 11Y
SECTION 101(a) OF THE TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969 AS PASSED BY Tilt Iiot'sr. o
REPRESENTATIVES

"SEC. 509. PRIVATE FOUNDATION DEFINED.
"(a) GENERAL RULE.-For )urpos, of this title, the term 'private founda-

tion' means an organization described in section 501(c) (3) other than-
"(1) an organization described in section 170(b) (1) (H);
"(2) an organization which-

"(A) normally receives more than one-third of Its support In olach

taxable year from any combination of-
"(I) gifts, grants, contributions, or membership fees, or
"(ii) gross receipts from admissions, sales of merchandise, ier-

formanee of services, or furnishing of facilities, In an activity wileh
is not an unrelated trade or business (within the meaning of sec-
tion 513), not Including such receipts from any person In any tax-
able year which are In excess of 1 percent of the organization's
support in such taxable year,

from any person other than a disqualified person (as defined In .section
4946) with respect to the organization, or from any organization de-
scribed in section 170(b) (1) (B), and

"(B) normally receives not more than one-third of Its support In
eaeh'tAxable year from gross Investment Income (as defined'In section
506(b) (2)) ;

"(3) an organization which-
"(A) Is organized, and at all times thereafter Is operated, exclusively

for the benefit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the pur-
poses of one or more organizations described In paragraph (1) or (2),

"(B) Is operated, supervised, or controlled by one or more organiza-
tions, or In connection with one organization described In paragraph
(1) or (2), and
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"(C) is not controlled directly or indirectly by one or more disquali-
fled persons (as defined in section. 4910) other than foundation managers
andl other than one or more organizations described in paragraph (1)
or (2) ; and

"(4) an organization wicln is organized and operated exclusively for
testing for public safety.

Suggested revision of paragraph (3) of Section 509(a)
(3) an organization whlch-

(A) distributes substantially all of its income to, is operated for
the benetit of, to perform the functions of, or to carry out the purposes
of one or more organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2).

(11) is operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with
one or more organizations described in paragraph (1) or (2), and

(C) Is not controlled through 50% or greater vote by one or nore
(isqualifled persons (as defined in section 4946) other than foundation
inanagers and other than one or more organizations described in para-
graph (1) or (2) ; and

Tax relief for the handicapped

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATIONS, INC.

L IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIZATION

I. NEFD FOR ENACTMENT OF LEGISLATION TO PROVIDE TAX BREAKS FOR TIE

HANDICAPPED

In our statement we will (lisclrss our concern for failure to provide tax breaks
lit the form of deduction for transportation expenses and an additional exenjp-
tion for lindlicapled or disabled persons, a group of taxpayers who need them
urgeIt ly.

III. CONCLUSION-RECOM M ENDATIONS

STATEn lENT

1. IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIZATION

united Cerebral Palsy Associations, Inc. is a nonprofit voluntary agency, or-
ganized in 1948, the only National organization devoted exclusively to a united
attack on cerebral palsy. Cerebral palsy Is a condition caused by damage to the
human brain, usually at birth.

Cerebral Palsy Is the general terir applied to a group of disabilities resulting
from damage to the developing brain. It is the result of daniage to the brain's
lnotor control centers. It means Impaired inotor functions. It also means other
problems. About two-thirds of the individuals with cerebral palsy are mentally
retarded; about one-half have speech defects; about one-third have visual dif-
ficulties; about one-half have hearing difficulties. An undetermined number have
learning problems associated with perceptual and conceptua! difficulties.

There are 45 state and 250 United Cerebral Palsy local affiliates that pro-
vide care, treatment and training services cerebral palsy Individuals need to
achieve relatively Inidependent, productive lives. Many United Cerebral Palsy
groups offer faintly supportive services designed to ease the burden of raising
a multiple disabled child.

In addition, local and state affiliates support national program of research
and training who,,e purpose is to discover the causes of cerebral, palsy and
means of prevention, nird to increase tire numbers of highly skilled professional
personnel who can work with the multihandlcapped.

It. NEED FOR ENACTMENT Or LEGISLATION TO PROVIDE TAX BREAK FOR TIE
HANDICAPPED

A. Deduction of transportation cxpenscs by the disabled-an incentive to work
for ccononio independence

11.1t. 424 and S. 1069 introduced reslctively by Congressman Wilbur D. Mils
nnd Senator Jacob K. Javits, would permit both the blind and the disabled to
deduct up to $00 for transportation expenses incurred in going to and from work.

According to a report of the Intergovernmental Ad Hoc Committee on Trans-
portation of the Advisory Council of the President's Committee on Employment
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of the landica)ped, iln tile United States there are i,early four million persons
of working age who are handicapped by physical or niati di.abilitles, and who
are prevented from getting or holding jobs or pursuing normal daily activities.

Last year, some 700,000 Iersons received vocational rehabilllat!,m services
through federal and state resources and more than 2",000 wert returned to
employment.

Preparing tile handicapped for eml)loyment, no dloubt, solves a big Iproblem.
Getting to a place of employment presents an even greater barrier to many of
the disabled. Transortation systems, unfortunately, are not adapted for i;.,e by
the handicapped. For this reason the handicapped are concerned not only about
the availability of transportation facilities, accessibility and usability of trans-
l)ortation systems, but also about the excessive costs of private transportation
which they must use when they cannot utilize public facilities.

An analysis of a pilot study entitled "Transportation for the Ilandlcapped"
conducted since July 1, 1968, was reported at a Symposium on March 18. 19,9.
at the Center for Transportation Studies, Bagleton lIntitute of Politics, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

'he Center found that the p)rinary solutions to tlhe problems faced by handi-
capped individuials were government aid in the form of a tax deduction for travel
expenses, government provided transportation facilities between home and work
and direct payments of transportation costs incurred In the work trip. Further
research Indicated that solutions to transportation problems most frequently
cited were government provided transportation facilities and a tax deduction
for travel expenses,

Further analysis Initiated as a result of this meeting concerns comparison of
travel patterns of the handicapped and the jenerpl population. It showed that the
handlical)ped Individual's peak travel periods begin earlier than that of the gen-
eral population, i.e., handicapped travellers try to avoid the iiost heavily travelled
hours of the day.

The Center also Investigated federal legislation concerning transportation ild
to the handicapped. Of the 912 total analyzed responses from handicapied
persons to a questionnaire (from New Jersey and Pennsylvania), 160 Indicated
the need for government aid in the forl of a tax deduction for travel (.xlwense.
This represents about 17% of the handicapped population surveyed or about 1
handicapped person out of 6 considered. If this percentage holds true on a na-
tional basis, the urgency to pass such legislation becomes imperative.

The need for some form of tax break Is revealed in tie following cases:
Rosalie lives on the upper west side in New York City. She has been

employed by the State Civil Service Comniission and was having problems
getting to her job because she could get around only il a wheel (liaiir. She
tried taxicabs, but this ate up 75 percent of her Income. She appealed to
private agencies for transportation, but they had to give it up because it
tied up vehicles they need for transporting groups. So Rosalie Is out of a Job.

George has had 11 years of training In a sheltered workshop in Nassau
County and has become proficient in clerical duties. lie has a nice Kersolity
and manner and gets along well with everybo(iy on the staff, lie could hold
a job itn outside industry. Yet lie cannot use publi, transportation to get to
work because lie is confined to a wheel chair.

The handicapped are productive citizens and contribute to the economy of the
Nation. If we are at all concerned with removing them from welfare rolls and
giving them the dignity and self-respect which can come from gainful employ-
meat, some Incentive should be provided so that they call become financially
Independent. Deduction of extraordinary transportation exlpnses wouhl provide
one of the necessary Incentives. Other categories of wage earners or tie self-
employed are permitted to deduct certain exlwns,s incurred as essciti'al to their
income producing activities. Why not the severely handicapped and disabled?

B. Failure to provide additional exemption for the dI~ablcd Is dixcriminalor!!
Hon. Wilbur D. Mills, Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the

House of Representatives had introduced in the 90th and 91st Congresses 11.11.
424, which, among other things, would provide an additional tax exemption of
$600 for a disabled taxpayer and his spouse. Senator Jacob K. Javlts introduced
a companion bill In the Senate, S. 1069.

For the past thirteen years many bills have been Introduced to obtain this
form of tax relief for the handicapped-each time without success. Perhaps this
year, as this Committee considers the subject of tax reform, we can also achieve
this measure of reform for the Nation's handicapped citizens.
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in his remarks when Senator Javits introduced his bill on February 18, 1969,
be, Inlicated that an estimated 300,000 disabled persons would qualify under
tlit prolsI'd legislation at a maximunim cost to the Government of $130 each or
$10,000,000 per year, a sinall suni indeed when we are made aware of the fact
that the average cost of rehalitating a disabled person averages from $479
Io $511 I pr year. If we lre seriously concerned about alleviating the frustrations
(lit a hillcapl.d person must feel In trying to get to work, tlhe added burden
(of dlserii.llnatory taxation should be removed. The handicapped or disabled
person should at least be placed on a parity Nlth other persons who are blind
or over the age of 65 and who are allowed the additional exemption of $600.
The amount involve(] would be Insignificant perhaps to most of us, but to the
dlabled it %%ill mean the use of nnich needed dollars. Most important of all,
it will help then to become l)roductive citizens and attain their goal of Inde-
penlent living.

Ill. CONCLUSION-RFCOM MEI NATIONSS

We recommend amendment of the Internal Revenue Code to provide an addi-
tional exel)tllon of $600 for (lie disabled taxpayer and his spouse and the deduc-
tIon of transportation expenses of up to $600 incurred In going to and from work.
The additional exemption of $600 would eliminate the Inequity existing between
the han(leal)ped or disabled taxpayers and the blind and persons over 65 years
of age. The deduction of transportation expenses of up to $600 would provide
the needed incentive to lielp them gain economic self-sufficiency by l)roviding
them with a few more dollars to meet the added expenses incurred because of
their handicapping or disabling condition.

It Is further recommended that the Federal Government undertake improve-
meits to transportation systems for the handicapped and that the highest priority
should be given to the removal of architectural barriers on buses and trains.

OCTontER 3, 1969.
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A. Private Foundations

1. Limitation on Life of Foundations
Preent law.-Under present law, there is no limitation on the

period for which a private foundation or other exempt organization
may be exempt from income tax.

Problem. -Questions have been raised as to whether private founda-
tions should have a permanent exemption from income tax. In part,
the problem here is that if foundations have a permanent life, their
economic power may increase to such an extent that they have an
undue influence on the private economy and on governmental deci-
sions as well. Secondly, since income (or estate or gift tax) exemptions
were granted for amounts given to these foundations and the basis
for this deduction is that these funds would be used for educational,
charitable, religious, etc., purposes, questions have been raised as to
why, after some period of time, the donated funds themselves should
not actually be so used, rather than merely the income from these
funds.

Finance Committee deci'mon.-To deal with the problems described
above, the Finatice Committee adopted an amendment limiting the
period of the income tax exemption for private (nonoperating) foun-
dations to 40 years.

In the case of existing foundations, this 40-year period would begin
with January 1, 1970. For foundations created in the future, the
40-year period begins with their creation or initial treatment as a
tax-exempt private foundation.

A private foundation remaining in existence as a nonoperating
foundation after 40 years (whether or not consecutive) is to be taxed in
the same manner as an ordinary taxpayer (except that if the combina-
tion of the audit-fee tax and the unrelated business income tax is
higher, these taxes would continue to be paid), but in addition is to
remain subject to all of the provisions relating to foundations (self-
dealing, distribution of income, etc.). Contributions to such an organi-
zation will not be deductible after the 40 years. A private foundation
could escape taxation as a regular corporation after the end of the
40 years by being converted into an operating foundation or a publicly
support ,d educational, charitable, or religious organization, or by dis-
tributing all of its assets to one or more operating foundations or a
publicly,supported educational, charitable, or religious organization.

The House bill contains no comparable provision.
2. Audit-Fee Tax

Present law.-Although present law subjects many exempt organiza-
tions to taxation on unrelated business income, their investment in-
come is specifically excepted from this tax.

Problem.-Questions have been raised as to why private foundations
should not pay some of the cost of government, especially the funds
needed for more extensive and vigorous enforcement of the tax laws
relating to exempt organizations.

(1)
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Finance Committee decieion.-The Finance Committee decided to
deal with this problem by imposing on private foundations an audit-
fee tax of ) of I percent (based upon the fair market value of the assets
held by the foundation), or $100, whichever is the greater. The assets
used by a foundation in the active conduct of its exempt functions
would not be included in the base for this audit-fee tax. The assets
would be valued and averaged in the same manner as is provided for
determining the'baqe upon which the minimum investment return iscalculated. 'he committee views this tax as a supervisory fee and as
an indication of the amount of the funds needed by the Internal
Revenue Service for the administration of the Internal Revenue Code
provisions relating to private foundations and other exempt
organizations.

The House bill would have imposed a tax equal to 79 percent of
investment income. That tax in the average case would have repre-
sented approximately twice as heavy a tax burden as the audit-fee
tax provided by the Finance Committee amendments.
3. Prohibitions on Self-Dealing

'Pre8ent law.-Under present law, no part of the net earnings of
private foundations and other charitable organizations are permitted
to inure to the benefit of private shareholders or individuals, Also
arm's length standards are imposed with regard to loans payments of
compensation, preferential availability of services, substantial pur-
chases or sales, and substantial diversions of income or corpus to (or
from, as the case may be) creators (of trusts) and substantial donors
and their families and controlled corporations. The sanctions provided
are loss of exemption for a minimum of one taxable year and loss of
charitable contributions deductions under certain circumstances.

Problem.-Arm's-length standards have proved to require dispro-
portionately large enforcement efforts, resulting in sporadic and un-
certain effectiveness of the provisions. Moreover, the subjectivity in-
volved in applying such standards has occasionally resulted in the
courts refusing to uphold sanctions, especially when they are severe in
relation to the offense. In other cases, the sanctions have practically no
deterrent or pui'itive effect even where there is vigorous enforcement.
Also, many benefits may be derived by those who control a private
foundation even though they deal at arm's length.

Finance Committee deciion.-The Finance Committee amendments
like the House bill, replace the arms-length standards with a list of
specific transactions which constitute prohibited self-dealing when
engaged in betwocn the foundation and disqualified persons. Self-
dealing transactions, as in the House bill, include the sale or exchange
or leasing of property between the private foundation and a dis-
.qualified person, the lending of money or other extension of credit
between such persons, the furnishing of goods, services, or facilities
between such persons, the payment of compensation by a private
foundation to disqualified persons, the transfer to or use by, or for
the benefit of, disqualified persons of the income or assets of a private
foundation, the payment of money or other property to a government
official, and the payment by a private foundation o a tax imposed on
a disqualified person as a result of these new provisions. Except for
the last item in this list, which was added by the Finance Committee,
the provisions are the same as under the House bill. The Finance Con-
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mittee, however, also clarified the self-dealing provisions to make it
clear that where a private foundation sells stock to a disqualified person
in order to comply with the divestiture rules (described subsequently),
this is not to constitute self-dealing even though the sales price is
reduced by sales commissions which would have been paid had the
stock been sold in the open market. The committee also mado it clear
that self-dealing may occur even without the transfer of money or
property between the foundation and the disqualified person. This
can occur, for example, where the stock is bought or sold by the foun-
dation in order to manipulate the price of the stock for the benefit of
the disqualified person.

A special rule was applied by the Finance Committee in the case of
leases and loans outstanding on October 9, 1969, and also where,
under arrangements in existence before that date, goods, services, or
facilities were shared by a private foundation and a disqualified person.
In all such cases where the foundation receives terms at least as
favorable as terms offered to third parties in arms-length transactions,
the existing arrangement (under the same or a new lease, loan, etc.) can
continue for a period of up to 10 years.

Under the House and Finance Committee version of the bill, a
violation of the self-dealing provisions results in an annual tax on the
self-dealer of 5 percent of the amount involved in the violation. If the
self-dealing is not corrected within an appropriate time, then a tax
of 200 percent of the amount involved is imposed on the self-dealer.
If the foundation manager is knowingly involved in the self-dealing,
a tax of 2Y percent initially is imposed upon him (subject to a maxi-
mum of $10,000). Where the foundation manager refuses to agree to
the correction of the initial transaction, a tax of 50 percent of the
amount involved is imposed. In the case of repeated or willful vio-
lations, the tax imposed on the self-dealer or foundation managers
may be doubled. A third level of tax may also be assessed as described
below in "Change of Status." The Finance Committee provided that
the tax on a foundation manager who "knowingly" participates in
the self-dealing will not apply unless the violation is willful and is notdue to reasonable cause. In addition, the burden of proof that a viola-
tion is knowing in such a case is to be upon the Internal Revenue
Service to the same extent as in the case of civil fraud under present
law.

Both the House and the Finance Conmittee version of the bill re-
quire that the foundation's governing instrument prohibit it from en-
gaging in self-dealing transactions described in the Code.

The Finance Committee added an amendment to the House bill
providing for abatement of the additional (second level) self-dealing
taxes on private foundations if the State Attorney General takes
action to assure that the assets of the private foundation are to be
devoted to charitable purposes and the .Treasury Department finds
that the action of the State Attorney General corrects the violation
and generally satisfies the requirements of the bill.

A disqualified person for purposes of the self-dealing provisions (and
the other provisions which follow) includes substantial contributors,
foundation managers, the families of either of the foregoing, businesses
controlled by any of the above, and, for "self-dealings purposes only,
government officials at policymaking levels. The Finance Committee



modified the House definition of "family" in determining who is a
'disqualified person" by excluding brothers and sisters (and their
descendants). It also excludes from the definition of a disqualified
person general partners of substantial contributors where the partner's
interest in the partnership is less than 20 percent.

A "substantial contributor" as defined by the Finance Committee
amendments is an individual, corporation, or other entity that has
in total contributed to a foundation more than 2 percent of the con-
tributions made up.to any given time, but in no event less than $5,000.
(Contributions for this purpose would be valued at fair market value
at the time of tho contribution.) In the case of existing foundations,
the calculations would be made as though all contributions made
before October 9, 1969, were made as of that time. (A husband and
wife are to be treated as one for purposes of these calculations.) Once
a person becomes a substantial contributor he remains in that status
even though he makes no further contributions.
4. Distributions of Income

Present law.-A private foundation loses its exemption if its aggre-
gate accumulated income is unreasonable in amount or duration for its
charitable purposes.

Problem.-Under present law, if a private foundation invests in
assets that produce no current income, then it need make no distribu-
tions for charitable purposes, even though the donor has received full
deductions for the value of the nonincome-producing property he
has contributed. Also, current distributions are not required until the
accumulated income becomes "unreasonable". Finally, the sanctions
under present law (as described above under "self-dealing") tend to
be either largely ineffective or else unduly harsh.

Finance Committee decim'in.-The Finance Committee amendments,
like the House bill, provide that a private foundation must distribute
all of its income currently and further provide that in no event may
it distribute less than 5 percent of the value of its assets (other than
those assets currently being used in the active conduct of the founda-
tion's exempt activities). Operating foundations are governed by
separate expenditure requirements and do not have to meet those
imposed by this section.

An extended transition rule is provided before the 5-percent mini-
mum payout rule goes into effect for existing foundations. First,
under both the House bill and the Finance Committee amendments,
the 5-percent minimum )ayout requirement does not apply for 1970
and 1971 (although during these two years a foundation is still required'
to pay out any income actually received). In addition, the Finance
Committee amendments provide that in 1972 the minimum payout
requirement is to be 3% percent, 4 percent in 1973, 4% percent in
1974, and 5 percent in 1975 and subsequent years. Under both the
House bill and the committee's amendments, the 5-percent payout
is not a fixed figure but is an indication of the amount which the
House and the Finance Committee believed should be paid out, given
present money rates and stock yields. Should these rates and yields
change, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to modify the 5
percent payout (either upward or downward) to take into account
such changes.
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Under both the House bill and Finance Committee amendments,
graduated sanctions are imposed in the event of a failure to make
timely distributions. Under the House bill and the committee's
amendments, a tax of 15 percent of the undistributed amount is im-
posed where there has been a failure to distribute by the end of tile
taxable year after the income was earned (unless one of the exceptions
described below applies). If the distribution of the remaining amount
is not made during the "correction period," then a tax of 100 percent
of the amount which should be distributed is imposed.

Both !he Committee and the House )rovisions I)ermit income to be
set aside for later distribution in certain limited circumstances and
also to carry forward "excess" distributions from one year to another.
Income may be set aside for up to five years if approval is obtained in
advance from the Internal Revenue Service, by establishing that such
an arrangement is needed in order to better assure that the purpose for
which the funds are to be spent will be carried out. This could be true,
for example, in the case of grants for continuing research or as a part
of a matching grant program.

Qualifying distributions for purposes of this provision include
distributions to educational and religious organizations, to public
charities, and to private operating foundations. However, except as
described below, a distribution to a controlled organization does not
qualify even if the donee organization is a public charity, etc. Qualify-
ing distributions also include direct expenditures for charitable pur-
poses by the foundation and expenditures by it for assets to be. used
for charitable purposes.

The Finance Committee made a series of perfecting amendments in
determining what constitute qualifying distributions. They are as
follows:

(1) The committee's amendments allow foundations to make
deficiency distributions (along the lines of the deficiency dividend
procedure at present followed by personal holding companies) if
failure to distribute is because of failure to properly value the assets
and is not willful but is due to reasonable cause.

(2) The committee amendments treat as a qualifying distribution a
distribution by one private foundation to another private foundation
or to a controlled organization which is exempt tinder section 501 (c)(3)
(including either private foundations or private operating foundations)
but only if the funds are spent or used by that foundation or controlled
organization for charitable purposes within one year of their receipt.
This expenditure by the receiving organization is in addition to
minimum expenditure requirements otherwise applicable to it. More.
over, the donee organization is not to be permitted to pass the grant
through to another private nonoperating foundation or to a controlled
organization.

(3) In determining the income which must be distributed currently,
the Finance Committee allows as deductions both tw audit-fee tax
and any tax on unrelated business income. In addition, the committee
made it clear that reasonable administrative ex pens" in operating
a private foundation are also to be treated as qualifying distributions.

(4) Under the House bill, a distribution is not a qualifying distribu-
tion if made to a controlled organization even though the controlled
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organization is an operating foundation (point No. 2 above, however,
would modify this in the case of distributions passed on through such
organizations within one year). The committee made it. clear that an
organization is to be considered as "controlled" when persons who are
"disqualified persons" with respect to the granting foundation may,
by aggregating their votes or positions of authority, require the
organization to make a distribution, or prevent the organization from
making a distribution.

(5) Loans to individuals which are related to the exempt purpose for
which the organization was established-for example, student loans-
have generally been considered as qualified distributions at the time of
the loan. The committee decided that this was appropriate and that
the loans when repaid (or receipts from the sale of assets previously
used for charitable purposes) should be treated as income for purposes
of the minimum distribution requirement, to the extent the founda-
tion has previously treated the amounts as expenditures which are
qualifying distributions. This rule also applies where it is determined
that an amount previously set aside (and treated as a qualifying dis-
tribution at that time) is no longer needed for the purpose for which
it was set aside.

(6) The committee agreed that where written commitments have
been made before October 9, 1969, by one private foundation to a
second private foundation (even thogh the second foundation is not
an operating foundation), the grants made under such commitments
by the end of 1974, are to be treated as grants to an operating founda-
tion (and therefore allowed as qualifying distributions and not subject
to the expenditure responsibility limits described below in Limiatwns
ao to Activities of Foundations) if the foundation to which the distribu-
tions are made is not controlled by the granting foundation. However,
for the grant to be so treated, it must be made for the charitable,
educational, or other purpose or function constituting the basis for the
organization's exemption. This is a transition rule intended to provide
for already outstanding commitments.
5. Stock Ownership Limitation

Present law.-Present law does not deal directly with foundation
ownership of business interests, although some cases have held that
business involvement can become so great as to result in loss of exempt
status.

Problem.-The use of foundations to maintain control of businesses
appears to be increasing. Whether or not the foundation management
is independent of donor control, incentive to control a business enter-
prise frequently detracts from incentive to produce and use funds for
ch aritable purposes. Temptations are frequently difficult to measure
and sanctions presently are applied only in rare cases.

Finance CcmmittW deci-ion.-Both the House bill and the Finance
Committee's amendments as a general rule limit to 20 percent the
combined ownership of a corporation's voting stock which may be
held by a foundation and all disqualified persons. However, if some-
one else can be shown to have control of the business, the 20-percent
limit is raised to 35 percent.

Excess holdings acquired by gift or bequest in the future under
both the House bill and the committee s amendments generally
must be disposed of within five years.
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In the case of existing holdings, the Finance Committee provided
that the combined holdings of a private foundation and all disqualified
persons in any one business (if at present in excess of 50 percent) must
generally be reduced to 50 percent by the end of 10 years after the
date of enactment of the bill. However, where the combined holdings
now exceed 75 percent, an additional 5 years is allowed before the
50-percent limit must be reached. (This test, must be met both as to
the combined voting power of stock and also as to the combined value
of all classes of stock taken together.) Present holdings in excess of
20 percent but less than 50 percent need not be decreased but they are
not permitted to be increased. This is a substitute for the House pro-
vision which would have required the meeting of the 20 percent limit,
or the 35 percent limit, in the case of existing holdings within a period
of 10 years. In addition, the House bill would have p)rovided certain
interim requirements calling for )rogressive partial dispositions at
the end of two years and at the end of five years. The Finance Com-
mittee amendments delete both of these requirements except, with
modifications, in the case of excessive land holdings, as described
below.

The Finance Committee also adopted an amendment which would
apply to future purchases of business holdings by private founda-
tions. If a foundation buys voting stock of a business, such stock will
not be treated as permitted holdings if the foundation votes more than
half of the shares so purchased. This limitation will not apply to stock
acquired by gift or bequest nor to stock presently held by foundations.

The Finance Committee also made it clear that the excess business
holdings requirements do not apply to certain types of investments.
First, they do not apply in the case of investments which are related
to the exempt program of the organization involved. For example,
holdings would not be considered as excess business holdings if they
are investments in small businesses in central cities, or in corporations
to assist in neighborhood renovation, where these are a part of the
charitable program of the organization involved. However, in these
cases the making of a profit by the foundation could not be one of
the major purposes of the investment and the l)rincil)al purpose of
the organization in making the investment would have to be charitable.
Second, the Finance Committee made it clear that passive income
sources are not required to be disposed of under this provision. For
example, the holding of a bond issue would not constitute an excess
business holding nor would the holding of the stock of a company
which itself derives essentially passive income in the nature of a
royalty be treated as a business holding for purposes of the bill.

In cases where a foundation owns stock in a holding company, the
foundation is to be treated as owning its proportionate share of the
investments and business holdings held by the holding company in
addition to any stock it holds separately from the holding company.
If this total exceeds the limitation permitted under the bill, then
either the holding company must dispose of some of its investments
or the foundation wourd have to dispose of some of its stock in the
holding company if sanctions are not to apply.

Under a committee amendment, property acquired by a foundation
in the future under the terms of a will executed before October 0,1969,
or under a trust instrument which was irrevocable at all times since
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October 9, 1969, is to be treated under the same rules as property
now held by the foundation. In such cases, however, the 10- or 15-year
periods are to run from the date the foundation obtains the stock from
the trust or the estate.

Both the House bill and the Finance Committee's amendments
permit sales of excess business holdings at a fair price to be made by
the foundation to disqualified persons (for example, the stock can be
redeemed by the corporation issuing it). The Finance Committee
amendments also provide that the redemption of stock by a closely
held corporation from a foundation to comply with these provisions
is not to result in the imposition of the accumulated earnings tax with
respect to that corporation, nor is it to give rise to dividend treatment
to the foundation or to other shareholders of the corporation. These
rules apply only in the case of stock already held by a foundation or
acquired by it under existing wills or trusts.

The committee also decided to make the divestiture provisions
inapl)licable in two types of cases. The first is where the following
conditions exist:

(1) The foundation on October 9, 1969, owned 95 percent or
more of the voting stock of the corporation.

(2) The stock was acquired by the foundation solely by gift,
devise or bequest before December 31 1956.

(3) No member of the governing body of the foundation is a
substantial contributor or members of his family at any time on
or after December 31, 1956.

(4) The business of the corporation was, on October 9, 1969,
and continues to be of substantially the same character as the
enterl)rise which was conducted at the time of the last gift of
the stock by the donor.

(5) The corporation in 3 of the last 5 years and in every year
in the future distributes to its shareholders at least 40 percent
of its income after taxes and the foundation distributes or uses
substantially all of its income for its tax-exempt p urposes.

(6) The corporation does not in the future acquire any stock in
another business enterprise which would represent excess business
holdin-n. A business holding owned by a, private foundation
throu a holding company, all the voting stock of which was
owned by the foundation on all the critical dates, is treated as
being owned directly by the foundation for these purposes.

The second type of case where the committee decided to make the
stock divestitute requirements inapl)licable is in the case of founda-
tions incorporated before January 1, 1951, where substantially all of
the assets of the foundation on October 9, 1969, consisted of more
than 90 percent of the stock of an incorporated business enterprise
which is licensed and regulated, the sales and contracts of which are
regulated, and the professional representatives of which are licensed,
by State regulatory agencies in at least 10 States and the foundation
received its stock solely by gift, devise, or bequest. Stock of a company
placed in trust, with l)rovision for the charitable remainder to go to
the foundation upon the death of the life beneficiary also is treated
as coming under this provision if the foundation holds on October 9,
1969, without regard to this trust, more than 20 perceJt of the stock
of the enterprise. Such a foundation also must not acquire in the
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future any stock in another business enterprise which would represent
excess business holdings and must distribute or use substantially all
of its income for its tax-exempt purposes.

In both of these types of cases, the business holdings referred to
are only those actually owned by the foundation on the relevant
dates, except in the case of ownership through a holding company
in the first type of case (where the foundation must have actually
owned all the holding com pany's voting stock on the relevant (ates)
and the limited case of the trust. holding described in the second
type of case.

The committee also decided that where a corporation owns more
than 10 percent of the land area of any major political subdivision in
in the United States (any county, or a city with a l)olulation of more
than 100,000) and a foundation and disqualified persons together have
excess holdings of 75 percent or more of the stock of such a corporation,
10 percent of the excess holdings must be disposed of within two years,
25 percent within five years, 50 percent within ten years, and the re-
mainder by the 15th year.
6. Limitations on Use of Assets

Present law.-A .private foundation loses its exemption if its ac-
cumulated income is invested in such a manner as to jeopardize the
carrying out of charitable purposes. No similar specific limitations
apAly to investment of assets.

Problem.-Under present law a private foundation manager nay
invest the assets (other than accumulated income) in warrants, coin-
modity futures, and options, or may purchase on margin or otherwise
risk the entire corpus of the foundation without being subject to any
sanctions. (In one case a court held that a consistent practice of sUCht
investments constituted an operation of the foundation for a sub-
stantial non-exempt purpose , but the only sanction was loss of tax
exemption, which (lid not really improve the status of charity.)

Finance Committee deciion.-Both the iHouse bill and the Finance
Committee amendments impose upon all assets of a foundation tle
same limitations presently apl)licable only to acicumulated income.
As a result, under this provision, a foundation must not invest its
corpus in a manner which would jeo)arlize the carrying olut c(f its
exempt purposes.

The sanction provided by the House bill where investment,, are
made in a manner which jepaidizes the carrying out of the organi-
zation's exempt function is a tax of 100 percent of the amount so
invested. The Finance Committee amendments provide an initial
sanction on private foundations of 5 percent of the amount involved,
and an initial tax on the foundation manager, where he knowingly
jeopardizes the carrying out. of the foundation's exempt purposes , of
5 percent (ul) to a maxiinum of $5,000). They also modify the second
level sanction, where the jeopardy situation is not corrected, by
providing a 25 percent tax on the foundation and a 5 percent tax on
the foundation manager who refuses to take action to correct the
situation (in the case of the foundation manager, this sanction miay not
exceed $10,000).

The committee amendments also l)rovide that before the second
stage sanctions are imposed the State Attorney General is to be given
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an opportunity to intervene in the case to exercise whatever powers
he has to correct the situation. Where the Treasury Department finds
the situation is corrected, the second level sanctions are not to beimposed.

The committee's amendments make it clear that a program-related
investment-such as low-interest or interest-free loans to needy stu-
dents, high-risk investments in low-income housing, and loans to
small businesses where commercial sources of funds are unavilable-
is to be considered as a charitable expenditure and not as an invest-
ment which might jeopardize the foundation's carrying out of its
exempt purposes. To qualify as a program-related investment, the in-
vestment must be primarily for charitable purposes and not have as
one of its major purposesthat of deriving a profit for the foundation.

The committee also decided to make it clear that the determination
of whether investments jeopardize the carrying out of the foundation's
charitable purposes is to be made as of the time of the investment, in
accordance with a "prudent, trustee" approach, and not subsequently,
on the basis of hindsight after a loss occurs.
7. Limitations as to Activities of Foundations

Present law.-Present law requires that no substantial part of the
activities- of a private foundation may consist of carrying on propa-
ganda or otherwise attempting to influence legislation. It further pro-
vides that no such organization may "participate in, or intervene in
(including the publishing or distributing of statements), any political
campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office." The corre-
sponding charitable contributions deduction provision prohibits sub-
stantial propaganda activities but does not deal specifically with the
electioneering activities. Another provision prohibits the use of ac-
cumulated income to a substantial degree for nouexempt purposes.

Problem.-Under the present law's substantial lobbying provision,
a large organization may safely engage in far more lobbying than a
smaW organization. Also, many organizations make their views clear
as to which candidates for public office ought to be supported, with
confidence that the drastic remedy of loss of exemption will not be
imposed. Heavily endowed organizations may engage in lobbying or
electioneering and, if exempt status is lost, may continue to avoid tax
on investment income by becoming exempt under other provisions ofthe law. The individual grant, device is increasingly being used as a
method for funding certain political viewpoints. Organizations that
have been called to task for engaging in such activities have claimed
that they have no responsibility for now their money is used once a
grant has been made.

Finance Committee deciion.-Both the House bill and the Finance
Committee amendments provide sanctions where private foundations
spend money on certain activities, primarily lobbying and electioneer-
ing. The definitions in the Finance Committee amendments as to
lobbying, however, are somewhat less stringent. First, the House
bill prohibits expenditures re presenting attempts to influence legisla-
tion through attempts to afect the opinion of the general public.
The committee amendment taxes expenditures where attempts are
made to influence legislation by attempting to cause members of the
general public to propose, support, or oppose legislation. This is not
intended to prevent the examination of broad problems of the type the
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government could be expected to deal with ultimately, but it would
not permit lobbying on matters which have been proposed for legisla-
tive action.

Second, the House bill would tax attempts to influence legislation
through private communications with persons who participate in
the formulation of legislation, other than through making available
the results of nonpartisan analysis or research (except that private
foundations could communicate with respect to their own tax status).
The committee amendment would tax attempts to influence legisla-
tion through communications with government personnel who may
participate in the formulation of legislation, except in the case of
technical advice or assistance provided to a governmental body in
response to a written request by such body or person. In addition, an
exception is provided where the activity consists of making available
the results of nonpa tisan analysis, study, or research (an exception is
also provided for communications with respect to the tax-exempt
status of the foundation itself).

The committee indicated that where noncommercial educational
television and radio stations adhere to the FCC regulations and the"fairness doctrine" (requiring balanced, fair, and objective presenta-
tions of issues, and forbidding editorializing), this is to constitute
compliance with the first of the two rules specified above. Under this
rule, a private foundation would be able to make grants to these
television and radio stations without sanctions being applied under this
provision, such grants to be tested under the "fairness doctrine" on
a grant-by-grant basis.

The House bill provided that voter registration drives would be
permitted under this provision where conducted on a nonpartisan
basis by broadly supported organizations active in at least five States,
provided that contributions to the operating foundations carrying on
such activity are not geographically limited as to use. The Finance
Committee decided to delete the portion of the bill which would permit
private foundation funds to be used for voter registration drives.

The House bill also prohibits expenditures to influence the outcome
of any public election. The committiBe modified this to prohibit ex-
penditures for the purpose of influencing the outcome of any specific
election, because it is arguable that almost any statement or study or
general educational activity may become at a future date an issue in
an election depending upon the desires of the candidates at that time.
Limiting this to "specific" elections would still prohibit the prepara-
tion of any materials that were designed to favcr or hinder any par-
ticular candidate for public office or any particular viewpoint in the
case of a referendum.

The House bill also imposes sanctions upon the making of grants
to individuals by private foundations unless the grantees are chosen
in open competition or on some other objective an nondiscriminatory
programmatic basis, in accordance with procedures approved in ad-
vance by the Internal Revenue Service. Grants may also be made in
the form of scholarships or fellowships for specific purposes. Among the
permitted purposes for which grants may be made where approval of
the program has been obtained in advance are grants for the improve-
ment or enhancement of "a literary, artistic, musical, scientific or
other similar capacity, skill or talent." The committee amendments
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also permit individual grants for the enhancement or improvement of"teaching skills." In addition, the committee amendments provide
that private foundations may make grants to individuals in the form
of prizes or awards if the individuals are selected from the general
public on tihe basis of merit or unusual achievement.

Grants to organizations other than public charities are also pro-
hibited under this provision unless the granting organization becomes
responsible for how the money is spent and for providing information
to the Internal Revenue Service regarding the expenditures. This
expenditure responsibility under the committee amendments is not to
be interpreted as making the granting foundation an insurer of the
activity of the organization to which it makes a grant, so long as it
uses reasonable efforts and establishes adequate procedures so that
the funds will be used for proper charitable purposes. In effect, "pru-
(lent man" standards are required in such cases. For example, if the
organization to whom the grant was made supplied a certified audit as
to the purpose of the expenditures, this would appear to meet this
requirement.

t':Ier the House bill there is one sanction in the case of expendi-
tures for activities under this category. It is a tax equal to 100 percent
of the amount improperly spent plus a tax on the foundation manager
who knowingly made the improper expenditure of 50 percent of that
amount. The committee amendments provide an initial sanction of
10 percent of the amount improperly spent (plus a tax of 2% percent
up to a maximum of $5,000 on the foundation manager who know-
ingly made the improper expenditure). The heavier sanction would
apply later only if the foundation refused to correct the earlier
improper action to the extent possible. The heavier sanction on the
manager (to a maximum of $10,000) would apply later only if he re-
fused to agree to the correction.
8. Disclosure and Publicity Requirements

Present law.--Under present law, an exeml)t organization must file
annual information returns describing its gross income, expenses,
disbursements for its exempt purposes, accumulations, balance sheets,
and the total amount of contributions and gifts received by it during
the year. This requirement applies only to exempt organizations other
than: religious organizations (and certain of their affiliates); schools
and colleges; publicly supported charitable organizations; certain
fraternal Ii)neficial societies; and federally owned, congressionally
chartered exempt organizations. These information returns are in
addition to the unrelated business income tax returns required to be

ii ,vtsin cases.
No specific sanctions are provided for failure to file an exempt

organization information return. However, certain criminal provisions
may apply in extreme cases.

Existing law also provides that the information required to be
furnished on exempt organization information returns is to be open
to the public .

Problem.-The resentt information return requirements are essen-
tially the same as those provided by the 1950 amendments to the
charitable organization provisions of the code. The primary purpose
of these requirements is to provide the Internal Revenue Service with
the information needed to enforce the tax laws. The House and the Fi-
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nance Committee concluded that experience of the past two decades
indicates that more information is needed on a more current basis for
more organizations and that this information should be made more
readily available to the public, including State officials.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill makes several changes
in the present provisions.First, the House bill provides that every exempt organization,
whether or not a private foundation, must file an annual information
return except where the Treasury. Department determines that this is
unnecessary for efficient tax administration. The Finance Committee
provided two exceptions to this provision. First, it exempted churches
and their integrated auxiliary organizations and associations or con-
ventions of churches from the requirement of filing this annual in-
formation return (where the church or its auxiliary organization, etc.
is engaged in an unrelated business, however, it would still be required
to file an unrelated business income tax return). The integrated
auxiliary organization.: to which this applies include the church's
religious school, youth group, and men s and women's clubs. The
committee also exempted from the requirement for filing this annual
information return any organization that normally has gross receipts of
$5 000 or less where the organization is of a type not required to tile aninformation return under present law. In addition to these two exempt
categories, the Treasury Department can exempt other types of
organizations (such as religious orders) from the filing requirements if
it concludes that the information is not of significant value.

A second change in present law made by the House bill is to require
that there be shown on each information return the names and
addresses of all substantial contributors, directors, trustees, and other
management officials (all of whom are "disqualified persons" for pur-
poses of several of the new provisions), and of highly compensated
employees. Compensation another payments to managers and highly
compensated employees also must be shown. The Finance Committee
is in accord with these changes except that it decided not to require
that the names and addresses of substantial contributors be disclosed
to the public in the case of exempt organizations other than private
foundations (such organizations would, however, be required to dis-
close these names to the Internal Revenue Service).

A third change in present law made by both the House bill and
the committee's amendments provides that the failure to file a timely
exempt organization information return (unless reasonable cause is
shown) is to result in a sanction of $10 per day, up to a maximum of
$5,000 as to any one return, imposed upon the foundation. Failure to
file after a reasonable demand by the Internal Revenue Service (unless
reasonable cause is shown) is to result in an additional sanction of $10
a day up to a maximum of $5,000 as to any one return. This sanction
is imposed on the exempt organization official or employee who fails
to file the information return.

The fourth change made by the House bill and the committee
amendments directs the Internal Revenue Service to notify State
officials of any refusal by the Service to recognize the exempt status
of an organization previously exempt or that in the future applies for
exempt status, any violation by an organization of the requirements of
its exemption, and any mailing of a notice of deficiency regarding any
of the new taxes imposed by this bill with respect to private founda-
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tions. In addition, the Service is to make available information about
the items previously referred to that. are relevant to any determination
under State law.
9. Change of Status

Present law.-Under present law, an organization is exempt if it
meets the requirements of the code, whether or not it has obtained
an "exemption certificate" from the Internal Revenue Service.

If an organization does not continue to mee., the requirements for
exemption, if it commits certain specifically prohibited acts (sec. 503)
or if it deals in certain prohibited ways with its accumulated earnings
(sec. 504), it loses its exempt status. This loss of exempt status may
relate back to the time the organization first, violated the code's
requirements. However, if the violation occurred after the contribu-
tions had been made to the organization, no deductions are disallowed
to such contributors. Also, the organization's income tax exemption
is not disturbed for years before the organization's first violation.

Problem.-The House and the Finance Committee believe that the
Internal Revenue Service has been handicapped in evaluating and
administering existing law by the lack of information with respect to
many existing organizations.

In addition, they are concerned that in many cases under existing
law the loss oi exempt status will impose only a light burden on many
existing foundations. This is true in those circumstances, for example,
where the foundation has already received sufficient charitable con-
tributions to provide its endowment and where the foundation could
retain its exemption as to its current income by qualifying for exemp-
tion under an exemption category other than section 501(c)(3).

Finance Committee decisdon.-With respect to the first problem out-
lined above, the House bill provided that new exempt organizations
must notify the Internal Revenue Service if they claim exempt status
tinder section 501(c)(3). It also required that they, and existing
organizations, notify the Service if they claim to be other than private
foundations. The bill )rovides that the Treasury Department may
exempt from either or both of these notification requirements:

(1) churches (or conventions or associations of churches);
(2) schools and colleges; and
(3) any other class of organization where the Treasury deter-

mines that full compliance with these provisions is not necessary
to efficient administration.

The Finance Committee concluded that churches, their integrated
auxiliaries, and conventions or associations of churches, whether or
not the Treasury acts, should not be required to claim exempt status
in order to be exempt from tax nor should they be required to file with
the Internal Revenue Service to avoid classification as private foun-
dations. The committee also decided to exclude from these require-
ments those educational or public charitable organizations whose gross
receipts normally are $5,000 or less. As under the House bill, the
Treasury Department still will be able to exercise its discretion in
exempting other classes of organizations (such as religious orders)
where this is consistent with efficient administration.

With respect to the second problem outlined above, the House bill
provides that an organization which was a private foundation for its
last taxable year ending before May 27, 1989, or become one on a
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subsequent date, may not change its status unless it repays to the
government the aggregate tax benefits (with interest) which have
resulted from its exempt status. (This tax may be abated, however,
as described below.) The Treasury Department may also assess this
tax in any case where the private foundation has willfully engaged in
flagrant or repeated acts (or failures to act) giving rise to tax liability
under the other provisions relating to private foundations.

The tax benefits to be repaid in these cases are the increases in
income, estate, and gift taxes which would have been imposed upon the
organization and all substantial contributors if the organization had
been liable for income taxes and if its contributors had not received
deductions for contributions to the organization.

If a private foundation is requhed to pay this tax or volunteers to pay
this tax to change its status, the Internal Revenue Service may then
abate any part of the tax which has not been paid if (1) the foundation
distributes all of its net assets to organizations which have been public
charities, or (2) itself has operated as an organization which is not a
private foundation for at least five years.

The Finance Committee accepted the House provision described
above except that it provided that where a private foundation volun-
teers to change its status by acting in all respects as a public charity
for at least five consecutive years the foundation is to be classified as a
public charity during the five-year period. Should the organization fail
to act as a public charity during that period, it would lose its status as
of that time as a public charity. However, it would during the 5-year
period continue to be treated as the same private foundation subject to
the same change of status rules if it engages in willful, flagrant, or
repeated violations. Also, if an organization that was a private founda-
tion for its last taxable year ending before October 9, 1969, changes
into a "public" charity in its first taxable year beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1969 it need not go through the processes required by this
"Change of Status" provision.

Tho commit tee's amendments provide that the tax on change of
status, discuss d above, may also be abated if the Service is satisfied
that correct tive action to preserve the foundation's assets for charity
has been completed by the State Attorney General or other appropriate
State official under the supervision of the appropriate courts.
10. Definition of Private Foundation

Present law.-"Private foundation", a term not found in present
law, is often used to describe an organization, contributions to which
may be deducted only up to 20 percent of an individual donor's ad-
justed gross income. Deductions of up to 30 percent of a donor's income
may be taken for contributions to (1) churches, (2) schools, (3) hos-
pitals, (4) fund-raisers for schools, (5) States and subdivisions, and
(6) publicly supported charities.

Probim.--In general, the problems that gave rise to the statutory
provisions of the bill discussed above appear to be especially prevalent
in the case of organizations presently in the 20-percent group. How-
ever, it appears that certain organizations presently in the 20-percent
category generally do not give rise to the problems which have led
to the restrictions and limitations described above.

Finance Commitee deceion.--The House bill provides that private
foundations subject to the provisions described in the first 9 parts of
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this summary are organizations referred to in section 501(c) (3) of the
code other than:

(1) organizations, contributions to which may be deducted to the
extent of 30 percent (50 percent under the bill) of an individual's in-
come (for list of six categories of organizations, see Present law,
above);

(2) certain types of broadly, publicly supported organizations (de-
scribed below);

(3) organizations organized and operated exclusively for the benefit
of one or more organizations described in (1) or (2) above which are
controlled by one or more of these organizations or are operated in
connection with one of these organizations and are not controlled by
disqualified persons (other than foundation managers, disqualified only
as such, and organizations described in (1) or (2) above); and

(4) organizations which are organized and operated exclusively for
testing for public safety.

The first and fourth categories are essentially the same as in present
law. The second category provides that private foundation treatment
is not to apply in the case of an organization (including a membership
organization) which normally receives no more than one-third of its
support in each year from investment income, if at least one-third of
its support comes from the public (in the form of gifts, grants, con-
tributions, membership fees, and gross receipts from admissions) not
taking into account amounts received from disqualified persons. This
requirement is designed to insure that the organization is responsive to
the general public. The remainder of the organization's support may
come from substantial contributors and other disqualified persons but
no more than one-third of its support may come from investment in-
come.

The committee in general accepted this definition but made the
following modifications or clarifications in it:

(a) It provided a definition of support for purposes of this provision.
In this regard it adopted the definition contained in the current regula-
tions modified to include in support amounts received from the exer-
cise or performance by an organization of its exempt purpose or func-
tion.

(b) In defining the one-third of the organization's support which
must come from the public, the bill includes gross receipts from ac-
tivities by the organization which are not unrelated trade or business
activities. This, however, (toes not include receipts in the year from any
persons which are in excess of 1 percent of the organization's support
or_(under the committee's amendment) $5,000, whichever is greater.

The term "person" as used in the Internal Revenue Code does not
include governmental units, so that under the House bill an organiza-
tion which has only one contributor whose support comes from govern-
ment contract work might avoid classification as a private foundation
(or, depending upon the interpretation, might be regarded as being a
private foundation even though its governmental support really was
broadly based). The committee provided that amounts received from
government contracts (on a contract-by-contract basis) would be in-
cluded in the qualifying activity income only to the extent they do
not exceed I percent of the organization's support, or $5,000, whichever
is the greater.
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(c) The committee provided that all organization which would meet
all of the tests of the third category described above except that it is
operated in connection with two or more specific schools nevertheless
may qualify where all the beneficiaries are educational organizations.

(d) The committee provided that an organization which is formed
outside the United States, if it meets the definition of a private founda-
tion, is to be treated as such despite the place of its organization. A
gift by a domestic private foundation to a foreign nonoperating J)rivate
foundation generally will not be a qualifying ( distribution; a gift to a
foreign oJ)erating foundation will qualify under the same circumstances
that a gift to a domestic operating foundation would qualify..

(e) The committee provided that a foundation which is run in con-
junction with an organization exempt under paragraphs (4), (5), or
(6) of section 501(c) (such as a social welfare-organization, labor or
agricultural organization, business league, real estate board, etc.)
which is publicly supported is to be treated as meeting the public
support test for purposes of being a public charity rather than a private
foundation.
11. Private Operating Foundation Definition

Present law.-The term "operating foundation" is not in present
law but is sometimes used to describe the type of organization contribu-
tions to which qualify for the unlimited charitable contribution deduc-
tion even though they do not qualify for the 30-percent deduction
provision of present law. Essentially these are organizations which,
although lacking general public support, devote most of their earnings
and much of their assets directly to the conduct of their educational,
charitable, and religious purposes, as distinct from merely making
grants to other organizations for these purposes. More specifically, in
order to qualify for this treatment under present law, substantially
more than half of the organization's assets and substantially all of its
income must be used or expended directly for its exempt purposes
or function.

Problem.-A definition of an operating foundation is needed under
the House bill and the committee's amendments, first, because an
operating foundation (as distinct from private foundations generally)
can be the recipient of grants from a private foundation without having
to spend the funds so received currently within one year with the
funds nevertheless qualifying as expenditures of income by the do-
nating private foundation. Second, insofar as the committee amend-
ments are concerned, an operating foundation (as distinct from a
nonoperating private foundation) is not limited to a 40-year life as an
exempt orgaization. Third, under the committee amendments, char-
itable contribution donations to operating foundations are eligible
for the 50-percent charitable contribution deduction. Fourth, while
operating foundations are required to spend or use "substantially all

I The committee provided a series of modifications of the private foundations rules to take account of the
fat that some of the rules could not moly be applied In practice to Il ion$. The aodit4s
tax will be 2 percent of the gross Income received from sources within the United Stta. The requiremete

ding change of status, governlnglIstruments. sslf-deffn minimum dibutions. ez bdnem
oMn Jeopardy tIvets, nd limitatiso activities w not nppl to ftwgn prIVte foundatious
significant part oftheir normal support (other than investment income) comes rom the United Stas.

However, in gmml. such a rslgn private omdation loses Its exemption u IVnternM Remie Cede
if it e e in any of the afs that have Justifled a doubling ofthe taxes Imposed upon the argalsa

=lou had It be a doesti llinl in thsam as. Also, n inome, 446W tA Geduc
tions WOWl be allowed to aoraido athsstisxetsatwdrtemIn ~1.
such an argenlsstion would beiuated as a tam"l nonreddent aim
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of their income" for their educati6nal or charitable purposes, they
are not subject to the 5-percent minimum payout requirement nor
required to expend their entire income.

Finance Committee decison.-The House bill and the committee
amendments provide that an operating foundation is a private founda-
tion substantially all of whose income is spent directly for the active
conduct of its activities representing the purpose or function for which
it is organized and operated. Under the House bill, it must also meet
one of two other tests. Under the committee's amendment, it may
meet either one of the same tests or a third test. The first of these
alternative tests under both versions of the bill requires that sub-
stantially more than half of the assets of the foundation must be devoted
directly to the activities for which it is organized or to functionally
related businesses. (This alternative is essentially the same as
present law.) The second alternative under both versions of the bill
covers cases where the organization normally receives substantially
all of its support (other than gross investment income) from 5 or more
exempt organizations and from the general public. However, in this
case not more than 25 percent of the foundation's support may be
received from any one of these exempt organizations and, under a
committee amendment, not more than half of its support may come
from its investment income. The third alternative provided by the
committee is where an organization's endowment (plus any other
assets not devoted directly to the active conduct of the activities for
which it is organized), based upon a 4-percent rate of return, is no
more than adequate to meet its current operating expenses. (The
4-percent rate will vary in accordance with any changes made by the
Secretary of the Treasury in the 5-percent minimum payout
requirement.)
12. Hospitals

Present lao.-Hospitals qualify for exempt status and may receive
deductible charitable contributions as "charitable" organizations.

Problem.-It has been contended by some revenue agents that
hospitals (unlike educational organizations, churches, and others)
must provide some significant amount of charitable services without
charge or below cost in order to be exempt as "charitable" orga-
nizations.

The Internal Revenue Service has issued a ruling indicating that
hospitals, if they meet all the other requirements of section 501(c)(3),
are exempt under that provision, whether or not they provide chari-
table services on a no-cost or low-cost basis.

Finance Committee decision.-The committee deleted from the bill
those provisions which would have conformed the code to the result
reached by the ruling. The committee decided to reexamine this matter
in connection with pending legislation on Medicare and Medicaid.
13. Effective Dates

The provisions described above generally apply to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1969.

Finance Committe deciion.-The committee generally adopted the
effective dates in the House bill with the following exceptions:
(1) Foundations whose governing instruments cannot be changed to

comply with the income distribution rules or with business ownership
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rules are not to be affected by these rules until the instruments can be
changed. Similar provisions already appear in the bill with regard to
accumulations and with regard to the provision requiring existing
private foundations to reform their governing instruments in accord-
ance with the language of the bill.

(2) The House bill provides that the self-dealing rules are not to
apply to fair price sales to disqualified persons in the cas, of property
held by the foundation on May 26, 1969, if the foundation is required
to dispose of the property in order to meet the business holding require-
ments. The committee changed the date to October 9, 1969, and ex-
tended this treatment to exchanges and other dispositions where tile
foundation receives in return amounts equal to or in excess of the fair
market value of the property which was exchanged. The committee
also agreed that this rule as to the sales of business holdings is also to
apply to later acquired property received under wills executed before
October 9, 1969, or where the property was received under the inanda-
tory provisions of trusts or documents transferring property in trust
if such provisions were irrevocable on October 9, 1969, and at all times
thereafter.

B. OTHER TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

1. The "Clay Brown" Provision or Debt.-Financed Property
Present law.-Under present law, charities and some of the other

types of exempt organizations are subject to tax on rental income from
real property to the extent the property was acquired with borrowed
money. However, this provision does not aprl.yto all tax-exempt
organizations and there is an important exception which excludes
rental income from a lease of 5 years or less. Nor does the tax apply to
income from the leasing by a tax-exempt organization of assets consti-
tuting a going business.

Problem.-During the past several years weaknesses in the present
provision relating to debt-financed property have been exploited in
several different respects. As a result a large number of tax-exempt
organizations have used their tax-exempt privileges to buy businesses
and investments on credit, frequently at w at is more than the market
price, while contributing little or nothing themselves to the transac-
tion other than their tax exemption.

In a typical Clay Broum situation a corporate business is sold to a
charitable or educational foundation, which makes a small or no down
payment and agrees to pay the balance of the purchase price out of
profits from the property. The charitable or educational foundation
liquidates the corporation, leases the business assets back to the seller,
who forms a new corporation to operate the business. The newly
formed corporation pays a large portion of its business profits as
"rent" to the foundation, which then pays most of these receipts back
to.the original owner as installment payments on the initial purchase
price.

In this manner in the CMaV. Brown case (1965 Supreme Court case),
a business was able to realize increased after-tax income, and the
exempt organization acquired the ownership of a business valued at
$1.3 million, without the investment of its own funds. In the recent
(1969) University Hitt Foundaton case, the Tax Court upheld the
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acquisition of 24 businesses by the University Hill Foundation in the
period 1945 to 1954. Other variants of the debt-financed propertyy
problem have also been used.

Finance Cmrnmittee decision.-Both the Ilouse bill and the committee
amendments provide that all exempt organizations' income from
"(debt-filnanced" property, which is unrelated to their charitable
function, is to be subject to tax in the l)roI)ortion in which the property
is financed by the debt. Thus, for example, if a business or investment
property is acquired subject to an 80 percent mortgage, 80 percent
of the income and 80 percent of the deductions are to be taken into
account for tax purposes. As the mortgage is paid off, the percentage
taken into account diminishess. Capital gains on the sale of debt-
financed l)roperty also are taxed. The provision makes exceptions
for property to be used for an exempt purpose of the organization
involved within a reasonable time and also for property acquired by
gift or inheritance under certain conditions. Special exceptions are
also provided for the sale of annuities and for debts insured by the
Federal Housing Administration to finance low and moderate-income
housing. The provision is generally effective for 1970 and later years,
but for years before 1972 only indebtedness incurred on or after
June 28, 1966, is to be taken into account.

The Finance Committee and House versions of the hill are the
same excel)t for the following modifications:

(1) It, is to be made clear in the committee report that property
acquired under life income contracts is not to be treated as debt-
financMe property except where payments received by any of the life
beneficiaries are treated for tax purposes as the proceeds of a sale.

(2) Where a debt-financed building is operated by an exempt holding
company (or other exempt organization) for the benefit of an affiliated
exempt. organization, the committee amendments specify that the
property of the holding company (or other exempt organization) is not
to be classified as debt-financed property to the extent it is used by the
related exeml)t organization (whether or not a section 501(c)(3)
organization) in the performance of its exempt functions.

(3) The house bill exempts from the classification of debt-financed
properLy, propertyy where "all" of the property is used for the exempt
purpose of the organization. The committee amendments specify that
this exclusion also is to include cases where "substantially all" of the
)roperty is used for the organization's exempt purposes. In addition,

if less than substantially all of the property's use is related to the ex-
empt purpose of the organization, to the extent that the property is
so used it is not to be considered as debt-financed property.

(4) Generally, an acquisition indebtedness would exist with respect
to any property whenever the indebtedness was incurred in acquinng
or improving the property or would not have been incurred "but for"
the acquisition or improvement of the property. Thus, for example,
where a church has a portfolio of investment with no debt, and sub-
sequently acquires a debt to construct a church-related building, such
as a seminary, such debt will not be considered acquisition indebted-
ness with respect to the investment portfolio.
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2. Extension of Unrelated Business Income Tax to All Exempt
Organizations

Present law.-Under present law the tax on unrelated business in-
come applies only to certain tax-exempt organizations. These include:

(a) Charitable, educational, and religious organizations (other than
churches or conventions of churches);

(b) Labor and agricultural organizations;
(c) Chambers of commerce, business leagues, real estate boards, and

similar organizations;
(d) Mutual organizations which insure deposits in building and

loan associations and mutual savings banks; and
(e) Employees' profit sharing trusts and trusts formed to pay (non-

discriminatory) supplemental unemployment compensation.
Problem.-In recent years many of the exempt organizations not

now subject to the unrelated business income tax-such as churches,
social clubs, fraternal beneficiary societies, etc.-have begun to engage
in substantial commercial activity. Some churches, for example, are
engaged in operating publishing houses, hotels, factories, radio and TV
stations, parking lots, newspapers, bakeries, restaurants, etc. Further-
more, it is difficult to justify taxing a university or hospital which runs
a public restaurant or hotel or other business and not taxing a country
club or lodge engaged in similar activities.

Finance Commitee decisio.-The House bill and the Finance
Committee amendments exte:id the unrelated business income tax
to all exempt organizations (except United States instrumentalities).
The organizations which will newly be made subject to this tax include
churches and conventions or associations of churches, social welfare
organizations, social clubs, fraternal beneficiary societies, employees'
beneficiary associations,, teachers' retirement fund associations,
cemetery companies, credit unions, mutual insurance companies, and
farmers' cooperatives formed to financA crop operations.

As under present law, this tax does not apply unless the business is
"regularly" carried on and, therefore, does not apply, for example, in
cases where income is derived from an annual athletic exhibition. In
the case of membership organizations, income resulting from charges to
members for goods, facilities, and services supplied in carrying out the
exempt function is not subject to tax.

The bill contains several administrative provisions including one
providing that no audit of a church, its integrated auxiliaries, or con-
vention or association of churches is to be made unless the principal
internal revenue officer for the region believes the church may be
engaged in a taxable activity. Churches will not be subject to tax for 6
years on businesses they now own.

The Finance Comnittee amendments differ from the House pro-
visions only in the following respects:

(1) Pre ent law, in distinguising between passive income which is
free of tax'and active business income which is subject to tax, provides
an exclusion from the unrelated business income tax for all rents from
real property and personal property leased with the real property. The
committee amendments modiy thifs to limit the exclusion tor rents of
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l)ersonal property to cases where the personal property is incidental
to the lease of the real property. Further, in any case, rents from
real property would be taxed where such property is leased Aith per-
sonal property, if 50 percent or more of the rent is attributable to the
personal property. In addition, the committee amendments tax as
unrelated business income property rentals of both real and personal
property where the rentals are measured by reference to the net
income from the property.

(2) The committee amendments will make it clear that related
income includes income received from members for providing goods,
facilities, or services not only to guests but also to members' de-
pendents.

(3) Under the committee amendments, the $1,000 specific deduction
allowed in present law in computing the unrelated business income
tax is to be available for each parish, individual church, district, or
other local unit in the case of a diocese, province of a religious order
or convention or association of churches, to the extent that each such
local unit has smch income.

(4) Under present law, a voluntary employees' beneficiary associa-
tion (exempt under sec. 501(c)(9)) must derive 85 percent or more of
its income from its members. With the imposition of the tax on un-
related business income on organizations in this category (and also
the investment income tax referred to subsequently), the House con-
cluded that the 85 percent income test was no longer necessary. As a
result, the voluntary employees' beneficiary associations, under the
House bill, generally are to be exempt whether or not they meet the
85 percent test in the same manner as is now the case where the
members are United States Government employees (see. 501(c)(10)).
For this reason, the committee amendments combine these two cate-
gories. In addition, the committee amendments specify that those
voluntary employees' beneficiary associations which provide pension
and retirement benefits for their members and are taxed under special
life insurance company provisions, will be restored to an exempt
category under section 501(c) (as was previously the case) but will be
subject to the unrelated business income tax.

(5) In defining what constitutes related business income, the com-
mittee amendments provide that when an exempt holding company
and a tax-exempt organization to which it is related file a consolidated
return, the holding company is to be treated as organized and operated
for the same purposes as the exempt organization. This means that
the income of the holding company will be classified as related business
income if it is related to the exempt functions of the exempt organi-
zation.

(6) In the case of churches, it will be made clear in the committee
report that the term "related business income" includes the operation
and maintenance of cemeteries, the conduct of charitable institutions,
the sale of religious articles and the printing, distribution and sale of
religious pamphlets, tracts, calendars, papers, books and magazines
with a substantial religious content, as long as these activities are
carried on in connection with the church.
(7) The committee amendments provide that the unrelated business

income tax is not to apply to a re ous order or to an educational
institution maintained by such. religious order that has held unrelated
businesses, which provide services under licenses issued by a Federal
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regulatory agency, for 10 years or more, if the unrelated business
distributes not less than 90 percent of its earnings each year and it is
established to the satisfaction of the Secretary, or his delegate, that
rates, and other charges and services provided by such a business are
fully competitive with and do not exploit similar businesses operating
in the same general area.

(8) The committee report is to make it clear that when organizations
send out inexpensive articles incidental to the solicitation oT charitable
contributions, the amounts received are not to be considered as being
in exchange for the inexpensive articles where it is clear that the
contributions, less a reasonable administrative cost, fully accrue to
the exempt organization.

(9) Under present law, the unrelated business income tax (1oes not
apply to a business in which substantially all the work in carrying on
the business is performed for the organization without. compensation
or to a business (such as a thrift shop) which sells merchandise, sub-
stantially all of which is received by the organizations as gifts or con-
tributions. These exceptions do not apply, however, unless the busi-
ness is run for the benefit of a single exempt organization. The com-
mittee amendments extend these exceptions to cases where such a
business is run for the benefit of more than one exempt organization
and also where it is run as a separate corporation.
3. Taxation of Investment Income of Social, Fraternal, and

Similar Organizations
Present law.-Under present law, the investment income of social

clubs, fraternal beneficiary societies, and employees' beneficiary asso-
ciations are exempt from income tax.

Proble.-Since the tax exemption for social clubs and other groups
is designed, at least in part, to allow individuals to join together to
provide recreational or social facilities without tax consequences, the
tax exemption operates properly only where the sources of income of
the organization are limited to receipts from the membership. Where an
organization receives income from sources outside the membership,
such as income from investments, upon which no tax is paid, the
membership receives a benefit from the tax-exempt funds used to
provide pleasure or recreational facilities.

Finance Commite deision.-The House bill provides for the tax-
ation (at regular corporate rates) of the investment income of social
clubs, fraternal beneficiary associations and employees' beneficiary
associations. This does not apply under the House bill, however, to the
income of fraternal beneficiary associations and employees' bene-
ficiary associations to the extent the income is set aside to be used only
for the exempt insurance function of these organizations or for chari-
table purposes. If in any year, an amount is taken out of the set-aside
and uied for any other purpose, however, this amount will be subject
to tax at that tine.

The Finance Committee amendments modify the House bill by
excluding fraternal beneficiary associations from the tax on invest-
ment income. In addition, a new category of exemption for fraternal
beneficiary associations is set forth which applies to fraternal or-
ganizations operating under the lodge system (such as the Masons)
where the fraternal activities are largely relig ious, charitable or
educational in nature but where no insurance is provided for the
members.
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The committee amendments also extend the exemption from the
investment income tax available in the House bill for fraternal bene-
ficiary associations and employees' beneficiary associations in the case
of amounts set aside for charitable purposes to the other types of
organizations to which the investment income tax is to apply. In
doing so, it intends in the case of national organizations of college
fraternities and sororities that amounts set aside for scholarships, for
student, loans or loans on local chapter housing, leadership and
citizenship schools and services, ani similar activities be classified as
amounts used for educational or charitable purposes under this pro-
vision. This exception would also extend to any other educational or
charitable activities of these or other exempt organizations.

The committee amendments also provide that amounts set aside
for the reasonable cost of administration of benefit programs, as well
as the payment of benefits themselves, constitutes use for educational,
charitable, etc. purposes.

In addition, the committee amendments provide that the tax on
investment income is not to apply to the gain on the sale of assets used
by the organizations in the performance of their exempt functions to
the extent the proceeds are reinvested in assets used for such purposes
within a period beginning one year before the (late of sale and ending
three years after that date.
4. Interest, Rent, and Royalties From Controlled Corporations

Present law.-Under present law, rent, interest, and royalty expenses
are deductible in computing the income of a business. On the other
hand, receipt of such income by tax-exempt organizations generally
is not subject to tax.

Problem.-Some exempt organizations "rent" their physical plant to
a wholly owned taxable .corporation for 80 percent or 90 percent of all
the net profits (before taxes and before the rent deduction). This ar-
rangement enables the taxable corporation to escape nearly all of its
income taxes because of the large "rent" deduction. While courts have
occasionally disallowed some, or all, of the rent deductions, the issue is
a difficult one for the Internal Revenue Scrvice.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill and the Finance Com-
mittee amendments amend the Code to provide that where a tax-
exempt organization owns more than 80 percent of a taxable subsidiary,
interest, annuities, royalties and rents received by it are to be treated
as "unrelated business income" and subject to tax. The deductions
connected with the production of this income are allowed.

The committee amendments modify this provision by providing
that where the subsidiary is also an exempt organization it is to
apply only to the extent the income is unrelated business income
to the subsidiary. As a result, the payments received from the sub-
sidiary would not be subject to tax to the extent the facilities rented or
the money borrowed is used by the exempt organization in the per-
formance of its exempt function. Where ihe operation of the controled
corporation is "functionally related" to the exempt purposes of the
controlling exempt organization, these types of income from the
taxable subsidiary would be "related" income and would not be
subject to tax.



5. Limitation on Deductions of Nonexempt Membership Orga-
nizations

Present law.-Some courts have held that, taxable membership or-
ganizations cannot create a "loss" by supplying their members services
at less than cost so that the resulting loss on membership activities
reduces income earned from investments or other activities. Other
courts have held instead that such a "loss" is permissible, that the
expenses of providing such services at less than cost will offset from
taxation additional income earned by the organization from invest-
ments or other activities.

Problem.-In some cases membership organizations, which also
have business or investment income, serve their members at less than
cost and offset this book loss against their business or investment in-
come and as a result pay no income tax. In an important decision the
courts held that a non-exempt water company was not subject to tax
when the "losses" in supplying its members water offset its investment
income. Other courts have held to the contrary.

Finance Committee deci ion.-The House bi provides that in the
case of a taxable membership organization the deduction for expense
incurred in supplying services, facilities or goods to the members is to
be allowed only to the extent of the income received from these mem-
bers. The purpose was to prevent membership organizations from
escaping tax on business or investment income by using this income
to serve its members at less than cost and then deducting the book
"'loss.")

The Finance Committee amendments accept this provision in gen-
eral but provide the following modifications:

(1) The provision is not to apply in certain situations where there
is no attempt to subsidize services to members with income from
nonmembership sources, such as in the case of the American Auto-
mobile Association which receives prepaid dues income as considera-
tion for services to be rendered in competition with the charges made
by other automobile clubs which are operated as loss leaders for
profit organizations.

(2) The provision is not to apply to securities and commodities
exchanges organized on a membership basis.

(3) Where the cost of furnishing services, facilities or goods to mem-
bers exceeds the income from members, the excess deductions are to
be available as carryovers to succeeding years as offsets against income
derived from members in those years.

(4) The committee amendments postponed the effective date of this
provision for one year or until 1971. In addition, the committee report
is to make it clear that the adoption of this provision is not to be tMen
as any inference as to the allowability of a deduction for the excess of
such costs over income from members under existing law.
6. Income From Advertising, Etc.

Present law.-Late in 1967 the Treasury promulgated regulations
under which the income from advertising was treated as "unrelated
business income" even though such advertising appeared, for example,
in a periodical related to the educational or other exempt purpose of
the organization.
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Problem.-While it was concluded that the regulations reached an
appropriate result in specifying that in carrying on an advertising
business in competition with other taxpaying advertising businesses a
tax should be paid, nevertheless, the statutory language on which the
regulations were based was sufficiently unclear so that substantial
litiZation could have resulted from these regulations

Finance Committee deciion.-The House gilla provides, that the term
"trade or business" includes any activity which is carried on for the
production of income from the sale of goods or the performance of
services. It further indicates that for this purpose an activity does not
lose its identity as a trade or business merely because it is carried on
within a larger aggregate of similar activities which may, or may not,
be related to the exempt purpose of the organization.

The Finance Committee amendments approve the intent of the
House provision but provide for a restructuring of the language so
that it will have application only in the areas to which the regulations
had application; in the case of advertising and certain other profit-
making activities carried on within a larger aggregate of activities,
namely a sale by a hospital pharmacy of drugs to persons other than
hospital patients and the operation of a race track by an exempt
ora nization. Under both the House and committee versions of the
biff, an organization which publishes more than one magazine, peri-
odical, etc., may treat any of these on a consolidated basis in deter-
mining its unrelated trade or business income so long as each such
periodical, etc., is "carried on for the production of income."

C. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

1. 50 Percent Charitable Contribution Deduction
Present law.-Under present law, the charitable contributions de-

ductions allowed individuals generally is limited to 30 percent of a
taxpayer's adjusted gross income. In the case of gifts to certain private
foundations, however, the deduction is limited to 20 percent a tax-
payer's adjusted gross income. (In addition, in limited circumstances.
a taxpayer is allowed an unlimited charitable contributions deduc-
tion.)

Problem.-It has been suggested that it would be desirable to
strengthen the incentive for charitable giving by increasing the pres-
ent 30 percent limitation on the charitable contribution deduction.
Moreover, it was hoped that an increase would offset any decreased
incentive resulting from the repeal of the unlimited charitable con-
tributions deduction (see No. 2 below).

Finance CommiWe decision.-The House bill increases the general
30 percent limitation on an individual's charitable contribution deduc-
tions to 50 percent. The 20 percent charitable contribution deduction
limitation is retained in the case of gifts to private foundations. Also
contributions of appreciated property continue to be subject to the
present 30 percent limitation.

The Finance Committee amendments, while retaining the general
House rules, modify them in two respects. First, they provide that
private operating foundations and also private nonopwating founda-
tions, which within one year distribute the contributions they rece.ve
to religious, educational or public charities, or. private operating
foundations, are to qualify for the 50 percent limitation in the same
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manner as other contributions. Second, the committee amendments
provide that the 30 percent limit is to apply only to the appreciation
portion of the value of a gift of appreciated capital gain property (to
which the separate appreciated property rules do not aply). Thus,
the basis portion of the value of the property would be eligible for the
50 percent limit before applying the 30 percent limit to the appreciation
portion.

The House bill provides that the contribution base to which the
percentage limitation is to be apl)lie( is adjusted gross income plus the
amount of tax preferences not included in the tax base. The com-
mittee amendments restore existing law which bases the percentage
upon adjusted gross income.
2. Repeal of the Unlimited Charitable Deduction

Present law.-The charitable contributions deduction for individu-
als generally is limited to 30 percent of the taxpayer'8 adjusted gross
income. An exception to the 30 percent general limitation allows a
taxpayer an unlimited charitable contributions deduction, if in 8 out
of the 10 preceding taxable years the total of the taxpayer's charitable
contributions plus income taxes paid exceeded 90 percent of his tax-
able income.

Problem.-It has been pointed out that the unlimited charitable
contributions deduction has permitted a number of high-income per-
sons to pay little or no tax on their income. It appears that the charita-
ble contributions deduction is one of the two most important itemized
deductions used by high-income persons, who pay little or no income
tax, to reduce their tax liability.

Finance Committee decision.-The unlimited charitable contribution
deduction under both the House bill and committee amendments is
to be eliminated for years beginning after 1974. During the interim
period, an increasing limitation is to be placed on the amount by
which the deduction may reduce the individual's taxable income. For
taxable years beginning in 1970, the total charitable deduction (for
those qualifying under this provision) is not to be allowed to reduce an
individual's taxable income to less than 20 percent of his adjusted
gross income. This percentage is increased by six percentage points a
year for the years 1971 through 1974. The percentage of the taxpayer's
taxable income which must be given to charity (or paid in income
taxes) in 8 out of the 10 preceding taxable years in order to qualify for
the extra charitable deduction during this interim period is reduced to
80 percent in 1970, and then is reduced by six percentage points a year
for each of the years 1971 through 1974.

The committee amendments, while in accord with the rules set
forth above, specify that during the interim period through 1974 the
30 percent limit on gifts of appreciated property and the appreciated
property rule which in some cases takes the appreciation into accoun t
or tax purposes are not to apply in the case of a person qualifyng

for the extra charitable contribution deduction in the interim period
in the case of property which would give rise to a long-term capital
gain if sold.
3. Charitable Contributions of Appreciated Property

Present law.-A taxpayer who contributes property which has
appreciated in value to charity generally is allowed a charitable
contributions deduction for the fair market value of the property at
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the time of contribution. Further, no income tax is imposed on the
appreciation in value of the property at the time of the gift. In
addition, if property is sold to a charity at a price below its fair market
value--a so-called bargain sale-the proceeds of the sale are considered
to be a return of the cost and are not required to be allocated between
the cost basis of the "sale" part of the transaction and the "gift" part
of the transaction. The seller is allowed a charitable contributions
deduction for the difference between the fair market value of the
pro )ert.y and the selling price (often at his cost or other basis).

Problem.-The combined effect of not taxing the e, appreciation in
value and at the same time allowing a charitable contributions deduc-
tion for the fair market value of the property given is to produce
tax benefits significantly greater than those available with respect to
cash contributions. The tax saving which results from not taxing the
apreciation in the case of gifts of long-term capital assets is the cap-
ital gains tax which would have been paid if the asset were sold. in
the case of ordinary income type assets, however, this tax saving is at
the taxpayer's top marginal tax rate. In either case, the tax saving
from not taxing the appreciation in value is combined with the tax
saving of the charitable deduction at the taxpayer's top marginal rate.
As a result, in some cases it is po.sible for a taxpayer to realize a
greater after-tax profit by making a gift of appreciated property than
by selling the property, paying the tax on the gain, and keeping the
proceeds.

Finance Committee decison.-The House bill, in the case of charitable
contributions of appreciated property, takes this appreciation into
account for tax purposes in five types of situations. The committee
amendments retain two of these provisions.

Both the House bill and the Finance Committee amendments pro-
vide that appreciation is to be taken into account, for tax purposes in
the case of gifts to a private foundation, other than an operating foun-
dation and other than a private foundation which within one year
distributes an amount equivalent to the gift to public charitable
organizations or private operating foundations. In addition, both the
House bill and the committee amendments take into account apprecia-
tion in value in the case of property (such as inventory or works of
the donor) which would give rise to ordinary income if sold.

In the cases where the appreciation is taken into account for tax
purposes, the committee amendments provide that the charitable
deduction otherwise available is to be reduced by the amount of
appreciation in value in the case of assets which if sold would result
in ordinary income, or in the case of assets which if sold would result
in capital gain, by one-half the amount of this appreciation in value.
The House bill would have given the taxpayer the option of
reducing his charitable deduction to the amount of his cost or other
basis for the property, or of including the appreciation in value of the
property in his income (as ordinary income or capital gains income as
the case may be) at the time of taking the charitable contribution
deduction and deducting the full fair market value of the property
a a charitable contribution.

The House bill would also have taken appreciation in value into ac-
count in the case of gifts of tangible personal property (such as paintings,
art objects and books not created by the donor) and in the case of
future interests in property. The Finance Committee amendments do
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not, include these two provisions. In addition, in the case of so-called
bargain sales to charities-where a taxpayer sells prolperty to a charita-
ble organization for less than its fair market. value (usually at its cost
basis)-the House bill provided that the cost. or other basis of the
property was to be allocated between the portion of the property
"sold" and the portion of the property "given" to -te charity on the
basis of the fair market value of each portion. ThIA' provision is leleted
by the committee amendments.

The committee amendments are generally effective for contribu-
tions paid after December 31, 1969 (as under the ttouse bill). flow-
ever, in the case of a contribution of a letter or lneluoramidumn, or
similar property, the committee's amendments apply to such con-
tributions paid after December 31, 1968.
4. Two-Year Charitable Trust

Present law.-Under present law, an individual may establish a
trust for two years or more with the income from property placed in
the trust being payable to charity. In such a case, although the trust
instrument, provides that after the designated perio(l of time the prop-
erty is to be returned to him, the income from the trust jroiperty is
not taxed to the individual. However, the individual does not receive
a charitable contributions deduction in such a case.

Problem.-The special two-year charitable trust, rule has the effect
of permitting charitable contributions deductions in excess of tle gen-
erally applicable percentage limitations on such deductions. For ex-
ample, with the 50 percent imitation on such deductions contained in
the House bill, the maximum deductible contribution that could gen-
erally be made each year by an individual who had $100,000 of divi-
dend income (but no other income) would be $50,000. However, if the
individual transferred 60 percent of his stock to a trust with directions
to pay the annual income ($60,000) to charity for two years and then
return the property to him, the taxpayer would exclude the $60,000
from his own income each year. In effect, then, the in(lividual has
received a charitable contributions deduction equal to 60 percent of
his income.

Finance Committee deciion.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments eliminate the rule under which an individual is
not taxed on the income from property which he transfers to a trust
to pay the income to charity for a period of at least two years. This
provision applies to transfers after April 22, 1969. As a result, a person
who establishes a trust with charity as the income beneficiary will be
taxable on the income where he retains a reversionary interest which
may be expected to take effect within ten years from the time the
trust is created.
5. Gifts of the Use of Property

Present law.-Under existing law a taxpayer may claim a charitable
deduction for the fair-rental value of property which he owns and
gives to a chanty to use for a specified time. In addition, he may
exclude from his income the income which he would have received and
been required to include in his tax base had the property been rented
to other parties.

Probkmn.-:By givmig a charity the right to use property which he
owns for a given period of time a taxpayer achieves a double benefit.
For example, if an individual owns an office building, he may donate
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the use of 10 percent of its rental space to a charity for one year. He
then reports for tax purposes only 90 percent of the income which he
would otherwise have been required to report if the building were
fully rented, and he claims a charitable deduction (equal to 10 per-
cent of the rental value of the building) which offsets his already
reduced rental income.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill generally provides
that the charitable deduction is not to be allowed for contributions to
charities of less than a taxpayer's entire interest in property except to
the extent a deduction would be allowed had the interest been trans-
ferred in trust. Therefore, no deduction would be allowed where a
contribution is made of the right to use property for a period of time.
In such a case, however, a taxpayer is able to continue to exclude from
his income the value of the right to use property so contributed.

The Finance Committee retains the basic provision but modifies it
so that it will not result in the denial of a deduction for an outright

ft of a fractional (e.g. one-fourth) interest in the entire property.
This is accomplished by limiting the application of the rule subjecting
outright gifts to the treatment accorded gifts in trust to charitable
contributions of either (a) a terminable interest in property (e.g. the
use of property for a period of years), (b) the income from property
for a period of years), or (c) a future interest in property.
6. Charitable Contributions by, and Stock Holdings of, Estates

and Trusts
Present law.-Present law allows a nonexempt trust (or estate) a

full deduction for any amount of gross income which it permanently
sets aside for charitable purposes. There is no limitation on the amount
of this deduction. Also, there are no limitations on the proportions of
the stock of a company which may be held by a nonexempt trust or
estate.

Problem.-To retain the deduction allowed by present law for non-
exempt trusts for amounts set aside for charity (rather than paid to
charity) would appear inconsistent with the requirements in the bill
requiring foundations and charitable trusts to distribute all of their
income. Not to subject these trusts generally to the same requirements
and restrictions as those imposed on private foundations would
present an easy means of avoiding these restrictions by setting amounts
aside for charity in nonexempt trusts but not distributing these
amounts for extended periods of time. Problems also arise as to the
extent it is appropriate to apply the stock diversification requirements
of foundations to the nonexempt trusts.

Finance Committee decison'.-Neither the House bill nor the com-
mittee amendments impose the current income distribution require-
ments, generally applicable to foundations, to nonexempt trusts.
Instead, much the same result is achieved by generally denying a
deduction to nonexempt trusts for the amount of their current income
set aside for charity. In other words, to obtain a deduction for a
charitable distribution, a nonexempt trust with charitable income
beneficiaries must pay out its income currently to charity, in much
the same manner as a private foundation is required to do.

In the case of a charitable remainder trust (i.e. a trust which
provides that the income is to be paid to a noncharitable beneficiary
for a period of time and the remainder interest is to go to charity),
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both versions of the bill provide that if specified requirements are met
the trust is to be tax exempt. The requirements limit the trusts
accorded tax-exempt status to annuity trusts (where the noncharitable
beneficiary receives a fixed dollar amount each year) and unitrusts
(where the noncharitable beneficiary receives a stated percentage of
the assets each year). In these cases the value of the income going to
the noncharitablo beneficiaries is taxed to them currently. The amount
going to charity (because of a rule set forth subsequently) is deductible
to the donor only to the extent of the remainder interest and not with
respect to any income interest.

In the case of estates, the House bill also denied charitable contribu-
tion deductions to the estate for income set aside for charity. The
committee amendments, however, restore the set-aside deduction for
income of estates set aside for charity.

In addition to restoring the set-aside deduction in the case of es-
tates, the Finance Committee amendments restore this deduction in
the case of pool arrangements under which a person transfers property
to a public charity, which places the property in an investment
pool and then pays the donor (or perhaps another person) the income
attributable to the property for his life. In such cases, the committee
amendments restore the set-aside deduction to the extent that the
pool accumulates capital gains for the benefit of charity. These pool
arrangements qualify the donor for a charitable contribution deduction.

The committee amendments also restore the set- aside deduction
in the case of trusts established before October 9, 1969, with an
irrevocable charitable remainder. In addition, the committee amend-
ments restore the set aside deduction for trusts established pursuant
to a will in existence on October 9, 1969 which may not be changed
under State law prior to the person's death because of his incom-
petency or other disability. A third transitional category where the
committee amendments restore the set aside deduction is where the
trust is provided for in a will in existence on October 9, 1969, and the
person involved dies within three years of that date.

The committee amendments provide that the elimination of the
set-aside deduction except as indicated above is to become effective
with respect to taxable years beginning in 1970.

The committee amendments make it clear that the limitations on
business holdings and the speculative investment limitations applicable
to foundations are not to apply in the case of certain split-interest
trusts. Thus they will not apply where charity is the income bene-
ficiary and the value of the income interest does not exceed 60 per-
cent of the value of the trust property. They also will not apply in
the case of a charitable remainder trust until such time as the charity
comes into the remainder interest if none of the income interest in
the trust is held by or for charitable interests. At that time, the 5-year
period for stock diversification would be available.
7. Charitable Remainder Trusts

Present/a.-Under.present law an individual may make an in-
direct charitable contribution by transferring property to a trust
and providing that the trust income is to be paid to private persons
for a period of time with the remainder to go to a charity. Generally, a
charitable contribution deduction is allowed for the remainder in-
terest given to charity. The amount of the deduction is based on the
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present value of the remainder interest which is determined by using
actuarial life expectancy tables and an assumed interest, rate of 33/2
percent.

Problem.--Present rules allow a taxpayer to receive a charitable
contribution deduction for a gift to charity of a remainder interest in
trust which is substantially in excess of the amount the charity may
ultimately receive. This is because the assumptions used in calculating
the value of the remainder interest may bear little relation to the actual
investment policies of the trust. For example, the trust assets may be
invested in high-income, high-risk assets. This enhances the value of
the income interest but decreases the value of the charity's remainder
interest. This factor, however, is not taken into account in computing
the amount of the charitable contribution deduction.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill limits the availability
of the charitable contribution deduction for income, estate and gift
tax purposes in the case of a charitable gift of a remainder interest in
trust to situations where there is a close correlation between the
amount to be received by the charity and the amount of the deduction
allowed the donor on the creation of the trust. In general a deduction
is allowed only where the trust specifies the annual amount which is
to be paid to the noncharitable income beneficiary in dollar terms
(annuity trust) or as a fixed percentage of the value of the trust's
assets as determined each year (unitrust).

The amount of the deduction allowed on the creation of the charit-
able remainder interest in trust thus would be computed on the basis
of the actual relative interests of the noncharitable income and the
charitable remainder beneficiaries in the trust property.

The Finance Committee amendments retain the treatment described
above with the following modifications:

(1) Where a person transfers property to a charity which places
the property in a pool or fund and then pays ! share of the pool's
income to the person for his life, the life of his spouse or that of
another person, a charitable contribution deduction would be allowed
to the donor determined by reference to the highest rate of return
from the particular pool or fund in which the investment is placed
during the three years prior to the contribution.

(2) The committee amendments make the new rules inapplicable in
the case of a gift of real property to charity where the donor (and/or
his spouse) reserves the right to live on, or receive the income from, the
pro perty for his (or their) life. In determining the value of the gift in
such a case, straight line depreciation or cost depletion is to be taken
into account with respect to the property. In addition, the rate of return
based on today's money rates and stock returns should be computed
on a 6 percent basis with the Secretary of the Treasury varying this
amount as money rates and investment returns change.

(3) The committee amendments modify the unitrust and annuity
trust rules of the House bill by providing that the trust instrument
need not require the full distribution of the stated amount (i.e., the
unitrust percentage amount or the annuity amount) to the income
beneficiary so long as a distribution of the full current income (oter
than capital gains) is required. For this purpose, distributions of in-.
come in excess of the stated amount couldbe made to the extent that
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distributions of income in earlier years were less than such amount.
However, the value of the charitable remainder would be determined
by reference to the stated amount. Further, such value would be
determined on the basis of a 5 percent payout to the income beneficiary
if 5 ercent is higher than the stated amount.

(4) The definitions of annuity trust and unitrust are modified uider
the committee amendments to make it. clear that the provision 1i111Y
apply to trusts with more than one noncharit able income beneliciary
(either concurrently or successively).

(5) The charitable remainder trust rules under the committee
amendments are to be effective only in the case of transfers in trust
after October 9, 1969.

(6) The committee amendments make the charitable remainder
trust requirements inapplicable for estate tax purposes in the case of
trusts created before October 9, 1969, with an irrevocable charitable
remainder.

(7) The committee amendments make the charitable remainder
trust rules inapplicable for estate tax purposes with respect, to wills in
existence on October 9, 1969, if the person involved dies within three
years, or if the will could not be changed under State law prior to the
person's death because of his incompetency or other disability.
8 Charitable Income Trust With Noncharitable Remainders

Present law. -Under present law, a taxpayer who transfers prop-
erty to a trust to pay the income to a charity for a j)eriod of years
with the remainder to go to a noncharitable beneficiary, such as a
friend or member of his family, is allowed a charitable contribution
deduction for the Nvalue of the income interest, given to charity. In
addition, neither he nor the trust is taxed on the income earned by the
trust which is given to charity.

Problem.-A taxpayer receives a double tax benefit, where he is al-
lowed a charitable deducftion for the value of an income interest in
trust given to charity and also is not taxed on the income earned by the
trust.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill and the Finance Com-
mittee amendments generally provide that a charitable contribution
deduction for income tax purposes is not to be allowed where a person
gives an income interest to charity in trust unless he is taxable on the
trust income. Moreover, even in this case the charitable deduction
will not be allowed unless the charity's income interest is in the foi m
of a guaranteed annuity or is a fixed percentage (payable annually)
of the value of the trust property (as determined each year).

Under the House bill, the charitable deduction for gift tax purposes
is subject to the above rules. In addition, a charitable deduction for
estate tax purposes also is denied for gifts of income interests in trust.

The Finance Committee amendments make the rules described
above (other than the requirement that the gift take the form of a
guaranteed annuity or fixed percentage payout) inapplicable for gift
and estate tax purposes.

The committee amendments make these rules applicable for pur-
i oses of income tax charitable deductions to transfers in trust afterOtober 9, 19690.
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D. FARM LOSSES

1. Limitation on Deductions Attributable to Farming
Present law.-Under present law, income and losses from farming

may be computed under more liberal accounting rules than those
generally applicable to other types of businesses. A cash method of
accounting under which costs are deducted currently may be used,
rather than an accrual method of accounting and inventories under
which the deduction of costs would be postponed. In addition, a tax-
payer in the business of farming may deduct expenditures for develop-
ing business assets (such as raising a breeding herd or developing a
fruit orchard? which other taxpayers would have to capitalize. In
addition, capital gains treatment quite often is available on the sale
of farm assets.

Problem.-Although the special farm accounting rules were adopted
to relieve farmers of bookkeeping burdens, these rules have been used
by some high-income taxpayers who are not primarily engaged in
farming to obtain a tax, but not an economic, loss which is then
deducted from their high-bracket, nonfarm income. In addition, when
these high-income taxpayers sell their farm investment, they often
receive capital gains treatment on the sale. The combination of the
current deduction against ordinary income for farm expenses of a
capital nature and the capital gains treatment available on the-sale
of farm assets produces significant tax advantages and tax savings for
these high-income taxpayers.

Finance Commitet ou.-The Finance Committee adopted a
substitute in lieu of the House provision which provides that farm
losses may be offset against nonfarm income onIy to the extent of
50 percent. The remaining half of the farm deductions may be taken
in subsequent years to the extent that ordinary farm income exceeds
farm deductions. In the case of individuals the deduction of farm
losses against nonfarm income is limited in the manner described
above only if the taxpayer has more than $50,000 of nonfarm income
for the year and, in addition, only to the extent the farm loss for the
year exceeds $25,000.

The current deduction limitation rules described above do not
apply if the taxpayer elects to follow generally applicable business
accounting rules (i.e., uses inventories and capitalizes capital expenses).

The House provision for which the above is a substitute would, in
effect, have converted capital gains into ordinary income to the extent
a taxpayer's farm losses (above limitations) had been offset against
nonfarm income. Under the House bill a taxpayer would be re uired
to maintain an "excess deductions account" to record his farm losses.
In the case of individuals, farm losses would be added to EDA only
if the taxpayer had more than $50,000 of nonfarm income for the year
and only to the extent the farm loss for the year exceeded $25,000.

The amount of farm losses which would have been recaptured on
the sale of farm land would be limited to the deductions in the current
and four prior years with respect to amounts spent for soil and water
conservation and land clearing. To the extent of the gain on farm
property which would be treated under these rules as ordinary in-
come, there would be a reduction in the taxpayer's excess deductions
account. As under the Finance Committee substitute, these rules
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would have been applicable both to corporations and individuals.
Also as under the Finance Committee substitute the recapture rules
provided by the House bill would not apply if the taxpayer elected
to follow generally applicable business accounting rules. ,

The Finance Committee substitute and the House provision would
apply to farm losses in years beginning after 1969.
2. Depreciation Recapture

Present law.-Present law provides that, when a taxpayer sells
personal property used in a business, there is a recapture of the de-
preciation claimed on the property. In other words, the gain on the
sale of the property is treated as ordinary income, rather than capital
gain, to the extent of the depreciation previously claimed. These rules
do not apply, however, to livestock.

Problem.-The effect of the exclusion of livestock from the depreci-
ation recapture rule is to allow a taxpayer to convert ordinary income
into capital gain with substantial tax savings. This occurs because the
depreciation is deducted currently from ordinary income taxed at the
regular rates, but the gain on the sale of the livestock is taxed only at
the lowbr capital gains rates.

Finanact Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the Finance
Committee amendments eliminate the exception for livestock from
the depreciation recapture rules. As a result gain on the sale of live-
stock is to be treated as ordinary income, rather than as capital gain,
to the extent of the previous depreciation deductions.

This provision applies to years after 1969 but only to the extent of
depreciation taken after 1969.
3. Holding Period for Livestock

Present law.-Present law allows gain on the sale of livestock held
for draft, breeding, or dairy purposes to be treated as a capital gain,
if the animal has been held by the taxpayer for one year or more.

Problem.-A one-year holding period allows taxpayers to make
short-term, tax-motivated investments in livestock. For example, a
taxpayer can go into the livestock business to build up a breeding herd
over a short period of time, currently deduct the expenses of raising the
animals against his other income which is taxed in the high bracket,
and then sell the entire herd at the lower capital gains rates.

Finance Committee decieion.-The committee adopted an amend-
ment which provides that in order for any gain upon the sale of
horses and cattle to result in capital gain, where the animals are held
for draft, dairy, breeding or sporting purposes (such as horse racing),
the animals must have been held for at least 2 years. The gain on the
sale of other types of livestock held for one of these purposes, however,
would continue to be subject to the I-year holding period presently
in existing law.

The House bill provided that livestock, in order to be eligible for
capital gains treatment upon sale (in the caie of animals held for
draft, dairy, breeding or sporting purposes), must have been held by
the taxpayer for at least 1 year after the animals would normally
have been used for draft, dairy, breeding or sporting purposes.

Both the Finance Committee amendment and the House provision
would apply to livestock acquired after 1969.
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4. Hobby Losses
Present law.-Present law contains a so-called hobby loss provision

which limits to $50,000 per year the amount of losses from a "business"
carried on by an individual that he can use to offset his other income.
This limitation only applies, however, if the losses from the business
exceed $50,000 a year for at least five consecutive years. Moreover, cer-
tain specially treated deductions are disregarded in computing the
size of the loss for this purpose.

Problem.-This hobby loss provision generally has been of limited
application because it usually is possible to break the required string
of five loss years. In addition, where the provision has applied to dis-
allow the deduction of a loss, the taxpayer has been faced in one year
with a combined additional tax attributable to a five-year period.

Finance Committee dec 8in.-The House bill would replace the present
hobby loss provision with a rule which disallows the deduction of
losses from an activity carried on by the taxpayer where the activity
is not carried on with "a reasonable expectation of profit." An activity
would be presumed to have been carried on without this expectation
of profit where the losses from the activity were greater than $25,000
in three out of five years.

The Finance Committee amendments make a series of modifica-
tions in this provision, as follows:

(1) In lieu of the test of "a reasonable expectation of profit" provided
by the House bill, the committee amendments substitute the test of
"not engaged in for profit." This differs from the House approach in
that there would no longer need to be a reasonable expectation of
profit so long as the facts and circumstances (without regard to the
taxpayer's subjective intent) indicate that the taxpayer engaged in
the activity, or continued the activity, with the objective of making
a profit. . .

(2) In lieu of the presumption in the House provison to the effect
that the activity constitutes a hobby, where there are losses of $25,000
or more in three out of five years, the committee amendments sub-
stitute a presumption that the taxpayer is not engaged in carrying on
the activity as a hobby if he has profits in two out of five years.

(3) The Treasury Department has indicated its willingness to es-
tablish two advisory groups drawn from the cattle and horse industries
(one concerned with the cattle industry and one with the horse in-
dustry) to assist the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in establishing
standards for application of these rules to achieve reasonable results
and to resolve policy questions in their application from time to time.
This action should help limit the disallowance by the Internal Revenue
Service of the deduction of losses under this provision to cases where
it is generally recognized that this is ap proiate.

(4) The committee amendments provide that deductions will in no
event be disallowed under this provision for items which presently
may be deducted without regard to whether the taxpayer incurs
them in a trade or business or for the production of income. This is
true, for example, in the case of the capital gains deduction and the
deduction for ifiterest and certain State and local taxes.

(5) The Finance Committee amendments allow deductions in the
case of an activity not en$ged in for profit to the extent income is
earned from such an activity. A deduction would be allowed for
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expenses to the extent they do not exceed the income realized from
the activity in question after the deduction of the expenses which are
allowed in any event (those referred to in item 4 above).

(6) The committee amendments restrict the applicability of the
hobby loss provision to individual taxpayers and sub chapter S corpo-
rations.
5. Crop Insurance Proceeds

Present Lawu.-Under present, law a cash-basis farmer whose crops
have been destroyed and who receives crop insurance proceeds in
compensation for his loss reports the proceeds as income in the year
received.

Problem.-A problem arises in that the crops which have been
destroyed might not, under normal circumstances, have been reported
as income until the following year. As a result, the reporting of the
insurance proceeds in the earlier year may result in a doubling up of
income in that year (since the farine' may in the forepart of that year
also be reporting the income from the sale of crops front the l)rior
year). In the next year, since the farmer has only deductions and no
income to report, he is likely to have a net operating loss which may
be carried back and offset against income in the year in which the
double amount was reported. However, the problem which arises is
that the farmer in such cases is faced with the advance payment of tax
and also may lose the benefit of exemptions and personal deductions
in the year of the loss.

Finance Committee decision.-The committee added a new provision
to the House bill which provides that, at his election, a cash-basis
farmer whose crops have been destroyed and who receives crop
insurance proceeds in compensation for his loss may elect to defer the
reporting of these proceeds for Federal income tax purposes until the
year following the year of destruction if this is the year in which he
normally would have reported the income from the sale of the crops
had they not been destroyed.
6. Exchange of Livestock of Different Sexes

Present law.-Present law provides that property held for productive
use in a trade or business or held for investment may be exchanged tax-
free for property of a like-kind.

Problem.-There appears to be some confusion at present as to
whether an exchange of male calves for female calves qualifies as a tax-
free, like-kind exchange. If this can be done, a breeding herd of females
could be built up more quickly without tax consequences. Although the
Revenue Service does not consider this to be a like-kind exchange, it
has not taken a published position.

Finance Committee deeio.-The committee added a new provision
to the House bill which provides that for purposes of applying the tax-
free, like-kind exchange rule of present law, livestock of different sexesare not property of a like-kind. Although this provision w&A not in-
cluded in the House bill, the House Ways and Means Committee in its
report on the bill stated that it believed this to be the proper interpre-
*tation of present law.
7. Gain From Disposition of Farm L",nd.

Present Law.-Under present law, a taxpyer may elect to curently
deduct eapenditures for soil and water conservation pu poes &Ad
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land clearing expenditures from ordinary income. Under normal
accounting rules these expenditures would be added to the basis of
the farm pro erty and, thus, would reduce the amount of capital gain
realized on the sale of the property.

Problem.-The current deduction allowed for soil and water con-
servation expenditures and land clearing expenditures with respect
to farm lani, combined with the capital gains treatment allowed on
the sale of the farmland allows high income taxpapers to convert
ordinary income into capital gain income. These taxpayers may
urchase farm land, deduct these expenditures from their high
racket nonfarm income, and then receive capital gain treatment on

the sale of the farm land.
Finance Committee decision.-The Finance Committee added an

amendment to the bill which provides for the recapture of soil and
water conservation expenditures and land clearing expenditures made
with respect to farm land. Thus, gain on the sale of farm land would
be treated as ordinary income, rather than as a capital gain, to the
extent of these expenditures incurred during the taxable year in which
the sale occurred or the 5 preceding taxable years. There is full
recapture of these expenditures as ordinary income if the property is
sold within 5 years of the time the soil and water expenditures or land
clearing expenditures occurred. If the sale occurs from 6 up to 10
years after the expenditures occurred, the amount recaptured is
reduced by 20 percent a year, with io recapture in the tenth and
subsequent years.

The House bill to a limited extent, dealt with this problem by
treating gain on the sale of farm property as ordinary income to the
extent of the amounts in the taxpayer's excess deductions account, or,
if less, to the extent of the deductions for these expenditures in the
year of sale and the prior 4 years.

E. MOVING EXPENSES

Present /aw.-A deduction from gross income is allowed for certain
moving expenses related to job-relocation or moving to a first job. The
deductible expenses are those of transporting the taxpayer, members
of his household and their belongings from the old residence to the
new residence, including meals and lodging en route.

Two conditions must be satisfied for a deduction to be available.
First, the taxpayer's new principal place of work must be located at
least 20 miles farther from his former residence than his former prin-
cipal place of work (or, if the taxpayer had no former place of work,
then at least 20 miles from his former residence). Second, the taxpayer
must be employed full time during at least 39 weeks of the 52 weeks
immediately following his arrival at the new principal place of work.

Generally, the courts have held that reimbursements for moving
expenses other than those which may be deducted are includible in
gross income.

Probem.-Job-related moves often entail considerable expense in
addition to the direct costs of moving the taxpayer, his family, and
personal effects to the new job location. These additional expenses in-
dude certain costs of selling and purchasing residences, househunt-
ing tripe to the new job location, and temporary living expenses at
the new location while permanent housing is obtained.
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Finance Committee det'iion.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments extend the present moving expense deduction to
cover three additional types of job-related moving expenses: (1) travel,
meals, and lodging expenses for premove house-hunting trips; (2) ex-
penses for meals and lodging in the general location of the iiew job
location for a period of up to 30 days after obtaining employment; and
(3) various expenses incident to the sale of a residence or a settlement
of a lease at the old job location or to the purchase of a residence or
the acquisition of a lease at the new job location. A limitation of
$2,500 is placed on the deduction allowed for these three additional
categories of moving expenses. In addition, expenses for the house-
hunting trips and temporary living expenses may not account for more
than $1,000 of the $2,500.

Both versions of the bill provide that the 39-week test is to be waived
if the taxpayer is unable to satisfy it due to circumstances beyond his
control. In addition, both versions of the bill require that remburse-
ments of moving expenses be included in gross income.

The House bill provides that the taxpayer's new principal place of
work must be located at least 50 miles (instead of 20 miles as under
present law) farther from his former residence than his former lace of
work. This modification of present law is not accepted by the Finance
Committee amendments. The Finance Committee amendments con-
tinue the 20-mile test.

The committee amendments also extend the availability of the
moving expense deduction (both the categories which are deductible
under presimt law and those made deductible by this bill) to self-
employed persons. However, because moves of self-employed persons
are more likely to be voluntary than in the case of employees, the
amendments provide that the period of time the person is required to
work at the new location is extended from 39 weeks to 78 weeks in the
case of self-employed persons.

A further modification made by the committee limits the moving
expense deduction which may be claimed by a husband and wife, both
of whom work, to the amount which could be claimed if only one were
employed.

This change applies to taxable years beginning after 1969.

F. MINIMUM TAXES AND ALLOCATION OF
DEDUCTIONS

Pren* law.-Under present law, many individuals and corpora-
tions do not pay tax on a substantial pLrt of their economic income
as a result of the receipt of various kinds of tax-exempt income or
special deductions. In addition, under present law, an individual is
permitted to charge his personal or itemized tax deductions entirely
against his taxable income, without charging any part of these deduc-
tions to his tax-free income.

Probkm.--The present treatment imposes no limit on the amount of
income which an individual -. corporation may exclude from tax as
the result of various tax preferences. Individuals with large interestdeductions on funds borrowed to carry growth stock, for example, may
offset practically all their income in this manner and, as a result, pay
little or no tax. Similarly, individuals maypay tax on only a fraction
of their economic income, if they enjoy the benefits of accelrated
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depreciation on real estate, percentage depletion deductions or in-
tangible drilling expenses. Corporations also may escape tax on all,
or a large part of their economic income if they can take advantage
of the deductions already referred to, or others which apply only in the
case of corporations. As a result, there are large variations in the tax
burdens placed on individuals or corporations, with similar economic
incomes depending upon the size of the preference income they may
have. In general, those individual or corporate taxpayers who receive
the bulk of their income from personal services and manufacturing
corporations, are taxed at relatively higher tax rates than others. On
the other hand, individuals or corporations which receive the bulk of
their income from such sources as capital gains or are in a position
to benefit from net lease arrangements, from accelerated depreciation
on real estate, from percentage depletion, or from other tax-preferred
activities tend to pay relatively low rates of tax. In fact, individuals
with high incomes who can benefit from these provisions may pay
lower effective rates of tax than many individuals with modest incomes.
In extreme cases, individuals may enjoy large economic incomes with-
out paying any tax at all. This was true for example in the case of at
least 154 returns in 1966 with adjusted gross incomes of $200,000 a year
(apart from those with income exclusions which do not show on the re-
turns filed). Similarly, large corporations may pay either no tax at all or
taxes which represent lower effective rates on their income than Con-
gress has provided for small corporations. Here, too, there are nu-
merous examples where either no tax was paid or the effective rates of
tax on economic income was very low.

A problem also arises from the fact that an individual who receives
tax-free income or special deductions can charge the entire amount of
his personal deductions to his taxable income. This, in effect, gives him
a special tax benefit. He not only excludes the tax-free income from
his tax base but also, by charging all his personal deductions against
his taxable income, reduces his tax payments on this taxable income.
As a result, individuals with substantial tax-free income or special
deductions and who also have large personal deductions can wipe out
much or all, of their tax liability on substantial amounts of otherwise
taxable income.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill sought to require indi-
viduals with substantial amounts of otherwise tax-free income to pay
significant amounts of tax through the use of two basic provisions:
the first of these is a limit on tax preferences which required the individ-
ual taxpayer to aggregate his taxable income and his tax-free income
and to include at Teast one-half of this amount in his tax base; the
second of these provisions required the individual taxpayer to allocate
his personal expenses between taxable and nontaxable income, dis-
allowing those deductions attributable to the nontaxable income.
Neither of these provisions applied to corporations.

The House bill used both provisions because, if the limit on tax
preferences had been used alone, an individual could have nontaxable
income amounting to as much as one-half his total economic incoxne-,.>
and yet not be afected by the provision. Moreover, the half of his#
income subject to tax, were it not for the allocAtion of deductions,
could be largely, or entirely, offset by the individual's itemized dew -.

ductions. The House provisions, working hand in hand, result ;in
significant tax increases for individuals with substantial amounts of
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tax preference income, but have the effect of adding complexities
to the preparation of tax returns for those to whom they apply. In
addition, the limit on tax preference does not lend itself well to appli-
cation with respect to corporate income. This is because a corporation
with sufficient tax preferences to be affected often can arrange to
escape the impact of these provisions by merging with other corpora-
tions with relatively small amounts of tax preference income. This
has the effect of averaging the tax preference income over a larger
amount of taxable income.

The Finance Committee amendments substitute for the two House
provisions a minimum tax on preference income which is made
equally applicable to individuals and corporations. This alternative
is much simpler than the LTP and allocation of deductions, in part
because it is separate from the regular income tax computations.
Under the committee approach, tax preference income is subject to
a special 5 percent tax payable in addition to the regular income
tax. This does not have the effect of treating differently two individuals
or corporations with the same amount of tax preference income
merely because they have different amounts of taxable incorre.

The minimum tax of 5 percent provided by the committee amend-
ments applies to the sum of every individual's or corporation's (or
estate's or trust's) tax preferences, to the extent they exceed $30,000.
This tax base may in some cases be reduced for net operating losses.
Generally, of course, it would be l)referable to use a net operating loss
carryover %gainst regular income, rather than to reduce the tax
p references subject to the 5 percent tax. The bill achieves this effect
by allowing the deferral of the 5 percent tax in such cases until it is
clear that the net operating losses will be available for offset against
regular income during the 5-year carryforward period. Should the net
operating losses not be usable in this manner, the tax base for the 5
percent minimum tax is decreased by the unused net operating loss.

The items of tax preference included in the basic of the 5 percent
tax under the committee amendment are as follows: ---....

(1) Excess investment interest.-This is the excess of
investment interest over not investment income (except
for financial institutions). Investment income consists of
gross income from interest, dividends (other than divi-
dends from foren subsidiaries), rents and royalties, net
short-term capital gain from property held for investment
purposes, andamounts treated as ordinary income under
the recapture rules (sees. 1245 and 1250) to the extent
,this is attributable to gain from the sale or exchange of
property held for investment purposes. Investment income
does not include income from property subject to a net
lease entered into before October 10, 1969. Investment
expenses for this purpose include State and local Prope ty
taxes, bad debts, straight-line- depreciation, the dividends
received deduction, amortizable. bond premium, cost deple-
tion, and other deductions attributable to the production
of income to the extent these expenses are directly attribut-
able to the production of such investment income. Invest-
ment interest expense., as distinguished from other interest
expense, is interest on indebtedness incurred or continued
to purchase or carry property hold for investment purposes.
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(2) Accelerated depreciation on personal property sub-
ject to a net lease.-This is the accelerated depreciation in
excess of the straight-line depreciation. Net leases for this
purpose involve those situations where the lessor is either
guaranteed a specific return or is guaranteed in whole or in
part against the loss of income. Net leases also include those
situations where the trade or business expense deductions
are less than 15 percent, of the rental income produced bythe property...(35 Accelerated depreciation on real property.-This is

the excess of the fast depreciation allowed over straight-
line depreciation.

(4) Amortization of rehabilitation expenditures to the
extent the amortization deduction exceeds straight-line
depreciation.

(5) Amortization of certified pollution control facili-
ties.-This is the excess of the amortization deduction
over accelerated depreciation.

(6) Amortization of railroad rolling stock.-This is the
excess of the amortization deduction over the accelerated
depreciation.

(7) Tax benefits from stock options.-In the case of
qualified stock options (or restricted stock options), this is,
the excess of the fair market value of the stock at the time
of the receipt of the stock pursuant to the exercise of th,)
option over the option price of the stock.

(8) Bad debt deductions of financial institutions.-1]n
the case of a bank, saving and loan association, mutual
saving bank or other financial institution, this is the
amount by which the bad debt reserve deduction exceeds
the amount which would be allowable to the bank or 6ther
institution had it maintained its bad debt reserve on the
basis of its own actual bad debt loss experience.

(9) Depletion and intangible drilling and development
costs.-This is the sum of two items: the deduction for
intangible drilling and development costs (other than those
incurred in drilling a nonproductive well) and the excess
of the depletion deduction allowance taken for the year
over the capitalized cost of the property reduced for deple-
tion taken in prior years. In this case the intangible drilling
and development costs, since they are treated directly as a
preference item, are treated as a part of the recoverable
cost in determining the depletion perference.

(10) Capital gaihs.-In the case of irdividuals, one-half
of the net long-term capital gain, to the extent it exceeds
the net short-term capital loss. In the case of corporations,
the tax preference is tie excess of the net long-term capital
gin over the net short-term capital loss, multiplied by
a ratio in which the denominator is the regular corporate
rate (48 percent) and the numerator is the reg-ular corporate
rate, minus the rate applicable to capital gains in the case
of corporations (28% percent in 1970 and 30 pent
thereafter). In other words, the corporate capital gan
are included among the tax preferences in the ratio of the
difference between their special tax rate and the general
orporate tax rate to the general corporate tax rate.
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Stock options and capital gains (items (7) and (10) above) which
are derived from sources outside the United States, are subject to the
minimum tax only if the foreign country taxes them at a preferential
rate. The remaining items of tax preference as set forth above include
references attributable to income derived from sources outside the
united States only to the extent that these items result in foreign

losses which reduce taxable income derived from sources within tie
United States. The amount of tax preferences so included is not to
exceed the amount of such foreign losses. The foreign tax credit is not
to be allowed against the 5-percent minimum tax.

Special rules are provided in order to cover the following situations:
(1) In the case of estates or trusts, the items of tax

reference are attributed to the estate or trust and the
neficiaries in the same ratio as the income of the estate

or trust. The exemption available to the trust or estate
is reduced in similar proportions.

(2) In the case of members of a controlled group of cor-
porations, the $30,000 exemption is to be apportioned
equally among the members of the group unless they agree
to share the exemption in some other way.

(3) In the case of subchapter S corporations (where the
income is taxed to the shareholders), items of tax preference
are to be apportioned among the shareholders in the man-
ner consistent with the manner in which a net operating
loss is apportioned among the shareholders. However,
where capital gains are taxed to both the subchapter S
corporation and the shareholder under section 1378 of the
code, the capital gains tax preference is subject to the
minimum tax at both the corporate and individual levels.

(4) Regulated investment companies are not to be sub-
ject to the minimum tax to the extent they pass through
to shareholders amounts attributable to tax preferences.
However, their shareholders are to be subject to minimum
tax on capital gains tax preferences passed through to
them. In addition, the shareholders will be deemed for
purposes of the minimum tax to have received the other
tax preferences of the regulated investment com pany in
proportion to the amounts that are distributed to them by
the regulated investment company.

(5) in the case of a husband and wife filing separate
returns, who each have tax preferences, the $30,000 exemp-
tion is to be $15,000 for each spouse.

This provision applies for the calendar year 1970 and subsequent
years.

G. INCOME AVERAGING

Present l.a.-Under present law, income averaging permits a tax-
payer to mitigate the effect of progressive tax rates on shar increases
in income. His taxable income in excess of 133g percent of his aver-
age taxable income for the prior 4 years generally can be averaged
and taxed at lower bracket rates than would others apply. Certain
types of income such as long-term capital gai, wagering income, and
income from gifts are not eligible for averagig.
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Problem.-The 133% percent requirement denies the benefit of
averaging to taxpayers with a substantial increase in income and
reduces the benefits of averaging for those who are eligible.

Finance Committee deci8io.-The House bill extends "Aicome
averaging to long-term capital gains, income from wagering, and
income from gifts. The Finance Committee amendments do not accept
this change.

Both the House bill and the committee amendments, however, lower
the percentage by which an individual's income must increase before
the averaging provision is available from 33 i percent to 20 percent.
This change applies to taxable years beginning after 1969.

The committee amendments also exclude accumulation distribu-
tions by trusts from the averaging rule since the tax on such amounts
is computed under special rules contained in other provisions of the
bill.

H. RESTRICTED PROPERTY

Present law.-Present law does not contain any specific rules gov-
erning the tax treatment of restricted stock plans. Existing Treasury
regulations generally provide that no tax is imposed when the employee
receives the restricted stock. Tax is deferred until the time the restric-
tions lapse; at that time, only the value of the stock, determined at the
time of transfer to the employee, is treated as compensation, provided
the stock has increased in value. If the stock has decreased in value,
then the lower amount at the time the restrictions lapse is considered
to be compensation. Thus, under present regulations there is a deferral
of tax with respect to this type of compensation and any increase in
the value in the stock between the time it is granted and the time when
the restrictions lapse is not treated as compensation.

Problem.-The present tax treatment of restricted stock plans is
significantly more generous than the treatment specifically provided
in the law for similar types of deferred compensation arrangements.
An example of this disparity can be seen by comparing the situation
where stock is places in an employee's trust rather than given
directly to the employee subject to restrictions. In the employee trust
situation, if an employer transfers stock to a trust for an employee
and the trust provides that the employee will receive the stock at the
end of 5 years if he is alive at that tune, the employee is treated as
receiving, and is taxed on the compensation in the amount of the
value of the stock at the time of the transfer. However, if the employer,
instead of contributing the stock to the trust, gives the stock directly
to the employee subject to the restriction that it cannot be sold
for 5 years, then the employee's tax is deferred until the end of the
5-year period. In the latter situation, the employee actually pos-
sesses the stock, can vote it and receives the dividends, yet his tax
is deferred. In the case of the trust, he has none of these benefits, yet
he is taxed at the time the stock is transferred to the trust.

Finance Committee deceion.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments provide that a person who receives compensation
in the form of property, such as stock, which is subject to a restriction
generally is to be subject to tax on the value of the property at the
time of its receipt unless his interest is subject to a substantial risk of
forfeiture. In this latter case, he is to be taxed on the value of the
property at the time the risk of forfeiture is removed. The restrictions
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on the property are not taken into account in determining its value
except in cases where the restriction, by its terms, will never lapse.
Generally, this provision applies to property transferred after June
30 1969.

Trhe Finance Committee, while accepting the general format of the
House provision, in its amendments provided the following modifi-
cations and refinements:

(1) Where an employee transfers (by gift or upon death) property
which is subject to forfeiture, the House provision was unclear as to
the effect if the property was transferable subject to the forfeiture
condition and as to the effect at the time of transfer. The committee
amendments provide that the employee is not to be treated as realizing
income at the time of such a transfer if the person to whom the
property is given remains subject to the forfeitable condition. How-
ever, under the committee amendments, the employee (and not the
donee) is to be taxed on the value of the property at the time it
becomes nonforfeitable.

(2) The committee amendments provide that an interest in property
is not to be considered as being forfeitable unless the employer can
compel the employee or other holder of the property to return the
identical property upon the happening of certain events. Where
property is forefeitable under the committee amendments the em-
ployee is to be treated as realizing income if he sells or exchanges the
property, even though this occurs before the property becomes non-
forfeitable.

(3) The committee amendments permit employees receiving property
subject to forefeitable restrictions to treat the receipt of the property
under these conditions as the receipt of property not subject to
forfeitable conditions, and pay tax on the basis of the unrestricted
value of the property at that time. If, subsequently, however, the
employee's right to the property is forfeited, he would not, if he elects
this option, be eligible for a refund for the tax previously paid or
receive any deduction for the amount forfeited.

(4) The committee amendments provide that if restricted stock
(or other property) is exchanged in a tax-free exchange for other stock
or property subject to substantially the same restrictions, the exchange
wi not cause the holder of the stock to become taxable, and the stock
received in the exchange will be treated as restricted property. The
same principal applies where stock not subject to the restricted prop-
erty provision because of the effective date is exchanged in a tax-free
exchange. The stock received in the exchange is not to be treated as
subject to the new restricted property rules if it is subject to substan-
tially the same restrictions as the stock given up.

(5) The committee amendments provide for the deductions for the
employer with reqpect to restricted property to be in the statute
rather than merel. provided for by Treasury regulations. The deduc-
tion will be allow-, .at the same time as, and the same amount as,
the income is taxed to the recipient.

(6) The committee inendments provide that the restricted property
rules are not to apply to premiums paid by an employer under non-
trusteed annuity plans for an employee who meets the qualification
requirements for tax exemption (under section 401(a)). They also
provide that the restricted property rules are not to apply to amounts
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excluded from gross income (under section 403(b)) in the case of
annuities purchased for an employee by an educational or charitable
organization (exempt under section 501(c)(3)).

(7) The committee amendments make clear that the amount subject
to tax in the case of nonexempt trusts and nonqualified annuities when
the employee's interest becomes nonforfeitable is the value at that
time of its interest in the trust (or the then value of the annuity con-
tract). The value of amounts subsequently contributed by the em-
ployer to the trust (or premiums subsequently paid) are to be included
in the income of the employee when contributed or paid to the trust
(or insurer).

(8) The committee amendments provide that in the case of non-
exempt trusts, the employer is to be allowed a deduction at the time
the amounts are taxed to the employee. (tinder present regulations, no
deduction is ever allowed in these cases where taxation of the income to
the recipient is deferred.)

(9) The general effective date of the restricted property-namely,
property transferred after June 30, 1969-under the House bill does
not apply where property is transferred before February 1, 1970,
pursuant to a written plan adopted and approved before July 1, 1969.
The committee amendments allow additional time up to May 1, 1970,
for the transfer of property in these cases.

(10) The House bill provides that the new restricted property
provision is not to apply in the case of property transferred after
June 30, 1969, where the property is transferred pursuant to a binding
written contract entered into before April 22, 1969. The committee
amendments also provide an exception for binding contracts with a
third party to pay key employees a determinable amount of stock
until a fixed number of shares has been transferred. In this latter case,
the committee's amendments provide that the new rule is riot to apply
to property transferred before January 1, 1973.

I. ACCUMULATION TRUSTS, MULTIPLE TRUSTS, ETC.

Preacnt law.-A trust that distributes all its income currently to its
beneficiaries is not taxed on this income; instead the beneficiaries in-
clude these distributions in their income for tax purposes.

An accumulation trust (a trust where the trustee is either required,
or is given discretion to accumulate income for future distributions to
beneficiaries), however, is taxed on its accumulated income at individ-
ual rates. When this accumulated income is distributed to the benefi-
ciaries, they are in some cases taxed on the distributions under a
so-called throwback rule. The throwback rule treats the income for
tax purposes as if it had been received by the beneficiary in the year
in which it was received by the trust. This throwback rule, however,
only applies with respect to the part of the distribution of accumulated
income which represents income earned by the trust in the 5 years
immediately prior to the distribution. In addition to this limitation, the
throwback rule does not apply to distributions of accumulations prior
to the beneficiaries attaining age 21, distributions to meet a benefi-
ciary's emergency needs, a distributio. of accumulated income which
is a final distribution (made more than 9 years after the last transfer to
the trust), distributions not in excess of $2,000, and certain other
periodic mandatory distributions under trusts created before 1954.
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Prob m.-The progressive tax rate structure for individuals is
avoided when a grantor creates trusts which accumulate income taxed
at low rates, and the income in turn is distributed at a future date with
little or no additional tax being paid by the beneficiary. This result oc-
curm because the trust itself is taxed on the accumulated income rather
than the grantor or the beneficiary. This means that the income in
question, instead of being added on top of the beneficiary's other
income and taxed at his marginal tax rate, is taxed to the trust at the
starting tax rate. The throwback rule theoretically prevents this
result, but the 5-year limitation and the numerous exceptions sub-
stantially limit the effectiveness of the rule.

This avoidance device is compounded by the use of multiple trusts-
the creation-of more than one accumulation trust by the same grantor
for the same beneficiary.

Finance Oommittee dtoitim.-The House bill and the Finance
Committee amendments provide that in the case of accumulation
trusts (including multiple trusts), the beneficiaries are to be taxed
on the distributions of accumulated income in substantially the
same manner as if the income had been distributed to the beneficiaries
when it was earned by the trust. The taxes paid by the trust on the
income, in effect, are to be considered as paid by the beneficiary for
this purpose. A shortcut method of computing the'tax on the accu-
mulated income is provided under which the tax attributable to the
distribution, in effect is averaged over the number of years in which
the income was earned by the trust.

The Finance Committee and House versions of the bill are generally
the same except for the following modifications:

(1) The House provision would have applied to income accumulated
by trust (other than a foreign trust created by a United States per-
son) in years ending after April 22, 1964, where the accumulated income
was distributed to the beneficiaries after April 22, 1969. The com-
mittee amendments modify this to apply the new provision only to
accumulations in taxable years be after December 31, 1968
with respect to distributions made after that date. Income accumulated
in prior years, regardless of when distributed, is to continue to be
subject to the law in effect at the time the income was accumulated
except for the fact that the $2,000 de minimis exemption is made
inapplicable to any distributions after December 31, 1968.

(2) The committee amendments provide an interest charge to cover
the tax payments by the income beneficiaries which are deferred (to
the extent their taxes may exceed those paid b the trust) by the use
of accumulation trusts. This charge is to be the equivalent of what
in the average case would be a 6-percent rate: namely, a 3 percent
rate which may not be taken as an income tax deduction. It is based
on the amount of tax payable by the beneficiary over and above the
tax which was paid in the earlier years by the trust. The charge is
based on simple interest computed for the number of years of-tax
deferral involved (a simpler method of computation is available where
the shortcut method is used). Where the payments by the trust exceed
the aggregate tax due with respect to any year, these payments may
offset amounts pa able by the same beneficiary with respect to other
years and may reduce or ehiminLte interest charges to him with respect
to other years.
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(3) Except in the case of "simple trusts" (or until the first year
other trusts become accumulation trusts) capital gains, even though
allocated by the trustees to the corpus of the trust, are to be taken
into account separately in determining the additional tax payable by
the beneficiary (over and above the tax previouslypaid by the trust)
with respect to the distribution made to such beneficiary.

(4) In the case of the so-called "shortcut" method for the computa-
tion of any additional tax payable by the beneficiary upon the dis-
tribution of accumulated income, the committee amendments provide
that the 3 years to be taken into account in determining the base
for the income computation are the 3 years immediately prior to the
current year (rather than the 2 immediately prior years plus the current
year). The committee amendments provide that the "shortcut
method" is not to be available to the taxpayer if, during any of the pre-
ceding taxable years in which an accumulation distribution was deemed
made, prior accumulation distributions were also deemed to have
been made by two or more other trusts to the taxpayer. The committee
amendments also provide that the so-called exact method (as well as
the short cut method) of computation is to be available with respect
to accumulations of income in years prior to the time the beneficiary
was in existence.

3. MULTIPLE CORPORATIONS

Preaent law.-There are several provisions in the code which are
designed to aid small corporations. The most important of these pro-
visions is the surtax exemption. As the result of the surtax exemption
corporations are taxed at only 22 percent, instead of at 48 percent on
the first $25,000 of taxable income.

Present law permits a controlled group of corporations to each
obtain a. $25,000 surtax exemption if each of the corporations pays an
additional 6 percent tax on the first $25,000 of taxable income.' This
generally reduces the tax savings of the surtax exemption from $6,500
to $5,000.

Other provisions in the code designed to aid small corporations
include: (1) the provision which allows a corporation to accumulate
$100,000 of earnings without being subject to the penalty tax on
earnings unreasonably accumulated to avoid the dividend tax on
shareholders; and (2) the provision which allows an additional first
year depreciation deduction equal to 20 percent of the cost of the
property (limited to $10,000 per year).

Problem.-Large corporate organizations have been able to obtain
substantial benefits from these provisions by dividing income among
a number of related corporations. Since these are not in reality "small
businesses" it is difficult to F.ee why they should receive tax benefits
intended primarily for small business, whether or not they have
incorporated the businesses separately for business, as distinct from
tax, reasons.

Finance Committee deisim.-The House bill and the Finance Com-
mittee amendments provide that a group of controlled corporations
may have only one of each of a series of special provisions designed
to aid small corporations. The most important of these is the srtrtax

' The eleeon to take multiple surtax ezemptona and to pathe eAtlonal 6 Vermt t
rnerally desirable where the ampa a combined income r about 1 or m0
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exemption and the accumulated earnings credit. A controlled group
of corporations is limited to one $25,000 surtax exemption and one
$100,000 accumulated earnings credit after a transition period.

The House bill provides an 8-year transition period, reducing the
additional surtax exemptions in excess of one by $3,125 in each of the
years 1969 through 1976. The committee amendments reduce this
transition period to 5 years but commence it with the year 1970. Thus,
under the committee amendments the additional surtax exemptions
in excess of one are to be reduced by $5,000 in each of the years 1970
through 1974.

Both the House and the Senate amendments modify the present
definition of a brother-sister controlled group--i.e., two or more
corporations, 80 percent or more of the stock of which is owned by
one individual, estate, or trust. Both versions expand this definition to
include two or more corporations which are owned 80 percent or more
by five or fewer persons, provided these five or fewer persons own more
than 50 percent of each corporation identically. For example, a
person who owns 70 percent of one corporation and 30 percent of
another is treated as owning only 30 percent of each corporation
identically.

The Finance Committee amendments make the following modifi-
cations in the House provisions:

(1) Under the House bill the dividends received deduction is
increased gradually from 85 percent to 100 percent over the transition
period in the same proportion as the denial of the multiple surtax
exemptions. The committee amendments also increase the deduction
gradually over the transition period; in this case by 3 percentage
points a year.

(2) Under the present consolidated return regulations, preconsoli-
dation losses for a corporation in a group claiming multiple surtax
exemptions may be carried over after the consolidation only against
the income of the corporation which sustained the losses. The House
bill would have modified these regulations to permit net operating
losses for 1969 and subsequent years to be taken as a deduction against
the income of other members of the group in the same proportion as
the reduction in the additional surtax exemptions for the group. The
Finance Committee amendments do not permit any preconsolidation
net operating losses during the transition period to be carried over and
used against the income of other members of the group. The consolida-
tion of the income and losses is only to be allowed for years after the
end of the transition period. However, the committee amendments
permit corporations which have used multiple surtax exemptions for
past years to elect to change over immediately to a consolidated
return basis (foregoing any part of the multiple exemptions during
the transition period). They provide that corporations which do so
may vse net operating loss carryovers to offset income of other
corporations in the consolidated group, if the group agrees to give up
multiple surtax exemptions for any prior years in which a loss was
sustained which is otfset against income of another corporation in the

g(3'The committee amendments delete from the House bill a pro-
vison lifting the tax benefits of controlled .roups of mutual insurance
companies. This provision is deleted since it is understood that there
are no such groups.
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K. CORPORATE MERGERS, ETC.

1. Disallowance of Interest Deduction in Certain Cases
Present law.-Under present law a corporation is allowed to deduct

interest paid by it on its debt but is not allowed a deduction for divi-
dends paid on its stock or equity.

Problem.-It is a difficult task to draw an appropriate distinction
between dividends and interest, or equity and debt. Although this
problem is a long-standing one in the tax laws, it has become of in-
creasing significance in recent years because of the increased level of
corporate merger activities and the increasing use of debt for cor-
porate acquisitions purposes.

There are a number of factors which make the use of debt for
corporate acquisition purposes desirable, including the fact that the
acquiring company may deduct the interest on the debt but cannot
deduct dividends on stock. Various characteristics tend to make a
bond or debenture more nearly like equity than debt. For example,
the fact that a bond is convertible into stock tends to make it more
attractive since the convertibility feature will allow the bondholder
to participate in the future growth of the company. The fact that
debt is subordinated to other creditors of the corporation makes it
more attractive to the corporation since it does not impair its general
credit position.

Although it is possible to substitute debt for equity without a merger,
this is much easier to bring about at the time of the merger. This is
because, although stockholders ordinarily would not be willing to
substitute debt for their stockholdings, they may be willing to do so
pursuant to a corporate acquisition where they are exchanging their
holdings in one company for debt in another (the acquiring) company.

In summary, in many cases the characteristics of an obligation
issued in connection with a corporate acquisition make the interest
in the corporation which it represents more nearly like a stock-
holder's interest than a creditor's interest, although the obligation is
labeled as debt.

Finance Committee deciown.-In general, the House bill and Finance
Committee amendments disallow a deduction for interest on bonds
issued in connection with the acquisition of a corporation where the
bonds have specified characteristics which make them more closely
akin to equity.

The disallowance rule under both versions of the bill only applies
to bonds or debentures issued by a corporation to acquire stock in
another corporation or to acquire at least two-thirds of the assets of
another corporation. In addition, the disallowance rule only applies to
bonds or debentures which have three characteristics. Two of these
characteristics are substantially the same in the House bill and the
committee amendments. They provide that the interest disallowance
rule is to apply vhero the bonds are subordinated to the corporation's
trade creditors and also are either convertible into stock, or are issued
as an investment unit including warrants.

The House bill provides that the interest disallowance rule is to only
apply where the ratio of debt to equity of the acquiring corporation
includingn affiliated corporations) is more than 2 to 1, or where the
annual interest expense on its indebtedness is not covered at least
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three times over by its earnings. The Finance Comnittee amendments
apply the interest disallowance rule in this respect in the same general
manner as the House provision. However, under the committee
amendments, for the interest disallowance rule to apply, the ratio of
debt to equity must exceed 4 to 1 or the annual interest expense on the
indebtedness of the corporation must not be covered as much as two
times over by its earnings.

The House bill provides an exception from the rule described above
for up to $5 million a year of interest on obligations to which the
interest disallowance rule would otherwise apply. The amount of this
exception is reduced by interest on debt used for acquisition purposes
which is not subject to the disallowance rule. The committee amend-
ments retain this provision but for this purpose take into account only
interest on obligations issued after December 31, 1967.

Neither the House bill nor the committee amendments apply to
debt issued in tax-free acquisitions of stock of newly formed or existing
subsidiaries or in connection with acquisitions of foreign corporations
if substantially all of the income of the foreign corporation is from
foreign sources.

In addition to the committee amendments described above the
following modifications or refinements are also made in the House bill:

(1) The committee amendments provide that the subordination test
referred to above is to include any obligation which, by its terms
(other than by operation of law), is subordinated in right of payment
to any substantial amount of the corporation's indebtedness.

(2) The committee amendments provide that the debt equity and
interest coverage test, in the case of a corporation engaged in the

lending, finance, or banking business, are to be applied by reducing
its indebtedness (and the interest thereon) by amounts owed to the
corporation with respect to its lending, finance, or banking business
(and the interest thereon).

(3) The committee amendments provide that the interest disallow-
ance rule is no longer to apply after a corporation for a period of at
least 3 consecutive years has brought itself down below the 4-to-1 debt
equity ratio and the interest charges over the 3-year period are covered
more than two times by the earnings of the corporation.

(4) The committee amendments provide that the interest disallow-
ance rule is to apply where a corporation acquires at least two-thirds
of the "operating asset-s" (excluding cash) rather than where it
acquires two-thirds of a company's "total" assets.

(5) The committee amendments provide that the bill is not to apply
to acquisitions of stock of a corporation where the total interest of
the acquiring corporation in the other corporation does not exceed
5 percent.

(6) The committee amendments make this provision applicable to
indebtedness incurred after October 9, 1969 (rather than May 27,
1969, as in the House bill). They also make the provision inapplicable
where stock or assets of a corporation were acquired pursuant to a
binding contract entered into before this effective date.

(7) The committee amendments make this provision inapplicable
where a corporation has on or before October 9, 1969, acquired at
least 50 percent of the stock of a corporation, to the extent the corpora-
tion subsequently acquires the additional stock necessary to provide
control for tax purposes (80 percent).
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The committee amendments also provide a statutory provision
authorizing the Internal Revenue Service to issue regulations distin-
guishing between debt and equity. Statutory guidelines are provided
for this purpose and the delineation is for all purposes under the
Internal Revenue Code. This grant of authority is not limited to cases
involving acquisitions.
2. Limitation on Installment Sales Provision

Present law.-Under present law, a taxpayer may elect the install-
ment method of reporting a gain on a sale of real property, or a casual
sale of personal property where the price is in excess of $1,000. The
installment method, however, is available only if the payments received
by the seller in the year of sale (not counting debt obligations of the
purchaser) do not exceed 30 percent of the sales price.

Although the Internal Revenue Service has not ruled as to whether
the installment method of reporting gain is available where the seller
receives debentures, it is understood that some tax counsel have ad-
vised that the method is so available.

Problem.-The allowance of the installment method of reporting
where readily marketable debentures or securities are received by the
seller of property is not consistent with the purpose for which the
installment provision was adopted. This method presumably was
initially made available because of the view that where a seller received
a debt obligation he did not have cash, or the equivalent of cash, on
hand which would provide him with funds to pay the tax dub on the
gain. This problem, however, does not exist where the seller receives
readily marketable securities.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill and the Finance
Committee amendments provide that where bonds have interest
coupons attached, are in registered form or have other features which
make them readily tradeable in the market, these bonds are to be
considered as payments in the year of the sale for parposes of the
installment sales provision relating to sales of real property and casual
sales of personal property (including the rule which denies the install-
ment method on a transaction here more than 30 percent of the
sales price is received in the first year). The committee amendments
add obligations which are payable on demand to the category of bonds
that are to be treated as payments in the year of sale. The com-
mittee amendments, however, exclude from the category of bonds
or debentures in registered form (which otherwise would be con-
sidered as payments received in the year of sale) bonds or debentures
which are nontransferable except by operation of law or which other-
wise are not readily tradeable on an established securities market.

The House provision would have applied to sales occurring after
May 27, 1969. The committee amendments make the new rules effec-
tive with respect to sales occurring after October 9, 1909. In addition,
the amendments provide that the new rules are not txo applyto f% sale
made pursuant to a binding contract entered into before October 9,
1969.

The House bill in addition to the provision described above would
have denied the use of the installment method unless the payment
of the principal of the loan, or the paymen, of the principal of the
loan and the interest taken together, were spread relatively evenly
over the installment period. This requirement would have been
satisfied if at least 5 percent of the principal was paid by the end of
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the first quarter of the installment period, 15 percent was paid by the
end of the second quarter and 40 percent by the end of the third
quarter. The committee amendments delete this provision from the
bill.
3. Original Issue Discount

Present law.-Under present law, original issue discount arises
when a corporation issues a bond for a price less than its face amount.
(The amount of the discount is the difference between the Tsse price
and the face amount of the bond.) The owner of the bond is not taxed
on the original issue discount until the bond is redeemed or until he
sells it, whichever occurs earlier. In addition, only that portion of
the gain on the sale of the bond equal to the part of the original issue
discount attributable to the period the taxpayer has held the bond
is taxed at ordinary income rates.

The corporation issuing the bond, on the other hand, is allowed to
deduct the original issue discount over the life of the bond.

Problem.-Present law results in a nonparallel treatment of original
issue discount between the issuing corporation and the bondholder.
The corporation deducts a part of the discount each year. On the
other hand, the bondholder is not required to report any of the dis-
count as income until he disposes of the bond. Although it is likely
that the discount will be deducted by the corporation, it iW probable
that much of the ordinary income is not being reported by the bond-
holders.

Finance Committee deision.-The House bill and the committee
amendments provide that the bondholder and issuing corporation are
generally to be treated in a consistent manner with respect to original
issue discount. Bondholders are to include the original issue discount
in income ratably over the life of the bond. This rule applies to both
the original bondholder and subsequent bondholders. (Issuing corpora-
tions already take deductions ratably over this period.) Corporations
issuing bonds in registered form are to be required to furnish the bond-
holder and the Government with an annual information return indicat-
ing the amount of original issue discount to be included in income for
the year.

The committee amendments provide an exception to the rule speci-
fied above to the effect that original issue discount must be included
in the bondholder's income ratably over the life of the bond. The
exception applies in the case of life insurance companies which already
accrue discount under the Internal Revenue Code on a basis wvhich
produces essentially the same result as a ratable accrual.

The House provision would have been effective with respect to
bonds issued on or after May 28, 1969. The committee amendments
make these rules applicable to debt obligations issued after October 9,
1969. In addition, the new rules are made inapplicable to debt obli-
ga tions issued after this effective date which are issued pursuant to a
binding contract entered into before this date.
4. Convertible Indebtedness Repurchase Premiums

Present law.-Under present law, there is a question as to whether a
corporation which repurchases its convertible indebtedness at a pre-
mium may deduct the entire difference between the stated redemption
price at maturity and the actual repurchase price. The Internal Rev-
enue Service takes the position that the deduction is limited to an
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amount which represents a true interest expense (i.e., the cost of
borrowing) and does not include the amount of the premium attrib-
utable to the conversion feature. This part of the repurchase is viewed
by the Revenue Service as a capital transaction analogous to a
corporation's repurchase of its own stock for which no deduction is
allowable. There is, however, at least one court case which holds to
the contrary in that it allowed the deduction of the entire premium.
In addition, there are several pending court cases which have been
filed by taxpayers to test the validity of the Service's position on this
matter.

Problem.-A corporation which repurchases its convertible in-
debtedness is, in part, repurchasing the right to convert the bonds into
its stock. Since a corporation may not deduct the costs of purchasing
its stock as a business expense, it would appear that the purchase of
what, in effect, is the right to purchase its stock should be treated in
the same manner.

Finance Committee deei on.-The House bill and Finance Committee
amendments provide that a corporation which repurchases its con-
vertible indebtedness at a premium may deduct onl that part of the
premium which represents the cost of borrowing an not that portion
attributable to the conversion feature. Generally, the deduction is to
be limited to the normal call premium for nonconvertible corporate
debt except where the corporation can satisfactorily demonstrate that
a larger amount of the premium is related to the cost of the borrowing.

The provision in the House bill would have applied to repurchases of
convertible indebtedness after April 22, 1969. The committee amend-
ments change this effective date so that it will apply to repurchases of
convertible indebtedness after October 9, 1969

L. STOCK DIVIDENDS

Present law.-In its simplest form, a stock dividend is commonly
thought of as a mere readjustment of the stockholder's interest, and
not as income. For example, if a corporation with only common
stock outstanding issues more common stock as a dividend, no basic
change is made in the position of the corporation and its stockholders.
No corporate assets are paid out, and the distribution merely gives
each stockholder more pieces of peper to represent the same interest
in the corporation.

On the other hand, stock dividends may also be used in a way that
alters the interests of the stockholders. For example, if a corporation
with only common stock outstanding declares a dividend payable at
the election of each stockholder, either in additional common stock
or in cash, the stockholder who receives a stock dividend is in the
same position as if he received a taxable cash dividend and purchased
additional stock with the proceeds. His interest in the corporation is
increased relative to the interests of stockholders who took dividends
in cash. Under present law, the recipient of a stock dividend under
these conditions is taxed as if he had received cash.

Problem.-In recent years, considerable ingenuity has been used in
developing methods of capitslizig corporations in such a way that
shareholders can be given the equivalent of an election to receive cash
or stock, but at the same time permitting stockholders who choose
stock dividends to receive them tax free. Typically, these methods

involve the use of two classes of common stock, one paying cash
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dividends and the other stock dividends. Sometimes, by means of such
devices as convertible securities with chan going conversion ratios, or
systematic redemptions, the effect of an election to receive cash or
stock can be achieved without any actual distribution of stock divi-
dends, and therefore without any current tax to the stockholders
whose interests in the corporation are increased. In addition, some of
these plans have the effect of satisfying the claim of the preferred
stockholders to dividends with stock distributions, year after year.

Finance Committee deision.-The House bill and the committee
amendments provide that a stock dividend is to be taxable if one
group of shareholders receives a distribution in cash and there is an
increase in the proportionate interest of other shareholders in the
corporation. In addition, the distribution of convertible preferred
stock is to be taxable unless it does not cause such a result.

To counter the various devices by which the effect of a distribution
of stock can be disguised, both versions of the bill give the Treasury
Department regulatory authority to treat as distributions changes
in conversion ratios, systematic redemptions, and other transactions
which have the effect of creating disproportionate distributions.

The two versions of the bill also deal with the related problem
of stock dividends paid on preferred stock. Since preferred stock
characteristically pays specified cash dividends, stock dividends
on preferred stock (except antidilution distributions on convertible
preferred stock) are a substitute for cash dividends and therefore all
stock distributions on preferred stock (except for antidilution pur-
poses) are taxable under both versions of the bill. An antidulution
distribution occurs where the conversion ratio of the preferred stock
is increased to take into account a stock dividend (or stock split)
with respect to the stock into which it can be converted.

The committee intends to make it clear that isolated redemptions
of stock are not to be considered as resulting in taxable distributions
to stockholders whose stock is not redeemed.

The committee amendments provide a de minimis rule where the
disproportionate distribution rules are not to apply. If a distribution
which results in an increase in the proportionate interests of other
shareholders is made but if this distribution and al! prior distributions
of this type to the same class of shareholders made during the last 36
months does not have the effect of increasing the proportionate interest
of other shareholders in the assets or earnings and of the corporation
by more than 1110th of 1 percent, the distribution is not to result in a
stock dividend being taxable. This test is applied on a distribution by
distribution basis, always taking into account any prior distributions
in the prior 36 months (including distributions before the effective
date of this act).

Generally, under the House bill and the committee amendments
the provisions apply (subject to certain transitional rules) to dis-
tributions made after January 10, 1969 (or in those cases where the
new rules in the bill do not follow the regulations previously published,
after April 22, 1969). The House bill contains a transitional rule for
stock dividends paid on stock that was outstanding on the effective
date. This provision was intended to apply only where the corpora-
tion's dividend policy and capital structure on the effective date were
such that stock dividends paid by it would be taxable under the bill. To
prevent avoidance of the House provision, the committee amend-
ments provide that where a corporation had two classes of stock out-
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standing before the effective date but had not prior to the effective
(Jqte used them in a way which would have given rise to tax under
the new rule, the corporation cannot begin after the effective date
making diproportionate distributions of the kind covered by the bill
(without payment of tax).

If the transitional rule applies where two classes of stock were in
existence before the effective date, one convertible into the other and
one paying cash dividends and the other paying stock dividends, it is
unclear uider the House provision whether additional issues of the
cash dividend paying stock after the effective date could be made.
The committee report implies they could not. Further, the House
provision does not permit. the issuance of the stock dividend paying
stock in such a situation. The committee amendments provide that a
corporation which qualifies for the transitional rule is to be able to
continue issuing one class of stock, but the stock which may be issued
in such a case is to be the larger of the two classes. (This would usually
be common stock of the corporation.)

M. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
1. Commercial Banks-Reserves for Losses on Loans

Present law.-Commercial banks, as a result of Revenue Ruling
65-92 (C.B. 1965-1, 112), now have the privilege of building up a
bad debt reserve equal to 2.4 percent of outstanding loans not insured
by the Federal Government. Alternatively, their reserve may be
based on their actual loss experience. The 2.4-percent figure used for
this purpose is roughly three times the annual bad-debt loss of com-
mercial banks during the period 1928-47. In 1968, Revenue Ruling
68-630 (C.B. 1968-2, 84) clarified the loan base used for computing
the allowable bad-debt reserve generally to include only those loans
on which banks can suffer an economic loss.

Problm.-By allowing commercial banks to build up bad-debt re-
serves equal to 2.4 percent of uninsured outstanding loans, present law
gives them more favorable treatment than mcst other taxpayers.
Section 166(c) of the Internal Revenue Code permits business tax-
payers to take a deduction for a reasonable addition to a reserve for bad
debts, Most taxpayers accumulate a bad-debt reserve equal to the ratio
of the average year's losses to accounts receivable. The average loss is
computed on the basis of losses for the current year and the 5 preceding
years.

Finance CommitWe deision.-The Finance Committee amend-
ments provide that in the future the deduction allowed commercial
banks for additions to bad-debt reserves is to be limited to 1.8 percent
of elible loans, or the amount called for on the basis of their own
experience as indicated by losses for the current year and the 5 pre-
ceding years. Banks presently below the 1.8-percent reserve will be
permitted to bring their reserves up to this level over a 5-year period.
Banks with bad-debt reserves in excess of 1.8 percent of eligible loans
are not to be permitted to add to these reserves unless additions are
justified on the basis of their own experience. However, these banks
will not be required to reduce their existing level of reserves. Moreover,
they will be allowed in any event to deduct their actual bad debt
losses during the year.

The House bill differs from the committee amendments in that it
would, in the future, h",ve limited the deduction allowed commercial
banks for additions to bad-debt reserves to the amount called for on
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the basis of their own bad debt loss experience. In addition, the Htouse
provision would have provided banks with net operating loss carry-
backs for 10 years instead of the 3 provided under present law.

The committee amendments apply to taxable years beginning
after July 11, 1969. This is the same effective date as in the House
bill.
2. Small Business Investment Companies and Business Development

Corporations
Present law.-In the past, small business investment companies

have been allowed to build up a bad-debt reserve amounting to
10 percent of their outstanding loans. This was a temporary revenue
ruling designed to provide a basis for computing the reserve in the
absence of experience or experience of any comparable industry.
Presently, however, small business investment companies and also
business development corporations must base additions to their
bad-debt reserves on their own experience in the current year and
the 5 preceding years.

Problem.-Iequiring a small business investment company or a
business development corporation to base its bad-debt deductions
upon its own experience has created problems for new companies
which have been in existence for only a few years. Such companies,
although they may subsequently realize losses, initially are unlikely
to have much if any losses.

Finance Committee decision.-The Finance Committee amendments
provide that a new small business investment company, or a new
usiness development corporation, may during the first 10 years of

its experience base its bad-debt reserves upon the industry average.
This adopts identical provisions of the House bill with respect to these
two types of organizations.
3. Mutual Savings Banks, Savings and Loan Associations, etc.

Present law.-Mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations,
and cooperative banks are permitted to compute additions to their
bad-debt reserves on the basis of their actual experience or under one
of two alternative formulas (specified by the 1962 Revenue Act),
whichever produces the greatest addition to the reserve. The two
alternative formulas provide for the deduction of (1) 60 percent of
taxable income, or (2) 3 percent of qualifying real property loans.
Under the first method, a mutual institution is permitted to deduct
each year an amount equal to 60 percent of its taxable income (com-
puted before any bad-debt deduction . Under the second method, an
institution is permitted to deduct an amount sufficient to bring the
balance of the reserve for losses on qualifying real property loans to
3 percent of such loans outstanding at the close of the taxable year,
plus an amount sufficient to bring the balance of the reserve for losses
on other loans to a "reasonable" amount.

A savings and loan association and a cooperative bank are entitled
to uw these special reserve methods only if they meet a comprehensive
set of investment standards, which were established by Congress in
the 1962 act to insure that the tax benefits are available only to those
institutions primarily engaged in the business of home mortgage financ-
ing. Mutual savingsbanks, however, are not subject to any investment
standards under these tax provisions and may use the special reserve
methods regardless of the amount of their investments in home mort-
gage financing. __
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Problm.-In 1952 Congress repealed the exemption of these insti-
tutions from Federal income tax and subjected them to the regular
corporate income tax. At that time, however, these institutions were
allowed a special deduction for additions to bad-debt reserves which
proved to be so large that they remained virtually tax exempt. In the
Revenue Act of 1962, Congress sought to end this virtual tax exemp-
tion by providing the special alternative methods for these institu-
tions in the computation of their bad-debt reserve. Although these
methods are more restrictive than prior law, they still provide highly
favorable treatment for the bad-debt reserves of these institutions.

It was expected that most of these institutions would compute their
deduction under the 60-percent method, which requires the payment
of some tax, while the 3-percent method would be an alternative
primarily benefiting a limited number of new or rapidly growing
institutions. In practice, about 90 percent of the savings and loan
associations use the 60-percent method, but most mutual savings
banks use the 3-percent method and as a result have been able to
avoid substantially all Federal income taxes.

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments revise the tax treatment of mutual savings
banks, cooperative banks and savings and loan associations in a
number of ways. Both amend the special bad-debt reserve provisions
by eliminating the 3-percent method and reducing the present 60-
percent method. The House bill would have reduced this 60 percent
to 30 percent gradually over a 10-year period. The committee amend-
ments reduce this to 50 percent over a 4-year period. In both cases
the balance of this reserve for losses on qualifying real property
loans (as under present law) may not exceed 6 percent of these loans
outstanding at any time.

Both the House bill and the committee amendments also revise the
present investment standards applicable to savings and loan associa-
tions by liberalizing the composition of the qualifying assets. In
addition these liberalized standards are a plie to mutual savings
banks. The new investment standard is a flexible one which reduces
the percentage (applied against taxable income, with certain adjust-
ments, to compute the bad-debt reserve deduction) depending upon
the percentage of investments in the qualifying assets-residential
real property loans, liquid reserves, and certain other assets. The full
percentage (50 percent at.the end of a 4-year period under the com-
mittee amendments, or 30 percent at the end of a 10-year period under
the House bill) is to be allowed generally only if the institution has a
prescribed percentage--82 percent for savings and loan associations
and cooperative banker_ and 72 percent for mutual savings banks-of
its investments in qualifying assets. The percentage is reduced by 1
percent for every 1 percent that a savings and loan institution's
qualifying assets are less than the prescribed percentage of total
assets (or by 1.5 percentage points for every 1 percent in the case of
mutual savings banks since they are only required to meet the 72-
percent test on qualified assets). However, if less than 60 percent of
the institution's funds are in qualifying assets (50 percent for mutual
savings banks during the transition period), the percentage deduction
method may not be used. Both versions of the bill also allow these
institutions to compute their bad-debt reserves on the basis of the
8-year moving average of their own experience rather than on the basis
of the percentage deduction method.
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The committee amendments also deal with the interrelationship of
the 50-percent deduction with the intercorporate dividends received
deduction in the case of mutual savings banks and savings and loan
associations (the latter, however, under their Federal or State super-
vision are not permitted to have any appreciable investments in cor-
porate stock). Under present law the income on which the 60-percent
(60 percent under the committee amendments) deduction is computed
includes net capital gain from the sale of stock and Government
obligations and also dividend income qualifying for the intercorporate
dividends received deduction. The House bill, however, excludes
from the base on which the bad-debt deduction is computed net
capital gain from the sale of corporate stock or Government obliga-
tions, three-eighths of the net long-term capital gain from the sale of
other property (the extent of the preferential capital gains rate for
corporations) and the dividend income qualifying for the intercorpo-
rate dividends received deduction. The committee amendments con-
tinue the same treatment for capital gains as provided by the House
bill.

In the case of the intercorporate dividends received deduction,
however, the committee amendments allocated the deduction between
the portion of the income subject to tax and the portion which is
allowed as a bad-debt reserve deduction. As under the House bill
the income from corporate securities remaining after the dividends
received deduction (the 15 percent remaining after deducting the 85
percent) is not to be taken into account in the base in determining
the bad-debt deduction. This can be illustrated as follows: assume a
mutual savings bank has $200,000 of interest income and $100,000 of
dividend income. In this case, $85,000 of the dividend income under
present law would not be included in the savings banks tax base as a
result of the dividend received deduction. However, as a result of the
allocation, the allowable dividend received deduction is reduced by
one-half, or to $42,500. Also, to prevent overlap with the bad-debt
deduction, one-half of this $42,500 would be deducted toward the bad-
debt reserve in the case of an institution eligible to deduct 50 percent
of its taxable income for this purpose. (As under the House bill, the
$15,000, to which the intercorporate dividends received deduction did
not apply, would not be taken into account in determining the 50-
percent deduction.)

Thus, the 50-percent deduction would be computed on the basis of
the $200,000 of interest income plus $42,500 of corporate income. The
50-percent bad-debt deduction in this case would be $121,250 leaving
a like amount which, together with the $15,000 of security income
remaining after the dividends received deduction indicates a tax base
in this case of $136,250.

The committee amendments also modify somewhat the types of
loans which are taken into account in determining whether a mutual
institution qualifies under the 82- or 72-percent asset requirement
which must be met for the 50-percent deduction to be available.
Under the House bill the following investments were included in
qualifying assets for this urpose:

(1) Loans for residential real property, including real property
primarily used for church purposes, facilites in residential devel-
opments dedicated to publc use (e.g., schools and libraries), and
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property used on a nonprofit basis by residents (e.g., swimming
pools, etc.) and mobile homes not used on a transient basis.

(2) Loans for the improvement of commercial or residential
property in an urban renewal area or in an area eligible for.
assistance under the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act.

(Q) Loans for educational, health and welfare institutions or
facilities including facilities primarily for students, residents, etc.

(4) Property acquired through the liquidation of any of the
prior three categories.

(6) Student loans.
6) Property used by the mutual institution in its business.

The committee amendments have modified the above ( 'ogories to
include loans secured by-ali interest in real property ',cated in an
urban renewal area to be developed for predominantly residential use
under an urban renewal plan or located in a predominantly residential
area covered by a program under the Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development Act. Loans for residential purposes are
also defined as including loans secured by redeemable ground rents
and it is made clear that real property loans include loans to finance the
acquisition or development of land which is to become residential
property if there is assurance that the building will actually occur
within a period of 3 years. The committee amendments also make it
clear that an apartment building with a few commercial establish-
ments in it qualifies as iesidentialproperty for this purpose if 80 per-
cent of the usable space in the building is residential space.

The committee's provision also gives mutual savings banks and sav-
ings and loan institutions the option of computing their bad debt
reserves under the commercial bank formula (1.8 percent of eligible
outstanding loans) in lieu of the bad debt reserves outlined above.
Institutions availing themselves of this option will not be permitted
to derive undue advantage from switching from one method of com-
puting bad debt reserves to another. This is because the committee's
bill requires such institutions to establish bad debt reserves for each
method of computing reserves so that in any year an institution
switches to another reserve method it will generally be able to add
to that reserve only the amount that would have been permitted had
it been consistently on that reserve method throughout the years.

These amendments under both the House bill and the committee
amendments are effvtive for taxable years begirming after July 11,
1969.
4. Treatment of Bonds Held by Financial Institutions

Present law.-Commercial banks and mutual savings institutions
receive special tax treatment in regard to their transactions in bonds
and other corporate and governmental evidences of indebtedness. Like
other taxpayers, they can treat long-term gains from such transactions
as long-term capital gains for tax purposes. However, unlike other
taxpayers, they can treat capital losses from such transactions as or-
.dinary losses and may deduct such losses without limit from ordinary
income.

Prob.em -The present nonparallel treatment of gains and losses on
bond transactio s-by financial institutions appears to have inequitable
results.

Transactions of financial institutions in corporate and government
60
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bonds and other evidences of indebtedness do not appear to be true
capital transactions- they are more akin to transactions in inventory
or stock in view of the size of the bank holdings of these items and the
extent of their transactions in them. Moreover, financial institutions
now maximize their tax advantages by arranging their transactions
in bonds in the light c" existing market conditions in order to realize
gains in selected years and losses in other years. This enables them to
report their gains as capital gains for tax purposes and their losses as
ordinary losses charge ble against regular income. The result is to per-
mit financial institutions to reduce their taxable liability and to receive
preferential treatment over other taxpayers.

Finance Committee decis'on.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments provide parallel treatment for gains and losses
derived b financial institutions on transactions in corporate and gov-
ernmental bonds and other evidences of indebtedness. Under both
versions of the bill, financial institutions are to treat net gains from
these transactions as ordinary income, instead of as capital gains,
and they are to continue to treat net losses from such transactions as
ordinary losses in the same manner as under present law.

The House provision would have applied to bonds w hich are sold
or exchanged in taxable years beginning after July I 1, 1969. The
committee amendments provide the same rule for indebtedness ac-
quired after July 11, 1969. However, in the case of indebtedness held
by the financial institutions on or before that date, this indebtedness,
if sold at a gmin, i, to continue to receive capital gains treatment if the
gain is realized within 5 years, but only if it is a net capital gain, taking
into consideration transactions on all securities in any year.

Under present law, the capital gains and ordinary loss treatment
for bonds and other forms of indebtedness is available only in the case
of commercial banks and, in limited circumstances, for small business
investment companies. Under the bill, this treatment also is to be
available in the case of small business investment companies and
business development corporations. Under present law, these financial
institutions presently receive capital gain and capital loss treatment
with respect to the sale or exchange of indebtedness. Under the com-
mittee amendments, these institutions are to receive ordinary gain
and ordinary loss treatment in all cases after the 5-year transitional
period. In the transition period, however, they may continue to
receive capital gain and capital loss treatment for the sale or exchange
of these various forms of indebtedness if they so elect for the entire
transition period.
5. Mergers of Savings and Loan Associations

Present law.-Under present law a taxpayer which has previously
deducted additions to its bad debt reserve for tax purposes must re-
store the reserve to income when the need for the reserve ceases. An
example of a situation where a taxpayer's need for a bad debt reserve
ceases is where the taxpayer sells all of its assets including its accounts
receivable.

In general, where there is a tax-free merger or reorganization the
need for the bad debt reserve is considered to continue and, accord-
ingly, the acquired corporation is not required to restore the reserve to
income and it is carri-e over the acquiring company. On the other
hand, where a transaction is a purchase of assets , or is treated as a
purchase of assets (i.e., where a corporation purchases the stock of
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another corporation which it then liquidates under sec. 334(b)(2)),
the need for the reserve is considered to cease and, accordingly, it
must be restored to income.

In the case of mergers or reorganizations of savings and loan
associations, the status of the reserves for losses on loans (see. 593)
also depends on whether for tax purposes the merger is characterized
as a tax-free reorganization or as a taxable sale. In general, if the
merger or reorganization is tax-free, then the bad-debt reserve of the
acquired association is carried over; however, if the merger is not
tax-free, then the bad-debt reserve is restored to income and taxed
(sec. 593(f)).

Problem.-Where there is a merger of savings and loan associations
which is treated under present law as a tax-free reorganization (or
liquidation), present law has been interpreted as not requiring the
acquired association to restore its bad debt reserve to income. However,
since present law is not explicit on this point, it is usually necessary
for the associations to obtain a ruling on this point from the Internal
Revenue Service. The delay involved in this may be detrimental in
the case of supervisory mergers. (A supervisory merger is one en-
couraged or instituted in the public interest by the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation and the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board involving one or more savings and loan associations with
financial or managerial problems.) There does not appear to be any
necessity to require the association to acquire a ruling in these cases.

Finance committee decision.-The committee amendments provide
that in those cases where section 381 applies (relating to carryovers in
certain corporate acquisitions which qualify as tax-free reorganizations
or liquidations), the bad-debt reserves would not have to be restored
to income (i.e., the provisions of sec. 593(f) are not applicable). This
amendment is intended merely to be declaratory of existing law where
the bad-debt reserve is carried over to the acquiring corporation (under
sec. 381). There is no comparable provision in the House bill.
6. Foreign Deposits in U.S. Banks

Present lau.-Present law provides special rules, for purposes of
the income tax and the estate tax, for the treatment of U.S. bank
deposits, and the interest thereon, of foreign persons.

In general the effect of these special rules is to exempt this type of
interest income received by foreign persons from U.S. tax and to
exempt the deposits from the estate tax. Under present law the special
bank deposit rules are to cease to apply at the end of 1972. In other
words, after 1972 the interest on these bank deposits otherwise would
be subject to income tax and the bank deposits themselves would be
subject to the estate tax.

Problem.-Congress provided, in 1966, that the special treatment
accorded U.S. bank deposits of foreign persons should be terminated.
It was believed, however, that an immediate elimination of the special
rules might have a substantial adverse effect on the balance of pay-
ments. Accordingly, it was decided to postpone the elimination of the
special rules until the end of 1972. In view of the continuing deficit in
the balance of payments, it appears that our balance-of-payments
situation might be adversely affected to a substantial degree if the
special treatment were removed at the end of 1972.

Finance Committe decision.-Both the House bill and the committee
amendments provide that in the case of deposits in U.S. banks the
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special income and estate tax rules regarding U.S. bank deposits
(including deposits with savings and loan associations and certain
amounts held by insurance companies) of foreign persons are to con-
tinue to apply until tho end of 1975. As a result, income from deposits
in the United States by nonresi(lent alion individuals which is not
effectively connected with a U.S. business will be exempt froro U.S.
income tax until the end of 1975 under both versions of the bili.

The committee amendments revise the treatment of U.S. bank
deposits of foreign persons to provide the same treatment for deposits
in U.S. branches of a foreign bank as now exists in the case of deposits
in U.S. banks.

N. DEPRECIATION ALLOWED REGULATED INDUSTRIES

Present law.-Regulated industries may make the same elections as
other taxpayers regarding depreciation'of their business property.
About half the regulatory agencies require utilities that use accelerated
depreciation to "flow through" the resulting reduction in Federal in-
come taxes currently to income. (Where the utility is earning the maxi-
mum allowed by lawv or regulations, this results in flowing through the
tax reduction to the utility's current customers.) Other agencies per-
mit the utilities they regulate to "normalize" the deferred tax liabilities
resulting from accelerated depreciation. (This involves the utility
retaining the current tax reduction and using this money in lieu of
capital that would otherwise have to be obtained from equity invest-
ments or borrowing.) Some agencies insist that utilities subject to their
jurisdiction use accelerated depreciation for tax purposes and, in a
few rate cases, such agencies have treated the utilities they regulate as
though they used accelerated depreciation (and flowed through the
resulting tax reduction), even though the utilities may have in fact
used straight line depreciation.

Problem.-The trends of recent years are shifts from straight line
to accelerated depreciation and shifts from normalization to flow
through, often against the will of the taxpayer utilities. In general.
flow through to customers doubles the revenue loss involved in shifting
from straight line to accelerated depreciation. It is understood that
continuation of these trends would shortly lead to revenue losses of
approximately $1.5 billion. Consideration of legislative action in this
area ia complicated by the fact that many utilities do not have effective
monopolies while others do; many utilities are in growing industries
while others are losing ground; many utilities compete (to the extent
they face any competition) only with other regulated utilities while
others compete with businesses not subject to governmental rate
regulation.

Finance Committee decsion.-Both the House bill and the committee
amendments provide that in the case of existing property the follow-
ing rules are to apply:

(1) If straight line depreciation is presently being taken, then no
faster depreciation is to be permitted as to that property.

(2) If the taxpayer is taking accelerated depreciation and is "normal-
izing" its deferred taxes, then it must shift to the straight line method
unless it continues to normalize as to that property.

(3) If the taxpayer is taking accelerated depreciation and flowing
through to its customers the benefits of the deferred taxes, then the
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taxpayer would continue to do so (except under the committee amend-
ments as provided below), unless the appropriate regulatory agency
permits a change as to that property.'

Both versions of the bill in the case of new property provide that
if the taxpayer presently flows through to its customers the benefits
of deferred taxation, then it would stay on accelerated depreciation
and flow through unless the regulatory agency permits it to change
(or unless the exception under the committee amendments pointed
out below applies). In all other cases, accelerated depreciation is to
be permitted only if the utility normalizes the deferred income taxes.
The taxpayer is permitted to elect straight line depreciation as to
this new property. If the taxpayer seeks to use accelerated deprecia-
tion, the regulatory agency may permit it to normalize; if the regula-
tory agency does not, the taxpayer must use straight line depreciation.

The bill does not change the power of the regulatory agencies in
the case of normalization to exclude the nornali ation reserve from the
base upon which the agency computes the company's rate of return.

Both the House bill and the committee amendments provide that
the rules set forth above apply to property used predominantly in
the trade or business of the furnishing or sale of--

' Electrical energy;
Water;
Sewage disposal services;
Gas through a local distribution system;

5) Telephone services; or
Transportation of gas by pipeline.

all of the above cases, the rules of the bill apply if the rates are
regulated by a utilities commission or similar agency.

[The committee amendments, while in most respects the same as the
House provisions, differ in one principal area: The amendments permit
an election to be made within 180 days after the date of enactment of
the bill for a utility in one of the regulated industries covered by this
provision to shift from the flow-through to the straight line method,
with or without the permission of the appropriate regulatory agency,
or to permit it to shift to the normalization method with the permis-
sion of the regulatory agency. This election applies only to new prop-erty. To provide time for the regulatory agency to authorize a change

from flow through to normalization (if it wishes to) the election would
not take effect until 1971. Since the utility could no longer use ac-
celerated depreciation unless the regulatory agency permits it to
normalize, the agency would not be able to impute aeelerated depre-
dation and flow it through.

A number of other changes of lesser importance are also made by
the committee amendments. They ar as follows:

(1) Oil pipelines are removed from the category of industries covered
by the bill and regulated steam producers are included in the cate-
gories covered. In addition COMSAT, which was specifically excluded
under the House bill, is included in the industries covered by the"
provision.

(2) In some jurisdictions, the purpose and effect of normalizing is
accomplished by additions to a reserve for depreciation. The com-
mittee amendments permit such a definition of normalization and do

i That Is, the bill does not requI , dhe taxpetr to flow through, but It also does not afet
any power the rmulato e mnlbt have to require the taxpayer to flow tbroagh
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not require that additions be to a separate account described as a"reserve for deferred taxes."
(3) The committee amendments provide that the requirement of

normalizing is not met by simply normalizing on the regulate(] books of
account of the utility if these books of account may be ignored by
the regulatory agency in setting rates. Under the committee amend-
ments, while the regulated books of account are to be used as the
basic source of information, these books are not to control if the
current rates of the utility are set by reference to the flow-through
method. This prevents a revenue loss which would occur if rates aro
set based on the flow-through method.

(4) The committee amendments provide that a taxpayer is not to
be treated as normalizing unless the entire deferrt*l of taxes resulting
from the difference between (a) the depreciation method used in the
regulated books of account and (b) the accelerated depreciation
method used on the return is normalized. In other words, differences
resulting from different useful lives ("guideline" versus "engineer-
ing") or capitalizing some items on the books while expensing them on
the return, need not be normalized. However, differences such as
those between 200-percent (or 150-percent) declining balance and
straight line must be normalized. However, this rule is to be applied
for the future only.

(5) Under the committee amendments, the status of a company
as to whether it is on straight line, normalizing or flow through is to
be determined as of August 1, 1969 (instead of July 22, 1969, as under
the House bill).

(6) Under the committee amendments, the new rules are to apply
to all taxable years for which a return has not been filed before
August 1, 1969, even though those years may have ended before that
date.

(7) Under the committee amendments, the status of a company is
not necessarily to be determined only by the method of depreciation
used on its tax return. Utilities that have used accelerated depreciation
(with flow through) in com outing their tax expenses on their regulatedbooks of account for the [atest monthly period ending on or before
August 1, 1969, are'to be permitted to elect accelerate- depreciation
(with flow through) for such property and for future acquisitions. In
addition, the committee amendments provide that a utility which has
filed a request with the Internal Revenue Service for permission to
change from straight line to accelerated depreciation is to be per-
mitted to make that change for such property and for future acquisi-
tions. Also, in certain limited circumstances involving regulatory
agency hearings that began before April 22 1969, a utility might bepermitted to change to flow through. All oI these involve situations
where the utility had committed itself to a change in its dealings with
the Internal Revenue Service or with the appropriate regulatory
agency.

0. TREATMENT OF DEPRECIATION FOR EARNINGS
AND PROFITS

Pre4eW law.-A dividend is defined under present law as a distribu-
tion of property by a corporation to its shaieholders out of earnings
and profits. If a distribution exceeds the corporation's earnings and
profts, then the excess iz a "tax-fro dividend" (not currently taxable
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to the shareholder) which reduces his cost basis in the stock (increas-
ing capital gain or reducing capital lo:s if the stock is sold by him).
Earnings and profits generally are computed by reference to the
method of depreciation used in computing the corporation's taxable
income and so are reduced by the amount of depreciation deducted
by the corporation on its return.

Problem.-Tax-free dividends (in effect, resulting in current avoid-
ance of tax at ordinary income rates in exchange for possible post-
poned tax at long-term capital gains rates) appear to be increasing in
a number of industries. Especially among utilities, a number of con-
panies are regularly making such distributions. It was indicated that
in 1968 private power companies alone made such tax-free distribu-
tions totaling approximately $260 million. Statistical information is
not readily available in the real estate industry on this point, but
it is understood that substantial amounts of corporate distributions
in this industry are also tax-free. Availability of these tax benefits
is generally unrelated to the purposes of accelerated depreciation and
is of greatest value to individual stockholders in high tax brackets.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill and the committee
amendments provide that for purposes of computing its earnings and
profits, a corporation is to deduct depreciation on the straight-line
method or on a A,imilar method providing for ratable deductions of
depreciation over the useful life of the asset. This provision does not
afect the amount of depreciation that can be deducted in determin-
in gthe corporation's Federal income tax.

The committee amendments provide that this rule as to the method
of computing earnings and profits is not to apply in the case of a
foreign corporation. Thus, for example, the amount of the foreign
tax credit allowed a company receiving dividends from a foreign
corporation will be computed as under existing law and will not be
affected by the provisions of this bill.

This provision applies to earnings and profits for taxable years
beginning after June 30, 1972.

P. NATURAL RESOURCES

1. Percentage Depletion
Present law.-At present percentage depletion is granted to a wide

range of minerals. The depletion rates are 279 percent for oil and gas
wells; 23 percent for sulfur, uranium, and an extended list of min-
erals; 15 percent for metal mines, rock asphalt, vermiculite, and cer-
tain types of clay; 10 percent for coal and a limited group of other
minerals; 7% percent for clay, shale, and slate used for specified pur-
poses; and 5 percent for such items as gravel, peat, and sand, and cer-
tain minerals from brine wells. In addition, a 15-percent rate applies
to a final category which contains an extended series of minerals and
also includes all other minerals unless sold for riprap, ballast road
material, rubble, concrete aggregates, or for similar purposes. Percent-
age depletion is not granted in the case of soil, sod, dirt, turf, water, or
mosses or minerals from sea water, the air, or siniilar inexhaustible
sources.

Percentage depletion generally applies to the specified items regard-
less of whether the pertinent property is located in the United States
or abroad. However, except For sulfur and uranium, the 23-percent
percentage depletion rate applies only to deposits in the United States,
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and foreign deposits of the other minerals in this category are eligible
for percentage depletion at the 15-percent rate.

The percentage depletion allowance is limited to a maximum of 50
percent of the taxable income from the property, computed before any
allowance for depletion. In any case where depletion based upon cost
is higher than percentage depletion, the higher amount, is allowed as
a deduction.

Problem.-Percentage depletion was adopted in 1926 when the prior
allowances based on discovery value in the case of oil and gas proved
difficult to administer and produced varying results. At that time, it
was recognized that percentage depletion could permit taxpayers to
recover amounts in excess of their investments. However, this was
deemed justified on the ground it would have the beneficial effect of
stimulating exploration for, and discovery of, new reserves of vitally
needed oil and gas.

It has been argued that if percentage depletion rates are viewed as
a needed stimulant at the present, time, they are higher than is needed
to achieve the desired increase in reserves.

Finance Committee decision.-The Finance Committee amendments
rovide that the percentage depletion rate for oil and gas wells is to
e reduced from the present rate of 27/ 9 percent to 23 percent. As

under present law, percentage depletion is' to apply to both domestic
and foreign oil and gas wells. In addition, the committee amendments
provide that in the case of oil and gas producers with less than $3
million of gross income from oil and gas production, the "net income"
limitation on the allowance for depletion is to be increased from 50
percent to 65 percent of the net income from the property.

The House bill would have decreased the percentage depletion
rate for oil and gas from 27Y/2 percent to 20 percent. It also would
have made percentage depletion unavailable in the case of foreign
production of oil and gas. No changes were made in the House bill
with respect to the net income limitation.

In the case of other minerals, the committee amendments provide
that the percentage depletion rates of existing law are to continue
to apply. The House bill would have generally reduced these rates
by about 25 percent (except for gold, silver, oil shale, copper, and iron
ore, which were left at the present rate of 15 percent). The per-
centage depletion rates under present law (which are retained by the
committee) and the rates under the House bill in the case of these
other minerals are as follows:

[In percent

Preaet rate
(and comRaprovided
mIebll by "o bil

Sulfur and uranium, and specified minerals from domestic deposits ................... 23 1
Gold. silver, oil shale copper and iron er# from domestic deposits ..... .............. Is
Remaining minerals now at 1S percent ........ .............................. I5 1i
Asbestos, coal, sodium chloride etc .. ..................................... 10 7
Clay, shale, and slate for specifed uses. ................ ,5 5
Giavel, sand other minerals now at 5 percent..................................4

The committee amendments also made certain other changes with
respect to the depletion allowance for other minerals. In the case of
gold, silver, and copper, they increase the 50-percent net income limita-
tion to 70 percent. In addition, the committee amendments clarity
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the treatment for percentage depletion purposes of minerals extracted
from saline lakes within the Ufnited States. Under present law, the
Internal Revenue Service has held that percentage depletion is not
available with respect to minerals extracted from the Great Salt
Lake because it is considered to be an inexhaustible source. The
committee amendments provide that, except for salt and water, the
various depletion rates will be allowed for minerals extracted from
the Great Salt Lake and other perennial saline lakes in the United
States.
2. Mineral Production Payments

Present law.-A mineral production payment is a right to a specified
share of the production from a mineral property (or a sum of money
in place of the production) when that production occurs. Depending
on how a production payment is created, it may be classified as a
carved-out production payment, or it may constitute a retained pro-
duction .payment which may then be used in a so-called A-B-C
transaction.

A carved-out production payment is created when the owner of a
mineral property sells-or carves out-a portion of his future produc-
tion. i carved-out production payment is usually sold for cash and,
quite often, to a financial institution. Under present law, the amount
received by the seller of the carved-out production payment generally
is considered ordinary income subject to depletion in the year in
which received. The purchaser of the production payment treats the
payments received as income subject to the allowance for depletion
(almost always cost depletion) and thus generally pays no tax on those
amounts (except for that portion of the payments which is in the
nature of interest). The amounts utilized to pay the production pay-
ment are excluded from income by the owner of the property during
the payout period, but the expenses attributable to producing the
income are deducted by him in the year they are incurred.

A retained production payment is created when the owner of a min-
eral interest sells the working interest, but reserves a production pay-
ment for himself. Under present law, the owner of the retained produc-
tion payment receives income for which percentage depletion may be
taken during the payout period, or the period during which he receives
a part of the production or a payment based on production). The pur-
chaser of the working interest excludes the amounts used to satisfy the
production payment during the payout period, but (until recently)
deducted the cost of producing the minerals subject to the production
payment.

The so-called A-B-C transaction is the same as a retained produc-
tion payment case, except that after selling the working interest, the
initial owner then sells the "retained production payment." Thus, in an
A-B-C transaction, the owner of the mineral property, A sells it to
a second person, B, and .reserves a production payment (bearing in-
terest) for a major portion of the purchase price. He then sells the
production payment to a third party, 0, which is usually a financial
institution, or perhaps a tax-exempt organizaion.

Prombm.-WThe use of carved-out production payments constitutes
a problem because they are being employed to circumvent the limita-
tions on the dep lotion deduction and the foreign tax- credit and to
distort the bneIts that the net operating loss provisions were designed
tW provide. In addition, in A-B--C transactions, taxpayers are able to
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pay off what is essentially a purchase money mortgage with before-tax
dollars rather than after-tax dollars.

Finance Commitee deeisio.-Both the House bill and the Finance
Committee amendments provide, in general, that carved-out pro-
duction payments and retained payments (including ABC transac-
tions) are to be treated as a loan by'the owner of the production pay-
ment to the owner of the mineral paperty. In the case of a carved-out
production payment, both version the bill provide that the
payment is to be treated as mortgage loa ral property
(rather than as an economic interest in the property). Thus, the pro-
ceeds received by the seller upon a sale of a production payment are
not to be taxable to him. However, as income is derived from the
property subject to the carve-out, that income, including the portion
used to satisfy the production payment, is taxable to the owner of the
property, subject to the depletion allowance. The cost of producing
minerals used to satisfy carved-out production payments is to be
deductible when incurred.

This treatment is not to apply to a production payment carved
out for exploration or development of a mineral property if, under
existing law, gross income is not realized by the person creating the
production payment.

In the oase of retained production payments (that is, the sale of
mineral property subject to a production payment), both versions of
the bill provide that the production payment is to be treated as a
purchase money mortgage loan (rather than as an economic interest
in the mineral property). As a result, the income derived from the
property which is used to satisfy the payment is to be taxable to
the owner of the mineral property subject to the allowance for deple-
tion. In addition, the production costs attributable to producing the
minerals used to satisfy the production payment are to be deductible
by the owner of the working interest in the year incurred.

Under the House bill, these rules would have applied to mineral
production payments created on or after April 22, 1969, other tLan
production payments created before January 1, 1971,_pursuant to a
binding contract entered into before April 22, 1969. The committee
amendments advance the April 22, 1969, date in both of these cases to
October 0, 1969.

The committee amendments also provide two transition rules. First,
they permit tax payers to elect to apply the new rules with respect to
carved-o'it reduction payments to such payments which were sold
after December 31, 1967 (in the case of a calendar year taxpayer). As a
result, where this election is made these payments will be treated as a
loan rather than as a sale. Any refunds paid as a result of this provision
are to be paid without interest. The second transition rule provided by
the committee amendments is a modification of a House bill transition
rule. The rule under the House bill would have allowed payments to
be carved out during the part of a taxable year on or after April 22,
1969, to the extentof drln or development costs incurred during the
portion of the taxable year occurring before April 22, 1969. The amount
carved out in this manner could be used under the House provision only
to reduce or offset such costs. It could not be used to increase a per-
cen ae depletion deduction or foreign tax credit. The committee
amendments modify this rule to provide that th., nw rules with respect



to carved-out production payments are not to apply except for per-
centage depletion and foreign tax credit purposes to payments sold
during the part of the taxpayer's year which occurs after October 9,
1969, to the extent the production payments offset a net operating loss
which would have occurred in the taxable year in the absence of the
carved-out production payments. In no event, however, are the
amount of the carved-out production payments qualifying for this
treatment plus the amount of payments sold by the taxpayer in the
prior part of his taxable year to exceed the amount of carved-out
payments sold by the taxpayer during his preceding taxable year.
3. Mining Exploration Expenditures

Present law.-Present law allows a taxpayer to elect to deduct, with-
out dollar limitation, mining exploration expenditures (that is, ex-
ploration expenditures for any ore or mineral other than oil or gas)
which are made prior to the development stage of the mine. The avail-
ability of this deduction is limited to mines located in the United
States or on the Outer Continental Shelf. When a mine reaches the
producing stage, the exploration expenditures previously deducted
are recaptured, generally by disallowing the depletion deduction with
respect to the mine.

A taxpayer who does not elect this unlimited mining exploration
expenditure deduction is allowed a limited deduction for exploration
expenditures (whether on domestic or foreign mines) without the re-
capture rules applying. The total deducticP under this limited pro-
vision for all years may not exceed $400,000.

Problem.-The allowance of a current deduction for exploration
expenditures without applying the recapture rules under the limited
deduction provision is not justified in view of the recapture rule
applicable to the unlimited deduction.

Finance Committee decision.--The House bill and the committee
amendments amend existing law to provide that insofar as future
mining exploration expenditures are concerned, the general recapture
rules are to apply in all cases. Taxpayers may still continue to deduct
expenditures for foreign (and oceanograp.Oic) explorations to the
extent permitted under present law (generally up to a maximum of
$400,000).

The committee amendments also provide that taxpayers who have
elected to deduct mining exploration expenditures under the limited
provisions of present law are to be deemed (unless the taxpayer
notifies the Treasury to the contrary) to have made an election with
respect to expenditures made after the effective date of this provision
to deduct the expenditures under the unlimited provision. The com-
mittee also wants to clarify its intent as to the treatment (under exist-
ing law as well as under the bill) of expenditures which are incurred
during the development or producing stage o a mine. It is the intent
of the committee that expenditures on a mine after the development
stage has been reached are to be treated as deductible development
expenditures or operating expenses unless the expenditures are made
for the purpose of discovering a new mine. That is, if a mine is in the
development or productive stage, exploratory expenditures (drilling,
crosscutting, etc.) to determine the location, extent, or quality of a
known deposit; in the mine, or to locate or find other veins of ore in
the rnirke, are deductible without recapture. However, if the explora-
tion project is for the discovery of a new mine, even though conducted
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from underground workings of an existing mine, the expenditures
would be subject, to section 617. For example, if the operator of an
existing mine enters into an agreement with the owner of adjacent
land to drive crosscuts from the bottom of the existim; mine into the
adjacent lands to find out whether there are deposits of ore which
would "make a mine," the exploration expenditures would be subject
to section 617 even though the agreement provides that tb operator of
the existing mine, if the exploration project is su: cessful, N-ill have a
share in the new mine when it is developed.

The House provision applied to mining exploration expenditures
made after July 22, 1969. The committee amendments apply to
exploration expenditures made after December 31, 1969.
4. Treatment Processes in the Case of Oil Shale

Present law.-The depletion allowance for oil shale under present
law is applicable only to the value of the rock itself after extraction
and crushing-which has little value. Liquid oil from wells, on the
other hand, has considerable value.

Problem.-Existing levels of technology do not permit oil shale to
be produced on a basis competitive with oil l)ro(luce(l from wells.
Percentage depletion does not operate effectively as an incentive to
improvements in oil shale technology because percentage (lei)letion on
oil produced from oil shale is substantially less than percentage
depletion on oil produced from wells.

Finance Committee deciion.-The House bill and Finance Com-
mittee amendments extend the point at which percentage depletion
is computed in the case of oil shale until after extraction from the
ground, through crushing, loading into the retort and retorting. How-
ever, this is to be before hydrogenation or any refining process or any
other process subsequent to retorting.
5. Continental Shelf Areas

Present law.-It is not clear under present law whether for purposes
of the exploration for, or exploitation of, mineral resources in the
continental shelf area of a country over which it exercises tex juris-
diction under the principles of international law, that area is considered
for U.S. tax purposes as a part of the country.

Problem.--The development of natural resources in the continental
shelf areas of the world make, the status of these areas for tax pur-
poses of increasing importance. This status is important, for example,
in determining the source of income from mining activities conducted
on a continental shelf area and in the application of the foreign tax
credit with respect to this income.

Finance Committee deciion.-The House bill did not deal with
this subject. The Finance Committee amendments provide that for
purposes of applying the income tax provisions with respect to natural
resources, the term "United States" includes the seabed and subsoil
of the submarine areas adjacent to the territorial waters of the United
States over which the United States has exclusive rights in accordance
with international law with respect to the exploration and exploitation
of natural resources. A similar definition of "foreign country" also
is provided. This does not mean, however, that a foreign country will
by reason of this be treated as a country which is contiguous te theUnited States.
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Q. CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

1. Alternative Tax Rate for Individuals
Present law.--One-half of an individual's net long-term capital

gains are included in taxable income and, accordingly, are taxed at
regular ta .' rates. However, the alternative tax-a maximum of 25
percent on net long-term capital gains-is available and is more favor-
able to use when an individual's marginal tax rhte exceeds 50 percent.
For rnarried couples filing a joint return, the alternative tax is more
favorable when taxable income is greater than $52,000. For single
persons, the alternative tax is more favorable when taxable income
exceeds $26,000.

Problem.-- In recent yaars, many high-income taxpayers have
planned to take advantage of the lower 25-percent alternative capital
gains tax and have re- ised their investment strategies to convert as
much as possible of their income into capital gains. For these tax-
payers, the alternative rate operates as an exclusion which varies
with the taxpayer's marginal rate. A taxpayer with a 70-percent
marginal rate, for example, in effect includes only 36 percent of his
net long-term capital gain in hi- income. As a result, the portion of a
taxpayer's capital gain income subject to tax varies according to his
marginal tax rate-the higher the tax rate, the smaller the portion of
the gain which is taxed. r'he alternative capital gains rate, therefore,
appears to be at variance with the intent of the progressive rate
structure to tax individuals according t(, their ability to pay. The
effect of the alternative capital gains tax on the effective rate of tax
is shown in the table presented below in which the returns are classified
by adjusted gross income in the case of those which are estimated to
use the alternative capital gains tax in 1969.

This table also indicates the rates which would apply in each ad-
justed gross income category if the alternative capital gains rate
were not available (the House bill) and under the Finance Committee
cut back.

RETURNS WITH ALTERNATIVE CAPITAL GAINS TAX, ESTIMATED 1969

Income tax liability as a percent of AGI
plus the excluded one-half of long-term gains

Without the Finance
alternative committee

rate (House
AGI class Present law bill) bill

inder $20,000 ..............................................................................................
0, o to $N0,000 ------------------------.I.-. -. -------. --......... ...- 30.4 30.6 30.6

w $ t |00,000 - ------------------------------------------.. 30. 2 30.5 30.4
$1AM00 to W$00,0 ----------------------.------------------ - 31.6 33.1 32.7
$200000 to 50000 .------------------------------------------- 30.9 34.7 34.4
$5000o0 to I, 66 ........................----..... -----.... 29.9 35.7 35 5
$I,0 60,000and over- --------------------------------------- 28.5 35.6 35.5

Total ----- _---------.------------------------------------ 30.S 33.2 32.9

Finance Commiftee deision.-The House bill would have repeakrd
the alternative capital gains rate for noncorporate taxpayers eiec-
tive with respect to sales and other dispositions after Jul:r 25, 1969.
As a result, after that date noncorporate taxpayers would have in-
cluded one-half of their net long-term capital gains in income without
regard to their tax rate bracket. Given the rate schedules in the House
bill and the committee amendments, this would have Yneant a top
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alternative capital gains rate of 323 percent in 1972 and subsequent
years for those in the top bracket, rate of 65 percent.

The committee amendments generally are in accord with the ob-
jectives of the House bill in repealing the present 25-percent alterna-
!ive rate on capital gains. However, it was thought that taxpayers
with relatively small amounts of capital gain should continue to be
eligible for this 25-percent alternative rate. Accordingly, the com-
mittee amendments provide that single persons and married couples
filing joint returns may continue to apply this alternative rate in the
ease of gains u'p to $140,000 ($70,000 for a married person filing a
separate return) provided they do not have tax preference income
(other than capital gains) greater than $10,000. The tax preferences
referred to here are the same as those provided in the case of the
minimum tax except for the exclusion of the capital gains.

The committee amendments also change the effective date of the
provisions to apply to years beginning after December 31, 1969 (in
lieu of applying the changes to sales or other dispositions after July
25, 1969, under the House bill). They also phase in the higher rates
over a 3-year period. The present rate of 27k-percent in 1969 (includ-
ing the surtax) is increased as follows:

Peract
1970 (before applying the surtax) ---------------------------------- 28 3%
1971 -------------------------------------------------------------- 31
1972 -------------------------------------------------------------- 322

The committee amendments also provide that the present 25-
percent capital gains tax rate (plus any surcharge) is to continue to
apply in the case of binding contracts which were in effect on or before
October 9. 1969. (This does not apply, however, in the case of gain
from the sale of timber, or coal or iron ore royalties taxed as a capital
gain under section 631 or amounts received with respect to patents
under section 1235 of the code.)

In the case of installment payments received after 1969 which re-
late to sales made on or before October 9, 1969, the present maximum
alternate rate of 25 percent, plus any surcharge, is to continue to
apply to those installments received in the future. Similarly, the 25-
percent rate, plus any surcharge, will continue to apply to distribu-
tions from corporations pursuant to plans of liquidation adopted
prior to October 9, 1969, under which the corporation will sell its
assets and distribute the proceeds to shareholders.
2. Alternative Tax Rate for Corporations

Present law.--Corporations that have an excess of net long-term
capital gains over net short-term capital losses may use the "alterna-
tive tax," which taxes the entire excess net long-term capital gain at
25 percent. Since the corporate tax structure is not graduated (as is
the case for individuals) but is computed on the basis of a normal tax
of 22 percent of taxable income and a surtax of 26 percent of that part
of the taxable income which exceeds $25,000, usually only those corpo-
rations with taxable incomes in excess of $25,000 (on which the tax
rate would be 48 percent, apart from the effect of the surcharge) use t e
alternative tax.

Probem.-The committee amendments reduce the availability of the
alternative tax for many individuals, thereby raising their maximum
capital gain rates. Accordingly, it appears appropriate to raise the
corporate alternative tax rate to a greater percentage of the regular
corporate tax rate. In addition, since corporations are not subject to
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graduated tax rates, they usually do not encounter the problem of
having r bunched income, which has accrued over more than a one year
period and which is taxed in one year at steeply graduated rates. This,
of course, is one of the reasons for providing special tax treatment for
capital gains.

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the committee
amendments increase the alternative capital gains rate which is
a))lied to a corporation's net long-term capital gains from the present
27% percent (including the surcharge) to 30 percent.

The House bill would have made this change effective with respect
to sales and other dispositions occurring after July 31, 1969. The
con mittee amendments continue the present 272-percent rate (in-
cluding the surcharge) for the entire calendar year 190. They provide,
however, that the full 30-percent rate is not to be effective until 1971.
In 1970 a special rate (halfway between the 27, percent and the 30
percent) is to be effective; namely, a rate of 28% percent (including
the surcharge).

The committee amendments provide that the 25-percent capital
gains tax rate (plus any surcharge) is to continue to apply in the case
of binding contracts which were in effect on or before October 9, 1969.
(This does not apply, however, in the case of gain from the sale of
timber or coal or iron ore royalties taxed as capital gain under section
631 or amounts received with respect to patents under section 1235 of
the code).

In the case of installment payments received after 1969 which relate
to sales made on or before October 9, 1969, the alternative rate of 25
percent (plus any surcharge) is to continue to apply to thesc install-
ments received in the future.
3. Capital Losses of Individuals

Present law.-Under present law, both individual and corporate
taxpayers may deduct capital losses to the extent of their capital gains.
In addition, if an individual's capital losses exceed his capital gains,
he may deduct up to $1,000 of the excess loss against his, ordinary
income. (On the other hand, where an individual has a net long-term
capital gain rather than a net capital loss, a maximum of only one-
half of the net long-term capital gain is subject to tax.)

When a husband and wife each have capital transactions and a joint
return is filed, their respective gains and losses are treated as though
they had been realized by only one tax payer and are offset against
each other. On the other hand, when both spouses have capital losses
and file separate returns, each spouse is allowed to deduct up to $1,000
of net capital losses from ordinary income.

Problem.--The present treatment of long-term capital losses is in-
consistent in the case of individuals with the treatment of their long-
term capital gains. Although a maximum of 50 cents of each $1
of long-term capital gains is subject to ordinary tax, when capital
losses exceed capital gains, the excess loss is deductible dollar-for-
dollar against ordinary income (up to a maximum of $1,000).

In addition, when it is more advantageous to them, married couples
can file separate returns, be treated as two separate tax payers, andbe
allowed to deduct up to $1,000 of capital losses from ordinary income.
This treatment is permitted even though married couples are generally
treated as one taxpayer. This treatment of losses tends to provide an
advantage for people living in community property States because all
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gains and losses from community property are attributable in equal
amounts to each of the spouses by operation of community property
law and, therefore, they are automatically eligible for the benefit of
the double deduction. On the other hand, spouses living in noncom-
munity property States must have separate losses in order to claim this
advantage--hence, they must either sell assets held in their oint
names or each must sell his own assets. (In addition, they must Iiave
equal incomes or the loss offset may be more tha1n offset by a difference
in tax from loss of the joint return benefit as a result of this variadion iT!
income.)

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments provide that only 50 percent of an individual's
long-term capital losses may be offset against his ordinary income
up to the $1,000 limit. Thus, $2,000 of losses will be required to obtain
the full $1,000 deduction. (Short-term capital losses, however, will con-
tinue to be fully deductible.) In addition, both versions of the bill tro-
vide that the deduction of capital losses against ordinary income for
married persons filing separate returns is to be limited to $500 for each
spouse (in place of the $1,000 allowed under present law).

The House bill would have applied these provisions in taxable years
beginning after July 25, 1969. The committee amendments advance
this date to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969.

4. Capital Loss Carrybacks for Corporations.
Present Law.-Under present law, both corporations and individuals

may carry net operating losses back 3 years and forward 5 years.
In the case of capital losses, however, an unlimited loss carryover is
available in the case of individuals and a 5-year capital loss carryover
is available in the case of corporations. No carrybacks are available
either in the case of individuals or in the case of corporations. Capital
losses which are carried to other years first are offset against capital
gains realized in those years. In the case of individuals, any remaining
losses may be offset against ordinary income generally to the extent of
$1,000 a year. In the case of corporations, however, capital losses may
only be offset against capital gains.

Problem.-Jn the case of regular operating losses, Congress has found
in the past that a carryback of a loss was often more beneficial to a
corporation than a carry forward.

A carryback results in the immediate refund of tax paid in prior
years, whereas a carry forward of a loss merely holds out the prospect
of a lesser tax at some time in the future. The carryback, therefore,
makes cash available at the time the loss occurs and often helps to
offset the disadvantages of the incurring of the loss. A similar situation
exists in the case of capital losses for corporations. The committee
sees no reason why capital losses should be treated any differently in
this respect in the case of corporations than net operating losses.
The problem is different in the case of individuals, however, since
here the capital loss in part is allowed against ordinary income.

Finance Committee deciion.-The committee amendments provide
a 3-year capital loss carryback for corporations. This is not available,
however, for foreign expropriation capital losses for which a special
10-year carry forward (in lieu of the regular 5-year carry forward) is
available under present law or for losses incurred by subchapter S
corporations. Present law provides that taxpayers filing for refunds
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with respect to net operating loss carrybacks may obtain a so-called
"quickie" refund under which the refund is made to them after only
a preliminary check on the appropriateness of the refund. Subse-
quently, a full examination is made of the refund under the regular
auditing processes. The "quickie" refund in this case is permitted
before review by the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
of the refund, but a subsequent review is rvade in the same manner
as in the case of other refunds of over $100,000. The committee
amendments apply this same "quickie" refund procedure in the case
of the 3-year capital loss carrybacks in the same manner as in the
case of net operating loss carrybacks.

This amendment applies to capital losses sustained in taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1969.

There is no comparable provision in the House bill.
5. Collections of Letters, Memorandums, Etc.

Present law.-Present law excludes copyrights and literary, musi-
cal, or artistic compositions (or similar property) from the definition
of a capital asset, if they are held by the person whose efforts created
the property (or by a person who acquired the property as a gift from
the person who created it). Thus, gain arising from the sale of such
a book, artistic work, or similar property is treated as ordinary in-
come, rather than as capital gain. However, since collections of letters,
memorandums, etc. (including those prepared for the individual) are
not excluded from the definition of a capital asset, gains from the sale
of such property are accorded capital gains treatment.

Problem,.-The rationale underlying the present law treatment of
artistic works and similar property in the hands of the person who
created them, in effect, is that the person is engaged in the business
of creating the artistic work or similar property. In view of this, the
gain arising from the sale of the property is treated as ordinary in-
come, rather than as a gain from the sale of a capital asset.

It is difficult to see why this treatment should not extend to collec-
tions of letters, memorandums, etc., created by the person or pre-
pared for or given to him. In the one case, a person who writes a book
P.nd then sells it is treated as receiving ordinary income on the sale of
the product of his personal efforts; in the other case, one who sells a
letter or memorandum written by, or for, him is treated as receiving
capital gain on the sale even though the product he is selling is, in
effect, the result of his personal efforts.

Finance Committee dei8ion.-Both the House bill and the committee
amendments provide that letters, memorandums, and similar property
(or collections thereof) are not to be treated as capital assets, if they
are held by the taxpayer whose personal efforts created the property
or for whom the property was prepared or produced (or by a person
who received the property as a gift from such a taxpayer). For this
purpose, letters and memorandums addressed to an individual are con-
sidered as prepared for him. Gains from the sale of these letters and
memorandums, accordingly, are to be taxed as ordinary income rather
than capital gains. This also means, as a result of other changes in
the bill in the charitable contributions deductions, that where such
letters, memorandums or similar property are given to charitabie
organizations and a deduction claimed, the appreciation in value of
these letters, etc., will be excluded from the amount of the deduction.
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The House bill would have made this amendment effective with
respect to sales and other dispositions of property occurring after July
25, 1969. The committee amendments make this provision applicable
to sales or other dispositions of these papers occurring on or after
January 1, 1969.
6. Holding Period of Capital Assets

Present law.-Capital gains on assets held longer than 6 months
are considered long-term gains. In the case of individuals, 50 percent
of the excess of net long-term capital gains over net short-term
capital losses is included in income. In the case of corporations, the
excess is taxed at a maximum rate ol 25 percent (30 percent under the
bill) rather than at the regular 48-percent corporate rate.

Problem.-The House felt that a better line of demarcation betwe ii
gains for investment and speculative gains would bs a i2-month

oldinlg period rather than the 6-mre nth holding period of existing
law. The committee, however, was concerned (as also was the Treasury
Department), as to the impact this might have on the willingness of
investors to take risks and thus on capital investments and on revenues.

Finance Committee decision.-The Finance Committee restored the
6-month holding period of preent law.
7. Total Distributions From Qualified Pension, Etc, Plans

Present law.-An employer who establishes a qualified employee
pension, profit-sharing, stock-bonus, or annuity plan is allowed to
deduct contributions to the trust, or if annuities are purchased, may
deduct the premiums. The employer contributions to, and the earn-
ings of, a tax-exempt trust generally are not taxed to the employee
until the amount credited to his account are distributed or "made
available" to him. Retirement benefits generally are taxed as ordinary
income under the annuity rules when the amounts are distributed,
to the extent they exceed the amounts contributed by the employee.
Thus, employee contributions to a pension, etc., fund are not taxed
when received since these amounts were contributed from after-tax
dollars of the employee.

An exception to the general rule of ordinary income treatment of
pension benefits, however, provides that if an employee (not including
self-employed persons) receives his total accrued benefits in a distribu-
tion within 1 taxable year on account of separation from service or
death, the distribution is taxed as a capital gain, rather than ordinary
income.

If part or all of this total distribution consists of employer securi-
ties, the employee is not taxed on the net unrealized appreciation in
the securities at the time of distribution, but instead only when the
stock is subsequently sold by the employee. The employee is taxed at
the time of distribute ion only on the portion of the employer securities
attributable to the employer's cost at the time of the contribution to
the trust. Furthermore, this portion is taxed at the long-term capital
gains rate, rather than at ordinary income rates.

Problem.-The capital gains treatment of lump-sum pension dis-
tributions was originally enacted in the Revenue Act of 1942 as a
solution to the so-called bunched-income problem of receiving an
amount in 1 taxable year which had accrued over several years.

The capital gains treatment afforded lump-sum distributions from
qualified pension plans allow s employees to receive substantial amounts
of deferred compensation at a much more favorable tax rate than other
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empensation received for services rendered. Moreover, it appears that
the mor,- significant benefits accrue to taxpayers with adjusted gross
income-s in excess of $50,000, and that a number of lump-sum distribu-
tions of $800,000 and over have been made.

Finartce C(oimitee decision.--The House bill limits the extent to
which capital gains treatment is to be allowed for lump-sum distri-
butions fro m qualified employees' trusts. Capital gains treatment
under the House bill is limited to te ta.able portion of the distribution
in excess of enl(hyer contributions which accrued during plan years
beginning after 1969. The effect of this is to treat as ordinary income
the amounts attributable to these employer contributions accruing
after 1969. This treatment applies to employer contributions of em-
I)loyer's securities as well as where other amounts are contributed
by the employer to the plan. The committee amendments adopt this
)ortion of the House )rovision.

The House bill also would have provided 4 special 5-year "forward"
averaging with respect to the amounts to be treated as ordinary income.
Under this ph,,cedure, the taxpayer would commute the increase in
tax resulting from including one-fifth of the portion of the distribution
to which ordinary income tax is to apply in his gross income for the
year in which the distribution is made. The tax on this one-fifth is
then multiplied b 5 to obtain his tax liability on the entire ordinary
income l)ortion. Tihe House bill would have further provided that the
taxpayer could receive a, partial refund of his tax on the ordinary in-
come portion at the end of the 5-year period by adding one-fifth of the
ordinary income )ortion into gross income in each of the 5 taxable
years. If the tax determined in this manner resulted in a lower tax
thon that previously paid, the taxpayer would be entitled to a refund.

To simplify the compiutations involved for the taxpayers, the
committee amendments provide a substitute for the 5-year "forward"
averaging provisioil. Under the committee amendments, there would
be one determination of the tax on the ordinary itieome portion of the
distribution with no subsequent recomputations or refunds. In this
computation, the taxpayer would not take into account any compen-
sation received from his employer during the year of the lump-sum
distribution in determiningg the tax on the one-fifth. In addition, in
determining this tax on the one-fifth, the capital gains portion of the
lump-sum distribution also would not be taken into account h'iese two
provisions avoid placing the taxpayer in a higher tax bracket in the
year of receipt because of the lump-sum distribution and salary in-
come received during his final year of employment. This avoids the
need for a refund procedure to recompute the tax liability on the
ordinary income portion after 5 years.

8. Sales of Life Estates, Etc.
Presert law.-Under present law, when a life estate, and remainder

interest in property are acquired by gift, by bequest, or through
inheritance, the basis of the property is divided between the life estate
and the remainder. The owner of the life interest is not permitted to
deduct any portion of his basis over the life of his interest and thereby
to reduce for tax purposes the amount of income he receives from
his interest. However, where the life tenant sells his right to receive
future income, his basis in the property may be used to reduce the
gain he receives on the sale. The purchaser of the life estate is allowed
to amortize his basis (his purchase price) and, therefore, is able to
offset it against the income he receives from it.
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Problem.-This treatment of life estates has the effect cf allowing
a large portion, and in some cases, almost all of the income from a
life estate or similar interest to avoid taxation in those situations where
the life tenant sells his interest. This is because the life tenant is not
taxed on his income to the extcitt of his basis and, in addition, the
iirchaser of this interest is not taxed on most of ,hc income from it
ecause he is allowed to reduce that income by amortization deductions

for the purchase price which he pays for the interest. 'n addition, in
some cases the seller's basis has exceeded the amount he received upon
its sale, and be has been permitted to take a deductible loss.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill and the committee
amendments provide that the entire amount received on the se.le or
other disposition of a life (or term of years) interest in property or an
income interest in a trust (which was acquired by gift, bequest, in-
heritance or a transfer in trust), is to be taxable, rather than only
the excess of the amount received over the seller's basis for his
interest.

Neither version of the bill, however, changes present law where a
life interest is disposed of as a part of a single transaction in which
the entire fee interest is Lransferrcd to any other persons. This occurs,
for example, where a life tenant and remainderman join in the sale of
the entire property interest. In such a case the gain realized by the
life tenant is to be measured by the excess of the proceeds received on
the sale over his basis for his interest.

The House bill would apply to sales or other dispositions after
July 25, 1969. The committee amendment moves this effective date
up to October 9, 1969.
9. Certain Casualty Losses Under Section 1231

Present law.-Generally, under present law (sec. 1231 (a) of the
code), if the gains on the disposition of certain types of property
exceed the losses on this same type of property, in effect, the excess
is treated as long-term capital gain. On the other hand, if the losses
exceed the gains, then the net loss is treated as an ordinary loss. The
types of property subject to this provision generally are depreciable
property and real estate used in a trade or business.

An exception to this general provision is provided for uninsured
losses resulting from casualty or theft in the case of property used in
a trade or business (or capital assets held for the production of
income). These uninsured losses are deductible in full against ordinary
income rather than being required to be netted with other gains and
losses under section 1231.

Problem.-The exception to the general section 1231 rule has led to
anomalous results. A business taxpayer with a casualty loss on two
similar business properties, one of which is insured and one of which
is not, is allowed to deduct the uninsured loss in full against ordinary
income and at the same time is allowed to treat the gain on the insured
property (the excess of the amount of insurance received over his
adjusted basis in the property) as a cap*"Jal gain. In other words, the
gain and loss do not have to be netted under section 1231. On the
other hand, the netting is required where the business taxpayer only
partially (perhaps 5 percent) insures a business property.

Finance Committee deciion.-The House bill and the" committee
amendments modify the treatment of casualty losses and casualty
gains (under sec. 1231) to provide that casualty (or theft) losses on
depreciable property and real estate used in a trade or business and on
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capital assets held for the production of income are to be consolidated
with casualty (or theft) gains on this type of property. If the casualty
losses exceed the casualty gains, the net loss is to be treated as an
ordinary loss (without regard to whether there may be noncasualty
gains coming under section 1231). On the other hand, if the casualty
gains exceed the casualty losses then the net gain is to be treated as a
section 1231 gain which must then be consolidated with other gains
and losses under section 1231.

Under the bill, the rule described above applies where the casualty
property is uninsured, partially insured, or totally insured. Although
the House intended that casualty losses and casualty gains on capital
assets which ate personal assets (such as a personal residence or a non-
business automobile) were to be subject to this special rule, they were
unintentionally omitted. The committee amendments specifically
include personal assets in this netting of casualty gains and casualty
losses.

Both versions of the bill also clarify the fact that uninsured casualty
losses on personal assets are subject to the basic section 1231 provisions.

The House provision would have applied to taxable years beginning
after July 25, 1969. The committee amendments move this effective
date up to December 31, 1969.
10. Transfers of Franchises, Trademarks, and Trade Names

Present law.-Questions have arisen under present law as to whether
the transfer of a franchise is to be treated as an outright sale or as a
mere license, and whether the franchisors are selling franchises in theordinary course of business. Depending upon how these questions are
resolved, the franchisor will receive ordinary income or capital gains
treatment on the gain he realizes on the transfer of a franchise. A
similar situation exists in the case of trademarks and trade names. At
present, these problems must be resolved under general tax principles,
and this has produced different results; i.e., capital gains in some situ-
ations and ordinary income treatment in others, despite factual simi-
larities in the interests in the franchises (or trademarks or trade names)
transferred.

Problem.-On several occasions the Tax Court has held that the
transfer of franchises was not a sale for tax purposes and that all
gains therefrom were to be taxed as ordinary income. This position of
the Tax Court has been accepted generally by two circuit courts of
appeals; however, three other circuit courts have found sales to exist
in similar transactions and have allowed franchisors capital gains
treatment. Since present law does not specifically deal with the tax
treatment of the transfer of a franchise, and since this has resulted
in a considerable diversity of opinion among the courts as to whether
the transfer of a franchise constitutes a license or a sale (and whether
part or all of a sale of a franchise constitutes the sale of a capital asset)
here appears to be a need for legislation in this area. A similar situa-

tion exists in the transfer of trademarks and trade names.
Finance Committee decigion.-The House bill and the committee

amendments deny a franchisor capital gains treatment on the transfer
of a franchise if he retains any significant power, right or continuing
interest with respect fo the slibject matter of the franchise. In the
event the franchise reement includes significant rights or re-
strictions which are uject to the franchisor's approval on a con-
tinuing basis, this power to exercise continuing active operational
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control over the franchise constitutes the franchisor's retention of a
significant power, right, or continuing interest. Moreover, if the
franchisor's conduct constitutes participation in the commercial or
economic activities of the franchise then this too will be regarded
as a retention of a significant power, right or continuing interest.

The Finance Committee amendments made more specific the rules
.f the House bill by providing the following:

(1) The committee amendments provide that included in the con-
cept of retaining a "significant power, right, or continuing interest"
(i.e., rights having the effect of giving the franchisor effective control
of the operations of the franchise) are situations where the
franchisor can require the franchisee to sell or advertise only the
product or the services of the franchisor, the right to set the standards
of quality of the products used or sold and of the equipment and
facilities used, and a requirement that the franchisee purchase sub-
stantially all of its products or equipment from the franchisor. These
conditions would not include, however, rights which can be justified
as reasonably necessary for the protection of the franchisor (e.g., a
security interest, the right to terminate for nonperformance, and the
right to inspect the franchisee's books).

(2) Franchise agreements frequently provide for the franchisee to
pay the franchisor an initial payment (a lump sum or fixed amount
payable in installments) as well as additional payments contingent
upon the use, disposition, or productivity of the subject matter of the
franchise. (These contingent payments are customarily measured by
the franchisee's gross sales or are based upon some form of sales dnit.)
The payment by a franchisee to a franchisor of a lump sum or a fixed
amount, taken by itself, suggests a capital transaction. On the other
hand, a transaction providing only for contingent payments suggests
the retention by the franchisor of a significant power, right, or con-
tinuing interest in the subject matter of the franchise. To resolve the
problem where there is a combined method of payment-an initial
lump-sum payment or installment payments plus contingent pay-
ments-the committee amendments provide that the term "signifi-
cant power, right, or continuing interest" (in determining whether
the transfer of the franchise is a sale of a capital asset or a license
arrangement) is to include a right to contingent payments where they
constitute a substantial element under the parties' agreement. Even
where the contingent payments are small, however, they are to be
treated as ordinary income to the franchisor. In such cases, the
franchisee would be allowed to deduct these contingent payments
currently.

(3) The committee amendments also provide rules with respect to
initial payments (including a lump sum or fixed amount payable in
installments) made by a franchisee to a franchisor, determining the
treatment to be accorded these payments based upon whether the
agreement constitutes a sale or a license. Where the transfer constitutes
a sale, the franchisor is to continue to treat an initial payment as pro-
ceeds from a sale; that is, the transfer is to give rise to a capital trans-
action (except in the case of a dealer). In such a case, the franchisee, if
he has purchased an intangible asset without an scertainable useful
life, is to continue to be treated as under present law, and thereby not
to be entitled to depreciation or amortization deductions for the pay-
ment made to the franchisor. Where the franchise agreement consti-
tutes a license, however, the franchisor is to treat an initial payment as
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ordinary income and the franchisee is to treat it as a deductible ex-
pense over the period to which the payment is attributable but, in no
event, over more than 10 years.

The committee decided to exclude transfers of a franchise to engage
in professional sports from the application of this provision.

The rule provided by the House version of the bill would not apply
with respect to amount received or accrued in connection with the
transfer of a franchise which is attributable to the transfer of all
substantial rights of a )atent, trademark, or trade name, to the extent
the amounts separately identified are reasonable in amount. The
committee amendments, however, deleted these exceptions, since
patents are treated specifically in section 1235 of the code and the
committee amendments also apply the general franchise rules to
transfers of trademarks and trade names.

The House provision would apply to transfers made after July 25,
1969. The committee amendments move this (late up to December 31,
1969, except that transferees; may elect to treat payments made by
then in taxable years ending after Dece!nber 31, 1969, pursulant to
transfers before that date, as subject to the new rules for deduction
purposes only.

R. REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION

Present law.-Under present law, the first user may take deprecia-
tion allowances for real property under the double-declining-balance
method or the sum-of-the-years-digits method. These rapid deprecia-
tion methods generally permit large portions of an asset's total basis
to be deducted in the early years cf the asset's useful life. A subsequent
owner is permitted to use the 150-percent declining-balance-method,
which also provides more rapid depreciation than straight line in the
early years.

Net gains on sales of real property used in a trade or business are,
with certain exceptions, taxed as capital gains and losses are treated
as ordinary losses. Gain on the sale of buildings is taxed as ordinary
income to the extent of depreciation taken on that property after De-
cember 31, 1963, if the property has been held not more than 12
months. If the property has been held over 12 months, the excess
depreciation over straight line depreciation is "recaptured" as ordinary
income and that amount is reduced after 20 months, at the rate
of 1 percent per month, until 120 months, after which nothing is
recaptured.

Problkm.-The present tax treatment or real estate has been used by
some high-income individuals as a tax shelter to escape payment of tax
on substantial portions of their economic income. The rapid deprecia-
tion methods now allowed make it possible for taxpayers to deduct
amounts in excess; of those required to service the mortgage during the
early life of the property. Moreover, because accelerated depreciation
usually produces a deduction in excess of the actual decline in the
usefulness of property, economically profitable real estate operations
are normally converted iAto substantial tax losses, sheltering from
income tax such economic profits and permitting -.,oidance of income
tax on the owner's other ordinary income, such as salary and dividends.
Later, the property can be sold and the excess of the sale price over the
remaining basis can be treated as a capital gain to the extent that the
recapture provisions do not apply. By holding the property for 10 years
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before sale, moreover the taxpayer can arrange to have all the gain
resulting from excess depreciation (which was off,;et against ordinary
income) taxed as a capital gain without the recaiture provisions
coming into play. The tax advantages from sich operations increase as
a taxpayer's income moves into the higher tax brackets.

Because of the present tax situation, when investment is solicited in
a real estate venture it has become the practice to promise a prospective
investor substantial tax losses which '-n be used to diminish the tax
on his income from other sources. Thus, there is, in effect, substantial
dealing in "tax losses" produced by depreciable real property.

In addition to the tax shelter aspect of the present depreciation
allowances in the case of individuals, problems have also been raised
as to whether the present allowance constitutes an ndue incentive
for commercial and industrial construction.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill and committee amend-
ments revise real estate depreciation allowances to limit the opl)or-
tunities to use the present treatment as a tztx shelter an)d yet, at the
same time, to maintain tax incentives to build housing where the
need is great.

Under the bill and committee amendments, the most accelerated
methods of real estate depreciation (the 200-percent declining balance
and sum-of-the-years digit methods) are limited to new residential
housing. To qualify for this accelerated depreciation, at least 80 per-
cent of the income from the building must be derived from rentals
of residential units.

Other new real estate, including commercial and industrial build-
ings, under both the House bill and committee amendments, is to be
limited to the 150-percent declining balance depreciation method.

In the case of used buildings (including housing), depreciation on
future acquisitions is to be limited to straight line depreciation.

A special 5-year amortization deduction is provided in the case (if
expenditures in the future for the rehabilitation of buildings for low-
cost rental housing. This rapid amortization is to be available only
for low-income rental housing where the dwelling units are held for
occupancy by families and individuals of low or moderate income as
determined in a manner consistent with the policies of the Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1968. To qualify for this treatment,
the aggregate rehabilitation as to any housing may not exceed $15,000
per dwelling unit and the sum of the rehabilitation expenditures (over
a 2-year period) must exceed $3,000 per dwelling unit. The committee
amendments provide that the special 5-year amortization deduction
for rehabilitation expenditures is to apply only with respect to such
expenditures made before December 31, 1974. This term"nation date
is designed to give Congress an opportunity at that time to evaluate
the effectiveness of the program in achieving its objectives.

The House bill and the committee amendments also provide that
where depreciable real estate is sold in the future accelerated deprecia-
tion taken in the future in excess of allowable siraight-line depreciation
is to be recaptured as ordinary income to the extent of the gain occur-
ring upon the sale. The committee, while accepting this provision,
modified it to provide that in the case of sale of new residential housing
th,- e is to be a percentage reduction in the amount of excess deprecia-
tion recaptured. Under the committee amendments, the full excess
of accelerated over straight-line depreciation is to be recaptured on
the sales of such property within the first 10 years. After the first
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10 years, the percentage reduction in this excess depreciation subject
to recapture is to be 1 percent a month. This means that if the property
is sold after the fourth month of the 19th year of the taxpayer's
holding period, there is to be no recapture of excess depreciation in
the case of the sale of new residential housing under the committee
amendments.

The committee amendments provide that the recapture rules
described above are not to apply in the case of federally assisted proj-
ects (such as the so-called FHA 221 (d) (3) and FHA 236 programs)
or to other publicly assisted housing programs under which the return
to the investor is limited on a comparable basis. These Federal pro-
grams presently provide only a 6-percent rate of return to investors
and, therefore, the favorable tax treatment presently provided accounts
for much of the attractiveness of these programs. The present re-
capture rules in the case of these projects provide for a recapture
of the excess depreciation in full only if the sale occurs in the first
20 months. If the sale occurs after that time, the excess depreciation
over straight line which is recaptured is reduced by 1 percent a month
until 120 months after which no recapture applies. The committee
amendments continue these present rules but provide that these
more generous recapture rules are to apply only in respect to property
constructed, reconstructed, or acquired before January 1, 1975. This
is designed to give the Congress an opportunity at that time to
evaluate the effectiveness of this tax-incentive provision.

The committee also modiied the House bill to allow accelerated
depreciation with respect to a building yet to be constructed pro-
viding that the taxpayer had filed with the appropriate local govern-
ment authority, before July 25, 1969, an initial application for per-
mission c construct, and if construction of such property is begun
within wie year after the date the initial application was filed.

In the case ol U.S. persons deriving income from real estate abroad
which nevertheless may be subject to U.S. tax, the committee decided
that the fast depreciation methods described above are to be available
in these cases for housing for purposes of the computation of U.S.
tax in any situations where the foreign country also allows a compara-
ble fast depreciation method but only to the extent of the accelerated
rates under U.S. law or under the laws of the foreign country, which-
ever is the lesser.

The changes in depreciation methods as to botb new and used prop-
erty with respect to residential housing and other construction are
not to apply to construction which began before July 25, 1969, or
where there was a written contract to construct or sell the building
before that date. The House bill would have applied the binding
contract rule only in the case of new construction. In addition, the
House bill would have applied the new recapture rules to all depre-
ciation attrib~itable to periods after July 24, 1969. The committee
amendments apply the new recapture rules to depreciation attribut-
able to periods alter December 31, 1969. In addition, the existing
recapture rules are to be applied where the sale of the property was
subject to a binding contract in existence prior to October 9, 1969,
even though the transfer takes place after this date.
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S. SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS

Present law.--Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code was
enacted in 1958 to provide tax relief for small business corporations
(those wit-sh 10 or fewer shareholders) by allowing them to elect not
to be taxed as a corporation, but instead to have the income or loss of
the corporatAon taxed directly to the shareholders in a pattern roughly
similar to that of partnership taxation. These provisions do not (leal
with employee retirement plan; consequently, subchapter S c( or )(a-
tions may establish corporate retirement plans which are no different
from plans established by cther corporations and thus may include
employees who are also shareholders of the corporation.

Prior to 1962, self-employed persons (proprietors and partners)
were not able to establish such plans to benefit themselves. In 1962,
however, Congress enacted the Self-Employed Individuals Retircinen t
Act (H.R. 10), permitting self-employed persons to be treated as em-
ployees of the businesses they conduct so that they may be covered
under qualified employees retirement plans in much the same manner
as their employees. These provisions, though, contain certain specific
requirements as to proprietors and partners which limit contributions
to 10 percent of the proprietor's or partner's earned income, or $2,500,
whichever is less.

Problem.-The H.R. 10 limitations on retirement income plans de-
scribed above do not apply to corporations and so may be avoided
by a proprietor or the partners of a partnership by forming a corpora-
tion, electing subchapter S treatment, and then becoming employees of
the corporation while at the same time retaining many of the benefits
of tax treatment as a partnership. By the same token, a business that
had incorporated without contemplating a subchapter S election can
avoid the burden of the corporate tax while retaining its broad
corporate retirement plans.

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments rovide limitations similar to those contained in
the retirement plans for individuals (the so-called H.R. 10 type plans)
with respect to contributions made by subchapter S corporations to
the retirement plans for individuals who are "shareholder employees";
that is, employees or officers who own more than 5 percent of the
corporation's stock. Under both versions of the bill, a shareholder-
employee must include in his income the contributions made by the
corporation under a qualified plan on his behalf to the extent contribu-
tions exceed 10 percent of his salary or $2,500, whichever is less.

This provision applies to taxable years of subchapter S corporations
beginning after 1969.

T. TAX TREATMENT OF STATE AND MUNICIPAL
BONDS

1. Election to Issue Taxable Bonds With Interest Subsidy
Present law.-Interest payments on obligations of State and local

governments generally are exempt from Federal income tax, an
exemption that has been provided ever since the Federal income tax
was adopted in 1913.

Probk.-It is understood that the tax savings for individuals and
corporations from the purchase of tax-exempt bonds generally is
greater than the differential between the interest yields on tax exempt
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and taxable bonds. As a result, it has been estimated that the interest
savings to State and local governments was $1.3 billion in 1968, but the
tax revenue loss of the Federal Government was $1.8 billion. However,
because of concern that any action with respect to State and municipal
bonds can have a deleterious effect on the market for these bonds and,
because of the high interest costs which are now being paid on new
issues of such bonds, the committee concluded that any action having
an impact on State and local government bond prices would be par-
ticularly unfortunate in the present circumstances.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill provided that States
and local governments could voluntarily relinquish the privilege of
tax exemption with respect to given debt-security issues and in these
cases the Secretary of the Treasury would pay a fixed percentage of
the interest yield on each such issue. Under the House bill, the fixed
percentage to be paid by the United States could vary with respect
to the debt secuAties issued in any calendar quarter within a range of
from 25 to 40 percent of the interest yield. Up to 1975, however, the
range was to be from 30 to 40 percent of the interest yield. The amounts
were to be paid out of permanent Federal appropriations.

This provision would have applied to obligations issued in calendar
quarters beginning after the date of enactment of the bill.

The Finance Committee amendments deleted this provision from
the bill. However, the committee bill requires that every person who
receives or accrues interest on tax-exempt State and local government
bonds is to make a return setting forth these amounts and an other
information with respect to these bonds which the Treasury Depart-
ment prescribes by regulations. The return is to be made in the time
and manner prescribed by the Treasury Department, but, insofar as
practicable, the regulations are to require the return to be made in
connection with the regular individual and corporate income tax
returns.

Failure to file this return (unless the failure is due to reasonable
cause; is to result in a penalty of $10 or an amount equal to 5 percent
of the interest received or accrued during the year, whichever is the
larger, except that the penalty in no event is to exceed $1,000.

This provision is to apply to taxable yeaes beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1969.
2. Arbitrage Bonds

Present law.-Arbitrage bends generally are obligations issued to
acquire other securities where the rate of r-Qrn of the other secur-
ities produces a higher yield than the interest cost on the initial bond
issue. Present law does not specifically preclude the issuance of bonds
for such purposes by State or local governments. However, questions
have been raised in such cases as to whether such bonds in reality are
obligations of a Stats or local government where the proceeds from
the securities acquired secure the payments under the initial bonds.
As a result, in recent years the Internal Revenue Service has refused
to rule as to whether or not bonds issued in such circumstances con-
stitute tax-exempt State or local government bonds.

Problvn.--Some State and local governments have misused their
tax exemption privilege by engaging in arbitrage transactions in which
the funds from ne tax-exempt issues are employed to purchase
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higher yielding Federal or other obligations the interest on which is not
taxed in their hands. In such cases, it would appear that the State or
local bonds were issued to derive arbitrage income from the invest-
ment of funds and not to carry on a governmental function.

Finance Committee decision.-The House bill made provision for
the taxation of arbitrage bonds issued by State or local governments.
The bill provided that, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
of the Treasury or his delegate, any arbitrage obligation was not to be
treated as a tax-exempt State or local government bond. It was
contemplated that the regulations issued by the Secretary of the
Treasury would provide rules for the temporary investmcnt of pro-
ceeds from the State or local government obligation pen,ling their
expenditure for the governmental purpose which gave rise to the
issue. This provision was to apply to obligations issued after
July 11, 1969.

The committee amendments also provide that arbitrage bonds are
not to be treated as tax-exempt State or local government issues.
However, under the committee amendments, arbitrage bonds are
defined. They are in general defined as obligations issued where all
or a major part of the proceeds can be reasonably expected to be
used (directly or indirectly) to acquire securities or obligations which
may be reasonably expected, at the time of the issuance of the State
or local obligation, to produce a yield which is materially higher than
the yield on the State or local governmental bond issue. Arbitrage
bonds are also defined as including obligations issued to replace funds
which were used to acquire (directly or indirectly) the type of securi-
ties or obligations referred to above.

The definition of arbitrage bonds for purposes of this provision is
not to include issues where parL op all of the proceeds of the issue are
reasonably expected to be used to provide permanent financing for
real property used, or to be used, for residential purposes (or to replace
funds so used) where the yield on the State or local government obli-
gations at the time of issue is not expected to be substantially lower
than the yield on the permanent financing. (This exception does not
apply to State or local government oblgations held by a person who
is a substantial user of property financed by the proceeds of the issue
or by a member of his family.)

In addition, an obligation is not to be treated as an arbitrage bond
solely because the proceeds of the issue may for a temporary period
be invested in securities or other obligations until the proceeds are
needed for the purpose for which the State or local government bonds
were issued. Nor are obligations to be classified as arbitrage bonds
where the proceeds of the State or local government issue may be
invested in securities or other obligations which are part of a reasona-
bly required reserve or replacement fund. The amount of the proceeds
invested in securities or obligations which are part of a required
reserve or replacement fund may not exceed 15 percent of the total
proceeds of the issue unless the issuer establishes to the satisfaction
of the Treasury Department that a higher amount is necessary.

The committee amendments are effective with respect to obligations
issued after October 9, 1960.
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U. EXTENSION OF TAX SURCHARGE AND EXCISE
TAXES

1. Extension of Tax Surcharge at 5-Percent Annual Rate for
First Half of 1970.

Present law.-The Revenue and Expenditure Control A,2t c_, 1968
adopted a 10-percent surcharge on the tax liabilities . f individuals
and business corporations in order to dampen inflationary pressures
and keep the economy under control. The 10-percent surcharge ini-
tially would have expired as of June 39, 1969, but in H.R. 9951 the 10-
percent surcharge was extended for the period from July 1, 1969,
through December 31, 1969.

Problem.-The extension of the surcharge until the end of calendar
year 1969 provided by H.R. 9951 will help combat the inflationary
pressures which have remained strong. However, these inflationfry
pressures are still such that the committee believes an extension of the
surcharge (at a lower rate) through the first half of 1970 is necessary in
order to finish the job of bringing the economy under control. The
gross national product is still rising; the consumer price index and
the wholesale price index have risen at annual rates of 5.6 and 3.6
percent, respectively, since the end of last year; and our financial and
money markets are showing marked signs of strain.

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the committee
amendments, in effect, provide that the surcharge on the tax liabil-
ities of individuals and corporations which, under present law, is
scheduled to expire on December 31, 1969, is to be continued at a
5 percent annual rate for the period from January 1, 1970, until
June 30, 1970. For a calendar year taxpayer, the surcharge is applied
for the entire year rather than for one-half the year which means
that insofar as tax returns are concerned those for calendar 1970 will
show a 2%-percent surcharge.' For withholding tax purposes, however,
the surcharge is to be taken into account at a 5-percent rate with
respect to wages and salaries paid in the first half of the calendar
year. In the second half of the year, insofar as withholding is con-
cerned, no surcharge is to be imposed.

A conforming amendment is also made which relates to the required
amount of minimum distributions which a domestic corporation must
receive from its foreign subsidiaries in order to avoid including undis-
tributed earnings of the foreign subsidiaries in its own income.

The above provisions under the House bill and the committee
amendments apply to taxable years ending after December 31, 1969,
and beginning before July 1, 1970.
2. Continuation of Excise Taxes on Communication Services and

Automobiles
Present law.-The excise tax on passenger automobiles presently is

7 percent and the excise tax on local and toll telephone services and
teletypewriter exchange services presently is 10 percent. Both rates
are scheduled to decline to 5 percent on January 1, 1970, 3 percent on
January 1, 1971, 1 percent on January 1, 1972, and to be repealed on
January I, 1973.

'In ths oe of a flAo year tapayer the swa 1s at an annual nite of 10 peramt for the period
December 31, i9, and at an annual rat. @15 percent for the period In Ianuy I, 19M, and dg
Juve 30 IM7 The rate for mny ftml year, only a pert of vbich Isite 10 perent or 5 percent mrchwp
perid W to be determined by a proratiou at the two paiods on.* daily bwAL
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Problem.-It appears inappropriate to reduce these excise taxes
during a period of continuing infationary pressures when the Federal
Government has imposed an income tax surcharge and is applying
other forms of fiscal and monetary restraints to control the inflationary
pressures.

Finance Committee decigion.-The House bill and the committee
amendments postpone for one year the scheduled reduction in the
excise taxes on passenger automobiles and communications services.
Accordingly, both versions of the bill provide that the current rates
are to continue through 1970, and each subsequent scheduled reduction
is to be postpuned one year. Under both versions of the bill the
scheduled rates for the excise taxes on passenger automobiles and com-
munications services are as follows:

Rate (percent)

Communica-
Year Automobiles tons srvces

1970 ------------------------------.--------------------------------------- 7 10
1971 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 5
1972 ------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 3 3
1973 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 1
1974 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- () (1)

I Tax is repealed.

These provisions become effective on January 1, 1970.

V. REPEAL OF THE INVESTMENT CREDIT

Present law.-Present law provides a 7-percent tax credit (3 percent
for public utility property) for qualified investment in: (1) tangible
personal roperty; (2) other property (not including buildings and
structuralcomponents) which is an integral part of a manufactun
or production or research or storage facility; and (3) elevators arid
escalators.

To qualify, the property must be depreciable and have a useful life
of four years or more. New property fully qualifies for the credit.
Upto $50,000 of used property can be taken into account in any year.

Property with a useful life of from four to six years qualifies for
the credit to the extent of one-third of its cost. Property with a useful
life of six to eight years qualifies to the extent of two-thirds of the
investment. If the property has a useful life of eight years or more,
the full amount qualifies.

The amount of the investment credit taken in any year may not
exceed the first $25,000 of tax liability plus 50 percent of the tax lia-
bility in excess of $25.000. Investment credits which, because of this
limitation, cannot be used in the current year may be carried back to
the three prior years and carried forward to the succeeding 7 taxable
years.

Probim.-The investment credit does not appear to be suited to
present conditions. The credit was deigned to provide a tax induce-
ment for businem to modenize their equipment and expand pro-
ductive capacity. Since 1962, busine s has invested i& b'!ion
in new plant and equipment, and it would appear that there is no
reason to grant & tax inducement for new investment now.
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The current outlook is that plant and equipment expenditures will
reach record levels in 1969. Such expenditures have risen from $64.1
billion in 1968 to $70.9 billion in 1969 and now are expected to rise
another 8.3 percent in 1970. Much of this investment has resulted
from the inflationary psychology which induces businessmen to in-
crease plant and equipment spending beyond normal levels in an
attempt to avoid higher costs in later years. In such a situation,
business investment should not be stimulated. Instead, such invest-
ment should be moderated in order to contain an overactive economy
and reduce inflationary pressures.

The investment credit cannot be turned on and off quickly to adjust
to current economic conditions. In 1966, the credit was suspended
temporarily in order to reduce the inflationary impact of large invest-
ment expenditures; but the investment credit continued to have an
expansionary impact on some investments beyond the cutoff date as
a result of transition provisions and carryovers of unused credits. In
other cases, there was distortion in the investment process because
businessmen postponed normal investments in anticipation of the time
when the credit would be restored.

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the committee
amendments provide that the investment credit is not to be available
with respect to property the physical construction, reconstruction
or erection of which is begun after April 18, 1969, or which is acquired
by the taxpayer after that date. The two versions of the bill provide
certain exceptions to this general rule, however, where the invest-
ment credit is to be available in the case of property constructed,
reconstructed, erected or acquired under a binding contract entered
into before April 19, 1969, or in certain other transitional situations
which are discussed briefly below.

The House provision would have phased out investment credits
available in 1971 through 1974 (generally those which result from
binding contracts or other transition rules) by reducing the rate of
the investment credit by 1/10th of one percentage point a month
during this period. Under the committee amendments, however,
investment credits are to be allowable in the future (where they arose
from binding contracts in the past or from the application of the
other transition rules) at the full 7 percent rate if the property is
placed in service before 1979. No investment credits would be allowed
or property placed in service after that time.

Both the House bill and the committee amendments limit the
amount of unused credits from prior years which may be carried over
and used in 1969 and subsequent years. Under both versions of the
bill the amount of unused credits which a taxpayer can claim as a
carryover to any year after 1968 cannot exceed 20 percent of the
carryovers available at the end of 1968 (or any higher level of carry-
overs available in any subsequent year).

The 20 percent limitation on the use of carryovers is in addition
to the general 50 percent limitation (the extent to which the invest-
ment credit can reduce tax liability). In determining the years in
which the carryovers of investment credits are available, the House
bill would have retained the present length of the carryover period,
namely, three years back and seven years forward. The committee
amendments, however, provide an additional three-year carryforward
period for unused investment credits to the extent these unused
credits cannot be used in a year solely because of the special 20
percent limitation. an
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As indicated above, the investment credit continues to he available
under the House bill, and under the committee amendments, not,
only where the construction commenced, or the acquisition occurred,
before April 19, 1969, but also where property is constructed (recon-
structed or erected) or acquired after that date but pursuant to a con-
tract which was binding on the taxpayer on April 18, and at all times
thereafter. This applies only to contracts where the construction or
acquisition of property is itself the subject matter of the contract and
does not apply to contracts with persons other than a builder or
supplier where the taxpayer becomes obligated to construct or acquire
property; to some extent third-party situations are covered under a
provision described below.

In addition to the binding contract rule, the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments contain a series of other transitional rules under
which the investment credit will continue t be available although the
actual construction or acquisition occurred after that date. These
rules are summarized as follows:

(1) Both versions of the bill contain an "equipped building rule"
which provides that where construction of a building began before
April 19, 1969, and the cost of the building plus machinery and
equipment which had been ordered for it before that date represents
more than half of the entire cost of the building and planned equip-
ment, the entire equipped building project and incidental appurte-
nances are to be eligible for the investment credit. The equipped
building rule covers not only machinery and equipment to be used
in the building but also incidental machinery, equipment and structures
adjacent to the building and necessary to the planned use of the build-
ing. This rule applies where the entire project was planned before
AprI 19, 1969, and more than 50 percent of the cost of the building,
equipment and machinery was attributable to property on which con-
stru,-tion began before April 19 or which was acquired or under contract
binding before that time.

(2) A plant facility rule (covering cases where the facility is not
housed in a building) is also provided in both versions of the bill.
This provides that the investment credit is to be available where
under a plan in existence on April 18, the taxpayer constructed a plant
facility and more than 50 percent of the cost of the facility is attribut-
able to property the construction of which began before April 19 or tc
prorty which was acquired by the taxpayer before that date. In
such cases the investment credit is to be available with respect to the
entire, plant facility. Under the plant facility rule, the investment
credit is also available where construction on the facility began before
April 19, at the site of the plant facility. In addition, where a certificate
of-ounvenience and necessity was issued before April 19 by a Federal
regulatory agency with respect to what would otherwise be two or
more plant facilities, these may, under the rule set forth above, be
treated as a single facility. For this treatment to apply, 50 percent of
the cost of the property making up the facilities must be attributable
to property the construction of which began before April 19 or to
property acquired before that date.

(3) A special machinery and equipment rule makes the investment
credit available where machinery and equipment was only partially
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on order or under construction on April 18. Under this rule, the invest-
ment credit will continue to be available in the case of machinery and
equipment where more than 50 percent of the parts or components
were on hand on April 18 or are acquired under a binding contract in
effect on that date.

(4) Under the bill and committee amendments, an investment credit
is also available where a person who has a pre-April 19 binding con-
tract for property sells the property to a third person and leases it
back. Under the bill and committee amendments, the credit is avail-
able where the binding contract was entered into before April 19, the
pro erty (or contract rights) involved is transferred to a third person,
and a person who is a party to the binding contract retains the right
to use the property under a lease. In this case, the other person suc-
ceeds to the position of the transferor with respect to the binding
contract and the property '. The lease can be for any term unless the
lessor decides not to exercise his edition to permit the lessee to claim
the investment credit. In this latter case, the lease must be for a term
of at least one year. Under the House bill, if the lessor retained the
right to use the credit and the lessee subsequently lost the right to use
the property, this would be treated as a disposition of the property by
the lessor and would result in a recapture of the investment credit
previously allowed to the lessor (where this occurs prior to the end of
the useful life of the property used in determining the amount of the
credit allowed). Under the committee amendments (which are sub-
stantially identical to the rule in the 1966 legislation temporarily
suspending the investment tax credit), the application of this special
recapLure rule contained in the House bill is limited to situations
which do not involve long-term leases. The committee amendments
also extend this sales and lease back rule to situations where the
property sold continues to qualify for the credit under the machinery
and equipment rule rather than the binding contract rule. In addi-
tion, the committee amendments provide that a ;orporation which is
affiliated with the seller of the property may lease the property back.

(5) The House bill and committee amendments also provide for
situations where binding contracts or leases entered into before
April 19 require the construction of machinery or equipment under
the terms of the lease or contract. aangement even though these do
not qualify under the binding contract rule summaized above. Under
both versions of the bill where a binding lease or contract is in effect
on April 18, the investment credit is to continue to be available in
the case of this property. Where a project includes property in addi-
tion to that covered by a specific lease arrangement, this rule is to
apply to the other property only if binding leases and contracts in
effect on April 18 covered real property representing at least one-
quarter of the entire project. The bill and committee amendments
also cover cass of pro-April 19 binding contracts involving the con-
struction or acquisition of property specified in an order of a Federal
regulatory commission for which an application was filed before
April 19. In these cases, the property must be used for the purpose of
transporting one or more products to be purchased or sold under the
contract, and one or more parties to the contract must have had
commitments in existence on April 18 which in the aggregate require
the taking or providing of more than 50 percent of the products to be
transported over a substantial portion of the useful life of the property.

(6) The House bill and committee amjedments provide that in
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determining whether property is to be treated as acquired under a
binding contract before April 19, certain transfers are to be disre-
garded. The type to be disregarded are transfers where it is appro-
priate for the transferee to "step into the shoes" of the transferor.
These include cases where there is a transfer at death, a transfer to a
corporation upon the liquidation of a subsidiary, a transfer to a
controlled corporation, a transfer as a result of a tax-free corporate
reorganization, a transfer to a partnership by a partner in exchange
for an interest in the partnership, and a transfer by a partnership to a
partner.

(7) Both versions of the bill make the investment credit available
where property is acquired by a corporation which is a member of an
affiliated group from another member of the group in whose hands it
would qualify for the credit because of the comstruction, acquisition,
or binding contract rules. In such a case, the property may be trans-
fer- ed to another member of the same group without losing the invst-
ment credit, even though that occurs after the effective date. The
House bill also provides that a contract between members of an
affiliated group is not to be treated as a binding contract even though
it was entered into prior to April 19, 1969. The committee amend-
ments accept this as a general rule but provide that the rule is not to
apply if at all times after June 30, 1969 (and prior to the completion
of the contract) the corporations no longer are members of the same
affiliated group.

(8) Both versions of the bill also make the investment credit
available where an ocean-going vessel (known as a mother ship) is
eligible for the investment credit because of the binding contract rule
(or otherwise) and this mother ship is designed to carry barges. In
such cases, the House bill provides the barges are to be eligible for
the investment credit, but not in a greater number than the number
specified in the binding contracts with the Maritime Administration.
The committee amendments modify this House provision somewhat.
In the case of subsidized carriers, the credit is to be allowed for the
number of barges specified in a pre-April 19 application for mortgage
or construction loan insurance filed with the Secretary of Commerce.
The investment credit is also to be available in the case of barges
used by unsubsidized carriers where more than 50 percent of the
barges the carrier plans to use otherwise qualify under the binding
contract or other transition rules.

(9) The House bill makes available the investment credit for
certain new design projects where certain conditions are met. In
these cases, under the House bill, the taxpayer must have undertaken
before April 19 a project to produce a product of a new design, the
binding contracts involved must be fixed price contracts (except for
rice escalation provisions relating to changes in pay rates) and thefinding contracts must cover more than 60 ercent of the entire

production of the new design product to be delivered before 1973.
This provision is applicable only where before April 19 more than
50 percent of all depreciable property required to be constructed or
acquired to carry out the binding contracts either was under con-
struction by the taxpayer, had been acquired by him, or was under
a binding contract for construction or acquisition. (In applying tEis
50 percent test, productive items such as jigs, dies, and templates
specifically d signed for and only suitable for use in the manufacture
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of the new design product are to be considered as property under a
binding contract if they 'were described in written engineering and
internal financial plans of the taxpayer in existence on that date.)
The committee amendments modify this transition rule to provide
that the fixed price binding contracts may allow for price changes
due to material costs in addition to those due to pay increases, and
by reducing from 60 percent to 50 percent the amount of the produc-
tion of the new design products (to be delivered before 1973) which
must be covered by binding contracts.

(10) The committee amendments (but not the House bill) provide
an additional transitional rule under which the credit is to continue
to be available in the case of property which a taxpayer must construct
or acquire in order to carry out a pre-April 19, 1969, contract with a
person who must take substantially all of the production from the
property over its useful life. For this rule to apply, the property must

e specified in a binding contract or must be extractive property with
respect to wbich a series of special requirements are satisfied.

(11) The committee amendments (but not the House bill) provide
that where a corporation purchases substantially all of another
corporation's assets pursuant to a pre-April 19 binding contract, the
purchasing corporation can "step into the shoes" of the other dorpora-
tion for purposes of obtaining an investment credit with respect to its
property and contracts.

(12) The committee amendments (but not the House bill) also in-
clude cases where under a binding lease or contract to lease entered in-
to before April 19, a lessor or lessee is obligated to construct or acquire
property specified in documents related to the lease or contract which
were filed with a Federal regulatory agency before April 19. The prop-
erty constructed or acquired by the lessor or lessee in such a case is
to e eligible for the investment credit. A lease which is treated as a
financing arrangement for other tax purposes will continue to be
treated as a lease for purposes of this amendment.

(13) The committee amendments (but not the House bill) also
make the investment-credit available where the site of a plant facility
was acquired before April 19 for the purpose of constructing a refinery
and substantial expenditures for the acquisition of a pipeline in con-
nection with the refinery occurred before April 19 and within one year
after the date of acquisition of the plant site, the taxpayer commenced
construction of the refinery. The investment credit is made available
in such a case by considering the date of acquisition of the plant site
as the date on which the construction or erection of the refinery
commenced.

Other amendments made by the committee provide that recapture
of investment credit upon early disposition of property is not to
occur to the extent that the taxpayer replaces such property within a
6-month period after the disposition. An investment credit is not
allowed in such circumstances, however, with respect to the replace-
ment property. Relief from interest and penalties on payment of
estimated tax is allowed where this results from understatement of
tax because of the repeal of the credit.
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W. AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL
FACILITIES

Present law.-Under present law, a taxpayer maY claim an invest-
ment credit with respect to pollution control facilities to the extent
they involve property of a type generally eligible for the investment
credit.

Problem.-There is a present need for industry to install facilities
that will remove pollutants and contaminants from air and water
discharged after use in production processes. Since termination of the
investment credit will remove to some extent the financial offsets to the
costs of these facilities, an alternative form of incentive may be viewed
as desirable.

Finance Committee decigion.-Under the House bill, a taxpayer
would be allowed to amortize any certified pollution control facility
over a period of 60 months. The amortization deduction would replace
the depreciation deduction, but the additional first-year 20 percent
depreciation allowance would still be available.

The committee amendments continue the concept ot the House bill
but limit the amortization deduction to pollution control facilities
added to plants which were in operation on December 31, 1968. Thus,
the special amortization provision is not to be available in the case
of facilities included in new plants built in the future. The committee
amendments further limit the 5-year amortization deduction by. allow-
ing it only for the proportion of-the cost of the property attributable
to the first 15 years of its normal useful life. Where a property has a
normal useful life of more than 15 years, the taxpayer would in effect
treat his facility as if it were two separate facilities. One facility
(representing the portion of the total cost attributable to the first 15
years of useful life) would be eligible for the 5-year amortization. The
other facility (the remaining cost) would receive regular depreciation
based upon the entire normal useful life of the property. If the prop-
er-y has a normal useful life of 15 years or less, the total cost of the
property would be eligible for the 5-year amortization.

Under the House bill, certified pollution control facilities generally
are defined as that part of any depreciable property which is a separate
identifiable treatment facility used to abate or control water or atmos-
pheric pollution or contamination by removing, altering, disposing or
storing of pollutants, contaminants, waste or heat and which is appro-
priately certified. The committee amendments provide that the defini-
tion of an eligible pollution control facility is to exclude facilities which
serve any function other than pollution abatement. Moreover, they
are not to include facilities that only diffuse the pollution as distinct
from abating pollution. Thus, the amortization treatment will only be
available in the case of installations which prevent or minimize the
direct release of pollutants into the air or water in the course of manu-
facturing operations. Facilities which remove elements from fuel that
would be released as pollutants when the fuel is burned would not be
eligible for the amortization deductions.

Under the House bill and the committee amendments the amortiza-
tion deduction is to be available only with respect to pollution control
facilities which are certified by the appropriate State and Federal
authorities. Under this requirement, it wa necessary for the State
authority to certify to the Federal authority that the facility ha
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been constructed or acquired in conformity with a State program or
req uirenients regarding the abatement or control of water or air
pollution or contamination. Under the House provision, it is also
necessary for the Federal authority to certify to the Treasury De-
)artment that the facility meets minimum performance standards

(which must be promulgated by the Federal authority from time to
time and which must take technological advances into account and
specify the tolerance for such pollutants and contaminants as is ap-
)roprlate); that it was in comphan '.c with the applicable regulations of
the Federal agencies; and that its operation was in furtherance of the
general policies of the United States for cooperation with the States in
the prevention and abatement of water and air pollution. Under the
committee amendments, the Federal certifying ,i:thorities are not to
establish national effluent standards for water or emission standards
for air but rather are to set general guidelines for the standards to be
specified by the States.

The committee provided that the 5-year amortization deduction
for air and water pollution control facilities is only to apply to those
placed in service before January 1, 1975.

The amendments made by this provision under both the House
bill and the committee amendments apply to taxable years ending
after 1968.

X. AMORTIZATION OF CERTAIN RAILROAD ROLLING
STOCK, ETC.

Present law.-An investment credit is generally allowable with re-
spect to railroad rolling stock. Under present depreciation guidelines,
ttie useful life of rolling stock is 14 years.

Problem.-Since the enactment of the investment credit, the rail-
roads have been able to increase their investment in new equipment and
facilities to a considerable degree. The result has been a substantial
contribution to modernizing railroad equipment, increasing railroad
efficiency, reducing freight car shortages during seasonal periods of
critical need, and improving the ability of railroads to finance acquisi-
tions of new equipment.

Repeal of the investment credit may affect the ability of the railroads
to continue their present investment programs at the same pace. Be-
cause of the importance to the economy of a healthy railroad industry
and the existence of the present shortage of freight cars, it appears that
an alternative form of incentive to encourage continuation of the pres-
ent level of investment is needed. It is more appropriate to permit a
rapid recovery of the costs involved, however, than to permit a return
of more than total costs.

Finance Comonitee deei~ion.-The House. bill would have provided
that a domestic common carrier railroad, subject to regulation by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, could elect to amortize its rolling
stock (other than locomotives) over a 7-year period. This treatment
was to be available in the case of rolling stock acquired after July 31,
1969 (where its original use commenced with the taxpayer after that
date). Rolling stock constructed by the taxpayer after that date also
was to 'be eligible for the 7-year amortization provision.

The committee amendments substitute a broader provision for the
provision contained in the House bill. Instead of 7-year amortization
of new rolling stock, and in lieu of any special exception from the
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repeal of the investment credit, the committee amendments provide for
5-year amortization of new rolling stock including l c-omotives. This
applies to rolling stock acquired (or constructed) after January 1,
1970. In addition, rolling st(,.ck acquired (or constructed) during 19;9
is to be eligible for 4-year amortization to the extent of any unrecovered
costs as of January 1, 1970. Or. January 1, 1973. the SeS'retary of the
Treasury is to issue regulations indicating Iar)iiular classes of cars or
locomotives which are not. in short supplV. Rolling st(,k in these se-
cific classes of cars or locomotives which is placed in service from
that time on will not be eligible for the 5-year amortization writeoff.

The 5-year (or 4-year) amortization referred to above is to be avail-
able with respect to the rolling stock of all railroads, switching and
terminal companies all of whose stock is owned by railroads an(d roll-
ing stock of lessors who lease to railroads. This would include, for
example, the Pacific Fruit Express and Fruit Growers Express Com-
panies. The 5- (or 4-) year amortization provision is not available,
however, in the case of rolling stock owned and used by companies
other than railroads or rolling stock leased to companies other than
railroads.

In addition, for purposes of the amortization provision, property
placed in service at any time during 1970 i0 to be presumed to he pla,'ed
in service on December 31, 1969. For subsequent years, the question of
when the rolling stock is placed in service will depend upon the depre-
ciation convention generally followed by the taxpayer.

The 5-year amortization provision under the committee amendments
is to apply to qualified rolling stock placed in service before Jandary 1,
1975. This will give Congress an opportunity at that time to review this
amortization provision to see what, if any, changes or modifications
may then appear desirable.

In the absence of action to the contrary, the fact that railroad rolling
stock was amortized rather thani subject to depreciation (with a 14-
year life) would have an adverse effect on the ex-ent to which rail roads
were considered as meeting the so-called reserve ratio test under the
present Treasury regulations with respect to depreciation. To over-
come this adverse effect, it is understood that the Treasury Depart-
ment for 1969 and later years will take into account, for reserve ratio
purposes, the acquisitions of rolling stock with respect to which the
amortization election has been made. In other words, the amortization
base will be considered as if it were in the appropriate depreciation
schedule (in the absence of amortization) and the guideline reserve
ratio test will be applied by including in the depreciation reserve a
simulated amount reflecting the accumulated depreciation on such
equipment if it had been depreciated on the basis of the guideline lives.

It is further understood that to the extent the 5-year (or 4-year)
amortization deductions result in larger deductions than would be
available under the depreciation schedules previously in effect., the rail-
roads are expected to maintain a level of investment in, or maintenance
of, rolling stock and other transportation facilities equal to the level
of these larger deductions. Thus, the larger deductions are being al-
lowed on the basis that they represent a larger annual level of replace-
ment need for equipment necessary in order to sustain and improve rail-
road service to the public. The extent tc which this level is achieved and
maintained will be pertinent in deciding whether this provision should
be extended at its expiration date on December 31,1974.
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This does not imply that there would be any specific tracing of funds
or that the amount invested in transportation equipment need neces-
sarily represent an increase over prior transportation equipment pur-
chases but rather that railroads should, in general, attempt to see to it
that their expenditures for purchases or maintenance of rolling stock
and other transportation equipment facilities would, over a period of
years, at, least. -rual the level of deductions obtained as a result of the
amortization deductions.

Rolling stock which, because of acquisition or construction before
April 19, 1969 or because of the binding contract or other transition
rules, is eligible for the investment credit in 1969, 1970 or later years is
nevertheless to be eligible for the 5-year (or 4-year) amortization
deduction writeoff. The useful life of the rolling stock for purposes of
the investment credit is to be determined on the basis of the rolling
stock's actual useful life and is not to be based upon the 5- (or 4-) year
amortization period over which it is written off.

Recently, upon audit by the Internal Revenue Service, questions
have been raised as to the treatment of repairs in the case of railroad
rolling stock. It has been contended by some agents that repair of the
rolling stock represents a capital improvement extending the 14-year
guideline life of the rolling stock. To prevent this result in the case
of railroad rolling stock, the committee amendments will treat the cost
of repairs as an expense in all cases where such costs in any 12-month
period do not exceed '20 percent of the unadjusted basis of the unit
involved. This is not to be considered as a guideline, however, with
respect to the repair of any other types of transportation equipment
of other transportation companies or of other equipment generally.
Nor will it constitute a limit on repair deductions for railroads; if
amounts would otherwise be deductible as repairs, they will continue
to be deductible even though the amount exceeds this limit.

The committee amendments also provide railroads with the option
to amortize railroad grading and tunnel bores on the basis of a 50-year
life. Under present law, railroads capitalize these costs but have not
been able to depreciate them because of uncertainties as to the length
of their useful life. The railroad property which would be amortizable
includes only improvements resulting from excavating (including tun-
neling), constructing embankments, clearing, diverting of roads and
streams, sodding of slopes, and all similar work necessary to provide,
construct, reconstruct, alter, protect, improve, replace, or restore a road-
bed or right-of-way for railroad track.

The investment to be amortized in this case is the adjusted basis
for determining gain. If the property was acquired before 1913, its
basis for this purpose will be its value as of March 1, 1913. This value
will be presumed to be the valuation made by the Interstate Commerce
Commission or a comparable State regulatory body where appropriate.
Either the railroad or the Internal Revenue Service may demonstrate
that the March 1, 1913, value was different from such valuation, but
the burden of proof will be on the party seeking to establish the differ-
ent amount. Property purchased or constructed after February 28,1913,
would be amortized on the basis of the taxpayer's cost..

The amortization for railroad grading and tunnel bores is to begin
with taxable years beginning on or after January 1,1970.
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Y. ADJUSTMENT OF TAX BURDEN FOR INDIVIDUALS

1. Increase in Standard Deduction
Present taw.-Under present law, a taxpayer in computing taxable

income may itemize his deductions, or may take the larger of the
minimum standard deduction or the 10 percent standard deduction.
The minimum standard deduction is $200 plus $100 for each exerup-
tion. and the regular standard deduction is 10 percent of adjusted gross
income. Both forms of the standard deduction are limited to $1,000
($500 in the case of a married individual filing a separate return).

Problem.-The 10 percent standard deduction was introduced in
1944 to reduce the complexity of the income tax for the vast majority
of taxpayers. Instead of keeping records of deductible personal ex-
penditures and itemizing deductions on their tax returns, more than
82 percent ot taxpayers were able to use the simpler standard deduction
when it was first introduced. Since that time, higher medical costs,
higher interest rates, higher State and local taxes, increased home-
ownership, and more expensive homes have encouraged more and more
taxpayers to itemize their deductions. In addition, itemization has been
encouraged by rising incomes which have moved more and more
taxpayers beyond the $10,000 income level where the $1,000 standard
deduction ceiling first becomes applicable. The effect of higher incomes
and increased expenses has been to decrease the proportion of returns
using the standard deduction from 82 to 58 percent.

Finance Committee decision.-Both the House bill and the com-
mittee amendments increase the present 10 percent standard deduc-
tion with a $1,000 ceiling to a 15 percent standard deduction with a
$2,000 ceiling. Both versions of the bill provide that the standard
deduction is to be 13 percent with a $1,400 ceiling in 1970, 14 percent
with a $1,700 ceiling in 1971, and finally 15 percent with a $2,000 ceil-

in 1972 and for subsequent years.
early 34 million returns will benefit as a result of this increase in

the standard deduction. This constitutes slightly more than half of
all taxable returns. As a result of this change alone, some 8.7 million
taxpayers presently itemizing their deductions or 27 percent of the
total can be expected to shift to the standard deduction, raising the
proportion of taxpayers using this deduction from 58 percent to nearly
70 percent. This is without regard to the impact of the low-iniome
allowance described below.
2. Low-Income Allowance

Present law.-The minimum standard deduction is $200 plus $100
for each personal exemption up to a total of $1,000.

Probem.-Infiationary p rice increases have had their most severe
impact in the erosion of the already inadequate purchasing power of
the poor. In addition, recent studies of the economic conditions of the
poor by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare have indi-
cated that, even with the present minimum standard deduction, many
persons with incomes below the poverty level are subject to tax and
m addition, substantial tax burdens are imposed on those with in-
comes immediately above the poverty levels. At the present time there
still are some 5.2 million taxable returns at or below the recognized
poverty levels.
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Finance committeee decision.-Over a period of three years (two
years itt the Hoist' bill), the committee amendments revise the )resent
rnitntimrn staiildar1 (le(uction of $200 plus $100 for each exemption
(with a total of up to $1,000) to a flat $1,100 minimum standard de-
(l1<CtiOn for all returns (except that this amount is to be $550 in the
'ase of a husband anid wife filing separate returnss.

The new minimum standard deduction or low-income allowance
consists of a "basic allowance" (the former minimum standard deduc-
tion) and an "additional allowance". The basic allowance amounts to
$200 plus $100 for each personal exemption up to a total of $1,100.

The "additional allowance" for 1970 (and 1971 under the com-
mittee amendments) adds a sufficient amount to the basic allowance
( in the case of families with 8 or fewer exemptions) so that the total
tax-free income level apart from personal exemptions in the case of
each family is $1,100. In the case of a single person, this means that
there is a $300 basic allowance plus an $800 additional allowance; it.
the case of a family unit of 2 members, the amount added to the $400
basic allowance is $700. As the amount of the basic allowance in-
creases, (by $100 for each exemption) the additional allowance added
by the bill, in order to maintain a uniform $1,100 of tax-free income
per family unit, decreases by $100. As a result, the differentiation as to
starting tax levels for different size family units is to be based entirely
on the difference in number of $600 exemptions available to a family
unit. This is approximately in accord with the analysis of poverty
levels for families of different sizes made by HEW which indicates
that the poverty level increases by approximately $600 above a base
$1,100 amount for each additional person in a family unit.

For 1970 (and 1971 under the committee amendments), the addi-
tional allowance provided by the bill is "phased out" as the income of
the taxpayer increases. In 1970, for each $2 of additional adjusted
gross income above the nontaxed poverty level ($1,100 plus $600 for
each exemption), the additional allowance is decreased by $1. Thus,
the $800 additional allowance made available in the case of single
persons gradually is eliminated as income rises above $1,700 and
terminates at an income level of $3,300 (an income .pan of $1,600).
In 1971, under the committee amendments (but not under the House
bill), the additional allowance is decreased by $1 for every $15 of
additional income above the non-taxabl3 level. Thus, for a single
person the reduction of the additional allowance begins at $1,700
and ends at $5,872 (above that level he would find the 14-percent
standard deduction available in that year worth more than the re-
maining low-income allowance). In 1972 under the committee amend-
ments and in 1971 under the House bill the phaseout no longer applies.

Both versions of the bill provide that married couples filing separate
returns in 1970 and 1971 generally are not to have the benefit of the
additional allowance provided by the bill. However, to provide for
the case of a family abandoned by one of the p arents both versions
of the bill specify that a married individual, under certain conditions,
may obtain the full low income allowance even though not filing a
joint return. In addition, such an individual when electing the percent-
age standard deduction may deduct an amount up to the full ceiling
rather than only up the ceiling provided for married individuals
filing separately and may also use the tax rates for head of household.
This result is obtained by treating such an individual as if she or he
were a "head of household". To qualify for this status the individual
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must not file a joint return, but must maintain a household which is
the principal place of abode of one or more dependents. The dependent
in question must be a son tr daughter (or step-son or step-daughter)
for which the individual is entitled to a dependency exemption. The
individual must furnish more than half the cost of maintaining the
household and during the entire taxable year the individual's spouse
must not be a member of the household in question.

Approximately 11.8 million returns will benefit in 1970 from the
low income allowance and 5.2 million will become nontaxable. In
1972, when the phaseout is no longer applicable, 36.8 million taxpayers
are expected to benefit from the $1,100 minimum standard deduction
of which 5.5 million are expected to become nontaxable over the period.
In addition, 5.7 million are expected to shift from itemized deductions
to the standard deduction, in response to the low income allowance.

The low income allowance with the $1 for $2 phaseout is to be
effective for both the House bill and the committee amendments for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969. Under the com-
mittee amendments, the low income allowance with the $1 for $15
phaseout is to be effective for taxable years beginning after December
31, 1970 and the low income allowance (or minimum standard deduc-
tion) without the phaseout is to become fully effective for taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1971. Under the House bill the
phaseout would have been completely eliminated one y:ar earlier at
the end of 1970.
3. Tax Treatment of Single Persons

Present law.-Since the Revenue Act of 1948, married couples filing
joint returns have had the option of being taxed under the split- income
provision. This, in effect, taxes a married couple as if it were composed
of two single individuals each with one-half the couples combined
income. This 50-50 split of income -between the spouses for tax pur-
poses generally produces a lower tax than any other division of income
since the application of the graduated tax rates separately to each of
the two equal parts comprising the couple's income keeps the total
income in lower tax brackets.

Single people generally do not have a comparable income splitting
privilege. As a result they pay higher taxes than married couples at
the same income levels.

In 1951, a head-of-household provision was enacted to grant partial
income-splitting to widows, widowers, and single persons with dE pend-
ents in their households. Individuals who qualify under this provision
are allowed approximately one-half of the income-splitting benefits
given to married couples. These heads of household use a different tax
raf.e schedule which, at any given level of income, produces a tax lia-
bility about halfway between the tax paid by a married couple filing
a joint return and a single individual.

Beginning in 1954 surviving spouses with dependent children were
permitted to use the joint return tax rates with full income splitting
for two taxable years following the year of death of the husband or
wife.

Problem.-Under present law, the tax rates imposed on single per-
sons are quite heavy relative to those imposed on married couples at
the same income level ; a single person's tax is as much as 40.9 percent
higher than the tax paid on a joint return with the same amount of
taxable income. Some difference between the rate of tax paid by single
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persons and joint returns appears appropriate to reflect the additional
living expenses of married taxpayers but the existing differential of as
much as 41 percent (the result of income splitting) cannot be justified
on this basis.

Finance Committee decision.-The Finance Committee amendments
provide a new, lower, rate schedule for single persons (as well as a new
regular schedule and head-of-household rate schedule). This rate
schedule is designed to provide tax liability for single persons which is
17 to 20 percent above that for married couples for taxable incomes of
between $14,000 and $100,000, with the maximum differential of 20
percent being reached for an income level at $20,000. (At present the
difference can be as great as 40 percent.) Below $14,000, where income
splitting is less beneficial the excess of single persons' rates o7er those
of married couples gradually decrease. This is also true above $100,000
again where the benefits of income splitting become less significant A
new rate schedule is also provided for heads-of-households which is
one-half way between the new rate schedule for single persons and the
rate schedule for married couples. The present rate schedule for single
persons is maintained for married couples filing separate returns and
for estates and trusts.

The new rate schedule for single persons is a different type of ap-
proach than that taken in the House bill. Under the House bill, widows
and widowers, regardless of age, and single persons age 35 and over
were permitted to use the head-of-household rate schedule which pro-
vides tax liability half-way between that of the regular rate schedule
used by single persons and the joint return schedule.

The House bill also would have extended the joint return privilege
for surviving spouses as long as they had dependent children under
age 19 or attending school or college. Under present law, they have
the benefits of full income splitting only for the first two years after
the death of the spouse. Under the committee amendments, they will
use the head-of-household rate schedule after their joint return privi-
lege expires (two years after the year of the spouse's death) as long
as they continue to support a dependent.

The new rate schedule for single persons is effective in two stages
with approximately one-third of the rate reductions taking place in
1971 and the remaining two-thirds in 1972 (as is also the case with the
general rate reduction>.
4. Individual Income Tax Rates

Present law.--Present law tax rates range from 14 percent to 70
percent on taxable income in excess of $100,000 for a single taxpayer
and $200,000 for a joint return (- the rate schedule below).

Problem.-The present tax rates -e considered by many to be too
high. They take a large portion oi the income from those subject
to the full impact of the rates. Such high rates also encourage many
taxpayers to shelter their income from the top rates by using tax
avoidance techniques which have frequently developed into tax loop-
holes.

Finane Comnmdttee de eiMmi-The House bill and committee amend-
ments provide the same rcte reductions, applicable in 1972. The tax
rates are reduced by at least one percentage point in all brackets, the
reduction varying in the different brackets so as to produce a reduction
of tax of 5 percent or more in all brackets. Thus, for example, the top
rate is reduced from 70 percent to 65 percent,
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Both the House bill and the committee amendments provide that
the rate reduction is to take place in two stages in 1971 and 1972. The
committee amendments, however, in order to reduce the fiscal impact
of the large revenue lhss in 1971, provide a lesser rate reduction in that
year than does the House bill. The House bill provides the rate reduc-
tion evenly between 1971 and 1972. The committee amendments pro-
vide for approximately 1A of the rate reduction to occur in 1971 and
the remaining % of it to occur in 1972. The rate schedule, under pres-
ent law, under the House und Finance committee bill for 1971 and the
rate schedule under both bills for 1972 is shown in the table below:

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RATE SCHEDULE FOR MARRIED TAXPAYERS UNDER PRESENT LAW, UNVER HOUSE AND
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE BILL FOR CALENDAR YEARS 1971 AND 1912

Taxable Income braiket Tax rate (pWct)

1971 1972

Home end
Senate Sent*
Flnce Finance

Committee Committee
Married separatet) Married (joint) Preoet law Houe bill bill bill

to $500 ---------------- to Sl00---------------- 14 13.5 13.6 13
$o : o1,000------------- $1,0Oto $,0o00 ------------- 15 14.5 14.6 14

to $,50 ----------------- $000 to ,000------------- 16 15.5 15.6 15
l., o ;W ---------------- OO to 00 -------.-- 17 i.5 16.6 160 $400 to ADD .. 00----------------- ;0 to ---000- 19 8. 5 18,6 is,400to .-------------- $oot $12,000------------ - 22 21.5 21.7 21

to -- $16,o00 ........ 25 24 24.4 23to;0 --------- 1,0 ........ $6,00 to I=000 ----------- 29 27.5S 27. 6 27
01o000 to $12,000 00,to S4,o.----------- - 32 31 31.3 30
2 to 14,00-- .--- - 4,000 to ,000 ------------ 36 35 35.3 34

S 16,00----------28 00 to $ 28, 00------------ 39 38 38.3 37to 000 $36,000--.- -------- 42 41 41.3 40
£8,O~O 0-----------$3,t $40,00------------ 45 43.5 4&.9 42to,0 O ..------------- $. 0 0 - $44,00----------- -48 46 46.5 44

000to ----------- - 50 48 5 48.9 47
,00 to 2--------------50to 6 000------------ 53 51 51.5 49

$---------............... S ---------- - 55 52.5 53.1 50
0o -------------- 00 1 ------- 6 57 55.8 52to 0.---------- ,000-- g ..----------- so 57 57.8 54$50 0 to $,---------- -......... 62 6o 60.5 54

o o 0o00 . .------------200 to --4 -- 64 62 62.5 60
-t -o -- -$140,000 t60,000. 66 63 63.8 60$80,0 to $90,000 --- -- -- to $180,000... 68 64.5 65.4 61

$9000to $00000---------- to - 6 65 66.0 61
1 000To$2, --------- 20,0 to ---40,000 70 66 67.0 62$ 2 to $150t,00----- .0 o 000- - 70 665 67.4 63_0,0 m to 200 . . ..---------- ,0- , to M, --------- 70 67 67.8 64
$000 an over ---------- 00,0-- a e------------ 70 67.5 68 1 65

Not: UndIe the taxable Income brackets and raes shownore ams Oppka9l to 3,n400 perons for married taxpayers filing separate returns

The first stage of the rate reduction under both the House bill and
the committee amendments is applicable for taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1970, and the full reduction is made applicable for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1971. In the case of fiscal
years straddling these two dates the pi-oration formula generally appli-
cable to rate reductions applies.
5. Collection of Income Tax at Soure on Wages

Paent 1aw.-Present law provides withholding tables and a per-
centage wi.thholding method which inco'-porates Lhe $600 personal
exemption, the minimum standard deduction, the 10 percent standard
deduction, and the tax rates.

Finance onnittee decigion.--The House bill requires the Internal
Revenue Service to prescribe, and the committee amendments include
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in the bill, new withholding rates and tables incorporating: the low
income allowance (with the phaseout) and the 13 percent standard
deduction (with the $1,400 ceiling) for 1970; the low income allowance
(with the phaseout), the 14 percent standard deduction (with a $1,700
ceiling) and the new tax rates for 1971; and the low income allowance
(without the phaseout), the 15 percent standard deduction (with the
$2,000 ceiling) and the fully reduced tax rates for 197-.

There are no comparable provisions in the House bill.
These provisions apply to wages paid after December 31, 1969. or

the 15th day after enactment, whichever is later.
6. Provision for Flexibility in Withholding Procedures

Present law.-Under present law employers are limited in methods
of computing wage withholding to the withholding tables or percent-
age methods specified in the code or essentially equivalent methods.
They are permitted to withhold on the basis of average wages paid
within a calendar quarter but present law does not permit them to use
average wages over a longer period.

Problem.-Employers in some cases have devised withholding
methods, frequently in conjunction with computerized payroll opera-
tions, which produce approximately the same amount of withholding as
the regular methods but are substantially easier for employers to ad-
minister. The Internal Revenue Service has no authority to permit
employers to use such methods. There also are a number of types of
employment situations where the existing permissible withholding
methods do not accurately match tax liability and tax withheld. This
is true, for example, where wage payments vary significantly in size
from one pay period to another.

Finance Committee decision.-The committee amendments permit
employers to use any withholding method which results in substan-
tially the same amount of withholding as the regular methods. The
amendments also permit the employers to "annualize" wage payments
for withholding purposes. In addition, the bill provides that where
wage payments are quite irregular, withholding can be provided on
the basis of cumulative wages and cumulative withholding.

This provision is to apply for wages paid after December 31, 1969.
7. Additional Withholding Allowances for Excess Itemized De-

ductions
Present law.-Under present law taxpayers with estimated itemized

deductions which exceed the level of deductions on which withholding
is based may claim additional exemptions for withholding tax pur-
poses for each $700 of itemized deductions above a threshold level (10
percent of the first $7,500 of estimated wages plus 17 percent of any
remainder). The estimated itemized deductions in this case may be no
larger than the actual itemized deductions for the prior year.

Problem.-The requirement that the estimated itemized deductions
be no larger than actual deductions for the preceding year prevents the
provision from operating in the first year in which a taxpayer has
excess itemized deductions although their existence is clear. Problems
also arise where the itemized deductions exceed the threshold level by
less than $700 but nevertheless give rise to overwithholding. Moreover,
with the increase in the standard deduction percentage from 10 to 15
percent, the 10 percent threshold level needs to be increased.
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Finiwe Com/mittee deciim.on.-The committee's amendments elimi-
nate the prior year's requirement for excess itemized deductions in
cases where the excess itemized deductions are substantiated by a
court order (such as one providing for pa%:ment of alimony) or by
other evidence clearly verifying their existence. The amendments aso)
provide that an additional withholding allowance is to be permitted
for exceSs itemized deductions of more than $300. In addition, the
amendments raise the percentage threshold for determining excess
itemized deductions to conform to the higher standard deduction pro-
vided by both versions of the bill. The 10 percent applicable to the first
$7,500 is increased to 15 percent and this is applied to all estimated
wages and not merely the first $7,500.

There is no comparable House provision.
This provision is to be effective for taxable years beginning after

December 31, 1969.
8. Certification of Nontaxability for Withholding Tax Purposes

Present 7aw.-Present law does not excuse employees from with-
holding on their wages or salaries if their incomes during the period of
their employment are above specified levels even though they know.
for other reasons, that they will have no tax liability for the year.

Problem.---The difficulty with the present withholding system is
that individuals who work only part of a year have tax withheld on
their wages even though they may have no tax liability for the entire
year. This requires these employees to file a tax return and claim (a
refund for this excess withholding. This represents a problem, espe-
cially for students who work part time during the summer but whose
income falls below the new levels at which tax begins. This is a sub-
stantially higher level than under present law because of the low in-
come allowance. In addition, the withholding rates and tables are based
on the assumption that the taxpayer does not have large itemized de-
ductions (except for a special provision discussed below). As a result
some taxpayei-s with large deductions also find themselves in a non-
taxable status even though there may have been significant withholding
in their cases.

FiKna e Committee decision.-The committee amendments provide
that an individual is not to be subjected to withholding of income tax
if he certifies to his employer that he expects to have no Federal income
tax liability for the current year and, in fart, had no income tax lia-
bility in the prior year.

This certification provision could relieve as many as 10 million per-
sons from overwithholding and having to file a return only for the
purpose of obtaining a refund. No comparable provision is in the House
bill.

This provision will apply after April 30, 1970.
9. Withholding on Supplemental Unemployment Benefits

Present law.--Under present law supplemental unemployment bene-
fits are not subject to withholding because they do not constitute wages
or remuneration for services.

Problem.-Su pplemental unemployment compensation benefits
(SUB) paid by employers are generally taxable to the recipient. As
a result in the absence of witholding these benefits may require a
significant tax payment by the recipient.
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Finane Comimittee de is -The committee amendments require
the payor of taxable supplemental compensation benefits to withhold
Federal income tax from these payments. These are benefits paid to an
employee, under a plan to which the employer is a party, which are
paid because of the employee's involuntary separation from employ-
ment as a result of a reduction in force, the discontinuance of a plant or
operation or similar conditions. This provision was not in the House
bill.

This provision applies to such payments made after June 30, 1970.
10. Voluntary Withholding on Payments Not Defined as Wages

Present law.-Present law specifically excludes certain typ of
remuneration from the definition of wages and makes no provision
for withholding in such cases. Voluntary withholding is unavailable
under present law in such cases even though the payments are received
from a person constituting an employer and both the employer and
employee agree to the additional withholding. Moreover, withholding
is not authorized in the case of annuities and other non-wage type
payments even though withholding would be desirable in many cases.

Problem.-The inability of a person to have tax withheld on the
remuneration "he receives means that he may have a substantial and
possibly burdensome final tax payment. This often occurs, for example,
in the case of persons receiving retirement income or income from
annuities and also in the cas of earnings of farm and domestic work-
ers. Where the recipient of the payment desires to have tax withheld,
it is difficult to see why this should not be done.

Finance committeee decigi..-The committee amendments direct
the Secretary of the Treasury to issue regulations which prescribe
rules for employer withholding on payments for pensions and annui-
ties when an employee or recipient requests such withholding. If an
employee or other recipient requests withholding on these payments
the employer or payor would be required to comply with the request.
In tfhe cas of other payments an employer or payor would be permitted
to withhold where "both the employer and employee (-r payor and
payee) agree to such withholding.

No such provisicrt is in the House bill.
This provision applies to such payments made after June 30, 1970.

Z. MISCELLANEOUS INCOME TAX PROVISIONS

1. Qualified Pension, Etc., Plans of Professional Corporations
Prement law.-jUnder present law, the amounts which self-employed

individuals can set aside annually on a tax-free basis for pensions in
a qualified plan is limited to 10 percent of the individual's earned in-
come not to exceed $2.500. These are the limitations imrnoed with re-
spect to the so-called H.R. 10 type pension plans. In the case of em-
ployees in a corporation, however, there are'no specific limitations as
to the amounts which may he set aside to fund their pensions under
qualified plans which do not discriminate as to benefits and coverage
in favor of high-paid employees, shareholders or officers of the com-
pany.

Generally, lawyers, doctors, accountants and certain other profes-
sional groups in the past have been unable to carry on their professions
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through the form of corporations because of the personal nature of
their responsibility or liability for the work performed for a client or
patient. In recent: years, however, most States have adopted special
incorporation laws which provide for what are generally known as
"professional corporations." These have been used increasingly by
groups of professional persons, primarily to obtain the more favorable
tax treatment for pensions generally available to corporate employees.
The Treasury Department in the so-called Kintner regulations'held
that professional corporations were not taxable as corporations partly
because of the personalized responsibility or liability maintained ini
the case of shareholders with respect to their clients or patients. Recent
court cases, however, have overturned the regulations and the Service
has now acquiesced and generally recognizes these professional cor-
porations as corporations for income tax purposes.

Problem.-Congress, in passing the H.R. 10 pension legislation,
made it clear that it intended to impose limitations as to the amount
which may be set aside on a tax-free basis for subsequent pension
payments to self-employed persons. The formation of professional cor-
porations, while maintaining the personal relationship between the
shareholder-employee and the patient or client, has had the effect of
indirectly overcoming the limitations Congress intended to impose
with respect to deductible amounts which may be set aside for pensions
in these cases. It is recognized that there are disparities in the treat-
ment of self-employed individuals and corporate employees with
respect to pension plans, and that this problem needs attention. These
disparities are being studied and the Treasury and staffs are expected
to report back with suggestions on these problems. In the meanwhile,
however, it would appear inappropriate to permit what are essentially,
in most respects, self-employed persons to avoid the pension limitations
prescribed by Congress.

Fiqnwwe Oommittee decision.-The committee amendments provide
that shareholder-employees of a professional service organization are
to include in their gross income the amounts of contributions paid on
their behalf which are deductible under qualifi-d pension, profit-
sharing and stock bonus plans under the Internal Revenue Code (sec.
404(a) (1), (2) or (3)), t) the extent that these amounts exceed 10
percent of the compensation received by the shareholder-employee from
the organization, or $2,500, whichever is less. In addition, forfeitures
allocated to the shareholder-employees' account under stock bonus or
profit-sharing plans are required to be included in gross income. Where
an individual is covered by plans of more than one organization, the
Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, by regulations, is to aggre-
gate the contributions paid on his behalf in making the computations
referred to above.

The amounts included in the shareholder-employee's gross income
under this provision are to be treated as a part of his considera-
tion or cost for the pension, profit-sharing or stock bonus plan when
the plan benefits are subsequently received bv him so that the same
amounts will not be taxed twice. If the rights of the shareholder-
employee, under a plan to which this provision applies, terminate
before he receives sufficient payments to cover the amounts which he
pre-4ouslv included in gross income, he is permitted to deduct these
amounts in the year in which his rights under the plain) terminate.

The term "professional service organization" under this provision
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means any corporation or association in which the beneficial ownership,
or (-ontrol, is limited under State or local law, or rules of professional
ethics, to individuals who are required to l)e licensed or otherwise
authorized under State or local law to perform professional services
necessary to carry on the trade or business in which the corporation or
association is engaged. This provision also covers the executor or
administrator of a person described above. A shareholder-employee is
ait employee of a professional service organization who owns a
beneficial interest in such an organization.

There is no comparable House provision.
This provision applies to taxable years beginning after December 31,

1969.
2. Amounts Received Under Insurance Contracts for Certain

Living Expenses
Present a.-ITnder present law, a person whose residence is

damaged or destroyed by fire, storm, or other casualty, and who must
temporarily find another residence while his home is being repaired
must declare any insurance payments received to cover the additional
living expenses as taxable income.

Problem..-In the type of situation described above, few if any per-
sons regard the insurance payments rece %-ed as "income," since the
payments merely reimburse the taxpayer for a period of time for the
loss of the use of property he had. In addition, taxing the insured on
the reimbursement in this case means that he has had a net loss on the
overall transaction.

Finance Comm.ittee decision.-The committee amendments in the
case of an individual whose. residence is damaged or destroyed by fire.
storm or other casualty, provide that gross income does not include
amounts received under an insurance contract. for reimbursement
for living expenses incurred by him and members of his household as
the result of the loss of use or occupancy of a residence.

The amendments allow the exclusion only to the extent that the
amounts received do not exceed the excess of the actual living expenses
incurred by the taxpayer (for himself and members of his household)
resulting from the loss of the use of the residence over the normal liv-
ing expenses which would have been incurred by the taxpayer (for
himself and members of his household) during this period.

No comparable provision is contained in the House bill.
This provision applies to amounts received on or after January 1,

1969.
3. Deductibility of Treble Damage Payments, Fines, Penalties,

etc.
Present law.-At present, there is no statutory provision setting

forth a general "public policy" basi for denying deductions which are
"ordinary and necessary" business deductions. Neverthekss, a number
of business expenses have been disallowed on the grounds that the al-
lowance of these deductions would be contrary to Federal, State or
other clearly defined "public policy." This has been true, for example,
in the case of certain fines.

Questions have been raised as to whether deductions should be al-
lowed for damages paid to a private party in a cause of action in which
the successful party is entitled to damages in a greater amount than
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the economic loss demonstrated by him. Under section 4 of the Clayton
Act., for example, a person injured by an an antitrust violation may sue
for damages and recover three times the amount of economic loss es-
tablished. The Internal Revenue Service has held that amounts paid or
incurred in satisfaction of treble damage claims under that Act are
deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses.

Problem.-The question as to whether antitrust treble damage pay-
ments should be deduvctible must be viewed from the standpoint of ..ti-
trust policy and from the standpoint of tax policy. From the standpoint
of antitrust policy, the basic issue is the extent to which the extra dam-
age amounts are designed to constitute a penalty on the violator. Deny-
ing a deduction is one way of assuring that t.he treble damage, penalties
with respect to violations of the antitrust laws are not diluted by
permitting them to reduce taxes otherwise paid.

From the standpoint of tax policy, there generally has been a reluc-
tance to deny a deduction for business expenses, cn the grounds t hat th is
departs from the concept of a tax imposed on actual net business in-
come. There still remains, however, the question as to what is an ordi-
nary and necessary business expense. The Supreme Court in the 7'an
Truck Ren.tal case, for example, in holding that the payment of fines
could not be considered as ordinary and necessary, stated:

A finding of "necessity" cannot be made, however, if allowance of the deduction
would frustrate sharply defined national or State policies proscribing the par-
ticular types of conduct evidenced by some governmental declaration thereof.

On the same grounds, it appears appropriate to deny deductions for
bribes, illegal kickbacks, and the penalty portion of antitrust treble
damage payments. A 1958 amendment to the Internal Revenue (ode
applicable to bribes of foreign officials already suggests such a ('on-
gressional policy. At present, no deduction may be taken for payments
to officials or employees of a foreign government. if in the United
States such payments would be unlawful.

Finwnce Com.mittee deMl'in.--The Finance Committee bill codifies
the court position that deductions are not to be allowed for fines or
similar penalties paid to a government for the violation of any law.

The bill also denies deductions for three other types of expenditures:
treble damage payments under the antitrust laws, deductions for bribes
of public officials (whether or not foreign officials), and other unlawful
bribes or "kickbacks." The codification of the rule denying deductions
for payments in these situations which are deemed to violate public
policy is designed to be all-inclusive. Thus, public policy generally will
not be deemed to be sufficiently clearly defined in other circumstances
to justify disallowance of deductions. The bill does not deal with
lobbying expenditures which are already covered by an Internal
Revenue Code provision (sec. 162(e)) added by section 3 of the
Revenue Act of 1962.

In the case of two of the new categories, amounts are to be denied as
deductions only when the expenditure or an associated expenditure
arises out of a conviction in a criminal proceeding. Under the com-
mittee amendment, there would have to be a conviction in a criminal
prosecution (or a plea of guilty or nolo conteadere) before deductions
would be denied for treble damage payments under the antitrust laws.
This is also true of the provisions relating to bribes and kickbacks of
other than public officials. Denial of the, deduction for the payments in
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these cases can be justified on the grounds that the deduction would
clearly frustrate a sharply defined public policy.

'In addition to denying deduction in the case of antitrust payments
and bribes and kickbacks, the amendments also cover other related
payments. They also cover, for example, situations where only a few
out of a series of related actions give rise to specific indictments. This
policy of covering only those cases where there is a criminal conviction
in a related ease means that the denial of deduction will only occur in
the case of "hard-core violations" where intent has been clearly proved
in. a criminal proceeding. It is believed, however, that illegal bribes and
kickbacks with respect to public officials are ini a different category and
that these in all events should be denied as deductions. Such treatment
is by statute already accorded bribes of or kickbacks to foreign govern-
mental officials or employees.

In the case of treble damage payments under the antitrust laws,
the denial of the deduction is limited to two-thirds of the amount
paid or incurred. The remaining one-third would continue to be deduct-
ible on the grounds that it, represents a restoration of the. amount
already owing to the other party. The denial of the deduction in this
case applies not only to judgments for damages against the taxpayer
under the antitrust laws but also for settlements of any actions brought
under these laws.

The amendments are made applicable only with respect to amounts
paid or incurred after December 31, 1969. In addition, in all cases
where nondeductibility depends upon a criminal conviction, only crim-
ial convictions after 1969 are to be taken into account. A conviction
following a trial occurring after December 31, 1969, is to be treated
as occurring before that date if the trial follows an appeal which re-
sulted from a conviction following an earlier trial concluded before
that date.
4. Deductibility of Accrued Vacation Pay

Present law.-Taxpayers on the accrual basis generally deduct vaca-
tion pay in the year of the accrual. Under present rules, vacation pay
is considered to be accruable only after liability to a specific person
has been clearly established, the amount of liability can be computed
with reasonable accuracy and the accrued amount will not be forfeited
by termination of employment or other cause. A taxpayer may not
change his method of handling vacation pay without first obtaining
the Treasmry Department's approval since such a change would con-
stitute a change of accounting methods.

The ruling setting forth the Treasury policy outlined above was
initially nade applicable to taxable years ending on or before June 30,
1955. Subsequently, the effective date of this ruling was postponed
until January 1,1959. Congress since that time has by successive actions
postponed the application of this ruling for years up to taxable years
ending before January 1,1969.

Problrn.---The implementation of Revenue Ruling 54-608 requires
the denial of a deduction in any year where the accrual of vacation pay
has not been clearly fixed with respect to specific employees. Neverthe-
less, it would place some taxpayers in a hardship position. The prob.
lem arises with respect to those taxpayers who have been accruing
vacation pay under plans which do not meet the requirements of the
srict accrual rules set forth in this ruling. For such taxpayers to elect
the ruling to go into effect would mean one year in which they receive
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no deduction for vacation pay (since the current year's vacation pay
deductions were accrued in the prior year and the next year's vacation
pay does not meet the tests of accrual of this ruling). Congress has
asked that this problem be studied and that permanent legislation be
prepared. For this an additional 2-year period is needed.

Finance Committee decigins.-The committee's amendments post-
pone for two years the effective date of Revenue Ruling 54-608. As
a result, deductions for accrued vacation pay, if computed by an ac-
counting method consistently followed by the taxpayer, will not be
denied for any taxable year ending before January 1, 1971 solely be-
cause the liability to a specific person for vacation pay cannot be
clearly estimated or the amount computed with reasonable accuracy.

No comparable provision is contained in the House bill.
This provision is applicable for taxable years ending before Jan-

uary 1, 1971.
5. Banks for Cooperatives

Present law.-Under present law the thirteen existing banks fo-
cooperatives are not lfflowed the same bad debt reserve deduction as
commercial banks because they do not receive deposits and, therefore,
are not treated as banks under Internal Revenue Service rulings, nor
are these banks allowed any different net operating loss carrybacks
than regular corporations. In other words, they are allowed a 3-year
carryback of net operating losses and a 5-year carryforward.
I Problem.-The problem in giving the banks for cooperatives the bad
debt reserve treatment available for crnmercial banks is that to date
they apparently have had no bad debts, 3ince their customers, the
cooperatives, have apparently met all their payments. On the other
hand, it is, of course, possible that in the case of a downtLurn in the
economy at some future time, substantial losses might occur. Such
situations could be provided for by a 10-year net operating loss carry-
back for these banks. This would appear to provide adequately for any
bad debts which these banks might sustain.

Finance Committoe, (eision.-The committee amendments provide
that banks for cooperatives are to have a 10-year net operating loss
carryback, in addition to the 5.-year carryforward now available in the
case of operating losses.

No'such provision is contained in the House bill.
This amendment applies to taxable years beginning after the date

of enactment of this bill.
6. Deduction of Recoveries of Antitrust Damages, etc.

Present law.-Taxpayers sometimes recover substantial damages due
to a patent infringement, a breach of fiduciary duty, or an antitrust
injury to which section 4 of the Clayton Act applies many years after
the injury was sustained. The damages are at that time Includible in
taxable income.

Problem.-Diffliulty arises from the fact that the original losses
may have resulted in no income tax benefit because, due to insufficient
income from other sources, the net operating loss carryovers expired
before it was possible to offset them against other income. As a result,
in some cases taxpayers are required to include damages in income
although the loss(,es which they replace may not have resulted in a tax
benefit.
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';11 ;u, ( /11//i/, ,. , 0/,. -he'lle colilillittee aniend n i ents provi ,
tl IIt in tIlI, ( d, f ,s.cs i lsiill ii l l fro I a ),atelt infriiurenr ent, a Ireac'h1
ol 401f ct', a lit-c'h of fi cillciatN' dit t', or aII antitrust injury for

h clii t 1ere i - it lC(OVe'V llU nller sectioll I of t he ('a vton Act, a special
(it'llict ioll is to h e 'Il 1o-v(d Ilic1 ])as the effect of redlci ug the anmolunts
required to h)e inclluded in income to tlie extent that tie losses to which
they relate did not give rise to a tax tbenifit. This result is accomplishe!
by providing, in effect, that the amount iHichidlhle in gross income is to
lbe tl- compensatory a:nount reduced 1)y the amount of the unrecovered
losses sustained as a res.i:t of the com)ensafble injury.

Th, conl)ensalor" .,mount as used here means the amount of the
award, settlement, or recovery reduced )y tle amounts paid or incurred

in sc'ruring it. Te minrecov'ered losses are the net operating losses for
the year to the extent the losses are attri) table to the compensable
1111ti.y re( l+,ed b), the net oI)erat hijg losses which are allowed as offsets
a4ra inst income ill otiler years. Where a net operating loss is only par-
tially attrilmtable to a compensahle injurY sustained during a year, tht
,ol',j)eulsa)le iinjir *N portion is to he -onsiderel the portion of the loss
w-hich is last used as an offset against inome in other years.

Tle lprov ision applies onlN to recoveries for actual economic injury
a:,.1 not for additional amounts. In the case of treble damage recoveries
i ider section 4 of the Clayton Act, for example, the provision applies
to it- J,+ of the recovery which represents the economic injury and not
t(, i e other 2.1 of the recovery ,vbich are punitive in nature.

1T+here is no comparable provision in the House bill.
The committee amendments apply to compensatory amounts

received in taxable years beginning after December 31, 1968.

7. Corporations Using Appreciated Property to Redeem their
Own Stock

Prs~eut law.--Present law (sec. 311 of the code) )rovides that with
few exceptions gain or loss is not recognized to a corporation if it
distributes l)roi)ertv with respect to its stock either when the distri-
l)ution is a dividend (see. 301) or when it is in redemption of stock
(sec. 302, 303 or 304).

I,'o!>lem.-Recentlv, large corporations have redeemed very sub-
stantial amounts of their own stock with appreciated property and in
this manner have disposed of appreciated property for a corporate
purpose to much the same effect is if the property had been sold and
the stock had been redeemed with the cash proceeds of the sale.

This device has been used extensively by insurance companies wbih
have large investment portfolios of stock of other companies aequi:-cd
some time ago at prices appreciably below present values. They have
been buying back their own stock through a general offer t6 their
shareholders to exchange stock for their portfolios investments. The
Internal Revenue Service has ruled such exchanges to be tax free to the
insurance company. The insurance companies then retire the stock they
have purchased back, thereby increasing their per-share earnings, or
instead of retiring stock may later use it to acquire stock of other
companies.

Finance Committee decismon.--The committee amendments proi ide
that if a corporation distributes property to a shareholder in re&ump-
tion of part or all of his stock and the property distributed to him has
appreciated in value in the hands of the distributing corporation, then
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gain ;s to be recognize to it to the extelt of this alltre'iation. This
provision a))lies xv etlier or ]lot tle redemltioi l I s 41l vsifivd as a divi -
,leiid b ut it fl(es llot a)l)ly to teCl11I)tions iII c llplete (or )artial
liquidati(,H of the cort)oration.

TereC is no eOnlmralble l)rI'OisiH ini tlie house ltiL.
This amendment applies to distributions after ()eoher 9, 1969, in

taxable years ending after that (late.
8. Reasonable Accumulations by Corporations

Presett la.-Under l)resent law, a spe ial tax is iilpesed on accu-
mulated taxable earnings of a corporation when the earnings are accu-
mulated to save individual shareholders from thto tax on dividends
which would have been incurred if the earrings had been distributed.
A corporation is not subject to this tax, however, to the extent the earn-
ings are ac-umulated to meet the reasonable needs of the business, in-
cluding the reasonably anticipated needs of the business.

Elsewhere in present law (see. 303) provision is made for the re-
demption by a corporation (i stock included in the estate of a deceased
shareholder to the extent f 1-,e amount used iri such a redemption is not
greater than the estate ax plus the funeiul and administrative ex-
penses. The provision applies, however, only if the sto,'k of the cor-
poration in question constitutes more than 35 percent of the gross estate
or more than 50 percent of the taxable estate. (The section also applies
in some cases where the percertage requirements are met by the stock
of two or more corporations.)

In addition, this bill adds a provision to the effect thpt a private
foundation must dispose of all the stock it owns in excess of "permitted
holdings." In the case of foundations which now own substantial
amounts of stock in a corporation, permitted holdings are defined as
50 percent of the stock of the corporation reduced by the percentage
of stock owned by related parties. In addition, the bill provides that
although generally there can be no dealings between a foundation and
a corporation in which related parties have substantial interests, over
a transition period stock can be redeemed in the type of case described
above without this being classified as prohibited :elf-dealing.

Problem.-Where there is a redemption of sto-k from a shareholder
(whether or not to pay death taxes), the question arises a4 to whether
the money accumulated to pay for the stock was accumulated for the
reasonable needs of the corporation's business. If it was not so accu-
mulated, the corporation becomes subject to the accumulated earnings
tax. It would appear that the same question will arise when a corpora-
tion redeems stock from a foundation in order to help the foundatili
bring its holdings down below the amount specified by the statute.

It would appear that amounts accumulated in the year of death and
in later years to redeem stock to pay death taxes, or to redeem stock
which a foundation must dispose of, should not be considered unrea-
sonable accumulations. To consider them so defeats the purpose of
these two redemption provisions of the statute.

Finance Committee deciion.-The committee amendments provide
(sec. 537 of the code) that the reasonable needs of the business are to
include the amount needed (or reasonably anticipated to be needed) in
the year of death and in later years to make a section 303 redemption.
The provision gives protection from the special tax on accumulated
earnings (sec. 531) with respect to amounts redeemed to pay death
taxes. The committee amendmunt also provide that reasonable needs
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of the business include the amounts neeed, or reasonably anticipated
to be needed, to redeem from private foundatici113 stock it held on Oc-
tober 9, 19(9 (or received pursuant to a will or irrevocable trust treated
as I)indilz on October r 9. 1W19) which constituted excess business hold-
ings. Both the am:nt. of the accumulation and the time it is held must
be reasonable under the circumstances.

The bill also provides that if funds are used to redeem stock to pay
death taxes or to redeem excess holdings of private foundations, no
inference is to be drawn from this, where amounts have been accumu-
lated by the corporation &. prior years, that such amounts represented
unreasonable accumulations. Such a determination, if it is to be made,
must be made without considering that the funds ire used for these
types of redemptions.

There is no comparable provision in the House bill.
This pro-ision is effective with respect. to the tax on accumulated

earnings in taxable years ending after October 9, 1969. No inference is
to be draw from the enactment of this provision that such accumula-
tions would not have been for the reasonable needs of the business in
the absence of any such provision.
9. Special Contingency Reserves of Insurance Companies

P'-een? Law,.-Under present law, amounts set aside bv a life in.Rur-anc company in policyholder reserves are deductible in computing
the income of the insurance company subject to tax. The amounts de-
dactible include not only additions to life insurance reserve but also
interest paid on indebtedness and amounts in the nature of interest.
Present law also specifies that these deductible amounts include interest
or. special contingency reserves established under the Federal Em-
plovees Group Life Insurance Act of 1956.

Problem.--The question which arises is whether deductions for
interest paid on indebtedness and amounts in the nature of interest
include interest paid on so-called special contingency reserves under
group life %nd group accident and health insurance contracts. One
type of these reserves is used to fund over the employee's working life
the cost of providing him group term life and group health and acci-
dent insurance after retirement. The second type of reserve is used
for premium stabilization purposes, that is, to meet unusually large
current claims which would otherwise require an increase in premium
payments by employers for the insurance coverage provided for
employee. In some cases, the reserve is a combination of both types.

When this matter was considered in connection with the Life Insur-
ance Company Income Tax Act of 1959, the Finance Committee Report,
the floor manager's statement on the finance committee amendments,
and the floor manager's explanation of the conference committee action
all contained language based upon the assumtion that special contin-
gency reserves in general were covered by the deduction for interest
paid on indebtedness, and amounts in the nature of interest and that
the specific reference to contingency reserves on Federal employees
group life insurance was adopted merely to "make it clear" that a de-
duction was available to insurance comnanies for interest credited on
this type of special count ingency reserve. Moreover, these speial contin.
gencv reserves are of the same nature ax other reserves held for policy-
holders, the interest on and additions to which are deductible in arriv-
ing at tihe amount of income of the Hf insurance company subject. to
tax. There appears to be no zaon for a diforensin tax-treat m atfor
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these special contingency reserves. Despite dhe congressional intent, the
Internal Revenue Service does not feel that it can so interpret present
law.

Finwe Committee decisian.--The committee amendments provide
specifically that in computing the taxable income of a life insurance
company a deduction is to be allowed for interest paid onw special con-
tingency reserves under contracts of group term life insurance or group
health and accident insurance which are established and maintained
for the provision for insurance on retired lives, for premium stabiliza-
tion, or for a combination of the two. A similar amendment is also
made to the life insurance ompany provisions relating to the items
taken into account as reserves for purposes-of the so-called "Phase II"
tax imposed on life insurance company income (i.e., the tax on gains
from operations other than investment income).

There is no comparable provision in the House bill.
This provision, on the kbsis that it is declaratory of congressional

intent, is made effective as of the effective date of the Life Insurance
Company Income Tax Act of 1959; namely, taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1957.
10. Spinoffs of Life Insurance Companies.

Present law.-Life insurance companies presently are taxable on
their investment income plus 50 percent of their remaining gains frown
operations. The remaining portion of a company's gain from opera-
tions is taxed to the company only when, and if, this amount is distrib-
uted to shareholders. The portion of an insurance company's income
which is taxed currently is, for accounting purposes, placed in a
"shareholders surplus account" which is the first amount considered as
distributed to shareholders.

The portion of the insurance company's gain from operations not
taxed currently is placed in an account called a "policyholders surplus
account." Distributions from this account are considered as made only
after any balance in the shareholders surplus account is exhausted.
Distributions out of the policyholders account give rise to the so-
called Phase III tax on life insurance companies; that is, the deferred
tax becomes due when the amount is distributed to the shareholder.
Included in distributions which may give rise to this tax are distribu-
tions in redemption of stock, distributions in partial liquidation and
distributions in a "spinoff" (a distribution of a subsidiary's stock to
the shareholders of the life insurance company) which is tax free to
the shareholders receiving the stock.

Problem.-In the past, three exceptions have been made to the rule
that there would be phase III tax con uences in the cases of a spinoff
to shareholders of the stock of a subsidiary of the life insurance com-
pany: The spinoff of stock of a controlled fire and casualty insurance
subsidiary company, if acquired before January 1, 1963, in a tax-free
stock-for-stock reorganization; the spinoff of stock of a controlled fire
and casualty insurance company subsidiary, without regard to the type,
of corporate reorganization in which the parent gained control of the
subsidiary company, where the parent owned 80 pent or more of
the stock of the subsidiary before January 1, 1958 (the effective date
of the Insurance Company Act of 1959) ; and the spinoff of the stock
of a subsidiary corporation which is also a life insurance company,
if the spinoff is to a holding company which owns at least 80 percent
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of tlic !iitot'k of tihe firstt ticr" life illii iiae collilopny subsi tdiarv wN'bi ch.
ill tiurn1 O I 's (Oand has ( iled sillce )eeillier 1l, 19;'7) at least SO
mlee ut (, iOw sti ()k ,of llie "(,'olid tier" life ilsili"ance comilpany. The
blsice of lie p lase If I tax, hioweVxer, only atpplies to the extent there

Were IP (1)1lt liltllltiOlis to the capitall of the second tier company after
lDe'eliiber 31, 1957 (the effective (lite of the Life InsuranMce (ompaity
Act of 1959).

A liothier case has conic to the lttentioi of the committee which dif-
fers from the thiird situation (escribed above only in that the second
tier subsidiarY is an ordinary corporatioIn subject to the general corpo-
rate tax irOV(isions rather thai a life insurance company. In this situa-
tioi the life insurance company wants to spin off the stock of the
ordinary btusiiess subsidiary to the parent holding company in order
to sill)hify the operations (of the group of corporations along func-
tional lines. Moreover, certain States are considering legislation di-
rected again.At continuing ownership by life insurance companies of
noni insurance business interests.

The problem which exists here is that the removal of any assets from
the possible application of the phase III tax (as woulO happen if the
regular corporation could be spun off without any tax consequences)
does lessen the certainty of the ultimate payment of the phase III tax
by the life insurance company. This is particularly important where
it is other than a life insurance company which is being spun off, since
in such cases the assets ,'aniot be expected to be held for use in an in-
surance company and couid generally -be sold or distributed to share-
holders without the application of a phase III tax.

Fima'ce Committee decisio.-The committee amendments permit
the spinoff of a second tier ordinary business subsidiary to the parent
holding company without the application of phase II tax conse-
qtiences at that time, but in a manner designed to preserve the poten--
tial application of a phase III tax. To accomplish this result, the
amendment, provides that the phase III tax is to continue to apply in
such a case to the full extent and in the same manner as if the spinoff
had not been made, and as if distributions to the holding company
by the ordinary business corporation were channelled through the life
insurance company. The sale or other disposition of the stock of the
ordinary business subsidiary by the holding company also is to be
treated as reducing the shareholders surplus account or policyholders
surphis account of the life insurance company. These effects are limited
to the amount of the fair market value of the stock of the ordinary busi-
ness corporation at the time of the s-pinoff.

This amendment applies only where a life in,;urance company has,
at all times since December 31, 1957, owned all of the stock of the
business subsidiary which is spun o+ to the parent holding company.
In such cases the phase III tax is nt to apply except to the extent
of any post-1957 contributions to capital ,f the business subsidiary) at
the time of the spinoff but, as is indicated above, the phase III tax con-
sequences will continue to apply to distributions by (or the sale of
stock of) the ordinary business subsidiary.

There is no comparable provision in the House bill.
This amendment applies to taxable years beginning after Decem-

ber 31, 1968.
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11. Loss Carryover of Insurance Company on Change of Form
of Organization or Nature of Insurance Business

lPresent Law._1Tnder present law. the rules governing the income
tax treatment of insurance companies differ somewhat, dependipg
upon whether the company is a stock or mutual company and also de-
pending upon the nature of the insurance company business (life,
casualty, etc.). An insurance company which incurs losses during pe-
riods when it is subject to tax under one set of rules, in the past, has
not bee,- able to carry these losses forward and deduct them (as it could
if its status had not changed) during periods in which the company is
subject to tax in a different status.

Problem.-The limitation on the use of losses by insurance com-
panies has been provided in the past primarily because a loss of one
type of organization carried over to a period when it is taxed as an-
other type might result in too generous treatment. (For instance, until
1962 mutual casualty companies were not taxed on their underwriting
income and their losses were not taken into account for Federal tax
purposes.) There appears to be no reason fo: this, however, if a com-
pany in changing its form of organization o:" thle nature of its insurance
business does not receive more favorable operating loss carryforwards
than it would receive in the case of either type of organization.

Finance Committee deciio.-The committee amendments permit
an insurance company to carry over and deduct a net operating loss
when the company, as a result of a change in its form of organization
or the nature of its insurance business, becomes subject to a different
type of insurance company taxation. However, this provision fore-
stalls any tax advantage in such a case by limiting the net operating
loss which may be carried over to the lesser of the loss carryover as
computed under the rules applicable to the company before the change
or the loss carryover as computed under the rules which applh -, the
company after the change.

There is no comparable House provision.
This provision applies to the carryforward of losses incurred by

insurance companies in periods beginning on or after January 1, 1963,
but does not permit a deduction to be taken for any taxable year be-
ginning before January 1, 1967.

12. Unit Investment Trusts
Present law.-A mutual fund plan sponsor is an underwriter who

sponsors a periodic payment plan for the accumulation of mutual
fund shares by small iiviastors. Under present law, the Internal Rev-
enue Service treats a group:, of periodic payment investors subscrib-
ing to a pkan as "'an association taxable as a corporation" because the
bank serving as custodian is regarded as having power to invest their
funds, thus giving the arrangement the corporate characteristics of
centralized management.

Problem.-In fact, the bank custodian does not exercise managerial
discretion but performs only ministerial functions in much the same
manner as a brokerage office holding securities in its 'own name for a
particular customer. As a result of treating the plan as a corporation,
if an investor tzks for his stock to be delivered to him, Qain or loss
isreconized , this transaction although the investor has merely
taken own his own shares.
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F-an'e Canmittee deisivn.-The committee amendments add a
pro\ision to the regulated investment orapany provisions providing
that certain periodic payment plans are not to he treated -s a corpora-
tion, l)artnership or trust and the mutual fund shares are to be treated
as owned directly by the investors through the bank custodian as a
nominee. The committee amendments apply to unit in -estment trusts
registered under the Investment Act of 1940 which issues periodic
payment plan certificates and meet certain other conditions.

The new prov; ion does not apply in the case of a unit investment
trust which is a separate asset account under the insurance laws or
regulations of a State. For purposes of the security laws these seplarite
asset aMcour{ may in some cases be classified as e;-..er a unit invest, _nt
trust type of investment company. In addition, ,,ae provision added by
the committee amendments will not apply to other unit investment
trusts sponsored by life insurance companies which are treated as a
part of the assets of the sponsoring life insurance company for pur-
poses of State insurance laws and for which a separate asset account
also must be maintained. Under present law, trusts of this latter type
may in some cases for Federal tax ,purposes be treated as part of the
insurance company and in other cases as associations taxable separate
from the life insurance company. In the latter case, such trusts may
elect to be taxed as regulated investment companies. These unit
investment trusts will continue to be taxed as associations.

There is no comparable House provision.
This provision is effective with respect to taxable years of unit invest-

ment trusts ending after December 31, 1968, and to taxable years of
holders of interest in these trusts ending with or within the taxable
years of these trusts.
13. Exclusion for Income Earned Abroad

Present law.---Present law provides an exclusion from income for
purposes of U.S. tax for income earned from sources without the
United States in the case of either a U.S. citizen who is a bona fide
resident of a foreign country or a U.S. citizen who is present in a
foreign country for at least 17 out of 18 consecutive months. The
exclusion under present law is $25,000 a year in the case of a bona
fide resident of a foreign country who has been such for a period of at
least 3 years. In all other cases the exclusion under present law is
$20,000.

Problem.-The problem which arises is that it is difficult to see
why the U.S. citizen living abroad should have an appreciably lower
tax rate than citizens living in the United States. While there are
some services which may not be provided to the same extent for
U.S. citizens living abroad as for those living at home, there are
other services which in many cases are used more by citizens living
abroad. Moreover, the citizen living abroad is likely to come back to
the United States upon retirement and at that time receive many of
the services provided domestically at a time when he is paying little
or no Federal income tax. Sometimes it is argued that citizens living
abroad should not be taxed by the United States since their income
is likely to be taxed by the foreign country in which they reside.
However, to the extent this is true the foreign tax credit prevents
the doubling up of tax on such income. Moreover, there are c-se
where the foreign country, although it taxes such income when re-
ceived in the foreign country, does not tax it whe-e arr-em, ts are
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made for the citizen to have the funds deposited for him in the United
States.

Finance Committe decision.-The Finance Committee amendments
reduce from $20,000 or $25,000 (in this latter case where the individual
is a bona fide resident of the foreign country for more than 3 years)
to $6,000 the amount of earned income received from abroad which
a U.S. citizen who iE, a bona fide resident of a foreign country or who
is abroad for 17 out of 18 months may exclude from income in com-
puting his U.S. income tax. There is no comparable provision in the
House bill.

This amendment apries to taxable years beginning after the date
of enactment of this bill.
14. Foreign Base Company Income

Present law.-Under present law, U.S. shareholders of controlled
foreign corporations are taxed currently on certain income earned
abroad by the corporation including what is termed "foreign base
company income." Foreign base company income includes foreign
personal holding company income, foreign base company sales income
(generally income from the sale of property produced in one fort'ign
country by one corporation and sold by a related corporation in
another foreign country for use outside that country) and foreign
base company services income. Basically, this provision is designed to
prevent the avoidance of tax by arranging sales between related
parties so that sales 'take place in a country which imposes little or
no tax on this type of income where the produr ' ,an or other effort
in connection with the property and the use of t. property does not
occur in that country. Present law provides v .i exception from this
provision where it is established to the satisfaction of the Treasury
Department that the creation or organization of the controlled foreign
corporation in the foreign country ii which it is incorporated does not
have the effect of a substantial reduction of income or similar taxes.

Problem.-Cases have come to the attention of the committee where
controlled foreign corporations have substantial investments in foreign
countries which in practical terms they must dispose of because of
the operation of the laws of the foreign country relative to permissible
investments of foreigners. If that foreign country imposes little or no
capital gains tax, then the exception in present law is not available
with respect to the gain on the sale of the investments since there is
a reduction of income taxes (relative to the tax which would have
been paid in the United States were the transaction to occur here).
This is true even though the corporation was not created to reduce
taxes and the purse of the sale is to comply with foreign laws and
not to reduce taxes.

Finance CommiM,e decison.-The Finance Committee amendments
deal with the type of problem described above by amending existing
law (sec. 954(b)(4)) to provide that the exception from the tax im-
posed with res ect to foreign base company income is to apply, if
the Treasu.y WSepartment is satisfied that neither the creation nor
organization (or acquisition) of the controlled foreign corporation in
the particular foreign country nor the transaction giving rise to the
income in quest-on 1as as one of its significant purposes a substantial
reduction of income t_ similar taxes.

This amendment, applies to taxable years ending after October 9,
1969.
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15. Deferral of Gain Upon the Sale of Certain Low- and Middle-
Income Housing

Present law.-Under present law, where an individual sells his
personal residence to the extent he reinvests the proceeds from this
sale within a certain specified time in another personal residence, no
gain is recognized on the sale of the first residence Instead, the basis
of the second residence is considered to be that of the first residence
(plus any additional funds added) with the result that if the second
residence is resold without the funds being reinvested in a third resi-
dence, the gain is generally realized at that time. Present law also pro-
vides for the nonrecognition of gain on a similar basis in the case bf
involuntary conversions of property and also in the case of "like-kind"
exchanges. No deferral of the recognition of gain is available., however,
under present law in the case of the sale of low- and moderate-income
housin held as rental property

Problem.-ln the case of federally assisted housing projects (where
the return to the investor is limited to approximately 6 percent),
the Government is interested in encouraging the sale of these Gov-
ernment-assisted housing projects to the low- or middle-income occu-
pant or to a tax-exempt organization which manages the property on
their behalf (such as cooperatives and condominiums). The maximum
sales price permitted under these programs under present law is the
amount the individual has invested in the property, an amount neces-
sary to retire the outstanding mortgage liability, and the taxes payable
as a result of the sale. By providing that no gain is to be recognized in
thesc ,,ases, it would be possible to decrease the sales price to the
occupants or tax-exempt organizations managing these properties. This
should enable them to make purchases they otherwise could not make.

Finance Committee decision.-In order to obtain a more favorable
price for Government-assisted housing units where they are sold to
the occupant or a tax-exempt organization managing the property,
the committee amendments provide that no gain is to be recognized to
6he initial investor where the properties are sold i this manner but
only to the extent that the investor reinvests the proceeds from the
sale in other similar Government-assisted housing. In this case, the
taxpayer's basis for the project is carried over and becomes part or
all of his basis for the new project in which the funds are invested
(depending upon whether or not he also invests additional funds in
the second project). The holding period of the first property is taken
into account in determining how lig the second property is held in
this case, but only to the extent th, proceeds f sale of the old project
are reinvested in the new project.

There is no comparable provision in the House bill.
This provision is effective with respect to sales madve after October 9,

1969.
16. Cooperative Per-Unit Retain Allocations Paid in Cash

Present law.- Under present law, patronage dividends paid iM
money, qualified allocations or other property may be paid to the
patron within 834 months after the end of the year in which tho
earnings to which they relate arise. Where this occurs the cooperative
is not taxed but the patron is taxed on this amount. Fatronage dividends
are amounts determined by reference to the net earnings of thb
cooperative from business done with, or for, its patrons.
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Per-unit retain allocations, if paid in qualified per-unit retain
certificates, also may be paid to the patron within S/ months after
the end of the year, with the cooperative receiving a (leduction for
such amounts and the patron reporting these amounts as taxable
income. However, this treatment is not available in the case of per-unit
retain allocations paid in money or other property. Per-unit retain
allocations are payments to patrons with respect to products marketed
for them where the amount is fixed without reference to the net earnings
of the organization. Usually the per-unit retain allocation is fixed
on the basis of the number of units marketed with the cooperative.

Problem. -Problems have arisen under present law where coop-
eratives desire to make cash payments to patrons with respect to
cooperative pools, but cannot make them before the end of the year
because their accounting records are not closed at that time. These
payments carinot be made during the 8% month period as cast, patron-
age dividends because they cannot be paid with respect to net
earnings. The net earnings of the pool cannot be determined until the
pool is closed, which may occur much later. Moreover, the payments
can be made as per unit retain allocations only if they are paid as a
qualified per unit retain certificates. There seems to be no reason
why a cooperative should be able to deduct per unit retain alloca-
tions paid as qualified certificates during the 8% month period follow-
ing the close of the taxable year, but not per unit retain allocations
paid in money during the sameperiod.

Finance Committee deciion.-The Finance Committee amendments
provide that a cooperative can deduct or exclude from gross income
per unit retain allocations whether they are paid in money (or other
property) or in q ualified per unit retain certificates.

No such provision is contained in the House bill.
This amendment applies to per-unit retain allocations made after

October 9, 1969.

AA. MISCELLANEOUS EXCISE TAX PROVISIONS

1. Application of Excise Taxes on Trucks to Concrete Mixers
Present law.-Until 1967, the 10 percent excise tax on the manufac-

ture of automobile trucks was not applied in the case of concrete mixers
where the actual mixing of the concrete occurred in the tank mounted
on a truck chassis. The truck chassis in such a case, however, was sub-
ject to the excise tax. In 1967 the Internal Revenue Service reversed its
position with respect to concrete mixers mounted on truck chassis. At
that time it concluded that these concrete mixers were not designed and
adapted by the manufacturer for purposes predominantly other than
the transportation of property on the highway.

Proble.-Apparently, the change in ruling policy stemmed from
ait exemption for seed, feed, and fertilizer spreaders added by Congr-ss
in 1965. In the committee report on that provision reference was made
to the fact that these would not be taxable even though incidental
highway use occurred. It was not the intent of Congress when it pro-
vided an exemption from the excise tax on automobile trucks for these
purposes, that the language used in connection with the provision for
the exemption would result in the review of 'existing items not subject
to tax, and the reclassification of them into a taxable status. Moreover,
incidental" in such a case was not intended to tax equipment where its
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',;rvhway transportation use was functionally incidental or subordinate
, ,ue nonhighway use--in this case, the mixing of concrete.

i 1,1C O committee deciion.m-The committee amendments provide
an exuipjoti' from the manufacturer's excise tax on trucks in the case
of article. , igmed to be mounted on automobile truck trailer or semi-
trailer cia7. which are designed to be used primarily to process or
prepare con -rete. In addition, an exemption is provided for parts and
accessories signed primarily to be used in connection with the use
of these con.-, Ae mixers.

No comparable provision appears in the House bill.
This amendment applies to articles sold afte: June 30, 1969.

2. Constructive Sales Price
Present/ aw.-Present law (sec. 4216 (b)) provides for a constructive

sales price (as a substitute for the actual sales price) as a base for the
various ad valorem manufacturers' excise taxes in several different
types of situations. One of these involves the situation where the article
is sold at less than the fair market price if the transaction is not at
arm's length. Sales between related companies are examples of sales
which are not considered to be at arm's length. As a result, in the case
of a sale by a manufacturer or importer to its selling affiliate, a deter-
mination must be made as to whether the sale is at less than "fair
market price," and where this is true, the appropriate constructive
price must be determined by general standards. If industry data are
available, the determination should properly be made by reference to
the prices for which others in th6 same industry at the same level of
distribution sell similar articles. Because of difficulties in obtaining
what it considers to be adequate information as to selling practices and
prices of various companies within an industry, the Internal Revenue
Service has generally not made determinations of constructive sales
prices by reference to sales by other companies.

In 1962, however, the Internal Revenue Service published a ruling
providing for a constructive sales price where a manufacturer or
importer (the party liable for the excise tax) sells his products to a
wholly owned sales subsidiary and the subsidiary resells to one or more
independent wholesale distributors (Rev. Rul. 62-68). This provided
that the taxpayer could elect to treat the constructive sales price as
being 95 percent of the lowest price for which the sales subsidiary
resold the article to independent or unrelated wholesale distributors.
The Service has also held that where a manufacturer or importer makes
sales to a wholly owned selling subsidiary at a price less than the fair
market price, and the wholly owned selling subsidiary resells the arti-
cles to independent retailers but does not regularly sell to wholesale
distributors, the constructive sales price is to be 90 percent of the selling
subsidiary's lowest price to independent retailers.

Problem.-In those industries where the pricing policies of com-
petitors on any broad basis are difficult to determine with certainty,
the ruling policy of the Internal Revenue Service lias been of hel
It acknowledge that the price at which the selling company sells,
either to wholesalers or to retailers, overstates the price at which the
affiliated manufacturer or im~poter could be expected to sell to the
selling company. However, where information as to the selling prices
of others in an industry can be obtained, this information msy wel
indicate that where most sales are to retailers, the 10 percent marlkdown
is inadequate.
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Finance Committee decion.-The F;nance Committee's anend-
ment adds two constructive price rules to the tax laws dealing with
situations where a manufacturer or importer regularly sells an article
subject to excise tax to an affiliated corporation and that corltation
regularly sells these articles to independent retailers but does not reg-
ularly sell to wholesale distributors. The first of these rules is essen-
tially the private ruling practice of the Internal Revenue Service.
The second rule provides a method for determining the fair market
price in the case of such sales to a selling affiliate, by reference to the
markups of others in the same industry who normally sell to inde-
pendent distributors.

The first rule provides that the fair market price of the article is
to be 90 percent of the lowest price for which the subsidiary corpora-
tion regularly sells the article in arms length transactions to inde-
pendent retailers. The second rule provides that where the distributor
regularly sells only t0. retailers and the normal method of sales in the
industry is by arm's length transactions to distributors, then the fair
market price of the article is to be the price at which the article is sold
to retailers by the affiliated distributor, reduced by a percentage equal
to the markup used by independent distributors in that industry.

This latter rule, in effect, allows a manufacturer to establish a fair
market price on its products with the opportunity for the Service to
comment on the adequacy of this determination under the guidelines
st forth.

This amendment does not attempt to cover all situations where a
manufacturer or importer sells to an affiliated company but only to
codify and clarify present law with respect to the more ,ommon situa-
tions discussed above. In other situations, such as a sale by a wholly
owned manufacturing corporation to its parent corporation which, in
turn, resells to independent wholesale distributors (or, perhaps at re-
tail) the fair market price would continue to be determined unaer the
existing constructive price provisions.

In computing a sales subsidiary's lowest price to independent par-
ties, this price should be determined in the same manner as if the price
were in a taxable sale. This price should be, for example, the net price
to the pur,+%t.er after taking into account trade discounts given by the
seller as a result of contractual arrangements ex5.ing at the time of
the sale. Also, it is not required that the sales subsidiary make any
given percentage of its sales at a particular price in order for these to
be the lowest price so long as the sales are bona fide arm's length trans-
actions to unrelated parties. Moreover, where sales are made both in-
cluding and excluding transportation charges, the lowest price would
be the price excluding the transportation charge.

There is no compatible provision in the House bill.
These amendments apply to articles sold after January 1,1969.

BE. MISCELLANEOUS ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

1. Filing Req mmt for Iadlvdualk
Pmtm Z.-Under present law an individual is required to file

atax return if his incoe i 0 $ or more unles age 65 or

ovr~ ~ ~ __ unwihcs ei required -to Mie&a tax retur if his incme is
$ljUoraotmfS
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Pi,'obl:m.-With the introduction of a low income allo-wance which
raises the nontaxale level for a single l1,rson to $1,700 and for a mar-
ried couple to $2,300 the existing filing requirements wolld result in a
substantial amount of necessary filing of returns by those not subject
to tax. This wold cause an appreciable amount of paper work both for
the taxpayers and for the Internal Revenue Service.

Finance (o mnittee decision.-The committee amendments raise the
income level at which a tax return must be filed to $1,700 for a single
taxpayer, $2,300 for a married couple (or single person age 65 or over),
$2,900 in the case of a married couple where one spouse is age 65 or
over, and $3,500 in the case of a married couple where both spouses are
age 65 or over. For married couples -hese higher filiz:g levels are . ppli-
cable only if they are living together at the end of the year. The filing
requirement would remain at $600 for a married couple filing separate
returns and those living apart. The'House bill contained no comparable
provision.

These changes apply to taxable yeats beginning after December 31,
1969.
2. Computation of Tax by Internal Revenue Service

Present la,.m-Presently taxpayers may request the Internal Rev-
enue Service to compute their tax if their gross income is less than
$5,000, they take the standard deduction, use the optional tax table
and do not have nonwage income in excess of $100. The tax in this
case does not take into account whether the taxpayer is a head-of-
household or surviving spouse and does not take into account the retire-
ment income credit.

Problem.-The present limitations on the type of taxpayer who may
e!ect to have his tax computed by the Internal Revenue Service appear
to be unduly restrictive.

Finance Committee decision.-The committee's amendments raise
from $5,000 to $7,500 the income level up to which Internal Revenue
Service will compute income tax (this amount may subsequently be
raised to $10,000 if the Internal Revenue Service finds this practical).
In addition, the Internal Revenue Service is to be permitted to issue
regulations (without regard to the amount or the source of adjusted
gross income, marital status, whether the taxpayer itemizes or takes a
standard deduction, or the type of tax credits he claims) outlining the
conditions under which the taxpayer may request the Internal Revenue
Service to compute his tax.

This provision applies to taxable years beginning after December 31,
1969.
3. Penalties for Failure to Pay Tax and Make Deposits

Present 7aw.-Under present law, in the case of a failure to pay in-
come tax wheii due, simple interest at 6 percent, payable annually,
must be paid on the unpaid amount. Present law also provides a 5 per-
cent per month penalty up to a maximum of 25 percent, if a taxpayer
fails to file a return on the date it is due, unless the failure is due to
reasonable cause and not to willful neglect.

Problera.-Since the current cost of borrowing money is substantially
in excess of the 6 percent interest rate provided by the Internal Reve-
nue Code, it is to the advantage of taxpayers in many cases to fe a
return on the due date but not to pay the tax shown as owing on the
return. For the period the tax remains unpaid the taxpayer is, in effect,
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borrowing from the Government the amount of the tax at a 6 p;-rcent
rate of interest. Although full information is not available, borrowings
of this type may be occurring on a substantial scale.

Fina,,e Comnrntee diesion.-The committee amendments provide
a penalty for failure to pay incme tax when due. As in the case of fail-
ures to file returns, under present law, the penalty is to be 5 percent of
the amount of the tax if the failure is for not more than one month,
with an additional 5 percent for each additional month, or fraction
thereof, while the failure continues, not exceeding 25 percent in all.
fhe penalty in this case is imposed on the ijet amount due after taking
into account amounts which have been withheld, estimated payments
and other applicable credits. This penalty is not to be imposed if it is
shown that the failure to pay the tax is due to reasonable cause and
not to willful neglect.

The penalty applies to the tax due a. the time of the filing of a re-
turn and also, i the case of a late-filed return only, to the amount of
any deficiency subsequently determined to be payable. In addition, the
5 percent per monbh penalty applies tc failures of withholding agents
to pay over withholding tax when due.

There is no comparable House provision.
This provision applies to amounts payable on and after January 1,

1970.
4. Reporting of Medical Payments

Present time.-Present law provides that every person making pay-
ment in the course of his trade or business to another person of rent,
salaries, and a variety of other fixed or determinable gamis, profits and
income amounting to $600, or more, in a year must file an information
return showing the amounts paid and the name and address &nd
identification number of the recipient.

At the time the committee ordered this bill reported, the Internal
Revenue Service did not require reportigof payments to doctors and
other suppliers of health care services when payments were made to
them by insurance companies and other organizations (including the
Federal Goverranent through the Medicare program and the federal
and State Governments through the Medicaid rogram and the Mater-
nal and Child Health program). Since this bill has been ordered
reported, however, the Service has ruled that insurance and other com-
panies paying $600 or more a year to a doctor or other -person rendering
service under health plans must file annual information returns. The
reporting requirement applies to payments made during 1969, but
organizations not equipped to immediately provide the data may start
filing returns as of January 1, 1970. The reporting requirement does
not apply to cases where a pa ient submits a claim to the insurance
company for a bill he has paid and is reimbursed by the insurance
orgnization.

Pbro me.-It appears appropriate to require information returns
with respect to payments in excess of $600 to suppliers of medical goods
and services whether the payments are made to the supplier, to the pa-
tient or to others in reim s ent for payments or amounts payable
to the supplier. The recent Internal Revenue Service requirement that
information returns be provided with respect to payments to doctors
does not fill the need for obtaining information where payments are
made to patients for doctor bills. To omit this type of piyment could
well enemurag doctors, dentits, etc., to seek the indirect, rather than
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the direct, type of reimbursement in order to avoid having their pay-
ments reported to the Federal tax collector.

Finane Committee decision.-The committee amendments require
the filing of information returns for payments of $600 or more to a
supplier of medical goods and services, including doctors and dentists.

The information return requirement also applies to payments to
doctors, dentists, etc., whicb ,re reimbursed by the insurance company
or other organizations to the patient. All payments made to the doctors,
dentists, etc., whether directly or through reimbursement, are to be
aggregated in determining the amounts naid during a year.

The following exceptions are provided:
(1) The reporting iequirements apply only in the case of payments

made in the course of a trade or business and, therefore, do not. for
example. apply to payments by the patient who pays a doctor bill.

(2) The reporting requirements do not apply to payments of wages
subject to withholding, to payments to a tax-exempt organization, or to
payments to a governmental unit or agency.

(3) The reporting requirements do not apply to goods and services
supplied by noninstitutional pharmacists.

(4) The reporting requirements do not apply to payments to an
individual by his attorney or agent.

(5) In the case of a settlement of a claim which includes reimburse-
ments for amounts paid to a doctor, dentist, etc., reporting is required
only to the extent these payments are separately identified by the
person making the payment.

The amounts reported as payments to suppliers which are actually
payments to other persons in reimbursement of the amounts billed by
doctors. dentists, etc.. will not always accurately reflect the actual in-
come of the doctor, dentist, etc. Nevertheless, the amounts reported
will be helpful to the Internal Revenue Service in selecting returns for
audit, but the reports will not be used as evidence (in themselves) of
income received by the doctor, dentist, etc.

The Secretary of Health. Education, and Welfare is also required
to provide similar renorting to th-at outlined above with respect to
Medicare and Medicaid. Moreover, he is also required to keep records
showing the identity of each person who receives payments under
Medicare and Medicaid wograms and under programs for matemual,
child health, and crippled childrens' services and the aggregate
amounts paid to individuals under each program. The doctors, dentists,
etc. are to be identified by the identifying number required to be
included in the information return.

In addition, the Secretary of HEW is to submit to the Senate Fi-
nance Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee an
annual report identifying each person paid $25,000 or more during
the preceding year under Medicare and Medicaid programs or pro-
grams for maternal, child health and crippled childrens' service&

No comparable provision is ont in the House bill.
The provisions requiring reporting with respect to Medicare, Med-

icaid and other Federal program laymnts either by the Secretary of
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HEW or by private carriers or other organizations are to be effective
for calendar years beginning after 1968. With respect to other pay-
ments the bill applies to payments made on or after January 1, 1970.

CC. ARTICLE I STATUS FOR TAX COURT AND
PROVISION FOR SMALL CLAIMS CASES

Present law.-The Tax Court is at present an independent agency
in the executive branch, where taxpayers may take income, estate, and
gift tax cases for redetermination of deficiencies (including a deter-
mination that there not only is no deficiency but that there is an over-
payment) before paying the taxes. The judges of the Tax Court
are appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate for 12-year terms. (An appointment to fill a vacancy in an
existing term is only for the remaining period of the vacancy.) The
Court does not have the power to punish for contempt, even in the case
of violations of subpoenas it is authorized to issue. The Court provides
its own rules of procedure but must abide by the rules of evidence
applicable to non]ury cases in the District Court of the District of
Columbia.

Judges must retire upon reaching age 70 if they have completed 10
years of service; they may retire after 18 years of service at any age. A
noncontributory pension is available which entitles a judge to retire
at full pay after 24 years on the court or at proportionately lesser
amounts where retirement occurs earlier. A judge who elects this non-
contributory pension is not entitled to receive a Civil Service pension
even though rights to the pension may have accrued before he became
a judge. Also he may not receive back his Civil Service contributions
if he elects the Tax Court pension.

ProbLsm.-Two problems have arisen in connection with the Tax
Court: the first is the need for special procedures for handling small
claims, and-the second is the status of the Tax Court itself.

Often taxpayers with small claims believe that there is no inexpensive
practical way for them to present their aims before an impartial tri-
bunal and, therefore, they conclude they must abide by the decisions of
the Internal Revenue Service. While the Tax Court procedures are
less complicated in many respects than those of other courts, they re-
main foinal in nature because the Court and the Internal Revenue
Service must consider not just the amount involved in any particular
case but also the precedent that it may provide for future cases.

In addition, since decisions in these cases are subject to review in the
appropriate Court of Appeals, and then, perhaps in the Supreme
Court, a complete record of the proceedings must be prepared of the
proceedings in each case and the findings of fact and the opinion must

sufitly detailed to permit a proper review. Although the Tax
Court has initutd simplified procedures in small cases, formal rules
of evidence often constitute a, dicult barrie to the taxpayer whorepr t :himsel.

Since, the Tax Cour has onl{ judicial duties it appe anomous
to ca it w-iith Icuai, a i et-cas that have rule ruak-

m~ nd ivetikhora* Its t~nl*~ san aec-_
uti any no mattbw idj~i as usin in the minds

@ _ a to WhethwIf B"apr ommonieny to be
HOW upveth
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Also it seems inappropriate that the Tax Court iz required to look to
the District Courts to enforce its own authority.

Because a Tax Court judge, under present law, is first appointed
for the remainder of his predecessor's term, his first appointment may
well be for only 2 or 3 years or possibly only several months. It would
appear appropriate that Tax Court judges have longer, more uniform
terms.

The Tax Court retirement provisions also are defective in several
respects. For example they do not authorize retirement for disability
although this is available to District Court judges. Moreover, Tax
Court judges are not permitted to collect Civil Service retirement pen-
sions if they elect Tax Court retirement, nor are they permitted to
receive back their contributions to the Civil Service retirement fund.
District Court judges., however, are permitted to collect Civil Service
retirement pensions in addition to their pensions as judges. Also, Dis-
trict Court pensions are more favorable as u proportion of salary than
those -available to Tax Court judges. Finally, the present provisions
severely restrict the occasions when a Tax Court judge may apply for
survivor benefits.

Finance Committee decimion.-The committee amendments pro-
vide for a small claims procedure, where neither the disputed amount
of the deficiency nor the claimed overpayment exceeds $1,000 as to any
year, or where the amount in an estate tax matter does not exceed
$1,000, a simplified and relatively informal procedure is to be available
to the taxpayer.

In such a case the decision is to be based upon a brief summary
opinion instead of formal findings of fact; the decision is not to be a
precedent for future cases and is not to be reviewable upon appeal. In
addition, the Court is to be given discretion as to rules of evidence and
procedure with the expectation that the Court would follow relatively
informal rules whenever possible. The use of the small claims procedure
would be optional with the taxpayer except that the Tax Court (pre-
sumably upon the request of the Internal Revenue Service) can decide
before the hearing that the case involves-an important tax policy which
should be heard under normal procedures and should be subject to
appeal. Where it becomes evident to the Court during, or at the end of,
the trial of a case that the deficiency or overpayment should be in-
creased to an amount in excess of $1,060, then tbe Court has the discre-
tion to shift the case to the regular procedures for Tax Court cases.
This discretion is expected to be exercised only in unusual cases, where
the Court deems it appropriate, taking into account all considerations
bearing on the fairness of bhe change, including the costs involved
for all parties. Commissioners can be used by the Tax Court in these
cases as well as in regular cases and are to be paid at the same rate as
commissioners of the Court of Claims.

The committee amendments also establish the Tax Court as a court
under Article I of the Constitution, dealing with the legislative branch.
At the Present time the Court of Military Appeals is the only other
Article I court. Other courts, however, ,have enjoyed this status inthe
past, including the Court of Claims. The Tax Court is given the same
powers regarding contempt that Congreso has previously given to the
District Court&

The method of appointment of the to the Court (by the Pres.
dent with the advice and consent odte eate) is not chAg by t
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bill. However, the term of office is established as 15 years from the date
the judge takes office. A judge may not be appointed for the first time
after reaching age 65.

The provisions regarding retirement are revised to require retire-
ment at age 70 whether or not the judge has completed 10 years of serve.
ice at that time. (The bill however, does not change the provision of
existing law authorizing the recall of retired judges to relieve heavy
case loads.) As in the case of the District Court, the bill also permits
a judge to retire at age 65 if he has served 15 years. He may retire at
a younger age with 15 years of service if he is available for reappoint-
ment at the conclusion of his term but is not reappointed. The bill also
requires a Tax Court judge to retire if he is permanently disabled. Gen-
erally, retirement under these provisions is to be at the full pay of the
office except that if a judge has served less than 10 years then his pen-
sion is apportioned in accordance with the number of years served (if
he retires for disability and has served less than 10 years his pension
is half the salary of the office).

The bill retains the provision to the effect that a Tax Court judge
may not receive both Civil Service retirement and Tax Court retire-
ment pensions, but the judge is permitted to receive back any contribu-
tions he made to the Civil Service retirement fund if he elects the Tax
Court pension.

In addition, minor amendments are made to conform the statute to
the terminology and time period (90 days instead of 3 months) appli-
cable to appeals from trial courts under the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure.

There ore no comparable provisions in the House bill.
The provision dealing with the treatment of small tax cases is to be

effective 1 year alter the bill's enactment. Tne other provisions are gen-
erally effective on date of enactment except that in the case of judges
who are now members of the Court transition rules are provided with
respect to their status for retirement -purposes

DD. HOUSE PROVISIONS DELETED BY COMMITTEE

1. Limitation on Deduction of." Interest
Present lw.-Present law allows individual taxpayers an itemized

deduction, without limitation, for all interest paid or accrued during
the taxable year.

Probkm.-The present deduction for interest allows taxpayers to
voluntarily incur a substantial interest expense on funds borrowed to
purchase growth stocks (or other investments initially producing low
income) and to then use the interest deduction to shelter other incomefrom taxation. Where a taxpayers investment produces little or no
cur2et n me, the effect of alowing a current deduction for interest
on funds used to make the investment is to alow the interest deductionto ofisto or-d-u iem teinoefnaly obtained from

to ~fsetoter rdnay income while the iume f
the investment rults in eaita11q0 n

Fia es Cmmite di --i. Houe bill would have limited
the d.ezction llwe individuals for interest on funds borrowed for
investment p roses (but not interest incurnd in a trade or busi).
Under the VI .. a 1 taxpayer's deduction- for investment interest
would - - n ited to the amount of his not invstment income

(diidnds itwest, npta, ete4, plus the amount of his long-tatm
cajtail Pem AMu W.UNW
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Under the House bill investment interest in excess of $25,000
would first have been offset against net, investment income and then
would have been offset against long-term capital gain income (before
the 50 percent capital gains deduction). A carryover of disallowed
interest would have been allowed so that the disallowed interest
could have been used to offset investment income (and capital gains)
in subsequent years.

The Finance Committee amendments delete this provision. How-
ever, interest expense in excess of investment income is an item
included in the base for the minimum tax.
2. Other Deferred Compensation

Present aw.-In 1960, the Internal Revenue Service issued a com-
prehensive ruling (Revenue Ruling 60-31) describing various types
of arrangements in which tax deferral was available. In general, the
basis for the ruling was that the employee did not have the right to
receive the compensation immediately and, therefore, the employee
had not constructively received the additional compensation. This
treatment is available only with respect to unfunded arrangements.
In the case of funded arrangements, the employee is taxed currently
on the contribution (if his rights are nonfoeitable) even though he
may not immediately receive the compensation. The following exam-
ple-is typical of the tax deferral arrangements covered by the Revenue
Ruling: The employer and employee enter into a 5-year employment
contract which provides for a specified amount of current compenss-
tion and an additional specified amount of nonforfeitable deferred
compensation. The deferred compensation is credited to a reserve
account on the company's books and is accumulated and paid out in
equal annual installments in the first 10 years after the employee's
retirement.

Problem.-The present treatment of deferred compensation under
the Internal Revenue Service rn provides employers and em-
plo~yees with the opportunity of shifting income from igh tax years
during employment to retirement years when the marginal tax bracket
can be expected to be substantially lower. This tax treatment is not
available when the amount to be deferred is placed in trust but is
available when the amount is accumulated on the books of the em-
ployer corporation and represents a promise to pay on its behalf. As a
result, key employees who are in a tion to enter into deferred
compensation arrangements with em ployers can avoid the graduation
in the present tax structure intended to be generally applicable.

Finance Committee detiaio.-The House provison continued to tax
the deferred coirpensation in the situations described above when it
was received, but to the extent the deferred compensation exceeded
810,000 a year, it would have taxed the income at rates which would
have been applicable had the inome been received when ewne& Tis
result would be acomplishd by determining the tax which wul

he pl d had the raceme been received over th loyee
speziod o- service with the erpkyur, or over the to wbio- -the

e c mpenstion is property attributed. An tnave method
bem the tax on the average compesatin for -the -thr I
yws-m during the last 10 yea' of tho earning -puiod.

The ommittee amendments dilete hsproil The T Aisy
Department infornd the committee that A pevidoS FsRtoe
ctW MA requies further study. A group his bew ,Atb d y
the Treasury Deatenk to awry on this wozk

.1 nnf*
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. Foreign Tax Credit
Prooe .law-Under present law a U.S. taxpayer is allowed a for-

eign tax credit against his U.S. tax liability On foreign income. Gen-
erally, the amount of the credit is limited to the amount of U.S. tax
on the foreign income.

There are two alternative formulations of the limitation on the
foreign tax credit: the "per country limitation and the "overall"
limitation. Under the per country limitation, foreign taxes and income
are considered on a country-by-country basis. Under the overall limita-
tion, on the other hand, all foreign taxes and foreign income are
aggregated. Thus, under this latter limitation, foreign taxes in one
country, in effect, can be averaged with lower foreign taxes in another
foreign country.

Probhn.--Smce the per country limitation is computed separately
for each foreign country, losses which occur in one country reduce
U.S. tax on domestic income, rather than reducing the credit for taxes
p aid to other foreign countries (as would occur under the overall
limitation). However, when the business ope.ation in the loss country
becomes profitable, the income, in effect, is likely not to be taxed by
the United States because the foreign country is likely to impose a
tax equal to the U.S. tax and, as a result, a foreign tax credit is likely
to be allowed with respect to that income.

Another problem which may arise (primarily where the overall
limitation is used) is the difficulty of distinguishing royalty payments
from tax payments. This problem is likely to arise in cases where the
ta authority in a foreign country is also the owner of mineral rights
in that country. Since royalty payments may not be credited against
U.S. taxes, the allowance of a foreign tax credit for a payment which,
although called a tax, is, in fact, a royalty, allows a taxpayer a larger
reduction in U.S. tax than would occur than if a deduction (instead of
the credit) were available. Where the credit exceeds the U.S. tax on
the income from the mineral production in the foreign country, the
excess credit may be used to offset U.S. tax on income from other
operations in that country, or on income from other foreign countries.

Fwmce Obmmid decsw.-The House bill would have provided
that a taxpayer who uses the per country limitation, and who reduces
his U.S. tax on U.& income by reason of a loss from a foreign country,
is to have the resulting tax benefit recaptured when income is sub-
sequewitl derived from the foreign country involved. The House bill
also wold have provided a separate foreign tax credit limitation in
,the cae of foreign mineral incme so that excess credits from this
source could not be used to reduce U.S. tax on other foreign income.
In other words, the foreign tax credit allowed on minea income from
a w =country would lave been limited to the amount of U.S. tax
on tha icome. Excm credits could have been carried over under

rtax dit v rules ted u S. tax
in ~ the foreignmm noe

Th -mm aded these two provisions of the
bun iIi andrequested that they be gven further study.

10l
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4. Cooperatives: Payment of Patronage Allocations
Present law.-In determining taxable income under present law,

cooperatives are permitted a deduction (or exclusion) for patronage
dividends paid in money or in qualified patronage allocations. They
also are permitted a deduction (or exclusion) for qualified per-unit
retain certificates (that is, certificates issued to patrons to reflect the
retention by the cooperative of a portion of the proceeds of the market-
ing of products for the patrons).

A patronage allocation, or per- unit retrain certificate, is qualified-
and therefore not taken into account by the cooperative--only if the
patron consents to take it into account currently as income (or as a
reduction in price in the case of purchases from the coopetive).
Thus, in general, a cooperative is not taxed on patronage a locations
or per-umt retains only if they are taxable to patrons. In the case of
qualified patronage dividends, present law requires that 20 percent
must be paid in money so that the patron will have all or part of the
money to pay the tax.

Pmobem.-Generally, qualified patronage allocations and qualified
per-unit retains are considered as amounts distributed by cooperatives
to their patrons and reinvested in the cooperatives as capital. How-
ever, some attach significance to the fact that a patron on an individual
basis normally does not have an independent choice between reinvest-
ing the funds in the cooperative or reta them for his own use. This
choice is generally made by the members of the cooperative as a group.
Despite this, it is pointed out that in most cases the patron is taxed as
though he had full dominion and control over the patronage allocation
or per-unit retain. The concern in this regard is that while most co-
operatives revolve out these funds-on which the patron has already
paid the tax-within 4 to 15 years, some cooperatives may retain thefiieindefinitelySince the funsare taxed to the patron at the present time and since

this change would not require any tax payment at the cooperative level

but only the ultimate distribution of the funds to the patron over a
shorter period than has sometimes been the case, the committee does
not believe that the House provisions represent a revenue problem.
The committee has asked the staff, however, to study problems as to
the tax treatment of oop rtives, particularly as to whether coopera-
tives engage in aclivitis which are unrelated to the purposes for
which special tax treatment is given, and it has asked that a report be
made back to it on this subject.

Finmc Committu doio.-The House bill would have required
coo -tives to revolve out patronage dividends and per unit retains
within 15 years from the tam the written notice of allocation was
made or the per-unit retain certificate was issued. In addition, the
percentage o patronage allocations which would have had to be
,id out currently in cah or by qualified check was re from

Percent to 50 percent. The 8d~oa 0 percent would have had
to have been paid with repeat to the current a or in re-
demption of p'ri allocafions The incrose in the required pqout
would have been phased in rasbly over a 10-year period. Theprovisions were to apply to taxable year b after 1969.

The Ylninuce CoWmmittee amnmnsdelete these parovisions

1.4,
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5. Maximum Tax on Earned Income
Present law.--Under pre-wnt law, the individual income tax rates

reach a maximum of 70 percent for taxable income in excess of $100,-
000 for single persons and $200,000 for joint returns. The 70 percent
rate is applicable to all taxable income other than capital ga.:ns sub-
ject to the alternative rate of 25 percent.

Finale Conmmittee deci'wvn.-The House bill provided that the
maximum marginal tax rate applicaible to an individual's earned
income was'not to exceed 50 percent (although the rates on other
income were to reach 65 percent in 1972 and later years). The
committee amendments delete this provision.

EE. REVENUE ESTIMATES AND BURDEN TABLES
TABLE I.-BALANCING O€F TAX REFORM AND TAX RELIEF UNDER H.R. IWO/0-CALENDAR YEAR TAX LIABILITY

[in million of dollars]

A. AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

1970 1971 1972 1974 1979

Tax reform propm under Finance Committee bill_ +1,400 +1,655 +1,800 +2 440 +3,335
Repeal of Investment credit ------------------ +2,500 +2, 990 +2,990 +3, 090 +3, 270

Tax reform and repeal of investment credit. +3,900 +4,645 +4.170 +5,530 +4,
Income tax relief under Finane Committee bt.-. 1-1.712 -5,144 -8,61 -,9 -8,968

Balance between reform (-a-) and relief (-) under
Finance Committee bill I ........................ +2,188 -499 -4,06 -3,411 -Z 3

B. AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1970 1971 172 W974 19

Tax reormim under House bil ........ 1,665 +2060 +2,215 +2 650 +3570
Rea of NO L .................. A 5W +3,000 +3; 000 +3 100 +3 0=

Tax reform and repel of Investent credit 1 +4,165 +5,010 +5.215 +5. 7 +4o70
................ -, -6,568 -9,273 -,27 -9.2.

Bolue. between reform (+) and rolef (-) under
Home bile .................................... -- +2,253 -, 40 -4,0568 -3,523 -2,403

IRevied.

Nes: The tax r extension ($.%10k0 liability for 19M) am do excise tax eson (.17 0 000,0,
ammacer sod $40W M fobs e110 tro 19M3 raspbctively) are net Inclaided becses of dewi
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TABLE 2.-BALANCING OF TAX REFORM AND TAX RELIEF UNDER K.3 13270-CALENDAR YEAR LIABILITY

pa m1or ndorkud

A. AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

1970 1971 1972 1974 1173

Tax reform p under Finance Commtte bil.. , +1,4P. +1,655 +1,80 +2,440 +3,3US
Repeal of inesment crdit ----- _-------------- +2,500 +;2, 3 +2,190 4-3, +3, 270

Tax reform and ropeal of Investment credit... -+, 900 +4,645 +4, 170 +5,530 +6, 605

Income tax reIef:
Low-loone allowance --------------------- -425 -625 -625 -425 -625
C"ag npasetnlwIcm allowance ------------ :1,062 -2027 -202 2.027
ncr= lundrdd -_'------ '-1,037 -1, -1,373 -1,373 -,373

Rat reduction ................................ -1,87 -4,4 -4,498 -4416
Tax treatment of sinlle peno ..------------------ .445 -445 -4 445

Tota tax rWWs under FanmceComotte b ll. -1j712 -5,144 -8,33 .S - 8, 3988

ialane between reflm (+) and reif (-) under
Finance Committe bin --------------------- +2, l -499 -4, 0N -3,433 -2,363

8. AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1970 1171 1972 1974 1973

Tax reform program under Horn b- 2 -.............- 1 S + 1 +2215 ,60 5
Repel of ,n e , cret--_--------------- + 50 +3,000. +3. -3100 330

Tax reform and repeal 9f investmentcredit. +4,165 +5,010 +5,215 +S,750 +4,37

Income tax reief:
Low-income avownce ....................... -425 -4025 -S -M -
Removal of payout on low Income allowin- ..............- , -,027 -2. -2,,7
Increase In standard deduction .............. -- 1,07 -067 -,373 -1,373 -1,
Rate toduclo- .......................................... -- 4,4 -4 -4
U640"a 50-percent wkt on earned In0o1ome.. -200 -150 -100 -110 -100
l dt ., ttx threat for certain s gle

pmo ao ......................................... -450 - -650 -M5o

Total tax rli under ouse 6 ............ 0-,$z '-4,5 -9, 273 -%A -- ,273

Belew between Worm (+)ad r (-)uder
Hmu"e ................................... +2,25 -1,48 --4,0W o-n,0 -,40

Nole: The tax UwMa-6We i MMR=0Iliabiliity for 1970) amd te aOWN ta~x
- .af~fa the 17,mecldha.ot uu

1134
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TABLE 3.-4NDIV1DUAL INCOME TAX LIABIUTY-TAX UNDER PRESENT LAW AND AMOUNT AND PERCENTAGE
OF CHANCE UNDER REFORM AND RELIEF PROVISIONS UND H.R. 13270 WHEN FULLY EFFECTIVE

A. AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Tax pA=dda

Adjustd gma I um. eon (umgm) (Mmb) is

0 oo -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - $1,10 -$77 __K 1
3320 -0 -0.3

--7,000 ---------------------------------------- 51 -908 .- 17. 0
o ------------------------------------------------ 1 ,72 -- K -. 0&

-----t --------------------------------------- 9,184 -78 -4.
--------------------------------------- 13011 -1.013 -. 2

00,000 ------------------------------------------ 6.gas -318 -4.8
Toa ------------------------------------------ 

84 783 1.
7.oo w +20 +L. 6

Tota ...................................................... 77,11114 -7,843 -it I

B. AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Iwn.. (+) dwuuemJ-

pram law a AmosetAdJtd pmrn Imm ch (Oum (ou) pom

................................................... 3,320 -1,09 -31.6
$~3$ 0..------------------------------------- w....... 5;5$1 -03w -17.8

pmt ------------------------------------------- 11,70 -1.01 -11.4

to .... ........ .................. ... 184 -775 -8 4..13, vs -7.0!tK: ............................................. -w-111 L
............................................... t +324 +4.2

TOW .......................................... ............ "", -7, -liI
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TABLE 4.-TAX RELIEF PROVISIONS UNDER H.R. 13270 AFFECTING INDIVIDUALS AND TOTAL FOR ALL REFORM
AND RELIEF PROVISIONS AFFECTING INDIVIDUALS, WHEN FULLY EFFECTIVE, BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
CLASS, 1969 LEVELS

A. AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

R311 provisions

Low 15 percent, Tax trst- Total
Reform Income $2000 General ment relief

Adjusted gross . llow- Elimination standard rate of ie pro- Total al
Incom, class vison Ono@ of Phaseout deduction reduction peron visions proimfn

Millions

$to 300-- .........- + - $552 -0 -- 7---$77
-6o to -72 ...... 7 2 -788 - 4 - -001 -- ,

'00t 4-329 -$20 -:S 944 -948s

00 t1F10- .......... -3 -- -420 -0 -218'00 to §p o-.::: *r15- ....... -83 -78 -975 -75 -10 -1,90
15,000to 0'0OOO TF 17-------------16 -231 -496 -63 -- 789

ADO to Am 0O +9----- --------..... -8 -117 -006 -176 -1,107 -1,013
000 to $10000... +146 ------------- 1 -7 -420 -36 -464 -316

106,000 and over ..- +860 --------------------- -1 -641 -15 -657 +20

Tow._ __. +1,125 -625 -2,027 -1373 -4,498 -445 -8,068 -7,843

B. AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Relief provisions

15-
pepaxi- Inter-

W2,00 iur', mobeds TobI
Reform income Eflml- standard General ta. on tax relo( Total,

Adjusted gross allow- naton of deduc- rate re- eaned treat-
income clas vieonr ince phaseout tion ductlon Incoove moe vi1

millions
-4,16 ........... +$s- $27 -. - 7. 1 -- _775

to5,000: -3 -72 -:7II :----- F ...... -45 -1,ei 1,046 ,4
'M 7 ....... +3 -1 .......... -s ......... -75 -09 _00
00, o 0+7o --------- -335 - -663----------10 -1 -1

bo0to ,o... +26---- - a- - -975- ....... -111 -1: -1
515,000 to $20 ..... +23-- .. ---6 -i -46- -55 -0 -7

0oo to ---. +0 ...... -. -117 - ......... -135 -1,06 -976
ODD to 1o0b, ... +137 ........ -1 -7 -420 -$20 -54 -502 -305

Oa00. nd over- -- +1,01 .................. -1 -641 -80 -45 -757 +124

Tot .......... +1,30 -2. -2,027 -1,373 -4,46 -100 -40 -,2M -,

136



TABLE 5-TAX REFORM PROVISIONS UNDER H.R. 13270 AFFECTING INDIVIDUALS, FULL-YEAR EFFECT-BY ADJUSTED ROSS INCOME CLASS
A. AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ChovpwTae onalternative Ceaopm PulAvereg Cheri. eue e-Accumv-pefrAdute ues ta n u- os lip4np- o Li fetatle Ig a b20tble d-nudo- o- ebono Mvleg Fonoelp i Ferm Reada re oc nclas termg"e bumsson vision pMentdutni trusts expenses Icome loe essat dvdends e Tel

to....j= ............ ,,$5
---------------------------------------+3 A------- ---------- A +?.1

00----+S "+2 .....-------- . +1 +1 14 +.+2 -s0 4............. +- +- --12--------- ++IS ..... +7 ............ ---- +2 +S -2 + 3 +o+ ---
--- 00to-------- -- ---------------------- +2 4 -26 +14J2.."--------+1 ++- +2 +30 -12 +10 ------- --

m +m10 +4 +130 +S +32 -2 +1- +$- -+!5 +-- +1 4+
ovwr....(1) +175 -10 +$20 +10 +54 ( -) +20 +1'0%'

TO+..0-- +330 - 45 -+55 i10. -110 - +30 +130 -110 +25 +25 +25 +0- +3 +.I1.125

B. AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPItESENTATIVES

nnAol2-nReduce

x p l ecapilDefrd Chari- Inht- Mf
Adjste Unfenlsq- at 100 unlb pe pol sand ope- taledo- dedu- dOn- Ue n- Farm Rel i- pea M -

Inoee *aen *aet Smtm le 3prcn aho" dose tmonim trustsPonses man edsa se T

0 0 . - - - - - - - - - + 5 +"s. .. .... ... .....- 2 3 . ...

_-+ +2 +S -13: ++ + -  3
+140+10 +-+--.. .. = + + iG,. .... 4.4 +.........- 3 9. - 2..++"....

] ~~ ~ + ....1]IIn] --'-" ...... l+0 -- i +3 -10- "-... . ...... . e]l il]r T~r Tnr-

4-l + +116i-- - -- - -- - -- 5-10- --1 + 1 2

A + + A m+n +1 -41---4 1+4l81

' ANI d~ as UUlm l f Wa na e Ip In nIkl.m LUS L a gml IN m. t1| l fd es ,kThew Ids mo d ft I ai h 1Mf I Tas L
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Foreign Income:
LOsscarryover......... ... ..-- 3 35
Res!rction on mineral credit------..
Reduced ex --u- - --. . . ........ 25 25 25 25"------------------------

lodkiduaf Intere deduction -- -- --- -- - ----- ---- -- -- ---- --- ------- - -- ----- ---
utlte ------------------- -- 60 140 18526 310 s0 140

Allocation-- - - - - - - - - - -205 420Tax on preference Income- 650 655 us 690 700-"- "Rom! este: .
Used prop --rty- 15 40 65 150 250 is 40
Newno nu - ----- 60 170 435 960
~Ci~rre--------------------1 '40 100 15 i-- 50 -100 -200 -330 -1 -50
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TABLE 7.-TAXABLE RETURNS UNDER PRESENT LAW, NUMBER MADE NONTAXABLE BY RELEF PROVISIONS
AND NUMBER BENEFITING FROM RATE REDUCTION UNDER H.R. 13270 BOTH AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

iNumbew of retu s thousndl

AdJusted gross Income elm

RdtWas
by low-IWAO m A sulsew remlele

Rtorns and 15 percent ble s-
Umble under MONI standard Ing frm
prest law deduction 3 rut redutios

O bJ3.00----------------------------------- 14-05$ 5,140 40 104
1........................................... 5405 ,17

0- --7 24 1,755
50 10,000 - ------------------------------------ 13iloo 8500............................................1 . ............

5slo,00b55(0o-------------------------------25-------------------2. 3050
$O00u10000 ------------------------------------- 34---- 2 4 ---------------- 340 Sto000 mwo1020 .......................................... 34 ........ O4

$100000usnd owr ........................................... 95 - - $

Total ................................................ 63152- 51502 57,750

I felfive for tax ym 1172 and &eefr.

140
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TABLE 8--TAX BURDEN ON THE SINGLE PERSON UNDER PRESENT LAW I AND UNDER MN. 13270 2 AS APPROVED

BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (ASSUMES
NONBUSINESS DEDUCTIONS OF 10 PERCENT OF INCOME)

A. AS APPROVED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
TAX BURDEN ON SINGLE PERSONS

Tax nde
H.R 15270

Tax under a Itpliied Tax dem
Adjusted gross Income (wges and bres) lmunt Amount Posnwe

0 0 0 0$115 0 $115 100. 0329 180 149 45.3415 258 157 37.8
500 344 156 31. 2671 524 147 2L9

1,742 14a 274 15.7

Som 320 679 1;.04,918 an3 82 3L

go*-,
. 1,347 1.3

. AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1. TAX B .DEN ON SINGLE PERSONS UNDER 35 (OTHER THAN WIDD AP WDOWERS)

Tax under Tax demo
Tax under H.R. 13270 asAdjuLe ros Income (wsaa end slarlee) present law pls by MeuM Amoumnt Permn

&am .... ....."....:"....................... 0 0o°00o
1700............ !..--: ----.. --- -5.. 1 0$115 lot

32 1S 140 45.3
....... 415 258 157 37.8.. . .344 5 31. 2

$71 147 21.91"8 ! 145 12.4A ..... . ........ 1:72:5:::5:&:..15 ILO........ .... ................. 3320 0- 7.3

...........................4,918 4 5. 4
.................... C912 5s 41$ 60

2. TAX BURDEN ON SINGLE PERSONS 35 AND OVER (AND WIDOWS AND WIDOWEIS AT ANY AGE

Tax under Tax decrasw
Tax under N.. 13270 pSAdJkbd pm mw (%M and misfire) presemt law paed by House Amount Perntae

no ............ .. ........ "........ o 0 0 0............ 115 0 115 100.0000 - - - - - - - 32...175 154 4.o415 250S 165 3.8
00---------------------------5031 1 9 33.8

...................... "............. 9157 211 1."0 0..............".................... 1,74 3s7 3 19.7
50 ------------------ 2;3 i,07 491 20.57,500-------------------------------. ...... 2 .22 19.7

5002 ------ 74- 19.7
S---------- 876 1.

..........s.e.ect.....r .year 1 .72 and the a.ter
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TAKE L-TAX BURDEN ON THE MARRI ED COUPLE WITH NO DEPENDENTS UNDER PRESENT LAW I AND UNDER
H.L 13270' AS APPROVED BY ThE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND AS PASSED BY TNE HOUE OF
REPRESENTATIVES (ASSUMES NONBUSINESS DEDUCTIONS OF 10 PERCENT OF INCOME)

Tax 8nderHAR 13M27

JmmTa vne avid, Oamed Tri dis) me-,
AdjW gow ma an uk ) Proem law Ho...l

Repretalv Amont Pero~n

0 o 0 0

.. tons 54.5
275 s56 III 4L.5
354 226 126601375 I.............................. .1 in 7231

1342 17mit

,500- ................................... 2I 23 .0.00------------------------------- 2351 2607 O
Moo ------------------------------- 4.73 2,53 2n .5

'Exaluse of tax umbrm
3 Pr*vielom 00cove for fur 1172 d aflr.

TABLE I0.-TAX BURDEN ON THE MARRIED COUPLE WITH TWO DEPENDENTS UNDER PRESENT LAW AND UNDER
H.. H27 AS APPROVED BY T1E SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES (ASSUMES NONIUSINESS DEDUCTIONS OF 10 PERCENT OF INCOME)

TeRunivH

in d pied Tmdrin
Adjita pn Icoe ( ~Tax#Wdr yNoe ofPrina rams ltmm lw pmee Amount Pnumatlo

000 ..................................... 0 0 0 0
00m.....................................0 70I

140 3 W SLID

0001 ................................... 1.114 61 is 14,0
"...'."1.7.."'"'"..... 1Is"7 2o 14.0

0 0 . . . ..0.. .... ......
3 .W 4 216 1 0.5

6006 23ll mS 7.1
SO1 ,10 2W .I

4,....... :....... 412 4, 170 242 L 5

149,
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TAKE 11.-EFFECT OF N.LL 1370 AS APPROVED BY THE WIATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND AS PASSED BY
THE HOUSE Ow REPRESENTATIVES ON MBAL YEAR RECEWTS, 1370 AND 1371

1Mhbb"a

Asasppw eSeaoteomalke neoe
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SUBJECT INDEX TO ORAL AND WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED ON H.R. 13270

(This index is not exhaustive, rather it is intended as a quick
reference to the subject matter)
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SUBJ-ECT INDEX

Accumulation trusts, multiple trusts, etc.:
587, 588, 830-835, 1322, 1323, 1634-1637, 1800-1802, 2523,
4714, 4796, 4797, 5185-5188, 6598-6606

Treatment of excess distributions by trusts:
587, 588, 830-835, 1274, 1322, 1323, 1634-1636, 1800-
1802, 2523, 4796, 4797, 5185-5188, 6598-6606

Trust income for benefit of a spouse:
587, 588, 1322, 1323, 1636, 1637, 1800-1802, 4714, 4796,
4797, 5188, 6604-6606

Alternative capital gain rate for corporations; (increase of rate):
507, 614, 745, 746, 870, 1012, 1018, 1019, 1024, 1196, 1251, 1252,
1260, 1311, 1326, 1377, 1380, 2418-2420, 4140, 4141, 4142, 4149,
4195, 4196, 4733, 4742, 4743, 4745, 4750

Amortization of pollution control facilities:
620-622, 893-896, 1247, 1279, 1280, 1282, 1283, 2039, 4723,
4910, 5205, 5206, 5223, 5224, 6539-6551

Capital gains and losses:
497, 503, 504, 506-508, 517, 609-613, 653-655, 665-667, 693, 694,
745-747, 760, 761, 870-881, 917-955, 957, 958, 994-996, 1011,
1012, 1182, 1183, 1196, 1228, 1229, 1234, 1235, 1248, 1253, 1266,
1279, 1298, 1303, 1306, 1307, 1310, 1311, 1326, 1327, 1336, 1339,
1353, 1358-1360, 1365, 1369, 1372-1374, 1382-1384, 1531, 1533,
1539, 1540, 1547-1559, 1586, 1589-1600, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1668,
1669, 1802, 1803, 1881-1955, 1970-1973, 2006, 2007, 2037, 2322-
2326, 2393-2474, 2561, 2562, 2645, 2646, 2666, 2667, 2675, 2676,
2679, 2685, 2687, 2692, 2696, 2697, 2891, 2897, 3331, 3332, 3335,
3381-3383, 3401, 3402, 3409, 3410, 4039, 4102, 4140, 4141, 4144,
4145, 4185, 4581-4586, 4696, 4712, 4713, 4718-4720, 4723, 4743,
4802-4805, 4839, 4840, 4846-4855, 5091, 5092, 5099, 5107, 5113,
5118, 5136, 15142-5146, 5200-5203, 5216-5218, 5237, 5239, 6619

Alternative capital gains tax for individuals, repeal of:
503, 609-613, 665, 870-879, 957, 958, 994, 995, 1012,
1234, 1235, 1298, 1303, 1310, 1311, 1326, 1336, 1365,
1590-1592, 1883, 1884, 1891, 1898-1900, 1902-1909,
2007, 2037, 2322, 2323, 2393-2405, 2408, 2409, 2411-
2414, 2417-2420, 2422-2425, 2429-2432, 2434-2439,
2442-2444, 2448-2450, 2463-2467, 2472--2474, 2639,
2645, 2646, 3409, 3410, 4582, 4712, 4713, 4719, 4723,
4839, 5118, 5200, 5201, 5216,5217, 5237, 6619, 6620
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Capital gains and losses-Continued
Assets transferred at death:

1298, 1353, 1913, 1916, 1929, 1930, 1941-1955, 2666,
2667, 2687, 2696, 2697, 3331, 3332, 3382, 3383, 4102,
4582, 4586, 5091, 5092, 5099

Capital losses of individuals:
609, 654, 693, 694, 995, 996, 1234, 1235, 1358, 1593,
1594, 1884, 1891, 1900-1909, 2418, 2422-2424, 2442,
2443, 4802, 4803, 4940, 5200, 5201

C(Trtain casualty losses under sec. 1231:
610, 880, 881, 4804, 4805

Holding period of capital assets:
503, 504, 506, 507, 609, 610, 653, 654, 665-667, 880,
994, 995, 1012, 1196, 1310, 1336, 1359, 1531, 1539,
1540, 1594, 1595, 1882, 1883, 1890, 1893-1898, 1902-
1909, 1929, 2322, 2393, 2395-2405, 2409-2411, 2418,
2419, 2422, 2423, 2424, 2442, 2443, 2448-2450, 2463-
2467, 2891, 2897, 3335, 34(,4, 3402, 3409, 3410, 4696,
4713, 4719, 4723, 4803, 5118, 5200, 5201, 5237

Income averaging:
1929

Letters, memorandums, etc.:
609, 1362, 1363, 1595, 1596, 2418, 4803, 5201

Mutual fund share, capital gains treatment of:
4846-4855

Ordinary income treatment of capital gains:
917-955, 1307, 1928, 1930, 1931, 2561, 2562, 2667,
2696, 2697, 3381

Total distributions from qualified pension etc., plans:
609, 996, 1182, 1183, 1248, 1253,1266, 1274, 1279, 1326,
1327, 1372-1374, 1382-1384, 1389, 1533, 1547-1559,
1599, 1600, 1668, 1669, 1802, 1893, 1970-1973, 2006,
2007, 2405-2408, 2414-2417, 2419-2421, 2425-2427,
2431-2434, 2439, 2440, 2456-2461, 2467-2473, 4140,
4141, 4144, 4145, 4696, 4723, 4743, 4803, 4804, 5136,
5142-5146, 5201, 5202, 5203, 5217, 5218, 5239

Transfers of franchises:
610, 881, 1598, 1599, 2428, 2429, 2450- 2456, 2461-2463,
4805

Charitable contributltrs:
526, 527, 569-573, 640, 657, 658, 792-805, 957, 998., 999, 1014,
1015, 1224-1227, 1262, 1263, 1274, 1280, 1296, 1298, 1332, 1353,
1362, 1363, 1369, 1584, 1631-1634, 1659, 1677, 1701-1703, 1802,
2009-2020, 2023, 2024, 2034, 2035, 2041-2101, 2111, 2112, 2121-
2126, 2128-2155, 2163-2271, 2353, 2495-2664, 2704, 2705, 3132,
3326-3366, 3377, 3378, 3409, 3483452, 4185, 4371-4373, 4694,
4695, 4713, 4714, 4787-4790, 5098, 5099, 5168-4174, 5212,5265,
5709, 5710, 5704, S P 8038-601 8053-4182, 1 3, 6194, 829
6274., 8276, 8278, 279 842"-4429



Charitable contributions-Continued
Charitable contributions by estates and trusts:

800, 801, 1225, 1633, 1634, 2066, 2214, 2215, 2500, 2501,
2554, 2555, 2559-2563, 2606, 2607, 2623, 2639, 2645,
2662, 2663, 4789, 5171, 5265

Charitable contributions of appreciated property:
526, 569-571, 792-797, 998, 999, 1015, 1224, 1225, 1274,
1332, 1353, 1362, 1363, 1584, 1702, 1703, 2019, 2023,
2035, 2041-2045, 2064-2066, 2069, 2072, 2073, 2078,
2079, 2081, 2085, 2089, 2093, 2121, 2125, 2126, 2129,
2134, 2137, 2147-2150, 2153, 2154, 2164, 2165, 2168-
2170, 2178, 2181-2183, 2186-2190, 2192-2205, 2210,
2220-2225, 2232, 2237-2247, 2250, 2263, 2264, 2266,
2267, 2269, 2270, 2495-2498, 2500, 2502-2508, 2513,
2514, 2517-2523, 2526-2528, 2531-2537, 2544-2546,
2549, 2556-2558, 2563-2566, 2568-2572, 2575-2578,
2581-X585, 2594-2597, 2600-2603, 2608-2611, 2616-
2619, 2624-2631, 2634-2638, 2646-2648, 2651-2653,
2659, 3329, 3339, 3447, 4694, 4713, 4714, 4788, 5098,
5099, 5169, 5170, 5212, 5265, 5709, 5710, 5764, 5765,
6037-6041, 6193, 6194, 6269, 6274, 6275, 6278, 6279,
6426, 6427, 6429

Charitable income trust with noncharitable remainder:
797-799, 1015, 1224, 1802, 2035, 2044, 2045, 2069,
2074-2085, 2126, 2181, 2183, 2191, 2192, 2197, 2225-
2227, 2232, 2256, 2257, 2508-2513, 2521-2523, 2529-
2531, 2566-2569, 2578, 2579, 2582, 2599, 2613, 2634,
2638-2643, 4700

Charitable remainder trusts:
802-805, 1015, 1224, 1225, 1363, 1631, 1632, 1677, 1702,
1703, 1802, 2035, 2044, 2045, 2067, 2068, 2074-2085,
2093, 2126, 2181, 2183, 2191, 2192, 2197, 2211-2213,
2225-2227, 2232, 2234, 224-,-2247, 2251, 2256, 2257,
2501-2516, 2528-2531, 2550-2553, 2555-2558, 2566-
2569, 2573, 2574, 2578, 2582, 2585, 2594, 2595, 2598,
2599, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2612, 2622, 2623, 2625, 2631,
2633, 634, 2636, 2639, 2643-2645, 2648, 2649, 2651,
2656,2660-2662,4790, 5168,5169-5174,5265,6275,6427.

Fifty-percent charitable contribution deduction:
527, 569, 1014, 1224, 2034, 2042, 2056-2058, 2063, 2064,
2083, 2111, 2112, 2130, 2131, 213&--2138, 2211, 2271,
2529, 2674, 2575, 2583, 2594, 2617, 2626, 2632, 2651,
4694,4787.

Gifts of the use of property:
999, 1225, 1226, 1227, 128, 2085, 2214, 2258, 2259, 2557,
2558,2564,2583,2607,2608,2626,2649,3447,4788,5265.

Limitations on nonexempt trusts:
1015, 1363, 2066.

Two-year charitable trust raie, repeal of:
1015. 1224, 2069, 2085, 2528, 2626, 4789, 5265

Unlimited charitable deduction, repeal of:
527,-572,_-7,88,-W99 9, 1015, 14, I=2, 1353, 1634,2019, 4, &,i 2006, f07t, 208k 2144, 21-46, 2271,
25-, 57 R2K 61, 6 12 2632, 2704 27M5, 3409,
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Collection of income tax at source on wages:
740-743, 5207

Cooperatives:
615, 616, 656, 657-660, 885-888, 957, 1066, 1075-1081, 1288,
1289, 2375-2378, 2833-2841, 2890, 2891, 2894, 2896, 2897, 2899,
2903, 2904, 2911, 2912, 2918-2920, 2923-2987, 3515-3519, 3555-
3595, 4722, 4760-4762, 5223, 5228

Debt-financed corporate acquisitions and related problems:
589, 590, 839-844, 1018, 1022, 1248, 1268, 1269, 1323, 1616-1619,
3940, 3643, 3949, 3955, 3956, 4059, 4156-4173, 4185-4187, 4205,
4742, 4798-4800, 4994, 4995, 5189-5193, 5224

Bonds and other evidences of indebtedness:
101S, 1022, 1268, 1269, 1323, 4059, 4205, 4742, 4799,
4800, 5192, 5193

Interest on indebtedness incurred by corporations to acquire
stock or assets of another corporation:

589, 590, 839-842, 1248, 1616-1619, 4059, 4156-4173,
4798, 5189-5191

Installment method:
842-844,1248, 1249, 3940 . 3943, 3949, 3955, 3956, 4059,
4185-4187, 4742, 4798, 47b, 4994, 4995, 5191, 5192

Limitation on deduction of bond premium on repurchase:
1018, 1022, 4059, 4742, 4800, 5193

Deferred compensation:
585-587, 986-988, 1017, 1018, 1021, 1022, 1025-1031, 1034, 1035,
1037-1039, 1237, 1238, 1259, 1260, 1265, 1266, 1274, 1279, 1281,
1322, 1361, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1384, 1385, 1391-1528, 1536, 1537,
1564-1577, 1609-1613, 1657-1659, 1665, 1964-1973, 2656, 2657,
4140, 4143, 4144, 4712, 4735, 4741, 4828, 5184, 5185, 5218-5220,
5239, 660d, 6621, 6622

Deprection allowed regulated industries; earnings and prolts ad-
justment for depreciation:

603-607, 860-869, 1018, 1023, 1248, 1281, 1282, 1326, 1371, 1382,
1387, 1388, 1623, 1624, 4093-4096, 4140, 4146, 4746, 4748, 4751,
4754, 4755, 4759, 4965-4982, 5085-5091, 5196-5199, 5296, 5297,
5312-5314, 5322-5325, 6584, 6585

Effect on earnings and profits:
606, 607, 867-869, 1023, 1248, 1281, 1282, 1326, 1371,
1382, i387, 1388, 4093-4096, 4140, 4141, 4146, 4746,
4748, 4751, 4754, 4755, 4759, 4974, 4975, 5085-5091,
5196-5199, 5296, 5297, 5312-5314, 5322-5325

Public utility property:
603-606, 860-866, 1018, 1023, 1248, 1387, 1388, 1623,
1624, 4966-4982, 6584, 6585



Excise taxes (continuation on communications services and auto-
mobiles):

620, 2913, 2920, 2921
Excess war profits tax:

5778- 57 9i
Farm losses:

506, 507, 573-576, 653, 654, 660, 661, 718-725, 744, 745, 806-808,
958, 959, 1197, 1223, 1231, 1232, 1274, 1300, 1318-1320, 1345-
1347, 1353, 1369, 2443, 2701, 2702, 2710-2832, 2841-2923, 3380,
3381, 3402, 3403, 3491-3552, 3940, 3941, 4039, 4087, 4102, 4104-
4138, 4185, 4253, 4689-4693, 4696-4700, 4790-4792, 5096, 5097,
100-55100, 5175, 5176, 5243, 5244

Gain from disposition of property used in farming where
farm losses offset nonfarm income:

573-575, 660, 661, 718-722, 744, 745, 806, 958, 959,
1197, 1223, 1231, 1318-1320, 2443, 2701, 2702, 2710-
2746, 2857-2923, 3380, 3381, 3402, 3403, 3491, 3492,
3494-3552, 4104-4138, 4689-4693, 4696-4700, 4790,
4791, 5092, 5096, 5097, 5100-5106, 5175, 5243, 5244

Hobby losses:
575, 661, 722-725, 745, 807, 808, 1231, 1232, 1320,
1345-1347, 1353, 1369, 2746-2832, 2841-2899, 2911,
2917, 2918, 3497-3499, 3511, 3522, 3525, 3526, 3537-
3543, 3940, 3941, 4039, 4087, 4102, 4106, 4107, 4253,
4791, 4792, 5092, 5176

Livestock:
506, 507, 653, 654, 723, 1232, 1300, 1320, 2443, 2723,
2724, 2741, 2844-2898, 2911, 2918, 3492, 3493, 3497-
3499, 3506-3508, 3510, 3511, 3520, 3546-3552, 4107,
5175, 5176

Fifty-percent maximum rate on earned income:
560, 676-702, 711-716, 1013, 1274, 1310, 1359, 1374, 1375, 1386,
1529, 1530, 1536, 1537, 1564-1577, 1600-1603, 1910, 1969, 1970,
2668, 2687, 2692, 3375, 3401, 3417, 3480-3486, 4144, 4808, 5206,
5207, 5233, 5244, 5245, 6616, 6617, 6620, 6621

Financial institutions:
498, 499, 532, 59-603, 646, 647, 755-757, 850-859, 1198, 1267,
1376, 1377, 1777-1880, 2039, 2040, 2359-2390, 3332, 3403, 3404,
3418, 3419, 3957, 3958, 5092, 5096, 5140-5146, 5315

Foreign deposits in United States banks:
601-603, 858, 859, 5315

Investment in residential real estate mortgages:
498, 499, 532, 599-601, 646, 647, 755, 756, 853-856,
1198, 1267, 1777-1847, 1854-1880, 2359-2362, 2381-
2390, 3957, 3958

Mutual savings banks, savings and loan associations, etc.
498, 598, 755, 756, 850, 851, 852, 856, 857, 1376, 1777-
1880, 2039, 2040, 2359-2362, 2380-2390, 3403, 3404,
3419, 3957, 3958, 5092, 5096
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Financial institutions-Continued
Reserve for losses on loans; net operating loss carrybacks:

498, 598, 599, 756, 757, 850, 852, 853, 1377, 2039,
2040, 2362-2368, 2375-2378, 2380, 2381, 3418, 5140-
5146

Treatment of bonds, etc., held by financial institutions:
1854, 2362-2365, 2371-2374, 2379, 2380, 3332, 3418,
5140-5146

Foreign tax credit:
592-598, 845-849, 991-993, 1249-1251, 1260, 1312, 1313, 1325,
1326, 1333-1335, 1382, 1389, 3961, 3967, 4127-4149, 4210, 4211,
4141, 4242, 4260, 4261, 4279, 4280, 4444-4450, 4722, 4835, 4836,
5019-5021, 5044, 5045, 5048, 5049, 5051-5053, 5071, 5072, 5083-
5091, 5195, 51q6, 5220-5222, 5293-5296, 5301-5310, 5325-5340,
6586

Handicapped:
2021, 2033, 2034, 5256-5261, 5267-5278, 6626-6628

Income averaging:
584, 823-825, 1615, 1616, 1659-1661, 3481-3488, 4723, 4740,
4741, 4795, 5182, 5235

Interest:
576-578, 637-639, 1248, 1267, 1268, 1274, 1278, 1279, 1320-1321,
1347, 1353, 1363, 1364, 1587, 1588, 1619-1623, 1901, 1902, 3493,
3494, 3909, 3910, 3939, 3940, 4039, 4040, 4060, 4063, 4087, 4088-
4093, 4152-4156, 4792, 4793, 4985-4999, 5176, 5177

Intermediate tax rates; surviving spouse treatment:
1055-1062, 5207

Investment credit:
496, 497, 620, 635, 636, 637, 653, 670, 671, 672, 679-681, 687-689,
749, 750, 757-759, 961-968, 978-983, 985, 986, 1010, 1019, 1024,
1025, 1184, 1185, 1236, 1238, 1241-1245, 1261, 1275, 1276, 1283-
1286, 1299, 1303, 1304, 1314, 1330, 1331, 1335, 1336, 1341, 1354,
1378, 1388, 1389, 2036, 2037, 2408, 2409, 2419, 2422, 2435, 2436,
2464-2467, 2705, 2899, 3335-3337, 3379, 3380, 3394, 3399, 3970,
4142, 4143, 4714, 4717, 4733, 5048, 5107, 5113, 5117, 5118, 5136,
5137, 6551-6560, 6585, 6586

Life insurance company special reserve, tax treatment of:
1269-1274

Limit on tax preferences and location of deductions:
497-499, 504, 505, 525, 526, 527, 519, 578, 583, 628-633, 640, 641
647, 648, 655, 661, 810-822, 1196, 1197, 1234, 1274, 1321, 1322,
1358, 1359, 1377, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1588, 1702, 2043-2045,
2052, 2053, 2062, 2063t 2072, 2073, 2077-2080, 2085, 2101, 2102,
2104, 2112, 2124, 2125., 2129, 2132, 2133, 2202-2205, 2208, 2209,
2220-2225, 2228, 2229, 2232, 2233, 2269, 2270, 2443, 2444, 2495-
2498, 2500-2509, 2514, 2515, 2524, 2532, 2533, 2535, 2536, 2549,



VII

Limitation tax preferences and allocation of deductions-Con.
2550, 2563, 2570-2572, 2575, 2578, 2583-2585, 2594, 2596, 2597,
2603, 2609-2611, 2618, 2619, 2622, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2646, 2648,
2657-2659, 2668, 2688, 2692, 2693, 2875, 2876, 3166-3172, 3326-
3366, 3414-3416, 3424-3452, 3494, 3522, 3523. 3897-3923, 3938,
3939, 3941-3943, 3949, 3952-3954, 4037, 4038, 4039, 4070, 4072,
4086, 4088-4092, 4102, 4723, 4724, 4739, 4740, 4794, 4795, 4900,
5049, 5169, 5170, 5178-5182, 5240, 6426-6428, 6602-6604

Low-income allowance; increase in standard deduction:
505, 506, 554, 555, 556, 676, 682-686, 897, 898, 1058, 1059, 1060,
1061, 1196, 1224, 1233, 1234, 1303: 1331, 1377, 2102, 2114-2i16,
2183, 2259-2262, 2265, 3340, 3341, 3371, 3372, 3404-3407, 3417,
3439, 3447, 3448, 4807, 4808, 4856, 4857, 5115, 5229, 5235

Maritime industry investment incentives:
4953-4962

Moving expenses:
578, 809, 989-991, 1017, 1020, 1021, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1235,
1236, 1237, 1247, 1253, 1259, 1268, 1278, 1280, 1281, 1332, 1333,
1378, 1385, 1386, 1389, 1532, 1533, 1544-1546, 1643, 2294-2314,
4140, 4145, 4146, 4721, 4722, 4734, 4739, 4793, 4794, 4815, 5135,
5136, 5177, 5222. 5223, 5235, 5236, 5314, 5315

Multiple corporations:
588, 589, 836-838, 1162-1182, 1185-1192, 1238, 1239, 1299, 1353,
1358, 1369, 1639-1643, 1661-1663, 2705-2707, 3420, 4191-4205,
4271, 4741, 4746, 4748, 4749, 4751, 4752, 4758, 4759, 4763-4765,
4797, 4798, 5189

Multiple trusts (See Accumulation trusts, multiple trusts, etc.)

Natural resources:
497, 498, 500-505, 512, 513, 533, 535, 536, 537, 540, 541,543, 544,
607-609, 644, 681, 682, 702-709, 717, 761-764, 1012, 1013, 1183,
1184, 1197, 1223, 1227, 1228, 1235, 1260, 1262, 1289, 1292, 1297-
1299, 1313, 1336, 1339, 1347, 1348, 1353, 1354, 1357, 1358, 1369,
1377, 1388, 1389, 1583, 1584, 1629-1631, 1887, 1888, 2039, 2668,
2676, 2677, 2682-2684, 2687, 2692, 2697, 2698, 2898, 3335, 3390,
3391, 3419, 3420, 3958, 3961, 3966, 3967, 4149, 4207-4359, 4363-
4371, 4373-4579, 4582, 4587-4684, 4712, 4722, 4801, 4802, 5003-
5081, 5137-5140, 5199, 5200, 5208-5210, 5220, 5240, 5241, 5297,
5310, 5311, 6585

Personal exemption increase:
509-511, 525, 541, 949, 1223, 1297, 1917-1923, 1933, 2315-2318,
2670, 2671, 5135, 5211, 5212, 5779, 5780, 5782, 5783, 5791-5794

Personal holding companies:
2368-2371

Private foundations:
499, 504, 517-519, 522, 523, 532, 533, 539, 540, 562-567, 67-669,
672,676-679, 725-737, 773-788, 957, 1020, 1064, 1066, 1067, i088,
1090, 1091, 1198-1200, 1226, 1237, 1261-1263, 1288, 1292, 1298,
1317, 1318, 1644-1656, 1666, 1683-1687, 1719.-1721, 1723, 1741-
1746, 1753-1771, 1774-1776, 2009-2020, 2022-2029, 2034-2036,
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Private foundations-Continued
2087-2096, 2101, 2111, 2118, 2119, 2126-2138, 2155-2163, 2169,
2170, 2183, 2184, 2208, 2215-2218, 2251, 2271, 2325-2328, 2348-
2350, 2353, 2497-2499, 2534, 2537, 2559, 2560, 2599, 2600, 2636,
2637, 2654, 2655, 2659, 2660, 2702-2704, 3338, 3339, 3399, 3400,
3421, 3422, 3448-3451, 4102, 4360-4362, 4687, 4688, 4705, 4711,
4778-4780, 5093, 5094, 5097, 5098, 5107, -7108, 5113, 5118-5134,
5157-5167, 5230, 5261-5265, 5344-5736, 5744-5778, 5794-5808,
5887-5921, 5965-6036, 6041-6.527, 6622-6626

Change of status:
539, 776, 777, 1198, 1645, 1648-1651, 1767-1769, 2660,
4779, 5158, 5159, 5165, 5166, 5500, 5509, 6016, 6019,
6220, 6247, 6342, 6343, 6344, 6482, 6483, 6498, 6499

Definition:
778, 1198, 1317, 1318, 1650, 1722, 1723, 1767-1769,
1775, 1776, 2036, 2129, 2131, 2133, 2208, 2215-2217,
2659, 3450, 3451, 5107, 5108, 5113, 5120, 5121, 5159,
5160, 5402-5405, 5409-5417, 5526, 5527, 5551-5597,
5673-5676, 5684-5692, 5715, 5716, 5807, 5891--5896,
6013-6015, 6018, 6019, 6056, 6057, 6096, 6190, 6192,
6197, 6199-6201, 6203, 6204, 6221, 6230, 6231, 6271,
6282, 6287, 6291-6293, 6302-6304, 6313-6319, 6322,
6M323, 6324, 6328, 6330-6341, 6344, 6350-6358, 6363,
6364, 6315, 6375, 6377, 6378, 6386, 6387, 6392, 6393,
6428-6433, U-527, 6622-6626

Disclosure and publicity requirements:
519, 523, 540, 785, 786, 1754, 1764-1767, 2019, 2036,
2326, 2497, 3451, 5128, 5129, 5133, 5134, 5165, 5378,
5385, 5386, 5664, 6031, 6057, 6083-6090, 6092, 6096,
6158-6161, 6176, 6177, 6237, 6273, 6280, 6288, 6328,
6329, 6350

Distribution of income:
563, 668, 669, 676, 677, 779-782, 1020, 1091, 1652, 1653,
1684, 1685, 1754, 1758, 1759, 2022, 2023, 2027, 2028,
2035, 2036, 2118, 2119, 2129, 2130, 2156, 2169, 2499,
2660, 2704, 3400, 3421, 3422, 3448, 3449, 4779, 5093,
5098, 5129, 5130, 5160-5163, 5264, 5265, 5368, 5369,
5510, 5517, 5518, 5607, 5618, 5619, 5629, 5631-5665,
5667, 5668, 5671, 5672, 5677-5681, 5748, 5755, 5756,
5761, 5772, 5776, 5777, 5966-5974, 5978, 5979, 5996-
5998, 6006, 6007, 6023, 6024, 6028, 6029, 6030, 6033'
6053-6119, 6168-6176, 6187, 6188, 6203-6205, 6208,
6220, 6223, 6227, 6228, 6230, 6235, 6236, 6240-6243,
6249, 6269, 6272, 6273, 6277, 6290, 6291, 6329, 6330,
6345-6347, 6349, 6354, 6355, 6361, 6362, 6384, 63191,
6400, 6401, 6411, 6414, 6425, 6456, 6462, 6463, 6481,
6483, 6489-6491, 6515, 6516, 6525



Private foundations-Continued
Excess business holdings; stock ownership limitation:

519, 563, 566, 567, 667-669, 672, 678, 679. 725-737,
957, 1020, 1066, 1067, 1088, 1317, 1653, 1654, 1759-1761,
2024, 2025, 2027-2029, 2035, 2157, 2158, 2162, 2163,
2497, 2703, 2704, 3338, 3339, 3400, 3421, 4360, 4361,
4711, 4779, 5093, 5094, 5098, 5127, 5163, 5164, 5368,
5382, 5383, 5500, 5518, 5519, 5607-5618, 5620-5664,
5667, 5672, 5677-5679, 5681-5683, 5706-5708, 5710,
5711, 5713, 5714, 5716-5736, 5744-5764, 5772, 5773,
5777, 5778, 5887-5891, 5967-5974, 5977-6013, 6023,
6076, 6098, 6099, 6205, 6206, 6209, 6211-6214. 6220,
6231, 6232, 6236, 6238-6240, 6249, 6250, 6255-6257,
6271, 6273, 6277, 6278, 6284, 6285, 6286, 6311-6313,
6325, 6326, 6347, 6355, 6356, 6362, 6363, 6366-6369,
6410, 6414-6422, 6435-6446, 6456, 6457, 6460, 6461,
6485, 6495, 6496

Hospitals:
518, 786, 787

Investment income taxation:
499, 504, 517-519, 522, 523, 532, 539, 540, 564, 565, 773,
774, 957, 1067, 1091, 1198, 1226, 1237, 1262, 1288, 1292,
1646-1648, 1666, 1722, 1723, 1753, 1755--1757, 1776,
2010, 2019, 2028, 2035, 2089, 2092, 2094, 2101, 2111,
2118, 2126, 2127, 2131-2133, 2135-2138, 2169, 2170,
2183, 2215, 2251, 2271, 2325, 2353, 2497-2499, 2534,
2537, 2559, 2599, 2600, 2636, 2637, 2659, 2704, 3339,
3421, 3422, 3448, 4102, 4-05, 4711, 4778, 4779, 5093,
5098, 5107, 5113, 5119, 5124, 5126, 5129, 5130, 5157,
5158, 5230, 5262, 5263, 5347, 5352, 5357, 5358, 5376-
5380, 5383, 5384, 5429, 5431, 5453-5473, 5509, 5510,
5527, 5558, 5571, 5606, 5664, 5666, 5671, 5676, 5683,
5692-5704, 5748, 5755, 5760, 5771, 5772, 5775, 5776,
5801, 5802, 5806, 5900, 6019, 6023, 6025, 6026-6028,
6030, 6033, 6084, 6099, 6i86, 6187, 6190, 6192, 6193,
6196, 6197, 6201, 6203, 6207, 6208, 6220, 6222, 6227,
6233, 6234, 6237, 6258, 6266, 6268, 6269, 6270, 6276,
6280, 6281, 6288, 6320, 6321, 6322, 6340, 6341, 6342,
6349, 6352, 6360, 6365, 6366, 6378, 6384, 6391, 6393,
6394, 6396-6398, 6424, 6429, 6453, 6455, 6460, 6464,
6480, 6484, 6485, 6493, 508, 6509, 6511, 6516-6518,
6525, 6526

Limitation on use of assets:
1763, 2035, 3421, 4705, 4711, 4780, 5163, 5164, 5510,
5631, 5664, 6026, 6029, 6220, 6221, 6236, 6237, 6245,
6250, 6251, 6273, 6425, 6482, 6483
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Private foundations-Continued
Lobbying activities, grants, propaganda, etc:

563, 564, 783, 784, 1198, 1199, 1261, 1288, 1654-1656,
1685-1687, 1722, 1723, 1761-1763, 2025, 2036, 2087-
2089, 2091, 2094, 2169, 2183, 2184, 2208, 2217, 2218,
2326-2328, 2349, 2353, 2654, 2655, 3422, 4705, 4711,
5107, 5108, 5113, 5119, 5120, 5121, 5347, 5371-5373,
5380-5382, 5392, 5402, 5420, 5421, 5431, 5474-5493,
5500, 5501, 5518-5550, 5572, 5573, 5598-5608, 5673-
5676, 5713, 5714, 5795, 5807, 5892-5894, 5897-5903,
5907-5920, 6016, 6020, 6022, 6024, 6025, 6030-6036,
6041-6052, 6057, 6074, 6080, 6086-6092, 6108, 6110,
6161-6168, 6178, 6179, 6185, 6186, 6188, 6189, 6193,
6195, 6196, 6197, 6202, 6208, 6218, 6222, 6223, 6224,
6225, 6226, 6237, 6245, 6246, 6250, 6251, 6253-6255,
6257-6268, 6273, 6274, 6282, 6283, 6288, 6289, 6290,
6291, 6319, 6321, 6322, 6326, 6327, 6331, 6333-6338,
6341, 6348, 6352, 6360, 6361, 6369, 6370, 6375, 6378-
6383, 6385, 6394, 6395, 6425, 6426, 6482-6486, 6496-
6498, 6518, 6519

Operating foundation:
1199, 2157, 2158-2163, 5493-5499, 5544, 5545, 5549,
5550, 5573-5575, 6016, 6020-6022, 6033, 6051, 6104,
6197-6201, 6209, 6214-6218, 6223, 6318, 6319, 6320,
6351, 6352, 6353, 6364, 6365, 6386, 6387

Self-dealing:
563, 668, 1199, 1288, 1292, 1650-1652, 1753-1755,
1757, 1758, 2169, 2348, 2349, 2599, 2704, 3338, 3339,
3421, 4705, 4711, 5127, 5160, 5369, 5500-5502, 5506-
5508, 5510, 5620-5664, 5671, 5745, 5752, 5753, 5974-
5976, 6080-6083, 6101, 6155-6158, 6176, 6210, 6234,
6236, 6248, 6249, 6272, 6276, 6288, 6325, 6342, 6343,
6344, 6345, 6350, 6352, 6354, 6355, 6366-6369, 6380,
6398-6400, 6455, 6480, 6481, 6483, 6494, 6495, 6526

Professional athletes, relocation of:
6582, 6583

Railroad rolling stock:
653, 1024, 1025, 6586-6598

Real estate depreciation:
532, 637, 882-884, 958, 993, 994, 1010, 101, 1024, 1034, 1037,
1238, 1252, 1253, 1260, 1261, 1278, 1282, 1288, 1327, 1328, 1340,
1353, 1371, 1372, 1377, 138W)-1382, 1637-1639, 2025, 2037-2039,
2443, 2699-2701, 3412, 3413 3925-4088, 4140, 4146, 4147, 4185,
4280, 4722, 4743, 4745, 4748, 4750, 4751, 4805, 4806, 4895-4962,
5203, 5204, 5220, 5238, 5239, 6531-6539



Restricted property:
584, 585, 650-652, 825-829, 988, 989, 025-1029, 1031-1035.
1037-1039, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1560-1563, 1603-1609, 1665,
1955-1963, 2477-2492, 4144, 4711, 4712, 4722, 4795, 4796,
5182-5184, 5240

Retirement income:
4857-4875, 6560-6573

Second Income Plan:
1391-1528

Single persons:
511, 512, 556-558, 677, 678, 898-901, 1039-1062, 1257, 1258,
1340, 1341, 4825-4891

State and local bonds:
499, 519-521, 525, 526, 533-535, 618, 619, 628-635, 641-644,
647, 648, 652, 657, 662, 663, 669, 670, 889-892, 1009, 1013,
1014, 1068, 1069, 1229, 1230, 1295, 1300, 1301, 1303, 1307,
1311, 1312, 1329, 1330, 1353, 1358, 1359, 1369, 1375, 1377, 1387,
1584, 2025, 2037, 2220, 2574, 2677, 2678, 2679, 2681, 2682, 2684,
2698, 2699, 2892, 2895. 2897, 2989-3324, 3332-3334, 3367-3371,
3373-3375, 3384-3387, 3389, 3390, 3392, 3393, 3410-3412, 3432-
3438, 3452-3480, 3599-3894, 3958, 3961, 3966, 4102, 4103, 4393,
4695, 4696, 4700-4705, 4711, 4724, 4817, 5094, 5099, 5107, 5113,
5118, 5212, 5230, 5231, E237, 5238, 6584

State gasoline tax deduction:
499, 536, 561, 673-675, 901, 5049

Stock dividends:
590, 591, 1018, 1023, 1249, 1281, 1323-1325, 1624-162,1 1803,
1804, 1814-1819, 2277-2294, 3942, 3950, 3951, 474:2, 4800,
4801, 5193-5195

Subehapter "S" corporations:
616, 617, 1249, 1266, 1267, 1328, 1329, 1361, 1362, 1531, 1532,
1541-1543, 1585, 1613-1615, 1657, 1667, 1668, 1730, 4806, 4807,
4841, 4842, 5204, 5205

Surcharge:
960, 961, 1201, 1234, 1240-1246, 1341, 1389, 3379, 6586

Tax-exempt organizations:
522, 523, 537-539, 567-569, 672, 716-717, 752-755, 789-791,
1063-1067, 1072, 1073, 1085-1162, 1198-1200, 1224, 1264, 1265,
1289-1292, 1295, 1296, 1331, 1354, 1669-1671, 1675-1752, 1770-
1776, 2070, 2086-2116, 2171-2177, 2218, 2219, 2272-2277, 2526,
2527, 2619-2621, 2671-2675, 2680, 3421, 3943, 3944, 3946A-3947,
3950, 3956, 3957, 4044-4051, 4187-4191, 4738, 4739, 4746, 4747,
4749, 4752-4757, 4760, 4780-4787, 5167, 5168, 5242, 5243, 5245-
5255. 5737-5744, 5765-5767, 5808-5887, 5921-5965

a dvertising income:
568, 1067, 1073, 1088, 1097, 1109-1125, 1331, 1669-
1671, 1687-1692, 1701, 1703-1708, 1715-1718, 1728-
1730, 1746-1748, 1771, 1774, 2109, 2218, 2219, 2526,
2527, 4187, 4188, 4785-4787, 5167, 5168, 5243, 5737
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Tax-exempt organizations--Continued
Clay-Brown provision:

538, 567, 1065, 1095, 1133, 1224, 1692-1697, 2100, 2101,
2108, 2110, 2111, 2218, 2272, 2273, 2276, 2537, 4780-
4782, 5168, 5765-5767

Federal Lan(l Bank System:
4044-4051

Interest, rent, and royalties from controlled corporations:
568, 790, 791, 2070, 4784

Investment income taxation of social, fraternal, and similar
organizations:

567, 791, 1125-1142, 1152-1157, 1697, 1713-1715, 1732-
1741,2671, 2672, 4783, 4784

Limitation on reductionss of nonexempt membership organi-
zations:

1142-1152, 1709-1712, 3943, 3946A-3947, 3950, 3956,
3957, 4784, 4785

Political activities:
1697, 1698, 1721-1723, 1730-1732, 1772, 1773, 2171-
2177, 2619-2621, 2680, 5245-5255, 5808-5887,5921-5965

Unrelated business income tax extended to ail exempt
organizations:

537-539, 567, 716, 717, 752-755, 789, 790, 1063-1065,
1067, 1072, 1073, 1085-1089, 1091-1109, 1157-1162,
1198-1200, 1224, 1264, 1265, 1289-1292, 1295, 1296,
1331, 1675-1683, 1700, 1701, 1713-1715, 1718, 1719,
1721-1725, 1751, 1752, 1771, 1773, 2086-2090, 2095-
2101, 2108-2110, 2272-2277, 2671-2673, 4738, 4739,
4746, 4747, 4749, 4752-4755, 4760, 4782-4787, 5242,
5243, 5251-5255, 5737

Tax rates:
553, 696-702, 1195, 1196, 1201, 1234, 1256, 1257, 1337, 1338,
1357, 1359, 1360, 1377, 1910, 1919-1922, 2022, 5112, 5114, 5234

Treble damages:
743, 744, 5224, 5225, )241, 5278-5287

Uurea.onat!, avewuiAlation of surplus:
4725 i 2---.I-c;

Vacation pay accc-I,.
66 4, 6618


